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thait will plovide a (a 1o||p1lllIn2ve histoly of
lhe ()lfice of tire Secr(tar of Defense (OSI))
Th'leIhannntivr Yrsmes

theC evoluin

of

OSI) fon its establishiient in Septembell)Cr
9-17 to (lite
otbreak of tihe Korean War in
Jtiie 1950. As tire title
indicates, linese were
years of beginniings Iliat ushered in lie
pireellst-dav rm of service unification and saw
(ihedevelopilent of )oliies and programs
(flat woul(I have listing Inpact Oil national
security. A richly docilen:ed volume, it

draws ol a wide variety of priiary and
secondar sources to present a commanding
of Iheevolution of both defense
organization and national security policy
during the critical post-World War 11years.
The book oieis with the swcaritg-in of
tie first Secretary of Defense, James Forresaccotint

cal. who faced the dual challenge of electing
unification of the armed forces and of recoistituting U.S. defense policy to neet an in-

At

creasing array of problems and threats

I'

abroad, lieCold War with the Soviet Union
heading the list. As Forrestal discovered, to
smake unification work, lie needed more

i

i

authority acid assistance than the 1947 Nadi,.,.l
Securiy Act gave him. His successor,
Louis Johnson, had the benefit of amendtlients

.
"

in 1949 that enhanced the secretary's

j

hi

power. Btt like Forrestal, Johnson conrront-

ed fierce intmrervice competition for scarce
funds and deeply divisive quarrels, especially
between tie Air Force and tie Navy, over the

assignment of roles and missions, A series of
chapters oil the making of the defense budgcis for ie period strikingly illuminatcs the
iatilcaec"taonships
i
amonomg strategic policies, military programn, roles and missions,
and money.
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Foreword

In December 1939 1 was present when George C. Marshall, then Chief of
Staff of the U.S. Army, delivered an addrems before the American Historical
Association in Washington. I listened but I did not hear, nor did I remember
much of what he said. It was only after reading the address in recent years that
I became aware of the understanding and wisdom that informed his observations.
"inour democracy," Marshall declared, "where- the government is truly an-agent
of the r , ular will, military policy is dependent on public opinion, and an organit ,1for war will be good or bad as thc public is well informed or badly
I died regarding the factors that bear on the subject." Accordingly, he cor,rdered it "very important that the true-facts, the causes and consequences that
make our militan history, should be matters of-common knowledge," and "there.
fore, it is to the historian ...that we must turn for the most essential service in
determining-the public policy relating to National Defense."
Since World War H1,thanks-to Marshall and other like-minded civilian and
oilitary leaders the government has kept the American public better informed
about the history of its military establishment than about any of its other major
activities, Through the extensive publication of scholarly volumes, the military
services have fulfilled their-obligation to record -their history and keep the nation
apprised.
The history of the Office of the Secretary of Defense ((3D) is to the history
of the Department of Defense as the hisory of the military establishment is to
the history of tile United States. In the years since World War l1 the Department
of Defense, and especially OSD since 1947, has played a central role in the
making and execution of national security policy at the-highest levels of governm'.nr To provide a permanent and comprehensive historical record, the Office
..
't'tc tar) uf Defense has undertaken to pubhsh a thorough, objective,
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critical,
and analytical
history.
The overall
plan for the
OSD history
provides
for an open-ended
series
of volumes
in chronological
sequence.
each covering
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sever-al years, with time periods determined by a number of common characteristics, principally a high degree of internal unity and beginnings and enidings
that are distinct and significant. Within this chronological framework, the major
theines are treated -topically. It is hoped that these volumes will stimulate adiditional research that will further amplify the history of OSD.
This first volume of the series, The Formative Years, 1947-1950, is especially important because it provides a foundation on which succeeding volumes
may build, Since an exhaustive history of 051) is impossible, the volume aims
ather to illuminate the main events, policies:, and personages of these early years
and to point up the tensions and tribulations, successes and failures, that-attended
the reordering of the nation's defense structure. IThis -has required the historian
co exercise with the utmost discrimination his prmiary responsibility of selecting
the topics to be treated. The focus ison the larger pNbles and-issues of national
security policy that gained the attention of OSD; w'Nle the perspective is pri.
manily from the OSD vantage point, the presideniiua~d National Security
Council p~erspectives are ior-neglected. Major themes include the origins and
organization of the National Military -Establishmnt; the progrss of unification;
the availability, competition for, and use of resources; and the rofe'of OSD and
the military services in carrying our the-international-responsibilities and-comnmitments of the- United States during the early stages of- the Cold War.
J
Because-of the need to establish the basic discipline of the subject, 1he
treatment of The Pormadg'e Years is more narrative than-analytical, but inrerpre.
rations and conclusions are nor wanting. The authority of the volume derives
chiefly from the rigorous study- and extensive use of 051) primary source materials, to which the author had -full access. Secondary accounts were used selectively. Living sources, in the form of interviews, were especially valuable, contributing much to the originality-andru flavor of the book.
Steven L Rearden, the author of this volume, holds a Ph.D. degree in
history from Hatv-d UniversityiPo 194 -1976 he-served-as a consultant
to the Office of the Secretary of Defense, after which he undertook work on
The Formative Years,
This publication has been reviewed-and its-contents declassified and cleared
for release by concerned government agencies. Although the manuscript itself
has been decla&,Jfied, some of the-oflicial sources cited in the volume may remain
classified. This is an official publication of-the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
but the views expressed are those of the, author and do not- necessarily repre~sent
'
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those of the. Office of the Secretary of Defense.A
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Pref ace

TheliNational Security Act of 1947 stated the intent of Congress to provido
for the 'authoritativc, co~ordination and unified direction [of thc armed forces)
under civilian control but not to merge tlien." To exercise this dirction and
f ontrol, tie act designated tile Secretary of Defense. Until then and since 1789,
the Fresident had- provided unified direction in his capacity as Commander in
Chief, an arnangement that worked reasonably well as long as he h~ad thle time
to devote to such matters. By the early 20th century, however, as tile United
States emerged as a world power, and as thle bt'rdcrns thrust upon him increased,
thle President relied ever more heavily on subordinates to help him discharge his
.military responsibilities. During World War 11 President Franklin D..Roosevelt
often improvised with orgavizational mechanisms to which lie delegated increasing authority. By the end of tl'e wvar, with thle United States confronting security
problems unprecedented in scale and scope. thle need for organizational reform
appeared more urgent than ever. Two years later. in the summier of 1947,
Congtrs moved to remedy this situation by passing the Natonal Security Act.
Although addressed principally to thle question of servict. unification, the
Nationel S'~urity Act went well beyond reorgani'.ing thle armed forces; its
overall purpose was to erece all integrated structure to formtulate national security
policy at the uppermost level of governmtent. One of its most innovative features
wars to provide the Presidecni with a full-time deputy for military affairs. Breaking
with tradition, it suborda,ated the Secretaries of the Army, thle Navy, and the
newly, establishecd Air Force to the Secretary of Defense, thereby creating a new
layer of civilian authority between the military services amid tlwir Commander in
Chief, Over r6e past- three and a half decades this arrangemdni has1undergonej
progressive refinement, chiefly toward further strengthening tile secary's power
to exercise dirert~mr ::rd rorral. Each step along the way has been strongly
attaclked aud strenuously dlefentded. In general, however, this trend has proved
inexorable.
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Preface

This volume traces the evolution of the Office of the Secretary of Defense
from its estabhshment in September 19,17 to the outbreak of the Korean War
in June 1950. During this perixl two men xocupied the officc--Jamcs Vincent
Forrestal d17 September 19,17 to 28 March 19,49) and Louis Arthur Johnson
128 March 1949 to 19 September 1950). Thliough vastly different in style and
personality, both were similarly motivated by a strong desire to serve their country and by a belief that the job they were doing ranked as one of the most
important in public service. As the title indicates, these were OSD's formative
years, an espetahly important period bcause it was one of origins and beginnings.
Ba,i, relationships arid policies were established during this period anti decisions
%%eremade that had long.term consequences, both at home aid abroad,
The atcount presented here is essentially a policy history of OSD, drawn
from the office's internal files and other documentary collections. Built around a
narrative framework, it examines how the office came into being, how it operated,
and how it dealt with the multifaceted problem of' national security. It isnot a
history of the early Cold War, though Cold War problems do indeed bulk large;
nor is it a compendium of atcomplishments under unification, though like the
Cold War, unification is a recurring theme. Because of lack of space and time
and the need to keep the book manageable, some subjects have been given only
brief mention or omitted. Among these are intelligence, strategic planning, over.
seas base rights, personnel arid manpower policies, industrial mobilization, logis.
tits,
and the evolution of research and development programs, all-of which may
be treated wore luliy in future volumes. Variations between chaptcrs in organization, structure, emphisis,and focus and differences inbreadth and depth of treatment result from judgment of what was important and to some extent derive
from the amount and quality of available evidence.
Arrangement and presentation of so large and complex a subject as the
h-story of OSD are always difficult. Technical terms, which abound in military
parlance, nave been held to a minimum; the use of abbreviations and acronyms
has ben for the sake of brevity and hi many instances was simply unavoidable.
Choosing the best order of chapters posed a special problem. Overlapping issues
ruled out a purely chronological treatment. It seemed best therefore to icdont a
thematic structure and to group chapters dealing with similar or related subjects.
A word of caution is in order as regards statistical data used i,this volume,
eslxially in connection with budgetary matters discussed in Chapters XI, XlI,
and XI!I. Not surprisingly, in view of the complex nature of the budget process,
discrep:.ricies occasionally appeared between time numbers in one source atid those
in another, though usually the discrepancies were minnt. At !!linmc o!Thiad
,,,enr ,tt:
eued to reconcile the data and to present statistical materials as
accoiratdy as possible from contemporary sources.
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A further caveat conccrns the use of the terms National Military Establish.
,ncn. or NAM, and Dlpartent of Delens . Although both refer to the same
basic organization headed by the Sccre.tary of Defense, they should not be used
mtcrchangeably because they apply to different time periods. The National Mili.
tary)Establishment was tile
term adopted by Congress when it unified the armed
services in 1947. It remained the defense establishment's offikial designat:on until
the 19,19 amendments to the National Security Act converted the NME into a
full.fledged executive department, thereafter known as the Department of
Defense At the risk of some confusion to readers, but in the interest of historical
accuracy, usage of the terms National Military F.stablishment and Department
of Defense follows their chronological application.
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Icolleagues,

During the preparation of this volume I became deeply indebted to numerous institutions and individuals for their assistance. In particular, I wish to
extend grateful thanks for the research help I received from the Modern Military
Division of the National Archives, the Harry S. Truman Library, the Dwight D.
lisenhower l.ibrary, tile
Naval Historical Center, and tl"Army l.ibrary in the
Pentagon.
An early draft of the manuscript was reviewed by a broad group of
sdiolars and former Defense Department officials, who presented written and
oral comments at a seminar held in the Pentagon on 21 April 1981. Among
those who participated in this seminar were former Secretary of the Air Force
E.ugene M. Zuckert, General Lyman L. Lemnitzer, General J.Lawton Collins,
Brig. Gen. Noel F. Parrish, Marx Leva, John H. Ohly, Forrest Pogue, Robert J.
Donovan, Kenneth W. Condit, Ronald Spector, Walter Moody, Benis Frank,
William 7 Slany, Iean Allard, Samuel F. Wells, and Robert Pollard. Subse.
quently, additional comments were received from Francis 0. Wilcox, Ambassador
Theodore C. Achilles, and Samuel R. Williamson. All were extremely generous
in sharing their time and ideas and in making helpful suggestions for sharpening
and clarifying the text. Among those I interviewed in connection with preparing
the volume, I would especially like to thank Mr. and Mrs. Donald F. Carpenter
for their gracious hospitality.
This book began es a project originally assigned to Harry B. Yoshpe,
whose research notes proved invaluable. Within the Office of the OSD Historian
I owe a special debt to Alice C.Cole, Roger R. Trask, and Stuart I.Rochester, all
of whom contributed in more ways than I can possibly enumerate here. As
critics.
editors, and frierkl., I feel they were at much my crllahnrator' a,my
a pleasure to work with, unstinting in their help, and totally dedicr.ed
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Preface

to tlhe highest professional standards in bringing this volume to fruition. For
allowing me to draw on their knowledge and insights, I need also to thank
Rudolph A. Winnackcr. Sam ucl A. Tucker, Max Rosenbcrg. Richard M. Leighton,
and Ronald Hoffman. To Doris M. Condit, who is completing the volunv to
follow mine, 1 am especially grateful for both her assistance and encouragement.
Gloria Moore, assisted by Marguerite Cowherd, Debora O'Connor, and others,
prevailed over the word processing machine to produce a genuinely fine typed
manus ript for the printer. Miss Moore and Ruth E. Sharma painstakingly
proofread the final copy.
My heaviest obligations are to my wife, Pamela. for her unswerving moral
support, to John H. Ohly, a marvelous friend and keen critic whose personal
knowledge of events added a dimension that the written record can never convey;
and to Alfred Goldberg, for all manner of things, particularly the opportunity
he gave me to write this boo and the incisive editorial skills he brought to
bear on its completion.
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17 September 1947

The drama of the occasion could not have-been lost on those who-attended.
the swc-aring.in of Jamcs Forrestal as the first U.S. Secretary of

dfensc at high

noon on 1- September 1947. The ceremony, the initial step in starting the
machincry that Congress had authorized two monds earlier -in the National
Security Act, signified thcbeginning of extraordinary change in-the organization
and daraion not only of the military cstablishmert, but indeed, of the whole

national-sccurity structure. The impact of the occaion was compounded by the
irony that- the new secretary-should be the former Secretary of the Navy and
the ceremony should takke-place in-the-Navy -Deartment building, for the Navy
had-baen the most reluctant of all the services to see the new order come into

being and Forresal himself had Initially been imotig-th
g
leading proponents of
a -cry different form of-organization of-the military establishment.
- -

-

"-

The drama of -tht event was further heightefied by the urgency which
surrounded it. Originally seheduled for 22 September, the ceremony had been
advanced to 17 September after receipt of a cable in the White House on
15 September from Prtsident Harry S. Truman directing that oi-testal -take
office without delay. The President, then humeward bound from- the Rio de
Janeiro lnter-Afnerkan Conference on hemispheric peicc an-security, had read

-

-

.

-_

-

-

--

-

in his daily intelligence rcports a wtrning that-the communist governument of
-__

-1tha
_:-

4'.

Yugoslav i, locked-in a torritorial dispute with Italy,-might attempt.to seize the
city ..........
cu.....
v-y:S. and british mili.ary forces. He fel-

w~ider the-circurnstainces-Eofrestal-zhould take Ofice at once.- even -though It
would preclude his own attendance at-the oth-taking, originally artangd- for
the day of his scheduled! rc-tursL tO-W¢gshlngtori,

-

To-idministcr-the oath of office, Forrestal- had called on-the Chief Jwtsticeof the United States, Fred M, Vinson, an-old friend ,ho had-served with hin-
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c.trler :: 111CVresidenet (Abinct. Forsnial. standing at ;ttention, solemnly
repemad the words of the oth after dte (lef jwflce ind, by so doing. iermitted
the National ,tmuriq Act to become fully dfectivc as of the next day. After
die cercmony. Forrestal met width a group of dose advisers over a buffet
luncheon at which tine they reviewed the current emergency and dictsscdfuture plant.The next day, 1. Scptemter, -Forrcstal paid a brief visit to the Pentagon,
gcrnsi the Potomac River in Arlington, Va., to examine space arrangement,. for
his new uflice and to attend the iworingoin of John L Sullivan a Se cretary of
the Navy and NV. Stuart Symiricon as Set retar' of the Air Force. Kenneth C
1uvyall, prevwtu&I &-tretary of War, who had automarically be.le Semretary of
the Army, acted as hir. As the President had desired, the civilian le.dcrshilp of
fie new military establishment was in -place and ready to functinn;t

Frrnjz ILTht

-

WFar-o

Cold Wir

Forrestal took up his new dutes- at a critical juncture in the nation's fortuos. Although -le Great Dcpression and World War I were history, (ie era
of p- ace and prosperity so eagerly anticipated in 1945 was threatening-to evap.
orate by 1947. Surging inflaltin, rucotvrsion of industry from military to
civilian production, pnt-up dcumand- for consumer gxls, shortagc-of key industrial Iems, and the rcabsorption into Americanmsocicty of 10 million or- more
demobilizing suldier-, siilors. and marines created fres'k challenges at irni.
Abroad, two years after the unconditional surrender of Germany and Japan,
much of the worldi-lurope, Asia. the MiddleEast, the Mediterranean-remalned
Init state of upheaval. Rivalry' and-disagreements betweenrte Soviet Uinon and
the vicLorious Western -allies ieightened the tenio and -in some quarters had
alredy -given rise to fears-of a third world war, prssibly an atmnic ,ar -with
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Utold hcrrorm.
Iflthe economie probenis at home requircd o"ew solutions, the dcwt-riormting
intcrnational 4ituation would comitl the assumption of cxenasive new responsibilitics. Whatever-corsc future events might toee. 4World War It hadhlictatcd a
irmanentalwerarion
i, thy re!.
-ipL-,n-te
-.
.dSpa-s
dramliti and

P

anid the rer of thle world. 7i (ation front iTurops quFrres and avoidance of
entangling asociations in other areas of the world-thc eradiinal. corncrstonet

of -U.S. security-had beconm otimioded precepre by tie codul of fihe war,
.tin reach of iocx~rn rwapons and the immense destruction they had: viited
dW

Zf
7

lloundlv ifT(-ctrd tlhe shapc of tile pos;twar world. G;ermany and Japan lay in
rtun%, most tit Eurol×v, L-olonutJall , exhaust(.d and dimilinhed, struggled to
re, over w. ,trength As, tile only mnajor partm ipant to vlinerge from the war rein-

tirol)y urvkathd, the United States m×cupicd an unrivaled position of political
And ecoomiuc power Ol file Furasiati ]an] mavc the Soviet Union, though
weakened b) horrendous txsualties and destrutton, had emerged aq tile prcdominant power and the only country likely to challenge-U.S. preeminencePostwar U.S. poIlty, as it ttx~k form duringt the (onflict, accptd as aI
central tenet that he~nceforth thv United States should take tile major rcsponsibdlity, in concert with other tounltrles, inldihng tile Siwet Union, for prrvvnt~ng
tile outbreak of yet another global carmtrophe. In 19,1-15 die United States
became a leading fortec bclund tlhe creation of the United Nations (U.N.).'
The uimatc effectiveness of tile U.N. depended onl tile postwar cooperation and
collaboration of tile five permanent members of tile Security Council-ile
United States, the Soviet Union, France, Britain, arid the Republic of Chinaeach with a veto power. '
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Even before the war endedl, disputes between Washington and Moscow

threatened to undermine the U.N. concept of maintaining international peace
and security through coopcration amnong tie membur states. Against a back.
ground o enrally unfriendly U.S.-Soviet relations since the 1917 Bolshevik
-Revolution, the wartimne partnership was shaky from its very beginning. Presi.
dent Franklin D. -Roosevelt, however, pnrc-.ivcd it as a basis for a permianent
collaboration. At the Tehran Conference in 19413 and again at Yalta in early
1945, Rmyieveh, Stalin, anti Churchill pldgedl their counitics-to -full coope:ration
to defeat the Axis and achieve a secure and lasting peace. But despite much-"_
wartime talk of solidarity, collaboration between Moscow and-the West remained

~~~~~~~limited except in the provision of military-aid to the Sorits-by the United-States
X
~ Th ~~and
Great
Relationsfthwere ..correct
hut not overly cordial,coeato-n
antd as a rule
hnirBritain.
ffciees
deedd-nte-ota
:
~ ~the
Soviet Union kept military and political contacts with Washington and
colaotin
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1945 the persistent underlying suspicion aid distrust between the Soviets and
lthe
West manifested ited S
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nepih an
pcusations
that the British
ithe Germans. Even more div

adr surnedr tcrms rth

iedwas the fundamental disagretement over the

-itty of Eastern -Europe, where tie installation o pro.Sovict-regimes, backed-in
b cam ay theaprnoe biand mightof theRed Army, semed-to violateU.S.-
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Soviet understandings that these countries would be allowed self-determination.
By the time Roosevelt died in April 1945, a- quarrel over composition of the
Polish Government had placed serious strains-on U.S.-Soviet relations. As Prime
Minister Churchill described the situation a month later in a message to President Truman, astern Europe was rapidly falling behind an "iron curtain" of
4
Soviet domination and communist dictatorships.
Except for Secretary of the Navy Forrestal and a handful- of others who
urged a "get tough" policy, authorities in Washington, including President
Truman, -remained cautiously optimistic that U.S.-Soviet differences-would eventually be remolved in a reasonable and peaceful-fashion. But at the-Potsdam Conference in -the summer of 1945 new problems arose over Soviet demands for
German reparations. After the collapse of the London Foreign Ministers Confer.
ctce in September 1945, controversies over-basic issues followed in rapid suetession during 1946-47: the Azerbaijan crisis, the impasse in -the U.N. over
atomic energy, the crumbling of four.power cooperation in occupied Germany,
and the protracted hagglingzover tile Axis satellite tr.mties. At-the same time,
Soviet control over Eastern Europe continued to tighten, while in Western
Europe and parts of Asia there appeared ominous signs suggesting a pattern ofmounting communist activity aimed at -exploiting the economic and political
disarray left by Pie war in-order to bring about- the installation-of gov,--n s
directly or indirectly subservient to the Soviet-Union 5
Uncertainty prevailed -in Washington -about ultimate Soviet- intentions and
capabilities. On the one hand, substantial evidence suggestedz-that the Soviet
Union was in reality a crippled giant whose wartime sacrifices had left it inca.
pable of-posing a serious threat for many years. Although the Soviet Govern.
mnent never published an official count, figures- accepted in the West for Sovietwartime casualties ranged-beyond 20 million-killd. Factory damage had been
exceptionally severe, almost total in sonic areas-that invading German armies
had occupied, causing sharp declines from prewar industrial output. With-agricultural -production also down because of the wares disruptions,-faminc reportedly
occurred- in -parts of the country, even in the usually productive farmlands of the
Soviet Ukraine. Western intelligence agencies reported pe, imisticully on the
Soviet -Union's prospects for early recovery -and speculated that -reconstruction

would require a decade or more of energetic rebuilding."

-

T

On the other hand, in spite of economic difficulties, the Soviet Union
remained a formidable military power after due war, though it had practically
no stratcgic ;r fuc.t: and nusauriacc navy of-any sgniiianCe other than coastal
patrol vcssels. Its major strengths lay in the -Red Army, larger than any $roundforce in the West, and a- growing submarine fleet. Like the United States and
Britain, the-Soviet Union demobilized after the war, but it stillkcpt substantial
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forces under arms.' Despite a war.weakencd economy and the pressing demands
of reconstruction, Soviet policy accorded first priority to the military in tie allocation of resources. In terms of money spent, Soviet postwar defense budgets

down to 1950 were estimated as roughly equivalcnt to those of the United States.
Thre Central Intelligence Agency cakulated that between 1948 and 1949 Soviet
defense expenditure rose from the equivalent of $12.5 billion to $16.5 billion.
But because of Russia's less developed economy, these figures represented, respectively, 23.2 and 28,9 percent of the Soviet gross national income,1
Although much of the evidence was sketchy, Western intelligence organitations consistently credited Soviet forces with awesome capabilities that they
believed greatly exceeded appatent Soviet postwar security requirements. In
March 1946, after the United States had withdrawn most of its combat forces
froin Europe, tile Soviet Union was thought still to have approximately 51 divi.
sions in Germany and Austria and 40 more divisions in Poland, Hungary, and
Yugoslavia Two years later, despite announcements from Moscow of an ongoing
program of demobilization, U.S. Army sources estimated that total Soviet forces,
excluding allied satellite armies, consisted of 1,100,000 men and had stabilized
at about 175 line divisionst all"effectively organized for combat" aid supported
by a substantial tactical air force. This same report saw no signs that Soviet
forces would resume a peacetime posture soon. On the contrary, they remained
"virtually on a war footing" and could, if called upon during an emergency,
expand to 320 divisions within 30 days. These estimates proved to be greatly
exaggerated.'
Soviet commitment to a vigorous research and development program aimed
at modernizing weapons and correcting weapon deficiencies also caused the
United States much concern. During a speech to Soviet Communist Patty members in February 1946,-Foreign Minister -V. Molotov declared that the Soviet
Union was doing everything "to assure that our Army is second to no other
Army as regards newest types of armament." 10 Such remarks reinforced suspicions in the West that, with the help of captured German scientists, the Soviet

+

Union would be armed in a few years with turbojet aircraft and a variety of
Precisely how large 2 Soviet demobilization took place after World War ll'.has never been
positively established klwsse of Soviet secteq In such matters. Official Soviet estimates claimed
that laie.scsie reductiois from the wartime peek of 12.000,000 troops occurred In severlstages between 1945 and 1948. Soviet Pfemier Nikitsa IKhush~hv noted in January 1960 that{
Swet aisrieid foitts wre tudu..,,d tu. Arrcn,:h'of 2.-74.0n0O In 194q, bill this f;Lute appirently
did not include border police and other quasimilitay forces, For i fuller aceounp, sceWolfe,
Sotina Powtr *,td Earope, 1943-1970, 9-11.
tSoviet divlions had about 9,000-12,000 into, depending on the type-of division. some two.
tludt of the strength of U- divisions. Mormover, it licame known later tla many of thewe
175 divisions were not full strength; some bad only cadres.
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offensive and defensive guided missiles." Scattered evidence appearing as early
as 1945 suggested further that the Soviet Union also had a "supcr-prority" pro.
gram to acquire nuclear weapons, with 1953 sometimes mentioned as the likely
date for achieving "quantity" boniLpr(xlction.'l Such rcports and predictions,
against the backdrop of deteriorating U.S.-Soviet relations and increasing (on),
munist political and subversive attivitis in Western Europe and Asia, produced
serious concern in Washington over future Soviet intcntions.

The Strlegy of Co,,Iainnent
The development of a U.S. pI" y to deal with the widespread unsettled
and thrcatening conditions that had resuhed largely from inability to reach
agreement with the Soviets on outstanding issues spanned a period of nearly two
years after the cessation of hostilities in Europe in the spring of 1945. It took
time and the actual frustrating experiences of those years for officials in Washington and the American public to become convinced that agreements with the
Soviets on major postwar issues could not then be reached and that the Soviet
Union was bent on expanding its power. The favorable image and goodwill that
the Soviet Union had acquired as an ally in World War II did not dissipate
overnight. Moreover, ,hanges in policy had to proceed in concert with public
opinion and be shaped by what Congress and the American people would accept
and support. Ile postwar American public was more concerned with pressing
domestic problems than with what seemed less urgent international troubles.*
During this period of policy formulation, there emerged a dominant view
that the Soviet Union was a hostile antI expansionist power with whom lasting
good1 relations seemed highly unlikely, at least for a long time to come. As time
went on and Soviet actions appeared more patently menacing, dissenting views
became less acceptable, with loyalty-security investigations and inquiries by the4
House Un-American Activities Committee inhibiting debate among public officials
and federal employees. After President Truman fired Secretary of Commerce
I lenry A Wallace in September 19.16 because of a speech criticizing U.S, policy
toward the Soviet Union, there remained in the Cabinet no one who seriously

j

Truman was well awate of thee tealtles and moved cautiously in developing policy. In the

summer of 1946. for example, he directed his special mounsel.
lark Clifford, assisted by Gcornt
X, F", " .mr+
Isz :urt on U S.--bovtet tclanions
and propets for the future. The
resulting papcr, submitted in Septemnber. took an exceptionally sloomy view of the situation
and lIld out little hope for on early U.S.-Soviet ieconcillauon. Atcording to Donovan. Coniat
.ad Otoij. 221-22, Truman found the report "too explosive to distribute," so it never left the
White HoumeAlso seeKrock. Memoirt, 419-82, where the Clidord.Elsey report is reprinted
in full
",-"-
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questioned the threatening nature of Soviet intentions or the need for a firmer
U.S. policy toward Moscow.'Since they lacked pretise details of what the Soviet Union hoped to accom.
plish, authorities in Washington had to rely on information supplied by U.S.
foreign service officers and observers ttationed in or near the Soviet Union.
According to these reports, Soviet policy and the preservation of a war-making
capability far in excess of what seemed necessary to guard against a now.impotcnt
Germany and Japan had two aimas. to disguise tile Soviet Union's internal weak.
lesses and, at the same time, to facilitate the "inevitable" victory of MarxistLeninist ideology."
Of the reports reaching Washington, none had a stronger impact on official
thinking than those of George P. Kennan, U.S. Minister-Counselor in Moscow
from 1944 to 1916. A foreign service career officer, with special training in
Soviec affairs, Kennan had acquired an understanding of the Soviet Union that
few of his State Department contemporaries could equal. Drawing on his background of knowledge and experience, Kennan became convinced that U.S. policy
toward the Soviet Union rested on outmoded assumptions of common interests
fostered during World War If and that it failed to cope effectively with the
basic problem of Russian and communist expansionism,
Kennan achieved almost instant prominence with his "l.ong Telegram" of
22 February 1946-a cable of some 8,000 words to Washington from Moscow,
expressing his concern over Soviet actions and urgiig his superiors to educatv
the American people on the "realities" of the %ituation. Although he did not
recommend specific changes in policy, Kennan expressed confidence that tile
"problem is within our power to solve-and that without recourse to any general
military conflict," if the American people were properly informed why the
Soviets acted as they did."' Despite its high security classification, Secretary of tile
Navy Forrestal persuadcd the State Department to permit wide distribution of
the message to several hundred senior military officers. In late May, at tile
instigation of Forrestal and Utjd,.r Stetary of State Dean Acheson, Kennan
returned to Washington to beome Deputy Commandant of the new National
War College.".
It was at rorrestal's suggestion that Kennan wrote his celebrated "X"A
article on the reasons for Soviet ,onduct. Initially intended only for Forrestal's
private and personal edification, the paper so impressed him that he wanted
to share it. In July 1947 it aplp.,mred in Foreign /lffiirs, tihe quarterly
Ur',a of . C!..nc.! on -,w'n
',
Re!Aroonq. Althoueh authorshin) was attributed

t

to "X," perceptive journalists qui,kly recognized Kennan's style and disclosed
the author's name within a few days."
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In the X article, Kennsn viewed Soviet policy as the product of ideology anid
history-a*blending of the Marxist- Leninist vision of a world socialist st and
the historic czarist expansionist impulse. The emphasis Kennan placed on historic
impulses in his article suggested that hc judged ideological considerations of
secondiiry importance. He saw the Soviets as opportunists whose basic strategy
was to probe and exploit the weaknesses of their enemies. Nonethele., he was
profoundly impressed by the impact of communist ideology on thc tLurrent generation of Soviet leaders and doubted whether their mindset would permit themC
even to contemplate a reconciliation with the West.
Kennan viewed the future in mixed terms. He felt optimistic that with the
eventual passing of the current generation of Soviet leadership, a new group,
more open to accommodation with the Wo~t, would conmc to power. He doubted
whether the Soviet system could long survive. Its ineficierit methods, its reprossive police state taics, and its disregard for huri rights-doom.cl it-to-certain
wholesale transformation, if not extinction. ThiN long-range prediction would
come to pass, however, only after vigorous exertiont of outside pressure to conran Soviet expansion. In the immediate years Ahead, lie expected the Soviets to
seize every available opportunity-to realize their goal of w-orld domination. "In
these circumrstances," lie argued, "it is dear that the main element of any United
Stares policy toward the Soviet Union must be that of a long-term,, patient but
firmn and vigilant containment of Rwasian expansive tendencies." Such a policy,
he maintained, should consist of "the adroit and vigilant application of -counterforce at a series of constantly shifting geographical and political points, coffe5posiding to the shifts and tranoeuvres of Soviet policy."
What Kennan said and what- he intended to say in his X article have since
become the subject of widely varying interpretations. Some have seen it as-a
virtual call to arnns, while others have given it a more cautious re-Ading."1 In the
main, the issue has centered on the use of the word "containment," which unforrunately Kennan nt-ver fully diefined at the time. Its usage in the article cearly
implied that successful resi~tanec to the %pre-ad of Sovict influcec and power
would entail conflict, but what kind of conflict KcZnnan neglected to say,, and
this crirk~al omnisin led rc-aders: of the article to contemplate a host of POWs.
bilities, including reto'rs r-)direct military action. Yet for Kennan himself. at
wAr with the Soviets w-as the very thing itat containment was M.-Ant to aqoid,
In his memoirs, hie insistedI

~ VA

that the artic was in reality a plm., *ddressed 2s mnuch to out despairing
liberals as to our hotheaded rJ.wie--o acceptmnc of the belief
+21tsxth
.nN is i
Z. JWCt, tsar was not intvilablerM
was it a suitable atuswer, tha, Oweahstace of, war did not mean that *e
would lose the struggle; thpc 'ttr was %-middle ground of pxlitical resistance on which w-, couli itanid-wih reasonable prospect of mnci*es "
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By the uime the X article appeared, events in Europe and the Mediterranean

had already forced a major reassessment of U.S. policy. Rising communist guerrilla activity in Grvece, continual Soviet pressure on Turkey to make concessioms
aind grait territorial tights, and the failure of the European economy to regain
its vitality were problems that could no longer be ignored and on whkh the
United States felt compelled to take immediate action. On 21 February 1947
the First Secretary of the British Embassy handed State Department officials two
notes, one on Greece, the other on Turkey. The thrust of both messages was the
same: Britain, on the verge of bankruptcy, had no choice but to terminate her
security commitments to both countries.1 U.S. officials contemplated the grim
possibilities, including an eventual communist takeover in Greece. Should Greece
fall, warned the U.S. ambassador in Athens, "the whole Near East and part of
North Africa as well are certain to pass under Soviet influence." 22 Resolving
to meet the crisis head on, representatives of the State, War, and Navy Depart.
ments hurriedly developed recommendations that President Truman promptly
approved. On 12 March he presented to Congress in person a statement of policy
thereifter known as the Truman Doctrine. He called for the United States "to
support free peoples who are rmisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities
or by outside pressures." Truman asked for the emergency appropriation of $400
million in economic and military aid to preserve "democracy" and "free institu.
tions" in Greece and Turkey.2 In truth, neither country was democratic by
American standards, especially Greece, which was run by a right-wing oligarchy.
Bothered by this ironic contradiction but choosing to overlook it in consideration
of the larger problem, Congress responded favorably to the President's request
and in May 1947 authorized assistance to begin immediately 2'
Proposal of the Marshall Plan to rehabilitate the war-tom nations of Europe
swiftly followed. As the faltering of British power in Greece and Turkey brought
home to U.S. leaders, the industrialized countries of Western Europe were on the
verge of econoink and, for some, even political collapse because of their deep
social and economic troubles. The index of industrial production (100 in 1938)
*..-
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for the greater part of Europe (excluding the Soviet Union) rose from 68 in the

j

firs quarter of 1946 to 83 in the last quarter, but slipped to 78 inthe first
part
of 1947. Since the base year of 1938 was one of depression, even 83 represented
a disappointing showing; the setback to 78 pointed to impending disaster."

f

Chronic high unemployment, food shortages, rationing, black market, social protest
movements, and worsening prospects for the future created a setting ripe for
communist and other radical parties to acquire converts and make inroads into
-epolitica! :y=-= In Ftnce and Italy, Lr ==ample, the kfo'rasl -- u_
parties piled up nearly a third of the popular vote in the 1946 elections. No
.ov met in Rome or Paris felt it could may in power without including com-
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munists, but once in office tihe ltter seldom cooperated and often tried to frus-

,

irate effective governmental action on social and economic problems.21
In the United States, worry over conditions in Europe had lx-cn growing
steadily since the end of the war, but the Truman administration did not propose decisive action until after the Greek-Turkish aid program had received generally favorable reception in Congress. On 29 April 1947 Secretary of State
George C Marshall, having just returned from a disappointing round of talks in
Moscow, summoned Kennan to his office and instructed him to oversee the
imnediatc preparation of recommcndations to help revitalize the European
economy. "The result of the talks with the Russians," said Kennan of Marshall's
attitude,
had compelled him to recognize, however reluctantly, that the idea of
approaching the solution to Europe's problems in collaboration with the
Russians was a pipe dream. It was plain that the Soviet leaders had a
political interest in seeing the economies of the Western European peoples
tail under anything other than Communist leadership. The general realized
chat for us to delay action to shore up these economies, merely lest independent action disrupt great power "collaboration," was simply to play into
Communist hands We had already delayed too long. The -hour was late.
Time was running out- "The patient," as he put it in his radio address to
the nation on the day of his return, "is sinking while the doctors
deliberate.''
The development of proposals in response to Marshall's call for ideas
quickly became an effort that mobilized much of the State Department. Marshall
named Kernan Director of the Policy Planning Staff (PPS), a new organization
within the State Department in charge of assessing impoitant issues and formulating policies of possible long-term consequence. Avetse to recommending
another program similar to the Greek-Turkish aid measur,:, Kennan and many

4
4
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of his colleagues felt that-,he Truman Doctrine, with its rweeping rhetoric, was
dangerously antagonistic toward the Soviet Union and, if taken literally, could
embroil the United States in a limitless number of open-ended commitments.
a
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The offer of assistance that Secretary Marshall un eiled in his Harvard commencement day speech on 5 June 1947 was, by contrrast, a reserved and cautiousI
initiative that avoided any-mention of the Sovirt Union or the communist threat.
Although containing communism %as ob.viously an important consideration,
Marshall insisted that U.S. obiecives were limited to "restoring the confidence
or the European pivple it the economic future of their own countries and of
Europe as a whole." The beleagueied Western European nations immediately acclaimed Mar-
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lrg hrdeshad yet to be cleared. Despite
popsa
shal~o asitane.Stll

a

its carlier support of the Grcek.Turkish aid program, -the Republ ican-control led
80th~ Congress did riot look favorably on the application of the plan to d1 of
Europe, including the Soviet Union, should-it choose to participate. This question
resolved itself eventually whcn the Soviets refused to have anything to do with
the plan. Even so, the very size and scope of the proposal--an estimated $17
billion stretched over a five-year period-required -Congress and the administriation to think long aind-hard before t;Aking action. The administration obtained an
interim appropriation late in 1947; after the communist coup d'etat in Czechoslovakia in February 1948, followed by rumors of-possble war in Europe, Congress approved the President's pending requests for-full authorization amd additional funding.3
Thus, from 1947 on, the Truman D)octrine and the MArshall Plan stood
asmajor elements of -U.S. international policy. The doctrine, though initially
applied otaly to the support of-Greece and Turkey, contained a sharply stated
intention of opposing the imposition of totalitarian regunes on countries Against
the will of their people. The Marshal's Plan, a multibillion dollar long-term
undertaking. completed in 1952, aimed at-revitaliking the economies of Western
Europe. What made these two initiatives appear so closely akin, despite theirj
differences of approach, was the concept of containment- outlined in Kennan's
X article of July 1947. Bloth sought to thwan Soviet expansion; the X article
added a theoretical-framework for the emerging strategy. Given the commonly
shared objectives of the Truman Doctrine and the Marshal Plan, it is little
wonder that-President Truman chose to characterize them as simply "two halves
of the same walnut," 3"
Sidie of !he Armed Foreri

*

j
rkabout

In announcing the Truman Doctrine and undertaking the Marshall Plan,
the United State indcated-its intentions to assume a degree of responsibility for
die welfare and security of other countries unprecedented in peacetime. It
remained to be seen-whether and to what extent the United States would, if called
upon, back up its "e undemtkings with military-force. Such a policy could bring
a need for a high lcl of military preparednessi to meet -U.S. commitmentsj
nccwry, combat agrssin as well as -carry out its other
tofr anif
resonsbiitis.But the administration-did notprovide the miltaqry-with guidnc
about what kinds of contingencies to plan for. Under these- circumstances, efforts
to define the precise role of the military provoked difficult questions. What
should be-the organitation, size and compoition of the armed forces? What
degree of readiness-should they strive to maintain? How and- where should they
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be deployed? And what kinds of weapons should they develop and stockpile in
anticipation of possible needs?
Despite steadily worsening U.-Soviet relations, the U.S. military establishment prior to 1947 had concentrated its energy, time, and resources necessarily
on matters other than meeting possible Soviet threats-demobilizing huge wartime military forces; providing occupation troops in Germany, Italy, Austria,
Trieste, Japan, Korea, and elsewhere; and adjusting the size and composition of
forces in rcr;onse to reduced appropriations. Coping with the threats and contingcncies that might arise from the disturbed international situation played little
part in shaping U.S. military requirements immediately after the war. Rather,
the determining factors were domestic, chiefly the country's overwhelming desire
to resume a peacetime existence and a firm commitment by the Truman administration to lift the wartime burden of military expenditures, balance the federal
budget, and expedite the return of servicemen to their civilian pursuitsOt
Consequently, while relations with the Soviet Union continued to deterio.
rate, demobilization ranked as the top priority of U.S. military authorities. Of
the more than 12 million troops under arms at the time hostilities ceased in
1945, fewer than 1.6 million were still in uniform when demobilization officially
terminated on 30 June 1947.32 Not surprisingly, this headlong reduction in
strength cut deeply into effective combat power. On V-J Day-2 September
1945-U.S. armed forces consisted of 91 Army and 6 Marine divisions, all
combat-trained and ready; a huge inventory of aircraft organized into 213 com.
bat groups ih the Army Air Forces; and 1,166 combat vessels in the Navy.
Twenty-two months later, as demobilization ended, this "once-mighty host" had
shrunk to an Army of 10 understrength divisions, only 2 of which were organized
for combat; a Marine Corps of 2 divisions, also below authorized strength; an
Army Air Forces with only II fully operational groups out of a total of 630
in existence; and a Navy consisting of 343 combat ships.as
Postwar budget cuts increased the pace and scale of demobilization. In 1946,
as part of a government-wide effort to hold down costs and balance the budget,
President Truman ordered that the budget for the War and Navy Departments
not exceed one-third of estimated total government income and adopted the
"remainder method" of calculating fuure military budgets, subtracting budget
estimates for the rest of the government from the projected ceiling before recoim
mending a military appropriation." The approved military budget ceiling for
fiscal year (FY) 1947 came to approximately $14 billion, compared with $42

j
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Not all of the groups wre manned of equipped an some problcy existed only ontr,-For several Years
after the war overall Air Force rombat group strenath fltuted greatly, a_.d
the number of optitiionally ready Foupa wasconsistently kea than the total number o( aftrw
reported.
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billion the year before. Faced with this enormous cutback, the Army and the
Navy contemplated the inevitable prospect of further strength reductions. To
meet the President's goal, the services accelerated the discharge of veterans and
cut back on recruitment. The Army suspended monthly draft calls, and on 31
March 19,17 the Selective Service Act was allowed to expire. By midyear the
Army and the Navy had become once again all.voluntevr bodies filled largely
with young and inexperienced recruits.'
To what extent, if any, the posthaste wholesale demobilization of U.S. armed
forces e|tcouraged the Soviet Union to pursue apparently aggressive and threatening policies may never be known. Certainly, though, the process caused uneasiness
in some quarters in Washington and narrowed the options available to the State
Department by circumscribing courses of action dependent on the show or use
of substantial force." The precipitate decline of U.S. military power, accelerated
by falling military budgets, carried ramifications that went well beyond military
policy. Yet the supreme irony of demobilization is that while it was in progress,
the country's leaders repeatedly proclaimed the need for a firm military posture
to support a successful foreign policy. "We must face the fact," declared Presi.
dent Truman shortly after World War If ended, "that peace must be built upon
power, as well asiupon good will and good deeds." at
As necessary and as unavoidable as the drastic dismantling of the mighty
World War 11 military machine may have been, it appeared obvious before the
end of the war that growing involvement and responsibilities abroad would

LA
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require the United States to maintain a peacetime military establishment of
unprecedented size. What strengthened this .'t'.initially was not so much the
hostility displayed by the Soviet Union as the lesson of the interwar years and
the tragic debacle of Pearl Harbor. In virtually all quarters of the government,
civilian as well as military, there took root the conviction that never again should
the United States allow itself to become as vulnerable as it had been in the
1920s and 1930s, when the Regular Army had dwindled to at average yearly
strength of about 150,000 men and the Navy (not including Marine Corps) to

an average strength of less than 100,000. Not all contingencies could be foreseen, but after having fought two-world wars lessthan a generation apart, the
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need to be prepared for a third sth conflict provided ample incentive for the
War and Navy Departments to develop precautionary-plans.
Inaddressing the problem of future military manpower needs, one possible
approach that received close attention during and immediately after World War
I1was univerml military training (UMT). Hardly a novel concCp, the ide of
UMT had been discussed since the late 18th century and the presidency of Gcorse
-n
a;dh.x..cy'1 , :..re "traiim"ihria"' had since :been the
inspiration for numerousbills hi,Congress and other plans to cstablish a-national
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mobilization base of "citizen armies" in a perpetual state of readiness. During
World War 11.
as the United State%experienced dificulties in mobilizing and
training the lItrgc forces that the war effort retjuircd, UMT again attracted atten.tion. - During and after the war, General Marshall rtmained a strong supporter
of UMT.

In October 1945 President Truman asked Congress for the "basic elements"
of the postwar defense establishment: (1) a "comparatively small" Regular
Army, Navy, and Marine Corps; (2) a "greatly trcngthened" National Guard
and Organized Reserve; and (3) a general reserve force composed of male citizens who had undergone a course of "universal training." The President's argument in favor of UMT stressed that it would be less costly than a large standing
Army and Navy and that future emergencies could be met and dealt with
through prompt mobilization. "The sooner we can bring the maximum number
of trained men into service," the President said,
the sooner will be the victory-and the less tragic the cost. Universal training is the only means by whkh we can be prepared right at the start to
throw our great energy and our tremendous force into the battle. After two
terrible experiences in one generation, we have learned that this is the
way-the only way-to save human lives and material resources.5

j

Predominantly negative reactions to his proposal prompted Truman in
December 1946 to appoint a blue ribbon advisory commission on UMT headed
by Karl Compton, a distinguised scientist. The commission's report, delivered
to the President on 29 May 1947, recommcnded that every ablebodicd 17 or
18-year-old male receive six months' basic military training-followed by one of a
number of optional ways of discharging the post-basik training obligation, primanrily by a period of service in the Organized Reserves or National Guard.*
The cost was estimated at $1.75 billion annually.' Critics launched a swift and
vigorous counterattack. some claiming that UMT would contribute little to
national security since the ronrmisshin's plan contained no provision for inte'
grating UMT trainees into the active armed forces except in-time of national
emergency. Other opponents labeled UMT a disguised form of peacetime con-

scription, alien -to American tradition,
S
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undemocratic,
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expensive, and

likely to lead to the "militariiation" of American society. FAed with Itermir.ed
opposition, Congress delayed attion on thepruposed legolation.t
diwcouragin-to UMT proponents was the lukewarm attitude of the
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services toward the proposal. The public record showed that the War and Navy
Departments strongly favored such a system, but off the record many military
men, especially in the Navy, were in fact skeptical whether UMT, by itself or as
the predominant feature of postwar military policy, tully addressed the matter
of preparing for war. After the near-total disaster of Pearl Harbor and the defeats
that followed, mobilization potential seemed less important than capabilities
in.bcing that could both absorb an enemy attack and respond effectively. Service
planning during World War 11 for the postwar period had emphasized the need
for sizable ready forces, backed by trained reserves, which could operate successfully in the opening stages of a future war--a permanent peacetime military
establishment that included a 25.division army; a 70-group air force with a
substantial number of strategic bombers; and a navy with 339 major combat
ships and 3,600 aircraft divided between two major flects.
Military planners understood fully that estimates of peacetime needs had
to be flexible. Requirements could go up-or down depending on the evact nature
of postwar overseas commitments, unexpected crises, availability of funds, tnd
organizational adjustments arising from the impending unification of the armed
forces. An added and even more uncertain factor that had to be considered in
postwar planning was the impact of new military technologies, which had proliferaed during the course of World War If. With the advent of atomic weapons,
jet aircraft, radar, guided missiles, and a vast array of other weapons stemming
from defense-related scientific breakthroughs, the possibility became increasingly
real that future wars would bear little resemblance to those of the past. To be
sure, military and scientific leaders consistently played down the idea that the
age of "push-button warfare" had arrived or even that it was on the horizon. Yet
it was -impossible to deny the revolutionary effect of the recent innovations or
that future scientific advances would create more imponderables with regard to
weapons and strategic plan."
The mast dramatic new weapon was, of course, the atomic bomb. In the
summereof 1946. a year after the detonations at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the
United States conducted Operation Caossao^os, atomic test explosions at Bikini
Atoll in-the Pacific. The two CKoSsRoAos shots starkly confirmed that the atomic
bomb-lul introduced a truly tevolutionary -advance in weaponry. One gloup of
techihical-observers regarded atomic weapons as so destructive that, if "used in
nubera they could both "nullify any nation's military effort" and "demolish-its
wialiand economic -structures and prevent reestablishament for long periods of
time." " As the world's only nuclear power until 19.49, the United States enjoyed,
in this one field at least, an absolute military superiority that partially offset
worries over the weakening effet of demobilization. Not everyone believed that
atornicwapos would or should be setl again. But as -long as they were avail-
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able, there could be no doubt about the capacity of the United States to inflict
great destruction on any would.be aggressor.
In actual military planning, however, nuclear weapons occupied a limited
role in the years directly following World War 11. Atomic bombs produced in
these years remained primitive devices, awkward to handle and difficult to transport. Each bomb weighed in average of 10,000 pounds and required specillly
modified delivery aircraft Also, the scarcity of fi..,onab!e material imposed

severe restrictions on the output of bombs. Despite the high priority accorded
them and their obvious importance to national security, atomic bombs were so
few in number in the years immediately following the war that military planners
hesitated to predict whether their use would produce decisive results. An Army
Air Forces study prepared in April 1947 emphasized that while the atomic bomb
was indeed a potent new element in modern warfare, it would probably remain
for the next decade or so "astrategic weapon to be expended only when and
where its destructive force will <ontribute most toward the defeat of the
enemy." " In other words, nuclear weapons-were in a special category by themselves,-and while their availability afforded certain advantages, it-did not mean
that conventional forces would not be needed.
The complexity of new weapons such as the atomic bomb further compli.
cated military planning by blurting the customary delineation of service roles
and missions, thus demonstrating the need for changes in defense organization,
Yet, even though the wartime conduct of joint operations had demonstrated the
nd for a permanenrmeuchanism to provide continuous interservice collaboration,
the pattern of overlap and duplication continued after the ar, especiallysamong
the air services, where-the Navy and Marine Corps resisted the Air Force's claim
to the primary and dominant role. On top of the tight postwar budgetary situ.
it extremely
interservice
competition
of heated
ation,
persistence
for thethePresident
and
his advisers
to work
toward- a made
rational
peacetimedifficult
force
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Of the many probems that confronted the nation's military leadership after
World War 11,
none aroused more comroversy than the effort to establish unified
direction, atthority, and control over the armed forces. In -the history of U.S.
n-ilitary organizatio, World Wr-IL wasin~kW. r~ht 4.,for it dt,,nstr.
d_k-irlv Ohut efficient Andviri.tive oretia$iioni, at allevell
of activity, couldbe
justis impotant to opcritional success as having the right strmegy or the most
up.to.dare weapons. Victory hod- ben -achwvcd, no-mcrcly -by Ior -o( armn or
superior irnduiral ,,acity, but Also by coordinated strategic and logstical -plan.
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ning based on closely screened intelligence, by the integrated employment of
!and, sea, and air forces, and by the organized and systematic application of scientific and technological research to the military effort. By the time the war ended,
it seemed clear that a return to the prewar separatcncs of the services would be

E

A

__

ill-advised.
In fact, service unification was by no means a new idea, although prior to
World War I1 it rarely received serious consideration. Between 1921 and 1945,
Congress looked at some 50 bills to reorganize the armed forces, Proponents of
these measures included advocates of "scientific management" and governmental
reform, legislators who sympathized with the movement for increased autonomy
of military aviation, and economy-minded congressmen in search of cures for the
Great Depression. Opposed by both the War and Navy Departments, only one of
these bills reached the floor of the House, where it met defeat by a vote of 153
to 135 in 1932.?
Developments during World War 11forced a general reassessment of unification. As the war progressed, it became obvious that victory would require as
never before the concerted efforts of all involved, military-and civilians, to formulate strategy, mobilize resources, and direct forces in the field. There emerged a
vast network of some 75 major joint (i.e., interservice) agencies and interdepartmental committees to coordinate the war effort. Most were temporary and not
all were totally successful, especially in the area of logistics, where competition
between the Army and the Navy for manpower and production resources posed
endless problems. But by and large these agencies performed well and undoubtedly filled an essential need. Withot them the course of the war might have
been much different."
If close coordination at home was essential to victory, it proved also indi.
pcnsable on the various fighting fronts. The Pearl Harbor disaster and the
course of events in the several wartime theaters left no doubt that centralized
control of operations was more effective than the prewar system of voluntary
interservke cooperation. Teamwork became the keynote to victory, and commanders exercised operational control over joint forces-land, sea, and airinvolved in the great campaigns of the war. The results in Europe were especially
impressive, while in the Pacific command problems and friction between the
Army and Navy persisted throughout the conflict. But by the end of the war
few opponents of service unification seriously questioned the need for and value
of unified control over forces in the field.O
Of the new wartime machinery, probably the most important component was
the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (OJCS), created in January 1942
to act in combination with the British Chiefs of Staff and-to coordinate the-plan.
ning activities of-the Army and Navy. Operating without any formal charter or
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statutory authority, the Joint Chiefs, including the Commanding General of the

Army Air Forces, quickly emerged as President Roosevelt's principal military
advisers, in which capacity they exercised unrivaled influence over the development of strategy and military policy. Since the JCS reported directly to the President, these matters were largely outside the purview of the Scretaries of War
and Navy Critics, fearing a possible diminution of civilian control of the military,
questioned such procedures, but had to admit that the Joint Chiefs rendered a
valuable service by providing a broader and more coherent method of managing
the war.8
Although many factors militated in favor of postwar service reorganization,
none captured the public-imagination quite so strongly as the coming of age of air
power. From the beginning of the war the aircraft carrier replaced the battleship as the Navy's primary offensive weapon, while the enormously expanded
Army Air Forces became a near-autonomous service, overshadowing both the
Army Ground Forces and the Army Service Forces. With the advent of the
atomic bomb, many felt that air power was destined to become the decisive
weapon of the future. Since 1919 most Army airmen had championed the cause
of a totally separate air department, coequal with the Army and the Navy, as_-the best means of exploiting the full potential of military aviation. In the wake
of World War 11and evidence-of the important role air power had played, they

-

felt more confident than ever that their dream of an independent sevice -would

at last be relized."
Despite widespread agreement on the need fur postwar organizational
reform of the military, the-road to unification was strewn with obstacles. The
basic difficulty, from the moment serious discussion of the matter began in 1944,
was to find a plan of reorganization on which the War and Navy Departments
adtheir respective supporters in Congress could agree. As debate progressed,
it revealed deep philosophical differences and suspicions between the services
that no amount of compromising or word juggling could totally resolve. The
best that could be accomplished, as it turned out, was to legislate a structure
acceptable to the services, test the new arrangement, and hope that time and
patience would yield a workable and effective-organization.
At the heart of the debate-was the question of exactly how the srvices
=
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should interrelate and whether, or to what extent, aviation should become an
independent service in the postwar organization. By and large, consideration of
probims tu-ed on h, re!st'- "e
', m of m,, cn ''-- plAflZ---i
developed in the War Dep.rtment, the other in the Navy. The Army unification
plan had many variants and was presented under several guises, but-all followed
a common theme calling for one department, a single civilian secretary of
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defense, a single military commander or chief of staff, a single military high cornmiand, and functionally unified service branches for air, sea, and ground warfare.
The Navy consistently took exception to these proposals, partly because it feared
the loss of Navy and Marine Corps aviation to a unified air force and partly
because it also uspected that a closely unified military establishment under a
single secretary would result in a downgrading of naval forces. Even more
alarmed was the Marine Corps, whkh saw unification not only as a thrtat to the
continued operation of its-air arm but as-the first step toward absorption by the
Army. Fearing for-its very existence, the Corps reacted sharply, and-even at times
2
expressed dissatisfaction with the Navy for not mounting stronger resistan:e.1

I

In October 1945 the Navy advanced its-own proposals, Broader in scope
than anything the Army had yet put forth, the Navy plan was largely the product
of a special study group headed by Ferdinand Eberstadt, a former business partner
and close personal friend of Secretary of the Navy Forrestal. Under the Eberstadt
plan, unification took second place to the need for a general tightening of
Bovernment-wde coordination for national security on a more permanent and far.
reaching basis than had been achieved during the war. The military departments
would remain separately administered entities but would concert their efforts
through an iray of interservice and interagency boards and committees, including agencies for the coordination of intelligence, resources planning, military
education and training, logistics, scientific research and development, and strategic
planning, The Eberstadt plan also envisioned the creation of a national security
council, composed of the President-andhis-most senior advisers, to act as a kind
of board of directors to provide overall guidance and policy direction, similar in
function to Britain's Committee of lmperial Dcencess In-presenting the Eber.
stadt plan to the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, Forrestal heartily endorsed
it as a model for legislative action:

_ A

*

"moral

I do not appear hete simply in opposition to unification of- the War- And
Navy Departments, I prefer here to present a comprehensive-and dynamic
program to save and strengthen our national security, I do not feel that
unificadon of the srvikes meets these requirements,. .(Current propoal fail to give adequate attention to an effective coordination of all the
departments concerned with national security.
The immediate Integra.
t- nceisary
w
is-that of the War, Navy, and State Department. Beyond
that ...there will be required to-meet- our problem of the future the
creation of a mechanism within the Government which will guarantee that
this Nation shall -be able to act as a unit in terms of its diplomacy, Its
military policy, its uses of scientific knowledge, and finally, of course, in its
moral and poltical leadership of the world-a leadership that shall rea on
force first and on physical force so long a we sholl need it.".
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The committee hearings that followed Forrcstal's presentation served only
to widen the Army-Navy rift over unification. As might have been expected,
War Department spokesmen greeted the Eberstadt report with about as much
enthusiasm as the Navy Department had displayed for the Army plan. They saw
it, essentially, as an attempt by the Navy to obscure the issue and felt that it
overlooked the potential benefits of unification as a means of improving the com.
mand, control, and management of the armed forces. By the time the committee
recessed its hearings in mid.December 1945, Forrestal was convinced that the
entire investigation had been a farce. Because Army partisans dominated the
panel (just as Navy partisans controlled the House and Senate Naval Affairs
Committees), he felt that the Navy had not been allowed to present its case in
full and that the committee itself wai "a highly prejudiced body which had
reached aconclusion in advance."
With nerves becoming frayed on both sides of the debate, President Truman
intervened with detailed recommendations of his own. As a former member of
j
the Senate Appropriations and Military Affairs Committees and as head of the
wartime Special Committee to Investigate the National Defense Program,*
Truman had been shocked by the "appalling waste" and "numerous unnecessary
duplications" that his investigations had uncovered in the Army and the Navy.
The whole "antiquated defense setup," he concluded, was in need of a drast._
overhaul." In an article written for Collier's in 1944 while he was campaigning
for the vice presidency, he had suggested that the only effective solution was "a
single authority over everything that pertains to American safety' It followed naturally that Truman initially espoused the position taken by
the Army. On 19 December 1945 he notified Congress of his preference for a
single department of national defense unified under the authority of a single
civilian secretary. Truman emphasized that close unification was indispensable|
for two reasons-to promote sound fiscal management of the armed forces and to
enable the United States more cffectively to discharge its new global responsibilities. He felt that unification would yield significant economies, especially by
consolidating supply and support functions. Within the framework of a single
department, he proposed separate establishments for air, sea, and land forces, a
military chief of staff, and authority to create central coordinating and support
orginizations, both military and civilian, as the need arose. As for the Eberstadr
plan's proposal of a national security council, Truman appeared- uninterested; he
thought that for the-time being the existing State-War-Navy Coordinating Cornmittee (SWNCC), created in 19441, provided sufficicnt coordination of political
and military policy.* r
Instead of settling the matter, the President's message seemed only to add
fuel to the fire. Congress had as muct interest as the President in saving money,
'-For

dKumuof of SWNCC. iec Chinier V.
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and the suggestion that unifhication would result in significant economics won for
the idea a growing number of supporterm. Even so. each s'dc had its faithful fol-

lowers who seemed prepared to hold out as long as ne~csamy riather thsn capitulate to proposals they deemed unwise, unsound, or th.vatening to their favored
scrvice or to national sexurityf" In latc De(ember, therefore, the Seiiatc Military
Affairs Comiitcc appointed a subtomuttec to investigate the possibility ol Cs

tompronmse. Its
inenbers intluded Scns. Elbert D.Thomas, W.tren R. Austin,
and Lister lhll, assistcd by represenrativc, of the Army and Navy.-Maj. Gen.
Lauri; Norstad (an Army Air Forces ofliccr) and Vice Adm. Arthur W. Radford.
Srud prot.:tdcd through nine subcommittee "prints," or drafts, but the final
product (S. 2044 ), submitted on 9 April 1916, leaned too far in the direction
of the Army plan for Navy witnesse to give itthcir endorsement.'.
Exasperated by the continuing deadlock, President- Triman on 13 May 1946called Forrestal and Secretary of War Robert P,Patterson to-the Whuo House
and handed them identical lette. urging- them to reach agretrmvrtpromptly on
a mutually acceptable plan of unification."' The scwretaries reviewed'the situation
and on 31 May reported to the President that they agreed on 8 of the 12 points
under consideration. The four points still in contention were: (1) whether to
treate a single military establishment that placed all-the services-under a singic
secretary; (2) whether to establish a separate air force having coequal status
with the Army and Navy; (31 whether the Navy should reain land.bascd aircraft it deemed esential in support of certain naval operations, such as naval
reconnaissance, antisubmarine warfare, and protection-of shipping; and (4) the
role and- mnissioft of the Marine Corps and its air componcnrt' Sirwe these fou"
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points, as Truman saw -t.constituted-the "basic issues" of the-entire debate, he

'--

was understandably* deeply di;turbed" over tw lack of pregress,...
On 15 June 1946 the President stated-his views on these four coftrover ial

t-

points. Firt, he reaffirmed his support for a single military department and a
single secretary of natmoial defense. Lach service -within the overall organization
should be headed by a-civilian with the title of -'Secwry." However, only the
secretary of national defense would serve as a member-of the Cabinet. Second,

." ..

theo
sould be three coordinate services-an-arnly, a navy, and an air force,
Third, Tiuman endorsed in principle the retention of lAund.basd aviation by the

-

j
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Navy, but le indicated at the same -time that land-bas.d wircraft -used for naval
reconnaiksance, antisubmarine warfare, and protection of shipping "can and
ShUld b maimed by Ai -ouicc pe n.'U'" -i..ssiy, tie President upheci the
sepratt-ciistenco uf d"hMarine Corps, including trs upporting-air component,
with functions essentially the same as those advo.,Ated-by the-Navy.'"-MeThatTrnas i11rCday
nr lettermsO fhe chairmien of ti,:
senam and How
Corrmmitet on Militafy amnd Naval Affairs, advising-themh of the-t., ;n whichi
he -woull entetain compromise. In addition to the four pvints listed ithis Ieter
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to Pattcrson and Forrcstli, Truman mentionedcight other "basic principles" upon
which unification of the armed-forces should-rest, Moving in thc direction of the
Eberstdt plan, the President endorsed the creation of a council of national
defense, a national security resources boxid, a central intelligence agency, an
agency for military-procuremcnrand supply, a research and development agency,
and a military education and training agency. Also, the President dropped his
earlier request for a single military chief of staff and recommended instead the
continuation o the Joint Chiefs of Staff on a sttuto" basis.'
Despite the President's new proposals. the deadlock persisted, Many in the
Navy still oppogeda single department and objected strenuously to the possible
loss of their land.based aviation, convincing Coogret that the time had not yet
come to enact legislation. After the 79th Congrcss adjourned, Forrestal on
7 November 1946 called a meeting at his Georgetown home with Army and
Navy represcia6rves to discuss areas of further compromise. It was decided that
G--ral Norstad and Vice Adm. Forrest P. Sherman, a personal friend of Forsl's, should work together on-the preparation of fresh rcormenditions to
break the impasse." Weeks ofinee work-finally produced what-became known
as the Patterson-Forrestal agreement, submitted to the White House on 16
January 1947. At the same -time Truman released a proposed executive order
containing a clarification of service roles and misnions; two days later he notified
the recently-conve.ted 80th Congress that he would soon submit new legislative
proposals in-line-with the agreed compromise."
Compared with earlier Army and Navy efforts to compose their-diffcrence.,
the Paterson-Forrestal agr&in"ent contained the substance of a very real and
serious compromise, with most of the concessions coming from -he Army. Instead
of a single departmet, the agreement called for an orgarization under the over.
all direction of a secretary of national defense authorized to establish "common
policies and common programs for the integrated operatiot" of the armed forces,
consisting of separately administered Departments of the Army, the Navy (including naval aviation an the Marine Corps), and the Air Force. Also, the agree-

-ment
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reafirmed the need -fur a council-of national defense, a national security

h-esrces bord, and a cntl intellince Atncy it advocated continuation ofy
a
the Joinc Chiefs of Staff and funher recommended that they be assisted by
full.time joint saxff. Finally, the agreement called-for creation of i wat-council,
relating to the armed forces."While the Parterson.Forrcstal agreement marked a rnmaor step forward,
many details had yet to be ironed-out- beforc lcgis lation could be enacted, Int
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Senate, considcrittirn of the President's rcommnendautis fell to the Armed

Services Committee. which os of I January 1947 united-th previously seprarate
Military and Naval Affairs Committees. A ncw hil

(S. 758) njoved

through

committee hearings without-significant difficulty, and on 9 July 1947 a slightly
reworked version won ;approv a t1 on the Senate floor. In the House of Representa-

tives, an identical bill
('R.2319) came before the Committee on Expenditures

in the Executve Departments. Bowing tv Navy and Marine Corps complaints
that H.R. 2319 still did nor safegutard their- inicrcsts-suffictently, the committee
rci.m mended
bill (H.R.
4214),
which varied
considerably
the
original
measura new
by further
limitag
the authority
of the
secretary offrom
defense
and by ncriomitg the status of tl,mJlary departments. After the ull House
this lagiad
ation,a , .n.te.Houseconference committee resolved the diffomitencs. On 26 July th National Security Act of 1947 reached President Truman,
who immediately signtAc
itinto law
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Like most legislative cts that re products of comprolmse, the Nationa
Security Act of 1947 WP._ 253) accommodated a variety of viewpoints, fully
satisfying none. Uniicadion was the law's firt and foremost goAl, but not its
only
purpose, for while itdalt-larg2ly with the military, it-addressed problems afect
ing other aspects of the nation's security
a well.
m t
h
l
As originally introdured in February 1947,-both S. 758 and H.R. 2319 con.
sited
of the
three
titles,
thecoordinating
fin.t
of which
deale with
of theand
armed
services,
sccJu
with
machinery
-for unification
national security,
th ,
third with mocellaneous items--personnel, aiminastrative, funding, an -oer,.
transitional
lattrs.
Inthe final legislation Congress added a "declaration of
policy" or preamble, and reerd the order of Titles laaod I,th "placing firit
things first," as one member of the enate putanit. oenam of- btorganzation
seaies the secoiaoodntigmahnry
h-ossecurity,
ocfor national
em niand mltary
provded for uier Titdelt wasnot resolved unil ith
very end of he legislative
gproem
1w Senat ohe nti
ational security orecraazation-a called-itsll.
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The preamble, written by the Senate Armed Services Committee, set forth
the law's general objectives, "In ensa tng this legislation," it read,
it is the intent of Conprc.ss io provide a comprehenSiVe Program for the
future security of ri,.. United States, to provide for the establishment of
Integrated policits and procedures for thc departments, agencies, tnd functions of the (Govcrnmcnt relating to the national security; to provide three
military departments for the operation and administration of the Army, the
Navy (itiduding naval aviation and tie United States Marine-Corps), and
the Air Force, with their assigned combat and service components; to provide for thecir auithoritative coxrdinlation and unified direction under civilian
control but not to merge them, to provide for the effective strategic direction of the armed forces and for their operation under unified control
and for tieir integration into an efficient team of land, naval, and air
forces."
In other words, the National Se(urity Act sought to prescribe new ways for theexecutive branch to formulate and execute national security policy and at the
same time to retain-the traditional prerogatives anti responsibilities of existing
institutions.
The law's various titles elaborated on this prescription. Title Iestablished
coordinating machinery for national security and, in general, followed the recoinmendlations and terminology of the 19,15 Eberstadt report. A major innovition
WAS the creation of the high-level policy advisory body, the Nitional Security
Council CNSC), composed of the President as chutirman,-the Secretatries of State.
Defense, and the military dJepartmerits, and the chairman of another new agency,
the National Security Resourcs Board (NSRB), charged with the formulation
of policy and standby emcrgenc-y plans for industrial arid civilian mobilization.
A third new body, the Central Intelligence AgenLv (CIA), replaced the non.
statutory Central-Intellihecc Group, which sinc January 1946, as successor to
rh iatime-Ofice of-Strutegic Services (OSS), had exercised noia responsbility over --iterdeprmcniAl intelligence Matters. Now legally chartered, the
CIA was placed "under*' the NSC to collect, evaluate, anti disseminate intelligence ffecing national security and to provide certitin central se:rvices of com.mon concern for dic benefit of all existing-intelligence agencies, which were to
continue as in the past'-B
Tite IS'd-Sit With the Variou opnetuf the National Military Estab.
lishmcnt: the poiwers and duties of the *ecretary of -Defense; his relation-hips

s

with the ilitary departments; and the roles and functions

Of seveal 3taff SUP-

Port agencies. Section 202(a) defined the Secretary of Defense as "the principal
assistant to the President in all matters relating to the national security." Follow-
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mg the Senate version rather than thi mure restrictive bill passed by thcHouse,
the final legislation assigned the Secretary of Defense four specific responsibilitieS.
( I ) to establish "general policies and programs" for the National Military Estab.
lishment as a whole (2) to exercise "general dire tion, authoriy, ad control"
over the military departments; (3) to "eliminate unnecessary duplication or. overlapping in the fields of procurement, supply, transportation, itoragc, health, and
research"; and ') to supervise and coordinate the preparation and-execution-of

annual military budgets, including the formulation and determination of the
budget estnates to be submitted to the Bureau of the Budget (BoB).
This assignment of functions and duties did not carry with it commensurate
powers or authority. Because the military departments-numbering three with
the creation of the Department of the Air Force--retained the status of "indivdual exeutive departments," they were still largely autonomous organizations,
with nearly full control over their internal affairs. In fact, all powers and duties
not spcifically confcrrcd upon, de Secretary of Defense became part of the
authority of each respective departmental secretary. Furthermore, any service
swuretary, after informing the S.'rctary of Defense, %couldappeal any decision by
the latter relating to his department. Foi the Navy and Marine Corps, the law
added even more protection by guaranteeing maintenance of their aviation com
ponents, operation of land.based aircraft, responsibiliny for certain functions,
inclhadng naval reonnaissance, antiuimir['s, warfare, and protection of ship.
ping, and tondut ,y the Marine Corps of "such land operations as may be easent6l to the prosecution of a naval campaign."
In addition to these restraints on the secretary's power and authority, Congress limuited his top-levcl statutory staff, permiittng him to appoint not more than
three special assistants "to advise and assist him," making-no provision for an
under secretary or, aiy assistant secretaries. These limitations on the secretary's
staff support-later recognized as oneof the law's mosrglaring defects-stemmed
from compromises that endeavored to placate Navy opponents-of unification-as
well as members of Conores who irguc , that a tcrurv of dcfnae might
become a "superyTrrrary" and surt'-mud- himself with a Prussiin.style general
stalf The secretary could hire as -many civilian employees-as -he might require
and could draw on the srvic -e for military aides und other staff assistance, but
lie was specifically prohibited from establishing a "military staff."
The r-emainder of Title It dealt with the creation of the War Council, as
reLoinmended in the Patteru-n.Forrestal agreement, and with the organization
and duties of thre separat bodies, often referred to as the secretary's "staff
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Compwsd of the Secretary of Defense, the ihmcservice werrtaties, and the service chiefs, And

having the function of advising the Settetary of Defense "on nisters of brad policy pertsininji
to the sime form."
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agencies" because they existed within the NME but were not part of any military
department. Two of these agencies-the Munitions Board and the Research and
Development Board-owed their inclusion in the law almost solely to the
influence of the Eberstadr report. They operated exclusively under the Secretary
of Defense but were constituted in such a way as to give the military departments
dominant leverage in their dayto.day operations. EAch board was to have a
civilian chairman with powers circumscribed by the absence of any decisionmaking authority and the presence of military depa-tment representatives whose
unanimous consent was reqvired for any action. The Munitions Board (MB),
which replaced the Army and Navy Munitions Board (in existence since 1922),
received specified responsibilities in the areas of military procurement, production,
supply, and industrial mobilization. The Research and Development Board
(RDB), successor to the nonstatutory Joint Research and Development Board,
which in 1946 had replaced the wartime Office of Scientific Research and Development, acquired comparable responsibilities for scientific research and development as related to national security.
Additionally, Title 11provided a statutory basis for the Joint-Chiefs of Staff
and officially recognized them as the "principal military advisers to the President
and the Secretary of Defense." Subject to their superiors' direction and authority,
the Joint Chiefs were to prepare strategic and logistic plans, provide for the
strategic direction of the military forces, establish unified commands in strategic
areas, formulate policies for joint military training, review the major materiel
and personnel requirements of the armed forces, and provide U.S. military representation on the Military Staff Committee of the United Nations. The statutory
members of the JCS would be the uniformed chiefs of the Army, the-Navy, and
the Air Force and the Chief of Staff to the Commander in Chief, "if there be
one." Congress made no provision for a JrS chairman or other head of the
organization. It did, on the other hand, recognize the Joint Chiefs' need for staff
support and thus created a permanent full-time Joint Staff, limited to 100 officers,
under a military direccto.T
Title Ill contained a variety of miscellaneous provisions. It subutituted the
Secretary of Defense for the Secretary of War in the line of presidential succession and eliminated the Secretary of the Navy from the succession;0 pre cribed
the salary scale for senior officials; authorized the Secretary of Defenw, the
NSRB chairman, and the Director of Central Intelligence to appoint advisory
Cr m'.;_,e s'-6!hire-ipr-timc ccnsuiciwi, ptutc~td the status oi Uvilian personnel who might be transferred from one agency to another; 3i#n
authoried
the appropriation of funds to carry forward the provisions of the dct. 1
4
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alod -he tret of c rminotini thc-serilce " ttarki amembets of tle
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the Nation;l Security Act was Its,
Perhaps the pre:nicr accomplislunn (if
recognition that the military had a vital par, to plai in th- developmeat of
nati,4al policy in pcacctimc a. well as wart e-.
(:rituiu could and often did com.
plain at the time that the law threatened the "militarization" of foreign policy.7"
But in fact it simply acknowledged that the.preservation of national security was
a constant responsibihty of the utmost importance, requiring the governcnt to
concert its efforts as closely as possible. After the expericn(c of World War 11
and in the face of worsening postwar relations with the Soviet Union, no other
course of action so readily suggested itself. In these circumstances, the National
Security Act promised to fill an obvious gap by providing much-needed improvemenits in the,-u.xrnation of measures for nadonal seclrity.
Whether fthe law would actually prove workable, however, remained to be
seen, Under the rubric of unification, the act established a system which clearly
lacked essential elements of cohesion. It placed enormous responsibilities on the
Secretary of Defens but denied him, or so it seems in retrospect, the full power
and authority to do his job. With allowance for no more than a bare minimum
of senior staff assistance and with powers defined as "general," the secretary's
effectiveness would depend primarily on his own ingenuity and forcefulness and
on the degree of voluntary cooperation that the subordinate elements of the NME
were willing to extend. "With coordination, ather than unification, as the motto,"
one historian has noted, "even the establishment of a co-equal Air Forcc coolJd be
considered a step backward, leading to triplification." 16 Yet as contradictory and
inadequate as the law may have been, it should be emphasized that anything
stronger or more definitive was probably unobtainable at the time in view of the
sensitive issues involved and the intensity of the debate surrounding the act's
origins, The only way to determine whether changes in the act were needed or
desirable was to subject it to a period of rigorous testing.
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The Unification Act on Trial
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b imlemnte. Alegacy of traditional rivalry-and more
intet; t rmaied-o
services. Differences over roles and msindivision of available funds, kinds of
military forces needed and their management, anid, of course, the kind of organtzation required to deal with these problems all remained to be worked out.
Warily, and in some instances reluctantly, the services entered upon whAt
promised to be a new era.
The FirirtSecrelary of Defense
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In selecting the first Secretary of Defense, President Truman wanted someone who shared his views regarding both the major purposes and (he potential
of the National Security Act. Specifically. he wanted-somcorie who believed in
the need for unified direction of the iatied forces and-the tighter integration of
iitAry functions that Lould lead to significant savings. His first choke had been
Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson, a former federal judge, holder of the
Army's Silver Star and Distinguished- Service Medal for heroism during World
War 1, and, as hi;-rccord during the-recent debates indicated, a staunch- supporter
of unificaition along the lines the President had In mind. When Ptttersondcliied
the appointmnent for personial reasons, Trumatn turned- to Forrestal. Without deateand ithonlya vice ote tp Senate confirmed Forrestal's nomination early
29
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in the morning ot 2: july 1947, only hours afte- the Prmident had signed the
National Secutity Act into law.'
It was ironic that Forrestal, the Navy's most prominent spokesman in its

Su

opposition to unification, should become the- hcad-of the newly "'unified" National
Military Establighment. Yet, in his erstwhile capacity as leader of the opposition,
Forrestal had done as much as anyone to shape the legislation that had finally
emerg.d. His working famtarnty with the law's contents and his intimate involvenient with it5 orgins were asets that few others possessed. Moreover, he was well
known anl highly respccted in Congress and over the course of his years in government had acquired consider-"eexpP1rienicfk in public administration.
-Filled
with seemingly boundless energy, he ws a-tireless worker who devoted himself
fully to whatever job he undertook.
Born on 15 JPvhruary 1892 in Matteawan, now-part of Beacon, N.Y., he was
christened James Vincent Forrcsral, though in-lateryears he dropped the use-of
any middle name or initial and as Secretary d Defense often signed his correspondence with only his last name.' His ambition as a youth was to become-a
journalist, but after three years of working for local newspapers he-became convinced of the need for a college education, entered Dartmouth in 1911, and
transferred to Princeton the following yt-a. T7,-re he continued to show a strong
interest in journalism, but at the end of his senior year he failed to receive his
degree for lack of sufficient crm-1t. Apparently withotic funds to take course to
complete the degree, he left college to enter business. In 1916 he joined a New
York investment firm which eventually became Dillon Read and Co., Inc.
When the United States went to war in K 7, l:restal enlisted in the
Navy, trained as an aviator, and at the time w, the Armistice was serving as a
lieutenant junior grade in the Office of rth' Chief of Naval Operations. He then
returned to tle Wnd department of l,.lon, Read, where he rose rapidly to
become the firm's kading-bondsalesma, ,nz i we lthy man. In [938, at age 46,
he succeeded Clarence A. Dillon as the company's president. Although Forrcstal
showed littie interest in politics, he registered as a Democrat and supported the
New- Deal polices-of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, to the consternation of
many of his Wall Street colleagues. In June 1940, as the German- army was
marching through France, he accepted an invitation to come to Washington as
one of Roosevelts spcca adninistrativ assisants. After serving briefly as liaison
for Latin American etononk matters, an assignment he did not find stimulating,
he was noninated on 5 August 1940io &'4r it.i, of-Urder Secretary of-the-Novy.
"Probably the last thing that Forrestal expected," noted one Navy historian, "was
that he would spend tlh rct of his life in the servcke of the government, but
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Most of Forrasral's activities as Under Secretary centered on the coordina--
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tion of naval logistics. More than any other individual, hc was responsible for
"buying" what the Navy needed. As head of Navy procurement, he held a job
of fundamental iniportance to the successful prosecution of the war and one-he
discharged with skill and innovation. His approach to this aspect of Navy IX-partment admintitration was essentially that of an invewtment banker. Finding many
of the Navy's proccdur s out-of.dam, he introduced a wide variety of businesstype reforms, including the extensive use of t tistics and fiscal controls to help
manage the Navy's far.flung procuremcntactivties.Although procurement responsibilities alone made Forrestal a-central hgure
in the wartime military establishment, he gradually acquired other duties and
that involved him in an ever-broadening range of national problems.
Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox, his immediate superior, had a history of heart
trouble, and as his health deteriorated he turned over to Forrestal more and more!
of the management of the Navy Department. When Knox suffered a fatal heart
attack on 28 April 1944, it was "almost a foregome conclusion' as Admiral
William -D.Leahy put it, that Forrestal would be Knox's successor.0-In fact, President Rooscveltnominated Forrestal on 9 May, CA)minentingon the speedy action
of the Senate in adding its approval. Arthur Krock of the Neu, York Timei
remarked thathe coisidcred Forrestal's appointtment "the best-thing for the Navy,
for the War, and for the country."
As World War II neared an end. Forrestal began to acquire-a national repu.
ration as one of the most industrious and articulate men in Washington. Yet he
consistently shunned publicity and would have little to do with politics. lie had,
as one interviewer described it, a "passion for anonymitq." I While serving as
Secretary of the Navy, he gradually developed a philosophy of administration
that would stay with him the rest of his career. Successful government, he

.interests

believed, depended on teamwork, and successful teamwork, in turn, depended on

Aft
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keeping friction to a minimum. Believing that a "decision that leaves scars"
should be avoided- whenever possible, he preferred that decisions be arrived at
through discussion and reasomning, Rather than -overcome opposition- by fiat, be
preferri-to leave avenues-of.retrat- for-dissenters.'
~
Before the end of World War 11 ForretalI was beoming- increasingly
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alarmed by the mounting evidence of Soviet hostility toward the West-and the

---

-formulation

effecw that international communist activity might have, both internally and
externally, on the security of the United States. In the developing Cold War he
arid &-i,,rty of cfnsy, 10 the
fe(Ay Uf th: ,,,,,y
pliyd A k Jh, boil, * .of policies aimed at containing the spread of Soviet and communist
influence. Although often criticized then and since for being excessively reactive
and-overly hostile toward the Soviets, Forrestal had no doubt that the Soviet
Union posed a real and deadly menace that required constant readiness and
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vigilan,c on the part of the Llnited States. ''11o be prepared for war." he often
said, quoting George \,.Lhington. "'is
one of the niost effctual means of pre.
serving peace."
Tbe "'Unied"NME
When Port stal oficiali, took up his dutites as Secretary of Defensc on
17 September 1917, he confronted the realities of a job that po%ed management
diffikulties of the lirst magninide. With 2,300,000 military and ivilian personnel, an annual operating budget of S-10 billion, and responsibiititcs to support
and defend worldwide U.S. intutsts, the ncwlv created National Nlilitary lsrablishment wAs a colottu, the largest andi:nist tostly ageny ,nthe federal p o'ernment. Nothing like it had ever before existed. As an "e~rablishment' rather than
an executive department, it was a unique and somewhat nebulous entity. Existing
law, tradition, and usage could provide only partial guidance for how the Scoretan, of )efense should perform his duties. To the extent that this would allow
him to develop his own precedents and customs, it afforded him greater freedom
of action than he might have otherwise enjoyed. But at the same tnfe, deep.
rooted -traditions, customs, and interests of the services could just-as easily handi.
cap him and thwart his best intentions anid endeavors. "'This office," Forrestal
observed to his friend Robert Sherwood shortly before taking office, "will prob.
ably be the greatest tenietery for dead cats in history," "'
The unified NME that came into being consisted basically of the Office of
the Secretary of Defense (OSD). the three military departments, and several
statutory staff agencies under the secretary. Unliku ,t3 detailed provisions about
tle military departments and the staff agencies, but in keeping with the general
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practice in chartering government departments, tlw National Security Act made

n,) provision for the secretary's own oflice except by implication through permitting him to-secure such assistInCe a he might-require. Since OSD lacked statutory standing, it came into exista.ce as an extension of the secretary himself, to
provide him with necessary staff assistance, Restricted to the exercise of "general
direction, authority and control," F
viewed himself iore as a ptlicymaker
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than an administrator "My own personal desire," he said in outlining his plans

for OSD, "is to keep it as small al s.-sible, no. only for reasons of economy, but
because my own concept of this oflice is that it-will be a coordinating, a planning.
and an integrating rather than Pn-operating ofice."
While OS ) servmt ac Fnrrtta!'. inimedime bztre of opcraror, hte
n)cvcr
regarded it as his sole source of advisory ort staff support. Ont the contrary, hie
looked to his three statutory staff
agencies a-the Joint Chiefs, the Munitions
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The War Cowutol w" also a statutory holy, but itwoanot nstne
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B~oard. and the Research and Developmnt Boyard--to try thle major hurden of
analyting issues, developing plans, furnishing ideas and recommendations, and
coordinating, within their respective areas of responsiblmity, the activiti.- of tile

various components of the military estahlishnent In his initial dirertive on 5taff
responsibilities, dated 16 September 1947, he stated his poliry as followsThe Joint Chiefs of Staff. die Munitions Board, [and] the Research
and ievclopment Board
will be used as the primary btaff of the Secwrc
tary of D"fensc within their respcctivc spheres of activities, in accordance
with the provisions of the National Scurity Act, with-no intermediate lay.
ers of authority within the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Mfatters reaching the Secretary of DefIesc will be referred to one of
these agencies, whenever appropriate. The agemicies will-either act upon such
matters, or in the ca3se of mntri involving questions of
mjor policy, will
c 2
m.ike der rccoiamrndattoni to the Secretary of DefenseA

Those three agenties caine closer to king tnified struetures than anything
else created by the National Security Act. With membership in each ase drawn
from tie military departments, they were broadly representative of the entire
NME and were assigned statutory functions that cut across departmental lines.
The Munitions Board, generally speaking, dealt with procurement, production,
and supply; the Research-and Development Miord operated in thle area of science
and technology; and the Joint Chiefs formed the secretary's principal military
planning and-advisory staff Under the law, the Joint Chiefs-had three other major
functions: to serve as prindpai wilitary advisers to the President, to provide for
the strategic direction of the miitary forces, and to perform a rather vaguely
defined responsibility that called on them "to establish unified commands in
strategic areas."
In reality, each of these agencies was the statutory successor to a similar
agency which had existed prior to unification. But all of the successor agencies
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differed in significant respects from their predecessors. The principal new
change-from nonstatutory to statutory status---carried with it both a clarification
of responsibilities and a legal obligation to accept and perform certain duties.
At the same time, their activities became subject to a greater degree of super.
vision than ptevously. As parts of the overall establishment, their operations
cnIne under the constant surveillance of the Secretary of Defense.
71ic mit ue.A1tmcnit,, on the other hand, (.cuplcd a somewhat different
position. Although integral parts of the NME, they had thle status of executive
departments, each separately administered by a civilian secretary who retained all
powers cnd duties not specifically conferred on thle Secretary of Defense by the
new act. Far from deprecating or wishing to limit the role of these secmrtaries.
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Forrcsal made it plain that he regarded them as his principal managers. "It was
at the outset," he recalled somnetinonths after taking ollice, "that the
my tdr-a
Departments should retain autonomy, and with that, prestige, not merely in order
position and prestige of the individual secretaries, but from a practo increase tile
tral point of view to spread the burden of the work which would fall upon
this ofiice."
Apparently Forrestal had little or no voice in choosing the departmental
secretaries. But while liemay have had other .anddaes in mind, he found
Truman's selections agreeable. All three in any case were experienced administrarots who had consistently demonstrated their managerial ability. His Secretary of
the Army,' Kenneth C. Royall, an attorney front North Carolina, had served
in uniform as fiscal director of tile
Army Service Forces in World War I1and
afttrwards as Under Secretary of War to Judge Patterson. For several weeks after
Patterson stepped down in July 1947, Royall had been Secretari of War. The
Secretary of the Navy was Forrestal's former Navy Under Secretary, John .
Sullivan, a native of New Hampshire. A Dartmouth and Harvard Law School
as Assistant Secretary
graduate, Sullivan had also served, during World War 11,
of the Treasury. The Secretary of the new Air Force, W. Stuart Symington, a
Missouri bpsiness executive, had served as Assistant Sccretary of War for Air since
I February 1946.
In striving to develop aad maintain close working relations with the services,
Forrestal felt itadvisable to ntilime a variety of organizational devices. One of
these was the War Council, mandated b) the National Security Act ard utsed
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extensively 5y Forrestal as a-forum-for the discussion of major polcy issues. Its
official members were the Secretary of Defense, tie three departmental secrearies, and the three service chiefs.t Others who often attended War Council
meetings included the chairmen of the RDB and the MB, the Executive Secretary

Ti

of the NSC, Rear Adm. Sidney-Souers, and a represenitttive of the State-Depart.
-

ment, cirher-George-F. Kennan or Charles Bohlen, both leading experts on the
Soviet Union. By law, the Secrtary of Le(ens± held-the power of decision-over
actual practice, however, decisions
any issue the War Council might consider. fit
wet normally -tcorded as reflecting a coasensus of the official members. Meetxrj., wurc uhcduled for every other Tuesday, prior to which a member of
Forrestal's stff would prepare a fuirmal agenda After each meeting, following
proredurts similar to tho adopted by the NSC, the War Councii secretary.

-
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the War DeParnent tht DCpatruntnt of the Army.

)cas later.
gtcoinzed as a h.atth Service until ionic

hlenie the Marine Corps Comrrnadint was not a mmbe: of the Wor Council or of the JoIt
Chiefs of siaff at this ilnac.
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initially John H. Obly, cirulated a-sungry of the day's discussion and issucd
an officiaL record of actions.
Indicative of thc importance tic attacd to staying in close touch with the
civilian leaders of th scvvkes. Forrestal in Octobe-r 19417 created a-second advisory
body known as the Comittee of Four, composed of himself awl the three service
secretaries, which alternated its-biweekly meetings with those of the War Council,
Procedures were essentially the same as those in the War Council, but with-a
somewhat stronger emphasis on confidentiality. In general. the committee
addressed itself to matters that did- not require the immediate attention of the
seivice chiefs or that the service -secretaries might discuss- more openly in the
absence of their military adviser. As a nieans of encouraging-uninhibited dixcus.
sion. Focrestsl directed thAt-Committee-of Four meetings bc-conducted iii utmost
secrecy and-that its records be accorded the highest security. All stenographic
notes and transcripts were destroyed after the preparation- of official minutes,
which were then locked in a safe in -Forrestal*s or Ohly's office. There was- no
general distribution of minutes and only coImmittee members or their senior
aides were permitted access."4
The cumulative effect of these organizotional arrangements was to produceq
an administrative system unlike any other in the federal government. Although
the NME was technically unified, each component retained its o-,n individual
identity and op~erated in-its own sphere, There were no pyramids-of nec and staff
organizations

-

as in the Army or in-the usual structure of a-federaf departmenctt.

Rather, the-entire sysitem rested on a network of agencies and-departments linked
together in horizontal fatshion. The military departments wete largely, If'not
entirel, self-administered under their -own organizational lformat and procedures,
while at the same time the service secretaries, staff agency heads, and certain
other senior officers adofficials reported directly to the Secretary of Defense..-.
Prog~n dl4Prbl-T

-to

~T

During his 18 months as Secretary of-Defense, Por*'estal worked unceasingly
promote se-rvice unification "The beakr problem," as out-of his sides aptly
described-it At the time;, "was rhi4effecting, simultaneously, SaMarriage betweenthef
-Dprtments -of Afmy and -NJavy and a divorce between- the -Departmintsof
Army inti Air F6orce" Smneihc Arm Air FOrcef wso Slrarly nearly i d.
pendent of the Army when the Nationial Security Act was-passed, it was-relatively easy to separate them without undue disruption of their istablished routines.
The process begin on 26 September 1947, when Porrestal- issued the first -in-it
series of "transfer orders" that legally transferred the -property, functions and
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personnel formcrly assigr.-I to the Army Air I orces to rise nwW Depirinent of
irFNX1
oxcv Wth the( ssgn-jig of the bhnal tragnsfer order on 2;' July 1949,
"*div,:Ne frcamei total amd fiilal."
Wite overseeing the Army-Air Porce separation, F~orrestal also workid
assiduously to elkc:i a happy and compatible "t-irrzage' of the serice-s as well.
lUvcr awaic diat tbr Navy founid the term UnftdidrI" sabhorrcnct, he avoided
'igit wlei-%vcr pc'ssibke and -g~±ierlly 3poke of "integration." I is first concerni
WAA-lttU fteps tken in futciierancc of unificaition should nor lessen the mnorale
miuch. as hie felt an obligation to unify, hce
anti tcidinzis 'oi the atunicl ftxrcs. A%
kilt niso a dty t) arrest and reverse the weakening effects of thef postwar
deirobiliza-don. "'We limwe an act," lie explained, "whiichi was given us%by Conigrtesr. and I propose to administer chat act in accordance with the letter of the
law, btut with-the spirt- behind it which has as its-eventual goil the achievemnent
of -areally integrated 2nd thoroughly niLshed military organization whose fundamenral rmission and objective is the security of dhc-LUnited States." 1
Rxrvstal's whole approach to unification may be summed up in a single
phrasc-fevolution, no revolution." He beieved firmly that-steps taken ito unify
the servicef should b( part of a rational and-orderly prcess-and not -thc rtestik
of change for-dte-sakv-of change or appearancesm"Fe cautionud that injrgition
rnght take "many mnonths and- maybe years:"' Yet throti ipatice, detcrmina--,i, and persuasioni, he gradually compiled a substAntial list of accnoplishmnents.
a Compprehensive r-valuAtion of strengths and weakiiessr--in-reserve force cabities.-a uniform niilitarv p~ay scale; a broad study of civil dcfensc lieies, a reviewof service medklial reqjuirements and hospital facilitics; a sirnghe cmprehicnivC
annual NIM program rf legislative proposals for suil nis'wn to Cfinyr 's-; .1
uniform Code of !44ar jusrc approved 1,, Conpriss; and inittttion vi a.
Mtu-ih
itiol'ni JRuard to kCordinAte much
catalogtic progritn Jeveloped and
of Artry, Navy'. an(., Air Force pitxfc-rnt-.'
On-ctf Forrestal'- earli-st uatition mvasures was the onsoldation of tb
iail 4 dzw Air For~o and tim Niival Air Traiisjort Servire
Tmns~t rr Coiaf
,rito chy, Kiavy Ac t' nipor- Stt-,'c. 'i MATS. Intendt-4 !n rmr-t~- oliminate
promised ilie advantages-of simpblifiation of comimand
servie
dnh..aioA.MA
avn3 .
isa l oman W' -A MATS :."c o.: evcistrue on i Juiie hI)4Mt
Whanvty, LISN, as Vke-Ceramandc'r qr mai kd-wt-p :awattl-intrrwrvice ittgra
xao.i~woiwy 1.,; MAIM, Cx-frpiiy tinity of crnlmaild, j; -also iricerpor-AtWd he

alike <ntfld hld the top-ranking poition.f
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Despite such achievements as MAIS, Forrestal's evolutionary approach

,
5'7
7_4
:_:J

could not bring about the integration of the services he had hoped for. "his
became most evident in the struggles between the services over the application
of the "balanced forccs" concept to their force structures, which Forrestal supported as best calculated to meet the overall military needs of the Unicd Stat.s
rtler than those of the individual services. It did not mean dividing available
tunds equally among the services. But with funds in limited supply, the services
felt shortchanged and subject to force.level ceilings that each argued would
jeoartdizc national security. The Navy especially-,with its tradition of opposition to unification well established-dug it its heels and gained a reputation for
disputatiousness and recalcitrance. "Almost every time a unihcation program was
suggested," re.ailed one of Forresral's close advisers, "you could count on the
Navy to oppose it."But the Air Force probably conctituted no less a problem
for Forrestal be:ausc its aggressive drive for money and forces urratly complicated
the already difikult-bIudget problem.
'The-ervices disagrced strenuously over a number of mijor i sues having to
do with unification. They quarreled over their respe-tive roles and missions,
argued over budgetay all(.arions, opposed the proposals-to consolidate bases and
inallations, and resisted other efforts at integration that they feared might
diminish their autonomy or established funttions. At crtka! confcreLes in
l')-18-Key Wcst in M'csrd and Newport in AugusE -Forrestil tried to persuade the services, especially the Navy and the Air Force, to set aside their
differcnccs and-work together. Bur even his power of persuasion could not resolve
all of the more inportant, divisive issues, and some others that appeared to have
been settled continued to be bones ofcor-ncntion
The repeated inability of the Joint Chiefs of Staff-to providc Forrestal with
unanimous advice on such sensitive matters as tolei and missions, the allocation
of funds among the services, and fully integrated strategic plans-further aggravated thethivisions and rivalries. Et pt for Admiral I.eahy, who served as Chief:of Staff to the Commander in Chief with no additional duties, each of the Joint
Chiefs was also tie senior nffter of his service and therefore-played a dual role.
As service chiefs, they were principal military spokesmen and operated under the
authority of their departmental-.cretari'. But as JCS members they formed acorporate body, representing all elements of tie armed forces, and reported
directly to the Secretary of Defense and through him to-the Prsi(Tent, This MM~
hattcd roh- <ontaintd iadiic' ;i<t.
h
i
Many ,iNis dtirtii t, ,re +' ,tIo do oll justice to both-funct n; -rt..Culd
d,,uh:ed-that-:.y man 'hat :he ime
so compleely divorce himset froin,,scm-e
trnrhat
hfe dve--h-ridvujct,ve.
rmhrtd as a member of the Jnn(A-f ttd egni
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and providc them with certain basic -premises on which satisfactory action on
those problems depended. But the boards were also incapacitated by the deeply
divisive nature of the problems that- confronted them, most of which stemmed
from inmeService disputes over such -major issues as the allocation of resources
and-the assignment of responsibility for programs that could-have-ia long-term
Lvaring on service functions, Lacking the power of decision, -the -chairmen had
only their-power of persuasion to-help-break-the deadlocks that kept the boardsI
from fulfilling their assigned missions,'
Such disorder and confusion raised serious questions about-the role, thc
authority, and the furktions of the Secretary of Defense. Although Forrestal had
reAdily conceded that uniation would require the services to make -numerous
Adjustmdents, he failed to anticipate the enormous volume of' work that he would
encounter And-the many adjustments-that he himself would have-to make. After
a short while on-the-job, he found-his time taken up with unexpected administrativt a" policy matters, his effeirts to integrate programs challenged by skeptics
in the services -who questioncd the extent of his *'general" powers, and his policies
for unification threatened by continuing intetservice feuds and competition. The
days neve seemed long enough to do-what hod to be done,-nor did -the limited
size -and- authority of his staff offer-much relie from the- burdens -that fell on
Forrestal directly. The more work and-the more unsolved -problemrs-that accurnu.
lated, the nire obvious it bcamf -t(1a1Forrestal needed stronger -powers -if he
was eVef to 9JVal'sVccessfully With the COrtflict And controversy, establish his
authority, ard-make his decisions stick. In sboff.-hit job required-him-to be more
of a coinn-Ander than Acoordinstiw.
Perhaps one-of the most painful expetience6 of Forrestal's publi career was
rltKtantly concltidinFr that- the statute -he had done so much to engineer- conrmAin d rous Meects; motever it may have cost him many of his friends in -the
Navy. In dt end he found himself- turning -more anti-more to-the Army for sup.
)or Upon returning to temporary duty cgrly in- 19)49, t..kneral Dwight 1).j
Eiscrnhower w a ae t how "highly discouroSO" Forrestal- had- become:
Uis ubviotisly-mast unhappy. At-one rintc he acctpcJ u"WtavocslW, andsuppmrtd vigoUAlY the nivy "Jzrty hit.p git hita ky the i.Jnirals.
Viiv t4y fic =ad -to Mie, 'i the army there art -many that -1 trstBraaiey, Collins, Gruenther, Wedemeiyrr, A*! 1.cmnlrzer 2.sd .Ures.- tittaffic
only-a few. In- the ii;vy I think of unly ~':xnnand Pleay) ;!mnri2flwh
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higher ones Possibly Conolly, also" It must have tost him a lot to come to
such aconclusion ~

-

-j

-

-

In retrmopcr. no one can say preoisely at what poinc Forrestal's views
0hanied. Like his overall approach-to unthczatiofl, it wvas probably an evolutionary
prcmem, At tio time, even after he accepted the netd-for a law with strotiger
1xiwcts, dlid he Lve t apatulate to the Army's position that a thoroughly centralimed sysacrn wmsrh., only anmwcr. But as one controversy pile on another, lie
Moved steadily toward Venrrmdizatioai.
The earliest rlear indiatkn that Forrestal harbored coticerras about the
inadcquacy of the National &~curi A$~t cai late in itcbruary 1948 inaatopscr~ret progires
port to Prestidqnt Truman. Thle study contained four parts-at
brief introduction, a rundown 'if -lhe NUEonrgonizatian and Forrestal's Immediate
oice, a summary of progress in solving major issues, and A3tatement Oil problem;teas for future consideration. Although he made no-specific recommendation$
on organization, Forrestal hinted broadly that the National Security Act was
defective in-several features. lie saw the-possible need- for-a deputy-or under
secretay of defense (something he hAd opposed during the-unification debate) -to
help with administrative chores; commented on the -debilitating effects of-setvice
rivalries; and-ststed that he was -exploring avenues for-obtaining closer unity-and
less partiality ftrm the joint Chiefs. On the other hand, though, Forrestal did not
seek any major legislative surgery because he felt that the-new organization was
fundamentally- sound and needed,-at most, only minor adjustments-to work more
efficienfly.24
As time went on, however, Forresnal privately expressed imfeasing-dissatisfaction with the-law and-began c-anvassing friends and collcagwe foe-rccomtnendatitins. Once-again he sought the advice-and ssistance-of Ferdinand Eberstadt,
who-had been-insitumental in developing the Navy's unification plan in 1945.
When Forrestal-became a member -of-former President Herbert 1-over's corn-mission On executive branch reorganization, he arranged-in May 1948 for 1Eberstadt to bead-the commision's ut.sk-fotce un-inAtional security organization3'
With the Eberstidt inquiry under way, Forrestal on 3 August asked the
service w~rmrries for their views on changing the Nttionqll Security Act. At th
uame-time, he invited--some of-the to -leaders of- the ND E and- menibers-of 'his
staff to a-serie; of aniormal evenuing-moeetings-in the Pentagon.21 To stimulate and
forus the discussion, Forrestal's staff listed more than 100 organizational and-subv~antive niEoerr in need- of attention, incltiing stucls-.qtions P~: huuld- file
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Going alitirforther, the committee r-conimcndedlimpr)ovemecnts in teamwork and
coopftMiOtt Oni41ng the scrvices, expansion- of rewtarch and-develonmenr, prompt
preparation of civiliAn and industrial mobilizto qplans in Ease oi a sudden
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9 was eventually sumccssful in conhnuiig discu,;siun to the general- list of-pro.
palizontaind in-thc sc: c,&ry~s rcenct arinual rici.ur Btutlic -.ould non persoadc
th'? WINc 110.1C 211d 1100 rejXLltatl~fa 10 AAL jJklt their PrviJUsotl to VC5t tile
present statutoly functions of- tile staff iagcncies- in tile secretary, with -dhe power
to assign zhezi as lie saw fit,,
Out of thecse discussions vaiea report-foe thle Piesident, signed on 10 Febru.
ary 1949. by Forrestal, Director of tile Budget Frank Pace, Jr., and Clark M.
Clifford, Sjvc nil C.nun,.eI to tile Preildent. They agreed that thle National Security7
Act should be-anmended to achieve three jgoafs. 0I) to convert the NME -into
a sin1gle- executive department; (2) to cnablk the secretary of Defense to-exercise
efc direction ;ind totrol' over the -armed services; and 0)) to puwvide
improved rivilian- and military staff facilities for the President and tile 5Cxrvty
1-hley went on to ttl"'.11cnn an 1-V-point i.-gishitive progtram t
ofec=
ahicve these Sol~v 4 c';iwrt tile jNNE into-art uxecutiv driamnt known
As the Depitrimnt of Dcfense; 12) change the 1)epartments-of Array, Nav-Y, and
r) "military Jvjanozuuus" Within the
Air Plorcr froin "exevotive dctiiitu
Department of Vefense, 3) remnove tile restrictive-modifier "general" ttuin tht
description of thle wercary's direction, authority, andl nontrol; (4) delete the
specific statutory duties of the Munitions Board, the Research and Development
iaatil, and tile joint Chiefs -of Staff: (5 ) provide-broad authority for the Secre.
tary of rpefcns to delegate the performauce of -his [unctionis, C6) provide -for
in-Under Secretary of lDefen and three Assistant Sxrctarses of Defense in pace
of- thr Sfecial Assistantsa, (7; tedefine salary scales of the sccretaries of the ,vilitany departments. leaving the Secretary of Defense -as-the only official rceiving
compensation at the rate of a deprtmnt head-, (-8 efinhnau the languagc~sivirg the service sectaries-the statutory right: of appeal to the Director of die
Budget and- the Presient adalwo-delete thc langtuge rmsering o the -ibree
:nilitszy depwrrenti at' powez and,duties not vested in the Secretary of i-cfcnsc:
(9)pmovicde theit dt Scetaty 4f-) !oknse-- lte only-statrct mnbtor fion-thaNationial 'Military Esnkabishrnent on the National Security Council; (10 1 cre-ate
in4
a josition. of ICS Chairmnst arid rempvc the Chief of Staff It dithCoruin~
firn-mnznhenhip on-thei 3ntintChietx oi Staff; -and (I11 rtmovc the-currentcciingiiziittknton thenumer f-cificers asi;,gnabl! to -ihe joint Stsff.!
JCSCninmi should have- the
The only uziuledded jisi wierewhethcr thejU
title -of chief of staff to the Secretary of CDefifse and whteir scrvict iunhj
functions listed-in the rurrerit law shuuldibe deletad Taking these vi~trers-under
~ethe-f~f
adviwinenr. Trourta on 16 Februarv reicdt~ie ~
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memnorandum, Truman in early March l19 SCInt (AngrCSS his15vM11ienda~khtiufts
for anicnding the National 8,%utity Acr2" On-one of the Prestdclit's proposalsthe creation of the position of Under Secretry of 1)vfense-ongrcss acted
promptly, 'thec House approved a bill (11-R. 2216), whith had bii submitted
the previous montli, the very day the Presiticnt transmnitted- his mtssage. The
Senate iollowed on 18 March, anid on 2 April-the bill (PL "6) bccame law."'
As for the remainder of the Ptesident's rccomnidations, legislative action w__
still pending when, on 28 Mar, h 19-19, Fort esral rlinqtished hi%duties to Louis
Johnson.
Chswging

of The

(umrd

Before Forrestal was-actually replaced, it had been widely rumnored for-t.'Vcril montrhs that his days in Wiishington we~re nun'bcrcLd. Although the evidencez
is by no means conclutie, it strongly suggests that his "fctirciinr WAS Involtin.
viry and forccd upon himn by-a combination of factors, includ'iog White House
disenchantment with-his-performance. the political-ticbts" that the Plesident hadz
incurred: in the 19419 election-rampaign, and-Forrcstal's own increasingly-unstoAble
health. Ever disdainful of viixing in politics, Forrestal had remained throughout
his- tenure on-the fringes-of the President's "inner circle." an-outsider regarded
by senior White flouse aides as suspect in hiq loyalty to the President. What
others- interpreted in Forrestal as the cjualitici of an intelletual-his coitarnt
probing of problemns with q~uestions, his cap~city to atsse" :sues from Many
angles, and-his ability to see more than one solutlon--rttrn acroiss to Trumnn assigns of weakness and-indecision, "Poor Forresta.., Truman once rcrn.a;ked
"He never could mikq a decision." 11
Ihe-final blow to-Forrestars standing with-the President was probably the
rumor during th- 194$ -presidential campaign thathe' hid -tried secretly-to -make
a "de1W to sta on t, Scecrary of Defvnse in i-ase TrurnAts liepublic-on chailonger, firm=a Ei b",qwy. won the clcnon,4 By the end- PfNthe ye-Af Ilow
Peacrton-and Walter Witithll- -two of Farrestal's most hostile -press critir_ -

were predicting that he would soon be fire&~ Tht Presidont's-decsion
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,
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officially annnunredclit by late January 1949--all outwtifd indicationi pointed in
z _4s

-beween Forrestal mulNd
eey did inffan (*k9' PXCe-ptt t1. th-EJWletn1, b-Utityj
%et hela with tht 'Anowicdpc ard ;pp..al of Titiman to brie! Decry on foalgri £'olif
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tnaming Fntteita! inrhsCbiet, 6ut felt that anty1dthi of- thi hkl
wou'd IhAve been "p-ciirnpruoui- Ws.re thseelectron I opcw, J0,01r.Fon'erraI. 276, qwoins a
kiwiInDttyto Rooawl foiescAl denird ary tinawouixed contims or dincu5961mn =1th
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tie dirction of Forresital's fmnnecft id mtttre with Louis johitin, rumian,
Olhef fustdrai-cr tit dih rv-nrcamni;nivu. often ,nentionc-at the hir-apijprcrt.
hI Sharls Lontrmit to Forrestal, fol1,Non haid made ;-dif. w toczi jXilit 4wf
his entire career. Tile eldest of five childtcr, of a-iorigglitig Riyaiokc, Va., gfcl
he was born on 10 January 1891 and nained Lowis Arthur lohimrs thotigh-like
Fornmrai he evetstualiy albandoged thtf n-_- ef-ott middle nairt- or initial. In 1912,
isficr graduating-in- law frn -the Unmcnity of Virginia. hic inci.el to CLsburg.
t was "ai younlg manres town.'
WVp- Trp'n'ted on advie e li hd rMCIevd-d iht
tq1~l~
hu-l11- lim of '5tVp(Oe_ ass')Ther, ~~i
wthiz Irwad.i he
c'~l~'ij
Witilin a leW tCal
J01h0SoH. speiializing in corpornte hIw.I', firmf~1C 9s~e~nd
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Johnwitt ran for the NVest Virginia llnu-i of Ddt-.Tcs its 19.16. Vuuti
handily, and welit oln o h e fl~xw isajority leadler ac welIl ik,i riian f dHose judiciary (jonimittec. %*hest (lie Uited States entered World Wat I- in
1917. lie rcsigned-from (lhe legislature and-joined the Atiny- Sent overseas as an
i-fficer in-the Anictican-Expeditionarv Forcs, he sAw ruimiar-during the St, Mihiel
and Meuse-Agonne offensives-in 191.; Aftrr-the wttr he lhecamc amiye in the
ULS. Army O.Txccr Rcsry Ceorns andtrose quickly to the rank of licutenant
colouicl. rom thien on he-was iklw;ays known to friendi and admirers as Colonel"
Johnson,
After his one term in-the 'X'cr Virginia legislature, jolinwn ncee again
;kvlin rk'uivc officc. Duiring the Interwtr yeArs lie continuedi to practice law
aaatthe 5amne time. beaoinc-deeply involved in vcteranS affitirs. In 1919 hec
lielpcd founid-thi AmnericAn-Legion, "otri-oemerge as-the n114C10 Jatgt veterans
UriI:i
IS 192' heV
W21 a deleg2IC to the DCM'-Iitkc cmatlona1 coniventio.
s!-"~ ~ iw.ittnal crinimander-fheA rui eto.h
and i 191~2, wil
acted aS veicrw oodinator-for lPrnkiin I). Rwovt's presidential rtimpaigii.
our ywa~ Il-rr hizr name surfAced-msta owiie tan lidlate to sv(c-Me (seaetg IT.71
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~uiL~ifr, -,i~ht- 16,tirary of rhc W.t
Woodricrig antd Jcoua'ori As Asitint Sectuery, juoirsoii had
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an alInt-At daily batle hetwocil -t in e vcvwOIse vicuws would prel.ai Tile Tv~lllrIng h4Y 'how." as Harold L Icks cIll it, ktpt thle W'ar-Depasrtniot -odus-cA.
friogriaicd, and dcuioraliz'ed for lack of icn~istent dire' hion:I
1-he outbreak of Nwar in 3!uropc ip N9) tldWl uteny to %heneed fa
arriocth. rIfivm aniag mvnt of ilit Wair Departmnent. Johnson, having clearly
CStalJlica!himself as anl iii erverror with no qoltn alicut reartninjtg, b-come

tonvincd ih.uir Wo.:xlring's job would soon be liis; he -was bitterly dinsappoinozd
when in the iunmer of 10 Roosevelt fired Woodring-and replaced him with
former Secrery of Stale Henry L Simion.' %Vithmnddy, of his confirmaion,
StimSOn-"~UeStCJ-permi!;sivn from dihe \Vhite House to replace his assistant secrctam"A JOihnson, compjining that lie had been "Unfairly treated" and deceivcd,
uw o 'hric but to-rLzign. 1- rejx-riv to the White House -0n1-summnons -on
11h1rky, be renlieIXrcd.
2xid to my surp~rise was olcrM th
fic ppointrievr Ai Scerctaty uf Corni.
t -6er
0rid I ttiknlly kdidon't
it, he eay have mC
intrrcc I w14
ooxcdnd tht I wuldnn acccpr- it except on: tlet coofition ta hr
lipna
e oUl01d
htave to fire Im (,nd lic, knows flow lt willZ
have to fire Will), I lccamc Sucretary of War, rhe only job lin which I am
lit 614td
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After Itaidrij tile War lDcrartilent III JulY 19410, Jnhrzoll fMION1.4 to bide
his rime befoire acceptings another high.luveJ goveritmerit pcst. itrtti,4 thle war
ykc91- lic -,t'rked t4and oil with the 0 iic vi Alien Property -Custodia n and from
March I-, 1\12 19-12 ctrved as Roceevelts pcrwn~d rcprmenraiiv(" to Thcia4
111ISatiog chIAt A 1aSAl Ifetion ANod
the lndia;1 climnAte hrierivc ) him %vith per.
triancrir physical Jr-ability, he uuc short hi,, mission after lcs than three Inonthss
~andi reiurntd t thcr UflitLd St,,it
fif btiness ',enFollowing de %w Johnson txb. mte ilatve in a ,4e
tures and sart thte imrdl of st -;,u Large industrial conilvivies, amiong thern thle
Consolidamed Vultee Airtrfdt Corporation, a inajon govntneiir onIror.Sd
with all Vcc coward -pol Itic$, hec emerged -.5 our 01 Trutnialf Most iletive 2nd loyal
it ohill itrugk ill I),r~:niw in the Wiute
vitsportcrt dwon ieicidn
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I ouse. Late in tit%: ainpaign, with contributions drying tip, Johnson -took on tile
task of chairing the President's finance committee. In the words -of Truman's
daughter, Margaret, Johnson "protecded to accomplish miracles." 51There were
even rumors that-he had hbacked the President with $250,00X) of his own money
After theciection,.as rt-pottv-circulated that Forrestal would soon be replaced,
Johnson-vwAs-imefin.ed repestedly it) the press As the frontrurnerto be the next
Secretary of Defense. HeIlater insisted that fie took the job at Forrestill's suggestion, bur atdes to Forrestal were skeptical, "It just galled him [Forrestal),"
gecallcd one, "to think that an office hie had ctexted-to be above and beyond
politic; would bectme a spoil of the 1948 campaign."
Whattcvcr his personal views of Johnson maty have been, Forrestal mnude
every-effart to facilitate a smooth and-efficient change of leadership, The trgnsi'
tion-period lastedl two moiths. front the end of January 1949 until 28 March,
and was apparently prolonged -by Forrestal's determination not to give up his
job until hie had completed work on the proposed amendments to-the National
5ecurity Act. To acquaint Johnson with some of the matters he would face,
members of Forrestal's staff compiled a detailed inventory of urgvnt orgamira4'+
tionial
and sulttntive issues awaiting -action!0 Under- pressure-fromn the White
House to expedite his departure, Forrestal on 2 March tendered
-his resignation
_
fob-++
_-.
and asked that-it take effect around-the end of the-month."~ Immediately
after
Forrestal's resignation- letter reached Truman's desk, Johnson moved into a temporary office near the Mall entrance of the Pentagon- and -begin keeping regular
office hours."
During Forrestal's final days as Sccre-tary of -Defense, his aides noticed a
steady deterioration in his stamina that they attributed to overwork. "Jim is
looking badly," remarked Elisenhower. "He gives his mind no recess, and he
-_
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works hours that would kill.2 horse." 5 Interviews with several of Forrestal'st
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tNVu i;sociatcs, including Marxc Leva, John Ohly, Stuart Symington,-and Donald
Carpenter, confirm that his powers of zoncentration -were beginning--to -fail, but
they do not agree ont hetocr Forrestal had lost- the ability to-discharge his
ofrtcmI cuties. At tines he appear-A totally in-cotiml, but on other occasions he
showed 4 dexfiite latck of confidtince in his own judgmint. Carpenrf saw the
tragedy in the-making. "'Thiswa;-the-roan ~wlo a year before hadib-ci keen,
quick, and detisivc, who had givelnroe twelve answer in as many minutes or less.
Now in -tity iu
he-couldn't answer one question."
Aithousth many,_posibly including Truman, had-suspted-elor some time
:1iha-F.rrcotairsmental odition-wAs cteriorautag. the-first indisputable evidence
tha-he was has'ing a oervous breakdown did-not app~ear until 29-March 1949,
the day aftcr he loft-office followii'g a-famtwell reception for hint at the Capital
Levit ttd4 1LIteftsdt 1wilF arranged lfor-him so Oiamr i-fr tend _Robert-Lovett in
-4-_

I
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Florida, but when rest failed to revive his spirits lie was brought back to Wash.
Despite signs of recovery he apparently suffered a relapse; in the early hours of

22 M~ay l9,19-lc jum ild or fell to his death from an unguarded window on the
h~ospital' sixteenth floor. On his desk v,' the hospital room, he left behind, copied
on a notepitd, a quotation from the "Chorus from Ajax" of Sophocles, of which
these poignant lines are singularly apropfit;
Warn by the wante of time~-Coniforties:, natneleri, hopekis save
In the dark proipect-of the ya",ning-grate.30

JohnsonTakei Command
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When Louis Johnson became Secretary of Defense on 28 March 1949 he
inhertited from Forrestal a defense organization still in- transition. Amendments
to the National- Seurity Act had not yet been passed, but broad agreement had
been reached on what they should be, and Congress -was -holding hearings, The
new post of Under Secretary of Defense -had been created, but-sin incumbent had
to be namned. it the minds of many Pentagon- officials, Forrestal's departure
had left a vacuuiimthat. no one Lould ever truly fill. Deeply admired, even revered
by his stAff, he had commanded their tievotion ind rvspect through thick and
thin, His -successor-was an ;ltogether-different petsonatlity, and his way of- doing
things took getting used to.
From his-service as Assistant-Secretary of War, Johnson retained familiarity
with the problems-of the military, but-afte-r-nearly-a dc
b-eddto acquaint
himself with many new developments in strategy and4-weaponry. On some-ises,
however, his mind appeared to-be-made up, He seemed to feel that wjsh the
coming of atomic weapons, strategic air -forces rather than land- or sca+basd
forces br-a-balanced mix of all three offered-the best stssurance of seurity. On this
key issue, his advent favored the Air Forco. over the other services and-app ze
to signal Astepped-up reliance on land-based air power-that mnust-have chilled
the Navy." Instead of abating during Johnson's-tenure, interservice rivalry7
intensified, thus further complicating the search for a rood ut vivendi that wieuldunification work as its proponents -envision ed
Johnson was satisfied that -the -basic structure of -the defense organization,
with the changes contained in the propw~d National- Security Act amendments,
WAS sound and that the administratveprocedures-Porrestal had establishedwere
in
no immediatc-e tA of revision. Like Forrestal, he- wanted to hold dowei thr
V:.1

-

-
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sim. of his office and placed heavy emphasis Oil the role of his stiff agencies as
hits principal sources of advisory support;" fle -saw tdiv gratcest room for improveirctit in the application of a mnore businesslike .approach to defense mnagement
leading to the coniniition of what hie termed the 'ostly wir-born spending
liabits" of file services. Although mail) of Forreital's tnifitation measures had
ilorztiet waed monry, as Congress aind the White House jD;:vnd:d, de savings
had seldom been atpparent hecvamw jnilatic'r, ind growing Cold War prctiLw
o7-.nined to push miitary expenditures steadily upw.;sd d'ihio, his teWe
u
fte
.r',rpIiit tb.;! R-Trtt-.l had been Zxx in rooting out %%aste and uinwueAryr
expenses., lohisoii -.vt ut -f. rid dhe military of -I-it iind to improve Inusdle
of
Attaining a higher level of effiicy and lo.wering expenditures luturc V.%'o
iohnsons paramount aimsOnce installed in office, Johinson moved quirkly to bugiti r(-tliztnj his objet
tives, At is Iirst press conter'mee hie mad- two-announicecnts that set the tone
for his tenure, first, that hc had vacatcd Forrestal's old oducc space anti was

-

moving-into the quarters that. had formerly housuc-he Seccrvy of the Ar.11yf
andi seond, that lie h;1d deied that economyl mc-asurvi-originally projeCd for-implemientation ovet a p'r-.of 30-monthi would now Ix- applictl "all alt oric
bite." ' Testifying becfore a congrwirm~al committee several months later, J..
promisu--sav-ings of a-bilion dollars by the end of 1949 and another- Itlf bINby the: end-of 1950"' Rumors quickly spread-that his teal puirpos' i mnakitig
xurh statements was it attract attention to himself antd use 01CheJ-apn is a
Vpingboard to the White Howe Over rierwork tiews ane evening hec wi
describe-d as a 'totnado that wvalks like a nun . -kicking anything tha t~i; in
the way:* 's Lke Forrestal. lie twas an &iiergctic and :Kecningly tirt.-m ovorker,
but unlike -Forrestal he operated to such an exten b riataiddirCetive that hiS
critics-s
Iehim as a virtual dictator.

-
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%ome of johnson'k 3tou appointments rviiotlmflic high-hnded
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t
previously served ai I'resiulent Rooscvelt'i prs~scrrcStephecn TI.rEarly, .- vh1ad
taty Like Rcnfrow andI Griflu'h, Early had little knowledge of dee= mttecrs
,and lacked expricnte in iluitary managenment.
Ai Tohinsin's economy drive gathered momntutm, lie used if cffectively to
,ep up ilie aitegration -if service programs, In contrast to Forrestal, lic relied
more on the advice (if hi; own staff and less on thia, of flhe servie secretaiies.
Without fanfare or explanation, Johnson-;ditsOiVCd t committee of polir. kcavintz thc War Countil as tile only forum for regumlar collective discussion!' By
exercising much rig1trcr control over iia putoe-strings. Johnson effectively denied
the scrvices much of thle independence of action they had enjoyed under For resral.
N't everyone felt comforralile under the new arriaemcnts, and some offlcials
exercised the option to tesign tnr g'o elsewhcere.
Sccnmtary of the Natvy Sullivan,
First of the ForreitaI holdovers to quit vmia
whose letter of resignation on 26 April 1949 rcptscnted an act of protest
iagainst Johnson's controversial moocy.s~i. ng decision to cancel ronstruc ott of
hie Navys giant supercarrier, thle U.S.&. Liued Stater 0 Sullivan was promptly
replced-b7Pa sP Mattliews, a hiwyer-banker from Omaha, Ncbr.. who had
worked ciosly with Johnson on londroiung-in the 19Q48 campaign, Dubbed the
"rowboar secretary" by the prem. for his lack of experience, NMatthcws candidly
admitted that he fncr,.d upon his~ new job with "Jittle prior training Or prepanktiO.-C H-e prumised it) learn quickly, but as- an "outside' senior Navy officers
fcgarded hint with-reserve, if not su!,picionYT
Only a day after Sufli,an annuricA hie was leaving, Secretary of the Army
}Royall also res-igned. Although a staunchi siupportcc of unification, Royall had
L'et.unic sommthimig of~ an erviltarrassment to--the Truman- administrat(ion. A Southener with stfrc-t.nit ie~tntn;. hie had con-stently tried to block or delAy
implementation of a 1948 execu.- order directing racial iritegriation of the
ldhsgme' Ryl'
"rmiy. Said Jonwon of Royall's dleparttze 1a
sliccesso was Under Secretakry of the Artiy Gordon Gray, a lawyet am.d linws
paper pu~blisher front Norit arolinia who -supporttl -administratioa poliry on
itirgrition. lby the summer of1949 teonly rexnaining-rarinbvr of-the-Pfoer-Mu
sernrial "tcom" was Secretary of the Air Force Syington. Findling binself
incre~singly-at cds with Johnson's ccA!-cuttrng policics, be madc it Plain-thdt lie
would lesve, in April 1950 he readily accepted an invitation from Trurnmn
becomechOAirmall of -thle Niflonmtl sccurity stotirces Bwrd ToAs K. Finletrcr, an attwrtcy from Philadelphia -who had headed the -resident~r Air Policy
Commission iri -1947, took Symingwoos job.
John I-.()l.oeof- the-ibrerinz-ps1aismi, prolably. Summed

.r
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tip the feelings of many when lie once cllArPactcrired Johnson's mnethod; as
umphisticated and somctino5 "ruthless." But unlike thc military fdcpatmcnts,
WSD adjusted rather easily to Johnson's presence. To allay fears tha he would fill
the officc with unqualified political appointees, Johnson &.Ssured his staff thlat
politics would not intrude ons OSD) hiring practices. "I felt certain that lie would
go 1ack on his assurances," recalled Donald F. Carpentter, who remained tempo.
rarily as Chairman of the Munitions Bmtird, "and is soon as he did-I would resign
immediately. To my surprise hie never did. I never had amcotnplec backing from
a superior as I had from Louis johnson." Marx Leva reccivcd (lie same assurances,
with the same results "Fie gave us every backing;' Leva said, "and the relationship was fine." Wilfred J. McNeil, who had served as Forrestal's special assistant
for budgetary niatters,-JiLewksestayed on and grew to reslicc Johnson as an able
and-competent administratiorn '11c first nmoins were a little rough," McNeilremeirbercd, "bur I thought in the last 6 month; hie turned out to be a pretty
good Secretary." ~

-

Thec 194!) Amendnienti
While Louis Johnson movc(] vigotously and-most Assertively to consolidate
his power and authority, Congress pondered the administrationi proposed amendmenits to the National Secufity Act. In general, most of the actions Johnson took
had the support of Congress 'not necessitrily-because-Congress favored his tactics
and methods, but because it wantcd the economies they appeared-to promis;, Few
denied that Foricstal had-done a comtmendable job, but with johnsim driving and
pushing, the expected- savings that Waprompted many legislators-tr vote for
wuification-in ihe first place now appeared closer- to reality. for-this reason alone,
removing impediments that had hobbled )Forrestal's efforts eventually received
nearly unanimous endorsement on Capitol ll. The chief opposition to the
amendmenits-catne in the House, where Carl Vinsonf one of the Navy's nwat
powerful supporters during tie original iznifivatiOn-struggle, used-his position.-a
tChairman
of the Armed Services Committee to-ight for the-preservaton of the
existing system, But with virtually the entire Fittse, arid- the Senate as well,-con.
vinced that unification should not be thwarted at-this proinisitig-juncture, Vinson
faced a losing battle. WbAt might-have become-& :;stid unificititidebare never
materialized.
Despite-an odniinilltmron- pleat for promnpc legislative-action, Congress -followed a leisurely course bvcause of lengthy Senate bt-Arings ArndiVinsow's dtelay.
m.g .=-C;iirt 1hv I iu=~. On 24 March 049, just- four days before Potresial'
stepped down, Sen. Millard Li. Tydings,-Chairmati of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, oliened heainb-s on a bill (S. 1269) he had drafted- to ame~nd the
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National Security Act in gecneral conformity withl President Truman's rcconlmendations. As one of his last official acts, Forrestal led- off-the testimony with-the candid confession that "my position on the question has changed:' Although
lie hedged giving unqualified enidorsetoent to thc Tydings bill, ForreStAl was conviiiced that it contained the essential provisions necessary to make the law serve
its intended purpose, The two chattgvs he deemed most important were, first,
clarification of the secrttary's powers by removing the restrictive adjetive
"general" -from describing the extent of his "d.-rection, authority, and control";
and second, strengthening the secretarys- stalf support through- the addition of
an under secretary of defense, a chairman of the JCS, and assistant 2ecretarks
in place of the special assistants, Neither change, he argued, would- result in a
fundatmental departure from the principlcm or objectives of the original law,
"Once this fact is recognized,:' he said, "it becomes evident that the proposols
in the Tydlings bill would place nopowers in the-Secretary of Defense which are
not already vested in the President." 72
Witnesses who followed Forrestal general ly-supported his-pasition, although
none except former Secretary-of-War Patterson fully-cndorsed the-bill us written;
no one expressed unaliesable opposition. B~y and large, Army and Air Force
spokesmen were more in favor of the legilation than were those from (lhe M~arine
Corps and Navy. General Clifton 13. Cares, Commandant of-the Avarine Corps,
believed-the Tydings bill conferredi "entireliy -too --much-powe" on- the St-erry
~~~~~of
Defense. And, he complained, "I do not- think the NtialSuirAths
been given i fair-trial." '* Aftct Louis Johnson's advent, Assistant-Swcetary of the
Navy for Air Dan A. Kimball- offere-d further -reservationi, -arguing that thcre
was probably no need -for the -bill-since johnst..a was * "very strong man;' with
very-decided opinions,.' and "extremely capable." 74
The-most contcovetsial issik to come-up-st the Senate hearings concerned
the administaton's proposed changes affecting-the joint Chiefs,- particularly the
proposal to delete their statumqr duties. Although the Tydlings bill departe'd
somewhat. from the administzation's original I1'point program byretaining tht
statement of duties-for the secretary's three stAff agencies, the wording wat.such
in each -caw~ that the Secretary of Defense could- easily-teusignrbheit- ft',cidni
as he saw-fit. Jts-eddition to-scnding the -Sectary ot-Defew-ca memorandum
protestilgtw slnd seteal other inor parts; of the Tytings -bill2 the Joinc Chiefs
appsnd togtheir bWore the -committee on 7 April I1u49-to air their viewS.I
'etiki gfor i!! as setoi-w mn~mber at the tine.A-diiial ouis-I)qnfeld, Chief of
NIV4l Operations, said~
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Tie waty the wetion-now reads in the pto 4 ledgislation,-the Sa~teiary-of-Defense ... could ji ve -them Etl: Chiefs otutotyAutiAs toany.
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body else lie wanted, and we think they arc proler functions for the joint
Chocksof Stall andt they are: futxtiuls which We iiow PCtformi,
If you Jdodir havc thit amnetdment, fihe Sccretary of ODifnst-ould
tell Satybily- to do dtt fonctiot, he -could oppoint Ittoard, he could detal
it-to iny petfcon it)do it, AMd while I-do twt-tink the presnt- Secretary of
Defense would do,
0 that. I think -the jeit Chicts of Staff should be pro.
U.L~ed-in tis
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Althotigli Sccrctary johnson had-pfevioasly sent dic commrictcc-i letter re.4iint
mug (lie-admniistratiot~s posirion." the segntur3 found Denifeld's-qterment more
persuasive and decideA to amna the Tydings bill by restoring approximately the
same lang~uage Contained ill tile existing legislation to describe rhc Statutory
dutes no onlyof th Join Chifs but of th -Munitions Board and-the -Resac
rind-Dc-vckpment Board as well.
After a thrce-wtvk recss, the -Svnate-(ommittec recunesd its hearingg on
5 May 1949 to considcr further anwwldincrits (o the Tyclingi-bill, loocsing-specifi.
vally at-a-proposal drafted by-A task group under Ferdinand Ebc rsrdtand McNeil
to Stroinl-ine the pr.-Varation. ancl execution of antnual mihiticy budgets-in line
with th comincndariL-as of-the -Hoover Commission and ffir Fberitadr Task
lor%,v. I r,%uaded hy Medei-an-oir inesc-including ~over and lberstailt
-that-these measurcs would result-in more "buirwssike opetarionW' and save
moethe committe ;soptcu the -budjget ame'ndmsents as Title IV to the
National Scurity Act. On 12 May it-reported a slightly revised-bill ( S. 184Vi)
retaining the. essential provisions of S. 1269, to the full- Senate, which approved
it on-26 May"I
Hearingt beforc Vinson's -Hoots Artmed Services-Commitre commenced on
28 June- 1919. with an appearance by Secretary Jalhiwon, hli-irst congressional
tercsinwriv on tb~c-prpoWe amendments. As stxx-at the forujalitics were-outr of
the -wity, Johnson and- Vinson- loc!~ed horns, with the latter openly challenging
thc-wirnexs to produce- hit.1 -evidence -that--Iegil-difiictilIties Posed Minsurmountable
barriers-to the~eflsctiye-cxecution of-the-current statute. "I do_ nor believe," Vin"o
conlttenidd "thar-ibe poinr canproperiy bc-made fihat excperience under the law
has shown the power of the-Secretary-ofUIDefensc to he oo-weak." Johnson dis,
ugreed atitl-rfirMC4 the cilrteni letup as nothing-more than ahf-fftse
Hii;-reosons for supporting the -propc.,cd amendments, hie s~il, were twofold:
Virsr, -t-hink-the security ofithe atton canrt-bi 4rutlypoetd-wtiu
this addition#l atority. I think secondly tlrtr it hi gOing to lost -th
Defenst fsrabisbnen-more than~svur economy can%ber-unlIsswe- iiat ]aw.'

jL

Vinson remained

inconvincd." 9
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After taking additinal totininy from a number of other witnecsso. li
I ousc corcinittee voted by astntrow. rargin 4 13 to 12) to-sspvnd ,is heariost
;q favor of conducting a. probe of allvgcd scitadals cont crning procucmcrivof the
IB-;,6 bomiber-' ConflcIduihat-the &enjt-bill woldd now du-uzothing. more than
gather dust, -Vinson ir'contened the tomnmittwo on 14 Jily to-conside- -ameasure
0 LR, 5632) that closely fr'hlowcd dhe 11itle IV amendments -in S. 11843. To force
action, l'res(Icnt T1ruinall Indikated that he would cexercisc hi4qpowers undar the
Rct'org~r.ur c of 14'n n 18July he ra mrittcdtoCOngtC55s-Reorganiration Plan No, 8, containing most of the provisions in the Senate legislation.
Vin-on. disco,.eritig that lie hadl bt-en outmaneuvered, pronmptly retAse
H-.R. 5612 to the 1Hlouse floor, where it passed without dficul17 A conference
i~cmmitttv accepted the Housc bill as Title IV
-dtbSenate bill for the rs
Of -the legislation. With the addition of-1President- Triiman's signatore, it became
law on I 0-Auyust 194%11
"tic annendet! legislation of 194( (-PJ, 116) made a number of-ignificant
tan-es in die original act of 194l7. Most importantly, it clarified ond incrreased
the power ~snd -authorityof thicSmf.etary-of Defense. The Nationial Militaty-E~stab.
lid-mnent v:as: converted into -she Dcpanttncnr of Ux-fense (-Doti). in executive
Cabinevicle)
department, ond the threesiodnrecprret were ticmoted
to The status of "military departments." At the samne time, the Sectary of
Defense acquired unqualified "direction, ;uthoriqv and- control" over-thc- entire
e-anization And becamie -the "lprincipal wtsistant- to- the Presidenit-in-all matters
relating to the Department of 1)efense,"-F The military cdepatmenw~would-stil
be separately administrd by respective secretaries. but spocifically under- the
"direction, authority, andi control" %,fthe -Secretary of D-efense. Moreover, these
crearis-los-rlei--peviusstau
irght to-make reports and recommendaliont relating to their respective departments directly to the President or the
Ultesr f hcBudlget-in- cixte a rightc of appeal at dcisions tae
h Cy
Secretary of-Dcfensc---alrlsouXhalong-with themcmbers of the-Jo nt-Chiefs eh
Secreratry w-ivnthe new-3tatutory rrivilvge of-riuking rrcormendations'to
Congress. The Weraries 2l50 lost their statutory membership on the National
Security Council. Isus-sluortly aftcr-she-ricW law was-pas"d. johinsorniiiretvd- that_
they-should cotiniiaccompany him to AISC meetingisY
Second, the Ih&Wbssweion the-Secretary- of Defense-the-powcr to cxercise
under-weretary-wA.s elevatd to the rank of depuly secretary, gie
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on the B-36 'jnbcsi w~ Ch~ptcr XIV.
1 his chmp~ from thr 91-a~~~.hs ha'l rii -pnlpil assistanlt to the Pf-sidcn in
all niasttes, triattii;rprcn*janrwn
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scrfor-the secretary during the-lattcr's ahwnce or dimibifity, and accorded pre.
denie within the department-after the w~ri.caky, thus eliminating any-urkertitintyT
o=-whre-h-stod-ln the pekin

-

--

-man,-senior-in-rank

-

-

-

-<~Lastly,

-

tions became assistant secretaries, wtrank that a(corld tia greater stature atud
increitsed thcir ability to act effec~tively on the secretary's behalf. The law further
VereAriS~oidsres"oprle
specified that-one of the three assistn
in which capsicity h, *As 2uthorizedl to act ms the secretary's principal deputy-for
budgetary and fiqcal nmters; -Under the ntw title IV, the conptroflet bcome
caretaker of -thz military budgvt, with rcspmnibility -for prescribing uniform
budgetary vud accoutiing-procedures for-the militiaiy departments; -However, he
was -specifically prohibited-from altocating-funds in i manner thAt-might tender
any of the services- incapable of discharging itiS legally assigned functioms In
other-words, budgetry controls were to be used-to achieve greater-efficiency and
economy%%and -nor-tn-subvert-or-destrov the separate agid independenuidentitits of
the services,
Third. Coingress rranrdited sevwtill mportant changes iithd internal -structure
arid-composition of the )pin-U.hiefs. The past of Chief of Staff-to, the CornmanderJ
in Chief, unoci.upied since Admiral tey -retirement in March, %visabolished
and nis place Congresaitlioed the-appointment of a full-time JCS-Chairto all- other- military officers,-to adie-the-President-aind the
Secretary of Dlefense and- to expedite JCS business. While aicknowledlging the
chiefs' need for additional-s'aff SuIPpr, Congress rejcted the Presidenes susgto-to remove all linits on the size of the joint Staff. fearing that such
action might result in -the ctcsio of- t *'illitarl staff," and sgre4d-only io
incraie-iui ize-from 100 to-210 officerts At-the same time, ir reitrarted-its oppo'
sition-to a "single Chieflof Staft," tried to restrict the influence-of she JCS Chairman -by denyiing him a *'vote" in JCS tlebtcsj, nd -turned -down- the 'Presidets
recommendation to eliminiate the chiefs' statutory duties as enumerated- in the
19,47 *a, Thexe limitations were.-however,-pactically-mteaningless since-they had
no iretiiariigon the Joint-Chiefs' ultimate- role-in the-formulation-of military
policy. As Johnson pointedf ot the joint-Chiefs did-not-hold formal voting-or
P&_"der;
they -wereadvisersand re nsibility io-r-fl-deciotwresreI -with-the
SeCrffrV of Deense or,-f necesay, the PretilenO.'
the -1949-amnendmcnts save the Secretary of Defense-more cdnttol
te sttuo

-vrhs

order. Alic., (lie thrtc-stpecial assistant posi-

edporut

-ileecrhnd
andi

secretary, the chairman- of-e4cl board "cWtrcd the power of decisio over allIinattrts-falling within ecach board's jurisdiction, Jn-sadiion, whik-.leaving-thcir
stymuro'y. duties essentislly inta,-nrs reworded Abe boards'4uctmona with -*
viw-toard trenthenng~teir ondinating--power. Eiisewherein- the law, Con-
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the name of the War Council to the Armed Forces Policy Council

fAFPC) and added the Theppty 9ccretary of Defense and the JCS Chairman to its
me-mbership.
As an espression of political philosophy die 1949 amendments marked a

-

departure from the concept of decentralized authority that the 1947 version of
the law had labored to ,stablish. No longer could there be any legal basis for
the services to question the power aid authority of tlhe Secretary of DLfense,

-SUnificition

.--:
.

-.
-"

Sswiftly

::

demonstrated to be obstacles t,. unification. "We finally succeeded," wrote Truman
with a sigh-of relief, "in getting a Unification Act that will enable us to-hAve
and-as soon as we get ;he cry babies-in the niches where they- elong,
we will have no more trouble."
As important and necessary as the 1949-a'm,,nments may have been, they
did not, in fact solve the basic problem as easill' As Truman imagined. The
mathincry-established in 1947-groaned and-creak.d-along not merely_ because of
organiztional shortcomings or "cry-babies" who opposed -unfifcation, hurIcatis_
of legitimate disagreements over strategy, competition among-the-servics for
scarc dollars. ard divergent-opinions over the composition-of forces best sTited

it would be how capable it proved- of protecting the nation's vital scurity
interests.

-

_I

.
"

-

for the support of national policy. Tht-experience of World War 11, followed
by the onset of the Cold War, accentuated-the 'nevd for acrisp- and e61.
dcent organirtlaon for -nationtl security. llut-the-ultimate test-of the new organi.

zation-would not be the-extent of centraliation or decentralization of control;
-

-

except in specific and carefully defined arejs. The real significan.e of the amended
ia was theremoval of impediments that experience over the first two years had
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CHAPTER III

The -Office of the Secretary of Defense

Vic~creation of the Qfliffce of t'nc Secrefary-of tDcfensH-OSIj -A-mone Of the
mos~t innovative and significant changes ihatunzication wrought ill the-U.S. Military establishment. tAcking it stAtutory hbsis-thc offlices of CAbint vmctarlei

have not generally been establishedt by law-OSD c-ame into being-ts; an OCRIn
siori of the s,-crezary and developed gisdually as ForrvsIa

anid hi s~cesrs

cnlargtl their authority over thc vast defense orp~nization. Although OSi)
received initially perhaps thec least public notice of the major otganirational
changes resulting front the National Security Actis fundamental itoportance as
an authoritative extenlsion of the sererary's powers became evident 44lrno3t
ininediately. Key oppointinents-by-Forresral jind Johnson. combined-with expand.
ing I'utcrions, set OS!) solidly or, the road to-becoming the cuntral executive
offlcg for the whale defensesr SablilinCl~t.
Forrestal caine to rlje-pcrion of Svtreiry1 of-I2)ferist with vi~aotthenecw militsty establi~hinwn conditioned by his role-in fashioning-u. fhk holed to
cirerciw effective control through coordination of the activities of the military
-

than by command diccision. It did not take hun) long to
Peaiiihac hie had misjudged-the vtpe ofEtheproblem anddie-deptil Of neeative
feelings hec faced in seeking-tom.-cure the gtias crnvisioned In the National-Security

1 kfktimr~tarather

-:

*

-

-_

~Act,
The idel of ;-small stiff of able peqple-ffectivcly rmslvirng major issue-

and moving steadily to'aarJ inteprittion of functions of the military seryiCes
could nx&beramnstcd-into-practice.
OSD. ,t on ftop of a vast -nulitary eatablzshnwnr that spanned -the world.
-

-

ments with jcilously -,guarded-prerogatives and -traditiont. 71t: new l)cpartnient
wit a eneo
-othe
Army, iitral
of the Air Force, aptung foll-gown
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piwer and missum-derivJ hom its u-mcs5 in World War 11,thte

Most

im (c.o

trultin -tonsioulef
-llthe~
s;-t-vis. the Urinc Corp'; w;
O mt
tk~
*-,t~" hrm-s t~j iti uniquc status. Rerardlux. of -whether kl.ey had jpxctd

unifiaaann, all nf flw ilia
servitcs bad iAwmvit dubt5 and -Su5lxturthc ricw strULNIC Und Lt-i'lly allout th'. Moc of dahe &cretary of
Dvkzasc evid hi., irnvnehatz mil Ahhota~h lcding tvidcly di, pafdtv ViCewS on
Uiflintifl thi- Scneral!-7 agovil on the prmsrvarion-of a-largv nzure of servict
AUM1 101n1%
and trcedu of u':ri'-n in relmhion to OSD.
Gamning cnntrtvl ovecr such an~ airay of grs':ic i~nd prood saver~igntics prcsnted a truly form,,dabfc chaleatie-fot Vorrcstel arid hi;tdflo assitt
S SMu
OSD. Forrestal. uarlv linix~of gtlaic-ng policy diwection and effectung importint
ind iuseiiil unification ne-Atures through volunttar; ioupcration Rod coordination
kd4 ln41arr. Lui-pacO'Ilen waS.-of-course, more complex thinY
vecould be reallmdz
simply ristance to OSDi or cvasion oftit; control. Much of the difficulty srezzlmie
in thie jnt(erlrviLe rivali that creation-of the Air-Forcc-had only compoundd
B~oth Forrcstal and Johnson found themslves- frustratcd and ofwen-deeated by
the inability or unwillingness of thc ewrvikes to, pull togctmera aJem uh 0
the difficulty Also resulted fw -!;c absence of an adequate OSD mtchainisin to
-with a wide raiigc-of problems it rte secretaty's level. A good -relationship
and the militaty det.artments nectssarily was the most-important
etuwr nt iv making -thv new orgarization work; more thAn anythng else the
nature of this relationship determined how 091~) esmlv-nI into sonwdahing quite
dilffren from what F~orrestal. originally cniviionmd
or

opN'5q1

r..LIte

--

-

-deal
-

-bctwccn-OSD

AwrA

Wiwui 1w, took office in Septemnber PRO~, eo:re~rai many well have felt like

a mariner seting our-on a-voyage into little known- and -uncinkta.

-j

*

w~vv.

v

lie

had only-the languige ofte-4Adonal Security Act and-his nearly- Se-vcn-yearsm of
expvrience a;-Vtndcr Sivretary aod-Secretary of the- Nv,-y to guide himn. In the.
wofds-of -the -1949 Ebersiazir Task Force, 'thcliad-io office, im-stlf, tit) orgimliration chart, no j-inua of proce-dures, no- funds, and- no dc-tkiled plan!C' It is
'Ptoluble that he had fvw firm imes on how hi% office should- b,, OrgAO17ed and
nun, rc- that it Sh~oa'l inuai and
wcone
t on mititen ou-policy adtid
cootdination.
The INAtiuriiiSecurity, Act- gaeve-the-Secretary of Defunse wide discretionary
iuaboniaty its organizing his. office.-For hi; inimediate neods it, alloweJ him-direct
~~staf
support from thrcc sources. Ile Could *p~poinc r1hrMeCms-mHianspalsitar
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The Offic'; of the Seretary of Defense

-

-

-assztuic

-

->-objective,"

-

wlxc sm1ario. at $10,00o pc.- yearr. rqua led thlow e ccivLd by departmental under
or Ra1stisat isecretarie-s, He .ould hire, subject to Civil Service Commission rtegulain,;s many protcs~waM5~ and clerical aidcis in; Whdig part-timne conitnh1ants,
* lie tq~ircdl And lie (oild trquicst fli- servics to detail ofiikers its ;issistants find
p.C.sN)IA amdei to 111M. In Oddition, I-OffeS(Al C0o11d draW On thC rsOUrces (if several
staff agencies'-the joint Chiefs Of Stat!, theC KeC-Art'h a1 d Developmnitt Bloard,
and the htuI2IonsA3Ard. Eromn the outset, Forreso- viewed and tte~td chAirmtrn
of the WoArdi As inembers of-his jgmctlatc rnff.
Cdh~
ommittee,
~Afew wek~tore hi% nain.o Forrestal tormtd an
with Verd tand F-berstadt as tlic senior member, ;o sr'tyey-hts istaff requiremienti
and make -recomindatitios on the organizAtioti of his offite., fit ikeping with
rotecalis knowil views, dic comittee felt that ii small staff weiuld-be suffikiro
and re.mmrndc'd that tor:citaldividi: the uitttlies ot'his-Iimediate office ioto
funeejonal ateis-legal-and hajpslative matters. 6~Jgeniary arid fiscal Affairs, And
atsrigspieplcoordinator for ec
pca
pubic ria~swc
The(onlunittee ala reornfended- that forrestal consider naming a fouzrth
1t1i
for a~mittistritive matters, Obviously the committee assumed that
OSlYsprincipal functions would be limited. 'No une involvcd -i these dtwwusionu
took into Acount the possibility that- Forrestal's respnnsibilii raiglit in ce
a wide ringt~ of zubsrarnzve niattets thar couidnrt be- hotidkd by Tim scaetitry
personally, that covld or .hould n. be delegited to the .scrvkes or thr stif
agenlcies. gnd that wCre-norgeal, legislative, of budgzCnityY1
Reciammundains to Fofresta! from 1)ooald-C. Stone csf rlhe Bureau of the
JAudget in late Augusc difered fronm thoweof-the fberstadt gcroup, --tiing -I;.
Weretary s nced for a staff comiposed heavily of spectalists to analyze stibs.antive
issues at-4 interpret progtrams 2nd julins. Stone as),adviscdi again-sr-asaining the
sp&%ial itisistants specr dutits, arguinig thit *'cle mow effective tise of tbesc
amsita.is will be for work. which cuts scrosit rganizational lines:' "Tile broad
he added, "should-be to cstablish~an arrahgemeat -under whish the
speciaL "Isfrnts cap render-the maximum assistancip to the Stvrcrary of; leenso
f..zdisakvttto that end -the maximum breAdth ofpoinE Of View atid"f experictw
oetlaccepted &oe - - vice in-prt in prepring
in da~ody prco~
the job d-scriptions fin-thw special issiscants, The-dity-Meote-hi- was sworn itt he
issued- a dirctive stAting thet vhilc they would -each work within "gencrAlly
aWigntl spheres of activitirs," they 3hoc'fd-notiethels etevor u, "ojcrate ;s a

In-prcss relcoscs-of 17I and- 23 Septemnber
C
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of his Special assistgnti, all of wthomn, dhough rflatt.41 young, jc,oc" iMpre'.
sivc credentials. For two of-the lobs lie sceeu'd former Navy ikvparrmncrit aidesMarx Leva, assirned icsponibility for legal Mni:tcrs and legislative liaison, And
Wilfred ). Mkceil, named to-coordinaw liudgctary aa~d fisaal affairs. Thle third
spiecial aomiirt was Jelhn 11, 0Ohly, whose previoui -,-~moio as Sptc-ai
to Secruary of Wa Patterson helped blunr-possibke Aster af,. Air Force criticism
chant Fortestal's staff was top-heavy with Nav'y people. In contrast to the others,
Ohly ar lusst hid quite loosly defined diis. Instcad of publi( relations, as tile
JIberstadt commitnee had proposed, Forrestal indicated that Ohly's principal task
was to a'si1% "on liaison with other of the various agencies that are grouped
around this orgaization." t As it turned our, Oblly's functions eventually enicwti.
passed far more than this original assignment.
Although the sF-eciai assistants came from widely different background$,
they all-lhad in tommon-an intense admiration for Forrestal. At 46, McNeil was
the oldzt of thie grout). Barn anti raised in Iowa, lie had neycr graduated from
high school and lacked futirher formal education, After serving-.,i% the Navy in
World 'War J. lie had licid a-varimty -Aofknnuc_ ixtil banking jobs in (lhe midwest
behw'" Movirigt Washington in 191A'- to become atciriculation Mniager for the
11,a-rrm "oo-oi.As a aiemn[Kr of the NavA -R r he einered g):: acuity duty
illi1941 and ci-ved in Wah~iklio untilhe le0t .xtive- %:rvice 1%1945 Nvith ulit
rowk
rear adiral Named Navy t1c5iI dirt-cum
~4'
4f h" 'ia~d-on illa
civilian 'ajpaczzi' t(, hu- 'lpVrr-tal device aMa imnplement, th-! owivcvrcs -that
m=derniztxI the Nv';buget n~a gcflle. 1%ftNeil - bcame xwidoly known a
one
th f mosJ.~frmdarisd perceptivc budget mianagcrs in the fed,,tal govcrn

-

inctir. When Forresral -I cameic Secretary of -Defensev in 19,17, lie ctimidercd) it
msential that McNeil join hinvincOSUG
Thirough Mcei~l, Pr-Qtesrxl owt Mnrx I-eva. Only 32 at thie- time ht; was
med special assistanlt, I-eva was a-native of Alabama, a-graduate-of the Har.,0td
LAW School, and a for-ner clerk to Stinfeme'Curt, Jtuce Ilugo -Black. During
Worl'WArI I-evA saw f-tc, -.:v% co.b ato
thhe Navy inthe Mediter.
rancan and in-thi: invasion of Notinatidy. An thle war drew to -aclose, Inc wgs
reasigncd- to Washington, where he joined McNeil's staff as General Counsel.
of 1hasc %th sen-ed in OSD, I-eva was perhajs Forrestal's clItkr personal
coie chnoice of Obl for thv-third poation uw I-eva's idea. lUst Forrestal's
-
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4 smrne from
seiff :apeAr I'avy-domninatcd. Lcva recommended: the jelterior o!A
the War
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add 1,lne"Pu
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Arvard, Law School. Afre-practiciag law

in New York, hec moved -to Washington late in 19410 ito joist the staff- of OwenAssi~sn iSCCremary of War Patterson. SpesiAiivingR in manpower ond related
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hcanlL I' trson'i SpasaI mostat after ttic war and
m1atters dUdilk thl' Wltr. heC
then scrv-ed as Iixc tun's Sec-recrv of the' 1're~adnt .Advisorv CnRimission of)
UJnkemasl Nilitary Triininip (the Comptoll Comisisioni). As orgaiiiAng for
"nedd
fwuzit
01,17. it'a. V.+o hjI L-nz~wa Oly only taiaually.
i-SI)
in
idy widel) know'n aniorig pvrsenOui
(Xi1 recr.VV'd, "and belig 1fa
p
i~r Tkoric io' v rt-tJt r-f d)", .'v2tl~~ I
m
ArnN it'4
Sx4 peoi w*o in it kcz -n±ight; r'..nr rl? Army 2nd Air Fnc
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pu 1 nt. I.,ituo
In~ adlioll to the dirtc V5,rur~1Zn14 aAWr mxoa
ard1.1AMWO 112(11e1C OOd-IM011t~C COLl tLIM y PI>.34 W1 olJ6215J Of- 'Ilr. ~.rbi~i~ ~ enr .'rei, taenm Nfal. (kit. Alfrc--M. (,iuri
(zi:;i i !"sIp1 T1.
~~ivar lbinl, Karl Cernpusi, Malj tct. L.~onxsi L Ijitrr,
MNT-N.Mny, {Br
ilinNobl,

lwn, N12jvcb Hlale Usti. Gen. Wiloin B. 11i'ewmi Pelbx
,T.~n (oJ Robji IWood. During di~ 1 r t Lpr~

.'' alL
aording to OIhhV. (3)SD tAS -2"very ... dCijaldlga~i Af lAtflg
t ',It,) Owinltrizd
plac to -work,Cnd. eycfi st the timle anid 5.0il wpsre in rct-L
with tile p.opit
kismona
day-to~dy
it :a k a-grcat prit-h'je to Ie ti*-A~;at-0
',Alld
. , One Iwj a QOW of n
working compAtno.
rwh .;t
Spe-aking
uttdertiip."
cor.ttuoivc
ji
of au Important,
41;:.e
f i:
ol i lere' taj. Hakix.w wrote. 711K, £LO brief tonc i 'jwnt inrlking (oY hIma wa- one
.f4m~t
lating pcrivj of uiy ifc',rhi, 5s s
s8nd ttl
fli.i ~(u
*div
WO, gn-VPerseshe W't-h2%C itifu.l much o h L-rl it id~o~ii
the 1lirg(- arumplishrents of %ii a small biinL{- of dedikfrd -public scr nM.
Cperating on the xofle narrow interprmttion lie initially applicd to his
and asswining tbat tile scrvice setaries would be Itif-prinipal
!"rtnylwers
aial.,c~rs. XJortetit duriiij tlzc ,arly nmonths va-stly undcrcstifflited his "Ced for
s(Af support. The roistke was soorl apparrnt "Forrestid, ae the dutset, didn't
know diti-tina d4n'g believ . if:' Ohly -called, "Thiis wjs one of the lessons vf
I'rert
reluctantly, but readily andqkl-swo
the IArst year- l'son that
o it sank in, acceptted." 10
Conscquently, while it namedW ziia,1 compalred withr-many other govetni,
rapid growth, both in size aid--En-tomillexity
orikcs, OIS[ cxperienced thme
ofopertionst.4pcal of(z titw-orgtflizaton. lForrestal-nioved into-thr Pcnolson
on 22 Scprcamber, bringing with him en mase his Nl'vy oH~cc of' sbout 45emloycs, of whom more tlan-80 pcrr'cnr Were support- pronl4c~ai5
cci6-t 11es3-a rdants1 chaui~vurs.M-the-volurne of work-inmresed, the-ntunberrux Lo L7 3 i;y the endi of _1nuary 1-146 wid tc 3,47 by the in~ning
of- 1949. Themseaf, until the-Kaon-War broovjhr about a-futther Increwg,
the size-of mv lt cfuche-btet 350 Ind 4J0-CrnplOyees,- oiwhOm- 13 to
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20 pecenft weic military oil lma" from the sric.The vast makjority of- Eho5e
*i.rkml
it)Oil.) we're C-vilians, miany handling complied technical, analytic.!. qt,! adi-inistrative-tasks that roliestAJ had tiot originally imagillm-thc office
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would 1-c conterned with.-"
Forrestal's office, as initmaliy 4elint~atcd int an October 1947 organization
.S~tas.
chart. provided for three major levels of organ ization-mr- 3 sp";K si
1 "offiCS!" and 19 staff diiins"ech headed] by a permanci; bigh-ranking
civil sc:'At; with c speiAl wtsistunts exerci. ing general sup-.rvvision if) theit
respective srlwrct of ac-tivity.'" By itcaving day-to-day ir-itters in tile hands of
subordintoc, Forr-m.al hoixed to keel) N's special assistants free from routine
reiponrmbi iies and permit his staff to operAte on :heir own without constant
110 1Ills civ.- vv- sight or tentral directiov that-might dstract him from more
imprttant matters. ias Forrest,!littr explained, he wanted to develop "a small
staff of highly toanpetcst individuals x*iho would constitute at kind of a permanent
secretariat and who --!nhq' pevide a COMMiruC, LI CeX,...rkc ind skill that would
be unaflected by politil chzrges and the accession to ffirc (f Successive 3eueVaries of defense."
Fra -!arity 4f rr:rs, _+,efly because it did not take into account the
charascttr ,( the problemi widi 1tdci 051) wouN have to contend, the *rganiza.
tioriad b) -snit of October 1947 was never izmolemented as charted. fin particular,
dim, wqavirtually sto provision for stAff z-upporr in-stabsponiive areas other-than
Ibudgetafy, legal. and -legislative affairs. Faced with a -apiI swkisicSSOof interriational crises-in Giec.ce. Italy, Palestine, and (;ern.sny --the office L-carne burdened with at large number of diverse and complex pro4'ems, many of which
Forrestal had, to handle himself. "It wasn't more than a ieit weeks, I -think,"
Obly rememibered, "before Forrestal began to realize that &h. -0holc thling wal;
~impossible, though he-Save way rather reluctantly. He olbvously needed ail underL
secretary, The 3pecial assistants were seriously handicappeL We operated as
with, And yet someone hW to take the initiative and do things."

t

I

As Ohly's characterization of the situation suggests, the role of the speciAl
aismants wAasomnewhitar biguous, both from AltegAl-standpoint andc wthsn the
itructure-of the office-itself. Although Forrestal had-tiot intended thac h-_y be
adminlistrative officcr3 in-the alval sense because their primaty joly- Was-to ilevt
andl asiist him -rather-tban, mAnage. staff activitits,, -it-wMs-inevitable tcat- super,-vition of-the OSD -snil would be thruAr on themn-they were-thfe rreoirym tomlv
Statt:tory asistaniti. This unsought antl unwanted acquisition of-supervisory dogtxes
forced the tpecild assistants to spend much of their-time on administrative mattei-s-what Furrtital -telawd -he "dtuspan chares." '
Tht dMays ini,1tliining qua!i6ed peopic-made-it difficult to perform many
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functions. Numerous high-evel I --sitons remained vatint for months
in teveral instance%, attempts to fill then proved abortive and the
ipniIo'- %eme eliminatcd without ever being occupied "'lite jobs hardest to fill
vwvo po'itions reqtring a combination of administrative skills and expertise n
xubstAntie areas. Some were short-terin apponrineni% lsting from a few days
i,,Weverai motchs, but most were permanent staff iosliotiqn with policy and
.dmini5tan,:tw tesponsibiheie, Initially. Forrestal looked to private industry as a
pdnci'a1 ,nrce of excunvc-level talent and compiled a list-of more than 100
pfofessio tsa and bti.ineswen lie thought might serve in various capacities. He
,;UIkly h/o-t howteer, that the government's low salaries, compared with those
irt
the private ector. effectively kept most promising canidates from accepting
posiions. As the 19,19 election neared, the possibility of a change of administratidoe
caused many job offers to go unanswered, "
In the spring of 19,18, Forrestal brought in the New York managemernt (on.
suting firm of Cres3p, Mcormick and Pager to study the organization-of OSD
withi-.-thc framework of existing legislation. The fim's fii.angs e'led for no
drastic ovechaul but diG point to several art.as-where 0SD efficiency anti-effectiveness could be improved, primarily by clarifying staff assigamenLs and lines of
authority and by-appointing additional aides and assitants to help the scretar
with routine administrattv-c hores.7
After conferring with his staff and representanves of the Pager survey group,
Forrestal decided to implement most of these recommendations. His office prcpared a detailed arganizationtl manual and Forrestal approved its publication in
june 1948. In September a new ti ganization char' '.bowed an office structure with
the special assistants clarly jn charge or OSD's administrative and operitional
staff (see Chart 31, StH insistent that his office remain small and close.knit,
balk-d at surrounding himself with a large personal staff; he agreed
only to the designation of one of his-military aides, Col. Robert J. Wood, USA,
as the "executive" for his immediate office."
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'Evohaion
of Staff Responmibilitier
reorganization; rather, they were designed to lessen th. burdenr -t the iecretary
and to remove doubt%as to acmt
'af
rivitry nd rosponflihoJity Ausl!yuntrne
coordination was never a scrious concern for Forrestal. Despite its apparent
organizatiottal flaws and -shortcomings, OSD was a remarkably well.integr.ttx
office because of its relatively small size und the cl;ee personal friendqhips aniong
the spdial assistants. Bec.,use tlhey got along well together, because they respe'ted
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cacti other's talents, and above all-lt.,au.se of their loyalty and dlevotion to Forrestal, tihe
special assistant,; operatedl excellently, m a teami. "'Marx Lcva and I
were
,nd out af cach oter's offites.-arhaps 50 rinies it day," Ohh, rcvallt,.

.

l+
oomawas Nignificat|)" lar'ger because it wsa-h-n of a co:'
n~dor, lie would often use apart of it .ior holding a c~onferenct, or we wvould
lisc it,voge.-hct
for 2 jinht maeeting MuaNcll' oficu was on dl ther
itsde of
Fpnrt':-3-, F wnhi nly r-orrcstal's dining room ('which we also used a, a"
conference onxm) 3cpa.rating Forrestal's office: from his. So we were AlWAY,
i fdose proximity litaddtion, at h-jitt during the first ten to twelve
~munth--bxcorc we got involved in so many different thing'--we had
i-mch-together nearly t~vcrrday in-a small dinig rcaoz
right acrons tile
)tall
froim (tic 5crta y"s,offic. usually itust tile tiftte
of u+rainnc, but sometimes
,,,
~~iqlh
tile mihita.ri
Afie~t
atd one r two others actL Thesec U]ly lunches
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~~~p'+vided
us with anloppo~ttunmty

to bring cachthe
tL tp to date on ovJr.
llactvittcs
during ctle
prectdhog twenty-four ihoufs-and zo -mchaogt: idcu.
I..csc
,Xcaslons played an important role 1P file Isrocs of ensuring the
cffo~tivrcoperation of tiheffxt~
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and a number of mntetsrvice committee-, and study groupe,. Thc Office oUSpc'xia[
~Ptogratu-manni:4 by a,--y a few pe'ople--w-,s mnore sub-rantively oriented; it
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Of tile three, Ohiy's job as Forrestal&s coordinator for national w~urity mat-lets was perhaps tile inost vatied in terms of day'.to-day 4tctivirttm By June 1948
teac oher' tacres,+ tnde
aboe all bee-neofheir lhoralt and dorotilnrto PfirOhly supervised two offices-the-office of tle Secretariat. which he himself ran,|:and the .Spoial-Programs Divson, later retam ix|
tie Office of Specal Program,
rath
pci. Robert
sa-__Biota.
oprrc
xehenl a at.m as
MaxIxaso
u~~~~~tnder
his deputy,
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-And relatedl matte,-s, W+ aslonally,undertak:'-.g -t p~Artidipating-intsix-al

,~~tudies, of these sets..,. it
also handle" htso,, wih-th -niliti,,+- ,lp'itni,em..[ -,"
~othcr
seaff
t ,ctic,

a;nd tile NSC, S.ANACC, CIA. an'l other organizitions.'

+Age-.n assid+ta nr than. an a.dkiser+ Ohly vie~wed himself mainly as an
xpc.httr whose principal funtctiol' were to facilttt tile
ha21-l/ng of b,,sinm.

o.,.sdce so
nsblt of:
,Lvaand Mc ,keep Fo,""-"in"
infrme Qn-po~~~~licy
m+mis. a.",'follow up for cte :..+iY on these matters. A workaholic likekorrci-a, he thrive<] onllong days at l"S des writing length., dm'tilcd memoranda
on b25ic tisu"s ",'0 was a real "crct Ucuixun, reinArkcdone staff mc.nibmr
I IV ,o
CfUWt Orrt- Ot Mlore Woo- work under pressure than any man f ve -tver
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Atcas of responsibility of Leaa and McNeil grew chiefly in depth rather~ than
breadth. While working in OSD, Qhly handled matters concerning international
affairs, manpower- reserves, and health that would later rcquire the services of
several assistant secretaries and special assistants to thc Secretary of Dcfense.
Although Leva had more clear-cut duties, Forrestal often called on-him for
confidential advice and assistance on a wide variety-of- matters, As the chief legal
adviser, Levit-cxercised responsibility for two ofices-thc Office of the Counsel,
which lhe personally hea~ded, and the Office of Legislative Liaison, directed by
Maj. Gen. Wilton B, Persons, USA."i
The-0111ce of the Counsel under "e had two -working -staffs-the Legislative Services Division (sometimes identified as-thc Legislarive-Analysis Division),
he-aded by Felix- tarkin,-who also functioned as Leva's -principal deputy; andi the
Legal Services Division uinder John Noble, Jr., which provided legal advice to
OSD and its staff agencies, The Legisfative Services Division worked in con junction with Persns's office,-acted is-its legal counsel; and- provided it with studies
and interpretatiom~ of existing and pending lcgislation.23
Because of his trust-and confidence in Leva, Forrestal combined -hc highly
impeortant responsibilities of general counsel and legislative affairs into one
organization. Thc-conibinatiogi wo4'ed smoothly and- efficiently, chiefly becamer
of the closc personal relationship between Forrestal and Leva and the ability and
experience of Levits-staff. General-Persons had been in charge of Army congres.
sional liaison since 1939, and Felix Larkin had served previously as a legal
counsel -to the Senate %pecial committee investigating national defense. Persons
setyed a:. the point of contact between the military departments and the comn
usdrre" and members of CongressA
McNeil -headed what Was initially tin largest-and -mwr complex part of
OS!). Essentlallyv. MCNI6l And his-stiff Were Forresral s Money Managers. With
widc'ranginig authority to direct and coordinate all NME-budgeting. conig
auditing, statistical r~portiog, and itdministrative proce~ues, Prior to the JuneSeptember 194,4 organizations! adijustments, exccution oUthese functions was not
as effective as Forrestal and Mc.N'Jdi Witted. The Pager-survey uncovere z major
weitknca- -the absmne-of atiadequite iystemn for collection and analysis of statisI~a
dita. To lend emphasis to the stAtisticalI reportage function, the 1948 Changes-placed the-Office
Reoofit
lde
Office under McNeVIa
MUtJejj 'w'-a somnewhar coniroversWs igure, partly b-ceuse-of-is exrtremnely
in~uental Positioni anid also because of a- purported pro'Nsvy bRAS.
Forrestal. alwAys thought highly of McNeil anti trusted him completely. ats didmow me-mbers of the Ilous 2Mh-Senate Appropriations Committees where, as
1.eva rnwked, McNeil built up "quite a pcrsoral followin-g," "B~ur," itddctl ILcva,
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"he really was never able to get rid of his pro-Navy bias." In Army and Air Force
tirclcs McNeil was sharply criticized for illeged favoritism toward the Navy, a
charge that may h~ve been true bur is diffcult to document bcause of McNeilIs
reluctance to commit his thoughts- totpapr. "There arc times;' he once noted,
'.when the less that is reduced to writing, the fewer the comnplications in the
futurv.- 1 This seems to have been a rule of thumb that McNeil -applied to his
day-to-day operating procedures.
McNeil's greatest achievement during this period, and-perhaps fo r all of his
I 2-year-career in OSD, was the development and successful establishment of
uniform budigetary and fiscal procedures for D~"prhaps the most important
Uniication -tool -available- to the Secretary of Defense. Mandated by Title IV of
the 1949 legislation amending the National Security Ac, the adoption of this
prescription owed much to McNeils persistence in persuading Congress of its
importance. The Bureau of the -Budget objected to the provisions- specifying -the
comptroller as a-statutory- position-and placing statutory authority-for the uniform
comptroller system in -an official subordinate to the -Secretary-of Defense, but1
Congress accepted the first provision-andi modified the-second to-plice-the author.
ity-in-the hands of the secretary.t
Two other offices established in 1948 completed the inner OSD staff-the
Office of Civil-Defense Planning (OCDP-), created-to -study -the kind of civil
defense program the nlation ought to have, and the Office of-Public Information
COPI). Whereas OPI became a permanent OSD fixture, the OCDP had only a
short life in OSD. from March 1948 to the summer of 19494t
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reaie essentially unchanged until Congress amended the National Security
AcnAugust 14.Teexception was the addition of the position of Under
Secretary ofDefens, originally requested by Forrestal adauthorized udrlegislation (P.L 36) approved by-President Truman on 2 April 1949. The act called
for the appointment of an under sccretary -to performn duriespeecsc-ibedby-tT
secretary and to exercise the secretary7 duties and responsiiiinsn the event of
his illtt~ss or abscence.21 The 1949 a~ntimcnts converted the postof under secre-1Tto
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tary into that of deputy secretary and accorded hnn precedence within the department after the seretary.
The first UnderiDeputy Secretary, Stephen T. Early, appointed 2 May 1949,
was a native Virginian like Louis Johnson. Born in lR89, Early l ecame a reporter
for the United Press in Washington and in 19J3 joined the Associated Press,
where be built a rempuation as an able newsman. After serving as an infantry
ciptain in France in World War 1,he acted as Franklin D.Roosvelts press aide
in the 1920 election campaign and again in 1932. Appointed White House press
secretary the following year, lie was the only one of the President's original top
White House staff still alive when Rooseveltdicd in 1945.1's
Like Johnson, Early was reputed to be quick.tempered, but because of his
public relations -bckground, lie was better than Johnson at-projevting a favorable
public image. Hanson Baldwin of the New York Timej attributed Early's-Pcntagon appointment to the fact that he "kr.,cs his way well around the political
jungle of Washington and is very pleasant and skillful in his relations with the
press." Marx L.eva found him a likable and friendly person and considered -Early
"one of the finest men who ever lived." *
Johnson often waxed effusive in his praise of Early's ability and contributions. But his precise role-and importance in the Defense Department are-difficult
to ascertain. He was not a general manager, as i-any of his successors became,
nor was he a figurehead, On military matters and defense policy his knowledge
was limited; lie seldom participated in substantive tclibcrations-and-spcnr niuch
of his time handiing adm.,nistrative maUers or providing guidance on dealing
with the news media. Spared a long list of assigned-duties, he was free to-roam,
act sometimes as a troubleshooter, and be available for consultation when Johnson
needed him. In contrast to the usual-pattern following shifts at the top, Johnon's advent
as secretary occasioned neither immediate replacement of key personnel nor
significant realignment of responsibilities. His avowed goal of greater economy
and efficiency signaled a more active OSD role, but not one (hat-necessarily
required wholesale changes in the existing oficc organization. In fact, Johnson
maide lgi5
reorganization.
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Despite thms signs of continuity, Johnson's oflice by the end of liis-tnurc
had changed substantially frm the one he inherited from Forrestal. One reason,
11V
to be sure. was the assa'e of the L949 amendments. nr,.inally ror w.'-w
Forrestal, who bad learned-from bitter experienca the nt-d for-consolhdation of

K

.

power and authority in the lian,:s-of -ritc-scctcrary and -his immediate staff. Bur
besides this. theocreadoin of: ,,ATO
a nd the launching-of a-global iilitary assis.
tnce program added heavy responsibilities beyond those Forrestal had faced.
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Moreover, the President's strong emphasis on cutting expenditures provided a task
that accorded with Johnson's predilection for "executive action"---a personal man.
agement style quite different from Forrestal's. Since the services would not or
could not make the necessary cuts on their own, other-methods had to be devised
).,d applied.
In these circumstances, Johnson was more dependent on his stiff thaForrestal had been and used it increasingly as his mechanism for exercising
direction and command authority over the services. As a lawyer and former
Assistant Secretary of War, he no doubt had -some inkling- of the legal and
practical problems he could expect to encounter, Lacking Forrt.stal's familiarity
with recent national s curty issues and-rtlizing thAt the job Truman wanted him
to do was too large for one man to handle alone, Johnson was selective in-the
he attended to personally and wound up delegating considerable authority
to his staff. ThMe-tesukt was an office operating more-and more in the forefront-of
managentent, adminihtration, and p ,licymaking-on the tt.retaryss behalf.
Johnsonbegan his term with a no-nonsense approach that- bore every Indication of transforming OSD into a lhadquarters organization with lines of cornmand and authority-similar to tho~eUf a general staff. The day after taking offic:,
he named a managemen. adviser, General Joseph T. McNarncy, USAF, and
instructed -him to explote ways of achieving--reductiOns in .xpenditures-snd~of
improving efficiency and performance throughout the NME. One of the earliest
changes to result from McNarney's investigation was the appointment of-Maj.
Gen. leven G Allen. USA, s-Executive Secretary, with responsibility for managing the flow of information and paper through the secretary's immediate
office!,
Joh.son als -hold regular staf onferences, a practice that Forrestal had

I

largely -eschewed in favor of less formal staff discussiois or one-on-one mcec.
iags " In May 1949 Johnson established the Staff-Council, tompoecd of, his
immediate aides mid-advisers and headed by the Under Secretry of Defense, to
assit in solving *current problems nd new- problems requiring staff action" that
were not broughr up in the War Council. Although seemingly limited, the Staff.
rcsponsibilitici-proved to be rather substantial, as evidenced-by its-close
involvement in planning the stratgy for the prosecution of Johnson's economy
drive.' But as a consulmdive. panning, a", -advisory body, it was-ill-equipped
to actoan ifs own suggestions,-and in August 19-49 Johnson vested operational
oversighttfe" dc-onomy i.-."urcs in ;hc new!y cresd e-Nfense Management
The 1949 amendments affected OSD in a number-of significant ways. In
Re liter in this chspter.
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addition to ending the anomaly of a secretary of defense heading in establishment rather than a department, the new law upgraded-and-clarified the authority
of the sectetarys statutory assistants, T'hec under secretary became the deputy
secretary and the special assistants became assistant secretaries rnking after the
sccfretary, the deputy stcrtary, fnd the civilian heads of -the three military.depart.
mentas. Also Congrcss prescribed that one of the assistint secretaries should be the
comptroller of the Department of Defenme Like the secretary and his deputy, the
three assistailt secretaries were subicrtto Senate cort:riation,
The couversion of the 3pecial assistants into am.it; int-secretaries brought-with
it a partial realignment of-staff functions. The offices :waded by Leva and McNeil
stayed essentially the same; both men were named Assistant Secrtaries-Lva
for legal and legislative affairs and McNeil as Comptroller, However, Johnson
assigned the third new statutory position for-different responsibilitics from those
that Obly had lud;-* it-became the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administra.
Grifhhtia
a~nd-Public Affairs). a position filled-by Paul H. Griffith. .ike JohnsOn,
Griffith was a former national-commander of the-American Ugmn. Aveteran of
both world wars, Griffith had also served as Johnson's military aide-during the
latter's brief assignmenLin-India in -1942.As an administrative organization, Griffith's office consolidated the functions
of the administrative office, previously under MNeil's supervision, with routine
responsibilities formerly under Ohly for providing clerical -and staff support for
the Armed Forces Policy C
-ounciL(formerly
the War Council), the StaffCouncif,
the Scrice Academy Board, and- the Civil Defense Liaison Office. The "public
affairs" in its title was misleading, since the Office of Public Information -remained
a separate organization with its own director, under the-general supervision of the
deputy secretary. According to Leva, Griffith was a "roly-poly, pleasant man" who
served mainly as Johnson's "personal troubleshooter." 5
All of the other responsibilities the third special assistant had cxerciscd
under Forrestal, except those relatitig to politico.military affairs, were distributed
to othcr-offices, principally the deputy secretary and the executive secretary. As a
temporary measure, Johnson in August 1949 named his former War Department
executive officer, Maj. Gen. James H. Burns, USA (Ret.), as his co.nsultint for
politico.militry- affairs. The following November Proident Truman -nominated
Burns for one of four statutory positions created by the Mutual Defense Asisance Act-of 1949. Upon confirmation by the Senate, hurns received the title of
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (Foreign Military Affairs and Military
Assistance). As a practical matter and for organizational purposes, Burns was the
equivalent of a fourthassistant secretary. 5'
-Ohlyleft OSD in November 19-9-to bt(,,rzDtpuitFirminr of-the MutuAl-Defens
L.a.t* ne_-l
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offic. had tile responsibility fo State L)epartment, NSC, NATO, and military
asistatie matters. D'cktnLcd by one of his-subordinates ai "'a great person arid a--

-

-

Z_7

great balance wheel' who kept the oiice's busincs oit track, Burtns was apparently one of only a few clhise aides who could speak openly and tandidly to
Johnson, But xxause of a heart condition, Buns rarely speut a full day at his
desk and relied lavilv on his two print ipal depuies,-Najceb E. }alaby, who
managed the Oite of Foreign Military Affairs (OFMA). including the State
- aiuwx Section, and Maj. Gen. I:,.man L Lcmnitzer, USA, head of the Offiet of
Military Assistance COMA ):""
The addition of an-assistant: for politico.militarv affairs ws one of Johnson's
nost significant moves. Yet he accompanied this step with an-action that seriously
limitcd the utility and-effectiveness-of the office. Under restrictions that Johnson
imposed on State-D1cfnse contatts, he and Burns were the only-Pentagon officials
authorizcd to deal directly with the State Department.' As designated Dfcense
represntatives to several interdepartmental committees, Halaby an. Lemnitzer
either worked around or disregarded Johnson'sprohibitions on contacts, taking
liberties that !3urns neither-officially condoned nor-condemned. Work thus man.
aged to get done, but under conditions-that iany-oflicials in Defene-ad State
regarded as-outandish 1 '
On 10 August 1949 Johnson cteatcd tie Defense Management Committee
(DMC), chtrging it with "achieving reductions-in. expenditures throughout the
Department of Defense consistent with maintaining military effCtivenes.'The DNC consisted of four members-an under or assistant secretary from each
military department-and a full-time chairman who played the leadiiig role in the
committee's activities. As chairman, Johnscn appointed hi,; managcment adviser,
General McNarney, one of the most able-and respecte staff officers ever to serve
in the Pentagon. As Army Deputy Chief of &aff McNarney had been a key
figure in the 1942 reorganization of the War Department and had held major
appoittments overseas and in-the United States during and after World War II,
'As it management specialist with a broad range of experience, McNarncy was
=exceptionally qualified for a dificult and unpopular job.-Until the Korean War, the DMC had as its most urgent task. finding ways
of cushioning the shock of recent btudger cuts which mandAted-an imntliAte
billion dollar redaction in military expcnditures.' Assuting the possibility of
additional savings, Johnson in Dceember 1949 directed the committee to find
areas in which the ehrninaton of w-ste-would-tcsult iu the ivzce Ufulh;mstd
p-rsotinrcl for me ainimproving military effectiveness. Such a task, -Mc-Nortney
S e CaF.r
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thentight dollar c:mfinfs
later conceded, was practioily imposible. "Wii (lile
'
economic."
spectacular
for
headroom
or
no
little
was
said,
"'(here
lie
ineffivt,"
After the outbreak of the Kore-an War brought greatly enlargdmiltary bmdgets,
the committee contentrated on assuring the best use of resources and promoting
citiicinty rather than reducing expcnditures&
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CongressionailLiaison
Dealing with Congress decianded-t te constanuattention of the Secretary of
italso required much
Defense and b'camne one of his moist time-consuming t'Asks.
of thle time and attention of Leva and astaff created for that express purpose,
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In addition, tihe military departmnents maintained substantial =6ff for congressional liaison.
This extensive organizational apparatts mdt erotteWsigo
saying, presumably derived from Chaucer's aph[orism about man and.,G", that
tie Exegutve proposes, but Congress dispoe:'s. This greatly simplified a very
complicated relationship. but it clearly applied tonational defense, where con.
gressional oversight of the military establishment extended into almost all of its,
activties. Congressmen, as repreuntatives anti advocates of their contituents,
concern theinselvc-'i withi defense contracts, selection (if weapon systems, qvxning,
and closing of military installations, assisting active arid retired service personnel
with-ptoblemns, and seeking greater efficiency and savings Thexm activities have
derived froin th extenstive powers relating to deftcse granted-to Congress under
1,Section 8, of dhe Constitution.
~~Article
antici.
of 1946
Act sstaff
Reorganization
The
of) the tifeLegislative
and0tenamion
rofeand
31
draideffective
oht January/1947,
e p e s rose.
National Seculrity Act antd had important implications for"the new
~~~~paed
tihe
national Security strtu.ture." This effort-by Congress to "'unify" utelf-by stream.
lifing the m.ommittee structure facilitated legislative =;oion on ,nateis +affect-.:the rmed forces. Until 1947 the Hoie atd Senat had handcd defens
ing
mattr ccddwtel throughnaval andiilitary affairs committeo.aW Inthe-th
convened, the Kous and Senat each merlgedits two sparate cot.s
eCongress
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Committees of each chamber). legislatiuo affmtting the armed forces passed normally through four. While constituencies for the individual services persisted
within both committees, the overall effect of the reform was to broaden the out.

+

..

4

look of the members to include the whole military etablishment antI bring-abeut
more decisions that took into ucount the needs of all services rather-than simply
a particular one.
In a second change of great concqutce for the military departmcnts, Congross endeavored to streamline the budget process by combining annual military
appropri ions for All of thE services (excluding those for military construction
and other contingency items requiring individual authorizations) Into a single hill,

instead of providing funds -eparately for each 5erviccas in the-past. Technically,
the first "unified" military bdget was the one Forrestal 3ubmittcd to Congress in
January 19,18 for fisXl-year 1949 (i July 1948 to 30 June 1949). But because
the estimates had been prepared the yeAr before without exesutive brancl coordi.
nation of the separately prepared War and Navy Department budget- estimates,
the House and Senate Appropriations Committees trted Army anti Navy

requests as two separate bills, Congress appropriated the hulk of the Air Force
budget for fiscal-year 1949, included initially in the Arny's estimate, under an
emergency supplemental appropriation act, The first full-year-budgetsry request

for all'three departments to be considered as a--single piece of legislation, that
for fiscal year 1950, was sent to Congress in January 1949.
Congressional relations required much personal attention fromn-the Secretary
of-Defense. According to th--berstadt Task Force, Forrestal spent approximately
14percent of h is work-day on-routine congressional matters-taking and moking
telephone calls, responding to congressional requests,-recciving visitors, and giving
resimotny.1 The figure would doubtless have bfen-far higher-had the task force
ItiteMpted to calculate the time Forrestal spent on other aspects of congressional
natters, such as staff briefings, correspondeoce, and the development of legis-

-

".-

Retitios betwec-OSD and Congress fell into three overlapping clusters-4
of activities: (I) those involving-Forrestal anti Johnson-personally in vrceeing-the formulation and subsquent processing of legislation, the presentation of
testimony, the establishment and trwintenance of contacts with congressional

- -

leaders, and ther functionK requiring their direct par.,ipaion; (2) those rlat

-

inlg to budgetary and-fiscal -mtters-connected -with the-appropriations process, a-

-

-L

job _"erheakk- -v -McNeil-and _i;is tff; anti (3) th( .........
tion of other legislation, a task falling undo • Leva'-suiprvision tuRI including
coordination with the miliiary-deprtments, the-Bureau of the Budget, the White
House, nd the appropriste congressionalcomisittees.
1*: +

-.

In the first -Ctegory, -orrestal- was clearly Vlore effective and succclful than
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Johnson, especially in cultivating congressio~nal support for his policies and pro-4
grams. Ilia-Repub lian -con trolldedhCongrcss may have-given Harry Truman
endless headiches, but it presented fewer problems for -lorresr;J. I Ic trwatd
defense matters as bipartisan and engaged in regular consuiltatiot with the leaders
of both parties in both hous-es. Thec "rorrecal style:' developed while lhe was
Secret-sy of the jNavy, involved contidcrable personal lobbying at informal lunch.
eons, at gatherings in his home, and on fript aboard the presidential yacht Sequoia
on the Pofonmac Congress paid hecd to what I'orestal said and-rccomniended,
even when it disagreedl with him, and was generally cooperativ.
Johnson lacked Forrcsta's- skill -in dealing with Congress. His personality,
which some in Congress found abrasive, doubtless-reduced the effectiveness of his
efforts to forge a -supportive conscrnsus; Congress was no more united chart the
services in behalf of his policies, Also, while Congress favored economy in principle, many members reacted hostilely when base closings and cutbacks in other
programs adversely affecd their home states or districts, as evideniced by the
furor aver johnson~s decision in the! spring of 1950 to close a;number of military
hospitals. Despite these sources of friction, Johnson retained a core of congressional supporters in both parties until the Korean War-period,
On cte day-to-tdsy Deense-congrcssional working level, the role of OSD
during the Forrestal-johnson- period- went chr')ugh several stages of development.
Congressional affairs were from the 6eginning of unification a "gray area."
Altough the iNational Secuirity Acr provided chat the Secretary of Defense should
deternmine the budget estimates, it contained no comparable -provision Biving-him
spmcdic authority to determine the !egislative program for the whole NME or
to concro[ allI relations of the establi.%hient with CongressL lHis power-w implied
rather than explicit, and therefore at-time!, open to challenge. The result was an
initial period of some confusion, often icopne
ybceig-mn h
services, over die-prior ity of legislAtive progra.
b ikeigaog h
At-the beginning of his tenure, Forrestal had to rely on the servicc. to bear
much of the burden of preparing lcgridative programs and dealing with Congress.
The Secretary of lDefensc would expedite this process and harmonize conflicting
viess FAch military department had-its- owns congressional liaison office with
personnel who over the ycprs had become well-verscd in- processing legislatio
And hadl develpd-and cultivated -useful contacts on-Capitol Hill. -Rather than
dusrnantle this system, l'orrescal sought to exploit it, both to restrain 'the growth
of his immedzacv-offlke and to -avoid-duplicattion of functions, But-s in other areas
where lie mnitially-zelied on voluntary- copration, Forrestal found little help-and
soon realized that existing arrangements, amid an-atmosphefe of interm. inter.
Wevice rivalries, were riot effective for Ins purposes
Thc matr becarne acute during consideration of the oniergency supple-

-

-
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mental budget requests in the late spring of 1918, when differences among the

services emerged over the relative priority of several pieces of pending legislation,
including the Army's selective service bill and Air Force proposals for an air engi.
neermng development center, a long-range missile proving ground, and a radar
warning system. Unless Congress received prompt guidance on which of these

measures to expedite, it seemed likely that none would come up for floor action
before adjournment. Forrestal finally broke the impasse by throwing his full
support behind the selective service bill. 'Ihat such a situation could have occurred
in the lirst place left him deeply disturbed. He resolved to find new and more
effective procedures before the next session of Congress."
Forrestal's dissatisfaction with existing arrangements prompted several
notable changes, beginning in July 1948 with the appointment of General
Persons to serve principally as Leva's deputy for legislative liaison, but also as
an assistant to McNeil on congressional appropriation matters. As the Army's

congressional liaison officer since 1939, Persons knew well the difficulties of
dealing with Congress. He had a staff of three uniformed officers with responsibilities along functional rather than departmental lines to assure that all proposals
were "keyed into" the legislative goals set by the Secretary of Defense. "In other
words,' as Forrestal put it,"the policies and decisions of the Sciretary of Defense
are controlling on the three Departments-and Major General Persons, operating through his three deputies, has the responsibility for seeing to it that these
policies and decisions are adhe~red to-by the Departments.""
Having established a line of demarcation between the legislative activities
of the departments and those of OSD, Forrestal next reorganized procedures
governing the development and submission of legislation. The new procedures
applied both to the initiation of legislative proposals, excluding appropr=:iaens,
and to the preparation of service reports and comments on bills originating-in
other executive departments or in Congress. Hnceforth, no service could submit
legislation that was not part of an integrated "annual legislative program."
cleared and coordinated by Persons's office acting for the Secretary of Defense. The
first such package, approved by Forrestal in late November 1948 for submission
the following January to the 81st Congress, requested congressional action on
88 pieces of legislation, each given a priority rating and designation of service
responsibility for legislative processing. In eight cases, where proposed legislation
cut acros service lines, OSD assumed responsibility. T
Aher Johnson took over, key legislative liaison activities focused increasingly
on the budget. Other major actions were the 1949 amendments, treated separately
from OSD's annual legislative program, and the B--36 aircraft investigation,*

,

See Chaper XIV.
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which Leva handled personally under the supervision of Deputy Secretary Early.

In addition to the regular legislative program, the Office of Legislative Liaison
developed and regularly updated, in collaboration with the NSRB, an emergency legislative listing to be submitted to Congress in the event of a national
18
emergency.
As with the budget, efforts to control the legislative program were affected
by the relations between the individual services and Congress. Congress was generally willing to cooperate, but there were always senators and representatives
disposed to do favors for special interests and push separate back-door legislation,
especially in the area of public works. "Obviously the theory is better than the
actuality," Leva confessed. "You still had people on end runs but you held it
down to a degree." "' Such was probably the best that could have been achieved
at that time, even with centralized control.

The Public Relations Front
When Forrestal took office in September 19,17, he did not fully appreciate
the extent to which the public relations activities of the services would complicate
his mission. Public relations as a large-scale, organized activity of the military
services had come into its own only as recently as World War 11, but it had
acquired a momentum that proved diffi(ult to arret. i,,the postwar period it
quickly became more vexing than Forrestal could possibly have anticipated, for
each branch of the military relied increasingly on public relations as a major
weapon in furthering its particular budgetary and organizational interests. The
growing scarcity of budget dollars and the publicity surrounding the 1945-47
unitication Lontroversy further intensified the interservice "press war" to the point
that Forrestal feared serious damage would be done to the military's prestige and
credibility. Although both Forrestal and Johnson made major organizational
changes, these efforts failed to ameliorate the situation.

In spite of the NME's public relations problems, Forrestal enjoyed good
relations with the news media. He held one or more press conferences a month
and often met with reporters for informal off-the-record background talks, which
sometimes took place in his office over cocktails and a buffet supper paid for by

L,

Forrestal. His only real "enemies" in the news media were Drew Pearson and
Walter Winchell, who sought to convey the impression that Forrestal was a
donrin political conservative. Much of their vitriolic criticism centered on
Forrestal's opposition to a Jewish state in Palestine, which had earned him the
hostility of many Zonist supporters. Pearson's attacks on Forrestal were often

outrageously personal. According to Jack Anderson, Pearson's associate %t thle
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time, these attacks were inspired by Pearson's belief that Forrestal was "the archrepresentative of Wall Street impcralism and of a world view that war with
the Soviet Union was inevitable." Pearson's determination to "get" Forrestal
appalled Anderson, who readily conceded that his boss's efforts "passed the
bounds of cffectivencss, not to speak of propriety." 30
An important aspect of public relations that worried Forrestal from the
beginning (and all subsequent secretaries of defense) was the apparent disregard
by many officials for the security of classified information. About a month before
he was sworn in as Secretary of lDefense, Forrestal made it clear that he intended
to clamp down on those who leaked" sensitive data to the news media. Writing
to Vannevar Bush, he noted that since the end of- the war, officials handling
scientific work had regularly and routinely given- the press access to technical
military information. "With the general international situation as it is," he argued,
"it might be well to review this open publicity policy and start putting the
brakes on the flow of information to the American public which, unfortunately,
reaches all foreign sources." Forrestal favored press coverage for important events
and developments, but he believed strongly nonetheless that "there comes a time
when the worldwide press -wire must be excluded from the various experiments
and projects carried on by the rilitary of this country."
Despite his advocacy of closer control over the diswcmination of defense
information, Forrestal did not want to assume direct responsibility for the management of military public relations. As he stated at his first news conference: "I
look to the three departments to run their own public relations . " On 10
October 1947 he further clarified his position in a directive that provided for
(I) separate administration of public relations in the military departments, pending completion of a study on the feasibility of a joint press room in Washington
and such other key cities as New York, Chicago, and San Francisco; (2) adsignment of responsibility for public relations matters of concern to hi; office to an
aniswntand three liaison officers, one from each service; and (3) prior clearance
by OSD of all statements involving OSD personnel and functions, speeches by
members of the War Council, and releises affecting two or more services on
which they had not-reached agreement."
That same day Forrestal circulated a confidemial memorandum on security
ptocedurcs that directed the Joint Chiefs to review and, if necessary, redefine "in
by the
terms appropriate for present conditions the security classifications used
armed services." In addition, he asked the departments to report jointly on-the
NME legal powers to enforce security classf~ration rules against various categories of individuals, including NME civilian employees, contractors and other
suppliers, and representatives of the news media."
However effective these steps may have been for some purposes, they did not
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stop the press war among the services. Less than a month after Forrestal issued
his two directives, a Navy civilian engineer sent an unsolicited letter to the
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Waslhington Post accusing the Air Force of having "jumped the traces" of security
by recently disclosing that one of its latest aircraft was capable of near.supersonic
speeds." Similar incidents over the next several months combined to produce a
rising tide of charges and countercharges between the Navy and the Air Force.
Some of these episodes dealt with alleged security breaches, but often they
involved derogatory statements made by one service about anothcr. 55
In an attempt to stop the flow of embarrassing and sometimes harmful
stories about the services, Forrestal in late 1947 suggested that the news media
readopt the policy of "voluntary censorship" practiced in World War 1I.
Reporters covering the Pentagon, although generally sympathetic to Forrestal's
concern, felt that plugging "leaks" of classified or derogatory information was up
to the government, not the press."' Unable to enlist substantial media support for
voluntary censorship, Forrestal reluctantly agreed that his office should assume
stronger and more diroct controls over press relations. Following War Council
discussion on 3 February 1948, he unveiled an amended policy: "No article which
touches on a conn'oversi, ismbject shall be published, nor shall any public address
which touches on such a subject be delivered" by a ranking NME official without
prior approval of the Secretary of Defense. Although the thought that this policy
might constitute a "gag rule" temporarily alarmed the Pentagon press corps and
some members of Congress, they soon realized that they had little to fear. Forrestal chose not to define what was meant by "controversial," noting only that
one sch subject is the budget"; in practice the order affected only a handful
of top officials."
Forrestal in March 1948 asked William R. Mathews, publisher of the
Arizoom Star, and Frank Kluckhohn, a reporter for the New York Times, to
study "the possibility of re-organization for greater unity of the public relations
branches of the Armed Services." Mathews and Kluckhohn advised against full
centralization of public relations activities but recommended the appointment of
a director of public relations (either civilian or military) to guide and unify
policies. T7hey also suggested the desirability of combined press rooms, radio
rooms, and photographic laboratories, and of conducting joint becurity review,
analysis, and accreditation. However, in a confidential introduction to their-report,
Mathews and Kluckhohn
m.
cast doubt on whether these changes would lead to anym
dramatic improvements:
Out conversatlons with the three civilian Stcretaries convinces (sic] us that
they need to impose sterner discipline on those-officers and employees who
continue to foster interdepartmental jealousies..
No improvement in
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pthblic rel.ations can be expected until this situation is corrected. Until the
nvil"an
hieads of ie departments
d learly express their will to make unifica.tio
tion work, they will conthnue to be pushed by embers of their staffs to
exploit their particular service at tie expense of the others
with o
Acting on the findings of the MathewsKpckhohn report and earlier recon
mendations in tie Paget report, Forrestal on 2 July announced tile appointment
of Harold B. Hnton, veteran Washington bureau correspondent of the Nit

j

York Timre.,as "Assistant to the Seretary of Defense, Office of Public hfuma-

ton." Hinton's appointment did not alter the servies' existng public information
organizations or operations, Rather, it established a central reference point
through which the presAnees on 17 Juy could make contact with one another.
As head of te new Pentagon press room, opened on I I Augusr 1948, Hinton
had charge of an interdepartmental staff an assumed responsibility for "the
ordevelopment of over-all public information policy for the National Military
• ,
Establishment,
and for coordination of its public information activities," o
a
Still, controversy continued, highlighted by apparent misreporting of

speech made in Los Angeles on 17 July by Secretary of the Air Force Symington.
Accordington alioun at ng the next
eay in the iew York
h rime , Syming.
ton had made several "off the cuff" remarks highly critical of the Navy and of

Forrestal personally for alleged proNavy decisions and inept handling of unification.l It later turned out that the -report in the Timer had been based%on an

_,

unauthoribed text that had been unexplainably rellased to the wire services in
Washington. Realizing that the text prepred by his spee hwriters contained
objectionable material, Symington and a friend. John A. McCone,* had rewritten

.4

ihat the last minute in Los Angeles to eliminate thogt portions that the knew
twould caus offense to Forresta and the Navy. The "off the cuff" remarks had
in fact never been uttered by Symington but had been replaced by the toned ..
down version. Unaware of these facts, Forrestal ordered Hinton to conduct an

investigation and, meanwhile, mentioned to President Truman that Symington
might have to be fired When
r he returned to Washington, Symingtonexplained
to Forrettal what had hapened. A telephone call by Forrestlwas
to McCone
but
dropped, andSecrcHinton's followup rq')rt confrmed the mixup and the matter

'
i
!

not without its effect on the relationship between the two men."
a result of continuing "leaks" and a flow of newspaper and magazine

i
.As '.
;
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articles on Air Force-Navy friction, Forrestal in hs first annual report noted the

for "further and firmer administrative steps" in the area of military public

r
A prominent industrialist and a friend of Forrtsti also, md., se later served as Under Scc,1*13

of the

Air Force, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, and LVir-cwor of Central

Intelhgnce.
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relations. The Eberstadr Task Force also concluded that "special pleading" by
the services had become intolerable and recommended "tighter and more effective
control of policy titan has heretofore existed ....
"
The event that finally triggered adoption of stronger measures wa% the pubhcation on 15 March 19,19 of two United Press stones that contained classified
information. One story dcscribed the B-36 performance characteristics; the other
quoted from a top secret Air Staff study on the ability of the Air Force to conduct
strategic bombing of the Soviet Union. As William Frye, Hinton's deputy and
later his successor, recalled:
The inside of the Pentagon thzt day was something to forget if you can.
I remember particularly a scene in Mr, Forrestal's office-present were
Forrestal, Johnson, Iisenhower and Frye--with the General striding up and
down the room asking rhetorical questions to the general effect were we
living in a nest of traitors? I spent all that Monday in a futile-a predestined futile-atteinpt to get some idea for Topside as to where the
"leak" had occurred

Eli

Convinced by this episode that no other course was possible, Forrestal on
17 March directed the establishment of a consolidated Office of Public Information (OP!), headed by Frye, as the sole agency in Washington for the public
dissemination of military information. Several days later Forrestal ordered that
OPI assume responsibility immediately for all "security review and clearance of
manuscripts" and that "no information of any kind whatsoever relating to performance or capabilities of new weapons or new equipment of any type ... be
released to the public without specific clearance from this office." These measures
had the complete support of Secre-ary Johnson, who at his first press conference
told reporters that there "will be no vying between the three services for head.
lines. There will be no releasing of things that are labeled secret."
To implement the secretary's order of 17 March. Frye hurriedly issued 10
consolidation directives" which summarily transferred the public relations tasks
of the services to OSD. The first of these directives, dealing with security review

,

procedures, gave OPl sweeping authority to decide the classification of material

$:

and to control the release of information on any subject. Protests from the press
and the military- departments soon caused Johnson to limit OPI review to the
narrow range of information "which is classified for security reasons" U But
'At

j|

j

AU

otherwise, the reorganization of public affairs proceeded without maujor incident.
the end of May 1949, Frye reported the consolidation in the Pentagon complete, with claimed annual savings of $550,000 and a reduction in personnel
(military and civilian, from '175 to 339-'291 in OPI, 16 in the Army, 17 in
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the Navy, and 15 in the Air Force.c Approximately a year later the figures were
225 in OPI, 39 in the Army, 27 in the Navy, 29 in the Air Force, and 22 in the
Marine Corps.6

However, the figures for the services did not tell the whole

story, since the military departments continued to maintain field public relations
officers and persotnnel for training, troop indoctrination, and "special study" funLtions that in effect constituted public relations activities.
OPI never became the information clearinghouse that some hoped or feared
it might be. In spite of its authority to review material for release, OPI was

almost powerless to stop the flow of unauthorized disclosures and "leaks."
Throughout Johnson's tenure interservice feuding continued unabated, fueled to
new levels of intensity by his economy drive and such controversial decisions as
his cancellation of the Navy's supercarrier in the spring of 1949. The cure
sought through the consolidation of public affairs merely forced the services to
find other avenues for making their grievances known. Since the end of World
War II, civtlian organizations, reserve groups, and retired officers had taken an
active part in promoting service viewpoints. Now, with the loss of most of their
public relations functions to OSD, the services relied more heavily than ever on
these interest groups to carry the message.
Johnson's- insistence on handling his own public relations undermined the
effectiveness of OPI. "My press appointments," he told Frye on one occasion, "are
none of your business." During his 18 months in office Johnson made 48 public
speeches but held only five press conferences, the last on I March 1950, some
seven months before he left office. His first two meetings with the press, Frye
recalled, "were so disastrous that frequent or regular press conferences would
have hurt rather than helped him. That is why'- strove mightily to prevent him
from having any more." As time went on, Johnson developed the practice of
making all major announcements himself, usually without advance notification
to OPI. Deputy Secretary Early and Johnson's immediate office acted as his per.
sonal staff in these matters. "So far as unification of public relations within his
own office is concerned," Frye contended, "I am sure he thought he had it, but,
of course, what he had was complete chaos.""
In September 1949, Early, to whom OPI reported, expressed serious doubts

NIL
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about the soundness of the organization, particularly whether it should be more
centralized or decentralized. The services, hoping to regain control of their own
affairs offices, favored the latter. It contrast, a Defenae Management Com.
mitte" study, referred to Early in April 1950, urged action to strengthen OPt and
*The Ollice of Public Information, accotins to the seminnusl irports of the Secretary of
Defens for Januaty I-june 30, 1930, and Januatr I-june 30, 1951, wa a depanment.wide
activity supported by fund supplied jointly by OSD Aad the military depafmfies.
w if mny
of the personnel of OPI were caried on the OD personnel tol.
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remove all question of its responsibilities. After conferring with Johnson, Early
informed the committee that rcorganization of public information activities would
have to await the selection of a replacement for Frye, who had resigned in
February 19 50 .a Since no appointment was made until late 1950, Early's
announcement in effect pigeonholed the report, leaving the question of public

affairs rcorganization unresolved for almost a year.

Ciwl Dejense Organization
The creation of the Office of Civil Defense Planning (OCDP) on 27 March
1948 marked a further step in OSD's organizational evolution. Like public affairs.
the problem of civil defense was sufficiently large and complex to require a
separate organization. Civil defense was the first of what would become many
special activities requiring a degree and level of coordination that only OSD

could adequately provide. The assumption at the time OCDP came into existence
was that it would study what kind of agency there should be and what kind of
program was needed. But despite a promising beginning, plans floundered for
political reasons.
Prior to the creation of OCDP, civil defense planning in the United States
had received little attention. During the early days of World War 11 an Office of
Civilian Defense (OCD) had directed a loosely organized effort to coordinate
state and local emergency measures in the event of German or Japanese attacks
on coastal cities. But by 1943, as the enemy threat diminished, interest in civil
defense began to wane, and in June 1945 OCD was abolished. With the advent
of atomic weapons and long.range aircraft, civil defense reemerged as a matter
begging for attention. Immediately after the war at least two studies--one by the
Army Provost Marshal General's office and another by the U.S. Strategic Bomb.
ing Survey-urged renewed consideration of nationwide civilian protection. °
of A War Department study completed in February 1947, under the direction
of Maj. Gen. Harold R. Bull, USA, proved the catalyst for OCDP's creation. The
Bull report strongly affirmed the need for a nationally coordinated civil defense
program, Although it took the position that major civil defense functions "are
not appropriately military responsibilities," the report acknowledged that civil
defense preparations were not likely to be effective without some military advice
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and p~articipation. Consequently, in cifering suggestions unhow to urgauizc and
administer the effort, the report s:raddled the issue. Anticipating passage of a
unification law, it called for a federal civil defense agency separate from the
armed services but under the authority and guidance of the Secretary of Defens.*'
October 1947, Forrestal referred the Bull report to the War Council,
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which became bogged down in debate over whether the proposed agency should
be a separate organi/ation, possibly under the President or the NSRB, or an

operating part of the military establishment. President Truman temporarily
quieted the controversy in ind.Novembcr- by advising the council that he wanted
the Secretry of )efense to take charge of peacetine civil defense planning even
thugh In wartime the President might personally assume control of civil defcns.'F*

Forrestal releaed the Bull report to the public in February 1948 and
announced his intention to establish a "civilian unit to plan a comprehensive
civil defense organi7ation and program." ' The ensuing search for a director

typified Forrestals continual difficulhies in finding good people. Turned down by
four business leaders, lie finally secured-the services of the president of North.
western Bell Tetephone, Russell J. Hoplcy, a Republican, who lived- in Omaha,
Nebr. Leaders of the Nebraska Democratic Party protested to the President, but
because Hopley's appointment had already "leaked" to the press, the White House
considered the matter closed.7
When IHopley arrived in Washington at the end of March, Forrestal out.
lined the duties and responsibilities of the new Office of Civil Defense-Planning.
Designated "personal advisor and deputy" to the secretary," Hopley had the task
of preparing "a program of civil defense for the United States, including a plan
for a permanent federal civil defense agency." In addition, OCDP would coordinate all-civil defense mattes within the NME, provide liaison with governmental
and private agencies, and initiate such interim measures as might seem "necessary
or appropriate in furtherance of an adequate system of civil defense." Hopley
and several of his associates served without compensation.""
Considering the magnitude of the task, Hopley and his staff did their work
in a remarkably short time. Toward the end of July 1918 Hopley circulated a
draft report for comment. After receiving responses from Forrestal's special
assistants, the Joint Chiefs, and others in the Pentagon, OCDP prepared a slightly
revised plan which Hopley reviewed before the War Council on 31 August. On
I October he submitted the final report- to Forrestal who released it to the press
in mid-November and sent copies to interested government agencies, all members

of Congress, and all state governors. Considering his job finished, Hopley returned
to Omaha. Hoping to keep OCDP together as the nucleus for a permanent
organization, Forrestal in DE.tember recruited Aubrey H. Mellinger, the retired
president of the Illinois Telephone Company, as interim head."I
A hiahly-derailedl
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prehensive program geared to wartimr rather than peacetime requirements. It
Sec 1120 of the National Defens

Manual, issued in June 1948, listed Hopley's title as

Assittant to the Seretaiy. OCDP.-
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covered every aspect of civil defense down to block warden level and required
an estimated force of 15 million volunteers. On the federal level, it recommended
the creation of a permanent agency reporting to the President or the Secretary of
IDefense. preferably the latter. sine "'avery large part of the civil defense prograin u ill require continuous coordination'* wih military agencies ""
Reactions to the Hopley report were so mixed that President Truman
deferred action on it. Only the Army endorsed it without reservation, and only
the Federal Works Agency urged it rejection. Most of the other interested government agencies agreed that a program developed and run by the military would
be unauceptable to the public and therefore ill-advised, a criticism in which the
Navy, the Air Force. and the joint Chiefs concurrcd " Incontrast, public reaction
to the report was generally more favorable. Many editorial writers applauded the
report's effort to come to grips with a compliated and grim subject. Discordant
remarks were few, though vicious criticism came from some pt <s comnlitators
waging a vendetta against Forrestal. Walter Winchell, fo example, called the
report a "nightmare" aild judged it "the greatest internal threat to our liberty
since the British burned the White House in 181 ." Drew Pearson, another
iclterate critic of Forrestal.-also denounced it, The Dail) WVorker, a communist
nessspaper, dubbed the report Forrestal's "'cold war' dream for the American
people." 7
Aides had earlier cautioned Forrestal that Ilopley's recommendations to
place civil defense under the military might prove controversial and jeopardize
acceptance. In transmitting the report to President Truman, Forrestal therefore
had avoided either endorsing or rejecting it. However, le felt strongly the need
for a permanent agency, and in January 1949 lie sent draft legislation to the
White House calling for the creation of an office of civil defense under Title I
of the National Security Act. He suggested that the office be a separate agency
under the NSRB in peacetime, but that the President have power in time of war
to transfer the agency to military control or constitute itas a separate independent
0
agency9
Forrestal's plea fell on deaf cams. On 3 March, the day following announcement of Forrestal's resignation, Truman advised hi that lie saw no urgent neced
for a permanent agency and that future civil defense planning would be done by
the NSRB as a routine staff- function. Ikfore leaving office Forrestal discussed the
President's decision at length with Louis Johnson. Both agreed that tile NSRB
could not handle cvil defense as a staff function. Unlike Forrestal, Johnson
openly supported Hopley's recommendation that cs iil
defense should be under
051) direction and supervision and repeatedly urged tile President to reconsider
his decision, but Truman indicated no desire to reopen the matter.I
In view of the President's attitude and the absence of funds for its operation,
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Johnson c,, I August 19,19 dissolved the Office of Civil Deiense Planning and
placed its dwindling staff and functions under an Assistant for Civil Defense
Liaison. The discovery in September 19,19 that the Soviet Union had recently
exploded an atomic device sparked public intcrest in civil defense anti led to the
adoption in Congre.s of several resolutions urging a stepped.up effort. But it
required the impact of the Korean War to prompt the creation by Congress early
Civil Defense Administration, a separate civilian agency
in 1951 of the Federal
2
under the President.S
Joint and Special Committees
For dealing with many problems of interservice concern and handling
matters that did not necessarily require the time or support of a permanent staff
or could not be adequately handled by his own staff, Forrestal often turned to
joint committees and study groups. Some of these committees were carryovers
from World War 11,when in many instances the creation of a joint board or
committee had been the only practical and effective way of securing interservice
cooperation and coordination. But many were new, established as the most feasible
and least expensive method of initially exploring a growing number of widely
different issues, with a view to recommending what ought to be done next.
Johnson, by contrast, inheriting an ongoing and expanded staff organization from
Forrestal and therefore having less need for committees, campaigned effectively
to diminish the use and number of joint and special committees.
During his early months in office Forrestal was energetic in organizing and
activating committees-some entirely interservice in composition, others composed exclusively of outside advisers and consultants, and still others with a
mixed membership of service and private sector representatives. The most prominent of these bodies were the Committee on Civilian Components (the Gray
Board), formed to examine the status and organization of Reserve and National
Guard forces; the Advisory Commission on Service Pay (the Hook Commission),
to recommend a uniform military compensation system; and the Committee on
Medical and Hospital Services, to advise on improving medical services and dimduplication of facilities." As time went on, Forrestal established joint
committees to study such matters as the welfare and recreation of servicemen and
their families, military education, the release of classified information to the public, and even the serving of kosher food in military mess halls."
Forrestal's use of joint committees served a nuiiucr of putpus.s. It k-s3cncd
the burdens on his office, which could not halre handled all of these matters; it
brought the services into "grass roots" contact with one another on matters of
concern; it furthered his efforts to save money. Moreover, this practice
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accorded with Forrestal's concept of policy coordination. Since the committees
roported directly to him, no intermediate layers of bureaucracy intruded. Although
some of them, such as the Committee on Medical and Hospital Services, dealt
with ongoing responsibilities, many were temporary, with clearly defined assignments of a limited nature, and the only trace of their existence is a final report.ss
A disadvantage of the large number of permanent and ad hoc committees
was the enormous complexity of keeping track of them and of toordinating their
activities so that their recommendations, if adopted, would become part of an
integrated policy. Realizing the problem, Forrestal in September 1948 directed
his administrative office to undertake a continuing study of joint boards and
committees, with a view toward eliminating, consolidating, and relocating them
as circumstances dictated. Some committees, mostly those that were inactive, were

,

*A

subsequently terminated, while others, such as the Armed Services Petroleum
Board, were reconstituted with fresh membership and more clearly defined
functions."
New administrations and new department heads, in their search for organi.
zational and administrative improvements and economies, often wage vigorous
campaigns to get rid of superfluous boards and committees. Johnson made the
elimination of committees a cause cilibre as part of his highly publicized effort
to root out waste, inefficiency, and duplication. Two days after taking office he
abolished eight boards and committees outright. After three months in office,
Johnson claimed that he had disposed of 133 "unnecessary or duplicating" interservice boards and committeesY t
Exactly how much money be saved by this purge Johnson never said. Many
of the abolished groups, such as the Lehigh University Bomb Damage Project,
had been inactive and without funding for some time, while others, though technically dissolved, continued to operate under different formats. The Committee on
Medical and Hospital Services, for example, became the Office of Medical Services
and acquired the status of an OSD staff agency, with a iull-time director and a
permanent staff." As a-means of saving-money, Johnson's "war" on committees
was probably of marginal benefit. But as a way of streamlining and consolidating
activities that-had grown rather diffuse, it served a useful purpose and gave OSD's
internal organization more cohesion.

4-,4
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Despit -the oranizanteal issues thir continued to beset it. OSD was a
working reality by mid.1950, although it was substantially changed from the
office Focrtal had established almost three years earlier. It was much larger and
more conspicuous than Forrestal had probably imagined it would become, and its
activities affected actions and decisions at virtually every level of the Department.
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Forrestal ha d not intended
unrealistic in the face of the issues that (onfronted into
to command or to coordmate by liar. but he found it almost impossible tq do
otherwise. Hfe also soon ditovereud that to exercise more po wer lie needed a

that could administer and drect as well as
stronger staff

boordunate
management more and more replaced
Withu Johnson at the heu. ad
coordtation throufh hluntarnservice ooperation as aaunderlying tenct of the
or became
estableshed by Forrestald
wsappeared
office. Most of thes
absorbed within the regular staff, whle,at the same tfe, Johnson fashioned a
new network of sch bodies to prosecute his conomy objective$ and int up
OSD's growing role n te dirction of the whole defense establishment. As a
result of the various legislative measures enacted in 19,19, OSD began to assume
its ultimate form. with a deputy anti assistant secretaries, anti 2n assistant to tile
secretrary for politico-inflitary affairs. later to become the highly influential and
impo~rtant Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security
Affairs. Thle establishment of these new centers of authority allowed the secretary
to exercise more effective direction of DoD) through his staff. By the beginning of
the Korean War. OSD had the emerging image of a cohesive agency organized
and staffed for tile purpose of bringing the entire Department of Defense under
the secretary's purview and authority.
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CHAPTER IV

The Staff Agencies

In addition to the staff and advisory support they received through OSD,
Forrestal and Johnson had at their disposal a number of specialized boards and
committees known as the "staff agencies" to advise and assist them in carrying
out their duties. lhese staff agencies fell into two categories-statutory" and
nonstatutory bodies. The two statutory boards-the Munitions Board (MB) and
the Research and Development Board tRDB)-had much ir common and
indeed .onstituted a distinct organizational category. The nonstatutory agencies,
created by the Secretary of Defense rather than by Congress, did not constitute
a category of like agencies comparable to the statutory boards. Their differences
were more pronounced than their likenesses. They had different origins, different
purposes, different functions, and-different organizations. Still, they represented
extensions of the secretary's staff, and in time all evolved into specilic staff
offices in OSD, forsaking their committee and board status.
The Research and Development Board and the Munitions Board had a pre1947 existence as nonstatutory bodies. Under the National Security Act, they
acquired statutory responsibilities and, like the rc6t of the defense establishment,
became subject to the "direction, authority, anti control" of the Secretary of
Defense, as did the Military Liaison Committee (MI.C), created by the Atomic
Energy Act of 1946 and reorganized by Forrestal in 1948 as an OSD staff agency.
While the activities of the MLC often ranged well beyond the corridors of the
Pentagon, those of the RDB and the MB were largely in.house and related in
the main to the discharge of the secretary's third major Assigned duty in the
National Security Act- "Take appropriate steps to eliminate unnecessary duplica.
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tion or overlapping in the fields of procurement, supply, transportation, storage,
health, and research." To explore and organize functions that (lid not fall under
these organizations, Forrestal and Johnson created, as the need arose, several non.
statutory bodies that likewise served as staff agencics-the Personnel Policy Board

6

(PPB), Civilian Components Policy Board (CCPB), and Office of Medical
Services (OMS).
The use of these boards and committees to deal with specialized problems
of common concern to th( services accorded with Forrestal's disinclination to
surround himself with a lar.,c number of aides and advisers. In effect, they aug.
mented the activities of the secretary's immediate office and were integral pars.
of his staff support system. like the military departments, they also exercised
a considerable measure of control over their internal operations.
The staff agency arrangement derived directly from the World War If
experience of relying on boards and committees to effect coordination. The com-

.

mon characteristic of the staff agencies *as their composition--each was essen.

tially a-triservice committee whose members, while responsible to the Secretary
of Defense, were at the same time responsible to their separate services. In these
circumstances board members from the services found it difficult and often
impossible to serve two masters with conflicting interests. As these boards and
committees grcw in number and stature, the great faith that Forrestal placed
initially in voluntary cooperation and "teamwork" soon gave way to a realization

j

that he needed added authority, over the staff agencies as much as he needed added

authority over the services.

The M,#itiong Board
During World War It and afterward, the term "logistics"

had come to

apply to practically every support activity in which the armed forces engaged to

-

carry out their functions. Understood in this sense, consideration of logistic factors
wats indispensable to the formulation and execution of strategic plans. In recognition of the key role of logistics, the National Security Act established the Muni.
tions Board as a staff agency under the Secretary of Defense. Successor to the
Army and Navy Munitions Board (ANMB), the new organization served as an
arm of OSD with the assigned function of logistic planning to assure adequate
and efficient industria support for the armed forces-in both peace and war.
As an ongoing agency, the-Munitions Board inherited an already functioning
predecessor, the
law in 1941, but its
became
waiacation
whvfa
--At izaron
uWe here. lowgnncs included the desisn and developmeni. prownremnt, movement, stoiqe.
supp y, and maintenance of maeriel; movmnt and
iholiies and acquistion or furnishing of servkes,
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ANMB, created by joint agreement of the War and Navy Departments in 1922,
had not been particularly effective in carrying out its major task of planning
industrial mobilization for war. During the 1920s the absence of joint strategic
plans, which were prerequisite to mobilization planning, and disagreements
between the Army and Navy over the board's functions had severely limited its

-:

cperations. Improved Army-Navy relations and preparation of joint strategic war
plans in the 1930s made it possible for the ANMB to perform more effectively.
Prior to and immediately following Pearl Harbor the ANMB played an active and
prominent role in mobilization planning. But with the advent of the War Production Board in 19412 and the growing reliance of the services on their own
logistical agencies, the ANMB's importance declined, and from 1943 to 1946 it
had no chairman. After the war attempts to revitalize the board met with only
limited success. Although the War and Navy Departments professed interest in
joint logistic planning, neither was willing to give the ANMB the final word in
such matters.'
As - stituted by the National Security Act, the Munitions Board consisted ot a civilian chairman, appointi by the President subject to Senate confirmation, and an under or assistant secretary from each of the three military
departments. The board's supporting organization, inherited from the ANMB,
consisted of six staff divisions keyed to functional activities such as procurement,
products, and services and a complex array of interagency and industry advisory
committees, many of which apparently existed only on paper. The first Chairman
of the MB, Thomas J.Hargrave, had been Chairman of the ANMB. Hargrave
served in a part-time capacity and alternated weeks between Washington and
Rochester, N.Y., where he served as president of the Eastman Kodak Co. Because
his busy schedule, Hargrave made no attempt to exercise supervisory responsibility over the board's operating staff and committees ant' relied on a thice-

'Sof

"

member executive committee, composed of a high-ranking officer from each

-$

{Board

servkce, to provide day.to-day supervision.'
Shortly after becoming Secretary of Defense, Forrestal revealed-his intention
to give the Munitions Board full jurisdiction "in all industrial matters with which
the Armed Services are concerned." He wanted the board to take the lead in
developing policies for current joint logistical planning and joint procurement
and, by so doing, to assume major responsibility for the allocation of resources
and the elimination of waste and needless duplication in purchmsing. But because
Forrestal
law,Munitions
the new
Board under
Security
an the National of
of important-differences
opinionResources
on the respective
functions
of the
delayed making any changes until a general assignment of responsibilities could
be worted out.* Once he was able to bring about an agreement, Forrestal acted
"On lh MO.NSRB q~uirel, we Chaper V.
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on two fronts. First, on 21 November 194i7 lie grontcd the MB chairman final
authority in the assignment of NMIE-wide procurement responsibilities to individual services and, second, lie moved to give the board's staff kloser day-to.da)
dircction by naming Lt. Gen. LeRoy l.utes, USA, a former %ommanding general
of tht Army Servi(e Forces. as leputy Chairman and senior member of the
MBi's v.exccutive committec.'
In explaining the need for these changes. Forrestal found it difficult to con.
vine I largrave that he needed a full-time deputy. Service members of the board
supported I iargrave on this and even ques(ioned whether the S.retary of Defense
possessed the authority to make such changes. Officeri on the exectitsve committee
and even some civilians who sat on the board for the services tended to consider
themselves representatives of their respective organizations rather than members ;
of a staff agency responsible to and under the authority of the Secretary of

Defense. They reasoned that it was improper for the Munitions Board to acLelpt
responsibility for current logistical planning and operatons and argued that its
main activity should be confined to the coordination of industrial mobiizationi
plans developed individually by cach service.5 Such attitudes could not have given

I

Lutes cause for much optimism in h6 new position.

After assuming his post as Deputy Chairman in January 1948, Lutes dis.
covered in the board's internal procoluro serious problems that often delayed
or prevented action. Sonic of the most serious obstacles originated -in the-attitudes

-,
S

and practices of the services. The admiral representing the Navy on the staff had
to refer all important matters to his department before making a reomniiendation

+

to the bard, and the Air Force representative appeared to follow certain fixed

policies of his service Cn matters concerning budgets and naval avimion. Lutes
tried to secure acceptance of Forrestal's concept and askeJ ior a ;trong clmifter
vesting the board with clearcut responsibility. However, several months passed
before OSD and the services finally agreed on exact wording for the Charter.-

'

no
byI' orrestal
9 June
"cThe resulting
approvedauthors,
one, least
of all onedirctive,
of its principal
John on
Ohly,
who 1948,
termedsatisfied
it "inade.

-

quate from the outset because of the speed with which it was originally prepared."
Much of the charter merely reiterated in more detail the oard's statutory func.

tions, including the coordination of supply programs, the development of policies
for establishing and assessing industrial mobilization requirements, the maintenance of liaison with other agencies, including the Jointr Chiefs and the NSRB,
I
scr;i'C5s
!n
-,-ie
Sorrestal revoked the power of decision in assigning procurement responsibilities

4

granted to the chairman the previous November, but lie added a provision
empowering the board to absemble, analyze, and- review "current and mobilization programs for military requirements presented by the several departments."
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Additionally, as Lutes had suggested, the charter made several significant changes
in the MB's internal organization aimed at reducing military departmental influence in the board's affairs. A more unified staff structure consisting of a director
(Lutes) and three military directors, one from each service and each having
responsibility for specific areas of the board's activities, replaced the executive
committee.,
Under Secretary Johnson, the Munitions Board underwent further internal
reorganization and had its charter revised to take account of several new duties.
Part of the impetus for these changes came from Johnson, whose desire to reduce
bureaucratic overhead and whose well-known antipathy for committee-type operations prompted the Munitions Board- to take a fresh look at its organizational
needs. The reorganization, announced in July 19,49, eliminated or consolidated
many of the board's committees and separated staff functions into four distinct
areas-military programs, industrial programs, military supply, and facilities.$
The 1949 amendments affecting the Munitions Board marked an important
step in its evolution from an organization-largely dependent for its effectiveness
on voluntary service cooperation to an organization thrmugh which the Secretary
of Defense could exercise line authority over all logistic activities in the military
establishment. In two areas Congress enjoined the board to act rather than
simply make recommendations. It directed the board to regroup, combine, or dissolve "existing interservice agencies operating in the fields of procurement, pro.
duction, and distribution" when this would- promote "effici.,nc. and economy,"
rather than limiting its duty to making recommendations for such changes; and
it charged the board with "assignment of procurement responsibilities" rather
than simply making recommendations for such assignments. Even more signifi.
cantly, Congress authorized the Secretary of Defense to vest in the board's chair.
man such powers of decision over matters falling within the jurisdiction of the
board as the secretary wishedD
in Despite Johnson's reputation for taking bold actions, he moved cautiously
in implementing the new law as it pertained to the Munitions Board. He could
have given the chairman unfettered power to make decisions, thereby reducing
the other board members to the status of an advisory committee. Instead, in a
@4

S"ifdustrisil

-.,

new charter issued 3 November 1949, he confined the chairman's decisionmaking
to marters "on which the other members of the Board are not unanimous," which
allowed him to override only split votes.* Other provisions of the charter pertained to new responsibilities, including advising the Secretary of Defense on the
feasibility, not just the requirements, of JCS strategic and logistic plans.
!n an amendment to the charter, Johnson- in May 1950 assigned to the board
'Not until 1952 under Secretary of Defense Robert A. Lover did the MB Chairman acquire
[till power of decision. SeeDoD Dirtive No 5126,5, seeIV-A,-l 29 Jul 52.
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ttask of determming the US.position on military production matters relating
to tihe North Atlantic Treaty Organization."'
D.espite efforts to strengthen the "ord'sauthority antd to streamline its
organization, a number of chronic difficulties continued to htinder its effectiveness.
One of the most serious difficulties was tihe small pool of available talent ro fill
mnid.level managerial positions on the board's staff. OSD's largest organizational
unit, the Munitions Board had more than 100 military and 500 civilian employees
by the end of June 19,19. Certainly, in good part this civilian predominance may
be attributed to mnilitary, disinterest. According to General Lutes, the services
begrudged promoting officers detailed to the MB and other WSD staff agencies.
Of 110 officers in the 1948-1t9 class of the Industrial College of tihe Armed
Force.%, only 8 expressed any interest in serving with tihe MB. "Itis also significant," Lutes added, "that although 40 other officers indicated a preference for
logistical staff duty, it was ot desired at joint agency level." 11t

Another serious rccurt,,w problem was recruitment and retention of a qualilfied boaird chairman. After Hargrave resigned in September 1948, Forrestal1
decided to turn tihe chairmanship into a full-time position but found it almost
impossible to recruit a qualified successor, in large part because of the uncertainties of tihe impending presidential election. Qualified
Republicans were averse
to accepting tihe job for fear of being "tainted" by association with a Democratic
administration, and Democrats were loath to serve in view of opinion polls showing that President Truman would soon be out of office. " Eventually, after beingI
turned down by I I prospects, Forrestal prevailed on Donald F. Carpenter, the
outgoing Chairman of the Military Liaison Committee, to head the Munitions
Board temporarily. Carpenter served until 30 June 1949, after which the MB had
no chairman for nearly five months. Not until Truman nominated Hubert E.
an officer of the Shasta Coal Company, did- the Senate in November....
a
1949 approve a new chairman.13t"
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By their very nature, most of the attivities of the-Munitions Board could not,

i

~be

i

expected to produce significant results except over-long periods of time, and
its accomplishments during the 1947-50 period were indeed modest. Forrestal's
view that the board -should-assist unification by leading the-way in eliminating
waste and unnecessary duplication was partially realized by its active d~rection of

-

the cataloging of all-items used by the services. Obviously, a system under which
items
such
the barrel --nd-numL-r,
of a rifle or the
crankshaftrnmisfoct,,rr
of a motor, could
n--.dby
th.ass-ameni-me
regird!t-iof
or 11!,Fberdesigic.
would increase-the flexibility of the supply system and diminish the "deadlining"

t

equipment for want of spare parts. Taking a special -interest in this subject,

~the
board launched a four-year program to identify and-catalog each item in the-
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approved 877,000 item descriptions or about 15 purcent of the approximately

I

2.5 million in the inventory."
If cataloging stxxl out as notable, other aspects of the board's work were
clearly less successful, although the fault did not always lie entirely with tie
board. During Carpenter's tenure, for example, the board gave top priority to the
stockpiling of strategic materials such
tin, copper. and rubber, but the high
cost of many items, competitive buying from industry, and rigid budget ceilings
combined to hinder the effort. After the outbreak of the Korean War and the

I

.

,

emergence of certain shortages, there were calls in Congress for an inquiry, but
note was ever held. Carpenterlatcr said he would have welcomed the opportunity
to testify. "In 1948," he explained, "it was difficult to buy and prices were high.
Later, in early 1949, however, business dropped off and supplies were abundant.
Prices fell and companies begged us to buy. It was an ideal time to buy from
every standpoint, but congress (sic] wouldn't appropriate the money and we
couldn' ." iS
The Munitions Board was perhaps least effective in the one area in which
Forrestal had hoped it would make its major contribution-current supply and
procurement. Part of the problem, to be sure, rested with-the Joint Chiefs, whose
differences over roles and missions prevented them from providing the guidance
needed for assigning priorities for board programs. Without such guidance and
"without clear (to all) backing from the Secretary of Defense," the Munitions
Board was reluctant to act and generally permitted each service to make the
final determination of its procurement and supply needs. Under these "permissive"
procedures, fully coordinated logistical plans were more often a hope than a
reality. Furthermore, no chairman was ever willing to press his colleagues for
decisions, a practice that left numerous questions dangling for week-, and months
at a time. According to Lutes, the chairman re-Oi excessively on voluntary coop.
eration and tended to lack "a Department-of.Defense sense of mission." Lutes's
criticism may be somcwhar harsh, for, a Carpenter recalled, "Forrestal frequently
asked if I didn't w.nt more authority. I told him I preferred it as it was as I
wanted the board members to feel the responsibility of the board's actions." I

...

-

'

The Research intd Development Board
During and immediately after W6rld War II, each of-the services stre,.
owiy sought to exploir the military applications of the tremendous scientific and
technological advances that had occurred and were continuing. The major break.
throughs that these effortsIAd produced in such areas as nuclear fission, jet propulsion, and electronics had led to great improvements in the combat capabilities
71*
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of the armed forces, Yet bccause these cfforts were largely unloordinated. and
hence often improperly or inadequately focused, duplicative, and unrelated to
unified strategic plans, their effectivencss was seriously limited. For this reason
and because of the diminishing funds and resources after 19.15, it seemed impera.
tive to rcate a single toordmated military rearch and devclopment (R&))
program. To deal with this and related tasks and to ensure effective coordination
between the military estahlishment and the civilian scientific community, Congress in the National Security Act established another staff agency-.-the Research
and Development Board.
The RDB, like the Munitions Board, inherited the organizational structure
of a predecessor nonstatutory organization, the Joint Research and Development
Board (JRDB). The Secretaries of War and Navy had created the JRDB on
6 June 1946 to fill tie void left by the phasing out of the Office of Scientilic
Research and Development (OSRD), which had coordinated military research
and development during World War 1[Y The principal architect, organizer, and
director of both these predecessor agencies had been Vannevar Bush, president
of the Carnegie Institution in Washington, D.C. During the war Bush had
emerged us the foremost scientific administrator in the country, having served
simultaneously as Director of the OSRD, Chairman of the Joint Committee on
New Weapons and Equipment of the JCS, and Chairman of the Military Polio
Committe, which had overseen the Manhattan Project. In these capacities Btmn
had become convinced of the need for "a unitary program directed to sound
military objectives." Named Chairman of the JRDB in 1946, lie set out to .arty
on the task, begun during the war, of enlisting members of the scientili. com-.
munity as "full and responsible partners" in the work at hand.'

"

,

f
;

The National Security Act established a seven.mcmber Research arid l)evelopmcnt Board composed of a civilian chairman appointed by the Prcsident with
Senate approval and two .cpresentatives from each of the three ser,,ices. The act
stated the board's purpose as advisingthie Secretary of Defense "as to the status
of scientific research relative to the national security, and to as-ist him in assuring adequate provision for research and development on scientific problems relating to the national security." To provide continuity of direction and leadership,
Forrestal asked Bush to stay on as chairman. Bush lhesitated-to accept because of a
recent disagreement with the White House over the legilation proposed for the
National Science Foundation. But in a reassuring face-t,-face meeting, President
Trumaniarl'5
d Bi,,h to take tile job, he was sworn in on 30 September
1947."1 Like Thomas Hargrave, his counterpart at the Munitions Board, Bush
served in a part-time capacity, but his experience anJ prestige and his permanent
residence in Washingron enabled him to be a more tefective staff agency chairman
than Hargrave.
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Having strong views about the role and organization of the RDB, Bush
began immediately to draft a proposed charter for the board, which he submitted
to Forrestal in late October. The composition of the board emerged as a controversial issue between Bush and the service secretaries," Because Bush believed
that effective military planning and effective R&D planning depended on a close
relationship between the military and the RDB, he felt that the service represen.
tatives should be uniformed officers, preferably the service chiefs themselves and
their immediate deputies for R&D. Except for the chairman, Bush saw no point
in having civilians on the board, The secretaries-Royall, Sullivan, and Symington-objected, pointing out that any budgetary authority the RDB might exercise would require civilian as well as military representation, since ultimate
accountability for the use of public funds rested in civilian hands. Forrestal agreed
with Bush but could not persuade the service secretaries to name the chiefs to the
board.' Bush dropped-hi; proposal at this time, but at-the Newport conference in
Atigust 1949 he persuaded the Joint2 Chiefs to let the RDB Chairman sit
with
them on "all appropriate occasions.""t
Acting on advice-from Ohly and Leva, Forrestal rejected Bush's draft directive and ordered a new one prepared. Completed in 24 hours, the new directive
was approved by Forrestal on 18 December in time for convening the board on

ii-

19 December?"

The revised charter stated the board's responsibilities more precisely and
vested the RDB with somewhat greater authority. On matters of "major policy"
the board could make recommendations to the Secretary of Defense; on "all
other" matters it could resolve disagreements among the departments and agencies
and make decisions having the authority of the Secretary of Defense. However, it
could not direct or control the internal administration of R&D activities of-the
services. The charter defined RDB's powers and-duties to include the following:
prepare an annual integrated master plan of research and development; allocate
among the departments and agencies of the NME responsibility for specific R&D
programs and projects of joint interest; survey R&D activities and recommend
new projects; establish methods for exchanging information on programs and
projects among NME departments and agencies; participate in coordinating the
R&D budgets of the military departments and recommend to the Secretary of
" As a practical matter, the dispute over ltrvice representation ended largely in Bush's favor.
In an apparent efort at reconciluation, the secretaries- decided to appoint an all-military dele..
oT.,
dh-ugi, thte
wcie, they scleted were not the -chiefs,
In addition to Bush, the orisinal

J+

t

membership of the RDB wa. Army, General Jacob L Devers and Maj. Gen. Henry S. Aurand;
Navy, Admiral DeWitt C Ramsey and Rear Adm, Paul -F. Lee; Air Force, General Joseph T.
McNatney and Maj. Gen. Lauretce C. Craisii.
f Despite this arttnent there is no evidence chat Buh or any other ROB Chairman ever sat
aith the JItnt Chiefs at any of their official meetingis,
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Defense the appropriate sope'" of their R&D effort; keep the Secretary of

4

Defense and the service secretaries apprised of the status of scientific research;
and, finally, promote the correlation of research and development with strategic
and logistic plans. The charter also emphasized the need for close coordination
between the RDB and the Joint Chiefs, and for keeping the chiefs informed
about new weapon systems.21
Like the Munitions Board, the RDB conducted most of its work through
committees of civilian and military personnel. Each committee dealt with a
specialized area, such as aeronautics, guided missiles, or electronics, and had
panels to study and iiake recommendations on more specific subcategories. The
committees functioned independently, set their own rules and work schedules,
and- relied heavily on the board's staff under the Executive Secretary Lawrence R.
Hafstad, a physicist who later became a vice president of General Motors in
charge of all of its research laboratories. The staff supported and coordinated the
efforts of the committees by providing secretaries for each and full services for
the board itself, including implementation of decisions. Up to the outbreak of the
Korean War in 1950, the RDB employed a full.time staff of about 250 civilians,
augmented by 1,500 part.time consultants and advisers from academic institutions, industry, and the various bureaus and research facilities of the armed forces.2'I
In December 1948 the RDB received responsibility jointly with the JCS for
overseeing the work of the newly created Weapons Systems Evaluation Group
(WSEG). A nonstatutory support agency, WSEG was "to provide rigorous,
unprejudiced and independent analyses and evaluations of present and future
weapons systems under probable future combat conditions." It was initially
expected that WSEG would become a part of the JCS organization after a year
of operations, but as the scheduled date of the transfer neared, WSEG and RDB
officials became concerned that its full subordination to JCS authority might
impair its objectivity and effectiveness. Absent any JCS objections, no final deci.
sion on a transfer was made and WSEG continued to operate under joint RDBJCS sponsorship. *21
A frequent criticism of the RDB's committee system held that it was more
efficient in improving existing weapons than in exploring the potential of new
ones. In most instances, the committees operated in tandem with their equivalent
agencies in the military services; the committee on ordnance, for example, dealt
with the appropriate ordnance-office in eAch service. The military members of
each committee normally came from these same offices and usually emphasized
0 c=z
=mr o. :me.:a-,c cvn-ern to their -- m11
individual civilian scientists of the committee might be," complained one critic,
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On the ungins and eauly ativihies of WSEG. se Chapter XIV.
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they simply could not- opete in ideas with ti competent military members"...

,

who spent their full time thinking about specific. %%capons.-":
By the tlnme Bush left tile RDB in October 19,18 there was a growing consensus among its ,nembers that the (oiniittee system was flawed. According to
General McNarnecy. an Air Force board membe~r, tile basIL defect in the commnit.
tee structure was inability to c:over tile entire field of military R&D. The problem
stemmed, in McNarney's view, from tile committees' "excessive autonomy," the
absence of uniform procedures, tile lack of an effective mechanism for correlating committee recommendations, and the apparent unwillingness of the commnittees to take tile initiative in rooting out unnecessary duplikatiou of effort. For
example, lie cited no fewer than 45 ongoing-and often redundant guided missile
projects. Lest the RDB lose sight (if objectives, McNarney strongly urged the
of closer internal administrative controls. *

•

~adoftion

Efforts to eliminate these problems yielded

few basIe changes, lIn 19,|9,

as

part of the DoD reorganization, Congress granted the board chairman, subject
to the authority vested in him by the Secretary of Defense, the power of decision
over all mlatters within tile RDB's jurisdiction. However, as with the Munitions
Board Chaiman, Secretary Johnson in September 1949 authorized the RDB
Chairman to make decisions only on those questions "on which the other membets of the Board are not unaninmus.'" At this time, acting on reconmmendations
of the Defense Management Committee, the RDB also adopted a new scheme of
organization under whih the committees still sat as advisory groups, while the
board's staff was reorganied into diviions, each having administrative responsibility, under the supervision of tileexecutive secretary, for a general area of
re.'ea
rch. "21'

succe~~~ded~io
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highcaliber leader-
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ship. Bush, an electrical engineer by training, was an extremely energetic anti

innovative administrator, a highly reseted member of the scientific community,
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and former Chairman of the Milrary Liaison Committee to the Atomic Energy
Commission."
Despite its able and talented chairmen, the RDB encountered many of the
same difficuities that plagued the Munitions Board. A major difficulty was the
long delay of the Joint Chiefs, because of their inability to agree on unified
strategic plans and requirements, in providing the strategic guidance that the
board required before it could prepare annual master R&D programs for the
whole military- establishment. Because of the JCS failure to provide timely stra.
tegic guidance, the first integrated master program did not become available
until February 1949, much too late to be used in preparing FY 1950 R&D budget
estimates. However, the next year, when a master program became available in
time, it played little part in determining which service research proposals would
be covered in the FY 1951 budget estimates. With Johnson's economy drive in
full swing and reduced budget ceilings, these budget decisions, like many others,
were largely made by the Defense Management Committee on its own separate
assessment of needs and priorities.aIn contrast to these difficulties was the RDB's success in preparing-annual
Consolidated Technical Estimates (CTEs) of the likely performance characteris.
tics, c-apabilities, and probable future availability dates of weapons. While the
first of these CTEs in 1948 covered only 3 major weapon systems and [7 tech:
nical fields of military R&D, the CTE for 1949 was more complete and remarkably accurate in its predictions. lr -onrained, in addition to a special appraisal of
atomic warfare, estimates of 15 major military operational areas, including, for
example, air defense, where it predicted the introduction of surface.to-air and
air-to-air guided missiles within the next 5 to 10 years: airborne and amphibious
warfare; and strategic air warfare." The board was especially active also in promoting and facilitating the exchange of technical information among the military
departments and developing policy for the allocation of responsibilities for
projects and facilities of interest to two or more services?2s

*
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The most important question in assessing the performance of the RDB in
these years was whether it constituted an effective mechanism for achieving, as
Bush had hoped, a "unitary program" for such a vast and complex sphere as

IL
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-ither atcAs tover d by the 1949 CTH included eihnrmenu in antiubmarine warfaredetection
%lim
rs. Ohmical and biologial warfarc. combat air support with high petfomance carrie.
baird ar1aft. intelligence, land combat, including new tanks. antitank weapims, mines, and
m,n,iet1iA'mnn uiPent; psvchological warfare activities; food, clothing, and medicine; and
a coirnbat. The board estimated that long.rinse surface-to-surfce misises would be ready for
rsting by 1956 but cautioned that their quantity production would probably not bein until
;)two
t five years after evaluation. Until then. manned bombers wo, ld remain the primary
sirategic delivery system, with all.jet medium (0-47) and ht wvy (.-2) bombers enerinS
ittvice in the early 1950%,
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military R&D. Unfortunately, it lacked the authority and organizational structure
for decisionmaking needed to coordinate effectively. Lacking authority to enforce
decisions on projects and priorities among the services and any voice in the allocation of R&D funds, the board was generally at the mercy of the services.
Overall, as General McNarney had pointed out, the board's performance gave
the appearance of being weak and diffuse and therefore elicited persistent criticism that It failed to exploit the full potential of modern science and technology
on behalf of national security:"

Nonsialutory Stafl Agencies
Almost immediately after taking office, Forrestal found himself-increasingly
faced with a flow of functional problems that did not fall within the jurisdiction
of any of the statutory staff agencies. He recognized quickly that some organizational mechanism was needed to deal with the problems, but at this early stage of
his tenure he did not consider it practical to create a permanent staff in his office
for the purpose. A possible solution was the establishment of nonstatutory bodies
comparable in form and function to the secretary's staff agencies, operating as
direct extensions of the secretary's authority. This approach appealed to Forrestal,
as he advised President Truman on 28 February 1948:
I am now considering the desirability of establishing one or more
small additional staff agencies to cover fields which are of mutual interest
to alkihe services and which do not properly fall within the jurisdiction of
the regular staff agencies. I have in mind, for example, the possibility of
taking the present joint board of the Armed Services in the field of military
personnel, of making it directly resonsible to me, and of giving it the
task of coordination and direction c - all military personnel matters. Similar
techniques might also be desirable-to insure unified direction in military
24
education and training, and in some other fields
Such an approach, at least in the areas of military personnel and medical
affairs, received the endorsement of the Eberstadt Task Force. Over the course of
time it resulted in the creation of three small nonstatutory agencies-the Person.
nel Policy Board, the Civilian Components Policy Board, and the Office of
Medical Services.

t
Z

~PERSONNEL

POLICY 1BOARD

World War II and the demobilization that followed focused sharp attention
on the human elment in the armed forces and the problems associated with
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peoplc. The postwar standing force was far larger than ever before it) peacetime
and it raised problems of rccruitment, training, and retention of ouficers and
enlisted personnel that Proved difficult to resolve. Questions of a fundamental
nature had to be answered: Should rdiance be placed on Selective Service or
UMT or on volunteers,. or on a combination of these? What incentive would be
nccded if volunteers were to be relied on? How should integration of racial
minorities and women be handled' Since many of these questions invlved issues
timmon to all of the services, they seemed to require some sort of a unified
approach and. to some extent, the development of common policies and programs.
As a rule, each service determined its own polkies and administered its own
programs, with resulting inconsistencies in practice. The creation by the two
services in 19,12 of the Army-Navy Personnel Board, renamed the Armed-Forces
Personnel Board or AFPB in 19.17. had marked the lirst step toward providing
an official forum for matters of common interest. But as an interdepartmental
body, the AFPB could only function in an advisory capacity and, in the interest
of preserving harmony, it usually avoided major, controversial issues. 5
After unification an avalanche of personnel problems soon descended on
"ISD, among them the following: the need to reform the pay structure of the
ar. -d forces to take into account existing inequities and a host of other factors;
the need for a uniform system of military justice; orientation and morale in the
services. especially in tie overseas occupation areas: recruiting practices; retirement policies, reserve forces; service housing; recreation and welfare; interchange
of personnel among the services, the officer grade structure; and the question of
participation in politics by military l)ersonnel. The National Security Act had not
provided a specific mechanism for dealing with personnel problems, and the need
for an agency with power and authority beyond that of the AFPB grew more
and more apparent.31
By tie summer of 1948 Forrestal realized that lie necded an agency in his
office to exercise greater and more effective control over personnel matters
the military establishment. However, it was not until late December,
after a frustrating six-month effort to recruit a qualified person, that he designated
Thomas R. Reid, Vice President in charge of human elations of McCormick and
Company of Baltimore, to organize and chair a Personisel Policy Board. To act
as staff director of the board, Forrestal appointed Brig. Gen. Charles "I.Lanham.
an Army officer experienced in personnel matters, That same month, in his first
annual report, Forrestal suggested statutory clatification of his powers "over a
broad range uf personnei matters.""
With help from others, Reid draited an "interim directive" for the board
which Forrestal approved on 22 February 1949. This directive described the
board's puiposes as thestudy of military and civilian personnel policies through-
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out tile NNI-, development of uniform policies, elimination of unnec:essary dupli.
nition andi ove+rlappmrg, arid placement under one authority of all intierdepart.
mental bodies con-erniml with pe~rsonnel policy matters in the NIMP together will)
the functions of suchd bixiies, Initially, this respon~sibility rested with the whole
board, comfposed of a civilian chairman arid an under or assistant secretary from
each military dopartinen. but on 11 March 19-19 Secretary Johnson transferred
the power of decision to the dwirman, thus reducing the other members to an
advisory status. Johnson reaffirmed this change i a permanent charter in August
which also spelled out in greater detail the PlB's functions-to develop policmes
for recruitment, pay and allowances, job classilication, interservice exchange and
transfer of personnel, promotions, standards of efliiency, separation and retiremnent. and recreation and welfare. With a full-time staff of approximately 35
civilians and 12 uniformed officers, the PPB was one of the smallest organiations in the NMEL
Under Chairman Reid and -his succe-ors." the PPB)was extremely active,
initiating continuing studies on such matters as military welfare and morale,
civilian and military pay, officer promotion, women in the armed forces, and
racial integration. The role of women had taken on greater importance after the
passage in June 1948 of P.L 625, which established the Women's Army Corps
(WAC), Women in the Air Force (WAF), and Women Marines as permanent
components of heir services. The Navy did not establish a separate c.omponent
but integrateti women into its ranks. In the sensitive area of racial integration, the
PPB endeavored to establish implementing guidelines for Secretary Johnsons
policy, announced on 6 April 1949.1 calling for equality of treatment and opportunity in the armed forces. The Air Force and Navy by and large made better
progress toward integration than the Army, which tended to drag its feet. In general, the board played a constructive role in furthering racial integration, but
when the Korean War erupted in June 1950 integration was still-far more policy
than practice.'"
CIVILIAN COMPONIENTS POl ICY
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Another problem that Forrestal deemed in urgent need of comprehensive
study was the place of the National Guard and other militAry reserve organizations in the combat forces of the United States. In November 1947 he constituted
the Committee on Civilian Lonponents, a six-inember interdepartmental group,
knowtalso as the "Gray Board" after its chairman, Assistant Secretary of the
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Army Gordon Gray,* and directed it to make a "comprehensive, objective, and
impartial study" of the civilian components of the armed forces.t One of the
committee's major proposals was otablishment of a permanent joint interservice
committee to make recommendations to the Secretary of Defense on "reserve
force policies and procedures of joint or common interest to the reserve forces
of all the services." " Almost a year later, Secretary Johnson constituted the
Civilian Components Policy Board as a permanent entity in his office "to develop
overall policies, coordinate and maintain surveillance over the plans, policies and
programs" relating to civilian component matters. 42 The CCPB reflected the need
oi the S"'retary of Defense for a unit that could provide him with continuing
advice and assistance or reserve affairs.
On 30 June 1948 the Gray Board submitted its report entitled "Reserve
Forces fr National Security." Forrestal released it to the public on 11 August,
earlier than originally intended, after leaks disclosed much of its contents. Some
of the report's more provocative suggestions drew sharp criticism from reserve
organizations, members of Congress, and state governors. The most controversial
finding maintained that the reserve forces, especially those of the Army and the
Air Force, needed to be streamlined under a more unified structure, with closer
ties to the active armed forces. Thus, the state-run National Guard would be
federalized and merged into a single federal reserve force for each service: the
National Guard of the United States for the Army; the United States Air Force
Reserve for the Air Force; and the Naval-Rcst-vei and the Marine Corps Reserve
under the Navy Department."3
In transmitting the report to President Truman, Forrestal stared no position
on the Gray Board findings and merely commented that it would require "weeks
of study ,.. before definite decisions can he teached." Truman wanted action on
the report deferred indefinitely, probably because of the controversial recommendation to merge the National Guard and the Organized Reserve and federalize
them. "It is a most interesting document and one that deserves a lot of study," he
told Forrestal. "but, at this~time, it is filled wtih political dynamite and during a
Presidential campaign can 4efeat its own purpose." In October 1948 Truman
issued Executive Order 10007 directing the Secretary of Defense to esablish
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he other memlier% of ihc commiitie were John Nicholas Btown, Assistant Secretary of the
Navy 1r Air. Cornelius V Whitney, Asuaitain Secretary of the Air Force;
Lt. Gen, Raymond S.
Adm William M.,Fechteler, USN: and- Brig. Gen. John P. McConnell.
McLan. USA Vitce
tThe NAvAl Reetr, composed of the Fket Reserve, Orpanived Reserve, Voluntary Resrve, and
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A!r an!dArmy Orasnircd Reserve Corp. the Rewrve Olccrs' Training Corps,; the Coat- GuAtd
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"vigorous and progressive programs' for strengthcning the Organized Reserves
and National Guard and to prepare a new report within 60 days on the actions
tkcn, along with ainy proposals for legislation or othcr measures considered
In his repor: to the President after the election, on 12 December, Forrestal

*full

A
ci

praised the Gray Btard report as the "most thorough and constructive study"
ever made of the reserve fares and urged imradiate consideration of legislation
to combine the Air National-Guard c.nd-the Air Reserve, but he reserved judg'neat on merging the comparable Army components until after further study.
Army Secretary Rovall considered fedc.alization of the National Guard unwise at
the time. The most vigorous opposition-cme from lobbyist groups, including the
National Guard Association and the Reserve Officers' Association. Subsequently,
du.ing-consideration ofa bill (1. )437) on the composition of the Army and
Air Fore, the House and -Snte Arted Services Committees both insisted on
provisions guaranteeing the Air Guard's separateidentity, 4'
In May 1949 Secrctaty Johnson established the Civilian Components Policy
Board to assist him in de.lmng with raserve affairs, including still-pending recommendations of:the Gray ft:wi.
Its final charter, iisued-on 19 August 1949,
followic.- two slightly different ea-lier versions, required the board to initiate and
coordinate plans -for the -reserve forces and to ensure that policies, plans, and
programs for these forces,-as directed-by the Secretary of Defense, were in accord
with roles, missions, and strategic plans agreed on by the JCS. The board would
make recommendations on-major policy to the Secretary of Defense and exercise
authority in other policy matters within its scope of responsibility.
Becaum, of the dclay in spelling out its functions and in finding a chairman,
the CCPB did not' begin to operate until almost three months after Johnson
announced its creation. The first chaitrman, William T. Faricy, a railroad execu.
tive from Chicago, served from 3 August 1949 until I May 1950, when he was
succeeded by another railroad executive, Edwin H. Burgess. The board consisted
of 19 ttiembers--an under or assistant secretary from each military department,
uniformed representatives of the major civilian components, and a regular officer
from each of the thtme services.t All, including the chairman, served part-time,
with meetings approximately once a month. To enable the board to function
without numerous emergency meetings, Johnson authorized the chairman on 12
Conticts did not aw- on tht
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verion, P.L. 604,

was pasnd in June 1910 and sixan by the Prident on 10 July as the "Army and Air Force
Authoiration Act P! 1949."
t Civilian componiatreptewrntation consisted of two Army National Guard offcero, two Army
Rt'egve olcers, two Naval Reerve o&er (one Naval Air). two Maine Corp Reerve
ofl~xets (one Marine Air), two -Air Natioial Guard officers, and two Air Reerve officen.
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Septcmbcr 19,19 to act between meetings on all matters other than those of

major policy."

Unlike the Gray Board, the CCPB did not make any re(oininendations for
sweeping reorgaization of civilian componen~ts. Itconcentratedl almost excltusively
on nonlegislative matters such as promotion of joint federal.state utilization of
facilities, inprovements in training, and accleration of efforts to upgrade comb t
readiness of Reserve and National Guard units. Few board reforms had time to
take full .effect prior to thc outbreak of tle Korean War, Apparently Johnson
(lid not view the CCPB as a permanent organization, for at a staff meeting in
June 1950 he expressed the hope that it would come under the Personnel Policy
Board.49 But with the war and the sudden need for more trained manpower
than the regular forces could provide, this idea was quickly abandoned.

t

OFI'ICE OPFMII)ICAL SE RVICES

The Office of Medical Services was the last of a succession of organization%
created in OSD between 1947 and 1950 to deal with various medical problems
of the armed forces. The first of these organizations, the Ad Hoc Committee on
Medical and Hospital Services, was established by Forrestal in lecember 1947
under the chairmanship of Dr. Paul R. Hawley, a retired Army major general
serving as chief medical director of the Veterans Administration. The other membets were the chief medical officers of the services.* The impetus for creation of
the Hawley Board, as it was generally referred to, came from several sourcestIle
Bureau of the Budget, which feared that the separation of the Army and Air
Force would give rise to separate and possibly duplicate medical facilities; the
private medical community, speaking through the Ameti'an Medical Association
(AMA), which had long sought a stronger voice in the medical affairs of the
armed forces; and the military departments, the Army in particular, which feared
a serious postwar shortage of doctors and dentists."
Ie immediate event that prompted IForrestal to take action was a conference in early November 1947 with representatives of the Army Medical Advisory
on the impending shortage of medical officers. As a result of this
ani other discussions that culminated in a meeting of the Committee of
Four on 25 November, Forrestal decidcd to establish the fHawley Board. He
deferred decisions on'whether to set tip a general medical advisory committee of
his own and to study the question of establishing a single medical service for
the armed forces."

*Committee

Smeeting

Mili Gen ftaymootd W. bliss, Surgeon General of the Army; ReAr Admn CA. Swanson, Chief
of IheNav-ys Bureaui of Medidne and Surgery; and Mai Ge. Makolm .C Grow, the Air
Surgeon.
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The most urgent item on thle Cooper Committee's agenda was the threatened
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committee proposed an all-out campaign to encourage voluntary seivice. With
considerable fanfare, Forrestal launched the campaign at a press, conference on
25 Fe'muary 19419. At abour this Same time hie asked the committee to con-
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sider a recommendation he had received from the JCS calling for "studies and
measures intended to produce, for the support of the three fighting services, a
completely unified and amalgamated (single) Medical Service." o"Although the
committee did not report until April, lorrestal concluded on his own and advised
Johnson before leaving office that he favored establishment of a single medical
service. The Cooper Committee, on the other hand, concluded that "it was not
feasible at this time to present the definitive organizational structure" of a unified
medical service. I-or the time being and as a first step toward unification of
medical services, the committee recommended that the Secretary of Defense
appoint a full-time director of medical services to establish and control the
medical policies and programs of the armed forces."
Johnson accepted this suggestion and in May 1949 established the Medical
Services Division, later renamed the Office of Medical Services, with a director
authorized to set and control "general policies, standards and programs for the
appropriate
agencies the
of
military departments
andJohnson
medical
servicesMilitary
of the three
the National
Establishment."
In doing so,
disregarded

.

Hawley Board recommendation to set up an agency modeled after the Personnel
Policy Board, with an-assistant secretary as a civilian deputy to the Secretary of
Defense serving as chairman. The Cooper Committee continued to function as
with
the Secretary
of Defense,
directly in
to June
reporting Finally,
an
advisory body
an all-civilian
membership.
1949-Johnson
dissolvedbutthenow
Hawley,
Board and transferred its duties to the Medical Services Division.'"
During its first year of operation, the Office of Medical Services and its
director, Dr. Richard L. Meiling,4 dealt with a variety of old and new problems.
The threat of a doctor shortage persisted, but with effects not nearly- as Serious
as predicted, thanks to a combination of factors-an increase in voluntary enlistments, more efficient utilization of personnel as a result of reforms recommended
by the Hawley Board, the use of part-time civilian consultants, and reduced service
requirrments for physicians. The office achieved considerable success in improving
the fjoD blood program, developing a uniform women's health7 program for all
of the services, and consolidating service medical publications.
In spite of its successes, the office was often the center of controversy, chiefly
because of Johnson's highly criticized hospital reduction proposals. In keeping
with his general policy of cutting expenditur ,. Johnson felt that "the medical
economy of our nation cannot support three complete and independent -military
hospital systems during a national emergency." Claiming ex:cted savings of
$25 million. Johnson-inFebruary 195 ordjrd--he
n
30
18
military hospitals with some 8,000 beds."
'*"
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Dr. Rskymond 0. Alkn served only the first three month asDiretor and wits succedead by his
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This proposal, following the earlier recommendations of the Hawley Board,*
affected veterans and dependents more than it did active duty servicemen. Critics
questioned both the wisdom of Johnson's decision and his figures; in the spring
of 1950 a congressional panel headed by Rep. L Mendel Rivers (S.C.) of the
House Armed Services Committee launched an investigation. The resitlting
publiuty reflected adversely on Meiling and his staff and added fuel to accusations, following the outbreak of the Korean War, that Johnson's policies had
diminished the nation's ability to meet an emergency. a" In any case, with the
onset of hostilities, the need for hospitals increased and few in fact were closed.

The Military Li4ison Committee
In a different status from the other OSD staff agencies was the Military
Liaison Committee, created along with the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
by the Atomic Energy Act of 1946. Operating as part of the military rather thanas an agency of the AEC, by law the Military L.iaison Committee served as the
commission's principal adviser on the military application of atomic energy.
Accordingly, the AEC had the duty to "advise and consult with the Committee
on all atomic energy matters which the Committee deems to relate to military
applications, including the development, manufacture, use and storage of bombs,
the allocation of fissionable material for military research, and the control of
information relating to the manufacture or utilization of atomic weapons." "
On 17 January 1947 the Secretaries of War and Navy approved a charter
for the MI.C that listed the committee's statutory functions and set its membership at six, three each from the Army and Navy, with the senior in rank, Lt. Gen.
Lewis H. Brereton, USA, designated as Chairman. The charter provided that
MLC members should serve as the military members of the Atomic Energy
Committee of the Joint Research and Development Board. It also authorized the
MLC to form consultative committees and panels, to establish a permanent
secretariat, and to promulgate additional rules of procedure and administration."
Also in January 1947 the Secretaries of War and Navy established the
Armed Forces Special Weapons Project (AFSWP), an interservice organization
reporting directly to the Army and Navy. Broadly speaking, AFSWP was the
agency that succeeded to the military functions of the Manhattan Engineer District (MED). The initial purpose behlnd the creation of AFSWP was to providean interservice agency "fully and completely responsible within the Military
Establishment for all aspects of atomic warfare short of operational and technical
In Fcbruary 1949, responding to Howky Board recommenrdaiono, Forrestal had ordered the
closing of three Oneral hospitals and other reductins in medical facilitie.
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command of the field use of atomic weapons." In actual practice, however,
AFSWP exercised a more limited role. The first chief, Maj. Gen. Leslie R.
Groves, former Director of the MED, objected to the generalized description of
his duties and sought more specific authority. After lengthy negotiations, Groves
and the JCS agreed to a revised directive, issued in July 1947, that narrowed the
scope of AFSWP functions to those of a technical agency concerned mainly with
training troops in the handling and assembly of atomic weapons."
Although the National Security Act of 1947 had no direct effect on MLC
functions and responsibilities, it became apparent that changes would have to be
made in MLC's organization and that lines of authority needed adjustment.
Strained AEC-MLC relations at the time over such questions as military access
to classified atomic energy data and the custody of nuclear weapons added to the
pressures for change.* Although matters of policy were certainly uppermost, it
was also obvious that personalities were involved and that the AEC wanted
Brereton replaced by a civilian to assure closer civilian control of atomic matters
within the NME. Forrstal accepted the idea of a civilian chairman, but he had
the impression that the overall relationship was "avery unhappy one" and passed
on to one AEC member the MLC view that "contrary to the public statements ...
as to cooperation, we were actually getting none." 6
To help improve matters, Forrestal asked his staff for a study of the military
organization for atomic energy. The report, submitted in January 1948, recommended that AFSWP be abolished and its functions assumed by the three services.
The MLC as a statutory body should be reconstituted as a staff agency under the
Secretary of Defense, with a chairman appointed by the secretary and two representatives from each military department, and given full authority to deal with
the AEC on behalf of the entire NME
At a special meeting of the Committee of Four on 25 February 1948,
Forrestal made it clear that he intended to accept the recommendation to place
the MLC under the Secretary of Defense. As a first step he proposed to replace
Brereton as MLC Chairman with a "top-level civilian.' The service secretaries
did not object to losing control of the MLC, but Navy Secretary Sullivan had
earlier opposed any alteration in the organizational status of AFSWP, arguing
that it should continue as a joint agency in the interests of interservice collabottion. The meeting ended with a consensus to reorganize and strengthen the MLC
but to give further study to AFSWP's future."
On 26 March 1948 Forrestal approved a revised MLC charter, effective
-
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April, which affirmed- that AFSWP would continue to operate "as presently
constituted," i.e., as a separate organization. Otherwise, the charter made substantial changes. The MIC would have a chairman appointed by the Secretary
sechapler XV.
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of Defense and two members from each military department. Although it could
not direct or control- the administration of atomic energy activities within any of
the military departments, the MLC now had the authority to exercise, on behalf
of the entire NME, the authority conferred by the Atomic Energy Act, including
surveying the nation's overall atomic military requirements and recommending
allocation of responsibility for the conduct of military atomic energy activities."
To head the reconstituted committee, Forrestal named Donald F. Carpenter,
a vice president of Remington Arms, who replaced Brereton on 8 April 1948.
In addition to his duties as MLC Chairman, Carpenter served as "personal advisor
and deputy" to the Secretary of Defense, in which capacity Forrestal authorized
him "to make final decisions on all questions, except those of major policy,
which fall within the jurisdiction of the Military Liaison Committee." Orally,
Forrestal instrnicted Carpenter that one of his first efforts should be to improve
AEC-MLC relations. But despite the presence of a civilian chairman, the committee failed to establish a close and cordial working relationship with AEC
"It was said, and with some truth," Carpenter recalled, "that members of the
A.E.C thought all military officers were damn fools and officers thought all
A.EC people were damn crooks. This was an exaggeration, of course, but still
there were strong feelings." m

"

When Carpenter became Chairman of the Munitions Board in September
1948, he recommended William Webster as his successor to head the MLC. A

graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy, Webster also held a degree in engineering
from the Mainachusetts Institute of Technology and had previously served as a
consultant to the AEC and as Chairman of the JRDB's Atomic Energy Com.

mittee. When Webster resigned in October 1949, Secretary Johnson named
Robert LeBaron as Chairman, a post he held until August 1954. A research
chemist, LeBaron had studied nuclear physics in Paris with Madame Mari, Curie
after World War L"

In May 1949 Johnson asked Congress to amend the Atomic Energy Act,
matking the post of MLC Chairman a presidential appointment, with the same
Salatry and status as the Chairman of the RDB or Munitions Board; he urged that
the position be open only to civilians. The Joint Chiefs recommended that Con-

gren make the appointment of a civilian permissive rather than mandatory.
Congress adopted the JCS position in the resulting legislation (P.L 347),

approved on II October 1949 as the Military Lisiso Amendment to the Atomic

j

Energy Act.41
Bccaue A the highly secret and sensitive nature of its work, the MLC
rarely received public notice. A small organization with a support staf of about
20, it operated in an extremely technical and specialized field, surrounded by
tight security. As an advisory body, it paricipated actively in tlx debates on a
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number of controversial issues, such as who should have custody of atomic
weapons, development of the H-bomb, and determination of levels of production
of fissionable materials. At other times, given the composition of its membership
and its responsibility for allocating certain functions and duties, the MLC became
a battleground for intservice rivalries. But in dealing with the AEC, committee members invariably joined ranks to present a common front.*
Unlike most of the other staff agencies, the MLC possessed considerable
freedom to act independently and was therefore often more responsive and effective in resolving questions and initiating projects. This freedom to act derived
largely from two sources-the high degree of confidence that both Forresal and
Johnson had in the committee, and the broad interpretation the MLC applied to
its statutory obligation to review AEC activities dealing with "military applications." The committee felt that it had an obligation to monitor the entire atomic
energy field, including procurement of raw materials; weapon research, development, and production; combat readiness for atomic warfare; and the status of the
nuclear stockpile."0 At a time when the military's familiarity with these matters
remained severely limited, the MLC was often the only military agency capable
of assessing whether military needs were being met.

Despite differences in origin, size, composition, and duties, the staff agencies
had one thing in common--they were essentially interservice committees that
reported to and served under the direct authority of the Secretary of Defense. As
such, they were an extension of his immediate office-under OSD but not in
OSD. This rather unique arrangement had both advantages and drawbacks. In
providing necessary staff support, the staff agencies gave Forresal and Jolnson
a mechanism for addressing many of the technical matters that officials in OSD
were not equipped, organized, or trained to handle. But if this was the theory,
it was not always the fact, owing to constant internal and external pressures that
often deflected these agencies from their purpose and detracted from their

effectiveness.

The principal flaw in the staff agency concept was its reliance on voluntary
cooperation, a carryover from before unification, when joint boards and joint
committees had coordinated many common War and Navy Department activities.
But unlike the relatively cooperative elations that characterized the war years,
the postwar period was rife with dissension among the services, owing to com-

petition for limited funds and comenton o'cr role- and miiCns and a hos of
other controversial questions. The opportunities for differences of interest and

44

opinion and for prolonged debate thus became considerable. The debilitating
MLC activite, me dhcuwd in i.bet dI in-C.,sr XV.
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effects manifested themselves quickly and led Forrestal and Johnson to realize
that some of the boards and committees would have to give way to another form
of organization.
Logically, that new organization would entail a change from the staff agency
system to the staff office under a single head responsible to the Secretary of
Defense. For all practical purposes, this was what Forrestal had in mind when
he reconstituted the MLC in 1948, making the MLC Chairman his adviser and
deputy for atomic energy matters. The nonstatutory agencies--the Personnel
Policy Board, the Civilian Components Policy Board, and the Office of Medical
Services-had chairmen of corresponding rank and status from the very beginning. The 1949 amendments extended the principle to the Munitions Board and
the RDB; eventually both became staff offices at the assistant secretary of
defense level.
For the staff agencies, as for the rest of the military establishment after
unification, the underlying issue was centralization versus decentralization of
power and authority-whether OSD or the services would have the ultimate
voice in deciding and directing policies. Having operated independently for so
many years, the services had developed traditions and procedures that in many
instances clashed with the goals of unification. Under the War and Navy Depa-rt4
ments, the civilian element at the top had rarely been able to lominate the
professional soldiers who ordered the affairs of the services. OSD was different.
It had power and received more as the years went by. As civilian authority grew,
so too did the likelihood that military and civilian officials would come into conflict. The staff agencies, where these tensions often converged, became arenas in
which battles for power and, influence were joined repeatedly. But obviously
there also existed t reservoir of common sense, joint responsibility, and goodwill
on the part of all involved, permitting constructive organizational change where
clearly warranted and leading to creative accomplishments.
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OSD and the National Security Structure

Although itself a mighty empire, the National Mili ry -IEblishmen with
OSD at its head, was only one element of the new national security structure

and had to function within the larger framework, which included both existing
and newly created components. The State Department had been a key component
of the structure from the beginning of the Republic. The Joint Chiefs of Staff,

in existence since 1942, received statutory status in 1947. Although part of the

'

:

*

NME and responsible to the Secretary of Defense, the JCS also constituted the
highest professional military body in the overall security structure and had
renspoibilities beyond the NME, notably to the President. The other major
elements-the National Security Council, the National Security Resources Board,
and the Central Intelligence Agency-were all created by the 1947 legislation.
Making OSD and NME work was sufficientchallenge in itself, but they had also
to mesh with these other parts of the national security organiation. As a principal architect of the new structure, and designated-by law as "the principal usis.
tant to the President in all matters relating to the national security," Forrestal
felt he had a special responsibility for seeing that it operated effectively.
From the beginning, Forrestal stressed the importance of OSD establishing
sound working relationships with and contributing to the effective operation of
the entire defense structure. These relationships expanded and grew more complex as time went on. In many instances, old ties, based on separate War and
Navy Departments, had to be redefined or adjusted to accord with the realities
of a unified military establishment. uch adjustments wer seldom easy, and
they did not always result in good working relftions between the defense establishment and agencies outide the Pentaon.
In these external relationships, Foresl and Johnson both played active
117
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and highly visible personal roles. Forestal remarked that "there arc tasks which
I cannot escape if the machinery, as set up under the Act, is to function," ' but
given their wide.ranging duties, he and Johnson found it increasingly necessary
to dclcgate to their staffs responsibilities for handling external relations. This led
to a pattern of interdepartmental and interagency associations and working
arrangements that further centralized administration of the military in OSD.

The Nationsl Seciriy Council

,.,

The Secretary of Defense had to look firs: to his relationship with the Presi.
dent, in whom resided ultimate responsibility for protection of the nation's
security. During the initial years of the new defense establishment, secretaries of
defense sought-to define their role and position in relation to the President and
other elements of the national security structure. The President, too, had to
define his relationships with such new agencies as the NSRB, CIA, NME,
and particularly the NSC. But in Harry Truman's day, the authority and importance of the Chief Executive came to be epitomized in a single, brief sentence,
engraved on a sign that sat atop his Oval Office desk: "The buck stops here."
Within-the new structure the National Security Council stood at the summit
as the President's chief policy advisory body. The idea for such a body first
emerged formally in the 1945 Eberstadt Report; Forrestal had quickly endorsed
it as an essential element of any future national security organization. Some
viewed it as being akin to Britain's closely knit Committee on Imperial Defence.'
Forrestal had argued in 1944 that without such an entity to formulate and
oversee policy, "we should not be able to deal with the problems and relation.
ships arising during the postwar period." Truman initially saw no need for
such a council, but as the unification debate progressed his attitude changed.
Although circumstantial, the evidence suggests strongly that Truman accepted
the NSC to placate-Forrestal and to eliminate grounds for the Navy's opposition
to unification.4
h
The 1947 act charged the NSC "to advise the President with respect to the
integration of domestic, foreign, and military policies relating to the national
aecurity" and "to "us and appraise the objectives, commitments, and risks of
the United States in relation to our actual and potential military power and to
~make recomrm" rek's to the Pree-idern ,'a-the - c-.n,.:
om." Members.ip i,'cludad
the President; the Secretaries of State, Defense, and the three military departments: and the Chairman of the National Security Resources Board. The President could also name as members, subject to Senate approval, other officials designated in the act. The Director of Central Intelligence was to advise and make
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recommendations to the NSC on intelligence activities. The 1949 amendments
to the National Security Act removed the service secretaries from membership,
added the Vice President, and designated the Joint Chiefs of Staff as the council's
"principal military advisers."
As first Executive Secretary of the NSC, President Truman appointed Rear
Adm. Sidney W. Souers (USNR), who before the war had been a successful
businessman in St. Louis. A reserve officer, Souers spent the latter part of World
War 11 in the Office of Naval Intelligence and afterwards became the Director
of Central Intelligence," a post he held from January to June 1946. As Executive Secretary,t Souers served chiefly in a coordinating capacity and, at times,
as Truman's adviser on intelligence matters. "In fact," recalled one White House
aide, "President Truman used Souers primarily as his liaison with the intelligence
community. He used to refer to Souers as his intelligence man and, frequently,
as his 'cloak-and-dagger' man." John Ohly remembered Souers as playing a more
significant role, noting "he exercised great influence in getting the NSC under
way and in facilitating its function." ' When Souers resigned in January 1950,
his assistant, James F. Lay, Jr., who, like Souers, had close ties with the intelligence community, succeeded him.
At the outset, the NSC staff, under the executive secretary, consisted mainly
of junior level military and foreign service officers who rotated on a "loan" basis
from their departments. NSC consideration of a problem customarily involved
three stages, beginning with preparation of a paper, usually by the NSC staff or
the State Department's Policy Planning Staff. Then an interdepartmental group
of senior advisers or "consultants" would comment and make recommendations
on the papers. The third stage was formal council discussion, followed by subminion of adopted papers to the President for his approval and instructions on
implementation. Rarely did Truman voice objections to or turn down the
council's advice.
On certain occasions, such as periods of acute tension during the Berlin
blockade of 1948-49 and the threatened Chinese Communist attack on the U.S.
naval base at Tsingtao in the fall of 1948, the NSC became involved in almost
day-to-day consideration of the crises.* But most of the time it dealt with matters
of long-range importance. Matters that reached the NSC fell broadly into
four
catgories: (I) -U.S. policy relating to a country or geographic am; (2) policy
relating to broad functional areas, such as foreign trade, mobilization, or atomic

energy; (3) questions of organization and procedure pertaining to NSC operations, foreign intelligence, and internal security; and (4) basic national security
.
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policy.' Forrestal thought the last
category deserved the council's closest atten.
tion. "It seems to me," he argued,

A .kil

that our policy with respect to particular countries must take into account
out interests throughout the world and-our ability, as a pratical matter,

both from an economic and a military standpoint, to protect these various
interests. In my opinion it is abundantly clear that priorities must be essblished, and this cannot be done rationally in the absence of a definitive
world policy.'0
Forrestal looked on the NSC not only as an advisory body but as a fat.finding agency, charged with identifying problem areas for the President's consideration." Once the President had settled on a particular policy, NSC woula
assume responsibility for its coordination and execution. Forrestal presumed
(correctly, as it turned out) that the President would seldom attend NSC meetings and that the major burden of followup would fall on the Secretry of
Defense in his capacity as the President's "principal assistant ... in all matters
relating to national security." 11The NSC, as Forrestal viewed it, would call
matters to the President's attention and propose policies for his decision. Souers
would serve as the "buckle" between State and NME, an indispensable coordinating role according to Forrestl"
While maintaining a rather narrow view of the NSCs role, Truman eventually ccnceded that it was "a badly needed new facility." Inhis memoirs he criticized both Forrestal and Johnson for trying to turn the NSC into "an operating
super-cabinet on the British model," a charge probably meant to apply more to
Forrestal than Johnson.4 Truman set forth the council's role in a nsemorandum
he issued to council members in July 1948:
Council does not determine policy or supervise operations, except for
its responsibility for general direction of the Central Intelligence Agency.
Nor isit an implementing agency, since-execution and administration are
the responsibility of the respective -executive departments and agencies.
The Council's function is to formulate-national security policy for the consideration of the President. With complete freedom to accept, reject and
amend the Council's advice and to consuh with other members of his
official family, it is the prerogative of the President to determine such
policy and enforce it. The Council serves as a channel for collective advice
and information to the President regarding the nan;oal security, which is a
coherent and dicrete part of the President's total responsibilities. There.
as an agency primarily useful to the President, the Council considers
only matters requiring his attention. It avoids matters concerning interdepartmental coordination of operations or supervision of interdepart-
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mental committees created for that purpose, except in the field of co.
ordination of intelligence operations for which the Council is legally
rcsponsible.

A

Truman chose not to paricipate regularly in the NSC's deliberations, attending-fewer than a dozen of its 57 formal meetings prior to the Korean emergency.
According to James Lay, the "president's decision not to attend the NSC meetings was b&sed, first, upon his concern that discussion might be terminated prematurely by any expression of his own views and, second, upon his conviction
that by not attending he could best preserve his full freedom of action with
respect to NSC policy recommendatiors."i
Forrestal, feeling a special responsibility for seeing that the council functioned effectively, sought to fill
some of the vacuum crted by Truman's early
unwillingness to become personally involved in NSC operations. From his daily
relations with Forresal on NSC and politico-military matters, John Ohly retained
vivid recollections of the secretary's role:
He certainly felt a strong obligation to have the Council used for the
policy-developing role that he believed it could assist, and while ...his
office
took very little direct put in the preparation of NSC papers, a very
large portion of the policy papers that came out of the Council had their
origin in requests for the development of policies that emanated from him
or his office-most frequently in the form of memoranda to the Executive
Secretary suggesting or requesting the preparation of a national policy on
a prticular country, are, or other subject, but sometime in the form of
an oral request on his part to the Executive Secretary and sometimes in the
form of requests to one of the departments! secretries to pepare and submit directly to the Council a papa suggesting the-need for a policy papar.
Especially in the first
year, he repeatedly turned to the Council whenever

Sthem

he
felt that there
within
thewhich
militay
etablishment
development
of a wassaneed
national policy
within
militay
p
ing for
and the4
op.
erations might So forwar He also took very seriously his responsibility as
a Council member to contribute to the Council's discussions, and he was
regularly briefed by Blum and often by Gruenther before attending Council
meetings. He considered himself a kind of catalyst to make the Council
operate and he was contimmlly asking to be brought up to dae on where
particular matters referred to the Council stood. He saw a great deal of
Souer, specialy in thefirst month, and iuwn was in daily atact with
Sours and I frequM
was too; and Souers would Sometimes pour out
his troubles in getting the State DMpartment to move on requests put to
for the initi development of a policy pape whose preparation
Forrestal had sparked by a request to the CounciL He oftm used War
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Council and Committee of Secretaries meetings us an occasion to discuss4
matters that were to come before the Council, in a sense, though not for.
mally in most instances, as a means of developing a coordinated military
establishment position; moreover, War Council discussions sometimes resulted in a decision on his part to ask, or have one of his servkce secretaries
ask, the NSC to take up a subject"

-i

In 1949 a combination of factors--Secretary Johnson's desire to exercise
closer control over politico-military affairs, his disinclination to use the War
Council to consider such matters, and the elimination of the secretaries of the
military depiartments from NSC membership-led to a restructuring of 051)NSC relationships. Desiring to establish close working-level contact, Johnson in
April named General Gruenther, Director of the joint Staff, as his consultant to
the NSC General Burns succeeded Gruenther in the NSC role four months later.

Burns selected and assigned Defense representatives to the NSC staff, including
one uniformed officer as the official DoD member and three additional officers,
one from each service, as Defense "advisers" to the NSC1.'
Although the 1949 amendments had stripped the service secretaries of their
NSC membership, one or more of thenm usually accompanied Johnson to council
meetings,* In addition, one or more of the joint Chiefs usually -attended,- as did
a number of other officials by special White House invitation or at the request
of NSC members. 'With so many people participating, staff coordination and the
reconciliation of divergent views becamve increaingly difficult. Conequently the
council was preparing fewer and fewer papers for the President's consideration.1 '
In July 1950 Truman took several steps to remedy this situation. He limited
attendance at NSC meetings to statutory members, statutory advisers, and a few
designated officials, including Secretary of the Treasury John W. Snyder and
White House Special Assistant W. Averell Harriman. He also-restricted attendance from the joint Chiefs -to the Chairman, General Bradley. Further, the
president ordered the creation of a senior NSC stafY, comp~'sd of a ranking representative of each NCmember and of the JCS. "snew group assumed responsibility for projects formerly handled by ad hoc committees and provided highlevel continuous staff support.
Thus, as the Korean emergency unfolded, st" were in progres to improve
the operational efficiency of the NSC, an indication of Truman's increasing
relionre nn the council. ln-hsct, ifter? T---!,'900 NSC dclicradons us i-Parr of
the policy process appeared to be a more useful tool for the president than previously. Yet the NSC itself could not determine- national policy, for that preroga.
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tivc belonged to the President Rather, in Truman's words, it served solely ats "a

place for recommendations to be worked out.",21
Although the NSC-concentrated primarily on foreign and defenK policy, it
occasionally became involved in matters having important domestic consequence,
such as internal security. Among his first mjor NSC initiatives and indicative of
the broad central role hc thought the council should anume, Forrestl in March
1948 proposed an invdtigttor of i
ntesecurity
onal
procedures becae, a he put
it, of theabsence of "t urint.at ther
i sufficient coordination of security
functions btweenal inereted department and agencdoesml's initiative
led to the preparation, with the
uistnce
oi the Federal Bureau of-nvesiti

--

(FBI), of a report (NSC 17) in June 1948 which concluded that the "United
Sta*s is not adequately secure internally at-the present time" and.recommnended
the appointment of a special assistant to- advise the council on internal security
policy. But after the Justice Department and others raised questions about the
powers and duties of the proposed speciat assistant, the NSC deferred action and
asked the State-Army-Navy-Air Force- Cotdinating Committee to look into
the mattm.'
Forrestal continued to view internal security as lax and urged the prompt
adoprion-of appropriate countermeasures. Meanwhile, SANACC and the Justice
Department, the latter intent on protecting the interests of the FBI, became
involved in a time-consuming-exchange of views. Alarmed by the delay, Forremal
in October went to the President. who ordered Souers to place the subject on
the NSC agenda." Even to, the matter dragged-on for another four months, until
1949, when Forrestil, Attorney General Tom Clark, and FBI Director
J. Edgar Hoover arrived at a compromise that divided internal security rtespoibilities between two groups--h Interdepartmental Intelligence Committee
(1IC), crated in 1939 and chaired by the FBI, and the Interdepartmental Comrmittee on Internal Security (ICIS), a new body composed of representatives from
State, Treasury, Justice, and the NME. The IIC would coordinate investigations
of domesic espionage, counteespionage, sabotage, subversion, and intelligence
matters relating to internal security, while the ICIS would control overall noninvestigatory internal security matters. The NSC appointed an observer to sit on
both committees, but beyond this and the review of periodic reports the council

-

-February

made no effort to become directly involved-in the activities of either body.2'

f
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Re~vjionjuwh the State Deparimunt
Although Forrestal accorded the NSC the prime position in his conception
of the new structure ordained by the National Security Act, direct dealings
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between State and Defense became increasingly important and extensive. Frequenc direct communication between the secretaries of the two departments
lessened the NSC's burden and facilitated action in situations demanding immediate decisions or recommendations. These exchanges became an integral part of
the policy process and clearly demonstrated that the union of "foreign policy"
and "defense policy" had begotten what henceforth would be known as "national
security policy."
Military participation in the conduct of foreign policy had increased enormously during World War 11and its turbulent aftermath, raising questions in
the State Department about its own constitutional and traditional prerogatives
to conduct foreign policy. The extensive range of business between the military
establishment and State was of the highest policy significance, including such
matters as foreign economic affairs; export controls; atomic energy issues; regulation of armaments; the occupation of Japan, Germany, Austria, and Korea;
foreign military assistance; base, overflight, and refueling rights in foreign coun-tries; and U.S. participation in international organizations.
The dvent of the National Security Council affected relations between the
military establishment and State. The role and responsibilities of the NSC
remained unclear during 1947, and State appeared reluctant to use it as a principal forum for considering national security policy. ForreItal's enthusiastic
efforts to make the NSC a strong policymaking-body that could provide guidance
to the JCS and the military services no doubt impressed some State Department
officials as an effort to inject the NME into the making of foreign policy. Some of
these officials may well have regarded the NSC as a potential intruder on the
departments foreign policy prerogatives. Fortunately, relations between Focrestal
and the top leaders of the Stare Department-Marshall and Lovett-*,re good,
and gradually mutual suspicion between the two departments diminished as the
NSC began to operate in ways useful to both-State and the NME.
While serving as Secretary of the Navy Forrestal had necessarily developed
a close interest in foreign affairs. As Secretary of Defense, he took note of and_
expressed his views on almost all issues with politico-military implications,
Because of Forrestal's frequent and obvious involvement, critics sometimes
accused him of trying to "horn in" on the State Department's work and even of
trying to take over the making of foreign policy, a charge Forrestal consistently
denied. Concerning his relationship with the State Department, he wrote:
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their business I do nor interfere. The military establishment exists to
support the objectives set by the Secretary of State and approved by the
President. Wha thuse objectives may be is not for me to say. It is My job
see to it that our military potential is equal to the requirements of
.
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?.

those objectives-in other words, to insure that our policy does not outstrip out power?"
Forrestal's effort to downplay his role seem in retrospect not especially
convincing. He personally handled much of NME's busines with the State
Department throughout his tenure Initially, he ind Secretary of State Marshall
considered meeting regularly as the Committee of Two, in much the same fashion
as the Secretaries of State, War, snd Navy-had met during andl after the war as
the Committee of Threm The committee might include Admiral Souent -as in
ex officio member, and the secretries of the military departments would be
invited to attend when-considered appropriate. But after only two meetings, the

second on 3 November 1947, the Committee of Two quietly ceased to exist,
perhaps because the NSC had begun to take hold and possibly because the service
T
secrentries voiced resetent over their exclusion." Thereafter Marshall and
Forrstl conducted their regular business either directly or st meetings of the
Cabinet anid the NSC

,

Bcaue Marshall was away frequently from Washingtont on busines for

-'

weeks at a time, Forrearal-often dealt with Under Secretary of State Robert A.
Lovett, who was probably more responsible thin anyone else for minimizing

'

coptiion.

epronalycandead muapct o NMeat businasecwit theqState-

personal frictions in relations between the NME and State. According to one
account, Lovett was perhaps Forretal's "moot trusted friend" in Washington.

Loveta sered as a naval airman during -World War 1,and then, following a

carer similar to For-tl's, he joined-the investment brking houe of Brown
:Brothers,

•the

Harriman in 1921. Through Forrestal in 1940 he met Assistat Secretary of War Patterson, who persuaded him to come to Wshington as anadie
to the Army on air procurement. As Assistant Secretary of War for Air from

i

1941-to 1945, loviet played a key part in the vast and successful expansion of

.ql'

'

Army Air Forces. After little
more then a year back inprivae bnkng,he
returned to public s-rvOe when Marshall became Secretary of State in 1947.
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views between the State Deprtment and the military services on "matters of

:

interdepartmental interest," In October 1947 SWNCC became the State-Army!
Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee (SANACC), with the addition of an
Air Force member and in OSD "observer." By the time SWNCC became
SANACC, its organization hod become large and complex, with a secretariat, 10
standing committees, and 9 ad hoc subcommittees. Its principal function, consuming roughly 60 percent of its effort, was to coordinate policy for "occupied

%
,

arma," but it also dealt with such matters as-psycholog"ic warfare, foreign mill.
t assistance, international conferences, dissemination of foreign policy information, release of military information to foreign governments, industrial and
technological security, and petroleum reserves in South America."
Creation of the NSC raised the question of whether SANACC should
remain in existence. Forrestal tended to view it as an anachronism -and anticipated that the NSC gradually would assume its functions. Also, according to
Ohly, Forrestal was wary-of entrusting policy formulation to "the bowels of
some sub-committee at the 6th echelon down." But-after receiving-the results of
he ordered early in 1948, Forrestal recommended to the
study of-SANACC
's
Presidentorn
28 February 1948 that SANACC he"preserved and incorporated
into the NSC structure."
Aftr inconclusive discussions within the War Council and Ixetwen State
&Md Defense, the NSC in August 1948 agreed that SANACC would continue
to operate for six more months, in effect as an NSC subcommurittee. It would no
ereaio1
paper haveor
is jurisdiction
^gnitisonbecmelares
a joint responsibility
became woit
over occupied areas;andthisromplex,
IonWge
of the Army and State Department. It was also prohibited from dealing with.
other matter of limited interest that could be coordinated more expeditiously
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directly between departments."

On his departure from office- Forrestal left behind a recommendation that
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~ ~Johnson seek a prompt resolution of SANACC's future. Johnson opposed
~SANACCs request for another six-month extension and reconmmended

i

!-

SANqAC's-dinolun, noting that it had met only twice and acted on only 10

~papers ince the previous August. In June 1949 the NSC adopted Johnson's
~ ~~~recommendation and the president approved it."During Forrestal's tenure, even before SANACCs disappearnce, the day-tocoordination of foreign policy/matters, other thn thoe the secretary handled
cam under Ohly's office. Occasionally Ohly's principal assistant,
l~~~An-ert Plumr. or onomher m..isimm, N iieb Halsby, would draft- bsckgteund
~position papers for Forreiai's information. But initially Ohly's staff was so small
hat ithada itcould do simply monitoring progress on
so
and spread tnth
con.
mtnce of such matters. As .rule,
inthe sub
without ordinarily involving itself
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work substantive in nature, requirin the development of recommendations or a
response to a particular problem, was "farmed out" to the Joint Chiefs, the
services, or one of OSD's staff agencies. Later, the addition of well.qualificd
civilian and military personnel permitted Ohly's office to become more deeply
involved in substantive issues such as NATO and MDAP.
A principal organizational weakness continued to be the absence of any
single point of contact where State Department officials other than Marshall and
Lovett could elicit a prompt, fully coordinated statement of the NME position-.'
As early as October 1947 Deputy Under Secretary Dean Rusk and others at
State began complaining to Ohly about having to deal with as many as four or
fivc offices in the NME. With the complaints multiplying, Ohly in July 1948
suggested to Forrestal the need for closer coordination by OSD of politicomilitary affairs within the NMEI" But with the amendments to the National
Security Act taking priority, Ohly's recommendation received substantial but
3
inconclusive consideration at this time. 5
Toward the end of Forrestal's administration, several development-the
impending signing of the North Atlantic Treaty, planning for a worldwide military assistance program, and the increased obligations that these undertakings
appeared likely to entail-made more urgent efforts to provide for closer coordination by OSD of all politico-military affairs within the NME and to establish
clear lines of communication between- the NME and State. Further impetus for
such action resulted from a change of leadership in the State Department in
January 1949, when Dean Acheson succeeded Marshall and James E. Webb,
former Director of the Budget, replaced Lovett. As previous head of the BoB,
Webb had extensive experience in organizational matters; after joining the State
Department he assembled an ad hoc Sate-NME committee composed of Blum,
General Allen
of theof Joint Staff, and Assistant Secretary of State Charles IL
Chairman
SANACC, to study improvement of State-NME coordination. Although the results of this investigation were tentative, by the time
Johnson succeeded Forrestal in March 1949 State and the Pentagon had agreed
on the need for a high-level office in OSD with "very broad powers" to coordinate
foreign affairs for the military;"
Shortly after rakiing office, Johnson initiated his own study of this question,
with discussion focusing on whether-principal responsibility for politko-military
matters should be vested in OSD or the JCSVS Johnson decided to have it in his
nffre an.d, ;n fp , wanted virtually all ha 1mwith Stare under hi directuner.
Over the course of the next several months he moved policy responsl-AX
bility for occupied areas from the Army to OSD, ordered his immediate staff to
monitor all correspondence between the services and the State Department, and
set up a State Liaison Section to act as the "central point" for all communications
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with State other than those involving intclligcnce and similarly sensitive
mnatters.'5 Finally, in November 1949 he regrouped all politico-military functions
under General Burns and named him Assistant to the Secretary of Defense
(Foreign Military Affairs and Military Assistance).*
Since the State Department had been urging centralized OSD control and
management of politico-military affairs for some time, it should have been
pleased with Johnson's organizational moves, But in fact, State reacted adversely,
charging Johnson with attempting to stifle State Department access to the mili.
tary and thereby thwart the effectiven.ss of Secretary Acheson. Throughoui
Johnson's tenure reports appeared frequently in the press of an Acheson-Johnson
"feud" that went beyondilegitimate disagreements over policy and involved conflicts of personality. Such reports apparently had some foundation. "In Johnson's
day," Lcva recalled,
it was a whechng.dealmng fighting operation. Having fought -his way from
Clarksburg, West Virginia, to his law firm in Charleston, to his law firm
in Washington, and having Dean Acheson, the very patrician -son of the
Bishop of Connecticut,looking down his nose at any normal human being
like Louis Johnson ...

I think Johnson resented him, ...

Johnson thought

he had a pretty good set of intellectual equipment, and you really could
never talk to Dean Acheson for long without gctting a put-down feelinga
Johnson consistently dwnplaycd stories of a feud, calling them "cockeyed
reports," and never commented publicly on the matter after leaving office. On the
other hand, in his memoirs Acheson recorded vivid recollections of Johnson's
behavior and attributed the turbulent state of their relations,ip to Johnson.'s
being "mentally ill." "His conduct," Acheson insisted, "became too outrageous to
be explained by mere cussedness. It did not surprise me when some years later
he underwent a brain operation." to
Whatever the sources of friction, the Acheson-Johnson feud placed severe
strains on State-Defense relations. Though ostensibly intended to streamline
coordination and make it more manageable, the Johnson order greatly reduced
effective "Indiin level" contacts between State and Defense. According to Paul IL
Nitze, who became Director of the Policy 7 lanning Staff at State in January
1950, the results were "irritating and time-consuming discussions" that generally
slowed the processing of policy papers meant for the NSCt It proved quite
impractical fcr Johnson's office, through Burns, to monitor all aspects of StateDcfeci5c rctatiun-, and tW.AbidttAiy e:ei. itfU6 W.on,:dcd, as mUCh. In thc 5Pri,.
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t Accotding to Ohly, relations between State and Defense on MDAP matters did nix sem to
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of 1950, for instance, he restored policy responsibility for occupied areas to the
Army.' But otherwise, his general policy remained officially intact until the
Korean War compelled a reassessment and some loosening of restrictions."

The National Security Resources Board

--

Both Forrestal and Johnson through personal experience in the field understood the importance of having an organization within the national s,.'curity structure that could deal -cifectively with the problems of industrial mobilization. As
Under Secretary of the Navy, with major responsibility for industrial mobilization, Forrestal had observed the damaging effects of the absence of a permanent
mobilization agency in 1941-12. Despite the creation of the War Production
Board and an impressive effort by industry, absence of effective centrl-machinery
and procedures restltmd in continuing competition for- scarce resources, and -in
delays, waste, and confusion. Not until the establishment of -the Office of War
Mobilization in 1943 did an organization appear that had sufficient power and
authority to impose order.' 2
To avoid similar difficulties in any future national emergency, Congress,
adhering closely to the Eberstadt recommendations, provided in-the 1947 act ior
a permancnt agency-the National Security Resources Board-"to advise the
Presidunt concer, :-g the coordination of military, industrial, and civilian mobilization in the event of war." I The bowrd was to he composed of a civilian chairman and-such representatives of executive departments and independent sbencies
as the President might designate,. Forrestal and the Bureau of-the Budget disagreed- over whether the board should be constituted at the Cabinet or subCabinet level. Forrestal arguedchat appointment of-Cabinet-level officials would
buttress the board's statutory authority and enhance its overall stati. The Borecommended-membership at the sub.Cabinej level to enhance the position of the
civilian chairman, who did not have Cabinet rank. Agreeing with Forrestal,
President Truman in 1947 designated the Secretaries of Treasury, Defense,

-
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Interior. Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor to serve as board members, later
adding the Secrcary of State."
Neither Forrestal, despite his continuing interest in the NSRB..nor Johnson
ever became deeply involved in its operations. Like the National Security Coun.
cil, the NSRB served as an advisory agency to the President, but it never developed major policy papers on a regular basis for presidential consideration. Nor
did the board ever acquire sufficient prestige or stature to -give it-preeminence
in its field.
One reason often suggestd for the board's diappointing performance was
the handicap under which its chairmen labored in obtaining coomperation from
Cabinet-officer board members who outranked them, the difficulty -foreseeri by
the Bureau of the Budget." The first chairman was Arthur M- Hill, -peesident
of the Greyhound -Corporation and a personal friend of Forrestal's. After Hill
resigned in the fall of 1948, Truman and Foxrestal failed to find anyone to serve
in his placeon a full.time basis until Stuart Symington took the job in April

-

1950. After-Hill's departure, John R. Steelman of the White-House staff served
as acting chairman until Symington's appointment.The NSRB also experienced grat-difficulties in establishing-art-identity of
its own. Initially, Hill tried to operate the NSRB as an independent planrning
agency, separate from both the White House and other federal departments and
agencies. During Hill's chairmanship- the board met on the average of once a
month .and-made strenuous efforts to establish close interagency cooperation and
coordination a.d to assure, through the creation of in interdepartmental taff
group in April 1948, that all NSRB members -would have regular contact with
the board's planning staff. The,;e arrangements proved unavailing; instead of
increasing the board's independence and effectiveness they promoted confusion
and delay in the preparation of reports and papers. This, in turn, raised questions
about the viability of board operations underinteragency direction?'
a In addition to its leadership and identity troubles, the NSRB encountered
a number of other serious obstacles. Unlike the RDB, the MB, and other agencies
with well-established antecedents, the NSRB had to build its staff from scratch.
This put the-board at a disadvantage in-carrying out the functions assigned it by
the National-Security Act ind in dealing with other agencies. Its relationship with

-.

13'

the Munitions Board Aw a special case-in point. Already a well-staffed agency
that had been performing many of the functions now assigned by law to tie
NSRI', the-MB f. ir prl]
-1
-toro-nninule-ro -perfnrm these functions-until _the

NSRB bcame adequamtely Staffed to take-themn over. arnd elven then was reluctant

to yield some of them. The two boards differed strongly on where to draw the line
of responsibility between them for joint functions and how to deal with certain
basic problems, such as responsibility for overall mobilization planning, deter-
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mination of rcquirc:n .ts, and procurement of materials for the strategic stockpile."
Anxious for an early resolution of these differences, Hill and Munitions
Board Chairman Thomas Hargrave, with the help of Forrestal and Ferdinand

Elberstadt, hammered out a settlement at a meeting on 30 October 1947. Rather
than assigning detailed responsibilities, the agreement established procedures for
identif ing each board's sphere of interest. the NSRB to have jurisdiction over

.

general plans for mobilization, including the formulation and promulgation of
an annual industrial mobilization plan; the Munitions Board to concentrate on
the development of subsidiary plans in support of military requirements and the
stockpiling of critical raw materials."
Despite the Hill-Hargrave agreement, differences over the respective responsibilities of the two boards in some areas, as well as-over other issues, persisted,
and relations between them remained competitive and adversarial. According to
Donald Carpenter, Hargrave's successor, the Munitions Board "pretty much
ignored" the NSRB and went its own way on most matters. The two agencies
often worked at cross-purposes; an example was their heated quarrel in the spring
of 1949 over military-industrial requirements for war, which turned on how
to go about calculating and allocating claims on resources from the civilian and
military sectors. The MB eventually gave way and agreed to use the NSRB's
epproach, which required that the MB first provide estimates of military need."
In July 1948 the NSRB moved its offices from the Pentagon- to the Executive Office Building, a move apparently inspired at least in part by the desire to
silence criticism that Forrestal was "dominating" Hill and the board. Ironically,
from this point on the NSRB gradually ceased to function as an independent
agency and became more and more a presidential advisory staff. Steelman, busy
with other matters in the White House, dropped the practice of holding regular
board meetings. Well before 1950 it was clear that the NSRB needed a new
charter or extensive reorganization, or perhaps both. Despite an annual budget of
$3.5 million-and a full. and part.time staff of 373 employees, the NSRB was
floundering, an organization still in search of a clear-cut mission. The board
might logically have extended its activities into the operational management of
mobilization plans, but President Truman had categorically rejected this step in
May 1948, directing that NSRB remain a planning agency.0 In December 1949
Steelman proposed that the functions of the board be transferred to its chairman
An:d th1At 11116WIM' itk-if be CUSkVULtL-d iato fin azdvsury bodIy to (tic Cdi~lisiao~
rather than to the President, as theretofore. This proposal, implemented in Presidential Reorganization Plan No. 25 of 1950, effective 9 July 1950, a few months
after Symington became chairman, completed the board's transformation into
what was essentially a presidential staff agency. When the Korean War erupted,
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the NSRB was still without a clear mandate as to what its role should be in
time of national emergency. The confusion in the NSRB in the wake of the
North Korean attack proved extremely damaging to the board's prestige and contributed to its steady eclipse after the establishmcnt in December 1950 of the
Office of Defense Mobilization to control and coordinate wartime mobilization."'

The Joint Chies of Stall
The Joint Chiefs of Staff, by statute "the principal military advisers to the
President and the Secretary of Defense," were in practice also principal military
advisers to the other major elements of the-national security structure. The President, the NSC. the State Department, the-Congress--all relied on the JCS for
professional-military judgment over a wide-range of national security questions,
from military assistance policy and regional alliance issues to base rights and
atomic energy matters. Directly or indirectly, the Joint Chiefs often found-them.
selves prominently involved in the policy process, responding to requests for
information and recommendations from many different sources. At the same
time, they operated as an OSD staff agency on-whose effective performance of
its functions the whole NME-the secretary and his staff, the other staff agencies,
and the military services-heavily depended.

4.

Although the Joint Chiefs of Staff had been in existence since 1942,1 the
organization acquired statutory standing and responsibilities only with the passage
of the National Security Act. These responsibilities included among others: provision for strategic direction of the military -forces: preparation of strategic and
joint logistic plans; establishment of unified- commands; formulation of policies
for joint training of the armed forces; and review of major material and personnel requirements in accordance with strategic and logistic plans. 2
act designated as members of the JCS the Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, the
Chief of Naval Operations, the Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force (in place of the
Commanding General, Army Air Forces), and the Chief of Staff to the ommander in Chief, "if there be one." This last position was held by Fleet Admiral
William D, LLahy, who had been appointed to the position by President Roosevelt in July 1942 and had continued to serve under President Truman. Except
for the fact that he was the senior and presiding officer of the Joint Chiefs and
h. t
- : ..c- ,
nibilii.. Ji-hy- position -bore little resemblance -to the

'The

subsequently' created post of JCS chairman. Unlike later chairmen, Leahy par.
ticipated as a full member in all decisions of the Joint Chiefs and represented the
-"

" €

" On the origin of the JCS, weChapter 1.--
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President in their deliberations. He was not their primary spokesman in advising
the President. He served until illness forced his resignation in March 1949, after
which the post of Chief of Staff to the Commander in Chief lapsed.'
The other JCS members at the outset of unification in 1947--General of
the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower, Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, and Gen-

eral Carl Spaatz-had all achieved great renown during World War 11. Eisenhowcr in Europe and Nimitz in the Pacific had been two of the most celebrated
theater commanders. Spaatz had-ben the outstanding American air commander,
serving in both Europe and the Pacific. Within eight-months all three chiefs had
stepped down. Admiral Louis E. Dcnfeld, who had spent the war in Washington
until he received a sea command during the last year, succeeded Nimitz as Chief
of Naval Operations in December 19,17. Eiscnhoweres successor in February 1948
as Army Chief of Staff. General Oniar N. Bradley, had served as commander of
the 12th Army Group that had spearheaded the drive across France in 1944 and
had served as head of the Veterans Administration since mid-1945. General
Hoyt S. Vandenberg, who took over from Spaatz at the end of April 1948, had
distinguished himself as a combat air commander in Europe and had since served
as head of the Central Intelligence Group and as Vice Chief of Staff of the

#'business
.5

Air Force.
Two additional changes in the membership of the JCS occurred during the
Forrestal-Johnson era. Bradley's elevation to Chairman of the JCS in August
1949 opened the way for General J. Lawton Collins to become Army Chief of
Staff. An outstanding corps commander in Europe during the war, Collins had
held a series of important positions after the war, most recently as Vice Chief of
Staff of the Army. When Denfeld resigned under pressure in November 1949,
his successor as Chief of Naval Operations was Admiral Forrest P. Sherman, a
distinguishcd- combat commander and staff officer. Sherman, who had played a
major role in -bringing about the-compromisas that made the National Security
Act possible, was much admired-and respected by his peers in the Department of
Defense. His brilliant career came to a tragic end with his premature death in
July 195 1."'
The National Security Act established a supporr-org .- 1i:k,, (or the Joint
Chiefs known-as the In S-, ,.numposed initially of a director appointed by the
Joint Chiefs and 100 full-time officers, drawn .in approximately equal number
from each service. Staff work assignments followed functional lines in support of a
committee.type organization inherited from the pre-unification structure. Whenever Forrestal or Johnson had a question for the Joint Chiefs, they customarily
transmitted a-written memorandum, which was channeled through JCS committees for preparation of a response. With an enormous backlog of unattended
already facing the Joint Chiefs at the onset of unification and with -new
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requests for advice or action coming in almost daily from OSO. the joint Staff
soon found itself with far more work than-it could handle and the backlog con-

*4._

tinued to grow. In 1949, responding to Forrestal's complaints about insufficicn"

staffing, Congress raised the ceiling on thc size of the joint StAff to 210. *
From 1947 until 1949, the Director of the joint Staff, Maj. Gen, Alfred M.
Gruenthcr, USA, acted as thc principal connection between OSD and the joint
Chiefs for practically all day-to-day business. In fact, Gruenither worked so closely
with Forrestal and others in OSD-that he functioned virtually as a fourth special
assistant to the secrecary. Gruenther had served in World War 1 as Chief of
Staff of General Mark W. Clark's U.S. Fifth Army in North Africa and Italy
and afer the war as Deputy Commandant of the new National War College.
With extensive experice in staff and rclated assignments, he had become one
of the most able administrators in the Army. So highly did Forrestal rate
Gructhers ability that at one point he spoke of him as "my principal military

advisor."
The requirement that the joint Chiefs establish unified commands" gave

them limited but important responsibilities in operational matters. To this extent,
the National Security Act provided a legal basis for refining the Unified Corn
mand Plan (UCP), approved by President Truman on 14 December 1946,
authorizing the cteation of seven unified commands.t Under the approved UCP
concepr, the joint Chiefs exercised strategic direction over all elements of the
armed for--e ;n each command and designated one of their members as "executive
agent" with operational command and control over all-forces within a particular

unified -area. By a separate provision of the UCP, the Strategic Air Command
The Jtit Staff represented a modification of the JCS committee structure that had come into

being it World War i1. It coniisted of the office of the director and three
groups-the
etxf
joint Intellience Group, the joint Stategic Plans Group, arid the joint Logistics Plans Group.
tesc groups provided staff support lfothre separate part-time committees-the joint
intelligence Committee, the Joint Strategic Plans Committee, and the joint logistics Plans
Committo-each composed ciefly of senior officers whose primary responsibilities were still
within their respective services. The JCS organization also included several partime boards
and committees for such matters asmunitions allocations, petroleum, transportation, comrruni*
cations, civil affaits, and mneteorolrogy. which were supervised by the director, though they were

not pareof ihe joint Staff. four eparate offices-the joint Strategic Survey Committee. the

U
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Joint
Secretariat, the Historical Section, and the U.S. Delegation to the U.N. Military Staff
Committee-existed outside theJoint Staff and reported directly to the Joint Chiefs.
4 The ,,vtn unified commands were the Far Eaat Command (FECOM), the Pacific Command
tPALOMj, the Alaskan L.ornmand tALLOMI, the Northeast LotirfAnd WEtNtCs. the
Atlantic Fleet (LANTCOMI, the Caribbean Command (CARICOM), and the European
Command (EUCOM). By the end of 1947 all but the-Northeast Command were in operationl
Negotiations with Canada-over the respnctive reiponsibilities of U.S. and Canadian forces
on Sce~lt
tto,•d h ..Il~lnt h .+Mltr tf
delayed
activation ofhthe itia
Northeast Command until 190o.
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(SAC) became the first "specilied command,"
although the JCS did not
officially define the tcrm until 195 L"
Thc Joint Chiefs presented a moure complex problem than did the other

OSD staff agencies. Unlike the Munitions Board or the RDB, each of which had
an independent civilian chairman, the Joint Chiefs were truly and wholly tri.
partite in form, even with the presence of Admiral Leahy, whose role and influcne. declined steadily after unification. Lacking an independent head free of
individual service bias, the Joint Chiefs operated not as a corporate body but as
a group of individuals often unable to act responsibly in a joint capacity except
on matters that did not impinge on their service-related interests. lhus, the early
months of unification wircssed numerous deadlocks on key issues that forestalled action down the line in the military departments and staff agencies.
Forrestal hoped to instill in the Joint Chiefs a "new and impartial outlook,"
a task he considered "my most important job." 19 His effort began the day he took
office and was still more hope than reality when lie left.
Amid an upsurge of international tensions early in 1948, Forrestal deemed
it imperative to settle-the most divisive existing interservice issue-the question
of service roles and missions. The resulting Key West agreement of March
19.18 t modified and enlarged -the duties of- the Joint Chiefs. It recognized their
responsibility for "general direction" of all combat operations; empowered them
to authorize commanders of unified commands "to establish such subordinate

unified commands as may be necessary"; and reaffirmed the existing practice of
designating a JCS member as executive agent for each unified command,
Another provision of the Key West agreement attempted to clarify the
Joint Chiefs' tole in the budget process. Strictly speaking, the JCS had no legal
responsibility to recommend-a dollar or manpower budget; their only statutory
obligation in this regard was "to review major material and personnel requiremerits of the military forces, in accordance with strategic anti logistic plans." As
interpreted by Forrestal in the light of his "team" management approach, this
provision of the law required direct participation by the Joint Chiefs in cortelat-

ing force requirements with annual budget estimates. Accordingly, the Key
West agreement conferred upon the joint Chiefs the duty:
To prepare and submit to the Secretary of Defense, for his informa.
tion and consideration in furnishing guidance to the Depattments for
preparation of their annual budget estimates and in coordinating these
budgcts, a stateures of mulhmary -reuir"-rtwlrch is-based upoft-agteed
strategic considerations, joint outline war plans, and current national secur1"h equvalent of i-uniicld Limmand but normally comtl"ed of forces from only one Service.
'See Chapter XIV
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ay commitments This %tatcmcnt of requirements shall indude, tasks, priority nf task%. force reqirements, and general stratcgic guidance concern.
iog development of military installations and bases, equipping and maintaining the military forces, and research and development and industrial
mobilization programs. °
This definition of JCS responsibilities notwithstanding, it soon became
apparent that the budgeting system Forrestal hoped to introduce might not work
as planned. Continuing disputes among the services over the priority of forces,
strict budget ceilings set by the President and the Bureau of the Budget, and
difficulties- in -obtaining a clear-cut statement of basic national security policy-from
the NSC served effectively to cripple Forrestal's efforts to develop a unified
budget. During the preparation of the FY 1950 budget estimates in 1948, he
found the Joint Chiefs unable to settle on a joint strategy and bitterly divided
over the allocation of funds.* The lesson wvas plain-either the Joint Chiefs
would have to exercise more discipline among themselves or the Swretary of
Defense ,ould have to assume major responsibility for the details of preparing
estimates.
ForrcKtal explored less drastic solutions, including a suggestion that the
Joint Chiefs appoint full-time deputies to expedite JCS business. But for a number of reasons, including the fact that a group of "little chiefs" might resemble
a general -staff-repugnant to Congress and prohibited by law-Forrestal decided
not to pursue ir.0 In his first annual report he recommended "designation of a
responsible head" for die JCS "to ,vbo!- the President and Secretary-of Defense
[wnull look to see to , -hat matters with which the Joint Chiefs should deal
are handle! i. a way that will provide the best military staff assistance to the
"r-.-sident and the Secretary of Defense."'" The Ubcrstadt Task Force and the
Hoover Commission also recommended appointment of-2. chairman." But by the
time legislation was enacted as part of the 19,19 amendment,,, Louis Johnson
had so restructured the budget process that the Joint Chiefs' role in it had
diminished in importance.

Ps4

As a temporary measure, Eisenhower served in a parr-time nonstatutory
capacity as "'presiding officer" of the JCS beginning in January 1949.t Technically, he had the status of "principal military adviser and consultant ro~the
Commander in-Chief and the Secretary of Defense." His only-assigned duty was
to preside over the JCS. a function tha" Esenhower thought made him "informal"
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chairman.' However, none of these titles accurately describes the role he played.
Because of his oblipations as president of Columbia University, he came to Washington only a few .,ays each month and actually presided at only 12 JCS meetings." Gruenthcr, a long.timc personal friend, handled the administrative chores
and continued to handle most of the duties that he had performed before Eisenhower's appointment. In substantive areas, Eisenhower worked only on the
development of strategic plans and the correlation of~budgec estimates and generally paid no attention to legislative matters. He clearly viewed his assignment
as limited and made no attempt to become part of the day-to-day routine.
General Omar N. Bradley became the first Chairman of the JCS in August
1919 and, like Eisenhower, served as senior and presiding officer of the Joint
Chiefs, with no service responsibilities or command authority. But Bradley was a
statutory official with responsibilities to the President and the Secretary of Defense.
His official duties were to preside at JCS meetings; to provide the agenda for
the meetings; to assist the Joint Chiefs in prosecuting their business "as promptly
as practicable"; and to inform the Secretary of Defense and the President of
those issues before the Joint Chiefs on which agreement could not be reached. A
provision that the Chairman would "have no vote" had little practical consequence, given the nature of JCS deliberations (voting, as such, did not take
place) and Bradley's scrupulous avoidance of expressing opinions.that might
influence decisions."
Only a month after Bradley became Chairman, the JCS also acquired a new
Director of, the Joint Staff, Rear Adm. Arthur C. Davis, who had served with
distinction in both world wars and most recently as a member of the JCS Joint

.

f

Strategic Survey Committee. Davis proved a worthy successor to Gruenther, skillfully handling-day-to-day relations between the JCS and OSD during a difficult
period."
Like Forrestal, Johnson sought a close working relationship with the Joint
Chiefs, relying heavily first on Eisenhower and then on Bradley as his gobetween." Yet all too often his policies produced bitter dissension and distrust,
as demonstrated by the "revolt of the admirals" in the fall of 1949. Moreover,
Johnson used the-Joint Chiefs in a more limited capacity than Forrestal had done,
assigning them what seemed lesser tasks than they had been accustomed to.t
At the same time many of the traditional, sometimes mundane, tasks of military
affairs passed from professional to civilian hands. The most far.reaching changes
stemmed from Johnson's economy drive, which effectively denied the Joint Chiefs
the controlling voice over strategy by placing the final say on major weapons
s-sytsC's itaOSD, wihre ctuinuik as much as military considerations governed
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*SeeChapter X IV.
f In particular reference to NATO and MDAP. wceChapcts XVI and XVII.
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decisions. Strategy, leaning toward reliance on air-atomic retaliation, became

4

increasingly a spinoff of the budget process rather than vice versa as Forrestal
had intended.
On the larger national security scene the JCS also encountered problems,
conflicts, and ambiguities that required numerous adjustments in their relations
with other departments and agencies. Whether they were to have free and direct
access to the President or to render advice to the President through the Secretary
of-Defense was never made-explicit. During World War IIPresident Roosevelt
had consulted directly with the Joint Chiefs on most military matters, bypassing
the Secretaries of War and Navy. Truman, however, generally referred military
matters to the service secretaries and, after 1947, to the Secretary of Defense. "'
In practice, under both Forrestal and Johnson, the Joint Chiefs in their presidential advisory role were expected to present their positions through the Secretary of Defense and often accompanied him to the White House. Although kept
on a short leash, they were called on often to brief the President, sometimes at
White House request and sometimes at the behest of Forrestal or Johnson.
The 1949 amendments made the Joint Chiefs statutory advisers to the
National Security Council in addition to the President and the Secretary of
Defense. Prior to 1949, although NSC papers were often circulated to the JCS
through Forrestal, at times the Joint Chiefs were either not consulted or received
reports so belatedly that they delivered comments too late to influence policynotably during the Berlin crisis as it developed in 1948.'0 After 1949, with
the statutory requirement for consultation, the JCS tended to have more input and
more influence in NSC deliberations even as they were losing influence under
Johnson within the Department of Defense. Only occasionally did they attend
NSC meetings (only the Chairman after July 1950), and NSC papers even
after 1949 were routed through OSD, but by the end of Johnson's tenure the
JCS had become a regular and integral part of the NSC review process.
The Joint Chiefs' relationship with the State Department changed considerably as the result of the unification and reorganization of the military establishment under a secretary of defense. During and immediately following World
War I!, the Secretary of State periodically requested and received advice directly
from the JCS; this was especially true after James F.Byrnes replaced Edward R.
Stettinius as secretary in1945.10 After 1947 the JCS continued to advise State
on politico-military matters-for example, evaluating U.S. strategic interests in
cGree
aml Turkey,-examining the military implications of a-U.N. trusteeship in

Palestine, helping to establish criteria for military assistance and NATO membership-but now through more formal channels, with requests from the SecreMry of State or the State member of SANACC addressed to the Secretary of
Defense and duly paved on to the Joint Chiefs through OSD. Relations between
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State and the JCS had sometimes had a prickly side-the political and military

approaches to a national security problem did not always coincide, as during the
Berlin crisis and negotiation of a Japanese peace treaty, to cite two instances; but

3

-

each organization found easy and timely access to the other to be mutually
beneficial. As the relationship between State and the JCS became more formalized
and constricied, particularly under Johnson, whose close monitoring of StateDefense contacts strictly limited communications between the two, a valuable
link in the national security apparatus was seriously impaired. By July 1950,
State's Paul Nitze was urgently calling for more direct and earlier JCS involve.
ment in the deliberations of both the NSC and States Policy Planning Staff."
Although the Joint Chiefs rendered advice on a day.to.day basis mainly to
agencies within the executive branch, they also briefed and reported to the Congrcss on military affairs. As theliheads of their respective services, the Joint Chiefs
were called before Congress to appraise threats, justify budgets, and explain
strategy. The 1949 amendments established the right of any JCS member to
express disagreement with administration policy and to present to the Congress
"on his own initiative, after first so informing the Secretary of Defense, any
recommendation relating to the Department of Defense that he may deem
proper." In practice, this prerogative created a dilemma for the Joint Chiefs. As
described by Gene!ralMaxwell D. Taylor some years later:
The hearings on the defense budget are usually the most difficult for the
Chiefs, as they raise inevitably the issue of their divided responsibility to.
ward the Executive and Legislative branches of the government. . . . Very
shortly aChief of Staff will find himself in the position either of appearing
to oppose his civilian superiors or of withholding facts from the Congress.
Personally, I have found ne way of coping with the situation other than
by
72
replying frankly to questions and letting the chips fall where they may.
During 1949 and 1950 the Joint Chiefs generally exercised their frankness prerogative sparingly and discreetly, though the "revolt of the admirals" in th:e
fall
of 1949 was a flagrant exception. They testified unenthusastically and resignedly

in behalf of the 1950 military-budget and dutifully endorsed the FY 1951 budget
even though they again had- reservations and "concurred out of loyalty rather
than conviction."7 3 Faced often with the choice between taking issue with their
civilian superiors or going against conviction and not voicing their personal views

t

The expanding role of the Secretary of Defense and OSD, the emergence of

*j

the NSC, increased congressional oversight-all of these had the effect of further
reducing the power and influence of the Joint Chiefs, a process that had been
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under way snve the end of World War I.The very structure of their organiza.
ion-the "dual hatting" dictated by law-made it awkward, if not at times
impossible, for them to function as effectively as they might have wished.
Extcrnal factors, such as inadequate funding, lack of guidance on basic national
security policy, and the uncertain impact of new technologies, compounded the
problem. Still, tile
JCS played a key role in making U.S. national security policy,
and presidents, the NSC, secretaries of defense, and Congress sought and valued
their advice. They-were indispe sable to the functioning of the military establishment under Forrestal and Johnson and of- the larger national security structure
because they provided the professional military judgment without which the
whole process would have lacked credibility.
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The Intelligence Community
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Behind tile
efforts of the President and his advisers to formulate sound
national security policies stands an ever-present need for accurate and reliable
information about the capabilities and intent.ons of potential enemies. Before
19,17 there existed no central organization for the collection, collation, and
analysis of intelligence.* Intelligence activities were scattered throughout the
government, with little effective means of coordination. Each military service had
its own intelligence branch as did tile
State, Treasury, and Justice Departments.
Reports reaching the President's desk thus emanated from a variety of sources,
and often, according-to President Truman, contained conflicting information. , '
These shortcomings, added to evidence of past intelligence failures, particularly
Pearl Harbor, prompted tile
inclusion of tie Central Intelligence Agency in the
National Security Act.
Tile CIA was a lineal descendant of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS),
created in July 194 It by President Roosevelt to collect and analyze intelligence
data and to conduct clandestine operations behind-enemy lines. Despite its many
remarkable accomplishments, the OSS never achieved the status of a "national"
intelligence organization. Those agencies which maintained their own intelli.
gence services rarely concerted their efforts except on an informal or ad hoc

I-d'
iOSS,

Mindful of the coordinating difficulties he had encountered, the Director of

William J. Donovan, in November 1944 recommended to the White

House the postwar creation of an independent intelligence agency. In the fall

"As the prctkcceor of the CIA in 1946-47, the Central fniellitencc Group hadno statutory
bais and lacked adequate teourcs toplay a truly central role.
1-'Ttitle of Office
of Stratesic Servcke was adopted inJune 1942.
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NSC isked the I)CI to sit regularly with the council as an "observer and adviser"'
In December, the NSC approved thc creation of an Intelligence Advisory Coinmittee (IAC), composed of the principal intelligence officers from State, Army,
Navy, Air Force, JCS. and the Atomic Energy Commission, to provide coordination between the CIA and other intelligence agencies.* The DCI sat as chairman

,

of this group but was not technically a member. Most of the committee's work
concerned procedural matters, although on occasion it dealt with matters of

substantive intelligence as well.")
NSC guidance to the CIA took two forms--spcific intelligence directives
dealing usually with procedural matters, and general policy papers clarifying
CIA functions. The council gave the CIA responsibility for conducting covert
psychological warfare, placed the agency in charge of planning clandestine political operations, and authorized the creation of -the Office of Policy Coordination

(OPC) to conduct paramilitary operations as well -as political and economic
warfare."I
The principal proponents of these measures were Forrestal, Marshall, and
George F. Kennan, Director of State's Policy Planning Staff. They assumed, as
did Truman and the other members of the NSC, that covert action would be
approved only on an occasional basis, when a crisis arose that could not bet
handled through the normal diplomatic process, as in Italy in 1948,', Accordingly, OPC initially operated within a narrow realm, Its paramilitary operations
prior to-the-Korean War were limited to plans and preparations for stay-behind
nets in the -event of a- Soviet invasion of Western Europe. Its other activities
included the establishment of contacts with Soviet refugees and-emigris; the
sponsorship of anticommunist groups-such as the National Committee for Free
Europe, composed of prominent American lawyers, businessmen, and philanthropiss; and the development of organs for politital warfare such as Radio
Free _Europe. 2 Since President Truman knew of and approved- these actions, he
apparently viewed them as legitimate CIA functions and nor as part of the
"strange activitie!a" for which he later so roundly- criticized the agency. "
Like most new organiitions, the CIA experienced growing pains. Hillenkoetter, an able and dedicated career officer, with 30 years in the Navy, lacked
the rank, the prestige, and to some extent the experience to provide effective
leadership. He-haid spent most of his service life at sa,.and he :ettrnd to sea
duty when he stepped down from the DCI post in October 1950. A relative
to Washington, he had to deal with a group of older intelligence
scrvices--G-2 of the Army, the Office of Naval Intelligence, the Directorate of
Intelligence of the Air Force, and the counterespionage arm of the FBI-by

*! ,newcomer
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"In 1949 the Diretor of the FBI was odded to the ccmmhtg,.
tSeeChapterVt.
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tonmparivin with whlth the CIA was a parvenu, despite its large assets, great

hp4. Aind potcntially great power. The CIA's personr.Al. inherited from the CIG,
,onstetd largely of men who wanted to remain in ineiligcnce work at the end
of World War 11."but were not in great demand in the military services," As
"Tic quality was mediocre." "' Whether
-nL former CfIA deputy director put it,
the quality id thcmilitary intellgcnce services was betcc? 'ems to have been
o]-en to question.
W\,rr d by s,.qecrions that th- CIA was stacked with "deadwood," For-

rttal in fanuar, 19 ig seturcd NSC approval of an outside survey of the CIA's
-rgavilatiutn. staffng, anti interagency activities."-' To make the survey Forrestal
ro rutted Allen W Dulles, who hid directed OSS operations in Switzeriand
Jurnin Wrld War II. Mathias . Correa, a New York attorney and a Wartme
assistant to Forrcstal. and William H. Jackson, a New York, investment banker
who had served with Army intelligence in Europe, fn March, at the suggestion
nf th- War Council, the NSC expanded the scope of the survey to iiclude the
for-ai"dintelligen~e ativgitcs of State, the Army, Navy, an- the Air Force .
: "
ifth thiauthority of the respective heads of those departnents.&
Forrestsl hoped that the Dulles-Correa.Jiwkson snr,,oy would ItAd 7tc.catges.
that %ould end bickering and competitton within the intclligence1comiunity
and establish highcr profssional standards. However, he candjly ?ditteM;&qht
thc CIA fated an uphill battle against the entrenched opposition and sm- ',pidn
of the other intelligcne servi(cs. As he told President truman:
Tie emergence of this new boss has not been entirely accepted by-tie
traditionally secretive and autonomy.minde- military intellig* .&tOup !.
I bhas consistently taken tie position that CIA should be strefigthened,
and its Loonlintig authority xecognited by these seriice Stoyps, bui in a
field like intelligence, such objectives cannot be accomplish, ;by fiari.

'ii
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CIA
t

~~intrltgeric
prtxedutcs, it
stressed therneed to eliminatvuannewuq 4jk
~~.

and to improve overall coordination or' the u~o~~n~ u ci~
andj otrclatwun of tnw.,matiort."~ 'The NM did niot gctaroundto Ali
findings unts! aftet Formstal s departure. Secretary Jolmon.reffrd
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Part of the problem, Forrestal believed, stemmed from the relucmetof the
military to entrust CIA civilian employees with highly classified infotmti.
d1"Their theory," lie explained, "is that milit-ary menirare likely to be- beitect
Oiplined and that the Government has grogetcontrol over a pefoon ititiiNM
"
titan
one who is not in uniform."
The survey gSoup's report, dated I January 1949,'i1aply Ct+.'
and departmental intellgecne operations. Calling for reforms t6 s
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hl managervent -adviser, General McNarncy. who, with Carlisle 1-1.Humelsine
of the State Department, prepard joint recommendationis which were adopted
piecemeal by the NSC in July-August 19,19 as NSC 50. Although the majority
of approved recommendations closely f'ollowed those presented in the survey
group rcport, there was one important cxccption. Whether as a face-saving
gesture on behalf of the CIA or as an honest expression of belief, the NSC did
not wholly concur in the report's assertion of leadership and policy deficiencies
and attributed most of the-CIA's difficulties to the newness of the organization
and a lack of common understanding between the CIA-and departmental intelligence agencies concerning their respective missions."
The reforms authorized under NSC 50 helped but did not-immediately solve
the CIA's problems. Within the intelligence community, coordination remained
voluntary and the production of estimates often depended on a consensus among
agencies involved. although dissenters could offer their objections to particular
statements. As a result, these "coordinated" papers- were- often vague and general.

Short-term estimates and daily summaries received -priority over long-range
estimates, especially because of demand, but also because they were easier to
produce, usually involved- less difficult predictions, and-afforded the producers a
higher degree of visibility within -the community. Most assessments- dealt with
enemy capabilities rather than intcntions, a justifiable practice zince capabilities
could be subjected to measurement while intentions could nor.'
Another continuing problem-biased reporting by the services-resulted in
4 iesrionable estimates of- Soviet and Soviet-bloc capabilities and exaggerated
appraisals of existing dangers. Perhaps the most celebrated example occurred
during the-war scare of March 1948.9 According to the Fberstadt Task Force

of the Hoover Commission, each service regularly used intelligence for selfserving purposes:
Partly because of their natural service interests, partly because of inter-

service budgetary competition, our estimates of potential enemy strengths
vary widely, deperding upon the service that-makes them. The Army will
stress the potential enemy's ground divisions, the Navy his submarines, the
Air Force his planes, and each estimate differs somewhat from the others...

Out of this mass of jumbled material, and harassed often by the open and
tovert opposition of the older agencies, CIA has tried to make sense. That
it has nor always succeededt has not been entirely-the -fault of ClA2

a - other

ISC members did not contain serious appraisals with a high degree
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of objectivity. Most often it was the absence of data, not the way the reports
were produced or who produced them, that detracted from their reliability, If
one fiactor outweighed all others in causing uncertainty within the communit), it
was probably the lack of verified information-in sufficient- quantity to answer key
questions. At * time when such highly sophisticated intelligence tools as U-2 spy
planes, reconnaissance satellites, and high.speed computers had yet to make their
appearance, intelligence analysts often had little more to go on than hearsay
reports and intuition. Estimates could vary widely in their accuracy and some
problems could practically defy analysis.
The relationship between the Department of Defense and the intelligence
community constituted an indispensable link in the national security chain. In
many respects it was the very first link in the-chain, for the intelligence agencies
provided the basic information for estimating the capabilities and intentions of
potential enemies. These threat estimates.in turn, provided an important part of
the rationale for concepts of future war, development of strategic plans, statements
of force requirements, and ultimately requests for money from the services.
Forresral's recognition of this seminal importanci: of intelligence inspired his
strong efforts to bring about the creation -of an effective overall intelligence
apparatus responsive to the needs of the defense establishment. Rivalry and contention among the competing agencies inevitably marked the evolution of the
apparatus during these early, years and formany years after. Although the mili.
rary services often had douvos about the authenticity and reliability of informationand-of each other's and t;.!CIA's estimates of the threa, they did not question

,

t'

the key role played by intelligence and- gave it strong and consistent support.
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The Challenge of Communism:
Greece, Turkey, and Italy

Throughout the three years that James Forrestal and Louis Johnson served
as Secretaries-of Defense, a continual series of international crises acted as a
constant reminder of their mission to oversee the readiness of the nation's military defenses and to assist the President in developing effective measures to safeguard vital U.S. interests. Inevitably, the-Soviet Union remained the r-ntral concern-of U.S. foreign policy. By late 1947 relations had become so-strained that
the dialogue between Washington and Moscow often seemed little more than
propaganda exchanges. In the minds of -many Americans there was little doubt
about the nature of the Soviet menace. With the large Red Army- still in being
and the United States openly committed to "containment" of Soviet expansion,
the possibility of a U.S.-Soviet confrontation became very real.
That confrontation might have occurred in it number of places-Iran, for_

-j
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example, where Soviet pressure had been unrelenting since the end of World
War 11; or Korea, where a temporary dividing line had effectively separated the
country into two hostile camps; or occupied Germany, the scene of incessant
East-West quarreling over who would control Central Europe. But it came
earliest in the Mediterranean, where Greece and Italy, almost at the same instant,
came under communist threat, either directly or indirectly. The waning oi British
power and influ-nce in the Eastern Mediterraneanhad left Greece, and Turkey
also, vulnerable to varying forms of Soviet pressures. In Italy, chaotic postwar
conditions offered a fertile breeding ground for an internal takeover by a strong
Communist party.
By the time Forrestal tonk up his responsibilities as Secretary of Defense
in September 1947, the Uni.xd States had already announced the Truman
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Doctrine and the Marshall Plan to meet the communist challenge. Thc crisis in

the Mediterranean became the first major test of the containment policy and

*4

a baptism on the international scene for the new defense organization.

The Siruggle for Greece
Since the end of World War 11 both Greece and Turkey had been under
intense and mounting pressures-Greece from a communist-instigated civil war
and Turkey from Soviet demands for territorial concessions and control of the
Black Sea Straits. Even though the threats took different forms, authorities in
Washington tended to view them as part and parcel of the same problem.
"Greece needed aid," President Truman recalled,
and needed it quickly and in substantial amounts. The alternative was the
loss of Greece and the extension of the iron curtain across the eastern Me(li.
terranean, If Greece was lost, Turkey would become an untenable outpost

in a sea of Communism. Similarly, if Turkey yielded to Soviet demands,

-

the position of Greece would be extremely endangered. '

The more serious and-imnediate threat was to Greece. Since liberation- from

f

the Germans in 1944,-Greece had experienced continuing political upheaval and
violent- disordeis that not even a substantial British presence in the country had
been able to suppress. -Because of their investments and other commitments in

Egypt and the Persian Gulf, the British saw Greece as a country of major
strategic importance for the protection of their lines of communication through

4
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the Eastern Mediterranean. After the Germans withdrew, the British acted quickly
to preserve their interests by restoring to power, the Greek monarchy and the
London.based Greek government.in.exile. Leftist resistance groups, led by the
communist.dominated Popular Army of Liberation (ELAS), opposed the-monarchy's return and in December 1944 attempted a coup d'etat, hoping to establish
a "people's democracy," British troops intervened to put down the insurrection,
but the uneasy peace that followed had little chance of enduring."During 1945-46 conditions in Greece showed no signs of improving. Living standards remained depressed; soaring inflation undermined the national
economy; and the repressive practices of the Greek Government, dominated by
a small circle of right-wing politicians, contributed to a weakening of popular
support. Early in -1946 the communists and other left-wing opposition groups
formed an alliance and turned once again to armed insurrection, this time
through guerrilla warfare. Operating mainly in the north-from stronigholds-in
the- Grammos Mountains, the guerrillas grew steadily in-strength, in large part
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through assistance provided by the ne'ilflx)ring communist regimes of Yugo.
slavia, Albania, and Bulgaria. Despite British economic aid and the presence of
approximately 30.000 British troops (as of September 1946), the inadequately
trained and poorly motivated Greek armed forces found it practically impossible
to contain this thrcat.3
Before 1947 U.S. involvement in Greece had been purposely limited to pro.
vicn,, relief supplies through the United Natit-as and making occasional "showthe.flag" visits by U.S warships. These visits, initiated in 1946 at Forrestal's suggestion while he was Secretary of the Navy, offered evidence of growing U.S.
(oncern and also suggested a possible readiness to act should the situation
deteriorate. However, not until after announcement of the Truman Doctrine in
1947 did Task Force 125 (renamed Sixth Task Fleet in June 1948) establish
a permanent presence in the lastern Mediterranean and acquire capabilities to
operate against opposition or to provide support for missions ashore. As long as
Britain took responsibilty for Greece, the President held back from directly
involving the United States.'
The-British announcement in February 1947 of termination of aid to Greece
and Turkey changed the outlook dramatically and evoked swift U.S. reaction.*
In his speech of 12 March to Congress, President Truman asked for a one-year
appropriation of $400 million in grant aid assistance. Pending on.site inspection
of needs, the State Department -tentatively proposed to allocate $300 million to
Greece, divided almost evenly between economic -and military aid; and $100
million to Turkey for military and related security projects such as the rehabilitation of the Turkish railroad system.' Congress was-generally supportive of the
program, but during hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations- Committee,
the administration's proposal came under attack from two sources-from Repub.
licans who wondered whether bypassing the U.N. would set a precedent for
future U.S. unilateral action; and from liberal Democrats, like Sen. Claude Pcppei
of Florida, who expressed concern about the sharp deterioration in U.S.-Soviet
relations. However, the committee unanimously agreed the situation was so serious that U.S. intervention seemed the only way to forestall disaster. Congress
concurred, and on 22 May 1947 the Greek-Turkish aid act (P.L 75) -became
law, authorizing the full amount of the administration's request.'
carry out the assistance program, the State Department established two
aid missions-one in Athens, the other in Ankara-which operated in collabora-
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tion with the U.S. embassies. During the congressional debate, administration
spokesmen had stressed Greece's need for economic aid and had indicated that
the role of U.S. military personnel would be limited to providing technical help,
training, and logistical support. The chief of the American Mission for Aid to
Greece (AMAG), Dwight P. Griswold, a former governor of Nebraska, was
designated "supreme authority" in Greece for all aspects of U.S. assistance. He
reported to the Secretary of-State, who exercised overall control of operations and
policy. As finally constituted, AMAG consisted of economic and military branches
with U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Force assistance groups.!
At the time of AMAG's establishment, neither it nor the British mission in
Greece had the organization or the authority to provide operational advice to
Greek combat units." The British, with fewer than 8,000 soldiers, wanted to get

,

-
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out as soon as possible. But under strong pressure from the -State Department
they agreed not to dismantle their mission-or scale down their operations at a
rate that might cause an interruption of assistance. American supplies began
arriving on 1 August 1947 and by the end of the year had totally replaced
British support.'
W.en Forrestal became Secretary of Defense, the Greek aid program,
already organized and under way, did not- engage his immediate attention. But
Greece quickly attracted greater concern from the NME when the Greek Government's steady less of control over-the countryside to the growing-force of communist insurgents threatened the success of U.S. policy. In July 1947 the State
Department had learned of steppgedup infiltration from the north, and in
September Griswold reported an increase in communist guerrilla strength to
around 16,000, a figure that was probably on the conservative side." Faced with
this grim estimate, Griswold concurred with his senior military adviser, Maj.
Gen. William G. Iivesay, USA, that the Greek National Army's (GNA) permanent authorized strength should be increased from 120,000 to 130,000 and that
an existing temporary overstength of 20,000 should be continued until the end
of 1947. Griswold and Livesay also recommended that U.S. officers provide
0
operational advice to Greek Government forces."
After-an on-site inspection, Maj. Gen. Stephen J. Chamberlin, Director of
Army Intellh;nce, reported in October that he had found a demoralized and
disorganized Greek army facing a well.trained and well-armed force of insurgents
close Soviet and Soviet.satellite support. He urged the-prompt formation
of aU.S. Advisory and Planning Group to furnish advice to top U.S. officials in
Greece "on the developing -situation and in the coordination of the US. military

i
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Retrospective accounts rnerally credit communist forces with a much Istmer strength.
O'Bllanee. Grse
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Uvt. . 142, shows them increasing from 13.000-in N'Arch 1947 to

18.000 in May and to 23.000 in July,
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cffort" and toadvise theGreek Government and ismilitaryforces. Chamberlin

'44

also recommended the assignment of U.S. Army observers to GNA units down to
division level "with the dutnes of energizing operational action, restoring the
offensive spirit and advising on planning and operations.""
The National Security Council accepted, and on 4 November 1947 President
Truman approved, Chamberlin's recommendations. Concern that Congress might
feel it had been misled and might object to the assignmenr of combat advisers
caused temporary deferral of action until Secretary of the Army Royall could
meet with congressional leaders.'" Apparently without objection from Congress

to the President's decision, Forrestal arranged the establishment in December of
a Joint U.S. Military Advisory and Planning Group (JUSMAPG) in Greece
with an authorized strength of approximately 200 officers and enlisted men.
Although technically parr of AMAG, the advisory group constituted in reality a
separate mission, organized under terms of reference that placed it in direct communication with the Joint Chiefs and- through them, with the Secretary of
Defense."
It soon became apparent that despite its ties to the Joint Chiefs, JUSMAPG
would be very much under the authority and direction of Secretary of State
Marshall, who even picked its director. The Joint Chiefs had desig:nated General
Lvesay Director of JUSMAPG when they established the organization on 31
December 1947. Marshall and Eisenhower felt that Livesay, also the head of
AMAG, should center his attention on supply problems inGreece and that
another officer .hould head JUSMAPG. Eisenhower prepared and referred to
Marshall a list of five new candidates, including Maj. Gen. James A. Van- Fleet.
"He is definitely not the intellectual type," Eisenhower explained, "but is direct
and forceful and has a fighting record that would make anyone respect him."
Impressed by Van Fleet's credentials,- Marshall, with President Truman's-consent,
took steps to assure his appointment, which carried with it a promotion to lieu.
tenant general when he -left for Greece in February 1948."
Having agreed not only to assist but to advise the Greek army, authorities
in Washington recognized that they stood on the threshold of a totally new
crisis, one that if it deteriorated further could bring a call-for the introduction
of U.S. combat forces-to relieve the beleaguered GNA. Knowing what might lie
ahead, Forrestal sought to explore other options, and at a-luncheon meeting with
military intelligence officers on 9 December he asked Chamberlin what he
thought of using Polish troops, the remnants of General Wladyslaw Anders's
World-War If corps, then in England. Chamberlin dem
1ed,
-arounng-rhot the
Greeks would resent the introduction of foreign soldiers."
Even if the use of-foreign troops would not be welcomed, the continuing
weakness and low morale of the GNA and the adoption of morr aggressive
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tactics by the insurgents suggested that no other course might save Greece from

a communist takeover. On 241December 19,17 the communists announced the
formation of a "Free Democratic Greek Government" The next (lay, in an apparent effort to establish a capital, they launched a major assault against the garcison at Komtsa, a town barely five miles from the Albanian border. Fighting raged
for more than a week, with heavy losses to both sides, but the communists failed
to dislodge the town's defenders. The GNA claimed a great Victory, but with

500 casualties it was at bat a Pyrrhic one; U.S. intelliieice analysis labeled it
merely tile first of many larger batdoe to come. The CIA reported in its January
%%orld estimate chat tle recent fighting at Konitsa "demonstrates that the insurgents are strong enough to make dangerous local attacks, and that there are
increased central direction and coordination of activities on both sides of the

border The guerrillas cannot yet hold open ground, but reports of preparations
in Satellite territory suggest plans for the occupation and defense of substantial
areas in Greece." 0
Serious debate over the possible use of U.S. combat troops in Greece began
early in January 1948, when the NSC staff circulated a report (NSC 5 ) outlining
steps that the United States might have to take to prevent -Greece from -falling

under communist domination. NSC 5 conceded that "US measures to date have
been inadequate to thwart the Communist advances" and that the current aid

j

program. scheduled to expire in six- months (but- likely to be extended), would

not strengthen the Gree.k Government sufficiently to enable it-to withstand corn.
munist pressure. Even so, the NSC staff took the -optimistic view that the Greek
army, "if-strengthened, adequateiy equipped, operationally and technically well
advised, and assured of continued US support, can eliminate guerrilla forces
composed-of Greek nationals alone." This would change only if communist forces

5

from Soviet satellite countries overtly intervened. NSC 5 recognized the possibility of such intervention and urged NSC approval of. the "full use" of -U.S.
political,-economic, and, if necessary, military power to keep Greece free. More

-4

I

specifically, the report-recomnirided that:
The United States should be prepared to snd-armed forces-to Greece or
elsewhere in the Mediterranean, in a manner which would no:-contravene
the spirit of the Charter of the-United Nations, if it should -become clear
that the use of such forces is needed to prevent Greece from falling a
victim to direct or indirect aggression and that Greece would -thereby be
afforded a reasonable chance of survival.
I !M ulow)
, the fciuta oill.111ztd u binir.ulit re'.rvatiun. If tile United States
became -involved miliutiily in Palestine, the extent of its military operations in
Grect! should-be recotsidered immediately.i
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On 8 January 1948, in response to an informal request for their views, the
Jeiit Chiefs advised Forrestal that any "additional deployment" of U.S. troops
to Greece would automatically raise the question of partial mobiliation and that
deployment of any "appreciable military strength" would make such mobilib.ation
1.a necessity." " This was anong the first of many-such -warnings that the Joint
Chiefs sent to the Secretary of Defense over the next two years concerning the im.
plh(ation of policies that might require the use or deployment of substantial[U.S.
forces. John Ohly. Forrestal's special assistant who handled national security
affairs, concurred with the JCS assessment. On 12 January Ohly indicated that he
considered NSC 5 ;ncomnplete and ambiguous because it took for granted that the
United States could send trcops to Greece without considering such fictors as
the reaction of- Congress. the availability of forces, or the competing demands
other crises. Summing ui
- his concerns, Ohly said:

Sof

\We cant-cntinie to proceed on the assumption that (a) we have enough
LIS military forces'to go everywhere, and (b)we will-face only one crisis

,

at a time instead of a possible scrie of simultaneous crises in Italy, Greece,
Iran and -Palestine We can't use the same regimental combat team (that

we can barely scrape together) in four places at once." '
At its meeting on 13 January the NSC discussed NSC 5 at length and -then
directed the staff to rework the report in the light of the discussion and a separate
paper prepared by State's Policy Planning Staff. The discussion revealed divided

opinion within the State'Department on sending U.S. combat troops to Greece.
Forrtstal wondered if some of the recommended meaiures did not overstep the
bounds of presidential authority and suggested that the NSC study this aspect
further. Under Secretary of State Lovett said that Secretary Marshall remained
uncommitted -to any position, although he had expressed "complete agreement"

t

..

with the JCS views. Marslall's concern, Lovett stressed, was that sending troops
into Greece would be a gamble which, if it failed, might-start World War Ill."o
A revision of NSC 5 (5,/1) underscored the need -for congressional consultation and listed alternative measures the United States- might take to defeat
the communist guerrillas. Jr recommended continuation and strengthening of
U.S. assistance as-the most readily available tool for supporting the Greek Govenent. Other options involving use of military power included deployment of
a token combat force, commitment of available forces as necessary to put down
the insurgency, strengthening of U.S. forces in the Mediterranean outs de Greece.
or partial mobilization as an indication of U.S. determination to resist communist
expansiOn.

On 12 February 1948 the National Security Council devoted almost its
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entire meeting to an examination of NSC 5,1. Forrestal said that the Joint Chiefs
had again warned that any further involvement of U.S. forces in Greece would
necessitate partial mobilization. As a precaution, Forrestal suggested that someone
should brief Senators Vandenberg and Taft and Gov. Thomas E. Dewey, the
leaders of the Republican Party, and endeavor to obtain their views. He thought
that when the time came to make a definite decision- on the use of troops, public
opinion in the United States would be divided. He guessed that some newspapers,
such as the ChicAgo Tribmne, would claim that the United-States was trying to provoke a war with tile
Soviets, while others, such as the New York '"imes and the
Ncf" York Hera4d-Tlibmnc, would-be more understanding if they had the necessary background. Much would depend, Forrestal added, on the size of the force
involved. A regimental combat team, for example, might provoke less controversy
than adivision.
Marshall questioned whether a regimental combat team would be sufficient.
He described the outlook as "exceedingly grave" and added that 'we are playing
with fire while we have nothing with which to put it out.' Marshall believed the
United States must show its
resolve, for "if we appear to be weakening, we will
lose the game and prejudice our whole national position, particularly since -we
are now involved -in the European Recovery Program." While he agreed with
Forrestal that the use of troops would "put the President in a bad position,"
Marshall stated- that "we must nevertheless be ready" and that the NSC should
offer a definite recommendation to the-President.
Marshall expressed doubt about various sections of the paper and disappointment that the paper had not examined the problem of whether "a token
force would do enough good to justify the hazards." 22 After minor amendments,
the council adopted a revised draft (NSC 5/2), and on 16-February the President
approved it. The key recommendation called for strengthening U.S. assistance
to Greece."
Following the President's actiors, the NSC Executive Secretary, Admiral
Souers, asked the Joint Chiefs to comment and make recommendations from-a
military perspective on the options outlined in NSC 5/22 However, at just
about this time, dramatic and dangerous developments in Central Europe-a
Soviet-directed coup in Czechoslovakia* and rumors of a possible Soviet invasion
of West Germany-effectively preempted thle attention of Washington, and
almost two months elapsed before the JCS replied. Greece did not return to the
JCS agenda until after the administration in late March had asked Ctngtr.s foraBut
supplemental
increase
the proposedIY 1949 budget
to bolster
US. defenses.
as discussion
of thetosupplemental-progresed,
it became
apparent
that the
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Joint Chiefs wanted an increase well in excess of anything President Truman,
for economic reasons, was willing to request.*
In their comments on NSC 5 2, forwarded to Forrestal in mid.April, the
Joint Chiefs agreed that ending aid to Greece was unacceptable but stated that
strategically "Greece is not an area which could correctly be chosen for major
operations effort on our part." The JCS preferred the option in NSC 5/2 for
continuing and strengthening the existing U.S. assistance program to Greece.
They recommended against sending token or larger U.S. armed forces, stating
that "such forces will probably be unnecessary if Soviet satellites do not initiate
open warfare and will be insufficient if the Soviet satellites do attack." "On
balance," the JCS warned,

4

it would appear that United States token forces would do little good unless
dispatched as evidence of our intention to back them up to any extent that
might reasonably become necessary and unless, further, it is known that we
are ready and able to do so effectively. These conditions could not, however, be met at present even if there were not other areas where it may
well become unavoidable to undertake military action with our currently
relatively weak forces,2s
On 19 April Forrestal sent to the NSC a memo drafted for him by the
JCS. He pointed out that any appreciable deployment of U.S. forces in the
Eastern Mediterranean or the Middle East, which he termed "militarily unsound"
unless certain conditions were met, would make partial mobilization necessary.
Given the world situation, Forresral reported that the JCS recommended both
immediate steps to increase military manpower and "increased appropriations ...
for strengthening the potential of our National Military Establishment in all

respects."
Truman, steadfastly holding his ground on the size of the supplemental
military budget, on 13 May 1948 limited the administration's riquest to $3.1
billion or about one.third the amount originally sought by-the Joint Chiefs. Less
than two weeks later, after correlating the-comments of the Joint Chiefs, the
State IDepartment, the NSRB, and the CIA on each of the alternative courses of
action set forth in NSC-5!2, the NSC staff issued a report (NSC 5/3) recommending against the imnediate dispatch of U.S. troops to Greece either as a
token force or for military operations. The reasons cited included a tecent upturn
inthe aggressiveness of the Greek army, hesitancy on the part of the Soviet
--.
enlir
cotntrie :ownc.e.as
th GrccE
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the Joint Chiefs to commit U.S. forces without partial mobilization and aug.
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mentation of overall U.S. capabilities. The report added that the NSC should
reexamine the problem not later than November. or earlier "if the situation in
Grecte should deteriorate." After brief discussion on 3 June, the NSC adopted
a revised paper (NSC 5 ,4) with only one minor amendment, and on 21 June

President Truman approved it."The administration's decision against armed U.S. intervention did not, of
course, signal the abandonment of U.S. economic and military assistance. On the
contrary, as long as it appeared that the Greeks themselves could fight and
eventually win the war, this aid remained as fundamcnral to the attainment of
vital U.S, objectives in Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean as it had been
originally. NSC 5/2 strongly reemphasized that failure to continue and
strengthen the aid programs could have adverse consequences far beyond the
collapse of the Greek Government: "Resistance to Communism by countries not
now under pressure would be discouraged; the success of the European Recovery

1

,,>.

j
-

Program ...might be jeopardized; and -the USSR would take further action to

t

destroy our position on the Eurasian land mass." Thus, the administration's
operating assumption continued to be that aid to Greece had both symbolic and
pragmatic values beyond Greece itself. Any letup could undermine not only the
Greek Government's chances of survival but also free world confidence in the
United States, and thus set the stage for further Soviet and communist expansion.?*
Congress fully approved the general policy adopted by the administration,
but when the time came in the late spring of 1948 to renew the Greek-Turkish
aid program, Congress took into account the possibility that the communist
guerrillas might be defeated in 19,18. Accordingly, as part of the Foreign Assistance Act that included the European Recovery Program, Congress authorized
a $275 million military aid program for Greece and Turkey for the year ending
30 June 1949, the amount proposed by the President, but it limited the appro.
priation to $225 million. Since this did not foreclose a supplemental appropriation for the withheld amount, the State Department in late June advised the aid
missions in Athens and Ankara that support for military operations against the
Greek guerrillas should continue as planned and that every effort should be made
to meet the essential needs of the Turkish armed forces.'
Meanwhile, the fighting in Greece intensified. With advisory assitance from
General Van Fleet, the GNA in April launched Operation DAWN, employing

'mthre
divisions in %successful action against an estimated 2,000 insurgents in the
Roi~meli area of east-central Greece. In June Operation CROvin, a somewhat
stronger oFfesi'%T 2ga ins- rhe- r'wmunisxvredoubts -inthe Gramnm -Mountains,
resulted in heavy casualties to both sidts. After a lperiod of recuperastio in
Albania, communist forces reappeared-in strength, and in September and October
they inflicted large losses on the GNA at Kastoria. Shaken by this setback after
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months of heavy fighting, the Greek Government proclaimed a state of martial
law throughout the country."

In mid-October 1948 Secretary Marshall visited Greece to see for himself
how the war was progressing. He found the Greek army tired, discouraged, and
too much overage in grade. Marshall recommended a temporary 15,000-man
increase in the size of the GNA, replacement of overage personnel, and relief of
exhauted front-line veterans by fresh troops.' To save time, he cabled a summary of his proposals to IA)vett-in Waslungton, who turned at once to Forrestal
for advice on finding-the necessary funds. Forrestal, checking hastily, found that
nearly $50 million of the $225 million recently appropriated for Greek-Turkish
aid had not yet been firmly allocated." But when he approved the troop increase,
it was on condition that related costs be met from the $150 million already
allocated to Greece from FY 1949 funds. On 31 October, just 10 days after the
dispatch of Marshall's cable, the U.S. mission in Athens received instructions to
inform the Greek Government that the United States had agreed to covet the cost
of rations and uniforms for the 15,000 men, subject to Forrestal's stated condi-

-

tion .3
The administration followed up the decision to support the temporary
buildup by tentative allocation of $150 million to the Greeks and $75 million
to the Turks. But from time to time over the next few months the Government
adjusted these allocations to take into account changing estimates of the needs
of the two countries and particularly an unanticipated acceleration of expendi.
tures in Greece in early 1949 as a result of renewed heavy fighting. In the end,
$170 million of the $225 million allowed by Congress went to Greece and
$55 million to Turkey."
Not only increased aid requirements but also the 1948 stalemate in the

fighting prompted, Washington to talk of reassessing long-range U.S. objectives in
Greece. As early as August 1948 State's Coordinator for Aid to Greece and
Turkey, George C McGhee, thought that the National Security Council should
take another look at Greece and establish definite criteria for future military
assistance. He wrote Lovett that if-Operation CitoWN proved succesiful in breaking the back of the communist insurgency, the United States could reasonably
expect the war to end soon. But with the short-lived success of the GNA offensive

and the disastrous setback At Kastoria, hopes for a rapid conclusion began to fade.
In October 1948 the CIA deduced from evidence of continuing Soviet and satellite aid that while the guerrillas no longer seemed capable of effecting "a military
domination of Greece,' their hit-and-run tactics "will continue seriously to
hamper Greek rehabilitation and economic recovery." If Wewsrem vigilance -inGreece was relaxed, the guerrillas might be able to resume the initiative.,
In November, the Joint Chiefs reminded Forrestal that it was necessary to
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look beyond the current conflict and to accept the strategic necessity of U.S. aid
for some years to come. "Greece and Turkey stand in the way of Soviet ean.
sion in this area,: they argued, "and thus it is highly important to ou'r national
security interest that neither falls under the control or domination of the USSR."
Once the Greek civil war was over, the JCS thought that Turkey, rather than
Greece, should be the focal point of future U.S. effos:
The present economic and political situation in Greece is precarious.
Even with considerable military and economic assistance from the United
States, Greece will in all probability never have the capability of successfully resisting those attacks in force which the USSR and/or het satellites
could launch against her long northern frontier. Greek military spirit is
now woefully lacking. On the other hand, the military potential-of Turkey,
coupled with its high national spirit and geographic situation, makes it
possible fot the nation now to resist Soviet aggression to the extent of
Imposing appreciable delay and eventually, with continued U.S. aid, to
offer strong resistance to invasion. "
In view of the uncertain situation in Greece and Turkey, the NSC on 16
December 1948 ordered its staff to prepare a detailed analysis with recommendations. This led in March 1949 to Truman's approval of NSC 42/1. Even with
the current military stalemate, NSC 42/1 was optimistic that U.S. assistance
would eventually turn the tide in favor of the Greek Government. One .specially
encouraging sign was the deep rift that had developed in 1948 between Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union. A permanent break between Moscow-and Belgrade
could seriously disrupethe unity of the entir Soviet bloc; for the Greek guerrillas
it could mean loss of an important ally and an end to use of Yugoslav territory as
a sanctuary. Looking at long-term U.S. security requirements in the Middle East
and Eastern Mediterranean, NSC 42/1 incorporated the views of the Joint

Chiefs, arguing that U.S. interests would best be served by concentrating on
ng the Turkish armed forces. The objective of assistance to Greece

strengt

should be a Greek military establishment capable of maintaining internal security

and resisting communist domination of the country. The paper warned against
any immediate or premature reduction of U.S. help and stated that the NSC
should
keep the
situation in Greece
under continuing
review.m
t
Da
NSCagrement
n Grece'
-edfor
continued
assistance, opinions

- ::

differd on the actual size and scale of Greek requirements. In the fall of 1948
Van Fleet had-wommended spending between $450 and $541 million in fiscal

j

year 1950 to rebuild-osi strengthen the Greek armed forces. Ambassdor to
-GreeceHenry F. Gnd felt that expansion-was not the key and thatso large an
effort would place intolerable strains on theGreek economy, resulting in paralysis
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of agriculture and industry. Grady' recommended instead that military assistance
remnain at the approved FY 1949 level of $150 million. After further study by
compromise
December
Forrestai
on 23
State
and figures
Defense,
FY 1930
of $200
million
for Greece
and 1948
$100 endorsed
million for
Turkey."
of the newly
came under
the scrutiny
1949 Greek-Turkish
JanuaryAssistance
createdIn Foreign
Correlation aid
Committee
(FACC),
in interdepartmental
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advisory group set up to develop plans for worldwide foreign military assistance.
The Bureau of the Budget recommended only $150 million for Greece and $75
million for Turkey; the FACC, supported by the State De-partment, settled on

. -

$178
million
for Greece
and $102
million
Turkey. At
Acheson's request,
of $50
for for
a deficiency
appropriation
in May
1949 asked
Congress
Truman
million to keep the Greek-Turkish aid-program going-beyond its expiration date

:-

of 30 June 1949. A continuing resolution (P.L 154) solved the problem until
Congress in October 1949 passed the Mutual Defense Assistance Act, earmarking
$211 million for Greece and Turkey through fiscal year 1950. The Joint Chiefs
recommended allocating $130 million to Greece and $81 million to Turkey."'
By this time the outcome of the fighting in Greece was no longer in doubt.
During 1949 the impact of U.S. assistance became increasingly -vident as the
GNA transformed itself into a sturdy fighting force. Following the near-disaster
at Kastoria, the Greek Government took steps to rid its army of incompetent
officers. In January 1949 Field Marshal Alexandros Papagos, the hero of the
1940 Albanian campaign, came out of retirement to take over command of the
Greek armaed forces. Coincidentally, the rebel leaders made the fateful decision to
abandon guerrilla warfare and shift to more conventional tactics. Lacking adequate
preparation, logistic suppott, and training for this kind of action, the communists
sufferd sevr l tedly
dfew."
Wha-sealed the fate of the communist guerrillas was the widening rift
between Yugolavia and the Soviet Union. As NSC 42/1 had predicted, the
strained relations between Belgrade and Moscow adversely affected the Greek
As the price
his continued cooperation and asistance, Marshal
Tito of Yugoslavia insisted that the guerrillas pledge their loyalty to his brand
of tommunism rather than the Soviets'. When the guerrilla leaders refused, Tito_
closed the Yugoslav border in July 1949 and denied them further support.
Demoralized adxhausted, w insurgents in October 1949 declared a unilateral
In the months immeately following the collapae of the communist insurprncy, the Uue ttsedc and reorgnized its military mission in Greece.
,g
from Van Fleet, the joint -2hieft in March 1950
Respoadi n
obtained SceayJhsnsapproal to consolidate U.S. Army, Nvy,and Air
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Force aid groups with JUSMAPG into a single joint U.S. Military Aid Group
(JUSMAG).'1 At the same time the JCS approved a reduction in the number
of U.S. advisers serving in Greece and turned down a British proposal for a
combined Anglo-American aid group They reasoned that since the United States
provided the funds, it should retain primary responsibility. Deputy Secretary of
Defense Early agreed with the JCS rejection of a combined mission and approved
their proposal to discuss coordination of aid operations along functional lines
with the British."
The joint Chiefs were satisfied that, with additional training and supplies,
the Greek armed forces would be able to hold their own against a renewal of
guerrilla warfare. On 7 December 1949 they advised Secretary Johnson that "the
general situation in Greece is encouraging and should continue to improve unless
there is a decidedly adverse over-all change in the Balkan, situation." They esti.
mated guerrilla forces still in Greece at fewer than 2,000 while approximately
8,000 combat-fit guerrillas were in 'lbinia and Bulgaria. Assuming no resunp.
don of heavy fighting, the GNA soon would begin to demobilize under plans
calling for a permanent force of 80,000 in addition to small air and naval estab
lishments. The Joint Chiefs realized that Greece, a poor country, could not
support a large peacetime army, even with considerable outside assistance. "In a
globl war," they noted, "the role of the Greek Government would be little more
than to cause maximum delay to enemy invasion- of that country.,"

-

Of the long-range U.S. position in Greece, the joint Chiefs noted that the
decision in 1947 to provide assistance had prevented a communist takeover and
had established the United States-in place of Britain as the predominant power
in Greece and in the entire Eastern Mediterranean-and Middle East. As long as
the United States was locked in an ideological conflict with the Soviet Union,
Greece was likely to remain both a focal point of international tensions and an
important factor in determining control of the region. The JCS believed, therefore, that for the indefinite future the United States should maintain and proect
its foothold in Greece as meansof assuring continued influence in the general
ea. 'Until the complexes of world power have developed and the natur of the
solution of the ideological conflict becomes more discernible," they said, "it would

be unsound for the United-Satei to agree that any foreign nation should asume
a position of dominance in the EasternMediterranean."
The Joint Chiefs' views appear to have been broadly representative of officil
sentiment-in Washiniton Although Greece was rn longer-in serious daner, the
Stae Department in March 1950 advised aainst any 'abrupt or excessive curtailment" of military aidthat might encourage the communists to resume the
war. At the same time, State presented to the NSC an analysis of what it felt
the United Stateshad accomplished, directly and indirectly, in Greece:
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The action taken by the United States with respect to Greece, together
with related developments, has so far prevented Greece from falling under
communist domination and the ensuing adverse psychological and political
results outlined in NSC 42/1. The principal related development was, of
course, the Tito.Cominform rift, which led to the cessation of Yugoslav aid
to the Greek guerrilla movement and contributed to its internal demoralization, and it may well have been this development which tipped the scales
of victory in our favor, While this is a possibility, it is on the other hand
a probability that Tito could not have undertaken or made good his defection had the United States adopted a less firm position in Greece and permitted the communists to take over that country. In this respect, United
States policy in Greece has been successful beyond expectations-.

Aid to Turkey

f
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At the same time that U.S. officials focused their attention and efforts on the
war in Greece, they watched closely developments in neighboring Turkey, where
Soviet pressure and internal problems presented another opportunity for communist exploitation. Although the situation in Greece appeared more urgent and
received closer attention from Washington, the threat to Turkey was thought to
be no les real; in some respects it demonstrated to U.S. officials more clearly
than the Greek civil war the imperialistic designs of Soviet policy. Stmtegically
and politically, the United States considered the Soviet threat to Turkey no less
important than the threat to Greece.
Pressure against Turkey began building in March 1945 when the Soviets
denounced the Turkish-Soviet Treaty of Friendship and Neutrality of December
1925. Soon it became clear that the Soviets wanted, among other things, revision
of the Montreux Convention of 1936, which regulated passage of Soviet and
other non.Trkish vessels through the Black Sea Straits. In particular, the Soviets

wanted the right to esblish aSoviet garrison on the Strmim After more than ayear of threats and demands, the Soviets officially denounced the Montretn
Convention in August 1946. The Turks, with Anglo-American diplomatic sup-

port, rebuffed stepped-up Soviet propagand and pressure, including demands for
the retrocession of .he eastern Turkish provinces of Kas and Ardahan.* A war
. ,

of nerves, waged by the Soviets at a low but steady level of intemity, continued
odmxghour 1946 and into 1947. 11
Turkey was included under the Greek-Turkish aid act to offset these Soviet

pressures and enable the Turkish Government to speed up modernizatio of its
*Tuth a cded theme
two proviaces in northesstra Tarhey oo Russia in 1578 madrepined
them ia 1921.
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armed forces without imposing sn added burden on the civilian economy. By
1947 Turkey felt compelled to maintain its armed forces at nearly full mobilization and to allocate more than one-third of its budget to military requirements
at the expense of needed improvements in the civilian sector. The Joint Chiefs
viewed the purpose of military aid to Turkey as being much different from aid to
Greece, where putting down the communist insurgency assumed top priority. In
Turkey the objectives were broader- 'to stiffen Turkey's will and ability to resist
Soviet threats and to improve its military capability to conduct a strong holding
and delaying action in the event of a Soviet invasion.'
Military assistance began in May 1947 with the arrival in Ankara of a
special U.S. delegation to assess Turkish military requirements. In July the two
countries signed a bilateral aid agreement and the United States created the
American Mission for Aid to Turkey (AMAT), composed of separate Army,
Navy, arid Air Force advisory groups. These operated, as in Greece, under the
general authority of the Chief of Mission (Edwin C. Wilson) appointed by the
Department of State. Maj. Gen. Horace . McBride, Chief of U.S. Army Group,
served as Coordinator, Armed Forces Group,'
In 1949, with the establishment of the Mutual Defense Assistance Program,
overall administration of the Turkish aid program passed to State's Director
of Mutual Defense Assistance, James Bruce, while the Department of Defense
exercised direct supervisory responsibilities. Within Defense, day.to-day ditetion
and control came under the Office of Military Assistance (OMA), with the planning and implementation of military policies handled by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.* The job of coordinator in Turkey was abolished and General McBride
became chief of the merged Joint Military Mission for Aid to Turkey
(JAMMAT). As head of JAMMAT, McBride reported to the US. Ambassador,
George Wadsworth, on matters of general policy, and to the joint Chiefs on the
formulation and execution of military programs."
From the beginning in 1947, the military departments and the JCS handled
almost exclusively the details of Turkish aid. Usuallythis process did not involve
the Secretary of Defense or his office. An exception occurr.d early in 1948'when
the Army and Air Force failed to meet their shipping schedules. Acting on a
complaint from the State Department, Forrestal ordered the military departments
and the Munitions Board to conduct an investigation. The subsequent report did
not provide asolution for the immediate problem but suggested that in more
"ready.for.issue" supplies entered the pipeline and as Turkish port facilities
improved, delays would disappear. A major cause of the delay was the shipping

schedule drawn up originally on the basis of experience in Greece, where initial
Ciupakr XVII tres the administruion of MDAP in deal.
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deliveries had involved such short procurement lead-time items as food and
forage. But the items requested by Turkey, chiefly rather sophisticated military
hardware, required longer leadtimes for procurement and repair of used equipment. By the end of the year, after adjustment of delivery schedules, the program
functioned without serious difficulty."In the course of providing aid, the United States quickly realized how woefully unprepared the Turkish armed forces were for modern warfare. Turkey's
major asset, greatly admired by U.S. military observers, was the courage and
toughness of its soldiers." Basically a World War I force, the Turkish army
lacked mobility and was commanded by officers who were largely untrained in
mechanized warfare. Obsolescent equipment of heterogeneous origin contributed
to the difficulty of finding spare parts and ammunition, The Turkish navy,
although somewhat better prepared, had few modern warships and almost no
up.to.date shipyards. The Turkish air force had practically no offensive capability
and lacked an integrated air defense organization. Other shortcomings included

inadequate harbors, outmoded industry, decrepit road and rail transportation, arid
poor telephone and telegraph communications."' As a neutral country until
February 194!, Turkey did not participate in World War 11, a fact that largely
explained its lack of modern military forces.
Because of these enormous deficiencies, U.S. military assistance ranged from
the provision of new equipment and training to the construction of roads, airstrips, harbors, and communication facilities.8 For this reason, economic and
military assistance were sometimes almost indistinguishable. The objective was to
reduce the size of the Turkish armed forces while increasing their firepower,
mobility, and overall effectiveness through the modemization-of weapons and
the development of an air force equipped with fighters and light bombers. In
addition, U.S. authorities pressed for a general reorganization of Turkey's military
establishment. The Turkish Parliament in June 1949 enacted a series of laws
giving
I . the Minister of Defense clear authority over the armed forces and creating
a Supreme Council of National Defense to manage the allocation of resources
in case of war. The compulsory retirement of more than 100 senior officers
followed in October, openig the way for the advancement of younger men
being trained by U.S. advisers in the techniques of modern warfare."
The Turkish Government repeatedly expressed. in 1948-49, both in public
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and private, its hope that U.S. assistance would lead ultimately to some form of
U.S.-Turkish alliance. The Stare-Department tried to discourage this notion, but
after the signing -of the North Atlantic Treaty in April 1949, it- found Turkey
more determind than ever to obtain a written guarantee of U.S. protection

ginst Soviet attack. To demonstrate continuing friendship and support, General
McBride early in 1950 opened staff talks with senior Torkish defense planners
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to coordinate U.S.-Turkish war plans. And, with State Department approval,
Army Chief of Stiff General J. lAwton Collins visited Ankara in March 1950.
Collins assured Turkish President Ismet ln6nii that, in the event of a U.S.-Soviet
confkt, the United States would launch "a tremendous strategic air offensive...
against Russia which would be of immense help to Turkey as well as the countries of Western Europe." " Turkey's admission into the North Atlantic alliance
was still two years in the future, but by early 1950 considerable groundwork
hsd been laid.
As the United States and Turkey became more closely linked through military assistance, the possibility arose of using Turkish territory and facilities to
support U.S. offensive action against- the Soviet Union in the event of war. By
the summer of 1948 the Joint Chiefs generally agreed, and Forrestal concurred,

.

that U.S. war strategy in-the Eastern Mediterranean should be to secure control
of the Cairo-Suez area and from there launch air attacks against the Soviet
Urio 5 t Presumably, they also eyed Turkey as a convenient forward base and
as a possible jumping-off point for defending or recapturing the Middle East
oI fields,
In December 1948 Secretary of the Air Force Stuart Symington thought the
matter of providing bases for B-29s and B-0s of sufficient importance to circulate in the National Security Council a report (NSC 16) that recommendedinitiation of discussions with the Turkish Government and submission to Congress of a request for funds to finance construction of Turkish airfields. Operating
from Turkey, Symington argued, U.S. and allied forces might successfully prevent
a Soviet air attack against the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East. Bases in
Turkey probably would be lost within three or four months after the outbreak of a war, but if U.S. aircraft- could deliver initial "crippling attacks" against Soviet
indusry from these bases, the expense of their construction would have more
than justifieditsel.
proSymington
16 that
December
an NSC Air
meeting
poul.At
presenting
Force on
views
the airfields
should elaborated
be as smallonandhisincon-

,

spkuom as possible, since runways of 8,000 and 10,000 feet would be a "dead
giveaway" cf U.S. plans. The Air Force wanted a series of short strips, expanded

if neceuasy with mats, from which heavy bombers could take off with jet-asist
engines. Loeet voiced coicern about the possible Soviet reaction to airfield constuction in Turkey. He urged that construction should-be done as inconspicuously
as possible, using local labor under Turkish supervision, with funding separate
from the regular military assistance budget. Further, he did not think the United
Sates should insist on formal guarantees from the Turkish Government of U.S.

access to dhe airfields in the even t of war. The NSC agreed that the project
should go forward, but not without further examination by the NSC-staff, which
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was asked to prepare a report on the airfields question in conjunction with a
general review of U.S. policy toward Greece and Turkey."'
The statff report, circulated early in March 1949 as NSC 42, suggested a
variety of meaures the United States might rake to strengthen Greece and Turkey
against communism and the Soviet Union," including proceeding with conarruc.
tdo of the base if the joint Chiefs deemed it a strategic requirement. The report
advised that fundling for the bases should be obtained -from Congress with the
leant possible publicity and that- the position of the Turkish Government should
be ascertained-on allowing U.S. wse-of the airfields even if Turkey were not-at
war. Before -President Truman's approval could be sought, the new Secretary of
State, Dean Acheson, told the NSC on 22 March that in light of the recently
negotiated North Atlantic Treaty, he wanted to study the question of peripheral
buse such as the-ones proposed for construction in Turkey. The council adopted
NSC 42 after deleting the parasgraphs relating to Turih air base construction
but agreed that-within three weeks the State Department-should submit its views

on such construction-for council consideration."
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At about the satne time, the Joint Chiefs proposed stockpiling 12,000 barrels
of aviation fuel -(AVGAS) in Turkey. Forresta, about to- leave office, rook no
action on the-matt.-r and left it for Johnson to handle. Moving quickly, Johnson'A
on 2 April .1949 asked that the JCS proporal be placed on the NSC agenda and
considered with the proposal to construct airfields in Turkey, currently being
studied in the &awe Department."IN
In-repit -to Johnson's reqe,Achest_,n on 14 April told the NSC that-both
constructio~i of airfields and stockpilitW, of gasoline -would be regarded by- the
Soviet grvemnmer as a threat so he sxurity of the U.S.S.R., and would stimuliate
further Soviet pressuri on Turkey-oid perhaps Iran." lkyond this, the timing was
wrong and the-sudden appearence-of-U.S. forward bases-on Turkish soil-Bmight
ledthe Soviets to the "errectows coinclusion" tbarzhe-North Atlantic: Treaty was
not truly defensive in purpose. Rather than drop the idea sltogpther, however,
Acheson proposed further study by State andl reconsideration-by she NSC "when
more favorable chcumstances justify.:
With Pmenem Truman presiding, the NSC on 21 April recorded it~s
approval of Acheson's position. Durinig the discussion, Johnson said that the
NM! av,!1 favored airfield constructioi andl AVGAS stockpiling but concurred
ind', State Deparment's oppositioin to taldnp action, given existing circumstwnes. The President, noting that he had fully discussed the question with
-endorsed the repores sugestion that $wae "should keep the matter
under continuous review'* and present-it again to the NSC if necessay."

AAchuson.
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~Since
Truman apparently objected only to the timing of the airfields po
posal and not its substance, the Air Force began making plans to go ahead,

"

receiving
close
coopertion
Ambassador
Turkey HiisnUi
George Wadsworth.
In
October-the
1949
Wadsworth
ancl ofTurkey's
defenseto miniser,
addr, signedof
three
airfields to
rehabilitation
for
joint
a secret tentstive agreement calling
be used for tramning Turkish pilots." The money involved in launching the
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project, &!though not extravagant ($9.5 million), raised eyebrows in the State
Department, wheru officials again worried about the effects such action might
have on U.S.-Soviet and Soviet-Turkish relations. What concerned State most
wrs not-the actual construction of the bases, but rather the accusations the Soviets
m'ght-make if the United States participated openly. Consequently, if construction went forward, State preferred that it be done covertly or strictly as a Turkish
enterprise. One Air Force representative responded that State's attitude wAs "sissylike and unrealistic," that U.S. participation was necessary to guarantee quality
work, and that failure to authoriL- construction would seriously impede -he development of an operative and effective Turkish air component." On 3 November
1949, acting on a request from the Air Force, General Lemnitzer, Director of the
Office of Military Assistance, OSD, submitted the matter to the Foreign Military
Assistance Coordinating Committee (FMACC) for a decision.'
At a meeting on 5 January 1950 of State and Defense officials, including
James Bruce, Director of Mutual Defense Assistance, Lemnitzer received the
go-ahead to earmark mutual defense assistatce funds for construction of the
Turkish airfields. However, in deference to the State Department's objections, an
ad hoc State-Defense committee undertook to investigate alternative methods of
control and supervision of construction. The committee's report of 9 February
refrained from any definite recommencations but termed it questionable whether
US. involvement could be concealed. The group concluded that since Defense
and the U.S. assistance group in Turkey would not take responsibility for a
covert operation, State would have to conduct it.41

*

-the light that
of these
John Ohly,would
Bruce's
deputy,thenotified
on 28In February
the findings,
State Department
approve
projectLemnitzer
but that
.

"it is-imperative that . . itshould appear that the work is being done for
Turkey, compatible with-the needs of.the Turkish air force, and not for the United
States of America in view of the needs of our armed forces." Two months-later,
inadvising Lemnirter on anticipated testimony before the Bureau of the Budget

construction, Ohly recommended that "details of size, strength, and location of arelds notbeestifed to if such ispouible, and- if such not be possible,
that such testimony be given only in executiv-session." Ohly noted that the plan
was to use these funds to resurface runways at three bases inwestern Turkey
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and to develop two other bases in southern Turkey, one with a 10,000-foot run.
wa/. Indicating that the work would begin soon, the United States on 4 May
1950 notified the Turkish Foreign Ministry of the imminent arrival in Turkey

?

of U.S. supervisory and construction personnel."

As the debate over air base construction suggests, Defense was generally

,i

more enthusiastic than State in seeking military ties with the Turks. Yet the differences had momto do with tactics and timing than basic policy. Located at a key
strategic juncture overlooking access routes throughout the Eastern Mediterranean, Turkey, like Greece, figured prominently in the region's security. As a
possible jumping-off point for air operations against the Soviet Union's southern
flank, Turkey had even more value than her neighbor to the west and by 1950
acquired in the eyes of both State-and Defense officials the status of an important
friend, if not as yet an essential ally.

The Commmi,,s Threat to Italy
In Italy, the third Mediterranean country to come under heavy communist
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pressure after World War 1i, the problems took yet another form from those
facing Greece and Turkey. Combined U.S.-British occupation of Italy lasted until
the signing of a peace treaty in February 1947. Having experienced-a lenient
occupation, the Italians were shocked when they learned the terms of-the treatya reparations bill totaling $350 million, loss of their colonial empire in Africa,
and firm prohibitions on such categories of armaments as heavy ranks, submaries,
and bombers. In addition, the treaty limited Italy to an army of 250,000 men, a
navy of 25,000, and an air force of 25,000, with 200 fighters and 150 transports.
area in and around Trieste, long a source of contovery with-neighboring

.
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Yugolavia, was to become a "fre territory" with 10,000 U.S. and British troops
in occupation."
On top of what many Italians considered an unfair and humiliating treaty,
Italy by 1947 also faced enormous internal difficulties stemming from high
inflation, chronic unemployment, government instability, food shortages, and
agitation by leftist political elements. In trying to restore parliamentary democracy, Itly faced an uphill battle. During the two years immediately following
the war, the ruling Chritian Democrats, led by Premier Alcide de Gasperi, had
triod to deal with.the country's domestic issues by sharing power with the com.

,-4

munist and socialist opposition. But in May t947, with his coalition partners

effectively blocking efforts to revive the economy, de Gasperi took the bold step
of dissolving the government and forming a new cabinet without communists.
Although caught off guard at first, the communists soon retaliated by inciting a
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pointed out the limited availability of U.S. surplus etuipment needed by the
Italan and indicated that a show of force by the United States could best be
mounted by air and naval units. If direct intervention became necessary, the
maximum ground forces immediately available would be four divisions-two
Army and two Marine. "It is of great importance," they stressed, "to avoid committing these ground forces in an area where they may suddenly find themselves
confronting enemy forces overwhelmingly superior in strength and with no POW.
bility of early and adequate reinforcements." Such reiiforcements, they added,
would require a partial mobilization. However, any commitment of US. forces
to the Eastern and Centra Meditermnean region should not be made "without
adequate assurance that paisage through the Straits of Gibraltar will not be
denied to our forces."

Z,
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On 14 November 1947 the National Security Council adopted and sent to
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President Truman a report (NSC I/1) taking into accoimt the comments of
the Joint Chiefs and additional recommendations developed by the NSC staff
working in conjunction with States Policy Planning Staff. The paper asted that
because of Italy's strategic position astride lines of communication in the Mediter.
ranean, the United States should. provide "full support" to the Italian Government in the form of economic and financial assistance. However, the NSC
advised against commitment of combat troops and-recommended confining militry assistance to technical- advice to the Italian anned forces. In the event of
the- establishment of an illegal communist government, the United States ought
immediately to extend the "strategic disposition" of its forces to Italy and other
Parm of the Mediterranean and seek Italy's consent to use Italian air and naval
bases. The United States should also suspend economic aid to communistcontolled parts of the country and halt the withdrawal of all remaining U.S.
-occupation forces. Becaue of the uncemrtain situation in Italy. the NSC called for
a rexnamination of itt recommendations beford the Italian election scheduled for
April 194L"t
Shortly after Truman approved the NSC recommendations, the Italian Government, fearing smpped-up communist agitation and clandestine agression from
Y-osl&via asked the United States for small rams and other military equipment.
On 9 December 1947 the President tentatively -aproved Italy's request but asked
Admiral So
to discus the matter with Forrestl before taking any action.

§Later
U

in the day Souern did so ata meeting in the Penagon of the Commie of

our Secretary of the Army Royall, who had earlier opposed such a course,

Waned that uplying-di_
therm iwld 4epr ,-rheArmv'-war reserves and-would

be justified onaly if ch.: situation va

'potentially -Mitcal." Forestal staed hW

peroal conviction that "we should proced to furnish such aid a we could,"

but-be asked whether, before tatiug action it-woud-norbe advisable to discus
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the matter with congressional leaders. On 11 December he called various legal

aspects of the proposal to the attention of the State Department, indicating that
they would have to be resolved before action could be taken on the Italian
request.'To answer Forrestal's questions, the NC on 18 Decrmber 1947 bked
SANACC to study the legislative and polKy requirements for furnishing military
assistance to the Italians, The committee did not submit its findings until midJanuary 1948, by which time U.S. intelligence analysts tended to discount the
possibility of Italy falling victim to an armed communist uprising or a Yugoslav
invasion. In its report to the NSC, SANACC drew attention to the weakness of
Italy's
internal security forces and urged a favorable response to the request for
help lest the situation take a new turn for the worse. The committee felt that
the President, acting under his plenary powers as Commander in Chief, possessed
ample authority to order the transfer of arms on a reimbursable basis. After
checking, the State Department reported that Italy could pay for a portion of the
requested equipment and supplies." Although still skeptical, Forrestal on 12
February joined with the other !NSC members in adopting the SANACC posi.
don.l Truman approved the NSC action and on 10 March directed Forrestal
to expedite the shipment ofArms. Earlier. Lovete had advised Forrestal that since
the materials could not be delivered to Italy before the Italian elections, they
should not be given a priority that would hinder aid to Greece and Turkey. But
Lovett urged that the Italian program go forward because of its psychological
importance to Italy.'
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With-the issue of arms aid at last resolved, the NSCturned to other aects
of U.S. policy in Italy and on 11 March adopted two reports. The first of these,
NSC 1/2, stated that while the communists did not presently seem inclined to
mount either a general strike or an armed insurrection, their policies and objectives continued to pose a serious threat to the survival and future of Italian
democracy and to the Western orientation of the Italian Government. Consequently, the United States should m.ke "full use" of its political, economic, and,
if necessary, military power to keep the current Italian Government in office and
prevent Italy from falling under communist or Soviet domination. Specifically,
the United States should extend economic aid and trade concessionm to Italy,
counter communist propaganda with an effective U.S. information-program, assist
Italy to reestablish close ties with other Western governments, and provide the
Italian armedforce with equipment, supplies, and technical advice. Should these
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insuresroee iffichi c- sheold- the ccrnrnun;3t' =rcrpr- to ?4i-.c pr,-c
through aninsurrection-or other illegal means, then the same genefel course of
action recounended-in NSC 1/1 should-be-followed.'
national elections in April
The other paper (NSC 1/3) dealt with Italy's
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and thc possibility of a communist victory or communist particip~ation in the
Italian Government. Against either of these possibilities, the NSC endorsed a
series of measures the United States should rake to keep the de Gasperi government in power, If the communists did well in the elections and could not be
kcpt out- of the government, then the United States should immediately
strengthen-its forces in the Mediterranean, build up (unspecified as to size) its
military capabilities, provide arms and other military equipment to anticommunist
Italian forces, intensify the ainticommunist propaganda campaign in Italy, step up
support of-the Christian Democrats-and other anticommunist groups, and resppraise the adequacy and effectivenes of U.S. aid to Greece, Turkey, and France.
Complete domination of the government by the communists would require additional measures, including -limited mobilization of U.S. forces, further strengthening of U.S. capabilities in the Mediterranean, military staff talks with selected
other countries. and financial and military support for the-anticommunist -Italian
underground."'
Following the President's approval of these policies-on 15 March 1948,......
the joint Chiefs moved-quickly to d1evelop, operational plan to enlarge the U.S.
ground and air force in Europe and North Africa and to reinforce the U.S.
naval task force in the Mediterranean. While the Navy prepared a plan to
augment and -intenisify- its patrols throughout the-area, the Air Fce made availabe two fighter squadrons and a heavy bomber- squadron -for possible -redeployment on 24-hour notice-fromn Germany to bases in Italy. In addition, the U.S.
Comm-And earmarked a reinforced regimental combat team for immediate airlift, if- necessary, from Germany to Greece, Italy, or Palestine. Units
in the United- States,- including a-Marine division and an Army division, with
tactical air support, were also placed in readiness in case reinforcements were
redaa
Meanwhile, the Italian Government, concerned about possible adverse votew'
asked the Stare Department to hold up-arms shipments until-after the
April elections. In the view of-Secretary Royall, this-request raised -questions
about the arms aid-programn. "it seems to me," Royall trold Forrestal, "hat the
whole matter of shipment of arms Jibould be reexcamined after the [Italian]
elkvtionk in-Ight of the iecesaities fer arm and the danger of-furnishing them at
the time."
As election day neared, the-United States intensified-its efforts to defeat the
communists. -According to utioffcial accounts, mucht of the credit for the outcome beloned to the CIA, which- mounted a -well coordinated and highly sueSowe weapont were iriwduled to treie befoe the election, The I.1in Gowniueat apeed
t dtjm on condtoathat&a m. could-bhe found-to keep the emimac of-dwheu
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cemful campaign, supplying money and teaching American political techniques

to anticommunist candidates and their supporters. Private American citizen
groups, labor unions, and distinguished italian-Americam also lent their support
to what developed into an anticommunist crusade. The tutnulative effect of these
pleas, favors, promises, and warnings helped evoke a decisive repudiation of the
left. On 18 April 1948 Italian voters rejected the communists and gave the
Christian Democrats and their allies strong majorities in both the Italian Senate
and the Chamber of Deputi m
After the April elections Washington no longer considered Italy in imminent
danger of a communist takeover. As the expected communist uprising failed to
materialize and new threats arose in Berlin and elsewhere, Italy dropped temporarily from the list of countries requiring US. military assistance. On 28 July

-

-

1948 the Joint Chiefs advised Forrestal that Italy's internal security seemed
reasonably assured for the time being and that further assistance to the Italian
armed forces should be considered in the context of an overall military aid policy.
Forrestal accepted these recomrnendation: a.d so informed the Secretary of State
on 6 August. He-ilso suggested possible Italian purchases of -iilitary equipment
through private channels.8" In April 1949 Italy became a member of the North
Atbntic alliance, thus acquiring automatic eligibility for U.S. grant aid when
in the following October Congress established the Mutual Defense Assistance

)

Program.
In view of Italy's participation in NATO and MDAP, the NSC staff early
in 1950 initiated a policy review to ascertain what further steps the United Sams
should take to combat Italian communism. Its report (NSC 67) found that while
communist strength and influence had declined since 1948, Italy's pro-Western

government remained vunerable to political attacks from the Communist Party
:+

andcommunist-controlled labor unions. The political position of the Italian Conmunist Parywaws stronger then that-of-any, other communist organization out-

q

side,the Soviet bloc. Morover, the Party included a paramilitary force estimated
to number 75,000 men. Although the Italian armed forces were numerically

*

-

superior and better equipped, their ability to cope with an insurrection would be
severely tesied if-the communists received outside assistance. For these reasons,
the staff stened, the United Statn should-'remain alert to signs-of external and

'ri 1,their

internal aggression by the communists aginst thr Italian Government and in on
emergency be prep"re to strengthen U.S. force in the Mediterranean and order
deployment-to strittegic points-on the Italian peninsula."
In general, the anislysis 'end recommendlations; in NSC-67 did nom differ
ifirite'f!y frn -SC 1,/2 and NSC 1/3. ,Hcever, ko-appeared-to-the Joint
Chiefs that ithe refrnm in NSC 67 to- the possible deployment of for

went

somewhet beyond earlier commitments. At an NSC meeting ow 20 April 1950
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JCS Chair n General Bradley asked for clarification ' Accordingly, Johnson
and Acheson drafted new language to indicate that any decision regarding the
commitment of U.S. forces to Italy would be consistent with overall strategic
plans and would be made only after conulttion with the joint Chiefs. President
Truman approved the amended paper (NSC 67/ 1) on 24 April."
In fact, as happened in Greece, Italy had turned the corner by the summer
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of 1950. With a heavy infusion of U.S. economic and military aid after 1947,
Italy was now on the aiod
to recovery and stability, despite the continued activities of a large indigenous communist pamry. In southern Europe and the Mediterranean generally, containment had proved a successful strategy, but it had also
demonstrated the impcing challenge facing the United States as leader of the
free world. In repeated instances, available military resources had been deemed
insufficient by the JCS to meet the possible demands of foreign policy, though by
and large these demands had failed to materialize. The defeat of the communist
guerrillas in Greece, the strengthening of Italy's internal security, and the bolstering of Turkish capabilities to resist Soviet aggression had all been undertaken
ii the full knowledge that they would entail substantial costs and posibly grave
dils The impressive results in the Mediterranean, however, tended to overshadow the inherent dangers of containment and to encourage confidence in
Washgngton that the United States could meet its new responsibilities and effec.
tively thwart communist expansion elsewhere as well.
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Israel and the Arab States

At the eastea ,-z! of the Mediterranean, Palestine and most: of the nearby
Arab states-Egypt, Trarsiordan, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq-had been-within the
British sphere of influenct since the end of World War L" But by 1947, as with7T
Greece and Turkey in the :,me region, the British sought relief from responsibilkt for the security of Palestine. They looked to the United Nations and-the
United Stares to take over the wearisome and costly burden of trying to maintain
order in the Holy Land, where Arab and Jewish nationalists were on a collision
course over the creation of-a Jewish homeland in Palestine. An-ares of great
strategic importance since ancient times, the Middle East t had become of even
more vital significance. especially to the West, with the discovery during -the
1920s and 1930s of immense oil fields in the Persian Gulf region. In these delicane circumstances, U.S. officials had to weigh a vexing mixc of factors-oil,
domestic politics,- national-security-that made problem-in Greece and Turkey
look-comparatively simple.

4the
A

The Middle East had long engaged Forrestal's attention; after Worldf War If
Middle Tasx became a-near obsession with him. The Secretary of Defensehad
~firsthand knowledge of the vast potential of Middle East- oil from his work at
oil consortium in the Persian Gulf area that later became-the Arabian-American
Oil Company (Aramco). Since the end of World War If he had repveatedly
Syria and Lebanon were undier French mandate fromn 1920 to 1946 and 1920 so 1943,
~~i ~n
mp~iq r~1~:rr-~t As used here, Middle Rest refers specifially to Israel and 'Is Arab mom, The Stae
rdmpb dutins thi period,
Drevattnwo u"e Middl gave and NeawNt
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paper," issued on the eve of World War 11, called for the establishment of an
Arab-Jewish state within 10 years, but neither the Arabs of the region nor the
World Zionist Organization viewed this u a realistic or acceptable solution
Following World War i, as survivors of the Nazi holocaust sought refuge,
Jewish pressure to secure a national home in Palestine intensified. British authorities tried in vain m stop the stream of illegal Jewish immigrants, whose growing
numbers alarmed the Arabs. As tensions mounted, violence and terrorism swept
Palestine, becoming virtually uncontrollable in spite of the presence of 100,000
British troops. Anxious to rid themselves of an intolerable burden, the British
early in 1947 petitioned the United Nations General Assembly for relief from
the mandate,
The United States, for its part, ofEcially pursued a policy of noninvolvement
and neutrality. Shortly before his death in 1945 President Roosevelt had repeated
earlier assurances to Saudi King lbn Saud that the United States would not take
any action without consulting both Arab and Jewish leaders. On succeeding
Roosevelt, Truman was immediately informed by State Department officials of
the Roosevelt assurances and the overall sensitivity of the Palestine situation.
Moved by the plight of the European Jews and sympathetic to Zionist aspirations, he later recalled that the fate of the victims of Nazism was "a matter of
deep personal concern." Although careful noto stray too far from Roosevelt's
evenhanded approach, he believed the Balfour Declaration had been a "solemn
promise," one that the United States had some obligation to help keep, and-as a
minimal step-what some would see as the beginning of a steady tilt in- favor
of the Jews-he asked the British as early as Potsdam (July 1945) to lift Jewish
immigration restrictions.
Truman's support of Jewish settlement in Palestine appears to have been
motivated as much by politics as sentiment. In October 1946, commenting on
Truman's appeal to the British to admit 100,000 displaced Jews to the Holy
Land even as delicate negotiations were in progress, James Reston wrote in the
New York Tims that the President's Palestine policy was influenced by the
forthcoming congressional elections and the pro-Zionist campaigning of Republican presidential aspirants Robert A. Taft and Thomas E. Dewey. During 1947 it
became clear that Truman might well face an uphill battle the next year even to
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win the Democratic Party nomination, much less retain control of the White
House. His decision to contain Sovt expansion in Greece and Turkey, while
generally popular in Congress and with the public, had stirred rumblings of
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provocative. With Republicans attempting to co.opt the Palestine issue, Wallace
calling for a reconciliation with Russia and obtaining significant endorsements
from some liberals for an expected third.party bid, and middle-of.the-road voters
disgruntled by the effects of postwar inflation, Truman's chances of keeping the
presidency appeared dim.'
The White House strategy to improve Truman's prospects is usually credited
to Clark M. Clifford, the President's Special Counsel. In a 43-page memorandum,
dated 19 November 1947, Clifford detailed measures to restore the President's
flagging popularity--a reinvigorated party organization; tougher steps to hold
down federal expenditures and check inflation; tax reforms; appeals to selected
ethnic groups and to black voters in the big cities; and last but not least, support
for the Jewish cause in Palestine, a move calculated to win the backing of Jews
and liberals. To refine and implement the Clifford strategy, Truman authorized
the creation of a "Research Division," financed-by and nominally a part of the
Democratic National Committee, but actually under Clifford's supervision.'
The injection of the Palestine issue into American domestic politics struck
Forret, as cynical and dangerous and reinforced his view that the United States
would be making a serious mistake if it supported creation of a Jewish state.
Despite Forrestal's strong opposition to the pro-Zionist trend of Truman's Middle
East policy, his views on the matter rarely influenced or changed thinking in
the White House. Seldom did the machinery of the National Security Council,
the mechanism through which Forrestal preferred to operate in such matters,
come into play on the Palestine issue. His role was a backseat one, with the State
Department and Truman's political advisers competing up front-for the driver's
seat. Forrestal singled out Clifford and David K. Niles, Truman's liaison with the
Jewish community, as principal architects of a policy that, he is alleged to have
told the NSC, was developed for "squalid political purposes." Yet often it was
Forrestal's own sympathies tht were at iue.Branded by me critic as anti.Semitic, he nonetheless clung to the belief that "no group in this country should
be permitted to influence our policy to the point where it could endanger our
national security."
During the late summer and early fall of 1947 authorities in Washington
watched the situation in Palestine continue to deteriorate. With Britain preparing
to withdraw its harmed military forces and political authority, the United
Nations established aSpecial Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP) to study and
makc monumci-kdom to the Cicrcral Asser;bly. On -31 August- 1947 the,

11

W

UNSCOP file its report, recommending unanimously tha the British mandate
be terminated and that independence for Palestine be granted at an early date.

To carry out its rammendations, the committee offered two choke--a majority
plan, with Zionist support, to partition-Palestine into separate Arab and Jewish
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state; and aminority plan, opposed by Arabs and Jews aike, to turn Palestine
proposal to declare Palestine independent and let events take-their course, were
scheduled for debate at the upcoming session of the U.N. General- Assembly in
On 10 October, in response to an oral request from Forrestal, the joint
Chiefs submitted a special study on how the evolving situation in the Middle East
might affect U.S. security interests. Should the British abdicate unilateral responsibility, as seemed imminent, the ICS predicted that the United Scame would
encounter 'strong pressure to assume joint responsibility, or at least provide
assistance in putting the [partition) plan into effect." Acceptance of such a
responsibility would-lesd to a hostile-reaction from the Arab states, resulting in
a-general low of U.S. prestige and influence and facilitating Soviet -penetration
of the-Middle East. They especially-feared that the British nmndate would give
waty to a multinational trusteeship which, if enfotved through the U.N. Security
Council, could lead to Soviet participation, which they regarded as -plainly undesirable. They feared also that to exclude the Russians the British might Propose a joint trusteeship with the United States, which would place-unacceptable
demnds on the "extremely small' U.S. strategic reserve. Above all the JCS
feared that efforts to implement partition would "gravely -prejudice" U.S, access to4
o i elds in Iraq, Irni and Sau" Arabia-countries that strongly opposed Jewish
settlement in Palestine. Citing recei testimates that'U. oil reserves could run out
in a generation, they-warned that loss-of-the Middle East would leave the United
States inthe extremely dangerous postion of having to plan for futue militay
emergencies on the basis of lighting ao "oil-starved" war."f
Over the course of the next several weeks Forrestal put off further discussimof the Palestine problem until completion of a highly secret round of meetlgs in October and-November in Washington between U.S. and British officials.
Held at the request-of-the British after they announced their plans to withdraw
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known, involved ltigh-tanking civilian- and mil:tary representatives Their chief
purpose was to review strategic and politicoieconomic questions of mutua concern-in the Middle East and Eastern Mediterranean and to examine what might
have to be done to-protect comm on-U.S. and British interests should the equi-

librium of the ae become seriously-threatened in the wake~of the British pull.
back -Palestine was -among the topics. initially orheduled- for -examinatimn but
when the conferees got down to business they decided tha the Palestine question
was 'at thing apart and nor to be debated in these -disctussioWa. Even so, -the
meetings touched on Palestine, with a consensus emerging that any further
deterioration of the situation there could have a destabilizing ediect on neighbor-
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ing countries and leave the entire Middle East ripe for Soviet subversion and
At the conclusion of the Pentagon talks in November, Forrestal contemplated sending the President a memorandum expresaing his misgivings over
the Palestine situation.1a However, he dropped the idea when Secretaty of the
Army Royall suggested a discussion in the NSC and submitted a report defining
issues and expressing concern, particularly over the prospect that the United
States might be asked to contribute troops under a U.N. trusship.".

J

Royall circulated his report among the council members, but before they
could meet to discuss it-the U.N. concluded its debate on the Palestine partition.
On 29 November 1947 the General Assembly voted 33 to 13 in favor of a
resolution calling for partition. Over the nest few days Fortestal learned from
Lovett and others that lobbying by Zionists and their U.S. friends and supporters
had been strenuous, sanetimes to the point of threatening reprisals:

-

Lovett reported on the result of the United Nations action on Palestine over the week-end. He said he had never in his life been subject to as
much pressure as he-had been from the Jews.... [Bernard] Baruch had
told... the French that unless they voted in favor of the Palestine pattition, the Jews would see to itthat the French got no help under the
Marshall Plan.... The zeal and activity . . of the Jews had almost

resulted in defeing the objectives they wem after."
Pleased with the outcome of the-U.N. vote, Truman endeavored to minimize
its potential consequences for the United States. At a Cabinet luncheon on
1 December, he cited- limitations in the resolution making it unlikely that the
United States would become further involved. Forrestal, skeptical, failed to see
how the resolution could be implemented without the presence of an outside
i cacekeeping force to which the United-States might be asked by the U.N. to
contribute. As he assessed it,
even had taken a serious turn. "I aid;' he noted in
his diary, "Ithought the decision was fraught with great danger for'the future

security of this country."
During the weeks following passage of the U.N. resolutim U.S and British
relations with the Arab staes took a dramatic turn forthe wose, while in Pales.
tine Arab and Zioist groups began arming for a possible military showdown.
"InJ my 1949-the British Government .announced that it had had enough
and would unilaterally terminae its mandate by 15 May. Watching closely the
cintinuing-buildup o teasiona, Folrestl-became more than ever coninced that

the United Stae

tood on the threshoid-of involvement in a Middle Fat war.

On 21 January 1948, venting his concerrs and frustations, he personally drafted
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a memorandum setting forth his views. He epressed the most irritation with U.S
political leaders, Republicans and Democrats alike, who seemed oblivious to dhe
"broad implications" for U.S. security in the Middle East and who felt in some
cases that financial contributions from Jewish voters entitled them to "a lien
upon this part of our national policy." Because of the recent U.N. resolution,
Forrestal expected- two issues to emerge in the months ahead--demands to give
or sell arms to the Jews in Palestine and requests for unilateral U.S. intervention
asa "moral obligation." "it isrealized," Forrestal concl.ded,
that, in the light of the complexities of the Middle East land) our com.
mitments in the U.N., the solution of this problem will have many difliculties but t do not believe this should preclude the effort to achieve

acceptance of the principle that this issue shall not be a basis of barter for
a bloc of votes between the two parties t "

Later in the day, Forreml showed the papet to Under Secretary of State
Lzvett who, according to Forrestal, "agreed in general with the conclusions."
Invert in turn showed Forrestal a paper (PPS 19) prepared by State's Policy
Planning Staff that reflected similar thinking. The paper recommended that the
United States make no attempt to help implement the U.N. resolution on partition and "endeavor as far as possible to spread responsibility for the future
handling of this question." Although it was obvious that the Zionists would
strongly oppose such a proposal, Forrestal and Lovett5agreed that it represented
a sensible approach to an almost insoluble problem.'

1

On 12 February 1948 Secretary of State Marshall asked the National
Security Council to review another Policy Planning Staff paper (PPS 21) out
lining further options the United States might pursue on Palestine, including the
crearion of a trusteeship." A few days later Marshall mentioned the matter to
Truman, who authorized the State Department to take whatever steps it felt
necessary and to "disregard all political factors." " Marshall and Lovett thought
they had Truman's-full approval of a new initiative, but it turned out they were
rmistaken. When U.S. representatives placed the trusteeship proposal before the
U.N. Security Council on 19 March, Truman becam livid and accused "people
on the 3rd an 4th Levels" of the State Department of wanting "to cut my
throa" by reversing U.S. policy., On 25 March he recovered his composure
sufficiently to issue a public statement, drafted jointly by Clark Clifford and State
De-art=ent -rTltndg
reprcntativd,
-U.S. support of the tiustee- ip plan on a
temporary basis if -it would restore order pending a permanent settlemen.ss
Despite the President's repeated disclaimers of possible U.S. military intervention, Forrestal could not shrug of his worry that the gathering storm in
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Palestine would eventually involve U.S. troops. As a precaution, in late March he

.I

asked General Gruenther to put the joint Staff to work on a detailed estimate
of the size and kinds of forces that might be required. Upon notification that the
State Department was also interestd, Forrestal's office on 2 April requested the
joint Chiefs to step up -their study and to consider-these specific points: (1I) the
forces required to maintain law and order under a temporary rsteeship; (2) the
composition of such forces in terms of the nations that would furnish contingents;
and (3) the military implications of the course of action proposed. As a frame

°

-

of reference, the JCS were to assume, on the basis of guidance provided by State,

that Jewish-and Arab defense groups would abstan from further violence (i.e.,[
that a battlefield truce would be arranged) and-that the United Kingdom would
accept
a fair share of the responsibility for implementation in cooperation with
the UnitedeStates.lnthAbSate
18

@
.
.

as The joint Chiefs transmitted their recommendations to Forrel on 3 April,leeta
apparently before receiving these new intructions.
Uw
joint Chiefs stated that it
would be-extremely difficult to enforce a trusteeship with forces currently-available and that participation in any
reaacekeeping
action would require partial
mobilization at home, with at lea three to four months of advance preparation
To maintain law and order in Palestine, even with the coperaio of the warring
parties, the JCS estimted fore requirements ass fof
3State
divig
siot plush andrrab e
grps wouland
special troms, totaling 100,076i
on-cenel; Navy, 6 desetrucerwouldebroyer escorts, 6 harbor patrol te
cUi , and
air
raconnaifance squadron, totaling 3,124 ptonneil; Air Force, I squadron of troop
carriers, 2 squadrons of-liaison-type aircraft, I phoorcnahsnce squadron, and
necessary maintenance units, totaling 921 prsonel. As a praictical matter, the
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joint Chief doubted
s
whether these fomes would sufce. They conideed it

reelist to estimate force requireme ts on the asumpion of battlefieldtruce
ul
a*si"blte a thte degree of effectivenes and the duration of a
ere a timOf
such serion doubthat it would be militarily unsound to thsoh any other con.
clusion." If the United Startinaes tine, end ,ace oined p ther in the ptaha
rkeeping
exercise, the joint Chieem
believed
at the rao of forces should
be
neesa
otaing2
perhasgonnl.
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American, 45
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per
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directed by the U.N. SecurityCounil, would probably require
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unrealetic
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of such an emergency "has been obvious for so Iong," had no previously given
the issue more attention. They failed, he told Forrestal, "to come to grips with
the precise problem ... to wit: the size and type of forces required aou the
tmlNiptiop that a truce can in fact be "orked out between the two responsible
groups in Palestine." "While I believe," Ohly added, "they arc entitled to expres
their opinion on the workability of any truce, such a question is esmntially a
political one, upon which the State Department alone is responsible for giving
the final answer."
The next day, 4 April, Forresal met with the Joint-Chiefs, Gruenher, and
Dean Risk head of the State Department's Ofice of Special Political Afairs, to
consider further the feasibility of a temporary trusteeship in Palestine. Risk
explained that the idea had to be examined in relation to alternative courses of
action. If the United States did nothing, the Soviet Union would probably take
steps on its own to gan control of Palestine, either through the infiltration ofspecially trained immigrants or by capitalizing on the widespread Arab violence
against the Jews. Additionally, Rusk feared the slaughter of thousands and maybe
hundms of thousands of Jewish settlers, which might compel the United State
to act and end up sending forces substantially in excess of those required under
the trusteeship plan. Rusk also pointed out that U.S. peacekeeping forces in

'
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Palestine might be advantageous from a strategic standpoint and provide an

opportunity to construct bomber bases in the Middle East. Despite Riks au.ments, the Joint Chiefs refused to budge from their stated positon. Without an
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effective cease-fire, which they deemed virtually impossible, they saw little hope
of establishing-a successful trusteeship and felt that a commitment of anything
less than 100,000 U.S. troops would be "unwise."
After the meeting, Admiral Leahy handed President Truman a memorandum recapitulating the JCS estimates and assessments of 3 April. Although
Truman apparently made no immediate response, he sm several weeks later
during a news conference that the United Stae would send troops to Palestine
only at the specific request of the U.N. and in concert with other U.N. members
Formaal andl Lovert now fek -that any new initiative-by the United Stae
should concentrate on stemming the spreading violence in Pahstine." Accordingly, on 23 April U.S. Ambassador to-the U.N. Warren Austin obtained-the
Security Council's approval of a resolution establishing a U.N. Palestine Truce
Commission, composed of the United Sates, France, and lelgium, to help restore
and maintain order--an obligation that carried with it no provision for the use
British forces carried out their with .
of trops for enforcement. Meanwhile
drawa, Jewish leaders in Palesitine formed a provisional governmient and on
14 May 1948 declared the creation of the new stare of lsel. The United States
promptly granted de fact recognition. Apprehensive over Arab reaction but no
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doubt relieved that the partition question was finally resolved, the State Depart.
ment notified Forrestal that "the prospects for the use of any US. forces had
become almost nil." Such pronouncements were soon to prove highly premature.

The First Arab-l ali War
During the remainder of 1948 and on into 1949 events in Berlin and China
tended to overshadow the crisis in Palestine, but not to the extent that Forrestal
ignored what was happening in the Middle East. Almost as soon as Israel
announced ina independence, allied forces of the Arab Ltge,* led by Egypt,
Trmnsiordan, and Syria, launched an invasion, The U.N. Security Council, react.
ing promptly, called for a cease-fire and imposed an arms embargo on the Middle
East, but mediation efforts failed to bring about a general armistice until 1949.
During this period, short bursts of fierce fighting, especially around Jerusalem,
were followed by lulls that allowed both sides to regroup their limited forces.
Despite their numerical inferiority, Israeli forces astonished the world-by defeating the Arab states-and gaining control of territories well beyond the original
limits of the Jewish state envisioned in the U.N. partition plan. For Isral the

-

4!-

war brought a stunning and wekome vktory that confirmed the rebirth of a

f

nation; for the Arabs it was an awesome humiliation that intensified their opposition to the presence of aJewish state in the Middle East
During the early stages of the war in the summer of 1948, Forrestal received
numerous requests from the State Department for milita persnnel-to protect
US. consulate facilities in Palestine and for logistical support of U.N. mediation

-

efforts, headed by Swedish Count Folke Beadotte. Although the number of
troops involved was small, both types of requests raised important questions of
olicy, as such commitments would makte it difficult for the United Suate to mainrain the appearance of neutrality or remain removed from the actual fighting.
At no time did Potrestal's military advisers wekome the introduction of
Us troops into Palestine for any purpose. When the British withdrawal left the
U.S, consulates in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv unprotected from Arab terrorists, the
State Departmn in May and aMain in June requested Marine -Corps seuiy
guamds On booh- occasions, Forrestal turned-to the Joirjt ChWes who strongly
opposed sending Marines and advised that if the situation became intolerable,
ment they had presented a few months earlier in opposing the use of-US. armed
Formed in MardI 1945 a a rlonal orsalation by NAe Iraq. Traajordnl,
Lebo",
Saui Amtbia, Sria, and Ymen for mutual wpOrt and coo renion, die k"We foumi mwh
of in mntion in mcrdin g "" on Poaedne.
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forces to implement the trusteeship plan. Any use f U,S. roops, would not
only draw down and tic up force.s that might be needed elsewhere but could
create an undesirable precedent and give the Sovie Union in excuse to introduce
its own forces into the area. In these circumstances the joint Chiefs envisioned

'

the possibility of a Soviet-American confrontation and reiterated their concern
lest the conflict in Palestine escalate into global wor 'Despite these dire-warnings, Forrestal was inclined to accept the risk and
to grant the State Deparment's request for protection of the consulate -in Jerusalem, but he doubted whether the consulate in Tel Aviv, well behind Isreli
lines, was in gny immediate or-serious- danger. Forrestal- wanted the President to
make the decision -n full awar-ness of the possible implications 4f gtesmr
involvement. Accepting Forrestal's judgment, Truman in mid-July -ordered
"approximately a dozen" (13 were sent) Marine guards posted to Jecusalim, but
directed that no assistance be sent to Tel Aviv~l As thc' e force%lrOVed-inodequate in the face of stepped-up terrorist activity, Forrestal in October, with~Truman's approval, ordered increaed-ptection for the Jerusalem consulate!*/-
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Providing assstnce for Bernadot's asediation miss"o posed a more difficult question, although initially it seemed no more than-* straightforward effiort
to help restore peace. In early June 1949, act6ng on the advice of Marshall and
with Forrestal's concurrence, Truman announced chat the 'United Sates. as a
member of the truce commission, would provide its "fair share' of observers and
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logistical support to help Bernadott negotiae a peaceful settlement. Subsequently. F-, res! named the Chief of Navel Ch.vntions as executive agent for
the operaton and dispathed 2t officers, 7 frt..a-ech service, to Palestineto act
asobservers of a ces~se-fire that- Benadoe had- called fmr Since France, Belgium,
sale,
bt h dobtedwhehertheconulat
inTelAvi.
wel
Isael
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mernt continued to encourage and support his mission, with no apparent objection
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merit appeared -no more than part of ni'trm.cm effort under U.N. auspices
resolve the conflict-as quickly and as peacefully as possible!"
Within a-few wveks Bernadotte-put forth-tentaive prop s hat in the
eyes of lsrwl and its American friends_ had radical implications for the future,
of IsraeL On 28 jame, after arranging a temporary truce, Bernadotte met withI
Israeli and Arab jeresentatives at Rhodes, whenm he outlined plans for a
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Department advice and the mediator's requirements, the joint Chiefs should begin
prepaftn for an exrtended U.S. role in truce observance operations..,'
Forresta l's office immediately asked the Central Intelligence Agency for
up-todatc intelligence on Palestine, In its report on 2? July, the CIA expressed
doubt that Bernadotte could achieve a permanent settlement but felt that withiadequate suppon the U.N. mediator rtculd maintain an "unstable truce" until
the U.N. could take-up the problem again or it could he referred to the Interna.
tional Court of justice. The Soviet Union, the-CIA stated, had already made arm
tile region and thereby undermine the positions-of-the United Statts and Britain.

r.

Collapse of the truce and intensification of hostilities would sere Soviet
purposes, while measures that might prolong the truce would be detrimental to
Soviet objecnres.'
Since President Truman had earlier approved'U.S. participation in Berna.
dotre's mediation efforts, Porrestal apparently saw no need -fnr further cc-sulrttor.
with the White House. There is no record that either he or Marshall discussed
the mnatter with Truman before acting on Dernadottes request. Once Marshall
officially confirmed the details of Dernasdotres needs, Forrestal on 28 July
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directed the Joint Chiefs to consider "as a matter of highest priority" both the
feasibility and the military consequences of stepped-up U.S. assistance. Assured
by Vice Adm. Forrest P. Sherman, Commander of the Sixth Task Fleet in the
Mediterrantan, that the personnel and support were available, the Joint Chiefs
on 31 July reported that they could foresee no immediate or insurmountable
difficulties and that Admiral Sherman had already been directed to increase the
U.S. contribution. Soon the additional observers and their equipment began

arriving in Palestine."
Despite this increased help, Bernadotte found it difficult to enforce a new
cease-fire; in early August he asked the United States to provide an additional 125
enlisted personnel to bolster his peacekeeping mission. At the same time, on
11 August, a report reached Forrestal of a recent conversation in London between
U.S. Ambassador Lewis W. Douglas and British Foreign Secretair Ernest -Bevin.
According to Douglas, Bevin had spoken of "clear evidence that USSR is displaying keen interest" in Palestine, proof of which was that the Soviets were
supplying amts to the Israelis through Czechoslovakia. Bevin considered it likely
that the Soviets would seek to rekindle hostilities in Palestine and produce chaos

t

elsewhere in the Middle East."0 Although Forrestal had seen many similar

r

reports before, this one especially seemed to arm him, and he recorded the
following entry in his diary:
Bevin foresees that if the Russians are unsuccesaful in their efforts in
Berlin, they will immediately step up their efforts to exploit the chaos and
disorder in the Middle East, if the U.S, and U.K fail to stand firnk he said,
on vital mamers in regard to Palestine and the Middle East. In general, both
nations will suffer a defeat just as profound and just as dangerous to their
future security as would be involved in any reverses in Cermany.t
...

E
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On 12 August Forrestal and Marshall met to develop a strategy. In
Forrestal's view, Bernadotte's request for additional help merited prompt action.
"if we're ging to do this at all,' he told Ohly, "it should be done fast." How-

..
"

ever, before landing any new troops, Forrestal wanted to check on provisions
for their safety nd logistical suppor' 2 Within a week he received notification of
a critical shortage of transportation and communications equipment. Ohly
immediately informed the State Department, which agreed that the landing
should be postponed. But at a press conference on 18 August, Marshall suddenly
ammnced that the United States would honor Bernadotte's request and that th

.

125 additional observers were on their way to Palestine. "The source of his
erroneous information is unknown," Ohly told Forres-l, "but the statement has
been made and taken by (the] U.N. as a -commitment." The nex day, to avoid
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any loss of U.S. credibility, Forrestal directed the Navy to provide-the requested
assistance as soon as personnel and equipment were available.
Having watched the confusion and commitments mount, the Joint Chiefs
were now convinced that the United States stood on the threshold of sending
combat troops to Palestine. On the same day as Forrestal's directive, they protested to him the absence of any clear and coherent policy on the use of U.S.
forces to implement U.N. decisions on Palestine. The Joint Chiefs worried that
repeated requests for observers would lead to large-scale U.S. involvement, with
the distinct possibility that the Soviets or one or more of their satellites might
also intervene. Citing the "worsening world situation and the international-appreciation of our current lack of military preparedness," the JCS argued that
any attempt to enforce peace in Palestine with American troops could rapidly
exhaust U.S. reserve capabilities, risk a confrontation with the Soviets, and
jeopardize the success of U.S. policies elsewhere. "In short," the Joint Chiefs said,

k

+

since our policies in a number of areas and countries are at least partly
based on our ability to provide troops-and military equipment, either cur.
rently or under certain future contingencies, the non.availability of such
troops and equipment as a resuir of United States participation in Pales.
tine peace enforcement might render these policies meaningless because
incapable of military support."
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Since Forrestal usually indicated when he concurred with a JCS position,
his failure in this instance to register any opinion suggests that he may not have
fully supported these views. On 19 August, the same day he received- the JCS
memorandum, he presented it for discussion in the NSC, the first time that
Palestine had ever appeared on the council's agenda. After glancing over the
memorandum, Marshall asked for a postponement of discussion to allow the
Department to examine it. Offering an offhand opinion, Manhall said he
thought that the JCS had exaggerated the problem and that one thret-the
possibility of Soviet intervention-seemed highly -remote as long as the United
States, France, and Belgium were the only countries authorized by the U.N.
to asist in peacekeeping operations. He also believed the presence of armed
troops to enforce a truce to be less desirable than uniformed observers. He had
confidence that through diplomatic pressures Israel'and the Arab states could be
4s
persuaded to observe a permanent ceasfre.

In contrast to Marshaii's optimism, intelligence reports held out little
prospect of an early resolution. At OSD's_ request, the CIA on 31 August issued
an addendum to in July estimate and forwarded copies to President Truman and

-
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the NSC Still pessimistic over the chances for a permanent settlement in Palestine, the CIA speculated that Bernadotte, for lack of sufficient support and
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assistance, might soon itve up efforts for a permanent cesse-flre and refer the

entire matter back to the U.N. Security Council. As for the Soviet Union, the
CIA thought that Moscow wu continuing to follow a course "productive of
instability and insecurity in the Middle East." One report, labeled "possibly true,"
had Syria about to enter the Soviet camp; ocher reports, also unconfirmed, snggested that Syria would soon grant the Soviet Union base rights in exchange for
military aid against Israel."
Without minimizing the potential dangers or possibility of failure, the Stare

Department replied to the Joint Chiefs' paper of 19 August by stressing that
U.S. policy toward Palestine had three principal objectives: maintenanoe of an
efective ruce; negotiation of a permanent settlement that would assure Isrsel's
independence; and reestablishment of friendly relations with the Arab states. In

esplaiing this polky to the NSC on 2Sepember, Lovert cautioned that-the
Department of State "was not willing to make a commitment not to send U.S.

troops to Palestine." However, he saw no need -for an immediate decision and

-

felt that the moderate Arab leaders, such as King Abdullah of Transjordan,
would eventually seek peace. Forrestal, indicating-no disagreement, thought-the
subject should he viewed in a broad context and mentioned the need to consider US. actions in Palestine in relation to their possible effects elsewhere in
the Middle Eat-in such places as Iran , Iraq, and North Africa. He characterized
the entire region as "a piece of flypaper." "Getting stuck on ony one part," he
said, "would get us stuck on all." But he declined to elaborate and quickly shifted
discussion to Greek-Turkish aid allocations.4?1.

j
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The inconclusive deliberations at this meeting were probably unavoidable
in view of the Presiden s aboence and the administration's growing preoccupation

4

Iwith

the-upcoming election. With the politicking heating up, the Middle IEnt
became an increasingly important factor in the campaign, asevidenced by the

furor over Bernadottes final eport, which recommended U.N. control of
Jerusalem and Arab control of the Negev, with Israeli sovereignty over western

A

Galilee. On 17 September, two days after submitting his proposals, Bernadotee
wa assassinated in Jerusalem by membes of the Stern Gwn& a Jewish terrorist
organL'ar m Marshall, having consulted earlier with Truman, promptly endormed
the Bernadotte plan, calling it "a generally fair basis for settlement"" But

4

{I

Jewish leaders in the -United Statel -reacted with such outrWg that Truman
eventually backed off and refused to have anything o do with the plan on de
grounds that it was contrary to-the Democratic Party pla..fom
After ThrAn's repudiation of- the Bernadotte plan, the -State Department
all but abandoned hope of an early negotiated setlement, but it remaiined
intrm e -in exploring- dhe feasibilit of U.N. coptrol of Jerusalem through die
creation df an interrnational police lo'ce of 4,000 to 6,000 men" Forrml
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Toward the end of 1948 intelligence reports from Palestine suggested that

both the Arabs and the Israelis were seriously interested in a permanent truce and
that a cease-fire agreement- in effect around Jerusalem on I December might be
extended throughout the entire area of conflict. However, later in the month came
report that Israeli forces had launched a new offensive in the Negev and that
ome urits might have penetrated Egyptian territory. The State Department,
regarding the situation as still precarious, wanted U.S. observers to remain on
the scene until the new U.N. Palestine Conciliation Commision could begin
to function. -Complaining that it posed a drain-on their limited resources, the
services asked for relief from their obligations as soon as possible, but complied
with Forrestal's request to lend temporary logistical support to the new corn~ ~~mission.
After formal truce negotiations commenced early in 1949, the need
for U.S. personnel and equipment steadily diminished, resulting in a gradual
~ ~~~phaseout
of the operation."
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the Arab-Israeli conflict moved from the battlefield to the
negotiating table, where Ralph J. Bunche, acting in Bernadotte's place, successfully
separted the warring parties with a-series of armistice agreements, Although
~~militarily Israel had won its right to exist, the Arab states refuasd to grant
recognition or to discuss a permanent settlement that included acceptance -of
rtt eportt ai fore had lanhe anew oMiei
tihen found ithatf
the Jewish state. Consequently, the negotiations, which finally concluded in
i198dfrsome
utsmgtihae eeaftedepting
sierritrylTe atento
Deotet
~~July
1949, concentrated mainly on cess-e
tertriltlew
the military situation at the time. The war had finally ended, but tem
permanent peace remained a distant vison.
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needs as well as the opportunity to further U.S. policy objectives in the Middle
Fast, advised Forrestal on 2 September to take swift action. Providing emergency
assistance, Ohly noted, would alleviate the "virtually intolerable" living condi.
tions in the camps atrd, additionally, would help to counter Arab distrust of the
United States and offset chances that the Palestinians would fall under communist
and Soviet influence. "Th consequence of these conditions," Ohly insisted,
coupled with this growing feeling of hatred toward the Americans, cannot
be over.estimated in terms of our security. I hardly need emphasize the
strategic importance of the Middle East to the United States, both from the
standpoint of its resources and from the standpoint of our actual war plans.
A continuance of present conditions will not only provide the very type of
chaos and dissension which breeds communism, and upon which the Soviet
Government will be certain to capitalize, but also threatens the posibility
of retaining the importnt friendship of the Arab countries, of continuing
to capitalize on the oil resources of the Middle East, and of bringing about
a peaceful settlement of the entire Palestine problem."
Persuaded by these arguments, Forresmal immediately directed the Navy to obtain
an estimate of medical needs in the refugee camps and to confult with State,
Army, and Air Force on the possibility of providing "other forms ofassisance." 0
The JCS, sharing Ohly's worries, urged Forrtl on 22 September to take
whatever steps might be necessary to secure "generous assistance" for Arab
refugees. Expressing deep concern for the deterioration of U.S. prestige throughout
the Arab world, the Joint Chiefs noted that Britain, whose own image had also
suffered from its involvement in Palestine, was already providing 4efugee
assistance. L Britain alone repthe-advantag with the Arabs, theJoint Chiefs
strongly recommended immediate refugee aid as a step toward improved U.S.
relations with the Arab states that would "tengthen our military position" in
the Middle Ea.
After consulting with Jovett on the JCS recommendations, Fornal on
1 October emphasized to President Truman "the importance, from the standpoint
of national security, of taking all possible measures to assist" the Arab reugees.
Truman's response was sympathetic-but noncommittal. Without authorizing-any
eition
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For the nm few wees Forrestal's offce exchanged-ideas with the State
Department on how to carry out the President's expressed desire, In mrespons
to Forrestal's directive of 2 Septenber, the Navy in October outlined two possible
courses of action. Ideally, the Navy proposed usins 2 cargo vessels with operating
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personnel, 750 to 1,000 additional support personnel, and 12 to 15 transport
aircraft, at a cost of $55 million for one year. Anticipating opposition to both
the cost and diversion of resources, the Navy proposed an alternative plan that
would provide medical supplies, food, blankets, and other necessities to the
refugces on a short-term basis. However, owing to legal restrictions on the
disposal of U.S. property and the unavailability of funds in the budget, the Navy
doubted that the United Stes could offer either program without congressional
approval."
In view -of the- possible legal complications, the State Department in late

44

October temporarily suspended plans for emergency assistance and advised OSD

-.

to take no direct action until the U.N. sent a formal request for relief aid."
Rather than ask Congress for new legislation, State supported &-U.N. resolution
that would establish through voluntary contributions a $32 million Palestine
relief fund. The U.N. General Assembly adopted the resolution establishing the
fund on 19 November 1948, and the President announced shortly thereafter that
he would ask Congress to contribute half the proposed amount. The congressional hurdle was eventually cleared when on 24 March 1949 Truman signed
Senate joint Resolution 36, which authorized $16 million for Palestine relief."
Although relief assistance served an immediate purpose, both the United
States and the U.N. viewed it as a temporary measure to case camp conditions
until permanent arrangements could be made to repatriate or resettle Arab
refugees. Stich an arrangement, however, hinged on the achievement of an
ArabIsraeli peace, which in the spring of 1949 appeared most uncertin.
With /growing awareness that the refugee problem might go unresolved
indefinitely, State on 4 May 1949 asked the NME to look at its probable
effects on U.S. military and strategic interest in the Middle East. Replying
on 14 Jitn for hiamlf and the joint Chiefs, Secretary Johnson stated that continuation of the problem could have "serious repercussions." As long as the cutsituation existed, he maid, it would "serve to perpetuate and aggravate cond-i.
ftiora
of insecurity, unrest, and political instability, with attenidant opportunity for
Soviet penetration" of the Middle East. Johnson admitted the difficulty of singling
out any "specific, direct effect" the refugee problem would have Oil
'U.S. military
(as distinguished from strategic) interests in the Middle Est," but he emphasized
its unsettling cttect on U.S. relations with both Israel and the Arab states and
hence its undermining of the U.S. strategic position. For this reason, Johnson mid,
the NME would support whatever measues-the SateDepartment thougt necessaq} for a solution."
'l,~~~nc
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g Israeli and Arab cooperation) would repatriate Palestinian Arab refugees to
Israel-or resettle them in Arab stes over a three-year period at an annual cost
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to the United States of $40-50 million. However, when Truman asked the
National Security Council on I Jtily to examine the effects of an across-the-board
cutback for military and international aid expenditures, the Joint Chiefs took a
new look at Arab refugee relief in the light of-other priorities and were decidedly
less inclined to support a co ,ly program. "While such a program," they advised,
"would promote our strategic interests by contributing to the general stability of
the Middle East area, it could be entirely omitted without serious military implications." Its value to the U.S. strategic interests, they concluded, did not warrant
the expenditure if the President decided at the same time to limit other categories
of the military and international aid budget."
Although he conveyed the Joint Chiefs' views for NSC consideration,
Johnson made no attempt to block the State Department from seeking funds
for the relocation of Arab refugees. In reporting to the President, he joined the
rest of the NSC in endorsing an allocation-of $20 million to $40 million, depend.
ing on the scale of assistance the President and the State Department might agree
on. Truman on 23 November authorized State to propose to the United Nations
a less ambitious Arab refugee work-relief program and to offer a U.S. contribution of half the funds.t On 8 December the U.N. General Assembly approved
an 18-month program at a cost of $54.9 million. With Johnson supporting
State's presentation, Congress appropriated $27.5 million for the program under
Title 1IIof the 1950 omnibus foreign assistance bill signed by Truman on
5 June 1950." The United States remained committed to bringing about a longterm solution of the refugee situation, but until Israel and the Arabs could
resolve their differences and negotiate a settlement of the Palestine question, such
stopgap measures appeared to he all that could be hoped for. Well intended as
these measures appear to have been, theylhardly seemed likely to bring permanent
peace and stability as long as Israel and its Arab neighbors remained divided
over a final settlement of their differences.

Arms Shipment to the Middle East

j

"

Nothing indicated more clearly the tortuous nature of U.S. policymaking
in the Middle East during these years than efforts by the Truman administration
to stem the flow of arms to the region. Having followed a path of hesitations
and reversals the year before, from 1949 on the United States became increasingly pro-Israel. But the Truman administration continued to seek friendly relations with the Arab states as well in an effort to curb Soviet influence. Washington did not find it an easy policy to implement. "I had a feeling of disatisfaction with everything we did," Secretary of State Acheson later conceded.
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I didn't think we had as clear an idea of what we were trying to do or
knew what we were trying to do as well as we did in Europe. ... We
didnt want to take them over; we didn't want to arm them and have them
fighting with us. All we wanted thcm to do wa, to go along on their own
way and stay out of the other fellow's clutches6

" was the absence
Underlying the difficultics of dccidin,
"I go in aiding
in Washington-of a consensus on how-far the Ui,...
Israel. After Acheson became secretary in January 1949, tnci
grew more openly- responsive to and protective of Israeli interests. Bt.
Forresral's departure, the Pentagon remained opposed to helping or suppulijg

Israel if such actions appeared to threaten relations with the Arab world or upset
the delicate balance of power that kept tensions in the Middle East from erupting
into a new war. In most instances, Johnson deferred to the advice of the Joint
Chiefs.
Having won- its independerce, Israel's paramount concern became one of
survival. Fearing a resumption of armed conflict, the Israeli Government in
March 1949 asked Washington for permission "to offer positions as advisers to a
limited number of retired United States Army officers, or Reserve officers on
inactive status" to provide technical assistance in organizing and training the

-i

A'

Israeli Army. While favoring the request in principle, State -considered it advisable to postpone granting permission until renewal of hostilities in Palestine
appeared no longer likely.",
Johnson opposed the Israeli request. He told Acheson on 3 June that probably the only 'suitable method of providing the kind of technical assistance"
the Israelis wanted- would be through the establishment of a military misioncomposed of active duty personnel. Even though there txisted -no serious legal
barrier to the hiring of inactive reserve officers, retired Regular Army officers;
could not accept Israeli employment without violating their oath to support the
US. Con.sitution. Beyond-the legal obstacles, Johnson considered it inadvisable
as a matter of national policy to establish a military mission in Israel, since its
presence on Israel's side could expose the United States to serious risk of "overt
involvement" should the Arab-Israeli conflict resume. As a practical matter,
Johnson added, the Joint Chiefs doubted whether Israel's Army had "any dire
n.-ed of foreign t-chnical assistance." Johnson therefore recommended that,
absent important political considerations, the State Department should defer
action on the Isracit request until the situation in ,the Middle East had stabilib.ed.

asWhen
clo, the
l,Israeli Government made no new inquiries, State treated the matter

zI

cThere remained the question of arms assistance. Over the course of the
-

"-~csummer,

as Israel and the Arab states completed the signing of armistice agree.
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incnts, the threat of renewed hostilities appeared to recede, prompting the U.N.

4

on I I August to terminate all restrictions in effect during the truce, including a

general arms embargo. Britain, France, and the United States, to avert an arms
race-in-the Middle East, immediately gave assurances that whipmenrs of arms and
munitions to Israel and the Arab states would be limited to those required for

intcrnal security purpoes.

2

On I September 1949 Truman endorsed a State Department recommendation that arms transfers to Middle East -countries be limited -to those necessary

for the maintenance of "internal law and order" and the "reasonable requirements of self-defense." Subsequently, in October, Truman approved NSC 47/2,
reiterating essentially the same policy. The United States, the report read, "should

permit the export of reasonable amounts of military material to Israel -and the
Arab states limited to such arms as are within the scope of legitimate security
requirements." After the 1 September action, Truman directed that "no public

statement be made" of the arms policy and that export approvals
be handled
with as little publicity as possible."'
During the next few months the need arose for further clarification of US.
policy inthe face of British plans to turn Egypt into an anti-Sovie bulwark

through a substantial expansion of its armed forces. Contending that an Egyptian
buildup would- precipitate a Middle East arms race, the Israeli Government and
Jewish activist groups in the United States urged the State Department to block
Britain from carrying out the plans.' Meanwhile, Israel asked Washington for
permission to buy si2able quantities of sophisticated weapons, including F-84 jet
fighters, Sherman tanks, and heavy artillery, but refused to provide information
concerning the proposed use of these items or the composition of the Israeli
armed forcm16 Jut as the State Department was preparing to inform the Israeli
Government that it could go ahead with the purchases, the Munitions Board, as
the coordinating agency in the Department of Defense, advised that there was
insufficient information to justify the granting of export licenses.1 Apart from
irritating the Israelis, the board's intervention touched off a heated quarrel

-

-

-
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between State and Defense over what NSC 47/2 meant by "legitimate security
requirements."
In an effort to reconcile conflicting viewpoints, the NSC staff initiated a
review of U.S. arms policy in the Near East, and in late March 1950 completed
a draft report (NSC 65). The paper focused on the British planfor an Anglo.
Egyptianmilitaty partnership. concluding that in general such cooperation thnild
be encouraged as improvino the strategic position of the West. However, since
the Egyptian buildup could pose a threat to Israel, NSC 65 also advised that the
United States should "r,:.:...zert to the danger of an arms race' in the area
and-the possibility that Israel, faced with Egypt's import of heavy arms, might
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turn to the communist states for weapons it could not get from the West. For
these reasons and to placate Israel's American friends in case the study leaked,
State felt that Israel's requests for arms should be given special preference and
proposed the inclusion of a statement (paragraph I 1-e) recognizing "the
peculiar defense situation in Israel deriving from the lack of stability in its rela.
tions with the Arab states, and Israel's consequent uneasiness." "1
While approving the rest of the study, Johnson and the joint Chiefs
strongly opposed paragraph 1i-e. At a meeting of the NSC on 6 April, General
Bradley, speaking for the JCS, expressed doubt about the advisability of a policy
that failed to treat Israel and the Arab countries alike. He felt that if the paor.
graph remained in the paper it would inevitably result in a tendency to show
favoritism toward Israel, alienating the Arabs and possibly disrupting lines of
communication through the Mediterranean. Johnson, too, thought paragraph
1I- would give priority to Israel. Although Acheson disclaimed such an intent,
he did not argue ar4l agreed to delete the paragraph. He and Johnson drafted
substitute language that added to another- paragraph a stipulation that U.S. arms
exports should take into account the "undesirability of increasing the instability
and uneasiness in the Arab-Israeli area." 76
The Defense Department's victory was short-lived. At a Cabinet meeting on
14 April Truman told Acheson and Johnson that he thought the amended
paper (NSC 65/1) could be construed as pro-Arab and that he was returning
it to the NSC for reconsideration. Acheson saidthat in his opinion there were
three points to consider: (1) the military necessity for arming the Egyptians;
(2) the fact that the United States was not doing what it should to arm the
Israelis properly; and (3) the possibility of Britain, France, and the United States
obtaining assurances from purchasing cointries that the procured weapons would
not be used for aggression. Truman liked the last idea and a few days later indicated that Acheson should try to obtain a tripartite declaration on arms-shipments to the Middle East.' To remove the President's objections to NSC 65/1,
the Stare Department on 25 April submitted a revised report (NSC 65/2) conrainting three new concluding paragraphs that incorporated Acheson's views.
First, the United States should give "sympathetic consideration" to Israel's requeis
for "defensive military equipment sufficient to discourage Arab attack from
beyond ir. borders." Second, a concerted effort should be made by Britain, France,
and the United States to deny arms transfers to any country refusing to renounce
against another Middle East state. And third, the United States should
impress upon Britain and France the importance of avoiding a resumption of an
ArabJsraeli war and seek a public declaration from them that they were prepared
to take "vigorous action both within and without the United Nations" should any
attempt be madeto renew hostilities."
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Although NSC 65 '2 had yet to be approved, the State Department saw no
reason to delay plans for implementing it. In late April State asked Defense to
comment on two papets that Acheson intendcd to use during meetings the following month with the British and French foreign ministers. The first, on the need
for careful review of arms shipments to the Middle East, elicited little reaction.
The second paper, elaborating on the NSC's recommendation that Britain, France,
and the United States publicly announce their intention to take "vigorous action"
against Arab or Israeli aggression, evoked a strong rebuttal, as it contained a draft
declaration committing the three powers to maintain and protect the current
frontiers of the Middle East states." On4 May the Joint Chiefs advised Johnson
that such a commitment would be "incompatible" with U.S. security interests
because it would undoubtcdly obligate the United States to intervene with troops
in the event of another Arab.Israeli war. "Regardless of their strength," the JCS
warned, "participation by United States armed forces in the enforcement of peace
among the nations of the Near East must tv viewed as the probable genesis of a
series of otherwise unacceptable United States deployments to-the Near East."
In communicating these views to the State Department, Johnson asked only
that Acheson' "avoid reaching any agreement with the British and French which
would have adverse military implications for the United Sta.es." After Acheson
left for London, however, Johnson proposed that the NSC modify the final paragraph of NSC 65/2 by tacking on a single sentence that would clarify the meaning of the term "vigorous action." " The sentence read: "Such action would not
involve the use of U.S. military forces." Except for the addition of this sentence,
the conclusions as they appeared in NSC 65/2 remained unchanged in the final
report, NSC 65/3, which Truman approved on 19 May 1950."
Acheson, though slightly hobbled by Johnson's amendment, wasted no time
in putting the policy into effect. On 25 May news arrived from London that the
American, British, and French foreign ministers had agreed-to a common position
on Arab.lsraeli matters and had signed a tripartite declaration. This affirmed that
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Israel and the Arab states were all entitled to "a certain level of armed forces for

-

-

the purposes of assuring-their internal security and their legitimate self.defense
and to permit them to play their part in the defense of the -area as a whole";
that the sale of arms would depend on assurances of nonaggressive use; and that
the
threewith
governments
issuing astheUN
declaration
would
take immediate
action, con.
sistent
their obligations
members,
to protect
existing Middle
East-

,
Ig :...

frontiers and armistice lines."
If the chief-purpose of the tripartite-declaration was to forestall a Middle
East arms race, its chances for success appeared from the outset rather doubtful.
The day the document was signed the State Department sent Johnson a letter
reminding him of the shift in policy since the 14 April Cabinet meeting and
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advising that approval and processing of Israeli requests for "equipment of high
military potential" should no longer be delayed. Bending to what he termed the
overriding importance of "broad policy considcrations," Johnson on 28 June
indicated that the Department of Defense would cooperate fully."' Because the
tripartite declaration imposed no serious restraints, granting that "a certain level"
of preparedness was for purposes of "legitimate self-defense:' Israel, so long as
it continued to be threatened by its Arab neighbors, seemed entitled to a steady
flow of arms assistance. The Arab states, threatened in turn by the expanding
Israeli arsenal, could exercise their own claims for additional weapons. Thus,
conce' ed as a brake on the Arab-Israeli arms race, the tripartite declaration
instead-became a license for arms expansion. A year of fitful policymaking had
ended on yet another ambiguous and ominous note.
Middle East Oil and Securily

F

t
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A prime concern throughout the deliberations over U.S. policy on Israel and
the Arab states-a matter that became increasingly troubling to military planners
as American policy tilted toward Israel-was the security of Western oil holdings in the Persian Gulf area. As it affected their immediate postwar strategic
planning, the Joint Chiefs readily acknowledged the need for an active Middle
Fast defense; in 1945-6 they began conducting preliminary studies as part of a
general planning operation known as PINCaiR. Assuming the outbreak of a
general war, the PINCHER studies anticipated a strong Soviet-attack against Suez
and the Persian Gulf and offered the gloomy prediction that Soviet forces could
sweep- practically uncontested through the entire region. Despite growing -U.S.
investment in the Middle East and projections of future Ametican and European
dependence on Middle East oil, the Joint Chiefs, characteristically, were reluctant
to propose a buildup of U.S. forces in the region, since an effective defense would
require diverting significant military resources from other theaters. Sidestepping
any definite decisions or commitments, the JCS took the position that defending
the Middle East was largely a British responsibility because of Britain's predominant interest and influence in the region."
By 1947 the evident decline of British power compelled a reassessment of
security arrangements for the Middle East-oil fields. British arid American rtpresentatives discussed the subject at the Pentagon talks in Washington betiween
mid-October and early November, TLhe meetings revealed an earnest desire by
both countries to preserve peace and stability throughout the Mediterranean and
Middle East; to maintain the territorial integrity and independence of Italy,
Greece, Turkey, and Iran; and to prevent the Soviet Union from establishing a
foothold of power or influence anywhere in the region. But beyond agreeing on
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general principles, the British, strapped economically and weakened militarily,
could offer no firm commitment in support of specific objectives without "adop.
tion by the Unitsd States of a parallel policy." 8
With the-United-States-and Britain both seeking to avoid sole responsibility
for the region at a time of mounting tensions over Palestine, military planners
in Washington bec-me increasingly concerned about the defensibility of the
Middle Erast, the security of its oil fields, and the maintenance of vital lines of
communication through the Suez Canal and Red Sea to the Indian Ocean and
the Persian Gulf,
In late 1947 and early 1948, in a series of stopgap measures seeking some
margin of protection for U.S. interests, the Navy added it xeinforced Marine
battalion to its forces in the Mediterranean -and -established Task Force 126 in the
Persian Gulf to show the flag periodically and to coordinate the-passage of Navy
tankers through the area. Whether these steps would lead to a fuller, more permanent commitment to defend the Middle East remained to be seen. During the
early spring-of 1948, while trying to-agree-on the details of-a joint emergency
war plan, the-Joint Chiefs differed over the allocation of assets to the Middle East
in the event of general war with the Soviet Union. Without denying the strategic
importance of the area and its- oil reserves, the Army and the Air Force main.
tained that available forces would be insufficient to mount- an-effective defense,
Consequently, they recommended that the United States establish its defense
perimeter in the Eastern Mediterranean, leaving most of the Middle East open to
invading Soviet forces, Thc Navy, arguing that it would be impossible to conduct
a war of any-duratio without access to Middle East oil, took issue and asked the
Secretary of Defense to use his influence to break the impasse;"
Faced with this division of opinion, Forrestal sought help from the NSC,
hoping that the-State Department would-provide guidance for a decision on the
basis of political and diplomatic considerations. Howcver, -at a meeting of the
NSC on 20 May 1948, Marshall and Lovett declined to take a position, epress.
ing concern over the absence of a definitive policy but leaving it to the military
to arrive at their own consensus, The NSC limited its action to requesting the
JCS to reexamine the feasibility of successfully defending the Middle East oil
region in the event of a general war with the Soviet Union."
After lengthy deliberations, with frequent prodding from Forrestal's office,
the JCS on 28 July finally adopted a unanimous position, which Forrestal passed
on to the NSC. The Joint Chiefs stated that, for emergency planning purposes,
U.S. forces would establish their main defnsev line imthe -Eastern
.Mcdic..r.n.n
rather than the Middle East-and hold positions, including air bases for long-range
attacks against the Soviet Union, in the Cairo-Suez-Kha"oum area. In all likelihood the Middle Fast oil fields would fall to invading Soviet forces sometime dur.
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ing the early stages of the war. While noting that plans were under study for
regaining a portion of the oil.producing region, the JCS cautioned that the
Soviets would probably retain control until the second year of the war. In an
apparent reference to the effects of the Palestine issue on U.S. relations with the
Arab states, the Joint Chiefs also warned chat the ability of U.S. forces to retake
the oil fields would depend to some extent on the "political situation" in the
area."'

On 2 September 1948 the NSC briefly discussed the JCS paper in connection with an NSC staff report outlining possible alternative measures for keeping the Middle East- oil fields out of Soviet hands. Marshall questioned the Joint
Chiefs' gloomy assessment, suspecting they might be underestimating U.S.
strength and overstating the capabilities and intentions of the Soviet Union.
Seeing no imminent danger of a Soviet attack on the Middle East "on a wholesale
basis," he wanted additional time to study the situation and to develop a more
detailed plan of action. At Marshall's request, the council deferred- further discussion pending a review of policy and plans by the State Department."
Marshall's calm notwithstanding, Forrestal believed that the United States
should explore every possible avenue for ensuring an adequate supply of oil
for future contingencies on the assumption that U.S. access to the Middle East
could some day be blocked. Forrestal was buttressed by a report by the Special
Subcommittee on Petroleum of the House Armed Services Committee which
forecast that rising oil consumption in the United States and rapid depletion of
domestic reserves might soon leave- the armed forces without sufficient fuel supplies during a national emergency." After receiving recommendations from the
Armed Services Petroleum Board, which reviewed the House study, Forrestal
proceeded with .4-umber of initiatives. He asked Assistant Secretary of the Navy
Mark E. Andrews to report on the status of U.S. efforts to promote increased
petroleum production in Latin America, especially Mexico; asked the Petroleum
to undertake a resurvey of coal resources in the United States; requested
General Lutes, Staff Director of the Munitions Board, to discuss with the military
departments the matter of establishing a reserve stockpile of petroleum products;
asked for the consideration of measures for the protection of oil fields and other
oil facilities in the United States and-in other parts of the Western Hemisphere,
including Venezuela, Curacao, and Aruba; and advised the State Department of
the importance of obtaining oil rights in Eritrea and Somalia. Earlier, he had
sk-bd th. NSR14 tnd the Munitions Board to explore how quickly and to what
extent the development of a synthetic fuel industry might reduce crude oil
requirements. Whatever conclusions-the NSC might reach on the Middle East
question, Forrestal had no doubts that :he United States would be running a grave risk if it did not find alternative oil sources' 4
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For the forcsecable future, however, the United States and CspCcially Western Europe would have to depend on the Middle East as a primary source of oil.
There remained then the critical question of what might be done to protect
against the threats posed by a Soviet occupation and exploitation of the Middle
East oil fields in the event of a war.
On 6 January 1948 Forrestal asked Admiral Souers, Executive Secretary of
the National Security Council, if any steps were being taken to prepare for such
contingencies. Souers replied that there was some consideration of the problem
but no firm plans had yet been developed. Conceding "a definite requirement for
formulation of such plans." he asked Fcrrestal to consult with the Joint Chiefs
and to refer their views to the Stare-Army-Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee for further study."
At OSD's request for an opinion, the Joint Chiefs on 8 April confirmed the
need for "immediate detailed plans" for coping with a Soviet threat to the oil
fields and concurred that SANACC should study the problem further. Shortly
thereafter, at Ohly's instruction, Under Seceteary of the Navy W. John Kenney
asked SANACC to prepare detailed recommendations, exercising "utmost
secrecy." Working quickly, SANACC on 20 ?,ay approved findings for sub.
mission to the NSC.'
The SANACC report (SANACC 398/4) identified the Persian Gulf oil
countries of Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Iran as those requiring primary attention.
Because of heavy British investment in the area, SANACC recommended that
all contingency plans be coordinated with London. The issues were complex. If
the Western allies, in the face of a Soviet attack, evacuated the Middle East and
left its oil facilities intact and operational, the enemy could and likely would
utilize Middle East oil for military operations. The easiest and quickest way of
preventing Soviet forces from exploiting the Middle East fields would be to
render surface transport and refining facilities inoperable through the destruction
or removal of vital pieces of equipment. Moreover, it would also be necessary to
plug or otherwise block the oil wells to prevent the Soviets, on their withdtawal
from the region, from setting the wells on fire and permanently depleting their
resources. But plugging operations, unlike the process of rendering surface equipment inoperable, would require 30 to 60 days with the resources likely to be
available.
Because demolition and plugging could render the oil wells useless for an
~~~~~.
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states and the whole Western world, SANACC concluded that such steps should
be taken only as a last resort if defense of the region proved impossible. There
were other reasons, too, for being tareful. Without advance preparations--operational planning, stockpiling of certain equipment, and training, organizing, and
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positioning of necessary personnel-it might be impossible to carry out such
operations before an attacker seized the oil lields and their facilities. Yet overt
advance preparations in the area might lead local governments to suspect
that the United States was preparing to abandon the defense of their homelands, creating a psychological climate that could be adverse to U.S. interests and
possibly interfere with completion of the operation itself. Moreover, under international law, neither the United States nor Britain had the -right to enter the
territory of a friendly or neutral country in time of peace, and destroy or damage
its natural resources, without its consent. As for destruction of resources in
wartime, even though that might be advantageous to the country affected as well
as to the allies in their efforts to defeat the invading enemy, such action could
lead to claims later for assistance or compensation to redress the damage. The
study recommended the development of demolition plans that gave due regard
to these considerations, the discussion and coordination of such plans with the
British, and, to minimize any unfavorable local consequences, authorization for
the Secretary of State to consult, at his discretion, with the government of any
country that might be affected by their implementation in an effort to obtain its
konsent and acquiescence 7
On 19 August 19,18 the NSC staff circulated a report (NSC 26) which
endorsed most, but not all, of the SANACC study's major findings. This report
occasioned recurrent discussion in NSC meetings through the remainder of 1948

,
1

I

and elicited written comments from State and the NME. These exchanges identitiedsmore clearly the extremely complicated technical antI political considerations
pointed up by SANACC that would require attention in any contingency plans.
On 6 January 19,19 the NSC adopted an amended report (NSC 26/2) and
sent it to President Truman for his information and consideration.
During the remainder of 1949 and the first half of 1950, the Joint Chiefs
held firm to their conviction that weaknesses in available forces would prevent
an active defense of the Middle rst in a war with the Soviet Union. In their
annual reviews of emergency war plans, the JCS therefore assigned the Middle
East a low order of priority and looked to the British to protect the area as best
they could. At- the same time, an increasing surplus of oil on the world market
lessened the urgency of finding alternative sources of supply and raised the
possibility that U.S. companies might even curtail drilling and reduce exploration
in the Middle East, leaving the region to European firms.' Assuming the con.
tilluationl of surpluses, ja2 pianners estimated thm4 with strict rationing in n_____
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emergency the United States could avoid the need for Middle Fast oil imports

for two years or longer. Scheduled cutbacks in the FY 1951 military budget
further affected U,S. plans for the area; in May 1950 the JCS reassigned the
Marine battalion stationed in the Eastern Mediterranean to duties elsewhere.1IW
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In the long and turbulent history of the Middle East, perhaps no other brief
period witnessed more rapid and profound change than the years immediately
following World War 11, during which U.S. involvement in the region became
unavoidable. 17he Palestine conflict underscored with seismic effect the volatility
of a region that had historically been unstable and had lately become even more
dangerous, Hesitatingly but steadily siding with Israel, the United States found
its policies in the Middle ast often at cross-purposes and its interests frequently
in jeopardy'. By, 1950 Israel-and its Arab neighbors appeared on the verge of an
arms race, with a renewal of hostilities seemingly inevitable. Even more serious,
there loomed the threat of Soviet penetration or, in the event of a war, a Soviet
invasion that U.S. military planners saw themselves virtually powerless to stop.
As it held the line in the Mediterranean, the United States appeared to be,
militarily at least, in retreat from the Middle East, but with such instability
prevailing and the long-term strategic and economic stakes in the region so high,
a-reversal of course seemed only a matter of time.
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CHPTR VIII

The Crisis in China

China-still another land torn by years of civil war-remained a continuing
source of concern and commanded the attention of the Defense Department
throughout the Forrestal-Johnson years. Like Greece, China was one of the "hot
spots" of the early Cold War, where Communist and Nationalist Chinese armies
battled for control of the country.* Although weakened by years of war, internal
strife! foreign occupation, and economic turmoil, China remained potentially a
great and powerful nation. It emerged from World War I1in the eyes of the
United States as the most likely candidate to take Japan's place as the major
power in East Asia. The escalation of fighting in China clouded the picture and
forced the United States to consider the posibility that a communi" victory in
the civil war would- result in Soviet domination of China and eventually other
parts of Asia. What happened in China would influence the course of events
throughout the region.
Despite the perceived dangers of a communist victory and the probable
consequences for East Asian security and stability, the Truman administration
did not seem as concerned about China as about Europe and the Mediterranean.
Although both State and Defense agreed that the threat posed by the Chinese
Communists was serious and affected U.S. interests, they differed on what could
be done about it. Given the enormity of C:hina's internal difficulties and the

t

demonstrated inability of the Nationalist regime to provide honest and effective
the State-Department saw little hope of defeating the Communists
government,
0
and came to favor a policy of gradual disengagement. Defense Department
ofic-!s. who genera!ly-disag reed w;th this po.ition, never-argued that China-was
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more important than Europe. But they maintained that the State Department
continually underestimated the gravity of the Chines Communist threat anti the
need for effective measures to keep it contained.

RootJr oj American Involvement

During the first .5 years of the 20th century, American political and
economic policy in China had two main objectives-to curtail interference by

the European powers and Japan in China's internal affairs, and to secure through
tce "open door" concept equal trade opportunity for all nations. Burdened with
a backward economy an enormous population, and a long history of exploitation
by foreigners, China had become a republic in 1911 with the overthrow of the
Manchu dynast and the rise to power of Sun Yat-sen. Strongly nationaliac,
Sun launched China on a promising social and economic modernization
e
ort.
However, after Sun's death in 1925 his movement split violently and irreconcilably into two factions-the Nationalists, who, under Chiang Kai-shek, estab,

lshed their capital in Nanking ando wr recognized by the United States as
the legitimate government of China; and the Communists, led by Mao Tsetung,
who, with nominal backing from the Soviet Union, operated for a rime out of
Canton before fleeing northwest to set up new headquarters in Yenan. The
outcome of the civil war was still in doubt in 1937 when Japan invaded China;

the two sides declared a temporary truce so that they might concentrate on
repel ling the Japanese.t i
To many Americans during World War , Chiang's Nationalist govern-
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B establishing close relations with influential American business and Political
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territory taken by Japan since the late 19th century. The execution of this policy
suffered from the low poority given the China Theater; from the refusal of the

Nationalists and their Communist rivals to join forces against the Japanese; and
from thc failure of Chiang's regime to make effective use of U.S. assistance.
Under wartime lend-lease arrangements, China received approximately $1.5
billion in U.S. supplies, much of which fell into the hands of profiteers and inept
administrators.* Yet as corrupt and incfficicnt as hii government appeared to most
observers on the scene, Chiang continued to enjoy strong U.S. support. In September 19,15 he elicited from President Truman a promise of additional military
aid to- develop his armed forces "for the minintenance of internal peace and
security:' but not "for use in fratricidal warfare or to support undemocratic
administration., 2
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While accepting these terms, Chiang must have known that he could never
abide by them. Even before Japan's surrender it was obvious that the wartime
Nationalist.ommunist truce would collapse, with renewed civil strife inevitable.
In a secret agreement at the Yalta-Conference in February 1945, Stalin exacted
concessions involving Chinese territory as the price of the Soviet Union's entrance
into the war against Japan. In exchange for the concessions, confirmed in a
Sino.Soviet treaty in August 1945, the Soviet Union recognized the Nationalists
as the sole legitimate government of China, but effectively abrogated its pledge
almost immediately by turning over large quantities of captured Japanese
weapons to Mao's Communists. The competition quickened as Communist and
Nationalist forces scrambled to assert their authority over the parts of China
previously occupied by the Japanese. To help the Nationalists, the United States
airlifted and sealifted large numbers of Chiang's troops to north China and
landed 50,000 U.S. Marines in the Tientsin-Peking area, chiefly to assist with the
repatriation
of Japanese soldiers, but also to block Communist forces from seizing
the cities 3 When Forrestal, then Secretry of the Navy, visited China on an
inspection tour a year later, this U.S. force, substantially reduced in numbers, was
still there. "One thing is clear," Forrestal concluded, and that was "that the
Marines were the balance of order in China during the last six months."
loping to reverse the drift toward all-out civil war, President Truman in
December 1945 sent the recently retired Army Chief of Staff, General Marshall,
China as-- "neutral" mediator. Despite early success in arrainging a cease-fire,
Marshall found, the road to a permanent setlement strewn with almost- insurof 51.5 billion is from Young; Cbmsd, Wartii,, Fi.mc. ,wd InPlon, 1937-1943,
"'ie figure
and includes assistance valued- at $210 million provided in 1946. Lend-'ee aid
actually utilized during the war totaled about $800 million. Eatly in the war China also
received a U.S. cred it of- $500 million to secure inernal dollar'backed loans: of-this sum, $300
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million was used during the war, the balance afterward.
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mountable obstacles. To put pressure on the Nationalists to negotiate, Marshall
embargoed arms shipments to China from the U.S. mainland in late July 1946
and from U.S. Pacific bases in mid-August. Yet nothing seemed to work. Neither
the Communists nor the Nationalists appeared seriously interested in accepting
what Marshall saw as the ideal soluton--a coalition government. Writing off
his mission as a failure after the cease-fire broke down and fighting resumed in
Manchuria, Marshall returned to the United States in January 1947 to assume
new duties as Secretary of State. In i personal statement at the end of his mission,
Marshall strongly criticized the intransigence he had encountered on both sides
and spoke pessimistically of the chances for a peaceful settlement as long as
"reactionaries" in Chiang's government and "irreconcilable Communists" held
out against a "fair compromise." '

The Wedemeyer Mision
Marshall's return to Washington amid reports of escalating fighting in
Mwuichuria set the stage for a running debate, until the outbreak of the Korean
War in 195 , over what further steps, if any, the United States should take to
support Chiang. That the Nationalist position was deteriorating was readily
apparent in 1947. Even with a two-to-one advantage in manpower, Chiang's
forces in Manchuria had found themselves overextended and adopted a defensive
posture.* The Chinese economy, bending under the weight of military requirements, neared the brink of collapse from inflation. Even more ominous, reports
of growing numbers of defections to the Communists signified loss of confidence
in Chiang's government.
Despite Chiangs obviously precarious position, opinions in Washington

"

-

i

differed on how to respond. The opening event of the ensuing long debate was;
a meeting on 12 February 1947 of the Secretaries of State, War, and Navy, with
Marshall and Forrestal dominating the discussion. The day before, Marshall had
sent Forrestal and Patterson for their consideration certain recommendations on
U.S. policy toward China reflecting his recent experience there. Among-other
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exonomic assistance"; and (3) withhold any military aid to China "which would
contribute to or encourage civil war." ,
At the meeting Marshall told Forrestal and Patterson that-the Kuomintang
leaders "had overestimated their ability to solve the Communist problem" and
that it was almost impossible to convince Chiang Kai-shek that only "drastic
political and military reforms" cot d save China. The only solution to China's
troubles, Marshall argued, was to replace the "reactionary clique" in the Chinese
government with liberals from both the Kuomintang and Communist parties.
Forrestal offered the opinion "that the United States might as well face the fact
that if the United States withdrew its support from the Central Government, the
influence of the U.S.S.R. in China was bound -to proportionately increase."
Forrestal went on to recommend the-sending of a financial and economic mission
to China, not necessarily to provide funds- but to help China improve its own
situation and to demonstrate continuing U.S. interest in its problems. Both
Forrestal and Patterson said they wanted to discuss Marshall's proposals with
their staffs.'
Forrestal's concern reflected worries prevalent throughout the military since
1945. By 1947, China had become the subject of increased attention in Congress
as well, especially among conservative Republicans favorably disposed toward
the Chiang government. Pressed from both directions at the same time, Marshall
felt compelled to take action. In May he lifted the embargo on arms deliveries,
and in July he asked Lt. Gen. Albert C Wedemeyer, the U.S. commander in the

China Theater from 1944 to 1946, to head a military fact-finding mission to
China and Korea. A close and respected friend of Chiang,* Wedemeyer occasionally-served as Forrestal's unofficial adviser on Chinese matters. In 1946 he
had prepared, at Forrestal's request, what turned out to be a pessimistic appraisal
of Marshall's efforts at that time to negotiate a settlement on the basis of a
coalition government. Strongly suspicious of the Communists and of State Department foreign service officers in China who harbored, as he later put it, a
"definite animus against the Nationalists," Wedemeyer championed a "fundamental change" in U.S. policy even before he left for China. "In a word," he
later recalled, summing up what he conceived to be the purpose of his mision,
....
ad a double task: to convince the Chi, ._e that they must produce proof that
:ican aid would not be wasted; and to convince Washington that aid must

begiven."

4

In his confidential report to President Truman, submitted on 19 September
1947, Wedemeyer painted a grim picture of conditions in China. Although longer
and more detailed, Wedemeyer's report in many ways resembled Chamberlin's
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almost-simultaneous report on Greece;* both depicted a deteriorating political,
economic, and military situation in the face of a highly organized and determined
communist enemy. To meet China's difficulties, which were on a far greater scale
than Greece's, would require a much more sizable commitment of U.S. resources.
Militarily, the tottering Nationalist position in Manchuria demanded the most
immediate attention. "Continued deterioration of the situation," Wedemeyer
warned, "may result in the carly establishment of a Soviet sitellite government
in Manchuria and ultimately in the evolution of a Communist.dominated China."
Dubious of Chiang's current ability to mount an effective counterattack, Wedemcyer favored placing Manchuria under a U.N. trusteeship.
Accepting assurances he had received from Chiang that reforms would soon
be forthcoming, Wedem'yer recommended stepped-up economic and military
assistance, including advisory aid to Nationalist forces. "Notwithstanding all the
corruption and incompetence that one notes in China," he argued, "it isa certainty
that the bulk of the people are not disposed to a Communist political and conomic structure." Chiang's position had to be shored up before the Communists
secured additional military advantage. Admitting that the military situation had
deteriorated and now favored the Communists, Wedemneyer did not believe that
it %w too late to effect a reversal on the battlefield. He therefore urged increased
materiel assistance (mostly ammunition), prompt training of a Chinese air
force, and assignment of U.S. advisers to Chinese f'cd units, training centers, and
particularly logistic agencies to prevent them &rom being ransacked by Chinese
war profiteers.'
The controversy that later arose in the United States over the Wedemcyer
report resulted largely from the administration's decision not to release it to the
public or to inform the appropriate committees of Congress-about its contents,
Only the President, Marshall.1ovtt, and Forrestal received copies. Lovett advised
Forrestal that President Truman wanted no further distribution) Exactly why
the report was withheld is not clear. When the report finally was declassified and
published in 1949, the State Department offered the official explanation that
Truman and 'Marshall questioned Wedemeyct's proposal of a U.N. trusteeship
in Manchuria and thought it could damage Sino-American relations: "it was the
conviction of the President and the Secretary of State that any such recommendation, if made public at that time, would be highly offensive to Chinese suscepti.
bilities as an infringement of Chinese sovereignty, and representing the Chinese
Government as imapable of governing Chinese territory."" Wedemeyer $us- _vutvilic r mutivt aid Lonsiicted the reai reason to be a coverup by Marshall
of his intention to continue pursuing what Wedemeycr termed a "do-nothing
policy""
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Some of Wedemneyer's suggestions were, in fact, promptly acted
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though not to the extent le had recommended. In early November 1947
Marshall and Forrestal approved munitions shipments to the Nationalists from
surplus stocks in the Marianas and agreed that the Air Force should expedite the
training and equipping of Chinese air units) " Later in the monti, Marshall met

with Maj. Gen. David G. Barr, who was about to depart for China to replace
Maj. Gen John P. Lucas as chief of the U.S. Army Advisory Group. Unwilling
to allow Barr to exercise any responsibility for strategic plans or operations,
Marshall agreed that he could advise Chiang Kai.shek on operational matters
on an "informal and confidcntial basis." But beyond these limited steps, Marshall
questioned whether the United States should or could do more without risking
total- involvement Pnd the abandonment of its commitments elsewhere. China's
problems and needs seemed -so large, so complex, to the Secretary of State that
they seemed to defy any reasonable remedy. "It is an extraordinarily difficult
thing," lie
observed, ... to find out what might be done that would be productive of a result justifying the doing."

I

1

The China Aid Act

-410

+ - .

During the winter of 1947-48 the question of extending aid to the Nationalists became one of the issues related to what Forrestal and others in the NME
saw as the absence of a definite China policy with established objectives. Believing
that the situation in China required attention at the highest level, Forrestal in
January 1948 asked the National Security Council to prepare a report "at the
earliest possible date" on current and future policy. Specifically, Forresral requested a study addressed to four problems: (1) recent and anticipated- developments in the military, economic, and political situation in China; (2) the
likely effect of these developments on current or projected U.S. programs for
miilitary and economic assistance to the Chinese Government; (3) the extent,
character, and terms of any further military or economic assistance the United
States might choose to furnish; and (4) current and probable competing demands
upon
Unitedto States by other countries for military and economic assistance
andiinthe
relationi
these demands, the relative priority of Chines requirements."
The response from both the NSC and the State Department was not at all
whi Forrctal had iuught, During an NSC meeting on 12 February 1948,
Marshall sidestepped Forrestal's questions by disclosing that he would soon ask
Congress for legislation to make available about $550 million in additional
nonmilitary aid to China. Reading from a prepared-statement that he later used
for-congressional testimony, Marshall told the council that the purpose-of this
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proposed assistance was to arrest China's accelerating economic deterioration and
to demonstrate confidence in the Chinese Government. He did not favor additional military aid, he said, and cautioned that any attempt to seek a military
solution would oblige the United States virtually to take over the Chinese
Government and provide such enormous economic and military subsidies that
the welfare and security of the United States itself might become threatened.

i

"On the side of American interests," he argued,
we cannot afford, economically or militarily, to take over the continued fail.
urs of the present Chinese Government to the dissipation of our strength
in more vital regions where we now have a reasonable opportunity of succcssfully meeting or thwarting the Communist threat, that is, in the vital
industrial area of Western Europe with its traditions of free institutions.
Present developments make it unlikely . . . that any amount of U.&
military or economic aid could make the present Chinese Government
capable of reestablishing and then maintaining its control throughout all
of China."6
Marshall's proposal took Forresal and his advisers by complete -surprise.
Apparently, it had not been cleared in advance with the White House, the
Bureau of the Budget,-or the NME. If the situation in China was truly beyond
redemption, as Maishall implied, why risk further involvement of any-kind? On
21 February Secretary of the Army Royall urged Forrestal to seek clarification
of the State Department's intentions. "I am somewhat concerned about the China

I

aid situation," Royall said, "fearing ( I) that it might- be too late to accomplish
anything by such aid and (2) that the embarkation on an aid program may lead
to at least implied military commitments." " A few days later Forrestal responded:

-

I fully share your concern about tie China program, and believe-thatour position with respect to China should be formulated at -.he earliest
possible date. The present lack of a clearly defined position will become
particularly serious if efforts are made in the Congress to earmark a portion
of the general China aid program for military purposes. A number of

*Congressmen

+
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have stated their intentions of pressing for such an alloca.
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success. Pending further study of overall policy by the State Department, the
NSC staff on 26 March issued a draft report (NSC 6) on short-term China
assistance. The report stated that in view of the worsening conditions -in China,
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the most important and practicable objective should be to prevent the communist conquest of the country by encouraging internal reforms and providing
necessary assistancc. At issue were the kind and amount of assistance the United
States should offer. Military members of the staff argued for both military and
economic assistance "on a scale sufficient to retard economic and military deteri.
oration and provide that Government with-an opportunity to stabilize its internal
political and military situation," The Joint Chicfs seconded the views of the
service staff members in favoring both limited economic and- military aid. The
JCS pointed out that "the situation in Greece emphasizes that economic aid has
little value unless and until internal conditions of law and order are established
to the degree that the economic aid will serve the purpose for which intended"
and that "it would be-unwise to extend economic aid to China-without the military assistance which will provide the National Government-some means with
which to improve the present situation of internal armed conflict." 19
State Department and NSRB representatives opposed military aid as
unnecessary since Secretary Marshall's proposed economic assistance would free
sufficient foreign exchange assets to permit the Chinese to purchase military
supplies on the world market. In supporting only economic aid, they recommended that it be furnished with two goals in mind: to retard further economic
deterioration and to provide the Chinese- Government with an opportunity to
acquire "limited" military supplies with its own resources."
Before NSC 6 could come up for discussion in the NSC, events on Capitol
Hill had already decided the issue. On 2 April the Republican-controlled Congress
-passed the China Aid Act of 1948 (P.L 472, Title IV), which-authorized $436
million in assistance for one year. As Forrestal predicted, China's supporters in
Congress succeeded in providing military -assistance by having $125 million set
aside for "additional aid" to be administered by the i esident for purposes
proposed by the Chinese Government. In the light of these developments the
NSC deemed it pointless to discuss NSC 6 further and discarded the paper."
Immediately following President Truman's approval of the China Aid Act
on 3 April, Sen. Styles Bridges, Chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee and an ardent Chiang supporter, asked Forrestal for an appraisal of the
military assistance the Chinese needed. On 8 April Forrestal asked his special
assistant for budget maers, Wilfred McNeil, to undertake theappraisal.22 Based
. the Wedemeyer report and on data supplied by the outgoing
on
_chieftheoffindings
the U-Sof
Army Advi! oy Grnotp, General lucs, an -,4-hoc committee
by McNeil estimated that the minimum necessary to assist the Chinese
in ending hostilities and restoring a satisfactory measure of stability
was approximately $973 million, exclusive of Chinese navy cos. The committee
also noted that shortly after Congress passed the China Aid Act, the Chinese
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Defense Ministry submitted an itemized request for military equipment and
proposcd allocating the $125 million as follows: ground and service forces,
$87.5 million; air force, $28 million; and naval forces, $9.5 million. The
committee also recommended: ( I ) full funding of the $125 million authorization; (2) integration of military aid to China into an overall military assistance
program; and (3) supervision of military aid by U.S. authorities to insure
proper usage.2"
Secretary of the Navy Sullivan and Secretary of the Air Force Symington
both concurred in the td-hoc committee report and recommended its transmittal
to the-Senate Appropriations Committee. Secretary of the Army Royall dissented.
"I am not convinced," he told Forrestal, "that $125,000,000 military assistance
should be granted to China, particularly when it is estimated- that under present
conditions a minimum of more than $1,000,000,000 military assistance would-be
required to accomplish real results." lie refused to endorse the full report and
concurred in only those parts dealing with the allocation of the $125 million, if
granted, and the integration and supervision of assistance should Congress appro24
priate any money.

Meanwhile, the State Department recommended to President Truman
administrative terms to govern granting of the $125 million-to China. Marshall
wrote the President that Congress intended that the Chinese themselves should
decide how the money would be used. He recommended that the President
designate the Secretary of the Treasury to direct the grant aid, based on an
agreement on administrative terms to be negotiated between the United States
and China. Following Marshall's suggestions, Truman on 2 June charged the
Secretary of the Treasury with execution of the grant and established administrative procedures, including monthly reports from the Chinese Government on
the purposes of its grant aid expenditures."
At o meeting with Marshall and Royall a few days later, Forrestal expressed
concern whether the Chinese would use the grant money properly. The basic
issue, he said, "seemed to be the degree of guidance which should be extended
to the Chinese Government in spending the $125 million grants." Marshall had

-

,

no objection to giving the Chinese advice on where to purchase their supplies,
but he-drew a sharp distinction between this and direct U.S. involvement in the
programming of assistance, "lest the U.S. Government be placed in a position
of underwriting the entire Chinese military program and- running the Chinese
I
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Government."
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Forrestal declined -to press the matter, but at another meeting between
Marshall and Royall on II June the issue arose again, this time in connection
with efforts in Congress-to add a "Greek-Turkish proviso" to the China Aid Act
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appropriation, requiring U.S, authorities to exercise the same degree of administrativc control over aid to China as they did- over aid to Greece and Turkey.
Royall expressed regret that another assistance program was in the offing and
reiterated that further aid without close supervision would be a mistake and
lead to waste. Marshall did not doubt the accuracy of Royall's prediction but
advocated holding to the President's instructions of 2 June on administration of
Chinese grant aid. Referring to a proposal to place .dvisory teams with the
Chinesc army, he said that "the important thing was how to do this without
getting sucked in" by the Chinese. Wedemeyer, who was also present, in a
surprising reversal of-his attitude of a year-earlier, fully agreed in view of military
conditions in China, and expressed doubt whether sufficient time remained to
save Chiang's regime from collapse. Citing an absence of "moral courage" on the
part of the Chinese Government, Wedemeyer "feared that the U.S. would be
blamed for the final debacle" if it became further involved. By the end of the
meeting Royall agreed that the Greek-Turkish proviso ought to be deleted and
that the 2 June instructions should be followed. "
The debate in Congress culminated on 28 June with the appropriation of
the $125 million "additional aid" and without inclusion of the controversial
Greek-Turkish proviso. Several days later, however, Senator Bridges and Rep.
John Taber, Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, sent President
Truman a joint letter urging him to "check the expenditure of this-$125,000,000
very carefully." Under further pressure from Rep. Walter Judd, a former
medical missionary in China and a strong Chiang supporter, the State Department
agreed to reexamine the matter and had its Legal Division consider possible
options allowing the NME "to go into procurement for the Chinese." 20 As a
result of these efforts, Truman issued a new directive on 28 July carrying over
the provisions of the earlier one and adding a clause establishing procedures by
which the Chinese Government could procure supplies or services from U.S.
Government agencies, including the NME.2' a
o
nl
n
To speed up action, Forrestal and Marshall agreed on the consolidation of
the U.S. Army Advisory Group, the U.S. Air Division, and the U.S. Naval
Advisory Group into-a single Joint U.S, Military Advisory Group (JUSMAG)
to the Republic of China. Plans for such a merger had been discussed off and on
with the State Department since early 1946, but the absence of legislative
authority and interservice disagreements over command responsibilities had
permitted no progress by the end of the year ° Not until the spring of 1948,
I- iCLUSae¢
iiLrWaingiy apparent that Congress intended to contjun. military as
well as economic aid, did the matter again acquire sufficient importance, both
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in the Pentagon and State Deparment, -to receive serious attention.
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Since the plan involved military policy, Forrestal looked to the joint

Chiefs to take the -leading role in organizing JUSMAG. But heated disagreements
between General Bart, chief of the Army Advisory Group in China, and Rear
Adm. Harry R. Thurber, senior member of the U.S. Naval Advisory Group,
forced him to intervene.31 This personal feud between the heads of the two
China advisory groups brought into question how effectively the proposed joint
mission could function. Although reluctant to take sides in the dispute, Forrestal
questioned Barfes leadership ability and thought the situation in China required a
higher ranking officer, someone with more prestige, like General Mark Clark."'
Marshall disagreed. Knowing from firsthand experience the difficulties in dealing
with Chiang Kai-shek, he thought Earr was doing a commendable job, Whether
or not lie agreed, Forrestal did not raise further objections; in late August 1948
lhe notified Marshall that Admiral Thurber had been relieved. "1 trust that this
step," he told Marshall in passing along-the news, "coupled with the formation
of the joint Advisory Group, will forestall any further difficulties."
With the concurrence of the JCS that existing authority justified creation
of a joint. military advisory group in China, Forrestal obtained Marshall's
I
agreement to-its-establishment. On 17 September 1948 the service secretaries
issued a joint directive setting up JUSMAGCHINAP' To resolve the question
of command, Forrestal recommended, and the JCS agreed, that the directorship
of JUSMAGCHINA should rotate among-the three services on a seniority basis,

-
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with General Barr designated as first directo-, As it turned- out, he was the
only director.
Like the China Aid Act, the creation of JUSMAGCHINA was largely a
symbolic gesture. Its mission was "to assist and advise the Chinese Government
in the development of modern" air, e, and ground forces. However, U.S.
~personnel could not-enter a combat area or advise anyone other than Chiang
Kai-shek on matters-of strategic plans and military organization." As a result
of these and other limitations, the advisory group in China, unlike the one
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operating in Greece, functioned mainly in an administrative capacity.
Advisory assistance to China ceased almost as soon as it began because of
stepped-up heavy fighting that appeared to threaten the safety of the command
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~~center
in Nanking. On 2 November 1948, the day after JUSMAGCHINA
~~officially
began operation, its joint Advisory Council and the U.S. Ambaadobr,
John Leighton Stuart, decided that no additional military personnel shoul d join

,

force, which withdrew later, Effective 3 March 1949, JUSMAGCHINA formally
~suspended all operations~s
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Tsingiao: The Lan American Bastion
With the waning fortunes of the Chiang government and the inabilityi of
U.S. assistance to reverse the course of events, the American presence in China
underwent a rapid decline in 4948-49. T7he China Aid Act constituted little more
than a last-ditch effort, prompted by political pressures, to redress a seemingly
hopeless situation. The military momentum had swung to the Communists by
1948, forcing the Nationalists to adopt a defensive strategy that could only here
and there delay the enemy advance. A few Nationalist units still fought bravely
and with determination, but by and large Chiang's armies had lost the willingness
to ight. As the defeats mounted and as defections increased, many of Chizng's
supporters began to question his leadership. With Nationalist armies being pushed
back on nearly every front and-Chizng's government disintegrating from within,
_
the prospect '*.of a Communist victory loomed ever larger.
The impending demise of Chinese Nationalist rule brought a growing
realization in Washington that the days of active U.S. involvement in- China
might be numbered and that decisions would soon have to be reached concerning
reduction or withdrawal of U.S. forces. Attention centered initially on the
exposed position of the city of Tsingtao on the Shantung peninsula, site of the
largest U.S. Marine garrisonin China and training center for the Chinese Navy.
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On 3 May 1948 the Commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific,
Vice Adm. Oscar C. Badger, alerted the Chief of Naval Operations to the
possibility that the U.S. base, with its 3,600 officers and enlisted men and their
dependents, might be in danger. Citing the recent Communist victory at
Weih-sien to thewest, Badger warned that Tsingtao was one of the few remaining
National ist-control leicities on the peninsula and that it could become the target....r
of a Communist attack. Although U.S. naval intelligence saw no immediate
~~danger
and predicted that the Communists would not engage the U.S. troops
in the city, Badger was worried because Nationalist forces in Tsingtao were
making few preparations for-defense. He felt that unless the United States wasL.
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prepared to make in ignominious retreat, his forces should be authorized to
assist Nationalist forces in the defense of Tsingtaoi and some essntial suburban
facilities?
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After considering Bdger's cable, the joint Chiefs, through Admiral Denfeid,
rq.ld
t rtfer-thp mitter to Fn-rrrqtal, with a-suirvestion thathe-consult-with-the
State

--

Department.

Pending

the outcome

of

thew

discusions,

De~nfeld advisedI

Badger that the joint Chiefs approved his suggestion that U.S, forces assist theNationalists in defending Tsingtao and suburban facilities if necessry. The State"'
Department-reacted strongly to the failure to consult the President and the
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Sccretary of State before sending instructions to Badger, pointing out that it
constituted "a procedural precedent of grave import." -,
The War Council examined the Tsingtao situation further at an 18 May
meeting at which Charles Bohlen, Counselor of the State Department, represented
Marshall. According to Bohlen, Marshall believed that it would be a "terrible
mistake" for U.S. troops to engage in open conflict with the Communists.
Marshall strongly opposed any U.S. participation in the fighting and felt that the
United Stateus should avoid taking sides in the civil war "at all costs." The
secretary helc these views, Bohlen said, even though he recognized that withdrawal-frona Tsingtao would involve loss of U.S. prestige in the Far East."
Once again Forrestal and Marshall took opposite sides. Accepting a JCS
suggestion, Forrestal urged a study of the Tsingtao problem by the NSC, a
proposal that State resisted as long as Badger had permission to help defend the
city." After several weeks, the Joint Chiefs changed their position. On 10 June
they notified Forrestal that, subject to his approval, Badger would receive new
instructions stating that the defense of Tsingtao was a Chinese Nationalist
responsibility and that he should evacuate his forces and their dependents if the
42
city were threatened. Badger was so instructed on 14 June.
In the wake of these developments the NSC staff initiated a study of
Tsingtao. The State representative on the staff favored withdrawing -U.S. forces
at once, but the service representatives -wanted to postpone the evacuation until

*
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an attack became clearly imminent.' Before the conflicting views could be
reconciled, the Soviet Union on 24 June imposed a blockade of land and canal
traffic to 3erlin.* The NSC now began to worry that an immediate pullout
from Tsingtao would have a damaging effect on American credibility and make
it difficult-to convince Western Europe that the United States intended to stand
firm in Berlin. On 15 July, after recommending that the President authorize the
dispatch of B-29 bombers to England and Germany as a show of force, the NSC
decided to take no further action on Tsingtao for at least 30 days, allowing
Badger's current orders to stand."
For the rest of the summer Communist forces made no overt moves
imperiling
But with had
the captured
approachtheof city
autumn
they
launched a the
new security
offensive ofandTsingtao.
by late September
of Tsinan,
leaving Tsingtao more vulnerable than ever on the Shantung peninsula. At the
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direction of the NSC, representatives of State and Navy met to consider
.mib!eLF.S acvin in rcgard to (ImShantung peninsula. They called for the
immediate closing of unnecessay shore installations and the quiet removal of
U.S. surplus property. Further, the State Department was to inform tl* Chinese
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Government that the United States would not assume responsibility for protecting
Tsingtao, but would offer to strengthen the city's defenses to avoid any
appearance of weakness or intention to withdraw U.S. forces.4"
The NSC discussed the Tsingtao problem extensively at a meeting on
7 October. Secretary of the Army Rovall favored total withdrawal from Tsingtao.
Both Lovett and Forrestal argued that any decision "must be a function of our
over.all China policy," but felt that no firm course could be set until after the
U.S. presidential-electior. Although the NSC reached no final conclusion on-the
withdrawal of U.S. forces from Tsingtao, it did agree that the JCS should
furnish Admiral Badger "what he needs to carry out the current orders." Any
alteration of these orders should await NSC consideration of an expected report
on tht position of the U.S. on China. Lovett subsequently wrote the NSC
executive secretary that the situation in Tsingtao was "critical" and asked him to
place the matter on the agenda for the next NSC meeting without waiting for
the broad study on China policy. Lovett preferred that U.S. Navy dependents -be
evacuated from Tsingtao, shore-based naval activities transferred to shipboard,
and Admiral Badger's defensive position strengthened."
President Truman took action on the issue before the NSC could meet
again. Stung by Republican criticism that he was pursuing a policy of "appease.
ment" in China, Truman sought to delay the evacuation from Tsingtao until
after the election. In a handwritten note to Forrestal, dated IS October, Truman
mentioned a recent conversation he had had with Paul G. Hoffman, Administrator
of the Economic Cooperation Administration. On Hoffman's advice, the President
added, "I would suggest that the withdrawal from Tsingtao not take place at
this time, and that aid (under the China Aid Act] toNorth China be expedited."'"
On 2-1 October the NSC agreed that the President's "sugkestion" constituted a
directive and that Admiral Badger should be ordered to stay in Tsingtao..
Subsequently, the Joint Chiefs cabled Badger to use his forces as necessary for
the protection of, U.S. interests within the Tsingtao perimeter, prepare for
evacuation of U.S. dependents and U.S. and other nationals, and be prepared for
evacuation of American forces pending receipt of specific JCS authorization."
Forrestal directed the Army and the Navy, in coordination with the
Munitions Board, to accelerate deliveries of small arms and ammunition as
directed by the President on '18 October." ° Most of these supplies, amounting to
approximately 800 tons, came from World War 11stocks in Japan and arrived
in China in November-December 1948 in unopened crates-that turned out to
contain much equipment that was either in poor condition or useless for lack of
spare parts." Chiang's decision in the fall of 1948 to give first priority to forces
in the south rather than to troops actually engaged in combat in the north
further reduced the immediate usefulness of these weapons. The destinations and
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approximate percentages of supplies to be delivered were: Shanghai, 60 percent;
Tsingtao, 10 percent; and Tientsin, 30 percent. Most of the equipment items

carmarked for Tsingtao and Tientsin did reach their destinations but, at Chiang's
request, items intended for Shanghai were diverted in December to Formosa
(Taiwan), ' a prudent move in retrospect, but one that further denied his
forces on the mainland the help they needed. All in all, despite an intensified
effort by the United States, this assistance proved of minimal value.
On 3 November 1948, the day following Truman's surprising victory at
the polls, the NSC held a special meeting at the request of the President to
reexamine the recent JCS instructions to Admiral Badger. Truman, at his home
in Independence, Mo., did not attend but had indicated through Forrestal a
desire for advice on changing Badger's orders. The long and sometimes rambling
discussion once more failed to produce a consensus on what to do -about the
Tsingtao marines. Forrestal thought an immediate evacuation unnecessary and
argued that a complete withdrawal could jeopardize American influence in
North China. But he sensed the meaning of the President's request and offeied
no objections to a State proposal (NSC 11/1 ) for the orderly withdrawal of
dependents and the -gradual transfer to shipboard of shore.based activities, and,
as agreed earlier between State and Navy, the landing of marine reinforcements
and a general strengthening of the U.S. Navy's Tsingtao defenses." The NSC
believed that if the two operations were coordinated and conducted simul.
taneously, the evacuation of dependents and the liquidation of shore installations
would be looked upon as an integral part of the Navy's preparations to -defend
itself and could be carried out without jeopardizing Nationalist morale or
encouraging a Communist attack on the city. Evacuation now began in earnest
and by the end of the year had largely cleared Tsingtao and North China of
nonmilitary people who wanted to leave."'
dependents
was naval
supposedly
decision toonwithdraw
the status
of Badger's
forces without
and theprejudice
marine
to a The
finaldecision

. 4tcomplete

garrison. But within a few weeks the military situation turned from bad to
worse, leaving the Tsingtao garrison more exposed than -ever to enemy action.
By early December Manchuria and practically the entire North China plain were
in -Communist hands. To conserve what remained of his .beleaguered forces,
Chiang decided to abandon the Shantung peninsula and ordered the Chinese
naval facilitiis at Tsingtao removed to Formosa and to Amoy, on.the mainland
opposite Formosa.
On learning of (hiang's decision, the State Department asked the NSC
whether it would serve any useful purpose for U.S. forces to remain in Tsingtao.
judging that it would not, State recommended ihat Badger proceed quickly to
the evacuation of dependents, suspend all training activities, and
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withdraw his forces as soon as the Chinese disclosed publicly that they were
closing their base. In addition, State recommended against establishing U.S.
naval training facilities on Formosa or Amoy after the Chinese made their move."
At its meeting on 16 December the NSC accepted Forrestal's request that
it await the views of the JCS before deciding on the State Department proposals
(NSC 11/2) to evacuate Tsingtao, but this bought Forrestal only a few days'
time. When-the JCS responded to NSC 11/2 four days later, they concurred in
its proposals," Unable to rally support that might block or postpone the departure order, Forrestal reluctantly accepted the decision without ever personally
endorsing it. Truman approved a slightly revised NSC report (NSC 11/3) on
Christmas Eve, thus initiating a phased withdrawal that ended in May 1949
without serious incident."?
Deeply disappointed, Forrestal considered the withdrawal from Tsingfto a
major setback, though what he hoped to accomplish by keeping the marines
there is not clear. They were no longer-if ever in fact they had been-the
source of stability and order that Forrestal hod considered them in 1946. By the

1'

end of 1948 the military initiative had so completely passed to the Communists
that the U.S. presence in North China ceased to operate to the Nationalists' advantage. Tsingtao was a doomed city, isolated and vulnerable to attack at any
time, providing little more than an exit for foreign nationals fleeing China.
Unlike the British in Hong Kong, the Portuguese in Macao, and the Russians in
Port Arthur and Dairen, the United States had no established rights to Tsingtao
and could no have insisted on staying, unless by use of force, after the Nation.
alists left. Given the realities of the situation, it is puzzling that-Forrestal expected
a handful of marines to influence or alterevents.

Waiting or the Dmit to Settle
i

i

By the beginning of 1949, diplomatic-and intelligence reports from China
were more pessimistic than ever.s The Nationalist regime lurched toward certain defeat. Having lost control of Manchuria and most of North China, Chiang
Kai-sheks
and demoralized
reeled
one battlefield
setback to thedisorganized
next and steadily
gave groundarmies
with Jewu
andfrom
less resistance.
Battered
by continuing high inflation, China's economy was a shambles. Intelligence
ack n
otee td sigl u
oundet
within es h
resutane. atiNtered
governmentr. Now, with increasing frequency, they spoke of a cabal to overthrow
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Chiang and put a peace party in power. Before his rivals could act, Chiang in
his New Years Day msage to the nation offered to step down and called on

A

the Communists to enter peacetalks.5 '
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In Washington, the Communists' apparent impending victory mandated a
full.scale reevaluation of U.S. policy. Although Forresral had spoken repeatedly
of the need for such a study for nearly a year, the Director of State's Policy
Planning Staff, George Kennan, had accorded it low priority, feeling that there
was little to be gained until events in China pointed in a clear direction. The
first draft of a State Department report (PPS 39) on the subject appeared only
in September 1948. Much of the paper consisted of a survey of demographic,
economic, military, and political conditions in China, from which emerged the
general conclusion that the Nationalist regime would soon be replaced by a
Communist-government controlling most, if not all, of China. Further, the repor
warned thr a Communist victory probably would result in an increase in Soviet
power and influence in China, though to what extent could not yet be ascertained.
Given the realities of the situation and the limited American capacity to influence
events, the United States could not expect to realize any of its traditional objectives in- China for quite some time and should therefore adjust its long-range
planning to allow for utmost flexibility. In the foreseeable future U.S. policy
toward China should: ( I ) continue to recognize the Nationalist government as
presently constituted; (2) make a decision on recognizing the Communists in
the light-of-prevailing circumstances if and when a Nationalist collapse should
occur; and (3) prevent, so far as possible, short of military intervention, China's
becoming a satellite of the Soviet-Union.10
In discussing the report's findings with Forresal, Kennan advised him not
to draw hasty conclusions, either in writing off China as a lost cause or on the
possibility of a last-ditch effort to prevent a Communist victory. The collapse of
Nationalist China was approaching so rapidly and ,he consequrntes were so
unpredictable that only through constant and thorough reexamination, Kennan
believed, could the United States develop an effective and workable policy. As.
suming that the Communists would not establish full control for some time, he
speculated that the United States might have to have several policies toward
China's separate regions. More important in Kennan's view was the need for a
definite policy toward Formosa. Pointing to the island's possible strategic importance to-the United States, lie thought perhaps the NSC should consider the
strategic consequences of Soviet control of Formosa."i
Kennan's general analysis drew no immedite objections, either from For.
restal or -from within the State Department. It was increasingly obvious that
Nationalist rule would not last long, but less clear was what would replace it
and""e- Atc .-- tudring hcepobiem- for several months, the NSC staff gave
up trying to write a detailed paper and on I I January 1949 circulated a brief
report (NSC 34/1) that avoided, as Kennan had urged, hard-.nd fast recon
mendations. Approved by President Truman early the followiv.g month, NSC
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34 1 doubted whether China would soon be unified under a stable, independent;
and friendly regime and advised that the primary policy should be to prevent
China from becoming "an adjunct of Soviet power." Toward this end the United
States should:
a. Make appropriate plans and timely preparations in order to exploit
opportunities in China while maintaining flexibility and avoiding irrevocable commitments to any one course of action-or to any one faction.
b. Regard efforts with respect to China as of lower priority than
efforts in other areas where the benefits to U.S. sw.urity are 2more immediately commensurate with the expenditure of U.S. resources.
The adoption of a new policy roughly coincided-with a change of leadership
both in China and at the State Department in Washington. On 21 January 1949
Dean Acheson succeeded Marshall as Secretary- of State; the same day Chiang
Kai-shek stepped down as President of the Republic ot China.* Although he
fully endorsed the new policy, Acheson considered NSC 34/1 somewhat "obscure
in phraseology" and sought to remedy this-defect throaigh a followup report
(NSC 34,2),approved in March 1949. "
Whereas NSC 34/1 assumed an indefinite period of political disorder in
China, with the Communists the dominant but not-the only controlling element,
NSC 34 '2 looked farther ahead and assumed virtually complete Communist rule,
accompanied by extensive Soviet penetration. Acheson doubted whether the
United States could realistically expect to prevent China from falling under.Soviet
influence or whether- it could extricate China from the Soviet bloc until internal
conditions were~ripe for the emergence of a "grass roots" anti.Communist resistance movement-what he later termed a "third- force," aligned neither with the
Nationalists nor-the Communists. He recommended that the United States mainrain, "so far as feasible," active official, contact with all political elements in
China and continue to recognize the Nationalist Government "until the situation
is further clarified." Along these same lines, he also recommended that tbo United
States reaffirm its friendship with the Chinese people, but withhold full support
from any non-Communist regime in China until-it had demonstrated an indcpendent capacity to -offer effective resistance to Communist rule. As for how
long it mighrtake for this policy to bear fruit, Acheson ventured no further than
to draw a comparison. "The Kremlin," he pointed-out, "waited twenty.five years
for the fulfillment of its revolution in China, We may have to persevere as long
or longer."
'J
-1

" Chi.ng was eplaced -by General Li Tsung.jen as Acting President but continued toexercitt
much of hisformer power. Chiang went-to Formosa la,. in 1949 and resumed the presidewc,
on I Match 190.
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Acheson, in what fie later admitted w-0 art unfortunatec 'hoice of words,
charactcrized this policy as one of waiting for the dust to settle, a metaphor
itendmcd to imply marking time but also ituggesting burial of the Nationalist
regime. In truth, Acheson wanted to dissociate th;e Unitcd Srate from tha
Nationalists as quickly as possible while sceking to cultivate ties with other
political elements in China in an effort to drruw China away from thc Soviet
Union,' B~ut his plan-a graduial reduction of aid and support for the Nation-'
alists and a swarch for thle elusive "third force" (abandoned at the enm of 1949,
but later resumed )-proved - highly controversial aods unproductive
D~uring his cinaining weeks- as Secretary of Defense, Forrestal grudgingly
supported Achcsor:$ actions i-the tace of growing criticism in Congress and
from influentil pro-Nationalist- lobbying groups. Still-the dominant issue, as it
had been the ,year Weore, was whether to continue military raid, even though it
appeared-higlily probable that-additional shipments to the-mainlanrd would fAll
into Communist hands. Suggesting several alternate courses of action withons
<0o1menting on which one he prcferrzd, Fornestal requested the NSC to consider
tile mpttcrfr'
Oil 3 February, with Acheson- presiding, th'e NSC examiie{ the subject at
some length. Acheson readily conceded that from the military-point of-view contuing delivery of arms would be a waste, but he cautioned the council to bear
iai mind thle possible political repercussions in thc Utedi Stes of stopping aid.
Pie State Department, he added, was "split down the middle" on the issue; he
himself was inclined to terminate assistance. As an alternative Secretary of the
Air i'orce Symington suggested, -with Forre~tal's approval, the diyersion from
China- to -Okcinawa of scheduled -deliverie-s and an indefinite suspension of new
export -licenses pending resolution of the situation on the mainland. Acheson
accepted their view 3nd proposed chatr President Truman meet with congresional
kcrders to explain the decision!"
days later, with- the -necessary stop-Oiimcit crders on his desk forsignature. Truman -net with congressional !eaders at the -White House. Instead
of endorsing the action the Y~tterproposed- to take, they unanimously condemned it-borb-as a betrayau of-INationalist China, and as an admission of U.;
inability to deal with the-expanding communist threat. In the words of Sen.
Arthut _Ri Vandenberg (Mich.), the senior Republican on -,he Senate Foreign Rle-

'aTWO

lariont C~nmittee, Olw United Stittes by this action w'luid stand wcused of beingj
&Sti
lza
'

driru'If "inust rki.rbe naf1 haod.'~ Virnding-;-xrsz.vpor

tnat scheduled assislncs- should go aheaid, blit on a delayed-delivery basis wher-
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ever q'%sible "without formal saton."
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Truman and Acheson may have assumed that the problem would solve
itsclf when legislative authority under the China Aid Act expired on 2 April
19,19. But in early February a group of 51 House Republicans wrote the White
H-ouse urging creation of a commission to investigate the situation in China.
"l1t'ee weeks later Sen. Patrick McCarran, a Nevada Democrat, introduced legislation to create a loan fund of $1.5 billion to stabilize China's economy and to
continue r,ilitary assistancc. Though McCarran's proposal was largely self.serving
iit .alled for a third of the aid to be in silver, of which Nevada was a principal
producer) and probably stood little chance of passing, Acheson saw it as a sign
of growing congressional unrest. To divert Congress from considering new -legis.
lation he requested a temporary extension of the China Aid Act. Rather than
amending the law, Congress passed new legislation in April 1949 which- confirmed the Presidents authority to provide China with assistance until 15
February 1950 but made available no additional appropriations, Assuming that
the ,mount originally earmarked for military aid would be fully obligated by
the time the-extension took effect, Acheson considered it no longer incumbent
on the Unit,:d States to render military assistance, especially since Congress had
not ptovid..d additional money for-the purpose. 0
Taking cognizance of congressional sensitivities, Acheson refrained tem
porarily from further dissociating the-United States from the Nationalists and
advocated a "wait, look, see policy" until events in China had run their course.
Th1e-nes was not encouraging. By spring, peace talks between the Nationalits
and the Communists had collapsed, followed by a resumption of fighting that
icft South China exposed to a Communist invasion. From the momentum en.
crated by their 1948 victories, the Communists felt more confident than ever of
ulmi.tc success. In April 1949 they launched their attack, captured the Nation-
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alist capital of Nanking, and moved on to take Shanghai. On virtually every
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front the COmmunitts held the upper hand."2
The smashing success of the Communist armies evoked a strong backlash
of public opinion in the United-States against the White House and State Deparrtmcnt-. ThrougLout the country the Nationalists, personified by Chiang Kaishks
~iswi]L, had enjoyed a generally favorable image and reputation for
almost 20 years. Dwturbed by what they read in newspapers and heard over the
radio about China, the American public still found it difficult to comprehend
the nmounting dilsaster. An opinion survey prepared by the State Department in
April 1949 found deep concern among political commentators that a Communist
victory in-China would bave a serious effect on the strategic position of the
Unittd Sate throughou Asia. As for dealing with the problem, a majority of
the comm ticatorv erdorsed the administration's inclination to procrastinate while
a rtridenrt minoriy- condemned this approach as a "do-nothing" policy."'
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Once again, intense reaction in Congress led to steppcd.up calls for new
assistance, demonstrating the effectiveness of Chinese lobbyists and the popularity
of their cause among a hard core of congressional supporters. Although composed largely of Republicans, the so-called "China bloc" in Congress cut across
party lines and worked closely with such influential anticommunist groups as
the American Legion, the Veterans of Foreign Wars, the Daughters of the
American Revolution, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and the Farm Bureau
Federation.

73

Within the administration itself opinion continued to be divided. After
Johnson succeeded Forrestal in March, the fragile consensus achievcd at the
beginning of the year soon collapsed and infighting resumed between the Pentagon and State Department. Personalities played a major part, but so too did
legitimate disagreements between Acheson and Johnson over such questions as
Formosa and whether the Nationalists on the island should receive military aid.
In Johnson's view, Acheson's policy in China and throughout the whole of
East Asia was weak and ineffectual and continually placed the administration in
embarrassing positions politically. A case in point was the administration's frus.
tration resulting from the arrest by the Chinese Communists of the American
Consul General in Mukden, Angus Ward, who was released only after-being
convicted-of espionage. Convinced that President Truman was listening to the
wrong advice, Johnson dropped hints-that the State Department was stumbling
blindly and-that-it lacked accurate and reliable information about China.
The constant criticism put the State Department on the defensive- throughout 1949 and into 1950. In a belated effort to educate- the public on how the
current crisis had arisen, Acheson in April 1949 resurrected the idea, discussed
but rejected the previous November by Truman and Marshall, of publishing an
official history of U.S.-Chinese relations over the past decade, Truman now
greeted the project with enthusiasm and detailed his special counsel, Clark
Clifford, to review the manuscript. Johnson, after seeing a draft copy, unsuccess.
fully tried to block publication on the grounds that its contents contained
material that could adversely affect "future developments in China." Acheson
disagreed; with Truman's approval, on 5 August 1949 he released the so-called
"China White Paper" to the public. Focusing on the period since 1944, the
paper contained-it lengthy narrative of military and diplomatic events as well as
extensive documentary materials, all intended to demonstrate to the American
people that the-responsibility for reverses suffered by the Nationalist armies in
China lay not with the United Ststes but with the Nationalists themselves.'
C ongretional members of the Chins bloc included Sens. Styles brid,
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(N.H.). William F.

Knowland (CAl), and Patrick McCarran (Ne'.), and Reps. Walter H. Judd (Minn.)
Joseph W Martin (Ma .).
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As ooC of Acheson's biographers has observed, the China White Paper
accurate, and scholarly presentation and analysis of the facts," but
it required close reading and was so detailed that it is likely that only a "few
people other than academics and China experts" bothered to examine it. "As a
means of explaining to Americans why their government should not be held
responsible for the fall of Nationalist China, it left a great deal to be desired." "'
In an) case Acheson's critics wanted action to restore- the Nationalists to
power or. at the least, avert a complete defeat. Among a number of hastily concocted schemes, one that received considerable attention from Nationalist sup.
porters in the United States came from Maj. Gen. Claire L Chennault (USA,
Ret.), the celebrated World War II commander of the Flying Tigers and a close
-friend of Chiang Kai.shek. Chennault proposed an elaborate delaying action,
patterned after the strategy employed against the Japanese in World War 11,
that-would establish defense lines in the "great Western Zone" of China supplied
by a U.S. airlift,7 A similar plan, prepared by the Chinese embassy in Washington, envisioned establishment of a defense perimeter along a line determined
by Nationalist.hcld territory from northwest- to south China and called on the
United States to provide assistance in the initial amount of $287 million.t
State and Defense both rejected Chennault's proposal after studying it
closely. Embassy officials in China considered Chennault's plan "as-a whole...
impractical and of doubtful value to furtherance of US national interests." The
Joint Chiefs fully concurred, questioning the feasibility of last-minute attempts
to carry out- operations on the scale envisioned by Chennault and his Chinese
friends. Furthermore, the Joint Chiefs doubted :he soundness of the basic
strategy and its military practicality in the face of a superioc enemy force and
the apparent inability of the Nationalists to- rally followers, enforce discipline,
and maintain morale among their troops. 1'
China's supporters refused to give up and continued to argue that Nationalist reverses resulted from inadequate U.S. help. Insisting that the situation could
still be salvaged, the China bloc mustered its strength and-in September 1949
succeeded in adding Section 303 to the Mutual Defense Assistance Act, authorizing $75 million in unvouchered funds for military aid to "the general area- of
China." * The sponsors hoped for stepped.up assistance to-the Nationalists, but
by the time the Legislation passed, Nationalist authority on the mainland extended
nominally to no more than a handful of provinces and even these soon-capitut the Communists. On I Octo'ber 1949, Mao Tse.tung and his -followers

A
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proclaimed the People's Republic of China, with Peking (Peiping) as its capital,
symbolizing the end of Nationalist government on the mainland. Intelligence
analysts agreed that anti-Communist opposition in China, except for scattered
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gucrrilla operations, probably would not exist after 1950."° Thc dust was
beginning to settle, but whether it would permit a clearer picture of the situation
remained to be seen.
The Question of Formosa

*

i

i

By the end of 1949 the unrelenting advance of Communist armies had left
only Formosa and a handful of nearby islands in Nationalist hands, Most of the
Chinese who took refuge on- these islands owed allegiance to Chiang Kai-shek
and wanted him to resume leadership of the Nationalist government. Chiang,
who had been looking for just such an opportunity for a number of months,
readily agreed. On 8 December 1949 he closed his headquarters on the mainland
and established in Taipei a temporary capital from which he exhorted his follow.
ers not to give up their cause. The Communists promptly declared Formosa to
be an integral part of the "new" China and made known their intention to seek
the island's "liberation" at the earliest opportunity!"'
The struggle for Formosa appeared likely to xcome the final and decisive
battle of the Chinese civil war. According to intelligence estimates in late 1949
and early 1950, the Nationalist forces on the island enjoyed a relatively secure
position. Anticipating expulsion from the mainland, Chiang had stockpiled
arms and -ammunition on Formosa for nearly a year. Although vastly outnumbered in manpower, the Nationalists still possessed marginal superiority in air
and naval forces. By establishing a naval blockade of the mainland and by bring.
ing military pressure to bear with air power, they hoped to keep the Communists
off balance. The earliest expected date for a Communist attack was 15 July
1950. Because of uncertain weather conditions during the summer typhoon
season, the -logistical difficulties of organizing an invasion force, and Nationalist
air superiority, U.S. naval intelligence concluded-that it was impossible to assume
a reliable date for a Communist takeover but observed that "there seems to be
little doubt ... that Taiwan will in due course fall into Communist hands." n
The transfer of the Nationalist regime to Formosa brought to the fore a
problem that the United States had wrestled with off and on since World War
If. In the Cairo Declaration of 1943 the United States had recognized Formosa
as a part of China and had-agreed to support China in reclaiming the island from
Japan. At wars end the United States had assisted Nationalist forces in establish;~ic.......l
,,fi .....s. Bu[t-.Lriy in 19,49 153. policy shifted. In the absence of
a Japanese peace treaty specifying the disposition of the island, President Truman
approved -anNSC recommendation (NSC 37/2)-calling for Formosa to become
virtually autonomous under its own "local non-Communist Chinese regime."
The purpose behind this policy -was to prevent the chaos on the mainland from
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spreading and to spare the island's native inhabitants from being inundated and
exploited by a wave of Nationalist refuges" The strategy failed. As the Nation.
alists suffered one defeat after another on the mainland, they swarmed by the
tens of thousands to sanctuary on Formosa.
With the growing Nationalist presence on Formosa, there appeared a need
for further clarification of U.S. policy. Worried about the consequences of a
Communist victory on the moinland, Secretary Johnson requested the NSC in
June 1949 to undertake "astudy of the current situation in Asia" and recommend
a plan of action to achieve specific objectives. Shortly after Johnson made his
request, the State Department began working -on a China policy paper of its
own and asked Johnson to designate a general officer to provide State with
informal advice and assistance. State made clear that this officer's assistance
"would constitute in no way a prior commitment of the National Military Establishment for any recommendations which the Department of State may make
regarding our policy toward China." Johnson rejected this proposal, preferring
that State -prepare the paper alone and submit it to the NS, although he
promised to make available requested documentation and answer specific questions posed to the NME by the State Department as it proceeded."4 Johnson's
behavior pointed up his differences with the State Department and his determination to make the NSC the central deliberative body on Asia policy. Asthe review
progressed, it became obvious that a divisive debate was brewing over the ques.
tion of Formosa, though initially all agreed that the island's protection or defense
should no become a U.S. responsibility.
Earlier, in March 1949, at the request of the State Department, the Joint
Chiefs had evaluated Formosa's strategic significance for the United States. In
August, once again at State's request, they repeated the exercise. On both occasions, the-findings were essentially the same. Barring unforeseen developments,

.,

the Joint Chiefs did not consider Formosa of sufficient strategic importance to

warrant a commitment of U.S. protection. They emphasized, however, that their
assessment rested less on strategic considerations than on deficiencies in U.S.
capabilities caused by budgetary limitations and military commitments elsewhere.
In view of ,ulese constraints and the narrow range of options they permitted, the
JCS deemed it inadvisable for the United States to attempt to prevent a Com-

____

munist takeover of the island. Following this advice, the NSC in October

approved a strongly worded message advising Chiang Kai-shek not to count on
U.S. military intervention it the Communists tried to attack Formosa.!-

The State Department interpreted this action as paving the way for the
United States to disengage from the Nationalists and to open channels for purrI

'suing

a detente with the Chinese Communists on the mainland. But before any

such measures could be taken, the NSC staff in late October circulated an un-
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numbered draft report, responding to Johnson's reluest of June, containing
recommendations that, if adopted, would result in an entirely different policy.
'Ilic report stated that for the foreseeable future the most-urgcnt policy concern
in Asia should be to reduce the threat of spreading Soviet influence. China, in all
probability, would soon come under complete Communist control, but it would
be some time before it could pose a significant threat to neighboring countries.
It appeared more likely that Soviet-directed actions, utilizing the momentum of
the revolution in China, would undermine and eventually destroy the peace,
national independence, and stability of nations throughout Asia. Rising nationalism-and anticolonial sentiment offered fertile soil for the Soviets to work their
influence. Suggesting akind of domino theory, the report saw Communist control
in China supporting the introduction of Communist regimes in Burma and lndo.
china, and then other communist efforts in Thailand, Malaya, and Indonesia. The
United -States "should oppose communism in China, both overtly and covertly,
by all practicable means short of United States military forces." 80
The report strongly urged adoption of measures similar to those proposed
to combat communism in Western Europe, including stepped-up economic aid
to help ameliorate abysmal Asian living standards and the conclusion of a regional
defense pact or "Pacific Association" * of noncommunist Asian and Pacific
nations. It further recommended that the United States specifically define its
security interests in the Pacific by establishing a defense line running through
Japan, the Ryukyus, Formosa, and the Philippines and concluding a peace settlement with Japan. The report's most radical proposal advocated that "the United
States should obtain title to Formosa and the Pescadores and transfer them to the
trusteeship of the Pacific Association." 1
In the opinion of a special State Department study group, composed of area
desk officers and Far East consultants, the basic defect of this paper was its
tone-hostile and insensitive to the realities of change in Asia, with undue
emphasis on preserving the status quo. Listing alternative recommendations, the
study group downplayed the effectiveness of military measures, including military
assistance, in stopping the spread of Asian communism and urged patience and
flexibility in dealing with the new regime in China. "if an Iron Curtain is to be
rung down," the group advised, "let it be the Communists who ring it.""
When Acheson showed the study group's proposals to President Truman on
17 November, he described the problem as a choice between two courses of
action, constant opposition to the Communist regime, harautsuent, and Luvrzt
and overt attempts to bring about its overthrow; or an effort to detach Communist
China from subservience to Moscow and to encourage more favorable behavior
matialiscd in this form.
'The Aswsoition svever
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by China toward the United States. Acheson added that he and his advisers leaned
toward the second policy, which they saw as comparable to supporting Tito in

Yugoslavia

While Acheson's thoughts moved in one direction, Johnson's went in
another. Apparently feeling that the recommendations in the NSC draft report
needed pointing up, Johnson in early December asked the Joint Chiefs for "an
opinion as to whether or not there was anything the Military Establishment ought
to be doing [on Formosa) that affected the security of the United States, regardless of what might be the Government's political objectives." '0 The Joint Chiefs
referred the matter to the Joint Strategic Survey Committee (JSSC), but before
the JSSC could respond formally, Johnson acted on his own. On 15 December
he sent to Truman, then vacationing in Key West, a memorandum urging military aid to the Nationalists on Formosa. Referring to the current State and
Defense study of the NSC draft paper on Asia, Johnson wrote:
Generally speaking, the [military] staffs agree that efforts should be
continued and perhaps increased to deny Formosa to the Communists. The
nature and extent of such efforts are now being considered in some detail
for the purpose of defining them more accurately. They include political
and economic aid, and also military advice -and assistance short of-overt
military action.
It is generally agreed that it is not in our interest to become involved
to the extent of placing the American flag-on Formosa. The cost and risk,
in the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, would be excessive.01
To bolster his case, Johnson sent two enclosures--a letter written by a
personal friend of Truman's, Sen. Homer Ferguson of Michigan, who confessed to
being "greatly distressed" by the situation on Formosa; and a summary of the
views of General Douglas MacArthur, commander of U.S. forces in the Far
Fast. In MacArthur's opinion, the Potsdam agreement of 1945 obligated the
United States to protect Formosa pending a determination of the island's legal
status and the conclusion of a Japanese peace treaty. Such protection, he believed,
could be provided without a commitment of US. troops, merely by making
Formosa eligible for aid under the Mutual Defense Assistance Program and by
issuing a declaration that the United States would treat any attempt to invade the
island as an act of war. The United States should make clear at the same time that
it would also consider Nationalist use of Formosa as a base to launch-an attack
against the mainland as an act of war.6
Truman returned to Washington on 20 December. Two days later, during
lunch at Blair House, Johnson gave the President further information but
learned "that I had lost my fight on Formosa." "The President did nor disagree
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with the military considerations," Johnson remembered. "I was told, wi[dXut
quoting him directly, that he wasn't-going to argue with me about the military
considerations but that on political -grounds he would decide with the State
IDepartment." Treating the matter as closed for the time being, Johnson left the
next day for a vacation in Florida."
Apparently unaware that Truman had already reached a decision, the joint
Chiefs on 23 Decemnbr forwarded -their official response to Johnson's request
for recommendat ions on Formosa. Adopting a position -similar to MacArthur's,
the joint Chiefs advisedl taking military measures, short-of committng combat
forces, as soon as possible ais part of an overall effort-to thwart the spread of
communism in Asia. They recommended the authorim,'tion of a "modest, welldirected, -and closely supervised program of military aid" and suggestued that
MacArthur visit Formosa to conduct a military survey of the island's require.
ments."4

On 29 December 194'9, with Truman presiding, the NSC held a special
meeting to discuss the Joint Chiefs' recommendations in connection with delib.
eration on NSC 48/1, a revised version of the October-report on Asia that now
reflected the State Department viewpoint. The overall policy objective was
redefined as not merely to curb the expansion of Soviet power and influence but
also "to assist-in the development of-truly independent, friendly, stable and-selfsustaining" Asian nations through 1,olitical and economic rather than military
measures. The United States should encourage noncommunist forces to take the
initiative, show the way with economic and political support, and foster cooperation and consultation among Asiani-nations. Any regional association should be
voluntary and should serve initially to promote mutual aid and self-help. For
countries facing an "immediate threat" -)f communist aggression, the United
~States
should provide military advice and grant assistance "to the extent
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On security arrangements, NSC 48/1 took the _position that the United
States had a legitimate and longstanding interest in preserving a defense pe-rim eter in the Pacific but ought to avoid involvement on--the Asian mainland. As
to Formosat, the paper offered two-proposals. The first, a statement drafted-in
State Department, called only -for economic and diplomatic nxeasures to
~block
a communist takeover. The other reiterated the views of the joint Chiefs:

the objective
Pescadoreswill
to the
Chinese Cobmmunists.
Ile -initiation
successful achievement
of this
primarily-depend
on prompt
and faithful

implementation of essential measures of self-help by the non-Communist
administrtaion of the islands. In addition to the diplomatic and economic
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mcans provided for by the NSC 37 Series, the United States should undertake a modest program of military advice and assistance to be integrated
with a stepped.up political, economic and psychological program against
the further extension of Communist influence and control over Formosa.
Such a program should of course only be undertaken without committing
United States forces or seriously- risking United States involvement in overt
military action,"
The NSC discussion on 29 December was, in a very real sense, a mere

formality. Since Truman had already said he would rule against him, Johnson
saw no reason to attend and prolonged his Florida vacation. In his absence,
Acting Secretary Stephen Early attended, ac.ompanied by General Bradley. For
the record, Bradley stated that the Joint Chiefs "proposed to supplement . . .
present economic and political measures by looking into the possibility of modest

military assistance" to Formosa. This assumed, of course, that the United States
would stand behind the Nationalists o, the island as part of a policy to halt the
advance of communism in Asia. However, if political considerations made it
desirable to terminate support of the Nationalists,-then perhaps, Bradley admitted,
the JCS proposal went too far.
Acheson noted that, as he understood it, the Joint Chiefs were nor recom-mending a commitment of U.S. forces. Rather, they expected Formosa to fall
eventually and wanted to buy time. He wondered whether the-price was worth
it, To foster the major objective of weaning the Chinese Communists away from
the Soviet Union, the United States should adopt a low profile in Asia, place
itself on the side of Asian nationalism, and avoid further identification with
reactionary governments. tie added that Formosa, while important to the United
States, was not vital and that the Nationalists had sufficient money to buy small
arms and supplies. Truman concurred, saying that for "political reasons" he
would go along with the State Department recommendations. Thts the NSC
rejected the proposal to provide "overt" aid to Formosa and added a new para.
graph to NSC 48/1 directing the progrmmming~of MDAP funds for the "general
area of China" to begin immediately. With these and several other modifications,
Truman approved the report (NSC 48/2), but noted, referring to the added
paragraph: "A program wilt be all right, but whether we implement it depends
on circumstances."

The following,Jay Now York nnd- w'.'hingtoa n-,cpaPr&ac~rfal 2turiV3,
derived from unidentified sources, that the NSC was bitterly divided over policy
toward Formosa and that Louis Johnson had tried-to-force a decision in favor of
providing aid, Drew Pearson, whose column was usually friendly toward Johnson,
attributed the split to the Acheson-Johnson feud and cited views "expressed
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around the State Departncnt that Johnso"s interferences- could not be entirely
divorced from his law firm, which once rcpresenk-d the brothers.in.law of Chiang
Kai.shek and the Soong dynasty." ' Johnson wisely refused even to acknowledge
the charge and the press paid it no further notice.
The State Department and White House did not get off so easily. Angered
by what they termed the President's decision to abatdon Formosa, members of
the China bloc launched a torrent of ctiticism and denunciation against Acheson
and Truman. On 5 January the President counterattacked with a public statement
reaffirming his decision not to provide "military aid or advice" or otherwise to
involve U.S. forces on Formosa "at this time." * The inclusion of the words
"at this time" was at the suggestion of General Bradley and appeared to provide
aloophole for a possible fusture change of policy. But in a-speech to the National
Press Club a week later, Acheson dampened such speculation by indicating that
Formosa and South Korea fell outside-the U.S. defense perimeter in the Western
Pacific. Although it was unclear whether Acheson had ruled out intervention if
either of these areas came under direct communist attack, the current thinking
behind U.S. policy was unmistakable. For the time being-anyhow, the administration proposed to avoid commitmer.ts that might entangle the United States in
a conflict on Formosa or in the vicinity of the China mainland,"
Despite official pronouncements, government policy toward Formosa remained in flux down to the outbreak of the Korean War because of continuing
attacks from the China bloc and attempts by Johnson to reopen the issue. During
this crucial period, moreover, Acheson failed to carry through on his policy of
completely detaching the United States from Chiang's regime, for neither he nor
desk officers in the State Department wanted to see Formosa fall for reasons that
could be blamed on the United States. Their hedging kept hopes alive in the
Pentagon that a reversal of policy might take place.
The State Department's eleventh-hour wavering, combined with an upsurge
of communist guerrilla activity in Indochina, the apparent arrival in Communist
China of Soviet military and political adviser., and the rumored massing of Communist troops opposite Formosa, set the stage for Johnson and the Joint Chi'
to resume their campaign for aid to Chiang's regime. Having lost on the question
of overt assistance, Johnson shifted to another tack. On 10 January he indicated
to the Joint Chiefs that MDAP funds appropriated under the "general area of
China" provision could be spent for both overt and covert purposes. The JCS duly
rccom...mc.
thor 1$0 million of the $75 million appropriated by Congress be
used for covert operations on Formosa and in Tibet. Johnson referred the Joint
S -"both
_'Stas
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Acheson, Preenqa tis Creasoj,. 350-51, sugists that Trumanu's stastement wa meant for
foreain and domestic consumption--to counter Chinese Communist clhims thit the United
irwd sooccupy Formosa an4 to quiet the China Lobby at home.
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Chiefs' proposal to rite State Departtncnt and also requested Acheson to provide
guidance on whictlicr the military departments should continue to process military
assistance to Formosa undecr the China Aid Act. '
Aches -on did not reply imnmediately. Instead. he ardered-a study team, headed
by Amnbassador-at.Large Philip C.Jessup, to review current assistance to Nationalist China, including programns that had yet to run their course under the China
Aid Act inJI INDAP Mfeanwhile, in response to British concern about the
security of H-ong Kor-jR. State in March denied the Nationalists export licenses for
25 M-1 Sherman tanks and 25 r-80 jet fighters on the grounds that this high.-ilue militarv equipmnent might fall into Communist hands through defection or
capture and be used against Hiong Kong or elsewhere."
The-following mronth Acheson proposed discontinuance of procurement for
of transfer of U.S. Government military macerie! to the. Nationalists after-coin-

I-

pletion of deliveries uinder the $125 mil lion -grant aid program. Citing thc Presi-;

A

henceforth the Nationalists could look to "the American commercial market" as
a1source Of supply. Aides in Johnson's office-questioned the advisability of this
action and deemed it !anraniounr to a complete cessation of ;ales-and assistance,
But on 6 May Johnson indicated to Acheson that pending a review of the U.S.-military-position in regard to Frmiosa, the 1)epartment of Defense would comply
with the cutoff proposa. Within a few days all military assistance to Formosa
through Defersc channels ended, except for -approximately $6-million worth of
equipment in pirocess of procurement or deliver'y-prior to 14 April.'0 '
Despite the cessation of military assistance, neither the Pentagon nor the
State Department regarded -the matter as (otally resolved as long as Chiang's
forces continued to offer tesisrae.cc. Sometime in ihe spring of 1950, for example,
Paul I1. Nitzc, Kentian's succcsor as Director of Siate's Policy Planning Staff,
apptroached the joint Chiefs informally to inquire whether defending Formofu
wouldf be possible if it seemed ncessary fer politicel reasoos. "The upshot.-' Nirm
rec..led, "%w that thc Chiefs deci'Jed that we could not prudently make the
forces available to defend Taiwan despite a determination that it was politically
important to do so." Iu The JCS- challenged a-State Delpartnent staff report, pre.
pared in April for Acheson':-use in mid-May at-talks with the British and French
foreign- mitisters, which contended that "adequate military supplies" were readily
availmble-to-Chiang's forces. Noting the constraints imposed -.,-Chinese procurequestioned the accuracy of the State Department's assertionj
of aknii,-theysutiatdrrrmigodtominteFritcopldnt
anmc'--kdt

-4

wexamination nf policy on assistance to Formosa. Johnson was, of courM., -sym.*-

JCS for a "further exprestion-of views" conicerning the desirability, or necessity.
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around the State Department that Johnson's interferences could not be entirely
divorccd from his law firm, which once represented the brothers.in.law of Chiang
Kai.sh.-k and the Soong dynasty." ' Johnson wisely refused even to acknowledge

1

the charge .nd the press paid it no further notice.
The State Department and White House did not get off so easily. Angered
by what they termed the President's decision to abandon Formosa, members of
the China bloc launched a torrent of criticism and denunciation against Acheson
and Truman. On 5 January the President counterattacked with a public statement
reaffirming his decision not to provide "military aid or advice" or otherwise to
involve U.S. forces on Formosa "at this time." * The inclusion of the words
"at this time" was at the suggestion of General Bradley and appeared to provide
a loophole for a possible future change of policy. But in a specch to the National
Press Club a week later, Acheson dampened such speculation by indicating that
Formosa and South Korea fell outside the U.S.-defense perimeter in the Western
Pacific. Although it was unclear whether Acheson had-ruled out intervention if
either of these areas came under direct communist attack, the current thinking

behind U.S. policy was unmistakable. For the time being anyhow, the administration proposed-to avoid commitments that might entangle the United States in
a conflict on Formosa or in the vicinity of-the China mainland?'
Despite official pronouncements, government policy toward Formosa remained in flux down to the outbreak of-the Korean War because of continuing
attacks from the China bloc and attempts by Johnson to reopen the issue. During
this crucial period, moreover, Acheson failed to carry-through on his policy of
completely detaching the United States from Chiang's regime, for neither-he nor
desk officers in the State Department wanted to see Formosa fall for reasons that
could be blamed on-the United States, Their hedging kept hopes alive in the
Pentagon that a reversal of policy might take place.
The State Department's eleventh.hout wavering, combined with an- upsurge
of communist guerrilla activity in Indochina, the apparent arrival in Communist
China of Soviet military and political advisers, and the rumored massing of Corn.
munist troops opposite Formosa, set the stage for Johnson and the Joint Chiefs
to resume their campaign for aid to Chiang's regime. Having lost on the question
of overt assistance, Johnson shifted to another tack. On 10 January he indicated
to the Joint Chiefs -that MDAP funds appropriated under the "general -area of
China" provision could be spent for both overt and covert purposes. The JCS duly
recommended that $30 million of the $75 million appropriated by Congrcss be
used for covert operations on -Formosa and in Tibet. Johnson referred the Joint
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from a m~litry point of view. of continuing military assistaice to tire Chinese
Nationalists.
A further exchange of correspondence between the Pcn.tgon and State
Department prompted a meeting on 25 May between Dean Rusk, Assistant
Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, and General Burns, Johnson's assistant
for politico.. tary matters. Rusk was prepared to conccde that State might have
overestimat
iiang's ability to obtain arms. Earlier, liehad proposed some
iare
Department po.ition-paper on aid to Formosa to reflect the
revisions t
JCS rcscrvatr
,athe matter. But for the time being Rusk refused to consider
any bisic cl gJeof policy tow.ard Formosa. He did agree tostudy any tcom.
mendations the Joint Chiefs might make and to examine the possibility of
"broadening* State guidelines on aid. Ilowever, Acheson uhimately authorized
only minor concessions that extended mcrely to the resumption, of assistance,
excluding tanks and jet aircraft, until all remaining fonds (approximately $2
the military assistance provision of the China Aid
million) appropriated under
Act had been exhausted.' 0 '
The advent of the Korean War in June 1950, and especially (he Chinese
Communist involvement in that conflict later in the year, put an end to the drift
in administration policy toward rapprochement with Communist f-JIina. The war
eliminated any thought the administration may have had of extending recognition
to the People's Republic of China. On the more limited question of Formosa, the
war's outbreak caused Acheson to reassess the problem and adopt a position that
followed closely the Defense Department view on the need for aid and assistance.
As it turned out, the Korean War proved to be a dominant influence affecting
the policy of the United States toward the tvo Chinas for at least two decades
thereafter. Under that influence, U.S. policy by the end of 1950 shifted substantially to accord more with the views held by Forrestal and Johnson between 1947
and 1950 than those of Marshall and Acheson.
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The Spreading Turmoil in Asia
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During World War 11 and immediately following, American officials looked
to China to become the leading power in Asia and a key ally of te United
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States. By 1950, with mainland China in the hands of the Communists, they had
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in which the Soviet Union had
to confront -i, dramatically different situation
24
gained a powerful ally on the Asian continent and most of the Far Fast seemed
vuln.,table to communist penetration. "InEurope," as Louis Johnson dw-ribed the
;
a+ : ] international
scene in March 1950, "the situation is improving, In Asia,
shifting
it bears watching."
Far East -focused on China after 1945, other
While U.S. attention in the
CHAPTER4
areas of Asia also demanded the attention of the defense establishment, Sensitivity
to the°.frte of-countries in East Asia other than China-Japan, Korea, the Philippines, lndociim;a, and Malaya-persisted throughout the Forrestal-Johnsoft peTurmoil
riod, andThe
became Spreading
keener after the-Communiht
takeoverinin Asi
China. Not all of
~these
countries rccived the same degree of attention or attracted the same level
of concern-, some engaged Forrestal and Johnson direc-tly, others didl not. In
Korea, where an American-backed regime in the South faced a communhst treat
from the North, Forrtstal and Johnson consistently deferred to their military
and urged withdrawal
importancemrcnolcasloe
downplayed thencountry's
advisers, who DuigWrdWrI
mcicl strategic
oloig
of U.S. occupation
at the earliest opportunity.
nie
n sa n Inakyly
ft+
t ecm forces
tcledngpwc
toChn
Japan, where
the- United
States had a-more compelling interest, delicate negotiations over post-occupation
~~base
and security arrangements required Forrestal and Johnswto monitor
rights

,-both

developments more closely and play it more active role. Indochina, the scene of
communist and -nationalist insurgencies against French coit-nial rule, did not
vuvc the Unitcx{ Statc.s diructly until 195,0 an
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estimates of the threat to American interests in these other Asian areas and how
to-deal with them; only in Indochina did a consensus emerge without lengthy
debate. But in all instances there was a shared apprehension over the spre.,ding
unrest in Asia and a searching rcassessment of policy in the context of continment.
Japan Under US. Occupaion
If the fall of mainland China was reason for grave concern in the late 1940s,
U.S. officials could take comfort in developments in Japan where, despite tensions
stemming from the U.S. occupation, the United States had enjoyed complete con.
trol since September 1945. Technically, the occupation was an Allied operation
under a multinational Far Eastern Commission (FEC) with headquarters in
Washington and a quadripartite Allied Council-in Tokyo, the latter composed of
American, British, Chinese, and Soviet members. But, having carried the brunt of
the Pacific war, the United States in 1945 had insisted on a free hand in Japan's
postwar administration. Consequently, the terms of reference of these organiza.
tions in effect left
ultimate policymaking responsibility to the United States, with
executive powers entrusted to the Supreme Commander Allied Powers (SCAP),
General of the Army Douglas MacArthur, who also served as Commander in
Chief, Far East Command (CINCFE), the U.S. theater organization.
By the time Forrestal became Secretary of Defense in 1947 the occupation
of Japan was two years old and well along toward accomplishment of the desired
objective-the creation of a democratic Japanese state. Forrestal's past dealings
with MacArthur had been few and had left him of the opinion that the general
possessed "a high degree of professional ability, mortgaged, however, to his sensitivity and his vanity." Yet after visiting Japan on his tour of the Far East in
1946 -Forrestal had only praise for MacArthur's "splendid work." 2 Ieaving the
particulars of policy and- administration to the Army and the State Department,
Forrestal assumed limited responsibility for matters in occupied areas. "1 could,
I suppose," be acknowledged, "gather to myself the direction of policy of our
occupying forces in Germany and Japan, but in so doing I would leave myself
that much less time to plan the permanent organization of OSD."
SForrestal's
interest in Japan thus focused on major policy issuesrather than
s
~on day-to-day problems of the occupation. Soon after becoming Secretary of
Defense he encountered the question of whether the United States should pro-
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peac settlement. In March )947
ret1 i!_h-!h .'.:...-''11
Mf'tcArthur told a gathering of foreign correspondents that he considered the
ready for a peace treaty and that the-time had come to end-the occupation.' The State Departmenr Rccepted MacArthur's recommendation and in
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July extended invitations to the 10 other members of the FEC to attend a peace
conference in August or September. Responses to this proposal were favorable
except for those from Nationalist China and the Soviet Union, both of which
raised procedural objections. When subsequent exchanges failed to reconcile the
differences, the State Department (anceled the conference.'
In September, at the first meeting of the newly created War Council, Forfestal made it plain thait
iewas not altogether disappointed by the cancellation
of the peace conference. lk-caus the National Military Establishment had just
come into existence, lie felt chat it would be difficult to give a considered opinion
f
on the details o.
a treaty. Forrestal's chief concern was whether the United States
should insist on base rights in Japan afte r the occupation-a subject that Secrctary of the Navy Sullivan thought should Ix, examined by the joint Chiefs and
the NSC. General Eisenhower, Army Chief of Staff, stated a preference -for -keeping a base inOkinawa and vacating bases in Japansince the permanent presence
of future
U.S. military
facilites there would be a source of animosity and an iciant in
relations
with Japan. The War Council adopted no decisions and
left
unclear what position the NME would choe
negotiate a treatyoeco
W n b u
ec

ifState revived efforts to
efdt
oc

As ithappened, the State Department alcee
was inno h,ry to reopen the
issue. Following tha
he ws of nltotia ppontproposed conference
States Policy Plantsing Staff, under the direction of George Kerman, initiated -A
study of the problems connected with a Japanese pace treaty. Kestan reported
their conclusions to Secretary Marshall on 14 October, advising that no treaty
should be concluded until Japan had achieved a greater degree of political and
economic stability. To obtain additional information, Keaan recommended
th at
the State Departmentset "some
g high o
efxii'"
to Japan a one to discuss the
matter directly and in derail with General MasArthur. At a luncheon meeting
"

,with

time no
yet ripe
for a weeks
peace settlement.
According
to Fosrestal's
diary
recordthe
of
Forrestal
several
-later, Kennan
elaixorated
on1why he
thought
the discussion, Kennan felt that "socialization of Japan had pocitded to such
point that ifa treaty of peace were writtenand te country turted back to the
the country to suppost itl" Left on its
own, Japan would be fa
ced-ith ruin.
ous inflation and budget-deficits which could resuif in an economic collapse that
would provide a golden-opportunity for communist agitatio
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asked Royall to draw up a paper "summarizing the facts, issues and altcrnative
solutions. I However, in January 1948, when Royall learned that the State
Department intended to send a "high official" to Tokyo on a fact-finding mission, he and Forrestal agreed that any future initiative for NSC consideration
should originate in State."

4

Kennan undertook the fact-finding mission himself, traveling to Tokyo in

March for a series of briefings and what proved to be, after a cool introduction,
an interesting and constructive exchange of views with MacArthur in which the
two reached a general meeting of minds. Although anxious- for an early treaty,
MacArthur agreed with Kennan's assessment that Japan's economic and political
recovery was an important prerequisite. To Kennan's point-that the United States
should gradually reduce its control of Japanese affairs, MacArthur replied that
a relaxation of U.S. control was close at hand as a result of reforms instituted
early in the occupation. As for Japan's post.treaty security obligations, MacArthur questioned the feasibility of retaining U.S. military installations in Japan
because others (including the Russians) could have legitimate claims to do likewise. He proposed -instead a chain of U.S. bases from the -Aleutians in the north,
through Okinawa and down to the Philippines in the south, from which the
United States could -effectively control with air power not-only the approaches
to Japan from the mainland but practically the entire expanse of northeast Asia.
He realized the Navy might object to relinquishing the U.S. naval base at Yokosuka (Tokyo Bay) and to operating out of Okinawa because of the latter's poor
harbors and frequent typhoons, but he thought those objections could be overcome by developing new port facilities on the island."
Kennan summarized his findings-in a report (PPS 28), which, with minor
stylistic changes, reached the members-of the National Security Council in June
as NSC 13. For the time being, Kennan suggested, the United States should not
press for a tieaty but-should conlcentrate instead on strengthening Japan's economy preparatory to ending the occupation and withdrawing American forces.
During this transition phase, the United-States should thin out its forces in Japan
and gradually turn-over to the Japanese increasing responsibility for their own

L,

government, welfare, and internal security. Post-treaty s.-curity arrangements

need not be decided immediately but ought to include retention, over the long
term, of island -facilities south of the 29th parallel. Eventually, Kennan pro-

posed, U.S. access to Yokosuka should -be placed "on a commercial basis,' with

4-

most of the naval facilities-currently there transferred to Okinawa. After studying these proposals over the summer, the NSC staff in September issued a slightlyamendcd report (NSC 13/I), recommending that the future of the Yokosuka
base be decided on the basis of the international situation prevailing at confer.
ence time and -that Japan's war potential be controlled through restrictions-on
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the stockpiling of strategic war materials and the prohibition of the manufacture
of weapons and civil aircraft.'
Forrestal referred NSC -13/1 to the Joint Chiefs, who raised several major
objections. The first concerned the designation of the 29th parallel to delineate
the northern edge of the area of U.S. post-treary strategic control in the northeast Pacific. To the southeast of Japan and slightly above the 29th parallel lay
Marcus Island and the Nanpo Shoto south of Sofn Gan, which -the Joint Chiefs
felt should also fall within the U.S. sphere along with the Ryukyus. Second, they
expressed concern over the possible loss of the Yokosuka naval base. And finally,
they questioned the wisdom of imposing economic controls that would leave
Japan permanently demilitarized. Under current international conditions, the
Joint Chiefs said, "it may well become extremely important to our national
security for Japan to be capable of providing some degree of military assistance
to the United States, at least-to the extent of Japan's own self-defense." n
On 30 September, with Forrestal presiding, the National Security Council
considered NSC 13/1 in detail. JCS reservations concerning demilitarization,
though noted, were not directly discussed, but Kennan, representing the State
Department, agreed that the-report could he amended to extend the area of U.S.
post-treaty- control to include Marcus Island and points in the vicinity of Sofu
Gan. Most of the remaining discussion revolved around an Army-State disagreement over-the future role of the FEC and the procedure for terminating Japanese reparation payments. As a result, the NSC made no decisions on the paper
as a whole. Meeting again- a week later, the council avoided further delay by
agreeing to consider the contested issues separately, adopting the rest of the
report as NSC 13/2, which Truman approved on 9 October."
On 21 October Forrestal asked the Joint Chiefs for an elaboration of their
views on-Japanese security requirements and, in particular, whether the eventual
peace settlement should include provision for "limited" Japanese rearmament.
After an extended period, during which they obtained detailed-views from MacArthur,-the JCS replied in March 1949 that any increase in the Japanese military
forces beyond those planned for internal security did not appear practicable or
immediately advisable. They concurred with MacArthur that any attempt to
rearm Japan prior to a treaty "would destroy the character -and purpose of the
occupation." However, in view of worldwide instability, they reaffirmed their
earlier statement on the desirability of having Japan as an ally and suggested
date to plan for that "anticipatory measures" should be undertaken at an early
a post-treaty Japanese home guard consisting-of ground and sea forces (but not
an air arm) capable of repelling an invasion. As a first step, they recommended
revision of NSC 13/2 to allow stockpiling of arms to equip- the nucleus of a
Japanese army and navy."
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Shortly before leaving office, Forrestal submitted the Joint Chiefs' recom.
mncdations to the NSC, which referred them to its staff for study. The staff sub.
sequently circulated a slightly revised policy paper (NSC 13/3), which, though
it contemplated no drastic changes, reiterated the need for effective Japanese
internal security forces and recommended that "primary war facilities" currently
designated as available for reparations should instead be utilized as necessary to
promote Japan's economic recovery. However, the report made no mention of
stockpiling arms or of taking other anticipatory measures that might eventually
lead-to Japanese rearmament. The council adopted NSC 13/3 on 6 May 1949
and Truman approved it the same day."
By the spring of 1949 the United-States clearly had shelved the idea of an
early peace treaty and remained committed to maintaining the occupation for
the indefinite future. Until Japan's economy became self-sufficient and Japanese
sod;t:y and government regained self.confidence, a strong U.S. presence in Japan
seemed essential. Meanwhile, under the NSC policy, the United States would
gradually thin out its army of occupation, reduce its direct involvement in
Japan's internal affairs, promote the strengthening of Japan's economic, social,
and political institutions, and assist Japan in developing effective internal secu.
rity forces.
This policy, however, was never fully implemented because of growing
pressure in both Japan and the United States to expedite the conclusion of a
peace treaty. Although MacArthur had made enormous strides toward achieving
significant economic, social, and political reforms, there- was mounting evidence
by 1949 that his occupation policies were becoming counterproductive and that
communist agitators were exploiting the occupation to foment anti.American
sentiment. Instead of gradually relaxing the authority of the occupation along
the lines he and Kennan had discussed in the spring of 1948, MacArthur con.
tinued repeatedly to intervene in the day-to.day affairs of the Japanese govern.
ment. A case in point occurred in December 1948 when, during parliamentary
consideration of a wage bill, MacArthur summarily instructed the Diet to raise
the wage base, an action that threw the Japanese government's budget calcula.
tions into chaos. As a -result of this and other instances of interference, many
Japanese became disillusioned with MacArthur's leadership, leading to a steady
decline of American prestige and increasing challenges to U.S. authority. By the
summer of 19419 disenchantment with the American stewardship became mani.
fest as Japan experienced a wave of small-scale strikes, -industrial sabotage, and
random acts of terrori;m against Japanese officials who worked for the occupa.
tidon For Japi
h and-for -,he futre poliituid btalbiity of East Asia it was by
no means certain that the occupation was still serving a useful purpose."

At the same time, events on the China mainland underscored the need for
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preserving close U.S.-Japancse relations. Although it was still too early to ascertam the full effects of a communist victory in China, military and diplomatic
analysts in Washington generally agreed that a radical shift in the Asian bal.
ance of power need not occur as long as Japan remained firmly in the American
orbit. But they disagrced-over the relative priority of military and political objec.
tivcs and how best to assure Japan's continued protection. When he became
Secretary of State in January 1949, Dlan Acheson made it clear that he viewed
the resumption of movement toward a treaty as the key to retaining Japan's
friendship and, hence, the-security of U.S. interests in the Far East. But before
he could- procced, he had to overcome the resistance of Louis Johnson and the
Joint Chiefs, who thought a treaty was still "premature" and-would leave Japan
exceedingly vulnerable in the face of the ominous and growing communist
threat on the mainland.1
Acheson's efforts to reopen the Japanese treaty question received new
impetus when the Soviets, in late May 1949, proposed informally at the Palais

Rose conference in Paris that the Council of Foreign Ministers consider a Japanese treaty simultaneously with the settlement discussions with Germany and
Austria." Acheson had no desire to let the Soviets reap a propaganda victory;

-f

if a Japanese treaty was to be written, he wanted it to be t.e product of an

q1"
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American initiative, not a- response to Soviet pressure. Anticipating that the
Soviets might follow through with a formal proposal and perhaps even a draft
treaty, Acting Secretary of State Webb asked the NSC to have the Joint Chiefs
reexamine their strategic security requirements in Japan with a view toward
negotiation of a Japanese treaty. At the same time, Webb asked Johnson for a
progress report on the occupition. In particular, Webb wanted to know what
steps had been taken to reduce the "psychological :impact" of the occupation on
the Japanese people; what base facilities were being developed on Oklinawa to
replace those in Japan; what were the capabilities of Japanese internal security
forces; and how far MacArthur had progressed in implementing various politi.
cal and economic reforms'
The NME quickly responded with two reports. One, a digest of measures
taken under current policy to reform and rebuild Japan, Johnson sent directly
to State for information? ° The other paper, containing the views of the Joint
Chiefs on U.S. strategic requirements in Japan, became NSC 49 and went to
council members in mid.June. Arguing thatJapan was an "extremely important"
strategic base for projecting military operations throughout northeast Asia, the
oauti.S ine ins
pany
ncdiac
chnngc ofeolc lading either-to
a lee n.
ing of U.S. influence in Japan or ending of the occupation with a peace treaty.
'ITheyfeared that without avisible American presence, Japan would become a
For the disamuions telatinS to Germny &d Austria, we Chapor X.
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target of Soviet and communist expansion-another victim, like China, of "the

developing chaos on the Asiatic mainland." In these circumstances, the JCS
advised, it would be militarily unsound -for the United States to do anything at
the present time that might weaken its control of the Asian offshore island
chain. Japan had a twofold strategic value.-as a potential source of manpower
and industrial production in the event of war and as a political ally h'!lp;ng to
maintain the Far East balance of power in favor of the United States. Giving up
control of Japan in the foreseeable funce, the JCS argued, would leave the

United States in an untcnable position if a major war erupted in the Western
Pacific.

Turning to the question of specific security needs, the Joint Chiefs stated
for the first time a definite requirement for the retention of the Yokosuka-naval
base, pointing our that poor weather conditions in Okinawa made it an unsuitable
alternative. They reiterated their endorsement of limited Japanese rearmament
and recommended approval of a Japanese defense force before ending the

occupation. In view of Japan's recent economic and political disturbancei, the
Joint Chiefs also favored, to the extent necessary, a strengthening of Japanese
internal security forces. Yet with or without these measures, they were fully
convinced that

I

]

a peace treaty would, at the present time, be premature since the continu.
ing Soviet policy of aggressive communist expansion makes it essential that
Japan's democracy and western orientation first be established beyond all
question, and since global developments ate still in such a state of flux that
2 of loss of control of any area-might seriously
measures
leading to the risk
affect
our national-security.

The State Department postponed response to the JCS comments and in

September opened exploratory talks with the British Foreign Office on the
attitude of Britain and her Commonwealth partners toward the early holding of
a Japanese peace conference. As a means of staying in touch with developments, Secretary of Defense Johnson had- earlier transferred all policymaking
responsibilities for military government in Germany and Japan from the Department of the Army to his own office and-had named Assistant Secretary of-the
-

"K.

Army Tracy S,Voorhees as his deputy for occupied areas. However, Voorhees
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found himself .xcluded from the State Department's negotiations. Acheson,
determined to press ahead with Japanese treaty negotiations as quickly as possible,
ar; m'.ting in
Wohinn on -13
rprmbt- Smeurcd the cooperation of British
Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin, who agreed to use his good offices in lining up the
British Commonwealth countries behind whatever treaty the United States
might choose to propose".r2
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Several days after his talk with Bevin, Acheson met with President Truman

-

j

2 4

and Deputy Secretary of Defense Early to discuss the next step. Describing his
meeting with Bcvin as "purely exploratory," Acheson insisted that nothing had
[ en or would be agreed to without "proper staff work" and presidential approval.
lie recommended that as a first step the Joint Chiefs should provide a fresh
statement of "essential security requirements." Early responded that the matter
would be given prompt attention. He thought a written request unnecessary,
but Truman believed that a letter would be helpful in sharpening the issues.'
Adhering to the President's wishes, Acting Secretary of State Webb wrote
to Johnson on 3 October, formally requesting the Department of Defense to
conduct a fresh study of Japanese security requirements with a view toward
placing a draft treaty before the Commonwealth Foreign Ministers Conference
in January 1950.11 State also sent along a seven-page analysis of the Joint Chiefs'
earlier study (NSC 49), taking issue with the JCS contention that the U.S.
presence in Japan was a stabilizing influence and suggesting that, on the contrary,
the occupation had reached the point where its continuation- was likely to produce
only adverse results. "The only hope," State argued,
for the preservation and advancement of such democracy and western orientation as now exist-in Japan lies in the early conclusion of-a peace settle.
merit with that country. From the political point of view, the achievement
of our objectives with respect to Japan-are (sic] now less likely to be
thwarted by proceeding promptly to a peace treaty than by continuance of
the occupation regime, provided thnt essential U.S. military needs in Japan
are assured in the treaty or other concurrent arrangements."
The Joint Chiefs directed the Joint Strategic Survey Committee to prepare
a draft response, while in late November Voorhees went to Tokyo to obtain
the views of General MacArthur."' MacArthur warned Voorhees that a prolonged occupation could destroy the present Western orientation of the Japanese. In fact, he saw them growing extremely impatient with their current
status; he felt the time had come to give serious thought to a treaty. However, he
disagreed with State's proposed approach to the negotiations and-insisted that it
would be a mistake to present the matter at the British Commonwealth Conference, where he expected Australia to raise procedural objections. Furthermore,
peace
to United
avoid later
its the
interests
been
Soviet had
Union
in
should makebyanMoscow
effort to that
include
he felt talks
that the
Statesaccusations
ignored. From recent discussions with So'iet Deputy Foreign Minister Jacob
Malik, MacArthur felt optimistic that the U.S. and Soviet pKitions could be

reconciled if the United States agreed to recognize Japan as a nonaligned state
like Sweden and Switzerland. Going into a peace conference, he added, the
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United States should negotiate with all possible flexibility and on the basis of
broad principles -looking toward assuring Japan's future neutrality, disarmament,
and equality with other nations.
On the question of security requirements, MacArthur doubted whether
Japan's economy could support rearmament or whether the Japanese people had
any desire to revive a significant military capability. Despite the communist
conquest of China, MacArthur did not see Japan as an immediate target of
Soviet expansion; if the Soviets continued to expand their power and influence
in Asia, it would be to the south with the goal of obtaining warm water ports.
For this reason -MacArthur questioned the necessity for retaining U.S. bases in
Japan -and reiterated his belief that control of Okinawa would give the United
States ample strategic leverage in East Asia. However, if 'the United States
insistcd on having bases in Japan, they should be small and inconspicuous,
isolated from the general population, and -largely self-supporting."
On returning to Washington, Voorhees conveyed MacArthur's views to
the Joint Strategic Survey Committee. However, this information had negligible
effect on their recommendations; on 22 December the Joint Chiefs notified
Johnson that they still considered a Japanese peace treaty premature because of
continuing military and politicai instability throughout the Far East. Further,
they reaffirmed their requirement for the Yokosuka naval base, established new
requirements for retention -f existing Army and Air Force installations in Japan,
and insisted that any treaty negotiations should include participation by the
Soviet- Union and the "de Jamo Government of China." Johnson concurred and
forwarded the Joint Chiefs' remarks to the State Department and the NSC."
The State Department reacted with disappointment and irritation. Although
Acheson could understand and accept the Joint Chiefs' need for base rights, he
found their other requirements utterly unrealistic and virtually unattainablesetback for the cause of settlement and an embarrassment for the State Department in its negotiations with the British. Truman reacted similarly; at a meeting
of the NSC on 29 December he hinted that unless the JCS adopted a more
flexible attitude he might override their objections. Their insistence on hav-
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ing Red China and the Soviet Union at a peace conference he dismissed as
*

-

V*

technically irrelevant. The only countries that needed to be represented, Truman
said, were the three original signatories of the Potsdam Proclarnation-the
United States, Britain, and Nationalist China. Becamuse the Chinese Nationalists
had since fallen into disarray, the decision to negotiate a treaty now rested
entirely with the United- States and Britain and was in no way contingent upon
Soviet participation. In other words, Truman was satisfied that a Japanese treaty
was feasible and he was tired of hearing arguments-real or contrived--on the
necessity for further delay."
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Despite the President's statement, progress in mending the State-Defensc
split was exceedingly slow and was not made .any easier by strained relations
between MacArthur and the Joint Chiefs. As a minimum, the JCS wanted
assurances that a peace settlement would not jeopardize U.S. base rights. In early
February 1950 they flew to Tokyo to discuss the matter directly with MacArthur.
He reiterated his belief that bases were unnecessary and that a demand for them
should not be used to delay a treaty. Even though he termed the Joint Chiefs'
visit "helpful and constructive," MacArthur felt that they lacked sufficient
personal knowledge and experience to understand the problems of Asia and
sp.culated that their r"sistance to-a- treaty was the result of orders from Louis
Johnson. The ntc-etings in Tokyo thus failed to resolve any outstanding differences.
When the Joint Chiefs returned to Washington they promptly reported to the
President that they still thought a treaty was premature.21
Truman was growing increasingly impatient and irritated-by the absence
of action.-On 20 February, after examining a list of proposals drawn up in the
State Department, he made it clear he wanted no further delays and directed
Achcson-to prepare a report for the NSC. But a week later, at a drafting conference attended by State and Defense officials, a snag developed. To avoid
antagonizing the Japanese, State wanted to postpone base rights negotiations
until a peace treaty was an accomplished fact. To the JCS representative, this
epitomized "the manifold evils of ...pactomania" and could cost the United
States dearly in terms of security requirements. "They used the same false
assumption they have used for a number of months," he observed, "that we
should have a treaty now because we could not occupy Japan 'indefinitely.'
I believe .. we can well resist peace treaty action nou, without taking the
position that we think there should never be a treaty."

-

32

As the stalemate continued, details of the State-Defense quarrel leaked to
the press. In Johnson's opinion, the disclosures had to be coming from the
State Department, which was looking for some way to put pressure on the
Pentagon to change its views on a treaty. At a meeting with Acheson and the
Joint Chiefs on 24 April, Johnson pointedly accused the State Department of lax
security and elicited an agreement that Acheson would put a lid on publicity.
Johnson explained that when the treaty issue had first come up, his immediate
reaction had been to endorse the idea of a peace settlement, but after readingN
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the recent ctbles and press comment he had changed'his mind and now agreed
with the joint Chiefs that a treaty in the immediate future was ill-advised.
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Acheson, of course, took exception and commented at length-on the proposals of
both the State Dcpartntcnr and General MacArthur. Air Force Chief of Staff
Vandenberg renarked that MacArthur's position was somewhat misunderstood in Washington. Vandenberg had the impression that what MacArthur
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Despite the Presidcnt's statement, progress in mending the State-Defense

split was exceedingly slow and was not made any easier by strained relations
between MacArthur and the Joint Chiefs. As a minimum, the JCS wanted
assurances that a peace settlement would not jeopardize U.S. base rights. In early
February 1950 they flew to Tokyo to discuss the matter directly with MacArthur.
lie reiterated his belief that bases were unnecessary and that a demand for them
should not be used to delay :atreaty. Even though he termed the Joint Chiefs'
visit "helpful and constructive," MacArthur felt that they lacked sufficient
personal knowledge and experience to understand the problems of Asia and
speculated that their resistance to a treaty was the result of orders from Louis
Johnson. The meetings in Tokyo thus failed to resolve any outstanding differences.
When the Joint Chiefs- returned- to Washington they promptly reported to the
President that they still thought a treaty was premature.3"
Truman was growing increasingly impatient and irritated by the absence
of action. On 20 February, after examining a list of proposals drawn up in the
State Department, he made it clear he wanted no further delays and-directed
Acheson to prepare a report for the NSC But a week later, at a drafting conference attended by State and Defense officials, a snag developed. To avoid
antagonizing the Japanese, State wanted to postpone base rights negotiations
until a peace treaty was an accomplished fact. To the JCS representative, this
epitomized "the manifold evi!s of... pactomania" and could cost the United
States dearly in terms of security requirements. "They used the same false
assumption they have used for a number of months," he observed, "that we

should have a treaty now because we could not occupy Japan 'indefinitely.'
I believe ...we can well resist peace treaty action now without taking the

position that we think there should never be a treaty." a,
As-the stalemate continued, details of the State-Defense quarrel leaked to
the press. In Johnson's opinion, the disclosures had to be coming from the
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Pentagon to change its views on a treaty. At a meeting with Acheson and the
Joint Chiefs on 24 April, Johnson pointedly accused the State Department of lax
security and elicited an agreement that Acheson would put a lid on publicity.
Johnson explained that when the treaty issue had first come up, his immediate
reaction had been to endorse the idea of a peace settlement, but after reading
the recent cables and press comment he had changed his mind and now agreed
with the Joint Cheh trht a treaty in +e i...mcdia c faur wa; ill.idviCd.
Acheson, of course, took exception and commented at length on the prooal of
the State Department and General MacArthur. Air Force-Chief of Staff
General Vandenberg remarked that MacArthurs posion was somewhat mimiderstood in Washington. Vandenberg had the impression that what MacArthur
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really wanted was not a treaty per se, linked to security requirements, but the
propaganda advantage of proposing a peace conference and having the Soviet
Union refuse to attend. Acheson did not dispute this, but he urged the Joint
Chiefs to bear in mind that without the promise of a treaty, the U.S. position
in Japan would steadily deteriorate. He added that should the Soviet Union
propose a peace conference along the lines suggested by the United States in
1947, the United States could not possibly refuse to attend and would be forced
to participate in ways that could injure American interests. Johnson revealed
that he and General Bradley would make a special trip to Tokyo in the near
future to confer with MacAthur.?
Less than a month later, on 18 May, Acheson appointed John Foster Dulles,
a prominent Republican with extensive experience in foreign affairs, as head of a
study team on the drafting of a Japanese peace treaty. "That same day President
Truman told a-news conference that negotiations for a treaty would begin
"when the time is-propitious ... and I hope that won't be too far off."
" The
following month Dulles and Johnson left on separate missiom to Japan; while
their visits ovedapped, there is no record that they conferred with one another
but some indication that they deliberately avoided each other. After arriving in
Tokyo on 17 June, Johnson went to MacArthur's headquarters and delivered
what one oboerver-described as "a I5.minute haangue" that denounced "the
State Department crowd" for plotting to withdraw American forces and for
trying to undermine U.S. security interests and portrayed Dulles as an "impractical
man who approached the world's problems with a religious, moral, and pacifistic
attitude."
Because Johnson arrived in Japan dead set against a treaty, his meetings
with MacArthur must have made him somewhat uncomfortable t In written
comments, MacArthur once again expressed his view that the peace treaty was
absolutely essential to retain Japanese goodwill. By committing itself to this
objective, MacArthur argued, the United States would also strengthen its overall
moral and political position in the Far East and regain some of the initiative
lost by the disastrous turn of events in mainland China. He now thought it
unnecessary to include the Soviet Union and China in the peacemaking process.
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* Dulles had been active in foreign Joain since serving as a member of the U.S. delegation
tothe Versailes Conference in 1918-19. Since 1945 he had served in various
ofical capacities
as a US, deklgate to the U.N. and as a special consultant s the Secretary of Stae. In 1948
he had been an adviser to Thomas . Dewey, die Republikm candidate for President. His
appointment a head of the woring group on the Japanese peace negotaios wat apSparcndl
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On security arrangements, Ma(Arthur still believed that the United States should
not establish permanent bases in Japan; however, as an alternative he thought
would be acceptable to both the Japanese and the Joint Chiefs, he suggested a
broader concept under which the United States would have "unrestricted
freedom" as a "protecting power" to take whatever tactical dispositions were
necessary for Japan's defense. Any such action would be undertaken in consultarion with the Japanese goyernment. As for implementation, lie favored
inclusion -in-the peace treaty of a simple clause, drawn from the language of
the Potsdam Proclamation, reserving for the United States the right to maintain
forces in Japan "so long as irresponsible militarism exists in the world" as a
threat to japan's peace and security?"
Johnson returned to Washington with MacArthur's written statement.
There is no indication that Johnson either agreed or disagreed with MacArthur's
position. Before he could formulate and submit his own report, communist forces
on 25 June invaded South Korea, prompting a tApid reassessment in Washington
of U.S. security requirements in Japan. Under the pressure of events U.S. officials
found it imperative to compose their differences. To be sure, no treaty for Japan
emerged immediately. But as the Korean War progressed, Johnson and the
Joint Chiefs moved steadily closer to the State Department's view that a peace
settlement was essential for stability in Asia and the strengthening of U.-Japanese relations.

4

Dhided Korea
In Korea, as in Japan, Forrestal and Johnson faced the problems of a
prolonged military occupation. A poor country with a backward economy and
wider Japanese occupation from 1910 until the end of World War 11, Korea
had had no recent experience -in self-government. At the Cairo Conference- in
November 1943, Roosevelt, Churchill, and Chiang Kaishek aWeed that after
the war Korea should "in due course" become again a sovereign nation. But little
was done to plan for Korea's future. When Japan suddenly capitulated in1945,
Allied commanders hurriedly divided responsibility for Korea between the
United Startes and the Soviet Union pending the creation of an indienous
government. As a temporary mossure for administering the country, Korea was
divided-at the 38th parallel, with American treops occupyin the SOuth and
Sjid'ckforrces t king control of the Nort."
During the two years immediately following World Var I, te Unitre4
States and the Soviet Union both espoused the ame objective-the peaceful
reunification of Korea under a single government. Bt as-in Germany, the onset
op
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troops-stay in Korea indelinitely, President Truman inlSeptmbr 1945 issued a
statement pledging that tihe United States would gradually turn over to the

~Korean

people all 'thc responsibilities and functions of a -free and independent
nation." In Dcember 19,45, the Foreign Ministers Conference in Moscow
approved the esta|blishment of a Joint U.S.-Sviet Commission to negotiate
Korea's reunification. Between March 1946 and October 1947 the commission
held 62 meetings in a vain attempt to reach a settlement. Although it resolved
a number of disputes, the commission was never able to agree on which political
groups should be inchuded in a provisional Korean governmentra
Feeling that responsibility for a settlemenr-rested with the State Department,
Forresral ranked Korea low on his agenda when he became Secretary of Defense.40
The NMl.'s principal concern was a question raised repeatedly by the Army after
war: How long would U.S. troops, numbering approximately 45,000, have
go remain in Korea? Faced with a general shortage of troops to meet requirements
elsewhere, the Army favored withdrawal at the earliest opportunity and by
September 1947 had persuaded the State Department to reappraise policy on

*
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Korea. 4 '

Intelligence estimates, the Wed'neyer report, and studies prepared by the
Joint Chiefs to assist the State Department in its reappraisal all agreed that an
early O.S. withdrawal would leave South Korea vulnerable to a communist
takeover. Truman sent General Wedeme)yer to China anti Korea -in the summer
of 1947 ° to gather facts and to make recommendations. Wedemeyer's report
of 19 September 1947 painted a discouraging picture of communist-inspired_
subversion in South Korea and the threat of outright aggression by the North
against the South. Citing evidence of a Soviet'directed buildup of North Koreanforces, whfich he estimated at 125,000 troops, Wedemeyer strongly urged that
lt

~~the
United -States bolster the lightly armed 16,000.man Korean security force
~ ~ ~once
~ U.S. and Soviet occupation forces were gone,!:
in the South. Otherwise,
Wedemeyer
~ saw ~nothing to stop the pro.Soviet regime in the North from
achieving Moscow's goal of "a Communis.dominated Korea." The Central
Intelligence Group concurred in Wedemeyer's assessment, and added that "a
unified Korea under Soviet domination would constitute a. serious political
defeat for the US." 't[
JCS, in response to a request from State, drafted a memorandum on
"the interest of the United States in military
spreag
occupationr of-icl
a
2o
statme pohlt of view of the military security of t United Stares," which Forrestal
sent
o without comment to Secretary Marshall on 26 September. Contrary to the
held~~~
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seen the Wedcmeyer report prior to submitting their views.* There were
placed a
lower priority on Korea than either Wedemeyer-or the intelligence community.
Like Wedcmyer, the Joint Chiefs considered the situation in Korea to be tense;
they therefore advised against a "precipitate withdrawal," warning that a sudden
reduction of the American presence under the current circumstances would
adversely affect U.S. prestige throughout the Far East and elsewhere. But from the
standpoint of "military security," the JCS saw nothing that should keep the
United States in Korea indefinitely. If a major war erupted, Korea would be of
"little strategic interest" to the United States and any threat posed by enemy
occupation of the Korean peninsula could be easily neutralized by air power."
At this same time the Soviet Union proposed that all occupation forces in
Korea be withdrawn "during the beginning of 1948."" Apparently influenced
by the JCS assessment that tht U.S. position in Korea was ultimately "untenable"
and consequently looking for a "graceful exit," the State Department gave the
Soviet proposal close attention.4t With Truman's concurrence, Marshall decided
not to reject the Soviet suggestion directly and placed a separate proposal before
the U.N. seeking recommendations on how to prepare the Koreans for independence before the withdrawal of U.S. and Soviet- troops. In mid.October the
United States introduced a resolution in the General Assembly providing for
the establishment of a U.N. temporary commission on Korea to observe elections
for a Korean national assembly, after which governmental functions would be
transferred to the Koreans and foreign troops would withdraw. A Soviet
counterresolution endorsed the withdrawal of occupation troops but left the
establishment of a government to the Koreans themselves without specifying
procedures. On 14 November 1947, with the Soviet bloc abstaining, the General
Assembly voted overwhelmingly in favor of a resolution patterned on the
U.S. version."'
As withdrawal now appeared increasingly probable, Forrestal in December
asked John Ohly to prepare a policy paper on Korea for discussion in the NSC
Assuming, as the Joint Chiefs had indicated earlier, that Korea was of "little
strategic interest," Forrestal wanted definite plans developed for the termination
of U.S. military commitments as soon as possible."7
A SANACC subcommittee undertook the requested study and in January
obvious similarities in the two reports, though on the whole the JCS

.

Wedemeyer submitted his report on 19 September 1947 directly to Truman, who passed
it
along to the State Department. Forrestal did not officially receive a copy until 2 October, at

? !

-hsth tinc Unict .Stitaty uf State Lovett tautaunici-l utn aginst
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to Forrestal 2 Oct 47, XG 330, CD 6-1-20). Although ther may have been prior informal
interagenc discusions ot the report, there is no evidence to support Truman's contention that
the Joint Chiefs had the Wederneyer report "available to them" when Foremtal sent Marshall
their memorandum on 26 September (Truman, MNmoiri, 11-326).
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1991 submitted a preliminary report (SANACC 176/35). Predicting correctly
that the Soviet Union would never allow U.N.-sponsored elections in North
Korea, the committee recommended that the United States proceed with elections
in the South, set for 31 March by the U.N. resolution, Allowing time for a
Korean government to organize itself, this would permit withdrawal of U.S.
troops to begin in August and end by mid-November 1948. Because of the
(ontinuing threat from the North, the committee felt that reasonable efforts
should be made to strengthen the South Korean government with economic and
military aid."1
While concurring generally with SANACCs findings, the JCS in late
February advised Forrestal that troop withdrawals would entail risks that should
not be minimized, notably the likelihood of eventual Soviet domination of
Korea. However, they remained convinced that Korea was not of sufficient
strategic value to warrant the indefinite presence of U.S. combat troops beyond
"the earliest practicable date" for withdrawal.' "The JCS," noted a member of
Forrestal's staff after examining their comments,
accept eventual domination of Korea by the USSR as a probability if U.S.
troops are withdrawn, but recommend strengthening of the existing South
Korean constabulary within present legally authorized limits as a temporary
deterrfent and to give the new government -&measre of security" upon U.S.
withdrawalW
Finding the SANACC report useful but premature in some of its conclusions,
NSC Executive Secretary Souers requested preparatim of a basic "position
paper." " The result in March was SANACC 176/39, circulated to the members
of the National Security Council, recommending that every effort be made to
create conditions that would permit the withdrawal of U.S. forces by 31 Decenber 1948. Since the Soviet Union, as expected, had recently barred U.N.-supervised

elections in the North, the committee concluded that Soviet policy remained
"the establishment in North Korea of a satellite regime claiming authority over

the entire country and backed by the arms of a Soviet-trained and equipped

I I

army." In view of this threat and the South's weaknesses, the report endorsed
continued U.S. economic and military assistance to South Korea, including the
expansion, training, and equipping of South Korean security forces. The objective
of the military buiidup wai tu be the creation of fcm'es adequate for the
maintenance of internal security needs. Also, the United States should not

A

become so "irrevocably involved in the Korean situation--that any action taken
by any faction in Korea or by any other power in Korea (i.e., the Soviet Union],

could be considered a cxaii belli for the U.S."-

44
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Meanwhile, on 18 March 1948 the- CIA distributed the latest intelligence
estimate on Korea. The report predicted unequivocally that if events continued
on their current course, South Korea would eventually be absorbed into the
Soviet orbit. To survive after the withdrawal of U.S. forces, any government
elected in South Korea would requirc massive economic, technical, and military
aid. Intelligence analysts thought the upcoming South Korean elections would
result in a government dominated by ultraconservatives and probably headed by
Syngman Rhec, a strident anticommunist. Such a regime was likely to be
".unpopular and unreliable" and "'incapable of withstanding ideological and
military pressure" from the North. Delaying withdrawal until an adequate South
Korean defense force could be organized "would serve to postpone a successful
North Korean invasion but, by itself, would not prevent it." Fundamental economic and political problems-an "ox cart" economy and an unstable political
system, with numerous factions vying for power-would remain in any case. In
sum, South Korea faced the "imminent threat of military extinction" and there
appeared tc be very little the United States could do to prevent it short of
continued and extensive subsidization of the new government. a
Seeing no new evidence that might alter their views, the Joint Chiefs on
1 April advised Forrestal that they had no objections to the recommendations
in SANACC 176,39. The next day the NSC discussed the paper. Forrestal
asked how much "face" the United States might lose in withdrawing from Korea,
Under Secretary of State Lovett conceded that the United States might lose
"some," but he did not consider it serious. He felt that this was "the best we can
expect to do" and noted that the report was fully satisfactory to the State
Department. The strongest objection to the paper came from Royall, who
argued that predicating U.S. withdrawal on the establishment of internal
security was unrealistic since "the Koreans have never had internal security" and
dissident elements made its attainment now highly improbable. He thought therefore that the United States should do "the best we can for them" but not make
"the establishment of an adequate internal security force a prior condition to
our withdrawal." The rest of the council agreed and the paper, amended to
approved it on 8 April."'

j

4

Following the approval of NSC 8, with basic U.S. policy toward Korea
seemingly decided, OSD ceased for the time being to play in active role in
Korean matters. In fact, judging from the tew memoranda on Korea that came
-
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to Forrestal's attention after April, his main concern seems to have been the
smooth and efficient termination of U.S. involvement. To meet the requirements

.

of NSC 8, the Army in May submitted a plan of withdrawal that provided for a
preparatory phase beginning on 15 May 1948, the tactical withdrawal commenc-
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a

ing on 15 August, and (oinpletnon -of the withdrawal by I) December. However,
in luly', at tile
requeit offthe State Department, tihe Army modified its xchedule,

delaying the start of the withdrawal to ii September and completion to
IS January 19,49 "
tihe U.N. supervised tihe formation of a South Korean govern-

~Meanwhile,

vicont. Elctions took place somewhat behind schedule on 10 May and resulted,
its
US. intelligenice had predicted, in a victory for the ultraconservatives. On
12 July the South Korean Assembly adopted a constitution, the following week it
(hlose the country's first president. Syngman Rhce; and on 15 August the
country held ceremonies marking the end of U.S. military government and the
birth of tihe Republic of Korea (ROK). Anticipating formal recognition of the
ROK government, President Truman appointed John J. Muccio, a career
,i/ as his Special Representative to Korea with the personal rank of
diplomnat,
ambassador and gave him authority to negotiate the withdrawal of forces and all
remaining transfers of authority."

/'tim

F,'
,
,

Except for the notable absence of any elections, comparable events occurred
north of the 38th parallel. In September 1948 the North-Koreans constituted a
Democratic People's Republic. Claiming jurisdiction over all Korea, it challenged
the legitimacy of tihe U.N,.sponsored ROK government in the South. Ile
Soviet Union promptly recognized the commolist-dominated regime and
announced on 19 September th;-t it planned to withdraw its forces from Korea
by the end of the year.", The State Department- thereupon petitioned-the U.N.
General Assembly to reexamine the-Korean question." Before the U.N. could
act, a succession of communist-led mutinies among units of its constabulary
severely shook the ROK government. Although the revolts were crushed, the
very fact that the), had occurred raised serious questions concerning the reliability
~ ~~of
South Korean defense forces and the intentions of the North Korean regime."'
In November 1948 rumors swept-the South that North Korea was plotting
an invasion to reunite the country by force under a communist dictatorship.
Citing military intelligence reports that credited the North Korean Army with
decisive superiority, Special Representative Muccio urgently requested the U.S.
Army to postpone final withdrawal of its forces pending the organization and
training of a more reliable South Korean -constabulary. As-* temporary measure,
Army
~the
Agreed- to leave in place one reinforced regimental combat team of
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7,500 men." But budget pressures and the fact that these forces had been
shdldfrrd-ey
c-mc ctien tauxd senior Army officials to grow
impatient and to inquire when the withdrawal could be resumed. In January,
Forestal's encouragement, Royall requested a discussion in the NSC but
persuaded by the State Department not to press the issue until the N9C staff
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could conduct a thorough review of the deteriorating situation throughout South
Korea.01

Early in 1949, with preparations for the evacuation of the remaining US.
forces continuing, the Army sought MacArthur's advice on the timing and likely
effects of the final withdrawal. On the latter, MacArthur speculated that the
Soviet Union would never agree to U.S. proposals on Korea and that North
and South Korea would "continue quarreling." He stated bluntly that the
United States could not train and equip South Korean forces capable of stopping
a communist invasion occurring simultaneously with communist-inspired internal
disorders. "The threat of invasion possibly supported by Communist Armies from
Manchuria will continue in (the] foreseeable future," he said, and he was
pessimistic about South Korea's chances for survival. "It should be recognized,"
he added, "that in the event of any serious threat to the security of Korea, [U.S.]
strategic and military considerations will force abandonment of support." As for

I [until

the best time to complete the withdrawal, he believed that 10 May would be an
appropriate date since it was the anniversary of the Korean elections and "Koreans
are much affected by tradition." u
The CIA predicted that if U.S. forces-were withdrawn in the spring there
would probably follow a North Korean invasion of the South, possibly assisted
by the Chinese Communists. It questioned whether the United States could afford
the loss of prestige that would follow a communist victory in South Korea.
Further, the CIA disagreed with MacArthur's assessment of the combat potential
of South Korean defense forces and argued that an energetic program of U.S.
assistance and training would eventually enable them to withstand a communist
attack. Doubting whether South Korea could acquire such capabilities before
the end of 1949, the CIA recommended postponing complete U.S. withdrawal
the beginning of 1950 and using the additional time to upgrade South
Korean forces for large-scale field
operations."
Although State, Navy, and Air Force intelligence organizations concurred
in the CIA estimate, Army int.lligence dissented, arguing that a North Korean
invasion should be regarded as a "possibility rather than a probability" and that
the real issue was not -South- Korea's military vulnerability but its political and3
economic weaknesses, which left the country susceptible to a communist takeover
without war. Reversing the CIA's argument, Army intelligence wondered what
the United States could gain by committing additional resources to a regime that
tp.r.eji u'ioriw
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If continued economic and military aid to the Republic of Korea, to the
extent presently projtxted, plus the presence of a United Nations Commission, are not sufficient to sustain South Korean morale and wi.to resist
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Communist expansion, it appears doubtful that the presence of a small
United States combat force would do so.64
Against this background of widely differing advice, the State Department,
assisted by the NSC staff, prepared a report (NSC 8/1) that endeavored to
provide an acceptable middle course of action. The paper supported MacArthur's
view on the necessity for prompt withdrawal but warned that as long as hostile
forces were present in the North, South Korea should continue to receive
political support as well as economic, technical, and military assistance. To
implement this policy, the United States should remove the last of its combat
troops by 30 June 1949 and, in the process of leaving, transfer to ROK defense
forces a six.month stockpile of military equipment and supplies together with an
emergency reserve. Also, the United States should establish a permanent military
advisory mission and seek legislative authority for a continuing program of
military assistance. Specifically, the report called for U.S. support of a ROK
army of 65,000 troops; that would be "capable of maintaining internal order (and]
assuring border security"; a navy for coastal defense; and an adequate police

force.*
After examining these recommendations, the Joint Chiefs on 22 March
presented Forrestal with a list of suggested changes. Their main worry was that
NSC 8,/I would obligate the-United States to furnish South Korea with major
air and naval support. For purposes of clarification, they recommended that a
provision be added limiting any-air detachments to those "suitable for maintaining
internal order . . . (and] border security" and that references to a ROK navy
be changed to "ROK Coast Guard." The NSC accepted these recoimendations
and forwarded the amended paper (NSC 8/2) to President Truman, who
approved it on 23 March." Shortly thereafter, the Army completed plans for the
phased qthdrawal of all remaining American troops by the end of June 1949

and began turning over to ROK security forces surplus equipment with an
*

4

estimated replacement value of$1 10 million."e
On 20 April the United States extended de jure recognition to the ROK as
the sole legitimate government of Korea. As news of the impending withdrawal
circulated through South Korea, State Department observers reported "a srnse
With t*pd -to
theobjciv of the military
assistnce program, N
/1 otd o
apparent internal contradktion. In its analysis, NSC 8/1 called for a buildup of for e "capable
of seIvinfectvl
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South Korea." The report's conclusions, however, spoke of forces capable only of preservation of
internal order and border security, saa set specific limits on the aixe of the force the United

Stae would mist. This inconsistency was apparently never noticed either by the NSC or by
the Joint
Chiefs when they reviews thepaper; nordid ithave any real bearnsonthe se
of theenvisioned progam, since only the repores concluaos consttuted operative policy.
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of crisis bordering on panic" spreading "from high government circles to the
people at large." Fearing that the North K')reans would try to take adantage of
the situation by stepping up infiltration of the South, Ambassado: Muccio on
26 April asked the U.S. Army to provide the ROK Coast Guard with 30
additional patrol boats. The Army, citing its previous substrntial assistance to
the South Korean Coast Guard, felt that Muccio's reques: was unjustified. To
pressure the Army into compliance, the State Department refused to concur in
the issuance of final withdrawal orders to local U.S. commanders in Korea."
At the Army's urging. Secretary Johnson on 4 Pay wrote Acheson, pointing
out that delays had already caused "serious logisrt.al and budgetary problemr' and
that further postponement would mean additional expense. Acheson's :esponse
was noncommittal, but a few days lay'r, after consulting with M'ccio, State
waived its objections and the withdrAwal proceeded on schedule"
Completion of the withdraw;] of U.S. forces on 29 June 1949 marked a
significant new phas in U.S.-SOuth Korean relations, but ir-did not mean an
abdication of American responsibilhy. Tlchnically, South Korca- was now a fully
independent and sovereign country, but as a practical matter it remained heavily
dependent on U.S. aid and support for both solvency and security. Acknowledging a continuing obligation, die Airmy on 1 July established a United States
Military Advisory Group to the Re~nublic of Korea (KMAG) consisting of
500 officers and enlisted men under the command of Brig. Gen. William I..
Roberts. KMAG then became an integral part of the American Mission in Korea
(AMIK) and operated under the administrative control of Ambassador Muccio."0
To ensure provision of the military assistance called for in-NSC 8/2. President Truman asked Congress to include money for Korea in a comprehensive
military assistance program proposed in July. As finally approved in October,
the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949 named Korea, Iran, and the Philip.
pines s grant aid recipients under Title Ill. Of the $28 million earmarked for
countries in fiscal year 1950, $10.2 million was- tentatively set aside for
Koreat.
In arriving at this figure for-South Korea,-the Truman administration took
into account a variety of factors. First, commitments in-Europe and the Middle
East were judged more important and had prol claim to aid money. Preparing
Korean forces to resist full.scale communist ag:ession was not-and never had
beei--an avowed policy objective. As NSC 8/2 made clear, the purpose of the
Ametican assistance prcranm in-Kore- -was to -' tte forces-of suiicenr !i.e 'and
strength to assaure internal order and maintain border security. Also, U.S. observ-
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ers in Korea doubted that the South Korean economy could effectively absorb
large amounts of military aid or that the ROK forces would use it for the purposes intended. Moreover, President Rhee, given to vehement anticommunism
and unpredictable behavior, remained a big question mark. On one occasion, in
the summer of 1949, General Roberts warned that the establishment of high
levels of ammunition stocks in South Korea might encourage the ROK to launch
a preemptive attack against the North. Until the United States could be certain
of Rhee's intentions, prudence dictated a poliy of caution in shipping arms to
Solrh Korea."
At the same time, it was obvious that South Korea faced very real and
serious problems of internal and border security that only the United States
could help solve. Marauding guerrillas and (ommunist.inspircd internal disorders were nearly everyday occurrences and posed a continuing challenge to the
stability of the ROK government. Frequent clashes along the 38th parallel
between ROK and North Korean forces added to the tension. Above all, there
loomed the shadow of inva,ion from the North, supported possibly by Com.
munist China and/or the Soviet Union. In addition, South Korea's economy was
a shambles, with rampant inflation and shortages of key items. Without outside
military assistance, South Korea could not support adequate security forces or
maintain complex modern weapons.1 2
The actual provision of aid to Korea depended on a number of preliminary
actions, including negotiation of a bilateral aid agreement, which was not signed
until January 1950; a detailed on.the.spot review of ROK requirements by a
U.S. survey team; and approval of a final program for procurement action by
the Director of Mutual Defense Assistance. Only then did the State Department
begin approving the allocation of funds to Defense. Further delay occurred
because, under the JCS-assigned priorities, major portions of the equipment earmarked for Korea were not available from excess or war reserve stocks and had
to be ordered from commercial sources under new contracts, Hence itwas that
by June 1950, on the eve of the North Korean attack, only about $52,000
worth of signal equipment and $298,000 worth of spare parts were en route to
South Korea; less than $1,000 worth of materials had actually arrived.13
In the opinion of U.S. officials in Seoul, the major deficiency of the program
was the failure to adapt to growing South Korean requirements. As early as
September 1949 Roberts and Muccio expr'sed concern that the United States
was underestimating ROK needs in the face of what appeared to be a N.Ath
Ku,ew buildup of sizable pcoportis. They were skeptical that $10 million
would be sufficient to maintain effective South Korean security and stated that
only feasible objective within these fiscal restraints would be to replenish
the arms and equipment on hand, Citing preliminary intelligecec reports, they
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warned that North Korea was acquiring modern Soviet fighter aircraft and

0A

advised that the Republic of Korea felt compelled to obtain comparable weapons
from the U.S. or other Western suppliers and would do so with its own available resources if the United States did not provde them as aid. The following
month Muccio confirmed that the ROK Army had recently expanded from
65,000 to 100.000 men and hinted that the United States should adjust its
assistance accordingly. In view of the recent communist victory in China and
Soviet support of North Korea, Muccio did not consider these figures excessive!'
By the beginning of 1950, Roberts and Muccio both pressed for increased
military assistance to South Korea. In his first semiannual report in January
1950, Roberts pointed out that North Korea continued to receive considerable
Soviet military aid. He estimated that the North Korean Army could mobilize
in seven days for a three-division assault against the South-through the WonsanSeoul corridor. To help counter this threat, Roberts recommended $9.8 million
in additional MDAP aid. He proposed funds for fighter and transport aircraft,
improved armaments for the ROK Coast Guard, and additional signal and engineering equipment, long-range howitzers, and machine guns and heavy mortars
for the ROK Army. Strongly endorsing Roberts's proposals, Muccio asked that
they receive prompt and careful study.!'
These proposals appeared to have little chance of acceptance given the costcutting mood in Washington and the low priority assigned Korea by the JCS.
According to Acheson, an appeal to Congress for additional money was simply
out of the question. "'Therewas great Congressional hostility to American activitries in Korea," Acheson rmeclled.

-

This, I think,-was inpart a real lack of interest in the Congress in Korea-it
seemed to them a long way off, something not intimately connected with
American interests, a further drain of money. It was also used, from time
to time, by some of the people in Congress as a method of harassing the
Administration on its Far Eastern policy.... EWe] always operated on a
rather thin margin of popular support and congressional support.",
For the administration, the overriding question was whether increased aid
was necessary and consistent with approved policy. To explore these points further, the State Department asked General Lemnitzer, Director of OSD's Office
of Military Assistance, to prepare an asstessment. Lemnitzer replied that, from a
purely military standpoint, the current level of asshtance accorded with existing
ok gy e;m,; any increase might=require a revision of NSC 8/2. He found
most controversial Roberts's request for Korean air support, which Lemntzer
termed "beyond the concept" of agreed policy. Even so, he declined to state t
the requested aid was unnecessary and suggested that while there appeared to be
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no military justification, he was willing to abide by a decision reached solely on
the basis of political considerations."
Shortly after, Muccio returned to Washington for extended consultations.
Meeting with Lemnitzer and other Defense representatives on 10 May, Muccio
reiterated his endorsement of additional assistance and drew attention to the

necessity of filling "gaps" in the South Korean defense posture, including lack
of protection from air attack and insufficient coastal patrol capabilities. Lem-

nitzer adhered to his earlier position that the question of additional aid was
essentially political and that only the Stat De partment could resolve it. South
Korea, he noted, was not considered vital to overall American strategic interests
in the Far East, to which the ambassador agreed. As for air support, Lemnitzer
reminded Muccio that existing policy did not permit support of a South Korean
air force but that Defense would approve such assistance if NSC 8/2 were
suitably amended!$

*

As a result of the Muccio meeting, the State Department on 15 May for-

warded to Lemnitzer a revised proposal for additional Korean assistance. Omitting the earlier request from Roberts for air support, State proposed a supplement of $5.8 million-$4.5 million for the ROK Army and $1.3 million for
the Coast Guard. A few days later, noting that Defense had informally agreed
to raise no objections if State recommended additional assistance, OSD transmitted the revised proposal to the Joint Chiefs for examination. However, the
matter became academic with the North Korean invasion on 25 June and the

j

subsequent need for massive emergency assistance on a scale never before con-

templated. In July OSD instructed the Joint Chiefs to cancel their study 1'

The Emerging Conflia in Southeaut Asia

*

4.
,'.

4

Compared with Korea and Japan, where the United States maintained subscantial forces after World War If, Southeast Asia was an area of minimal U.S.
involvement and therefore received less attention in OSD thin any other part of
the Far East before events in China required a rapid reassessment in 1949-50.
Other than in the Philippines, where U.S. bases and other concessions created
inherent obligations, reinforcing long.term ties, the United States had no speial
interest in Southeast Asia, although the JCS considered it an area of high strate.
gic importance. During World War 11 the United States had tried to discourage
the revival of Eutupoan empires in the area and, to this extent, offered -tait support for anticolonal and nationalist aspirations. But with the advent of communist rule ;n China in 1949, U.S. attention turned increasingly to the stab'
lishment of a line of containment, as in Europe, to block further communist
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expansion. In particular, the prospect of a French collapse inIndochina, serving

.....
1
Stion

.j

".

perhaps as the catalyst for communist takeovers elsewhere in Southeast Asia,
most alarmed OSD officials, With funds and legislative authority readily available, they wasted no time in developing, in- collaboration with the State Department, a program of military assistance.
A French colony since the 19th century, Indochina was in many respects the
jewel of the French Union, certainly the most profitable and, in terms of natural
resources, perhaps the richest French possession. After the Japanese occupation
of Indochina in 1941, the French authorities there remained loyal to the proAxis Vichy government in Fiance. When-the United States recaptured the Philippines, the Japanese grew fearful of ari attack on Indochina and in March 1945
took piecautions against the French changing sides by throwing out the colonial
regime. After Japan surrendered, the French landed a force of more than 20,000
troops in Indochina but fou,,d their control challenged by a well-organized
resiitance movement, the Viemam Independence League, or Viet Minh, under the
leadership of the veterati communist revolutionary, Ho Chi Minh. In-;triving to
broaden his- base of support, Ho played down ideology and stressed economic
and social reform, giving his-movement the appearance-of a nationalist rebellion.
Efforts to negotiate a settlement proved abortive and, as neither-side appeared
able or willing to offer significant concessions, a guerrilla war of steadily grow.
ing proportions began to engulf the country."
Prior-to 1949 and the communist victory in China, the United States tried
to avoid direct-involvement in French efforts to regain control of Indochina. During Werld War II, President Roosevelt strongly opposed the restoration of
Ficnch authority and instructed the State Department to study the feasibility of
placing Indochina under international trusteeship. After the war, however, these
plans gave way iefore an overriding desire in Washington to preserve close U.S.French cooperation and- collaboration in Europ. The United Snates adopted a
neutral position on Indochina that gave France a free -hand to operate as long
as its presence in the area had local popular support.il
By 1948 Forrestal began to receive State Department repors suggesting
that France was losing-the struggle for Indochina. At the time, the State Department saw no conclusive evidence of direct contact between the Viet Minh and
the Sovict Union. s But in his diary Forrestal recorded a different view-emerging
from a conversation in July with former Ambassador-to the Soviet Union Wil
li2m C. Bullit. recently-back from a trip to Indochina. Bullitt had no doubt
about the communist orientation of the insurgency; while he favored some reduc.
of the French presence in Indochina and increased reliance on-locul security
forces, he also warned that a complete Fre,nch withdrawal would be the same
as "turning over this vast area to the Communists led by Ho Chi Minh." Forrestal
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offered no observations of his own on Bullite's warning. His more immediate
*o

concern appeared to be that France now had 100,000 of its "best troops" tied

.endorsed

..

~';The
Ti

down in Asia while the Berlin crisis threatened Europe."
As the months passed, French control in Indochina continued to slip, even
:s authorities in Paris pumped more men and equipment into the conflict. Amid
reports of a worsening situation, State's Policy Planning Staff conducted an
in-depth study and in July 1949 forwarded its findings to the NSC. The Plan.
ning Staff report (NSC 51) acknowledged that "the Indochinese situation is in
an advanced stage of deterioration" and criticized the French Government for
squandering its resources on a mission "which can be justified only in terms of
Gallic mystique." State was concerned that France was diverting American economic assistance designated for home recovery to help shore up her military and
political position in Southeast Asia. A "constructive solution" of the conflict,
State maintained, depended on the French "yielding their claims of sovereignty
to a native regime. 8
With the communist takeover in China, the United States reversed its
position, gradually adopting a more active role in Southeast Asia and shedding
its
neutralist stance for one of open support of the French and their Vietnamese
allies." In December 1949, the NSC completed another detailed review of the
Far East (NSC 48/1) and, anticipating the domino theory, found a possible
link between the communist victory in China and the instability in Southeast
Asia." The NSC report observed that "if- southeast Asia also is swept by communism we shall have suffered a major political rout the repercussions of which
will be felt throughout the rest of the world, especially in the Middle East and
in a then critically exposed Australia."
In early 1950 the State Department initiated a reexamination of U.S. policy
inSoutheast Asia. At the same time, the Defense Department proceeded to program the $75 million appropriated by Congress in October 1949 for military
aid to the "general area of China" under Section 303 of the Mutual Defense
Assistance Act. Johnson favored allocating the bulk of the money to Formosa
but was overruled by President Truman, acting on Acheson's advice. Eliminating
Formosa as a recipient in effect left most of the funds to Southeast Asia.* On
20 January 1950, citing continuing communist "penetration into Southeast Asia,"
the Joint Chiefs proposed a military assistance program that allocated $15 million for Indochina and $10 million for Thailand. Johnson and Acheson both
the proposal, and on 10 March Truman approved it in principle.'1
Belli"cisi isdiscused inChow X.
iThe State Department defned Southeast Asia asincluding the Philippines, Indochina. Thailand,
Malaya, Indonesia, and Burma.
I Small amounts from this fund lasrt went to Japan and Korea.
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Acheson, while fully committed to this assistance, was not eager for it to
begin until be had wrung certain concessions from the French, preferably direct
Victnamese participation -in the program and a promise from Paris that ultimately,
after the communists had been defeated, Indochina would gain independence."
Johnson and the Joint Chicks supported these objectives, but they thought that
Acheson was making a mistake by delaying action. "It appears obvious from
intelligence estimates," the Joint Chiefs warned, "that the situation in Southeast
Asia has deteriorated and without United States assistance, this deterioration will
be accelerated." Arguing that containment of communist expansion should take
priority, the JCS urged "early implemer.'ation of military aid programs for Indo.
ch,na, Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines, and Burma." s
Acheson's efforts to exact concessions availed little and seemed to officials
in the Pentagon a waste of precious time. The French commander in Indochina,
General Marcel Carpentier, considered his Vietnamese allies incompetent and
resisted giving them a voice in any aid program, while authorities in Paris
refv.sed to discuss the political future of Indochina as long as fighting continued.
Acheson readily conceded that French footdragging, along with the refusal of
the British and Dutch to accept any responsibility, posed a serious dilemma. "The
United States," he remarked. "can't take it over and we can't allow them [the
Europeans] to walk out on us. We need every bit of help that we can possibly

01
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Meanwhile, Johnson continued to press for a decision to move ahead, look.
ing to the NSC for support. On 18 April 1950 the council adopted NSC 64,
addressed directly to the growing conflict in Indochina. Based on a State Depart.
ment draft, NSC 64 asserted that "the threat of communist aggression against
Indochina is only one phase of anticipated communist plans to seize all of Southeast Asia." As preventive action, the paper urged State and Defense to prepare
as it matter of priority a program of all practicable measures designed to prowe United States security interests in Indochina." Johnson did not consider this
statement sufficiently inclusive and suggested that the program be extended to
all the threatened countries of Southeast Asia. Truman, while approving the
report, took note of Johnson's suggestion and stipulated that he wanted to review
proposals based on the paper?
With definite objectives now set, assistance for Indochina acquired fresh
momentum. In Defenise the shipment of aid to Indochina received a priority
"higher than any other military assistance prormm." On I Miiy. to-e. ei.e the
trnfer of arms, President Truman released to Defense $13 million of the $75
in Section 303 funds. And on 8 May, at a meeting in Paris, Achsom

aud French Foreig

Minister Robert Schuman exchanged pledges of mutual

suppot and cooperation in Indochina. This agreement cleared the way for the
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inauguration of aid shipments later that same month and led also to an intensifled cxamination of French equipment priorities, after which the Joint Chiefs
in June recommended an additional $16 million for Indochina."2 By the eve of
the Korean War the United States had taken the fateful first steps that would
eventually lead to direct involvement in the struggle for Indochina.

Establishing a firm U.S. policy in the Far Fast during the years between
World War It and the Korean War was difficult given the constant turmoil and
convulsion in that troubled region of the world. As in Europe, the consistent
objective of U.S, policy wa5 to contain communist expansion. But unlike the
actions it took-in Europe, the Truman administration hesitated to invest heavily
in Asia lest it weaken the U.S. position elsewhere. Although the debacle in
China prompted a partial reassessment, U.S. policy in the Far East, for the most
part, be-zame firmly established only after the outbreak of the Korean War in

-

the sumner of 1950.
Bet.-e 1950, only in Japan did the United States appear determined to
draw the line against communist advances in Asia. As the Chinese Communists
moved toward ultimate victory in 1949. the State Department sought to
strengthen ties with Japan by expediting negotiation of a peace treaty-- move
deemed premature by Louis Johnson and the Joint Chiefs. Yet despite their dis.
agreement, State and Defense concurred that Japan should remain firmly within
the U.S. sphere of influence. By the summer of 1950 the broad outlines of a
settlement were beginning to emerge and (ie following year would produce a
treaty. The groundwork had been laid, with the Cold War in Asia the major
stimulant, for the transformation of Japan from a defeated enemy into a close
ally.
Beyond Japan, however, U.S. policy envisioned limited commitments that
followed logically from the Truman.Acheson philosophy of "Europe first." As
for Korea, its sharp division along the 38th parallel between communist and
noncomimunist regimes had been cleaf.,v established by 1950, While (lhe United
States supported- the new government in Seoul with economic and military aid
to prevent a communist takeover, it did not consider Sodth Korea vital to its
security interests. The Joint Chiefs, Secretary of State Acheson, and President

Truman all placed South Korea outside the U.S. "defense perimeter" in the

Western Pacific. U.S. military forces, except for an advisory group, had all left
bv mid.1049 Alhoujgh K -= -.
to Ico,: a hut area of the Cold War,

the extensive military involvement of the United States in that conflict was not
anticipated and was certainly not ordained by policy decisions taken prior to
June 1950.
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The other Asian area of looming importanc. Indochina, was also only of
secondary chncern to U.S. policymnakers until 1950. To assist tile French against
the growing Yict Minh insurgency, the United States initiated a nmodest military
aid program in the spring of 1950 Thus began aiprocess of involvement that
was to mushroom into massive proportions in-the 1960s. But despite the increased
attention given- it by 0- NSC in 1950, I ndochina remained one of the smallest
recipients of U.S. aid until the Korean War.
The role of thle Defense Depainent in Asia fromt 1947 to 25 June 1950
was to assist in the practical implementation of policy and programs formulated
for thle mnost part hy the State Dekpartment, the NSC. and the Presidint. This
meant maintaining occupation forcco in Japan and Korea, giving Aid to the
Chinese Nationalists in their struggle against the Communists, atnd administering
military assistance programs for A-ian recipients. rorrestal anti Johnson both
consistently urged a higher level of attention and effort, feeling that the Far Last
potentially held as much importance as Europe for the United States But their
influence on policy was margiual, and where occasional disputes arose between the
Defense and State Departments the latter usually prevailed. Nor until- the corntnullst attack on Soth Korea did the Truman administration accord the Far
List the increased] attention and priority that the Defense Department-had been

calling for.J
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The Berlin Crisis

From the spring of 1948 to the summer of 1949, the most dangerous
national security issue that confronted the United States was the crisis in
Gcrmany, centering on the city of Berlin. The immediate cause of the emergency7
was the decision by the Soviet Union to blockade all highway, rail, and canal
traffic into the city from the west-an effort appasently calculated to force
Amtrican, British, and French authorities to relinquish control of Berlin's
western sectors. A flash point of Cold War tension, located 110 miles inside
the Soviet-occupied portion of Germany, Berlin was exceedir'iy vulnerable to
Soviet pressure. If the Western powers could be forced out, their prestige and
influence would be severcy-perhaps irreparably-damaged throughout Germany and across Europe 1- well. Recognizing the high stakes involved, the
Western powers chose not to retreat and held their ground at the risk of war.

+'4

The "German Quitsion"

*

4
,

k
.Forrestal

Writing inthe summer of 1946, while still
Secretary of the Navy, Forrestal
observed that of the many vrouble spots around the globe, Germany was of key
importance to "the whole question of destruction or peace." ' Indeed, for almot
a century perhaps no other country had caused more anxiety or had done more,
directly or indirectly, to destabilize world affairs. Even as World War II reduced
much of Germany to rubble, the question of Germany's future weighed heavily
on those searching for peace and stability in Europe.
probably had in mind less
the pnnpcxt 6( Gernany
e sxsin
becoming an aggressor than the overall complexity of solving the so-called
F
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"°German question" at a time of deteriorating Soviet-American relations. At tihe

,

end of World W'ar 11 tihe primary aims of postwar U.S. policy had been to
reduce Germany's war-making capacity through den~azifitation, demilitarization.
and deindustrialization, and to work for effective and lasting tooperation with tihe
Soviet Union in rebuilding a peaceful anti nonaggressive German state!' By
September 19,17, when Forrestal became Secretary of Defense, U.S. attitudes and
policy touard Germany' had changed significantly.
Much of the East-West difficulty' over Germany' arose from the political
and admnimstrative agreements negotiated in 1944-15 which divided the country
into four zones of Allied occupation, Under tihe governing authority of-an Allhed
(Control Council (ACC). American. British, and French forces occupied the
western two-thirdi of Germany while Soviet forces exercised control in the
cast." According to the Potsdam agreement of 194i5, these arrangements were
meant to be temporary; their purpose. in addition to assuring Germany's complete
pacification. A-as to provide a framework in which political and economic reforms
would take place, leading eventually to the regeneration of a united, peaceful, and
democratic nation.+
Also in 1945, the Allies divided Berlin, the capital city and- center of
German culture, into four separate sectors and vested authority for the city's
UGrn
utionin aapot
fro tie
oce
feairsn
thtoviveerman
etonomych
administration
quadripartite
Kommandatura.
From the beginning
of the
occupation,
Soviet
authorities
implicitly
recognized
-the
Western
powers'
right
woede tepuetGermany's
wareaki caacityto he
Soaiet,
dltoalationof
transit across the eastern zone. For purposes of access and supply, the Western
powers had use of one railway, on which they operated military trains to and
from
Berlin;
one main highway
for motor
convoys;
and three
corridors.
olia
from airthe
cienyovc
sGermanybasecodr
the ncagetht
difufi
exteMunt
Freight too heavy' or too expensive to transport by these means came in via
barge through a series of canals. But except for an air control agreement
negotiated in the fall of 19,15, Western access to Berlin was not spelled out and
~~~confirmed
by917
written
guaranteec."
Setcbr
we_,or
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em Serear
f )eenc US.atiudsn
On the levelandof
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~division
ofGermany between East and West. Major differences existed from the
beginning of the occupation, but not until the spring of 1946. when the United
stopped German reparation deliveries from its zone to the Soviet Union,
did the conflict come into the open, The United States and Britain insisted that
Germany be economically self-s-ifficient and that industrial production for peaceful purposes (i.e., to meet the minimum needs of the German economy and to
provide exports to offset the cost of essential import) be restored. T-he Soviet
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lection of reparations and favored keeping Germany as a whole economically
weak and dependent. Moving to break the deadlock, the United States proposed
a treaty guaranteeing Germany's demilitarization for a period from 25 to 40 years.
The Soviet Union, without explanation, ignored the offer.'
From this point on, relations between East and West in Germany deteriorated steadily. In the absence of Soviet cooperation in the ACC, the United
States and Britain took steps late in 1946 to establish central German agencies for
administering the economies of their two zones as one." On the other side, the
Soviet Union operated similar quasi.governmental agencies with the assistance
of German agents trained in Moscow during the war. Zonal boundaries,
originally drawn only for administrative purposes, gradually became dividing
lines between two competitive systems with their own political, economic, and
social values. The Soviet zone evolved into a regimented, socialistic, communistrun "people's democracy" similar to the Soviet-installed regimes in Eastern
Europe, wh le in the U.S., British, and French zones-the trend was toward free
enterprise and parliamentary democracy.
By 1947 the East-West struggle over Germany had reached a critical state;
in Washington a reassessment of policy appeared urgent. Along with "containing"
communism under the Truman Doctrine and offering extensive reconstruction
aid under the Marshall Plan, the United States began to regard Germany in a
fresh light-no longer as a dread enemy but rather as a possible friend and
partner whose great potential for assisting and sustaining economic growth
appeared vital to Europe's rehabilitation. Reflecting this new outlook, the State
Department and the joint Chiefs collaborated in drafting revised orders for the
U.S. Military Governor in Germany, General Lucius D. Clay. The resulting
directive (JCS 1779), issued in July 1947, empowered Clay to initiate currency
reform and other constructive measures to enhance Germany's ability to establish
a sound and balanced economy.' The following April, when delegates of the
16 participating coimntries gathered in London to conclude administrative arrangements for the Marshall Plan, West German representatives joined them.1"
D.pie" the. progressive disintegration of quadripartite control, both the
Western powers and the Soviet Union continued to insist on German reunification
as their ultimate objective. The Council of Foreign Ministers (CFM) meeting in
London late in 1947 addressed the issue, but no agreement resulted. The Soviet
Foreign Minister, V. M. Molotov, pressed hard for the resumption of reparation
payments, while Secretary of State Marshall refused unless the Soviet Union in
exchange would agree to a self-supporting German economy that would not
require outside subsidy. Marshall called for an accounting of goods, especially
industrial plants, machinery, and equipment, that the Soviets had removed
unilaterally from the eastern Zone since the beginning of the occupation. Molotov
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refused to provide such information in the absence of assurances that the Western

powers would open their zones to the collection of reparations by the Soviet
Union. lie stated bluntly that the Allies had no right to demand data on
economic policies in any individual zone. Unable to resolve -their differences, the
foreign ministers adjourned on 15 December and set no date for reconvening"

The AMarch War ScareandIts Aftermath
After the breakup of the London CFM meeting, the rift between East and
West in Europe continued to widen. Neither side could propose a solution to the
German issue that the other would accept. Thereafter, events, pointing ominously
toward a possible armed confrontation, moved swiftly.
The collapse of the negotiations in London apparently served as the signal
in Moscow for a reappraisal of policy, resulting in the adoption of tough tactics
aimed at consolidating Soviet control over East Germany. Stalin, at a meeting
with Bulgarian -and Yugoslav representatives some time in January 1948, confirmed the new course. "The West," he declared, "will make Western Germany
their own, and we shall turn Eastern Germany into our own state." 2 Even as
St.'in spoke, the Soviets went ahead with plans involving troop movements and
other alarming demonstrations of strength to create a war scare and pressure
the Western powers out of Berlin. As if to test the effectiveness of this strategy,
Soviet ruthorities on 6 January demanded inspection of a U.S. military freight
train entering the eastern zone and, on 24 January, forced the removal of
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train." turned their attention to Scandinavia,
a British
German
the Soviets
~Thepassengers
following from
month
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demanding that Norway and Finland sign "mutual assistance" treaties that

would allow Soviet forces to pass through and fortify certain portions of their
territory. Norway promised' to study the matter and, in the meantime, made
urgent requests to Londvon and Washington for military aid to strengthen its
defenses. But Finla"4, with long borders that left it extremely vulnerable to
Soviet invasion, was in no position to offer resistance. Rumors circulated through
Helsinki tlut! the Communist Minister of the Interior, Yrjo Leino, was plotting a
putsch nhat would turn Finland into a Soviet satellite. Without further delay,
the Pinnish Government in late March opened negotiations and on 6 April signed
a mutual defense treaty with the Soviet Union."'
Meanwhile, the drama shifted to-Czechoslovakia, the only Easu European
country that had thus far escaped Sovict domination. Since World War II
and Jan Maaryk, Foreign Minst
veteran had
President,
country'sfounder,
Fuard
d sonPknes,
and
of thethe
republic's
tried to -teer a course of nonalignment
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between Fast and West. But when they applied for Czech participation in the
Marshall Plan in 1947, they apparently tilted too far to the West for Moscow's
comfort and triggered growing Soviet pressure on their government.
The crisis reached a head in late February 1948, when Valerian 7Zrin,
Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister, paid an unexpected visit to Prague. Shortly
after Zorin's arrival, Prime Minister Klement Gottwald, leader of the Czech
Communist Party, called for a general strike and demanded that Benes accept
the resignation of all noncommunists in the cabinet. Benes, faced with antigovernment demonstrations and unsure of support from the army, capitulated
on 25 February and turned over all important cabinet posts to communists,
except the foreign ministry, which remained under Masaryk. Within a fortnight,
on 10 March, Masaryk i body was found in the cement courtyard of tile foreign
ministry beneath his office window. Czech authorities labeled the death a "suicide," an explanation that failed to 3till suspicions in the West that Masaryk had
been murdered either by or on orders from Soviet agents. "
As the signs of a more aggressive Soviet foreign policy became unmistakable,
anxieties in the West began to build. Although intelligence analysts found it
difficult to predict where the Soviet Union might move next, many suspected
that it would be in Berlin, where local U.S. authorities had been reporting
stepped-up harassment and other signs of trouble for several months. Responding
to these warnings, Army staff planners issued a study in January which speculated that if the Soviets wanted to put pressure on Berlin, the most likely method
would be the creation of "administrative difficulties" to hamper Western access
to and from tile city. In this event, the report recommended that the United
States and its allies make every effort to stay in Berlin as long as possible and
use air supply where feasible to provision their garrisons. The study suggested
that to avoid alienating the local population the Soviets would develop plans to
feed Berlin from Soviet Zone supplies before cutting off Western sources. "In
any event," the study added, "it would be impossible for the western powers to
supply the approx'mately 2,000,000 civilians in the western sectors of Berlin by
air if ground supply channels from the Western Zones were disrupted." The
study advised efforts to retaliate if the Soviets moved to force the Western powers
out of Berlin and acknowledged that under certain circumstances U.S. forces
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might have to leave."
After reading a preliminary copy of the Army report, Forrestal sensed the
need for more detailed plans. He asked whether the report had been discuss.d
I'
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the National Security Council. Secretary Royall responded that the State Departconcurred in the revised report and saw no reason to refer it to the
NC because the Army, Air Force, and State agreed on the proposed actions.
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Some members of Forrestalrs staff talked of holding consultations with British
and French autorities but apparently dropped the idea in the absence of clear
evidence of Soviet intentions."
After the Soviet coup in Czechoslovakia matters appeared to take a turn
for the worse. The distressing news from Prague, followed shortly after, on
'i March, by a warning telegram from General Clay in Berlin that the Soviets
might lbe planning some kind of military move that could lead- to war, sounded
ain alarm in the West. Evidence suggests that the idea of the telegram may have
originated with ILt. Gen. Stephen J. Chamberlin, Army Director of Intelligence,
who was in Berlin during the last week of February for consultations with Clay.
During their talks, Chambxcrlin drew attention to the pitiful btate-of readiness of
U.S, forces and the need to rally congressional and public opinion in support of
increased military appropriations. The -seqluece of events suggests that Chamberfin invited Clay to sound an alarm. Clay, insisting that his intelligence reports
showed nothing to arouse suspicion, was at first reluctant tovoice concern. But
after Chamberlin lefr, Clay gave further thought to the matter and decided to
send a message to Washington. Actually, the primary purpose of Clay's message,
accordingto the editor of his papers, "was to assist the military chiefs in their

* i

"
i
'

"

Congressional testimony-, it was not, in Clay's opinion, related to any change in
Soviet strategy."
Clay's "war warning.. as the telegram was later referred to in the Pentagon,
reached Washington on 5 March through special channels to insure security.
Addressing his comments to Chamberlin, Clay said:
otI
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For many months. based on logical analysis, I have felt and held that
war was unlikely for at least ten years. Within the last few weeks, I have
felt a subtle change inSoviet attitudes which Icannot define but which now
gives me a feeling that it may come with dramatic suddnness. I cannot
support this change in my own thinking with an)' data or outward evidence
in relationships other than to describe it as a feeling of a new tenseness in
Soviet individual with whom we have official relations, I am unable
~every

"
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t
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submit any official report in the absence of supporting data but my feel-

lang is riAl. You my advise the Chief of Staff [Bradley] of this for what
it may be worth if you feel it advisable19'
Within hours, Chamberlin andRoyall had briefed Forrestl on the contentsi
Clay'smessage and an Army intelligence unit had begun a "crash estimate"
its possible implications. By eveningthe word had apparently reached the top"
bcrelons of the Navy andthe Air Force." Unaware of Clay's warning, the Chairman=--of.
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Pentagon to have dinner with Forrestal and the service secretaries. "When I
came into Royall's office," Lilienthal remembered,
he was asking (and later we all explored the question). How long would
it take to get a number of "eggs" to, say, the Mediterranean? .
Symington
said the American public was completely misinformed about how quickly
we could go into action and what we could do. And so on; it was a rather
21
grim hour of this kind of tall
Forrestal's calendar shows that the next morning, 6 March, he went to the
White House. There is no evidence that he discussed the cable with the President,
but it seems more likely than not.22 During the week an ad hoc interdepart.
mental Intelligence Advisory Committee (IAC), under CIA chairmanship, took
over from the Army the job of evaluating Clay's estimate. On 8 March Forrestal
briefed the Senate Armed Services Committee in closed session on universal
military training. Although there is no evidence that he discussed the Clay
message at the hearing, stories of the telegram's existence began circulating in
the press. But when asked at a news conference on 10 March whether he had
received a "letter" from Clay, Forrestal stated simply: "I have had no such
message." 23
By throwing reporters off, Forrestal was obviously trying to dampen rumors
that he probably did not want to confirm without the benefit of further study.
Also, he may not have thought that the situation was as serious as Clay had

suggested. After his news conference, he and the Joint Chiefs flew to Key West,
Fla,, where for the next four days they spent most of their time thrashing -out a
settlement on service roles and missions." The-discussions at these meetings may
well have been affected in some measure by the knowledge of the Clay telegram.....
When they returned to Washington on 15 March, Forrestal and the Joint Chiefs
carried with them recommendations that the President should act quickly to
increase the military budget, reinstitute selective service, and transfer custody of
atomic weapons from the AEC to the armed forces?'
Back in Washington, Forrestal immediately encountered what seemed to
him a full.blown war scare. "Papers this morning," he wrote in his diary, "Care)
full of rumors and portents of war." He went on.
4: .

The fact is, that this country and its government are desperately anxious
to avoid war. It is simply a question of how best to d it. If d
Od.
ieuf
- s
flt while the Russian mob tramps over it, we will then be faced with a
war under difficult circumstances, and with a-very good chance of losing it.

.
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" See Chapter XIV.
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It is inconceivable that even the gang who run Russia would be will.
ing- to take on war, but one always has to rcincmbr that there seemed to
be no reason in 1939 for Hitler to start war, and yet he did, and he started
it with a world practically unprepared. Our effort now is to try to make
the-Russians see the folly of continuing an aggression which will lead to
war. or, if it is impossible to restore them to sanity, that we at least have a
start which will enable us to prevent being caught flat-footed as we were
in 19,11

4

The uncertainties that ran through Forrestal's mind also influenced the
thinking of intelligence analysts on the IAC who had been given the job of
assessing-the accuracy and implications of Clay's warning. After several days of
wrangling, the committee finally agreed on a compromise estimate that accepted
the seriousness of the situation but played down the imminent possibility of-war."
On the morning of 16 March Admiral Hillenkoetter, DCI, hand-carried to the
White House a brief memorandum (IM-21) presenting the-views of the intelligence community:
a An examination of all pertinent available information has produced no
reliable evidence that the USSR intends to resort to military action within
the next sixty days.

")

b. The weight of logic, as well as evidence, also leads to the conclusion that
the USSR will not resort to military action within the next sixty days,
There is, nonetheless, the ever present possibility that some misca!culation-or incident may result in military movements towards areas, at present
unoccupied by the USSR?'.

t5

;

After receiving these cautiously worded findings, President Truman decided
that the gravity of the situation in Europe warranted precauionary action. In
fact, even before he received the committee's report he had directed his speech.-__
writers to prepare a messa;e to Congress warning of a possible emergency. Unless
Congress acted, he told a White House staff meeting on 16 March, the country
would be "sunk." The next day, before a joint session of Congress, he affirmed
his determination to resist the "ruthless" ways and "growing menace" of Soviet
expansion. In what many listeners, including Forrestal, thought was a call for
r-&Arrmnamcnrt, Truman urgcd swiftfunding of chc Euroxcan Rcovcr- Program,
enactment of legislation for UMT, and temporary reinstatement of selective
service. Later that same day, House and Senate committees- scheduled hearings
on a supplement to the military budget."
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Truman'l 'ddres laid to rest in the United States, sit least momentarily, the
feat of imminenr war. None of the memsures Trurran projx-6d could be put into

effxt overnight; a buildup of U,S. forces, w'hether through UNIT or selective
senvtce, would take months or years and was nlot really a response to the possi.
bilhty of an immediate conflict. But the idea that the administraion was doing
something-that it Appreciatedl the danger and was prepared to nor-effectively
restoredl (alai in antatnosphew, of impending crisis. Thec Icsc-,n, Forrestal noted.
WAS "that We IIa16 to $shoW Conclusively and by decisive 1065sltive Ation, pmo
riding for an immediate ,as well as !ong-rangi: strength, that the United st.tes
intends to be strong and to hold that strength read), to kt-P%the world both at
pe'ace and free"

.

Sovie Interferencewith Acces.%1,fiberlin

'

Thec Dulles.Correa.-Jackson committee I later investigated the March criss
anti rendered- the judgment that intelligence Analysts bad initially overreacted to
~AI
the lpossible: threatrof war and had then corrected their mis take by pinning down
"a brief short range estimate." Indeed, by the end of March. the intelligence
community, exce.pt for the Air Force, which continued to be nervous, generally
believed that the-danger of war had been greatly exaggerated and chat the situ2tion in Europe coul again be to,.Ar~led as-inilitarily stable. In-a followup to its.
report of 16 March, the IAC .s 2 April issued new findings, stating that as of
30 March, the "preponderance of available evidence and of considerations derived,
from the 'logic of the situation' supports the conclusion that the USSR will not
resort-to direct military action during 1948. "
Although war now appeared unlikely, tensions persisted. In the weeks
immediately following the President's speech to Congress, Soviet pressure on
IkBerlin steadily increased. On 20 March, Soviet represntativs-walkedA out of te
Alhod Control Council, ending all semblance of quadripartite government. Ten
,J~ays later, amid reports of unusual .Soviet troop maneuvers in East Germany,
Soviet authorities in Berlin Announced that new regulations governing transit in
and out of the city would take effect on I April. "l7hese regulations would require
that Allied -personnel traveling through the Soviet zone present identity
documents; (2) that military freight shipments brought in -by train be cleared
through Soviet checkpoints and-obrAin -Soviet shipping permits; -and (3) that all
baggage, except persaiml belongings, be-inspectedl by Soviet- authotrtie stI
officials, bothin Berlin and-Washington, reacted with-renewed concern."
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Viewing the imposition of these regulations as a se-rious matter" that could make
"our life in Berlinimpossible," Clay notified his superiors in Washington
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that "it is my intent to instruct our guards to open fire "fSoviet soldiers attempt
to enter our trains." '-With an imminent crisis on his hands, Forrestal on 31
March met with Secretaries Royall and Symington, the Joint Chiefs, former Army
Chief of Staff General Eisenhower, and Acting Secretary of State Lovett to discuss
possible responses to the Soviet action. Forrestal observed, after the group
examined the text of the Soviet Union's proposed restrictions, that they were "not
as truculent as could be inferred from Clay's first message." " Within hours,
Clay inform-d Washington that he had- discussed the situation with his British
counterpart, General5,t Brian Robertson, and that he "has agreed to do as we
do." 11 Discussions in Washington rumed immediately, leading to the decision
that Clay should make every effort to avoid an armed confrontation. Later that
day Bradley and Clay exchtinged v'kws:
are-autlsorized to move trains as you see fit. It is considered
irmpofatt thte the notmal train-guard be not increased and that they
carry only the -armsnoirally carried....
Furthernort. it is important that our guards not fire unless fired
upc State Departmenr, Secretary of Defense and President concur in
this 1"1-/i

BYADLEY" You

CLAY: I will of course accept and carry out instructions to the letter. I
agree with restct to Russians. 1 cannot agree that we should not

increase-guardi. I also will instruct guards to open fire only when fire
is opened on them. I do no agree that this is a fair instruction to a
man whose life may be in danger. Having so stated, you may be as.
sued your instructions will be fo!lowed to the letter, I am grateful

q

for them.

4
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On 1 April 0ay and Robertson inaugurated a small combined military airlift
to bring supplies into Berlin from West Germany. At the same time, Clay
informed Bradley that of three U.S. trains attempting to enter the Soviet zone,
two had been denied access and had been forced on to sidings when their commanders refused to submit to Soviet search. The commander of the third train,
Clay remarked, had "lost his nerve" and had allowed the Soviets to board.
Rather than give in again, Clay and Robertson had suspended rail traffic. "I am
giving some thought' Clay said, "to sending a guarded truck convoy through,
since this could force the issue whereas-rail traffic cannot be moved with others
[i.e., the Soviets] controlling the signal:system." but he a&e, "Inany event, I
propose to depend upon airlift for next several days befor taking
ve any fither
-specific action."

-

Clay viewed the airlift, relying mainly on small C-47s with limited cargo
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space, as a temporary solution that could adequately support the immediate needs
of the Allifd garrisons but not of the 2,000,000 Germns living in West Berlin.
Without s'rfacc transportation he doubted whether the city could survive; hence
his propoalof armed convoys to test Soviet intentions and "force the issue." But
his superiors in Washington were not eager for a showdown and, as Clay himself
learned, the "baby airlift," as it was later known, had certain short-term advanrages t&At succeeded in demonstrating the Western powers' determination to
remain in Berlin. After approximately 10 days the Soviets relaxed their regulations sufficiently for the Allies to resume near-normal train-service.' 1
From this point on, however, further restrictions on travel came thick and
fast, including efforts by the Soviets to impose new controls on air traffic. On
5 April a Soviet fighter buzzing an incoming British passenger plane collided
with the aircraft, killing the Soviet pilot and 14 passengers on the transport.
British and American authorities in Berlin immediately ordered fighter escort
for incoming transport and cargo planes but rescinded the order when the Soviets
said that the collision was an accident and that there was no intention to interfere
with planes in the corridor. U.S. and British leaders in Berlin accepted this explanation of the crash. To avoid similar incidents in the future, the Soviets
proposed that the Western powers submit to prior clearance of all flights by
Soviet air controllers, halt all night flying, and stop using instrument landings.
The Western powers refused and suggested that any future interference could
lead to the use of fighter escorts."
At the first sign of renewed trouble, Clay revived his idea of dispatching an
armed convoy. Cabling Bradley on 12 April, he speculated that the Soviets were
bluffing and did not intend war and that a show of force would "win the present
issue for us." But two days earlier Bradley had cautioned Clay to exercise the
utmost restraint and. care. Regardless of what might be at stake, Bradley said,
"we doubt whether our people are prepared to start a war in order to maintain
~our
positin",

"

Lacking authorization to use force to restore and maintain access on the
grund, Clay relied more and more on air transport io supply Berlin's needs. As
part of a host of new restrictions, the Soviets in early April demanded the closing
of Allied aid stations along the autobahn and later ordered canal barges- to obtain
individual clearance before entering Berlin. In May the Soviets stepped up their
harassment by imposing new certification requirements for passengers and freight
aboard military trains. Refusing to submit, Clay suspended rail traffic. Bitish
authorities dad-likewise, but tu French, offering the excuse, in the words of Ciay's

I

political adviser Robert Murphy, that "not a- single Frenchman would vote to
fight-for Berlin," backed'away from lodging a protest." Clay understood their

o ;

predicament as well as his own."
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During the following days events moved rapidly in the direction of a showdown. Since late February 1948 U.S. and West European diplomats had been
meeting in London to discuss, among other issues connected with the German
question, the "political and economic organization" of the three western zones.
On 7 June they announced agreement to convene a German constituent assembly
to draft a constitution leading eventually to the creation of a West German gov.
ernment.11 Prior to this announcement, as part of their efforts to rejuvenate the
German economy, Clay and British authorities had agreed on the need for a new,
more stable currency, a proposal repeatedly blocked by the Soviets in the Control
Council.4' As a result of the London Conference Clay saw no point in further
delay and began laying plans for currency reform with or without Soviet cooperation. For the time being, however, these plans did not include introducing the
new currency in Berlin."1
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In the face of- French delay in agreeing to implementation of some- of the
London Conference proposals, Clay recommended that the United Stares and the
United Kingdom "proceed Bizonally without delay." "Otherwise," he warned, "it
will be interpreted by the Soviet as a weakness on our part which will lead to
further Soviet aggression." 4 There could have been little doubt in Clay's mind
that the currency reform would provide a major test of Soviet intentions and that
it might provoke them into some kind of retaliation.
Although the Soviets were no doubt aware that the currency reform was
coming, they did not know the exact date and were therefore obliged to follow a
timetable based on their best guesswork. The Allies secretly scheduled the changeover for 20 June, but the Soviets apparently expected it on the weekend of
11-13 June. On 9 June they stepped up their interference with traffic from the
commencing with the adoption of pass requirements that effectively prevented German civilians from entering the eastern zone by auto or rail. When the
currency conversion did not occur as had been anticipated, the Soviets increased
the pressure. On 16 June they announced the end-of their participation in the
Berlin Kommandatura. On 18 June Clay advised Marshal Vasiliy D. Sokolovsky,
Soviet counterpart on the ACC, that the currency reform would become effective in two days, except in Berlin. The following day the Soviets retaliated,
stopping Allied and German travel on the autobahn and tightening restrictions
on train and barge traffic."
At the request of the three Western power%, a quadripartite meeting of
inanca and economic advisers took place on 22 June in Berlin to discuss the
city's
currency. The Soviet representative insisted that there could be no currency
for Berlin different from that used in the surrounding Soviet zone and would not
to quadripartite control of the currency for Berlin. Du ring the meeting the
Soviets announced their-own currency reform. On 23 June the Allies informed the
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Sos;ets that they intended to introduce into the western sections of Berlin the
new deitshe mark of the western zones, overstamped "B" for Berlin. Asserting
that the Western powers" currenty reform was illegal and part of a scheme to
divide Germany permanently, the Soviets suspended all surface traffic from the
west into Berlin on 24 June. The city was now virtually isolated.'t

Bcrlin Ulnder lockadc
Since there had already been nearly six months of increasing interference
with traffic, both Washington and Clay had recognized the possibility of a total
surface blockade. Yet the three Western allies had not agreed on a course of
action by the time the blockadc became a reality. The only advance planning, the
Army's study of January 1948, cast doubt on West Berlin's ability to withstand
the pressures of a prolonged traffic stoppage. With the blockade less than a day
old, Clay reminded Washington that Berlin was exceedingly vulnerable and
predicted that the suffering of the city's people "will become serious in two or
three weeks." Deeming it essential to restore surface communications as quickly
as possiblle, he again urged his superiors to consider "a determined movement of
convoys with troop protection." 's
Pending a response to his reo smendation, Clay joined Robertson in asking
for resumption of the combined U.S.-British airlift that had kept Berlin supplied
for a short time in early April. On the U.S. side, the task of organizing and
operating the airlift fell to l.t. Gen. Curtis E. l.eMay. commander of U.S. Air

j

Forces in Europe (USAFE). On 26 June. by plucking "chairborne" flyers from

- -

t

i
"

;organized

their desks and by utilizing the only available transports-C-47s-USAFE began
making regular supply flights between bases in West Germany and Berlin's
Tempelhof airport.4'
Washington's- initial reaction to the blockade was to concur in the revival
of the airlift but- to defer any decision on other action. On 25 June President
Truman reviewed the situation with his Cabinet and then met privately with
Forrestal, Royall, and Under Secretary of State L.ovett. All agreed that the United
States should take "determined steps" to stay in Berlin, but as yet they had no
firm idea what these steps ought to include beyond those already taken. The next
day the President-affirmed his support of Berlin by directing that the airlift be
full.scale and that the -U.S. European Command use every available
plane in the efTort."
To comply with the President's directive, the Air Force decided to supple.
ment its C-47s with 54 C-54s, which had a much larger cargo capacity. This

.

required the Air Force to move aircraft from bases in Alaska. Hawaii. the Carib.
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bean ame, and the Unitd States. Later, as demand for aircraft grew, the British
and the U.S. Navy provided additional transports, ma~king the airlift it highly
visible demonstration of international and interservice teamwork. By early July
the planes then assigned to the airlift had made more than 100 flights fromn the
Rhein-Main Air Base to West Berlin, carrying more than 1,000 tons of food,
coal, and other supplies. Each plane carried an average of 9.5 tons of cargo
per trp.S
Despite these impressive early airlift accomplishments, Clay saw a need for
additional measures to ward off a possible escalation of Soviet pressure. On
27 June he cabled Washington endorsing a British recommendation that the
United States immediately increase its tactical fighter strength in Europe and
deploy additional B-29 bombers to England, France, and 'West Germany. Royall

K,

asked Forrestal and Lovett and -their advisers to attend a meeting in his

,

Office

I

later that same day to disuss Clay's proposals. The group explored three potsible courses of action: (1) withdraw from Berlin, in concert with the other
Western powers, at an appropriate time in the future, presumably when a West
German constituent assembly met around the beginning of September; (2) remain in Berlin by all possible means, including, though only as a last resort, the

i
.

use of armnd convoys for supply; Of (3) maintain an unprovocaive but firm
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stand in Berlin utilizing local and diplomatic means to obtain Soviet recognition
of the Western powers' right of access. Royali questioned the viability of the
first and third choices. The first,-he felt, would only drag out natters and would
not lead to a permanent solution, while the third depended on continuation of
the airlift, which Royall doubted could be sustained for more than 30 to 60 days.
other
Brtish rcaomendtat
ndorsiaGngral
he abluedsingon
res27oJueadmitted
Royall
that the second option
involved-some
risk of war, but hetat
shared
Clay's belief that in a showdown-the Soviets would give way. In part, Lovert dis~ ~agreed.
He thought that Clay and Ambassador Robert Murphy were perhaps too
close to the situation and that they tended to hold "extravagant views." The realIh
~choice, Lovett argued, was Gema
whether
the Unitedasebl
States and fits epemer
allies preferred
mt cnsiten
rondth
bginig
()4e to
face a war or lowe a little prestige for the sake of peace. Withdrawal from Berlin,
Lovett conceded, could be "atremendous setback:' A lot, he added, would depend
aon
how far the Soviets were prepared to go. If they
war,there
gned
was nothing
to stop them. But if,
on the other hand, they wereunkecided, they might interpret
an Therplaning
allied armedtoconvoy
as an act ofaofandsin
nd respond accordingly.Ju
the development
definite recommendations,
the meeting
agreed that while an immediae withdrawal from Berlin was out of the question,
United States should do fflittle
as po ble to exacerbate
ituato . In
course of action would be ill-adv
since the United States was militrily unprpared to meet a strong Soviet action. Consequently, there seemed no rational
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choice but to seek a diplomatic solution, and toward this end Lovett outlined
plans for developing a common negotiating stand with the British. Also, strong
sentiment materialized for obtaining the views of congressional leaders and, in
the meantime, moving ahead on Clay's request for a show of force. For logistical
reasons, it did not appear feasible to increase tactical fighter strength in Europe
until August; however, the additional B-29s that Clay had requested could move
almost at once. The group decided to consult Clay about the proposal to deploy
two squadrons of B-29s from Goose Bay, Labrador, to Germany and to seek
clearance from the British to station two groups of B-29s in England."
At a White House meeting on 28 June Lovett briefed the President on the
previous day's discussion, after which Truman approved the deployment of B-29s
to Germany and directed the State Department to open negotiations for British
base rights. He also authorized an indefinite continuation of the airlift. The
United States, Truman declared, was going to remain in Berlin, "period." But as
the meeting ended he backtracked and indicated that his decision was tentative.
The next day he told Admiral Leahy that what he had meant by this was- that
the United States would endeavor to retain a presence in Berlin "as long as
posuible."
In the absence of a definite commitment by the President, Forrestal recog.
nized that only time and events would determine future U.S. actions. The next
move was up to the Soviets. From the incoming intelligence reports it seemed
clear that their campaign to oust the Allies from Berlin was only beginning. On
28 June the CIA advised the President that the Soviets were planning to terrorize
Berlin with strikes and violent demonstrations and that a puppet East German
government might be installed around 3 July. On 30 June the CIA reported
knowledge of a secret Soviet directive, issued a week earlier, outlining judicial
measures in Berlin jn connection with the currency reform, r ,ating all of Berlin
as part of the Soviet Zone. Also according to the CIA, East German officials were
confident that the Western powers would be forced out of Berlin within three
weeks. CIA field agents in Germany believed that "the Soviets mean business in
the present crisis." "Having gone this far," the CIA reasoned, "it is difficult to see
how they (the Soviets] could back down without a maximum loss of face even
in their own camp." a
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* Truman's wavefing and Clay's uring of armed convoys to bemk the blockade apparently set

~ 4Lovett's

~ch~r2aive~ - dral wId; t ;lnwariioby, pitng prcerure or, t
Olt At
request -various State Department ollicials- submitted Idea. including a sugipstion by
John Paton Davies, a member of the Polky Planning Stag, that the Navy lnstitu e "a Ion ran,
blockade" to hass Soviet shipping in the Par PuL On 10 July Laett referred Davies's proposal
to Forrestal who Passed it aong to the Navy for std .d comment. but the Navy quickly
off a

dismiss the

chaeme so to-risky and saw so legitimse
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Also on 30 June the wire services carried an unconfirmed report that the
Sov;ets had launched a barrage balloon obstructing British flight paths into Berlin
and that the British were about to issue orders to have the balloon shot down.
Suddenly, an armed confrontation seemed imminent. This rumor prompted
Forrestal to hold an emergency strategy session attended by Royall, the Joint
Chiefs, Admiral Souers, John Ohly, General Grucnther, and Rear Adm. Cato D.
Glover, Deputy Director of the Joint Strategic Plans Group.
At the outset, Forrestal reported that he had talked by telephone with L.ovett,
who opposed authorizing military action of any kind until the existence of the
barrage balloon could be confirmed. Also, Forrestal said, Lovett had discussed
the matter with Sen. Arthur H. Vandenberg, Chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee, who thought that the only immediate response should be a diplomatic
protest. Admiral Leahy, speaking for the President, advised that-Truman remained
committed to Berlin, but not if doing so would require military action "that
would start a war and he did not seem to believe that at.. . [this] time we had
enough soldiers in Europe or in the world to start a war, and he was quite positive
on that." Royall- took exception and argued that Soviet use of barrage balloons
would be "a pretty good showdown issue." But he too felt, as did others at the
meeting, that military action would be dangerous and that the-matter should first
be pursued through diplomatic channels. The meeting adjourned, with agreetnert
that the balloon problem should be reexamined as soon as more information
became available."'
The rumor that had prompted this conference dissipated almost immediately.
On I July Clay reported that the alleged balloon sighting was only a rumor and
could not be-verified. Subsequently, the U.S. and U.K. Governments reached an
understanding that "no counteraction -should be taken without governmental consultation and approval." "' From July on, for the duration of the blockade, the

.

Soviets did not interfere with or hamper air traflic into Berlin.
Weighing the Risk of War: Armed Convoy:

r .4

Ithe

During the first three weeks of July the situation in Berlin remained static
as the United States took steps to bolster its position against the possibility that
the crisis might flare up again. Since 27 June the entire Strategic Air Command
had been on extended alert, and when the President approved a show of strength
SAC beizan tomobilize. taking measures unprecedented in-peacetime. On 2 July
301st Bombardment Group moved to West Germany. A little less than two
weeks later, after obtaining a formal invitation from the British Government.
the NSC recommended, and the President approved, the immediate deployment
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to England of two additional B-29 bomber groups-the 307th and 28th. At the
same timc, although it remained in tie United States, the 509th Bombardment
Group, containing the nations only atomiommndified aircraft, went on 2'I-hour
alertrP' As Forrcstal summarized it, the purposc of these actions was threefold:
to reaffirin the seriousness of U.S. intentions; to give the Air Force some needed
experience; and perhaps most important of all, to put the planes in place, espe.
cially in England, where they could be-ome "an accepted fixture" before the
British changed their mind.5"
As for the future, Forrestal was deeply troubled. At ;an NSC meeting on
15 July he expressed the view that the American public "was not aware how
serious [the] situation really is." Although the airlift was doing its job for the
time being, he estimated that by mid.October worsening weather conditions
would make air travel between Berlin and West Germany progtessively more
hazardous and unreliable. Consequently, he believed that a high-level decision
should be reached by 15 October on whether or not the United States would
attempt to restore surface traffic through armed convoys. Royall added that the
American people should be alerted to the possible consequences if the United
States intended to stay in West Berlin.4
Although Forrmstal had raised the question of confrontation with the Soviets,
he did not have a ready answer. He regarded the United States as unprepared-for
a showdown; at the same time he found the President growing more and more
determined that the United States should not back down, At a meeting with
Truman on 19 July, Forrestal endeavored again to point out the risks, only to
be cut short by the President's rejoinder that "we were much better off than in
1940 and ... that we could encourage the French and other Europeans by supplies of token weapons." ", Of his future intentions, Truman wrote in his diary:
"We'll stay in Berlin-ome what may." And he noted: "Jim [Forrestal] wants
to hedge--he always does. He's constantly sending me alibi memos which I

r

return with directions anti the facts. ..
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I don't pass the buck, nor do I alibi out

of any decision I make." 62
The debate over future-courses of action culminated at an NSC meeting on
22 July where Clay, who had been recalled to Washington for consultations, outlined- what he saw as the existing options. The evening before the meeting Forrestal had invited Clay to dinner. In a relaxed atmosphere they discussed the
f.

away -pzJthatthe chanccs uf ,ucccssfuiiy running the blockade were considerably
less than they had been three weeks earlier. The longer the United States waited,
he said, the more difficult it would become for the Soviets "to withdraw from a
position so publicly taken." Even so, he rated the possibility of wur as only one
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feasibility and possible consequences of using armed convoys to break the blockIde. Clay, while still in favor of such action, now thought that time was slipping
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in four and speculated that "twenty good divisions could hold up the Russians
at the Rhine." Where these forces would come from, however, he did not say."
Ile NSC meeting on 22 July was a full-dress review, chaired by President
Trurman, who attended Itw council meetings prior to the Korean War. Also
present by special invitation w*ere the joint Chiefs. Early in the discussion, Clay
expressed-the belief, which the President supported, that "if we move out ofI
Berlin we have lost everything we are fighting for." Having thought the matter
over, Clay said, while-he doubted the Soviets would go to war, the use of armed
convoys obviously entailed risks that might lead to conflict. "It is, therefore,
desirable," he said, "not to use them until all' other ways have been tried and
failed." This, he thought, left two immediate options-to continue the airlift
at its present rate in the hope that the Soviets would remove the blockade before
winter, or to increase at once the number of C-54s assigned to-Berlin, build a
second airport in the-city to handle-the expanded traffic, and concert efforts with
the British and French to stockpile supplies for the coming months of bad
weather.
When the suggestion of enlarging the airlift caune up, Air Force Chief of

-

Staff General Vandenberg raised objections. His argument centered on the

t1

adverse impact of the airlift on Air Force capabilities to conduct strategic warfare. If war should-break out, Vandenberg warned, the Air Force would have
the bulk of its transport aircraft tied up in Europe and could easily lose many-of
th1*m to enemy action. As Truman saw it, Vandenberg's objections begged the
issue. The main question, as he later put it, was: "How could we remain in
Berlin without risking- all-out war?" Truman left-the meeting at- this point, indi.
cating that the airlift was the best answer and directing the Aitr
Force to provide
maximum support in continuing the effort to supply Berlin, Resolving the details
~quickly,
the council agreed to send 75 more planes and begin construction of a
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airfield immediately..
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Following some further discussion, Forrestal, who had thus far remained
the full
cooperation
and support
not,
he
om-ussa
essentialandforthe
theFrench
United if
States
to have[
silent,
raised
two-points,
First, he offelttheit Biish
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Frnch forthe cming onthsof ba
mented, "we will have to review the whole U.S. position." And second, he

tthought that the council should realize that the NME would need supplemental
approprian s.Marshall eplied that such a request to the oreadycalld special
prion of Congess would be illcadver
. Without elaborating, he said he thought
the reverberations might came us to lose our support inWestern Europe."
erihe next d y Forrestal received a detailed statement of views from the joint
Chiefs on the consequences of enlarging the airlift
and the need for contingency
plans to mount armed convoys should the airlift
fail
or be disrupted. As a precautionary step the JCS recommended that the State Department hold talks with
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the British and French Governments on organizing composite convoys but that
no attempt be made to supply Berlin in this manner until "every other solution
has first failed or been discarded." Viewing armed convoys as a course of last
resort, the Joint Chiefs were reluctant to endorse their use unless the United
States decided that Berlin was worth the risk of war and all possible delaying
actions had been taken to permit a -- "The use of armed motor
convoys to establish a land supply route," t&e j."isfraught with the
gravest military implications including the risk of war ana .
' .
) 1!
ineffective even if only faced with passive interference." 6' Forr.
. in
the JCS recommendations and forwarded them to the NSC for consiucration.U
The NSC took no immediate action on the Joint Chiefs' proposal of contingency planning for armed convoys because the State Department wanted to
avoid government-level discussions until the French, who were in the midst of
one of their recurrent political crises, had reconstituted their government. After
conferring with Lovett, Forrestal on 30 July instructed the Joint Chiefs to pursue
the matter bilaterally with the British through the Combined Chiefs of Staff."
Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs in August addressed a proposal to their British
counterparts, who replied that the idea of a composite armed convoy was "miii.
tarily unsound and politically undesirable." Deciding that it would be useless to
press the British, the Joint Chiefs authorized Clay to draw up unilateral plans
for a composite convoy but directed him not to discuss them with the British and
French commanders. On 9 October Forrestal received confirmation from the JCS
of these arrangements. 7Thus, from the U.S. standpoint, the option of armed convoys remained open. But as opposition to their use appeared overwhelming, the
issue was not discussed further.

The Specter of War Reappeari

; {
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An important reason for the military's preoccupation with the possible use
of armed convoys was the failure of diplomacy throughout the summer and early
fall of 1948 to resolve the blockade crisis. After an unproductive exchange of
protest notes with Moscow in July, te three Western powers concentrated for
several weeks on developing a common negotiating position. Then on 2 August their ambassadors in Moscow met with Stalin in an attempt to achieve a
breakthrough. Stalin said he would welcomei a negotiated settlement wid! cited-

.

currency question and the decisions of the London Conference as the two
outstanding issues. However. he did not think that these should stand in the way
*This World Witt If
until October 1949.

Anpslo-Americao sailltWr body continued to function on a limited 63'e
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of resolving the Berlin question. Thle Western powers, for their part, staked their

nego-tating position on demhands for the prompt lifting of the blockade and the
restwration of quadripartite control in Berlin."
LBetwectn 6 and 16 August the ambassadors held four unproductive meetings
with Soviet Foreign Minister NMolotov. Stalin's assurances notwithstanding,
Molotov denounced the London Conference agreements and demanded dhat their
implementation be p~ostponed indefinitely. Claiming that four-ipowcr control was
no longer operable, he also ch: .ienged the right of the Western powers to remain
in Berlin, except on Soviet sufferance. On 23 August the ambassadors met again
with Stalin who agreed that the two questions of transit rights and currency
refornm should be referred to the military governors in Berlin for further examination. Held between 31 August and 7 September, these talks, like the ones
in Moscow. proved abortive and ended when the Soviets refused to cooperate in
establishing4'a four-power financial commission to regulate banking and currency! ''
As word flashed to Washington that the talks in Berlin were breaking down,
the National Security Council, with President Truman presiding, hurriedly as.
smibled on the afternoon of 7 September to assess the situation. Alarmed by both
the drift and imtport of events, Truman and his senior advisers were all but certain
that the United States and the Soviet Union were on the verge of a final showdown. Lcscribing the collapse of the talks-as
"discouraging and serious:' Secretary
----------Marshall admittmd that lie now regarded the prospect of a negotiated settlement
as extremely remote At Marshall's request, ILovett reviewed the problent in
detail. l.ovctt stated that the situation was one of "serious dleterioration," but he
added that the State Department (lid not want negotiations to "blow up" in
Berlin. He recommlended, and the President agreed, that the United States attempt
to resume discussions in Moscow and, if this failed, to take the issue to the United
Nations Security Council. The alternative, he warned. might be military action.
In view of Lovett's remarks, Secretary Symington suggested that the NSC examine
what plans it would implement in case of an emergency. Forrestal thought it was
to join him the next day in a meeting with the JCS on the Berlin
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Th1is meeting took place the following morning at the Pentagon. Along
Forrestal and Marshall, the participants included the three service secretaries,
the joint Chiefs except for Admiral Leahy, General Gruenther, Lt. Gen. Lauris

'

Norstad, USAF, Brig. Gen. Kenneth D. Nichols, Chief of the Armed Forcs

-

5}aputli Weapons ir"ttt, and Donald r. Carp~inttr , Ch~tirmal of the 1' itatt.
iaison Commitee to the Atomic Energy Commission. No record of the discus-
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has been located, but a 10 September entry in Forrestal's diary of a conversation witht Marshall suggests the probable drift: To help reach "fundamentritl
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decisions'" concerning the use, size of effort, and targets for possible air-atomic
operations from Britain, Norstad would go to London to sound out the British
"
on using bases there for construction of nuclear-support facilities,
On 10 September Clay submitted a request for additional airlift which, if
approved, would have dcpleted the air transport reserve to the point of precluding
implementation of U.S. emergency war plans. Although Truman had consistently
endorsed the airlift as his preferred ou.-se of action, the pressure of events now
compelled a reassessment. Three days later Forrestal. accompanied by senior
representatives from the Army and Air Force, outlined to the President the status
of air-atomic planning and sought Truman's-approval of the Norstad mission to
England. After the meeting Truman confided in his diary: "Forrestal, Bradley,
Vandcnberg, Symington brief me on bases, bombs, Moscow, Leningrad, etc. I
have a terrible feeling afterward that we are very close to war. I hope not." -1
As Forrestal recalled the scene, Truman "prayed" that-a decision to use the bomb
would not be necessary. Yet, significantly. Truman appeared committed to a firm
stand and either at this meeting or at a later one with Forrestal on 16 September,
lie gave his approval for operational planning to proceed."'
On 29 September Forrestal met with the Joint Chiefs, who advised him
that preparations for a military emergency were proceeding smoothly. Checklists
for actions to be taken in the event of war were ready; U.S. commanders in

4

Germany. Austria, and Trieste had been issued plans for use in case of an emer-

t
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gency; air engineers and representatives of AFSWP would be going to England
in a few days; and American antiaircraft units would soon be deployed in Britain
if the British could not provide antiaircraft protection for U.S. air bases. Moreover,
General Norstad had learned that the RAF Chief of Air Staff, Lord Tedder, was
in basic agreement with U.S. thinking "obout the immediate use of the A-Bomb."
But as a precaution, should the British have a change of heart, the Joint Chiefs
continued to consider Spanish, Libyan, Italian, and Pakistani bases as alternative
I-,asing areas. Also, studies were under way to find an alternate command post
-outside Washington in the event the Pentagon was destroyed." Finally, the
Air Force had checked with the Atomic Energy Commission and AFSWP on
prearranged plans to transfer custody of atomic weapons in an emergency. Should
a military confrontation prove unavoidable, the United States, it appeared, would
be ready with a quick and definite response 7
While these elaborate preparations continued, intelligence reports offered
hope that an armed conflict could he averted. In an addendum to an earlier estimate, the CIA in mid-September conceded "that the possibility of a resort to
deliberate military action [by the Soviet Union] has been slightly increased." But
it saw no evidence to indicate that the Soviets were mobilizing for war.0 As
serious as the situation seemed, the search for a peaceful solution continued to
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receive first priority. With Clay's requ-st for more airlift still pending and with
the State Department talking of referring the Berlin issue to the U.N., Forrestal

4

on 14 September endorsed a State Department proposal that the NSC conduct
"a thorough analysis of our future course of action." According to Admiral Souers,
President Truman "was also anxious that this be done." On 16 September the
NSC agreed and asked the State Department to draft a report."
Subsequently, on 29 September, the United States, Britain, and France petitioned the U.N. Security Council, meeting in Paris, to investigate the Soviet
Union's "illegal and coercive measures" to obstruct access to Berlin. At the
prospect of resuming negotiations through the U.N., tensions both in Europe and
in the United States began to relax. As the threat of war gradually receded, officials
in Washington once again looked to the airlift as their primary weapon for
combating Soviet pressure against Berlin. Assuming that the airlift would continue, the State Departmen. proceeded to assemble material for a draft report.
In response to a State Department request in connection with its preparation of
the report, Forrestal on 4 October asked the JCS to give high priority to "preparation of an estimate. . . of the- military implications of a continuation of the
airlift

. . .

over- the coming winter."

Working quickly, the Joint Chiefs responded with two reports. In essence, they
were confident that "on a purely technical basis, air supply to Berlin can theoretically be continued indefinitely provided it is not reduced or disrupted by direct
Soviet action." However, they hastened to point out that from "the strictly military
point of view Berlin constitutes a strategic liability to the Western Powers."
Through a variety of measures, such as flight path obstruction, sabotage, technical
interference, or even diversionary-tactics such as a-blockade of Vienna, the Soviets
could very easily cripple the airlift and possibly -bring it to a halt. Any of these
actions, the JCS felt, could be interpreted as an act of war, but they did not
consider even limited military retaliation prudent or advisable. With U.S. transport aircraft and their personnel concentrated in a "small and extremely vulnerable area," the outbreak of sudden hostilities could lead to their decimati~n.
All things considered, the Joint Chiefs believed that unless an alternative
to the airlift were found quickly, the Western powers might have to consider
withdrawing from the city. Any reaffirmation of determination to stay should
take into account the risks involved and the overall impact on the U.S. armed
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forces, most urgently the unending drain on men and equipment that threatened
-
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the ability of the National Military Establishment "to meet its primary national
security rerponsibilities7 Tie airlift required enormous logistic support, reduced
the normal 0ifespan of aircraft, and was a tremendously expensive and consuming
enterprise. Aseuming NSC agreement to the augmentation Clay had requested in
September, the airlift would employ 248 C-54s (approximately 52 percent of
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tile fleet) itt a cost, over andi above nin-,nal operating expenses, of $13.540,000
per month, for which there was no :" wance in the current fiscal year military
budget. To continue the airlift-on an augmented basis beyond March 1949, tile
JCS said, wold require an immediate supplement of $25 million for the Air
Force to procure spare parts and expand depot overhaul facilities."'
The joint Chiefs. accompanied by General Gruenther, presented their views
and-proposals at a special meeting of the NSC on 14 October. judging from the
two existing accounts of this meeting, Forrestal, although present, did not actively
participate in the discussion. According to Gruenther's recollections, Lovett was
extremely critical of the JCS position- He accused the joint Chiefs of having a
"case of the jitters" and of exaggerating the risks of the airlift merely to justify
additional appropriations. Bur according to-notes kept by-an NSC staff member,
Lovett indicated his full appreciation of the military's concerns, especially as they
related to the budget, and he sought to remind the joint Chiefs that in July the
President had made a definite decision to hold Berlin regardless of the costs and
Consequences. In furtherance of this decision, Love"t added, "the Department of
State also warmly supports the Air Force in its desire to-obtain additional funds
and authorizations to continue the airlift." 7
After further discussion, the joint Chiefs agreed to withdraw their two
Berlin papers for further study. Meanwhile, at Lovett's suggestion, the council
adopted and sent to the President a list of five specific recommendations: (1)
accept Clay's proposal to augment the airlift with up to 66 C-54s; (2) reexamine
aviation fuel stockpile requirements, (3) authorize $25 million in supplemental
funds for the Air Force; (4) increase the FY 1949 Air Force personnel ceiling;
and (5) approve additional aircraft procurement to offset depreciation and..
attrition.|,'
Before acting an theft proposals, Truman sought the advice of the Bureau
~~of
the Budget. Truman and the BoB at this time were engaged in a controversy
with Forrestal and the joint Chiefs over the size of the FY 1950 military budget,
and they shared a concern that approval of the NSC recommendations would set.,
a precedent for increae military spending,* -Replying to Truman on 21 October,
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provided out of existing Air Force and Navy equipment and would thus require-.
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no procurement funds. He indicated also that the $25 million needed for spare
and overhaul facilities could be found in already appropriated Air Force
as could a,, csima,,, I,....
I
......onopo-c
a~r.dditia-..a! trin-1-o aircm-ft
for the Air Force Finally, Pace rejected the idea of increasing the Air Force
personnel ceiling. Agreeing with Pace, Truman notified the NSC that he had
amended its recommendations to accord with the BoB's suggestions.O
For the €on ntowe,
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On 26 (kto| r Forrestal, in accordance with the President's decision, instructed his Sp.cial Assistant Wilfred McNeil to work wvith tihe Air Force and
tlhe
IoB indcveloping appropriate arrangements for continued{ funding of tihe
airlift According to Air rorce estimates, dhe cost of the operation through tile
current Ilisal
ye-ar ending on 30 June 1949 would exceed-$150 millhon and could
go higher dep~ending on how long the airlift continued!" In January 19-49, to
insrure
that the Air F:orce wtould have funds above its operating butdget for Airlift
operations, Syming u proposed that Forrestal ask the NSC to approve a "recom.
Viendation that the Presidcnt-determine in principle" that the Air F~orc-e
would
roccive: supplemental funds in the future. Forrestal responded that tihe
principle
was alIready -understood And that the action Symington requested was unnecessary.
Later, cutbacks in the aircraft procurement schedule t, to a reprogramming of
funds that temporarily lessened the pressure for supplemental appropriations.
For the duration. total airlift-oprittig costs. eventually exceeding $252-million.
%vetcpaid out of regular appropriations."

Ending the Bl1ockade Ynd Airlift
At the beginning of 19419 after mor'-tan six months of continuous blockade. Berlin remained the local -point of East-West tensionts. Front the perspective
of the Western powers, the airlift was proving itself an effective response to Soviet
blackmail and coercion, but-to the residents of Wes( Berlin these accomplishments
had to be balanced against the perception-that their citys continued
control by
4qkk
the~d
Western -powers was-still very much in jeopardy'. Coal, in chronic short supply,
on tihe black market during tihe winter of 1948-49 for as high as $ 100 per
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ton. rood supplies were tinsel)- rationed, apd much of the food consumed in West
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Berlin was actually smuggled front "CastGermany, apparently with the tacit

~alproval of Soviet autthorities. With electricity and raw materials also cut to 2
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critical minimum, industry in the western sectors of Berlin operated at less than
one-third of pre-blocka de volume, idling about 10 percent of the work force.
"le willingness of the West Berliners to endure these hardships was indeed
~admirable and heroic. But how long thley
could tolerate life tinder such conditions
U.S. authorities in Berlin and Washington could not accurately assess."'
The Soviet situation seemed almost as dismal. In retaliation for the blockade,
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the Western pnowers had ordered a cotunterhle,rkadl,, fnrring a ppriad ,Owrdnwn
commerce between Fast and West Germany. British authorities apparently
lax in enforcing restrictions, but-between the U.S. and Soviet zones trade
to a trickle." As time went on, the Soviets found it increasingly difficult
Germans wihy tihe Western allies were still in Berlin. Into explain to the rEast
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ThC Berlin Crisis
serious
a
faced
Union
Soviet
terms of protecting its credibility and prestige, the
and growing dilemma. The question of how the Berlin impasse would affect
Soviet control in East Gcrmany and the other satellite countries must have caused
considerable worry in Moscow.
The details of the eventual resolution of the crisis have been treated at length
elsewhere and need only brief summary. Although efforts to resolve the impasse
through the United Nations proved abortive, the avenues of diplomacy soon
opened to other possibilities. On 31 January 1919, Stalin, in answer to writtcn
questions submitted by a Western news correspondent, hinted that the Soviet
Union would be willing to resume direct negotiations if the Western allies would
postpone the creation of a West German government until after a meeting of
the Council of Foreign Ministers had reexamined the whole German question.
Significantly, Stalin made no reference, as lie had on past occasions, to the
currency issue as a barrier to a settlement. Seizing on Stalin's remarks as a hopeful
sign, U.S. negotiators made further inquiries which in February and March led
to a series of highly secret bilateral talks in New York. Wanting to draw Britain
and France into the talks, Secretary of State Acheson met repeatedly in April
with their foreign ministers to develop a common negotiating position."
From this point on, events moved swiftly as both sides evinced an interest
ina prompt settlement. On 5 May 1949 the governments in Washington, London,
Paris, and Moscow simultaneously issued an- official statement on the results of
the negotiations. First, with respect to Berlin, both tie blockade and counterblockade (but not the airlift) would end on 12 May; and second, on 23 May
the Council of Foreign Ministers would meet in Paris to discuss the general
problem of Germany and Berlin."1 The statement did not mention creation of a
West German government.
When it became evident that the blockade might be lifted, Army and Air
Force oplnners began to ass the need for continuing the airlift but, at tile
request of the State Department, took no steps to dismantle the operation until
the Council of Foreign Ministers had completed its discussion of the German
question." Earlier in January 1949, acting on a proposal by Royall, the NSC
had created it special subcommittee on Germany, composed of the Secretaries of
State, Defense, and Army and the Economic Cooperation Administrator, to under.
take a-thoroughgoing reexamination of U.S. policy toward Germany."' For-the
development of specific recommendations,- the subcommittee appointed deputies,
whu futined a sit(r,g group initially undcr-...
,..t..c
an.h.... f-G.. o e
Director of State's Policy Planning Staff, and subsequently Ambassador Robert
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After numerous meetings to consider a succession of draft papers, the steering group tentatively adopted a four-part report, which Acheson submitted -to
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Truman on 31 Marchl." This report became the basis for talks in April with
the British and French foreign ministers on the creation of a West German government. The report affirmed that the ultimate policy objectives should be the
restoration of full German sovereignty and the complete reintegration of the
German people into the European community, to share as equals "in its obliga.

7-.

iIn

tions, its economic benefits and its security." Toward realizing this goal, the
report strongly recommended that the United States press for prompt implemen.
tation -of the 1948 London agreement, i.e., termination of military gover.,ment,
enactment of an occupation statute reserving to the Western ailies certain powers
to prevent German rearmament, and unification of the three western zones under
2
a federal government.
Although the British and the French essentially concurred, there was some
feeling in the State Department that the implementation of this policy should be
delayed until alternative avenues possibly leading to German reunification had
been more fully explored. As one who had followed German affairs closely
throughout his career, Kennan felt that the United States would be making a
serious mistake if it promoted unification of the western zones without at least
trying to include the Soviet eastern zone. Earlier, as a possible solution, Kennan
in late 1948 had devised a package of proposals, one of which, known as "Program A," called for the election of an all.German provisional government,
followed by a general troop reduction and the withdrawal of remaining occupy.
ing forces to specified garrison areas. In somewhat more detailed form, this plan
reappeared in early May -1949 as a State Department paper entitled "A Program
for Germany." 98
It seems clear that, with plans already well advanced-for the creation of a
West German government, Acheson had little serious interest in pursuing
Kennan's Program A. He was spared the necessity of doing so when the Joint
Chiefs registered their objections to the plan. Their main criticism was that
Program A would isolate and separate U.S. and Allied forces from established
lines of communication, hamper a defense along the Rhine, and increase the
possibility of a successful Soviet attack against Western Europe. In addition, the
Joint Chiefs questioned the logistic feasibility of the proposed schedule for troop
withdrawals and warned- that any precipitous reduction could adversely ,ffect
West Germany's sense of security. In view of the possible consequences, the JCS
advised- that any reduction in Western forces should be accompanied by the
creation- of an effecive and impartial German police, by continued German
particitation in the EurnreAn Recnvery-Pogram, nrd bythc-earundcranding
that Germany as a wholeshould be oriented in her economic and political policies
toward-the West *
the light of the Joint Chiefs' remarks, Acheson decided not to press imme-
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diately for troop reductions in Germany but suggested that for negotiating purposes in the CFM he should have the option of proposing troop withdrawals at
an early date. The Joint Chiefs agreed that if the opportunity arose Acheson could
propose a regrouping of U.S, and Allied forces to positions just east of the Rhine,
with a similar redeployment of Soviet forces to locations in northeast Germany
on the Baltic, where they could be resupplied easily by sea. As Acheson explained
it to the NSC on 17 May, the purpose of this plan was to put pressure on the
Soviets to withdraw their forces from Berlin and to deny them any legitimate
reason for retaining lines of communication through Poland. In this way, Acheson
said, "we could also ease the pressure on Poland." Whether the Soviets accepted
the plan or not, nothing should be permitted to delay or interfere with the creation of a West German government. Should the Soviets demand complete
German rmunification. Acheson felt it would have to be on the basis of consolidating the eastern zone with the regime in the west and not vice versa.'
The Council of Foreign Ministers met at the Palais Rose-in Paris on 23 May
1949-the same day that a parliamentary council in Bonn proclaimed the creation of a Federal Republic uniting the 1I West German states. Against this
background, the foreign ministers devoted the next month entirely to the problems of Germany and Austria. But the discussions led nowhere. Finally, on 20
June, the foreign ministers adjourned after issuing a communiqui confessing their
inability to reach agreement on the restoration of German economic and political
unity but establishing procedures for further consideration of the issues. The only
bright spots were some progress toward settling Soviet claims against Austria
and a reaffirmation of the agreement of 4 May that had lifted the Berlin blockade.
The stage was now set for what would become in all likelihood a long.enduring
division of Germany. In October, while the Bundesag of the Federal Republic
held its organizing session in the west, a rival "People's Congress" convened in
East Berlin under Soviet sponsorship and declared its intention to turn the eastern
zone into the German Democratic Republic."
view of the CFM communiqui and its reaffirmation of the agreement
ending the blockade, the Army and the Air Force again examined the n,.cd
for an airlift. Although technical studies indicated that the airlift could now be
maintained almost indefinitely with proper support and equipment, the wear and
tear on men and aircraft was taking a heavy toll. Replacements for aircraft losses,
averaging two per month, were becoming increasingly scarce. In June 1949 the
Air Force again requested an emergency supplemental appropriation and advised

Secretary Johnson thatt without additional funds it could no-guarantee continua-1

ttion of the airlift beyond the coming winter. With this request pending, the joint
Chiefs reviewed the airlift in July and subsequently reported-to Johnson that the
buildup of supplies in West Berlin appeared-sufficient to warrant gradual phase-
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out of the operation beginning I August."' After the NSC concurrcd, President
Truman on 28 July approved the recommended action on the understanding
that should it become necessary, the airlift could be fully resumed in 90 days.
The publicly announced date for ending the airlift was 31 October 19,19, but
the Air Force succeeded in completing the operation a month ahead of schedule,
on 1(0
September. '
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Although the ending of the Berlin blockade and thc-airlift seemed to signal
the return to more normal conditions, U.S. officials, including the President, continued to harbor suspicions of Soviet intentions and worried that the Soviets
might again- obstruct traffic to and from Berlin. Should a second blockade be
imposed, there were no assurances that-another airlift would provide the solution
or that the tensions generated by such an occurrence could be as successfully
contained as they had been the first time. Consequently, much discussion in
Washington focused on how the United States should prepare to react if the
Soviet Union again interfered with travel.
The need- for an agreed course of action became apparent initially during
the development of a negotiating position just before the Council of Foreign
Ministers met in May 1949. As Acheson prepared to leave for Paris, the NSC,
with Truman presiding, met on 17 May to review plans for the conference and
examine what might happen should the ministers adjourn without reaching a
general settlement. It seemed distinctly possible, Acheson thought, that the
Soviets would refuse to discuss or negotiate transit rights, in which case they
might be secretly planning to renege on their agreement of 4 May and reimpose
the blockade. In this event, Acheson-saw three options-for the United States and
its allies. ( I) accept the situation and rely on another counterblockade to pressure the Soviets into ,estoring access, (2) use force to restore traffic, realizing
that global war wouid probably result; or (3) take limited military action and
attempt to probe with armed convoys, which would stop only in the event of a
full show of Soviet force." Acheson did not say at this time which option lie
preferred, but he later privately expressed the thought that the third might be
useful as "a method of testing out Soviet intentions." Truman, however, was not
enthusiastic about any of these options, feeling that only the first might be used
without running a serious danger of var Wondering if there was a fourth possibiiity, lie
told Symington to keep-the airlift handy.- The NSC decided at- this
meeting that Defense, coordinating with State. should prepare a study of possible
courses of action ;fno agreement on Berlin came out of the meeting and the
Soviets reimposed the blockade.'
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Johnson on 20 May directed his newly designated deputy for occupied areas,
Army Assistant Secretary Tracy Voorhees, to draft the requested report and
coordinate it with the Joint Chiefs, the State Department, and the NSC staff.
Seeking guidance, Voorhees immediately requested recomncndations from the
joint Chiefs and from General Clay, fortuitously on temporary duty in Washing.
ton pending retirement from active duty. All agreed that a reimposition of the
blockade would be a serious threat to peace, but no one was willing to recommend

.
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any action beyond a revival of the airlift and resumption of the counterblockade.
Of the three options that Acheson had-suggested, they felt that the most danger.
ous would be an armed convoy probe. Although Clay had suggested much the
same measure only the year before, he thought the time had passed when the
Soviets could be intimidated and that a convoy probe would provoke a-strong
response. "An attempt to move a convoy into Berlin with the intent to withdraw
if the convoy were met with force," Clay warned, "would be most damaging to
our prestige, and to my mind there is no advantage in making such an attempt." 10S
The findings of the Voorhees inquiry, based largely on the views of Clay
and the Joint Chiefs, appeared as a report (NSC 24, 2) to the NSC on 1 June.
In the event of another Berlin blockade, the paper recommended only two specific
actions-an airlift at full operational capacity and a counterblockade. It did not
recommend efforts to restore surface traffic with armed -convoys or by a "probe."
While the CFM was in session and afterward, unless it developed a clear written
agreement on Western access rights, the United States -should adopt a series of
"interim measures," including the buildup of stockpiles in Berlin and maintenance
of airlift and counterblockade capabilities. NSC 24/2 also recommended warning
the Soviet Union that the United States and its
allies would regard a reimposed
blockade as a matter of "the gravest concern." 2&2
On 2 June, when the National Security Council adopted the Voorhees report,
Acheson was attending the CFM conference in Paris and Johnson also was absent
from Washington. The council agreed that its recommendations on NSC 24/2
would be subject to Secretary Acheson's concurrence. The only stated objection
to the Voorhees report came from Acting Secretary of State Webb, who felt that
the final paragraph, referring to the statement of "gravest concern," sounded too
much like a possible declaration of war, whereupon the council substituted moreU
moderate language. Defense officials, including Voorhees and Acting Secretary
Early, thought that Acheson's concurrence would be merely a formality and that
the -cndcd paper (NSC 24,'3) wuuld_,,un be .ubmiticd to the President for
approval. But a few days later a railroad strike and renewed Soviet interference
with barge traffic partially crippled- surface transportation between Berlin and
West Germany. On I1 June, after exchanging several messages with the State
lDepartment, Acheson indicated his concurrence with the proposed policy but
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made two additional points: (1) The President should be aware of "how perilously close to war" the reimposition of the blockade would be; and (2) other
measures in addition to the airlift and counterblockade which might be used in
event of a new blockade should be studied. He also indicated his understanding
that he had di'retionary authority to determine whether the warning to the
Soviets mentioned in the report was appropriate. On 12 June, responding to a
further message from Webb, Acheson reconfirmed his approval of the report
and accepted Webb's proposal that it be amended to make clear Acheson's
discretionary authority about the warning10 8
Although this procedure involving a substantive amendment to a. NSC
paper awaiting presidential approval was unusual, it seems clear that the ensuing
quarrel was wholly unnecessary and resulted mainly from L.ouis Johnson's escalating feud with Acheson. Ignoring that the NSC had adopted the report subject
to Acheson's concurrence, Johnson felt that only the Presitent had the right to
change the original paper. At a meeting of the War Council on 14 June, Johnson
argued that giving Acheson the proposed discretionary authority would be a
surrender of prerogatives belonging collectively to the NSC He insisted onsending to the NSC a statement saying, "The carrying out of the policy proposed
by the National Security Council is a matter to be determined by the President." "' Truman agreed and approved the report without the amendment
Acheson had proposed.' °' Nevertheless, he told Webb to inform Acheson that
he thought issuing any warning to the Soviets at the CFM "must be carefully
weighed in light of situation as it develops at CFM" and that its use would still
be left- to Acheson's "discretion and judgment." I"
Meanwhile, on 16 June the NSC met again to consider several new proposals
from the Joint Chiefs. Although the JCS still strongly opposed armed convoys
or probes, they felt that Acheson's cable of 11 June required further considerst:on of how far the United States would go if the Berlin situation took a turn for
the worse. They therefore recommended, and the council concurred, that a Soviet
administrative order or notification to stop surface movement should not be
regarded as constituting a blockade or as cause for the Western allies to suspend
travel. But the council did not agree on immediate steps to implement this policy
and decided to await future developments.'"
When a new blockade failed to materialize after the Paris conference
adjourned, U.S. officials concluded that the Soviets had definitely decided to relax
pressure on Berlin. Back in Washington, Acheson on 7 July endeavored to
rz
!-m;the NSC wht had pro'wlpd ha cable of ii June and -how lie now
viewed the matter. In light of the conference communiqui, Acheson no longer
worried that the Soviets would -reimpose the blockade. He described the original
blockade as "half-hearted" and questioned whether the Soviets would permit
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another airlift. A rcsumption of the blockade, hc added, would probably be the
relude to a general emergency, a warning saying, "Look out, here it comes."
This. he felt, explained the choice of words in his cable and why he had char;crcri-ed the hypothetical situation as being "perilously close to war." Acheson
reiterafed his opinion that "otir posture should be such as to take any reimposition
of the blockade, not as a local matter, but as the most serious possible danger."
The council noted Acheson's remarks for the record and decided to take no
further action unless the Soviet Union initiated another attempt to apply pressure on Berlin'"

.Ia

T7hus ended the Berlin crisis of 1948-49, with Germany divided for the
foreseeable future and Europe spiared the threatened clash between the superpowers. judging from the evidence, the threat of war and the possibility of use
of atomic weapons 1by-the United-States were more areal-than most people at the
time believed. The operating assumption in Washington held that these weapons
constituted the only ready-means of retaliation and that they would be used if a
settlement could not be negotiated. A strategic alert in late June 1 48, followed
by heightened preparations for another possible alert in September, underscored
both the gravity of the crisis and the serious weaknesses in U.S. capabilities. T7he
more the United States invested in the airlift, the less likely it became that the
Air Force could carry out effectively its plans for nuclear retaliation.
In-these circumstances, Forrestal and Johnson resisted solutions that might
have triggered a chain of events provoking a military confrontation. The dispatch
of the B-29s to England and Germany in July 1948 was an obvious show of
force but it was also a fairly cautious step that did not automatically threaten an
escalation of the crisis. Onthe other hand, Clay's proposal of armed convoys
represented a direct challenge to the blockade and carried with it the risk that
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Soviet forces might resist. Forrestal, who realized perhaps more fully than anyone
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else the limits of U.S. capabilities, did not think that-the American public was
any mome prepared for a showdown than was the military. As his job required,
prepared plans in the eventuality that negotiations might collapse, but he wasX
exceedingly reluctant- to counsel- military action without having first thoroughly
explored other avenues. Johnson, if anything, was even more reserved in his
advice. When Acheson tried to revive the armed convoy idea in 1949, the SecreEary of-Dcfcnsc w~s.n., md
Despite the high cost, which rably gave Johnson more pause than anyone, he fully supported an airlift as long
as necesary.
Except for the contretemps between Acheson and Johnson over armed convoys, the State Department and OSD worked together more closely on Berlin
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than perhaps on any other crisis of tie period. Early in the Berlin crisis a con.
sensus emerged that thc United States did not want and was in no position to risk
an armed-(onfrontation. From tis consensus derived patient and prudent policies
that narrowly averted a ,mlitary (onfrontation. For the timC being, the Cold War
had been contained.
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CHAPTR XI

The Military Budget for Fiscal Year 1949:
Rearmament Begins

At the end-of World War N thc United States moved rapidly to demobilize
its military forces from a peak active duty strength of more than 12,000,000-in
1945 to a low of 1,399,000 on I 1 March 1947. Despite .his enormous reduction,
thc active military force was still four times the size of its counterpart on the eve
of World War 11in 1939,1 an intre-_ce that reflected both-the large requirements
for occupation troops in Germany, Japan, andi elsewhere, and a growing realization that grave -new threats to American security would require the long-term
maintenance of an unprecedented Mcatxtimc level of militiry preparedness. For
the first timoethe United States ficed the prospect of indefinitely supporting alarge standing- military force in time of peace, and it was readily apparent that
the task of doing so would be very costly. Annual military appropriations -thus
rose from-$SL8-billion in fiscal year 1940 to $10 billion in fiscal year 1948-a-.
fivefold increase.2
T7his great increase in militairy appropriations* reflected not only the large
growthi in-size over the prewar military establishment but also the impact of

-
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*Throughout the chapters on budgetary matters, the use of technical terms will be held-to a

mrinimum at the admitted risk of some technical inaccuracy. Only six technical budgetary terms
will be ;te-atOrination, appropriation, obligation, expenditure, new obligst.asl authority,
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activity is also the -aauIorirrtrqg for Cotngress to fund the activity. ,lppropriotioas are the
authority granted by Congress for the President or executtv departments and agencies to
f6~
sIIr(;Xo '!csh
unrdertake obligations and expenditures. Obig.ri-n mseans
~of
orders, or-etring into other *;p.. of financial commitments Fxcpendirorv nse~ns the payment of bills and cash withdrawal- from the US, Treaury. Ne-o6iliuMian
tority is-the
amount appropriated by Congress, including cash And new contract authorization, minusj
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postwar inflation and the mushrooming costs of equipping the forces with increas.
ingly complex weapons. Contrary to the expectations of most economists, the
United States did not slide immediately into a depression at the end of the war
but, instead, experienced a wave of prosperity, a condition the nation had not
enjoyed since the 1920s. One untoward consequence was a steadily rising inflation. The consumer price index (1947-1949 = 100), which stood at 76.9 in
calendar year 1945, rose to 83.4 in 1946, to 95.5 in 1947, and to 102.8 in
1948.3 Stemming inflation became one of President Truman's top priorities, and
he sought through restraints on federal spending to reduce the government debt,
swollen from the heavy borrowing of the war yeats, and to create a surplus in the
federal budget.'
Inflation generally affected the armed forces as it did the average consumer,
by robbing the dollar of its purchasing power. But it -was not the sole cause of
rising military costs. By the end of World War 11the services were becoming
increasingly dependent on more sophisticated weapons. These weapons, the
products of a technological revolution, added immensely to the versatility and
effectiveness of modern military forces, but owing to their greater complexity
they were far more expensive to develop, procure, and maintain than the weapons
they replaced. With inflation factored into the equation, the price of new weapon
systems rose even more rapidly. According to one study, the average flyaway cost
of a B-17 bomber in World War II was $218.,0, whereas the comparable
cost of a B-36 in 1949 was more than $3.6 million. The cost of fighters over the
same period -increased from $54,000 for a P-51 to $855,000 for a F-89.
Thus, despite record- peacetime appropriations, the services found their buy.
mg-power greatly diminished and their overall situation relatively little improved
over the prewar years. In fiscal year 1941, when the United States began to rearm,
military expenditures took 5.4 percent of the gross national product (GNP),
increasing to 16.8 percent the following year and to a peak of 37.4 percent at
the height of the war in-fiscal year 1944. But succeeding fiscal year figures
steadily declined, from 36.7 percent in 1945, to 20.7 percent in .1946, and to a
postwar low of 4.4 percent in 1948.1 Rising costs notwithstanding, the services
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due during the fiscal 'ear. Conitrwsc asboriy is unfinanced statutory authorization- under
which contracts or otier obligations may be entered
into pror to appropriations for the
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payment of such obligations, The term i.litay bsda: is used -to include only thoe activities
uni.cf
ltSc by tie
miitary servicts, the 0iftce
oi the Secretary
os-Detense, and ubD staAgencies
,21;1,Sdoes not include related activities in such fields as atomic energy, foreign military
alstsance, or other programs having military implication-. which receive separate appropriations.
Until 1976 the US. fiscal year was from I July of one year to 30 June of the next. (Terms
and-definitions derived frm Smithies, The Boadfptiy Procvis in be Uuted Sistfe, 19. See also
Directive 40,11-I, 25 Jan 2, sub. Glossary of Terms Under Comptroller Activities.)
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found themselves under constant pressure from the White H-ouse and the Bureau
of the Budget to hold down ncw obligaions, stretch out programs, and economize
in other ways-all during yeatrs when worsening relations with the Soviet Union
and growing commitments abroad were increasing the possibility that combat
use of American military forces might become necessary.
FY 1949 Eimati
The National Security Act

'947 specifically assigned to the Secretary of

Defense responsibility for supervisi,.. and coordinating the preparation and execu-

-~~

tion of annual military budgets.1 But when Forrestal took office 17 September
1947, the separate FY' 1949 budget requests of the -War (including Air Force)
and Navy Departments had already been submitted to the Bureau of the -Budget
in accordance with existing regulations. Since it would have been impractical- at
so late a stage in the budget process to attempt to review, revise, and integrate
these separate -requests, Forrestal decided to concentrate on the development of
plans for formulating budget estimates for fiscal year 1950.8 He had as immediate
objectives, first, to establish new principles and-procedures for a unified -appropri.
ation structure, and second, to elicit from the joint Chiefs of Staff "integrated"
strategic guidance that would facilitate the-correlation of budget requests with
force level requirements.
Having worked closely with the Military budget process since 1940, Forrestal knew the problems he faced and saw a definite need for fundamental
reforms. He frankly termed it an "embarrassment" that each service should submit separate- budget requests without any-effort at correlation. To remedy this
situation he directed the joint Chiefs to submit as soon as possible a joint-strategic
plan together with an agreed statement of -the forces required to support such
a plan.'
To push matters along, Forrestal established on 3 October an ad hoc budget
committee under the chairmanship of Wilfred McNeil, his special assistant
for fiscal matters." Meeting regularly with the budget directors of the three
services and General Gruenther, McNeil emphasized the need for uniform
strctur,
eicitfromthe
an secndto
ointChifs
o a----te--ted
repeatedly
that the secrHe stressed
audit
methods.
budgetary, accounting, andatio
ad growig

tetsbrod

cowerategic
ncrestingrument o l

tht combt

military budget." At Gruenther's suggestion, the joint Chiefs adopted a time.
eftable
calling for development of a joint-outline strategic war Plan by I January
1948, with annual reviews of the plan around the beginning of each calendar
year. However, because of disputes between the Army and the Navy-over the
purpoes of -the plan and between the Air Force and the Navy over the assign-
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ment of roles and missions in strategic air operations, preparation of the plan
fell behind schedule and the chiefs, to allow more time to resolve their disagree.
ments, moved the scheduled completion date to the middle of March 1948.'2
Meanwhile, on 12 January 1948 President Truman submitted to Congress
his budget request for fiscal year 1949 (I July 1948-30 June 1949). lie estimated receipts during this period at $44.1 billion and expenditures at $39
billion. As part of the administration's program the President retommended an
income tax "cost-of-living" credit of $40 for each taxpayer and dependent. To
recoup this revenue loss and combat the likely inflationary impact of personal
income tax reductions, he proposed increased taxes on corporate profits. Assum.
ing the adoption of these neasurcs, the President expected a budget surplus of
$4.8 billion, -which he intended to apply toward reducing the public debt, part of
3
his campaign to stem inflation.'

"*

The largest new program provided for in the budget was economk assistance to further the recovery of Europe, a program that the President had pro.
posed in a special message to Congress on 19 December 1947 and that Secretary
of State Marshal! had initially suggested in his Harvard commencement speech
in June 1947. Tor the first full year of the European Retovery Program (.RI'),
the President estimated expenditures at $4 billion, in addition to $500-million
previously, eauested as asupplement to the FY 1948 budget.' I
"Since the close of hostilities," the President said in his budget message, "we
have reduced our armed services to a small fraction of their wartime -streigti."
The FY 1949 budget, he stated, provided "only for the minimum requirements"
of the armed services and was geared to approximately the same level -as the
previous budget in the expectation that the new national security structure would
bring about a-more efficient use of funds and "an integrated and balanced national
defense program." "' Even so, the total military budget itself represented nothing
more than the simple sum of the two separate, independently developed War
and Navy estimates. Total new obligational authority (NOA) requested amounted
to $9.803 billion, divided as follows. Army, $4.660 billion; Navy and-Marine
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Corps, $3.667-billion; Air Force, $1.470 billion; OSD,-$6 million. Of the Army's
Ss

approximately 50 percent was for the Air Force, pending its complete
oNOA,

separation from the Army."W
Even though he did not ask for increased funding, Truman expressed con-

4
'

fidence that the-overall effectiveiess of the armed forces would improve under
-c
Y 19FY
9 =TudgL. To provide trained manpower for use in a future emergency, he again asked Congress for universal military training (UMT); and to
guard against-being cut off from ovcrsea sources- of-supply in time of war, he
recommended increased procurement and stockpiling-of strategic materials, The
budget ceiling for military manpower-l,,123,00X)-representedl

a cutback of
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at the San Francisco Conference in 1945, chaired the President's commission. The
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other panel members were George P. Baker, a Harvard economist specializing
in transportation matters, who acted as vice chairman; Palmer Hoyt, publisher
of the Denver-Poit; John A. McCone, an engineer and business executive; and
Arthur D. Whiteside, chairman of Dun and Bradstreet. Baker, who had served
on the Civil Aeronautics Board from 1940 to 1942, appears to have been the only
commission member possessing extensive experience in aeronautical -matters.'
During the course of its investigation, from September through December
1947, the commission took testimony from more than 150 witnesses and held
over 200 open. and closed.door meetings.2" The open hearings produced a consensus among witnesses that World War 11 had confirmed the great military
potential of aviation and that, especially with the advent of atomic weapons, air
power could be of crucial importance in deciding the outcome of future wars.
But in the closed-door hearings strong disagreements erupted over how and in
what form the United States should strive to develop its air capabilities. What
was supposed to be an impartial and "carefully considered" investigation quickly
escalated into an emotional competition between the Navy and the Air Force
over the relative merits of aircraft carrics and long-range bombers.
The Air Force staked its position on what its Chief of-Staff, General 8paatz,
termed the "folly" of lowering U.S defenses in the face of the Soviet thteat and
therefore the need to maintain strong,- ready forces backed by eqtally strong and
ready reserves. Adhering to their service's established postwar position, Sp~az
and the other Air Force witnesses pushed hard for a permanent peacetime force
of 70 groups in-which heavy lond.based bombers andoong-range fighter escorts
would have first priority and would give the United States the capacity to hit
enemy targets at- vast distances. No other weapon system, the Air Force argued,
not even the Navy's aircraft carriers, could perform such a mission. In a subsequent memorandum to Secretary Symington, Spaaaz averred that "long-range
bombers cm penetrate deep into enemy territory. They did, especially the RAF,
during the war.. . . To attempt to operate from carriers would be a hopeless
business."
The Navy took strong exception to such statements and challenged the Air
Force to prove its assertions. Admiral Nimitz, the outgoing Chief of Naval
Operations, stressed the versatility of sea power and the proven ability in World
War If of aircraft carriers to inflict crippling blows against the Japanese homelad. IlIe agud thi.t thcrc wa3 a ontinuing need for carricr-bascd aviation and
for improved and larger carriers. Reliance on land.based bombers alone, he
insisted, would not be a sound or workable strategy. "Unless we retain our ability
control the sea," Nimitz told the commission, "... we may eventually find
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ourselves exchanging long range air attacks which will be indecisive alike against
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approximately 13 percent from rtme level proposed in thc FY 1948 budget.
Nonetlessm, the active force structure of thc Army would remnain at I1I divisions
and thc Navy would maintain an active fleet of 277 major combatant vessels
(destroyer escorts%and larger), including I I heavy carriers. Thc Air Force, meanis.
while, planned to expand fromt 48 groups to 55 gro
In sum, the Presidenit projected a hold-the-Iine budget that emphasized the
attainment of domestic economic and foreign policy objectives at the expense of

improving military capabilities. The mnain-goal was to achieve a budget surplus

-'

in an effort to restrain -inflation. Abroad, it emphasized economic assistance- to
help the wmar-ravaged countries of Europe -regain their political and economic
stability. Except for stressing the importance of UMT, the President did not
indicate that there was any need to increase the nation's military strength, nor
did hie seem to feel that there might be weaknesses in the nation's defense posture.

Th'/e FinletterReport
The assuzmptions and outlook of the 'President's budget message of 12
January 19418 reflected little-if any concern about -A possible U.S.-Sovict military
confrontation. Yet with steadily growing commitments abroad since World
War 11, the United States- had acquired the need for unprecedented peacetime
military capabilities, putting pressure on the nation's military and civilian leaders
to seek the most economical but still effective means of assuring the nation's
security. Among the strategic options that-presented themselves, none attracted
more attention than air power, which had emerged from NWorld War 11 with

I

the reputation of being the weapon of the future.
Recognizing the importance and potential of air powtr, President Truman
sought to clarify its. future role. In the summer of 1947 hie established a blue

ribbon panel, the Air Policy Commission, to investigate and recommend5 a "carefully considered" national- policy on civilian and military aviation.' At the
same time Congress launched a similar investigation through the Congressional
Aviation Policy Board, headed by Sen. Owen Brewstert Thomas K. Finletter, a
well-known Philadelphia attornei1 who had-served as a special asistant to the
Secretary of State during World War If and as a consultant to the U.S. delegation
*In 1948 the usual aucborired aircraft strength of Air Force combat groups wAs as follows:
heavy bomber (B-36)--il. -medium bombe" (B-129)-30. (S-50)-45: liaht bomber
(B-26)--I5-fighters (all types)-75.
M
Te Congressicnal Aviation Policy Board developed its report from much of the sme
testimony and cihec evidence ptnted before the- Presidcets Air Policy Commission. The
findings of both panels were essentially the same. ror the report of the Brewster Committee.
soe S RptNo 949, 8OCons,2sess (1948).
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ourselves and our enemies, but at the same time damaging to our own cities and
vital installations." 225
Forrestal viewed the quarreling with growing dismay. Testifying in closed
session on 3 November, he refused to endorse either service's point of view and
urged the commission to bear in mind the difficulties of resolving-a question as
complex as aircraft requirements. Citing the absence of an agreed strattegic concept, he stressed the difficulty of estimating how future wars would be fought or
their impact on either the United States or its potential enemies. "Conquering
the Russians is one thing:' he said, "and finding what to do with them afterward
is an entirely different problem." It could be, he added, that the-next time the
United States would find itself confronted not with a global conflict as in World
War 11but with a so-called "containing war" for which long-range bombers and
carriers alike might be unsuited. Further, he expressed complete agreement with
President Truman -that economic stability should come first and warned that
"huge sums" spent for defense "might in the long run, be a more dangerous
practice than to have a somewhat understaffed military establishment." In other
words, it all boiled down to a question of what the economy could support. What
might look desirable or even essential from a military standpoint might not be
economically feasible or realistic."
To help in preparing its report, the Finltmer commission -asked the joint
Chiefs-for their estimate of Air Force and Navy minimum aircraft requirements
without taking into account either the cost o the ability of industry to produce
the aircraft. In view of conflicting Air Force and-Navy opinions on air power,
Forrestal was reluctant to releas this information, but he saw no legitimate ways
of blocking the commission from having it." The chiefs strongly endorsed a
genera/buildup of air capabilities, but pointed also to the need- for a parallel
expansion of other forces--ground and sea-in order "to maintain a balanced,
effective military organization." They recommended a phased buildup of Air,
Force and Navy aviation culminating in 1952, when, intelligence sources etimated, the Soviet Union was likely-to acquire its first atomic weapons. By that
time, the JCS believed, the United States should have in being an Air Force of
~~~70
groups and 22 separate squadrons with 12,441 aircraft, backed by 27 Air
National Guard and 81/3 Air Reserve groups with 8,158 planes and a Navy andmaintain their equipment strength, the services would have to procure 8,505'
Chiefs also advised that when the Soviet Union acquired a substantial delivery
capability in "weapons of mans destruction," it would be necessiary to reexamine
requirements andl augment U.S. air strength."
The-Finletter commission accepted these recommendations but, significantly,
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almost totally overlooked the Joint Chiefs' qualifying advice concerning the need
for "balanced" forces. In its report to the President on 30 December 1947, the
commission took the uncompromising position that U.S. "military security must
be based on air-power." "Of course," the commission also stated, "an adcquatc
Navy and Ground Force must be maintained. But it is the Air Force and naval
aviation on which we must mainly rely." To meet future needs, the commission
enthusiastically recommended a 70-group Air Force as a "minimum" requirement and offered somewhat less strong support for the continuing modernization
and expansion of naval aviation. The commission expressed dissatisfaction with
the current rate of aircraft procurement and urged acceleration to eliminate what
it termed "the relative and absolute inadequacy" of present efforts to strengthen
air capabilities.'
The White House delayed -the release of the Finletter report until 13
January 19,18, the day following the submission-of President- Truman's budger
for fiscal year 1949. In response to the ,epor:'s-iarge that current air procurement lagged behind military requirements, the White House issued a statementshowing that nearly one-half ($5.2 billion) of-the proposed-FY 1949 military
budget had been earmarked for aviation and related needs."' But, as critics quickly
pointed out, the main issue was whether increased reliance on air power was a
truly viable strategy. Broadly speaking, the Finletter report answered "yes"' and
its findings put renewed public pressure behind the Air Force demand for 70
groups. To the Air Force and its supporters in Congress, this did not go unnoticed.

The Smpp!emental Decihon
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many of their trained technicians, the Army felt the shortage the most. Army
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The Finletter report did much to stimulate public awareness -and discussion
of the nation's military requirements. It alerted the country to possible weaknesses
in its defense posture, and it also offered what many saw as a convincing argu.
ment and guide for corrective action. Yet with or without the report, it ,vas
obvious by 1948 that the condition of the armed-forces was far from sound and
that they needed to be strengthened.
The immediate problem was a critical shortage of military manpower, as
evidenced by a steady decline in reenlistments and-a dwindling number of volun.
teers following discontinuation of selective service (the draft) un- , he spring-of
1947 Although all the services suffered, with the Air Force and the Navy losing

j

strength on I July 1947 had been 684,000--311,000 in the United States and
373,000 overseas ;n occupied Germany, Japan, Korea, Austria, and elsewhere.

Since new enlistments did not keep pace with discharges, the Army numbered
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only 552,000 by tile :nd of January 1948 instead of tile planned 667,000."S In
alerting Forrestal to this situation. the outgoing Army Chief of Stiff, General
Esenhomser. noted with concern that the Army was "increasingly unlable to
mobili7e cflective land powecr to support- air and sea power in an) emergency."
Liack of fundi for new weapons "destroy-, readiness," Eisenhower added. "and
xuthout readiness in ntteessary land forces, all so-called retaliatory and even
defensive plans are mec scraps of paper." 2"
Aggravating the Army's manpower-shortage were other problems. Early in
February 1948 General Lutes, Staff Director of the(.Munitions Board, circulated
a Lonfidenitial study confirming a recent report in Nciestcck that the Army -lacked
%tufficient stocks of basic equipmenit to meet emecrgency reqluirements, Should a
t.risi s erupt requiting futll-mobilization, Lutes questioned- whether the Army could
outlit more than 50 percent of its active and reserve combat divisions in thle
following 18 months. Twvic within the-next few weeks the Commtittee of Four
and the War Cotincil examined this problem, but their discussions led only to a1
request that the Army conduct another study. Deciding not to wait for thle
results, Forrestal onl 17 February urgently askedl to meet with the Presiden."~
Accompanied by-the joint Chiefs, Secretary Royall, and General Gruenthecr,
Forrestal went to the White Houme the next day. In a formal p~resentationi,
Greviltler immediately laid bare the stark realities. There were less thaln-twoand-a-lialI Armny divis~uais in thle strategic reserve for an emergency, and without
an infusion of fresh manpower the Army would wind up short some 165,000
men by the end of 1948. In these circumstances, Gruenthecr-warned, thle outbreak
of trouble in any one of several 'explosive points" around the world (Greece,
Italy. Korea, and Palestine were mentioned specifically) would make necessary
partial U.S. mobihzataon.ll Truman apparently made no response, for 10 days-later
Forrestal felt compelled to raise thle issue with him again, this time in a top
secret report detailing the accomplishments-and problems of the first five months
of unification. Under "major problems." Forrestal put first the deficit in Army
manpower. ** cannot overemphasize the importance of this shortage," Forrestal
wrote- "It represents a direct and absolute limitation on otir ability to back up
the State D)epartment's policies. . . . It goes without saying that without the
necessary ground troops and other support, otir Air Force would not be, inl a
-
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position to carry out its own missions., 3
These warnings alone might not have sufficed to mnake the President change
hisoosition on the military budget. Indccd.-pressure from thle opposite direction
was equally intense. In the face of the President's call for a tax code revision to
a budget surplus, the Republaean-controlled 80th Congress offered the
alternative of across-the-board tax reduction. On 2 February the House, followed
six weeks later by the Senate, did in fact approve a tax cut by a veto-proof
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majority. thereby virtually

.3suring

a deficit unless governnent expenditures were

'

cut." In these 6ircumstanrecs a stiffening of White House resistance to additional

military spending appeared almost inevitable. But at this time two events-thc
communist seizure of power in Cchoslovakia on 25 February and Gcner;-l

Lucius Clay's "war warning" telegram of 5 March-lcnt strong and effective
support to Forrestal's pleas,
Not since the Greek-Turkish emergency a year earlier had a foreign crisis
touched off such a dramatic set of U.S. responses. While rumors of war raced
through Washington, the Army quickly drew up plans for reinstituting- the draft
and for a supplemental budget increase of $750 million. Meanwhile, to spur completion of strategk, plans, Fofrestal summoned the Joint Chiefs to a closed-door
meeting at Kq West, Fla., where together they hammered out a new definition
of service roks and missions and agreed that reenactment of selective service and
a budget increase, not just for the Army -but for all three services, should be
rcommended to the President at once. On returning to Washington on 15
Niar-e, Forrestal went immediately to the White House to brief the President and
submit tentative proposals. Truman, acknowledging the gravity of the situation,
resolved on a show of U.S. force and determination, Two days later he appeared
before a special joint session of Congress to condemn the "ruthless course" of
Soviet policy and to ask for revival of the draft, enactment of UMT, and full
funding of the European Recovery Program 3 '

t
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Development of the S.pplemental

!

'

Although the Presidents speech to Congress appeared to presage a change
in the administration's policy, it was none too clear at the time how much of a
change the President-was actually willing to make. The only military goals he
had mentioned specifically related to a buildup of ground capabilities, and here
the need for additional appropriations was obvious. The Army's estimate-of $750
million to support an increase in active duty strength was itself a base figure and
did not include additional Army requirements for UMT or identifiable equipment
Navy
~the
hadFurthermore,
to be taken into
On ISrequirements
March Truman
tentative
deficiencies.
the account.
supplemental
of set
the aAir
Force $1!.5
and

-

billion limit on- supplemental appropriations in the belief that this sum represcrca thc mnaxilmum that, ,u'ld-.--,-'*ted .-ithmt-r
., nece!!ary ,
reimpose domestic economic controls~'
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supplemental's size received further consideration on 20 March at a
Pentagon luncheon attended by Forrestal, the Joint Chiefs, and Director of the
Budget Webb. To-avoid arguing over money, Forrestal suggested that rather than
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place a ceiling on requested supplemental appropriations, the administration
should try to determine the required strength of the armed forces and then frame
a budget estimate. Webb offered a counterproposal. He pointed out that the
budget originally submitted in January contained a "deflation potential," which
the President hoped to preserve, and that it provided first for assisting European
recovery before making any additional substantial military appropriations. Seekin.
to dissuade the military from taking undue advantage of the current situation,
Webb asked whether the services could develop initially a modest proposal and
then "take another look" at their needs in three months, In particular, Webb
wanted to know what new factors in the international picture necessitated defense
increases; how the Joint Chiefs intended to justify new or expanded programs;
whether the NSC contemplated ony basic change in national policy; and how an
expanded military program would affect European recovery, the national economy,
and future needs of the armed forces. Partial answers were given,-but as Forrestal
explained, it was simply too early to provide comprehensive replies?"
Despite Webb's admonitions against excessive requests, separate "flash" esti.
mates for new-obligational authority submitted by the three services totaled $8.8
billion-$5.8 billion in new contract authority, chiefly for new aircraft for the
Air-Force and the-Navy and-tanks for the Army, and $3 billion in direct appropriations. On 23 March Forrestal hosted-a special NSC meeting to discuss these
figures and to explore with Secretary Marshall the most effective strategy for
presenting supplemental requests to Congre:t. According to Marshall, who had
seen the President the previous day, Truman had been "very specific" in stating
his opposition to-a large military buildup which the Soviet UniOn might interpret
as a provocative act. Truman's -objectives, Marshall reported, were to restore the
authorized strength of the armed forces and to convince the Soviets of U.S. deter-
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mination "without entering into an all-out war effort." "The President," Marshall
emphasized, "does not want to go beyond that point at this time." As a matter
of general policy, Marshall said he fully agreed with Truman that the supple.
mental request should be held to the lowest possible figure. He cautioned "against
trying to get such a large load of powder that the gun itself would blow up," and
advised against "pessimistic or inflammatory" public statements making comparisons of U.S. and Soviet capabilities that might stampede Congress into voting
large appropriations. Forrestal warned that Marshall's advice might be difficult
*o follow. As he read the mood in Congress, he felt certain that another Soviet
in Europe would automatically trigger demands for a substantial U.S. mili-

He did not want to be placed in the awkward position of asking
for a small suppl."mental now and of having to go back later for more money,
telling Congress that his earlier estimate had been insufficient.7
Forrestal's argument was convincing, but not-to the extent oi winning all
iary-buildup.
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that the services wanted. On 24 March Truman raised the supplemental ceiling
to $3zbillion to permit anincrease in total military strength from its current level
of 1,381,000 to the authorized strength of 1,714,000 by 30 June 1949:" In forwarding his request to Congress on I April the President stated that the additional appropriations would be uscd as follows: a
Additional Military Personnel
Aircraft Contract Authorizations
Air Force
Navy
Maintenance and Operation
Procurement and Production
Research and Development
Total

*

V
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(In millions)
$ 775
465
310
860
500
90
$3,000

.xcept for the distribution of the aircraft contract authorizations, no allocation
of these funds among the services had yet been made. Forrestal, realizing that the
President's proposal was still far below service recommendations, sensed trouble
brewing over the division of the remaining unallocated portions of the request.
"If the President," he remarked, "puts an overall ceiling of around fourteen billion dollars for the fiscal 1949 Defense budget, it will take a hell of a fight to{
preserve any semblance of a balance o1 forces." ,0
On 25 March, Forrestal, accompanied by the Joint Chiefs and the service
secretaries, testified before the Senate Armed Services Committee on the details
of the administration's proposal. In preparation for the hearing, Forrestal had
asked Robert Cutler*-to come down from Boston to help write his opening statement to the committee. In his first draft Cutler had described world conditions as
exceptionally alarming, but at Marshall's request he toned down -the rhetoricl
Even so, the version Forrestal delivered contained warning and illustrations of
weak points in the nation's defence posture. Recalling-the lack of preparedness in
the 1930s, Forrestal told the committee thar military weakness had invited aggres.
sion by Hitler and -Mussolini. To prevent a recurrence of such circumstances the
United States had to prepare itself now for the difficult challenge ahead. In practical- terms, Forrestal said, this meant 350,000 more men for the armed forces
through temporary reinstatement of selective service; enactment of UMT as evi.
dcnca! ng-!rm-connitmer-rn-a ,trona military-posture: procurement of
additional aircraft to guarantee a fully equipped 55-group Air Force; and an
"A well~known Boston lawyer and banker with military experience durinot World War 11,
Cutler later sevled asa special assistant to President Eisenhower for national

m.curity affairs.
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additional $3 billion in fiscal year 19,49 to fin~mce these and related measures."2
Tie administration's other witnesses tended for the most part to reiterate
Forrestal's views. Secretary Royall, for example, presented an emphatic defense
of the need not only for a strong Army but also for an effective Air Force and a
fully prepared Navy. The Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Dcnfeld, reported
on the need for additional trained manpower for the Navy. Then came Secretary
Symington-who offered the opinion that the administration's proposed supplement
of $3 billion would not suffice to cover Air Force- requirements. Knowing that a
number of committee members were strong supporters-of air power but not of
UM'r,Symington played on their sympathies by making repeated- references to
the recommendations of the Finletter and Brewster reports for a 70.group Air
Force. With an additional $850 million, Symington insisted, the goal of a 70group Air -Force could be fully realized. Forrestal, when recalle to the witness
stand to confirm or deny-this claim, qtiestioned Symington's figure and estimated
that the cost of a 70-group program, if calculated on the basis of a balanced forces
concept, would be closer to $18 billion. T'he committee was understandably
confused."
The two estimates were based on wholly different sets of assumptions.
Symington's calculations took into account only the cost of aircraft procurement
to reach 70-group strength, while Forrestal's included not only Air Force require.
ments but also Army and Navy needs to maintain balanced capabilities. On
2 April, in a letter to committee chairman Chan Gurney, Forrestal endeavored to
make this distinction clear."' But the damage had already been done. In the light
of the Finletter and Brewster- reports, Symington's testimony made it appear that
the administration was neglecting the Air Force at a time when the nation could
not afford to-do so. Without 70.group funding, Symington predicted a bleak
~future
for-the administration's policy of trying to strengthen the armed forces.
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'The press, the Congress, and the people are sold on this Air Force program," he
Forrestal. "To present a progr which, in effect, supports UMT and the"
Army and Navy at the expense of the Air Force,-gives a choike to the Congress on.
the grounds that there is not enough money; and the choice they will make will
be the Air Force at the expense of a balanced program for national security."
If Symington were right, Congress might-be tempted to take matters into
own hands, vote additional money for an enlarged Air Force, and perhaps
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shelve the -rest of the administration's proposals. Forrestal was aware of thewe
after testifying, Forrestal officially directed the joint Chiefs-to prepare
estimates of the size and cost of a "balanced military establishmnent,"
assuming "the 70 group program and all the supporting elements were to be put
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JCS with a view to ascertaining whether and in what
way they might havc changed the opinions they had expressed in their recoin.
inendations to the Finletter commission:
six specific questions to the

1LHas reexamination of strategic plans resulted in affirmation of the
previous plan submitted-namely, 70 groups for the Air Force and 14,174
planes for the Navy-and do the same conditions still obtain-To wit:
What parallel expansion of other forces is necessary? If nor, what modifications ate recommended?
2. If the previous recommendations are affirmed, what is the appropriat"
sze of the three services?
3. In case sufficient funds cannot be obtained for the entire foregoing
bulanced-force, what elements do the joint Chiefs of Staff recommend for
activation snd support, and in what priorities?

-

41.Do the joint Chiefs of Staff support the request of- the Air Force for a
70 group program, regardless of whether the Army and Navy receive
increases?
Chiefs
Gnt of Staff, any necessity fed
5. Is there,-in the opinion of the
war gaming" the plans presently recommended?
6. Should theAdministration, in the pinion of the joint -Chiefs of Staff,
advocate the 70 air group program, and, ifso, should such advocacy include
or exclude -increases for the other services? 4
Meanwhile, because of the long lead times involved in the production of aircraft, Forrestal asked the House Appropriations Committee to take sevel stepsf
to speed up the placement of tair procurement contracts. Specifically, he requested
original budget ($1.251 billion)
that funds for-air procurement requested
(now
$725
million, reduced from the presought
in
the
supplemental
and
those
vious estimate of $775 million) be-dealt with together in a single bill that woulda
be handled Separately from, and in advance of, congressional action on the
$.5budgetilinprosta
ud procurement
ra
e regular
uestdin and eoiia
ude
supplemental
military
ofo theiinsp
adminitration's
remainder
*

posals. To expedite the letting of contracts, Forrestal further proposed that these
the1,97 billion-tol,
.unds
be made available for use intOf
fiscal year 194,
the Air Force would receive $1.223 billion and the Navy $753 million. The
-,I

olgee, however, to handle
committe took his proposals under advisement; it did
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The proposal to advance the date of availability of aircraft procurement

funds did not have much support from Forrestal's budget adviser, Wilfred
McNeil. In fact, McNeil, other OSD officials, and the Bureau of the Budget often
criticized Air Farce procurement managemen, particularly for numerous instances
in which deliveries lagged behind schedule. Also, McNeil questioned the aircraft
preferences of the Air Force. In his view, prototypes of new weapons, such as
guided missiles, foreshadowed an impending revolution in antiaircraft capabilities
for which the Air Force had yet to develop effective countermeasures. During
.=is Conducted in the spring of 1948, for example, some of the Air Force's newest
planes, including the B-36, had proved extremely vulnerable to missile attack.
Thus McNeil favored a go.slow approach on new Air Force procurement funds
and an acceleration of research and development to provide more advanced
weapons.
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However sage this advice may have been, Forrestal was under increasing
pressure from the services not merely to step up air procurement but to expand
the entire rearmament effort. Thus far, his chief difficulties had been to convince
Congress of the need for balanced forces and to contain the Air Force zealots,
but on 13 April, when the Joint Chiefs reiponded to the questions he had put to
them, it became apparent that the Army and the Navy now agreed with the Air
Force that the administration's requested supplemental was insufficient.
The Joint Chiefs stated that military planning since submission of their
recommendations to the Finletter commission had not altered their views on the
need for a 70-group Air Force and 14,474 planes for the Navy. To maintain a
"balanced" posture, the JCS added, a parallel expansion of Army forces and of
surface and subsurface naval forces should accompany any enlargement of air
capabilities. To Forrestal's second question concerning the "appropriate" size of
the armed forces, thq Joint Chiefs declined to provide a collective estimate. Lacking an agreed strategic concept as a basis for computing and correlating their
needs, they submitted a summary of requirements derived from individual service
estimates: an Army of 12 active, 27 National Guard, and 25 Reserve divisions;
a Navy of 384 major combatant ships; and an Air Force of 70 active, 27 National
Guard, and 34 Organized Reserve groups. A buildup to these levels phased over
next four fiscal years would, they estimated, require appropriations approximately as follows:"
FY

(in billions)-

1949
1950

$19.30
21.68

1951

22.48

1952

21.90
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Sinte appropriations were not expected to cover service requirements, the

JCS recommended that top priority in the immediate future go to raiabilitating
the aircraft industry and increasing military personnel strength above its
"present
dangerously low level." They calculated that $1.586 billion of the proposed sup.
plemental of $3 billion would go for these purposes, leaving a balance of $1.414
billion for other needs, This amount, they insisted, would be insufficient when
spread among the services to provide for adequately balanced forces; it would
require an additional $1.252 billion in FY 1949 supplemental appropriations to
bring all the services up to their presently authorized strength and maintain them
at these levels.
On Forrstal's question of whether there should be an increase of the Air
Force to 70 groups if-there could not be any comparable increases in the Army
and Navy forces, the Joint Chiefs predictably nplit. The Army and- Navy felt that
such a unilateral increase "would create a dangerous unbalance of forces, and
would result ;,a situation whereby the Air Force would be unable effectively to
deploy-or employ-its aircraft against the enemy." The Air Force took excep.
tion, contending that the armed forces were -already unbalanced in- the direction
of ground and sea capabilities and that a 70-group force (along-with "some"
Army buildup) would- merely help to redress the balance. Unable to agree on
this basic issue, the JCS considered it pointless to attempt any wargaming.1
While Forrestal studied the JCS comments and recommendations, Congress
began moving ahead on the air procurement authorization, handling it separately,
as Forrestal had requested, from the regular FY 1949 military appropriation. On
15 April the House of Representatives voted-343 to 3 in favor of an air procurement bill (H.R. 6226) containing about $2.8 billion in new obligational authority for immediate use, including an unrequested sum of $822 million in addi.
tional contract authority-for the Air Force 5 Air power advocates, including Rep.
Carl Vinson, known primarily as a stalwart Navy supporter, insisted that this additional contract authority was essential to guarantee a 70-group Air Force. But
they could not block the insertion of what Forrestal and McNeil termed a
"hooker" in the bill-that left to the President the final decision-on whether to
use the money.U
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Forrestal took little comfort in the House's action, for it showed congres-

sional opinion definitely moving in the direction of increased reliance on air
-i

power. As the Senate prepared to take up the matter, Forrestal on 17 April posed

additional questions for the Joint Chiefs. First, assuming an absolute limit of $3
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in the desired size of the armed forces? And second, if instead of-$3 billion, ,he
supplemental was $5-billion, what should- be the size of each -force and how
should the money be divided among them? '
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As he described it in his diary, Forrestal on 19 April took the Joint Chiefs
with him "into a study" to consider these questions-in detail-Ind in total privacy.
Early in their deliberations Forrestal concluded that- it was imalssible to reach
agreement on an allocation within a $3 billion supplemental appropriation. Seek.
ing a compromise that would placate the Joint Chiefs by giving each a little
more, he proposed that they prepare fresh cstimates based on an additional $500
million. Under the new estimates that the JCS made, the chief beneliciary of the
additional money would be the Air Force, but its expansion would be accomplished largely through the modernization of mothballed aircraft rather titan
through the purchase of additional new planes Along with an expansion of
Army and Navy capabilities, the Air Force would grow from 55 to 66 groups by
the end of fiscal year 1949 and to a full 70 groups by the beginning of fiscal year
1951. at which time the size of the armed forces would level off."
Under this
formula, the fund allocation would be as follows: "
Army
Navy
Air Force (including
Armysupport)
Total

(In millions)
-$1,225.8
1,121.2
1 133.3
$3,480.3"

On the morning of'21 April Forrestal and his aides sought the President's
approval of these revised supplemental estimates. Pending BoB review. Truman
conditionally agreed to the proposed $500 million increase and gave Forrestal
permission to discuss it with Congress. That afternoon the Secretary presented the
revised supplemental estimate to the Senate Armed Services Committee. In what
-later proved to be a source of-major personal- embarrassment, Forrestal gave the
committee the impression that the proposed increase had the President's unquali,
flied endorsement."
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By the end of April Forrestal had apparently achieved major successes on
two fronts. He had drawn the services into line on a-supplemental estimate that
all could accept and defend before Congress. ani. he had wun the Pres.den':.
tentative backing for an increase that seemed to-meet both Air Force and congressional objections to the initial $3 billion supplemental request. What he had
*The source document etroneously show,

total

of $3,481.3 million.
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not counted on was that the Bureau of the Budget would finally oppose the $500

million increase as inflationary and convince the President to keep his supple.
hicntal request at just about its original $3 billion level.
At first, the BoB had reserved final judgment on Forrestal's revised request,
but after further study it opposed the increase because of the inflationary impact
it would have on the economy. Because of the rivalry and competition among

the services, the BoB probably viewed Forrcstal'" request mainly as an attempt to
buy peace and quiet in the Pentagon. Thus Webb, ignoring the strong congressional pressures at work, told friends that he believed Forrestal had "lost control"
of the military-and was being continually "bulldozed" by the services; as a result
the rearmament program might now "run away."

Meeting-with Forrestal on 6 May, Webb put-his cards on the table. Declaring the revised supplemental estimates excessive, Webb proposed deletion and
reductions of items that would lower the estimates from $3.5 to $3.1 billion. Yet
all this was in the nature of an academic exercise. Webb's real point was that
even with a $3.1 billion supplement, FY 1949 expenditures would mount to

$12.8 billion and that to complete and maintain the-buildup contemplated-would
require military appropriations of $17.1 billion in fiscal year 1951 and about $18

billion in fiscal year 1952. Implying that budgets of this size would wreck the
economy, Webb expressed doubt- that it would be feasibl-, without across-theboard economic controls, to sustain rearmamciat at the proposed level and still
adequately-support European rec.',;ry, provide for the merchant marine, and im.
plement atomic energy plans, To Forrestal's dismay, Webb proposed reduction of
the supplemental to $2.5 billion so that it would be possible to level off -appropriations in fiscal year 1950 and subsequent years at around $15 billion. To
achieve this level, Webb recommended a base of 55 Air Force groups, deferral
or cutbacks in-programs for naval aviation and antisubmarine warfare, and reductions in Army materiel suppor"t"
The following day senior administration officials, including Forrettal,
Marshall, and Secretary of the Treasury John W. Snyder, met with President
Truman to discuss Webb's proposed cuts in the supplemental. Interested- in-how
others perceived the consequences of such cuts, Truman called for comments-from
Marshall. According to Forrestal, Marshall observed that U.S. policy, as he saw
it, "was based on the assumption that there would not be war and that we should
not plunge into war preparations which would bring about the very thing we
were- taking steps to prevent." ThePresident agreed and added that "we are preparing, for peace and not for war." ie also predicted that many of the congressmen now voting large sums for the-Air Force would vote-for reductions the next
year. Truman -subsequently jotted down a few more thoughts on the subjet in
his diary, listing "a balanced sensible defense for which the country can pay' as a
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first concern. ileecmcd to feel that Forrestal had lost sightof this goul. "Marshall
is a tower of strength and common sense," Truman wrote, "So are Snyder and
Wcbb. Forrestal can't takc it. He wants to compromise with -thc opposition." 61
While the President and his advisers debated, Congress moved steadily ahead
on the air procurement supplemental bill, On II May both the House and Senate
approved a conference bill that was virtually identical with the earlier House
version and appropriated $822 million more than the President had requested.
The next move was up to -he President."
If Truman and Forrestal had seemed at odds earlier, events now impelled
them-to mend their differences without further delay. Most of the concessions,
as one might expect, came not from the President but from Forrestal. Even so,
Forrestal was insistent that Truman meet facc.to-face with the Joint Chiefs and
the service secretaries and that at this meeting he read a statement, drafted by
McNeil, explaining his budget policy. Webb questioned the need for a meeting
and, in any case, saw no reason ihy the President should have to explain his
policy or the decisions behind it. But Fotrsral persisted, urged on by McNeil,
who told him; "Ifeel-that in this instance the President must support you fully,
and that if he expects to limit next year's budget-there is only one way to
accomplish it and that is by stating the case in clear-cut linguage."
The meeting Forrestal sought took place on the afternoon of 13 May atthe
White House. Truman's emphatic exercise of authority took Forrestal oft the hook
by leaving no doubt that the President had made the decisions on budget policy.
Reading from a slightly edited version of -McNeil's statement,* Truman reiterated
his commitment to stipped.up military preparedness, but-flatly refused, in the
interests of preserving a healthy economy, to approve any budget requiring "large
sca!e deficit financing." It was now clear, he added, based on BoB projections,
that a supplement of $3.481 billion,as the military advocated, would result -in a
$15.25 billion military budget in fiscal year 1950 and-push total federal obligations to $50 billion by fiscal year 1952.Because of the revenue loss that would
result from the recent tax cut approved by Congress, a budget of this size would
make deficit financing unavoidable. Unwilling to accept such a consequence, the
President said that he had decided to limit FY 1949 supplemental military appro-

0

priations to no m6re than $3.199 billion, an amount he still considered excessive
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from the staadpoint of-its impact on the economy. He had reached this decision,
he said. becai se he wanted the military budget for fiscal year 1950 and subsequent years to lec;l off at around $15 billion. Although he was approving this
new ceiling of $3.2 billion, he was also directing the-military services to cut back
their buildups now rathet than embark on a costly expansion that might later
necessitate "a demoralizing demobilization." Moreover, he wanted a reexamination of military requirements in September and again in December "to see if
administratively we should not place P ceiling on our program arless than contenplated in the supplemental."'
The same day Truman forwarded to the Speaker of the House a further
revised supplemental-estimate of $3.159 billion* in new obligational authority,
including the $725 million previously requested for air procurement. The chief
beneficiary of this request would be the Army, which would receive $1.542 bil.
lion. But Congress had already just passed an air procurement bill-which provided
$822 million more than Truman had requested for such procurement in his regu.
lar and supplemental budget requests combined. Any steps toward further adjust.
inent would have to take place in the regular defense budget, still under consideration in both houses. Concerned -by the addition of $822 million, Truman
served notice otn 21 May when he signed the procurement bill into law that this
added unrequested amount would not be used immediately."
The-air procurement legislation stipulated that the cash and-coniract author.
ity it provided should become available for use at once and remain available until
30 June 1950. The Air-Force, benefiting the most from congressional sentiment,
received $2,295 billion of the total $3.198 billion t appropriated for aviation
procurement, while the Navy received- $903 million. However, because of the
President's decision to postpone usc of the unrequested $822 million, the rapid
Air Force buildup envisioned by some in Congress did not appear imminent."

I

',.

Con greionalAction on the Regular Military Bm-gel
With the air procurement portions-of the FY 1949 regular and supple.
mental appropriations out of the way, Congress- resumed consideration of the
remainder of the FY 1949 military budget request, as amended by the still out-
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This figure-was $40 million lessthan Truman mentioned at the White House meeting on
the same day. Such discrepancies in numbers under frequent discussion and- rev;weare not
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treated for accounting putrpoes as fiscal year 1949 appropriations. Of the total of $3.198
billirh, 52,798 billion wasin-the form of new contract authority and $400 -million wasfor
the liquidation
of prior year contracts mode with contract authority.
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standing items in the President's revised supplemental request of 13 May 1948.
Summarized, these requests we:re as follows:

Army
Navy
Air Force

OSD
Total

OrigirPal Submission

Amended Submission

(In millions)
$4,660
3,667

(In millions)
$ 6,202
3,872

1,470

991

6
$9,803

7
$11,072

The Air Force revised budget was much smaller because its air procurement
money was in-the supplemental bill. The President's request for total new obliga.
tional authority came to just over $13 billion (see Table 2).
Although steps were already under way to consolidate all future annual
military appropriations into a single bill, passage of the National Security Act
came too late-in 1947 to permit handling the separate War and Navy Department budgets- in this fashion. As a consequence, the FY 1949 military budget
was handled,-as in the past, under two-separate bills, one-for the Army and Air
Force, the other for the Navy. As the appropriation process went forward, the
early wave of congressional enthusiasm for rearmament began to subside."'
The House Appropriations Committee trimmed Army regular military
appropriation estimates in some noncombat categories by as much as 20 percent
and Navy estimates-to a lesser extent. The Senate recommended partial restora.
tion of cuts ordered by the House, but the figures finally agreed on by House.
Senate conferees and in the bills signed by the President on 24 June 1948 came
out somewhat below the administration's estimate." With the air procurement

...-

-

-

supplemental added, new obligational authority voted by Congress exceeded the
President's total requests by less than $100 million.
Congress was also cautious in enacting-the administration's ohcr rearmament proposals. A bill to reinstate selective service cleared Congress on 19 June
1948 and the President signed it into law five-days-later (P.L 759). But UMT
met strong opposition from influential lobbying groups and, at Forrestal's suggestion, Truman reluctantly decided not to press the matter for the time being."'
The revival of the draft and increases in the FY 1949 military budget lent
.
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t
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what the services, especially the Air Force, perceived as their minimum require.
ments. The central question of the budget debate had been and would-continue
to be whether the armed forces could be-strengthened sufficiently without imipairing the economy through large obligations that would lead to future budget
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deficits and increased inflation. While he favored a strong defense establishment,
Forrestal, like Truman, also wanted a sound, viable economy. But where to strike
a balance? The debate over the FY 1949 budget did not offer any clear answers,
nor did it produce a consensus on the general character, composition, and size
of the military forces that the country should maintain. Peacetime rearmament
was a new experience for the United States, and it still remained to be seen
whether it would prove possible to devise and successfully implement policies and
programs that- would effectively meet the diverse needs of this new situation.
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CHAPTER XII

The Military Budget for Fiscal Year 1950:
Rearmament Levels Off

President Truman's decltion in the early- spring of 1948 to seek a supplement to the FY 1949 military budget, followed by the debate within the administration-over the size and composition of that supplement, set- the stage for an
even larger and more intense struggle over the FY 1950 budget that fully
engaged the Office of the Secretary of Defense.' The primary need was to determine the combination of forces most likely to provide maximum security within
the limits of the funds that wQuld probably be available and to obtain service
estimates of requirements for such forces, As the President had indicated to
Forrestal and the Joint Chiefs on 13 May 1948, the probable new obligational
authority ceiling for fiscal-year 1950 would be $15 billion.2 This tentative decision
indicated an early leveling off of the armed forces buildup Cmat the military
regarded as neither wise nor timely. As Forrestal contemplated the preparation
of detailed estimates, he must have realized that the road ahead would be rocky.
Moreover, Forrestal had responsibility under the National Security Act for
providing coordinated budget estimates covering ^he whole military establishment. Before passage of the act, no one other than the President himself had the
authority and power to coordinate the budgets of the two military departments.
Each department had responsibility for assessing and determining its own needs
without reference to those of the other. Under unification, Congress and the
President expected improved budgetary management, the elimination of duplicat.
ing expenditures, and a generally more efficieht use of the taxpayers' money. The
rx 1950 budget was the first to be wholly prepared under the direction and
supervision of dw Secretary of Defense and, as such, it marked his initial attempt
to compute service estimates frr-in start to finish on an "integrated" basis.
335
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Bmdga Policy and Procedure.
While Congress was completing the FY 1949 appropriations process, the
preparation of FY 1950 estimates had already reached a critical preliminary stage.
January or February was the normal starting time -for the budget cycle for the
fiscal year that was to begin about 18 months later on 1 July in the following
calendar year.* The first 4 to 6-months of this cycle were devoted to the preparation of tentative plans and programs within the military establishment, followed
by the issuance at midyear of White House instructions on budget ceilings, submission to the BoB in mid-September of departmental estimates, BoB iearings and
conferences on the estimates, presentation of final estimates to the President in
December, transmission of the-budget to Congress by the President in January
of the next calendar year, and subsequently, detailed presentations of the estimates to congressional committees by representatives of the military establishment. Because of the time-consumed in handling the FY 1949 supplementary
request, it was May before Forrestal and his staff could turn their full attention
to the next year's budget. As a result, much of the work that would normally

have been done earlier to prepare the FY 1950 budget had to be compressed
into half the time usually required.
This disruption of the budget cycle was one of two principal factors that
hindered Forrestal's efforts to introduce major changes in the budget process. The
other factor was the delay by the NSC in carrying out its prescribed task of
establishing- national security goals and policies to provide a reliable foundation
for military planning and budgeting. As Forrestal envisioned the annual budget
process, it would begin-with the preparation by the JCS of an "annual operating
plan" based on the most receit NSC formulation of U.S. A.als and policies--a
plan that would indicate in some detail the size, composir.on, proper level of
readiness, and desired strategic deployment of the military forces required to
carry out such policies.t Then, in accordance with JCS strategic guidance, the
Research and Development Board and the Munitions Board would -concurrently
prepare -plans covering such matters as the development of new weapons, the
stockpiling of critical materiils, and the provision of necessary logistic support

-,

,

[

* To illusute- The preparalvm of-budget estimates for a fitcal yiar running fom-1 July 1950
to 30 June 1951 (FY 1951) would begin early in calendar ym 1949, or sore 18 months
year. Moreover, because of the long duration of the full
before the commenicemnent of that fisal
4 - ibuda:t cycle,-budget officials fcn were simultaneously involved in one way or aother with
three successive overlapping buidet cycles-in the execution of the FY 1949 budget, the ptcsen.ration of the FY 1950 budget request to Congress, and- thedevelop inent of FY 1951 budget
4.1 joint
Chiefs' budgetary tesponsibilities were spelled out in the Key West "Functions"
paper of Match-April 1948.
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for the military forces contemplated in the-operating plan. Finally, each service.
utilizing the assumptions and the information contained in these several plans,
would prepare itemized budget estimates of its requirements to support them. If
these estimates totaled more than the President's budgetary ceiling, it would then
be incumbent on the Joint Chiefs, the staff agencies, and the services to develop
modified plans and estimates compatible with fiscal limitations.,
Because of their pivotal role in the-planning process and because of their
extensive planning experience, Forrcstal koked to the Joint Chiefs -to provide
leadership and initiative. One of hig first acts as Secretary of D3efense was to ask
the JCS to formulate a strategic concept that would provide a basis for determining requirements of the services, both individually and-collectively. But, after a
promising start, serious disagreements among the services over the assignment of
roles and missions brought strategic planning to a virtual standstill early in 1948.
Notwithstanding the Key West agreement in March, the JCS failed to produce
a strategic plan in time for use in presenting the regular FY 1949 appropriation
request to Congress or in preparing the emergency supplemental request.
On 19 May 1948 the chiefs finally approved for planning purposes an
emergency war plan, code-named HALrmOON,* that satisfied much but not all
of Forrestal's request. Keyed to the possible outbreak of-war during fiscal year
1949, HALFMOON projected military operations on a global scale, much like
those in World War 11, with the Soviet Union as the anticipated aggressor. Lacking any political guidance- from the NSC, JCS planners assumed that- U.S. war
objectives would be to compel the Soviet Union to withdraw to its pre-World
War Ifborders and desist from further political and military aggression. Given
Soviet superiority in ground forces, the Joint Chiefs-assumed the early loss of
most of Western Europe and the Middle East and estimated that a ground
offensive to- recapture lost territory would require at le-st a year of mobilization
and.preparation. U.S. forces would concentrate on scuring vital bases in the
UJnited Kingdom, Okinawa, and the Cairo-Suez area as staging points for a
strategic air offensive against p;imary industrial and military targets in the Soviet
homeland. In the Mediterranean, Navy carriers would have the primary task of
protecting friendly lines of communication and attacking those of the enemy. To
the extent possible, these carriers would also support the strategic air offensive.Although he raised no specific objection 'o this plan Forrestal was troubled
by its total disregard for budgetary constraints, which he-teft might necessitate an
alternative strategy based on existing smaller forces. At-a 26 May meeting of the
Committee of Four, he discussed this matter witu Georie-Kennan. asking specifi.
call' whether, in preparing FY 1950 estimates, the miheary shoula plan for a
toftrrroo InAugust 1948.
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military posture for keeping the peace or fighting a war. Forrestal explained that
throughout the NME-therc was some confusion about basic U.S. policy. Kennan
acknowledged the dilemma and indicated that he would take up with others at
State the possibility of preparing a written statement of U.S. basic polky.4
Before Kennan could act, President Truman on 3 June sent Forrestal instruc.
tions urging restraint-in starting new military programs that might result in a
further buildup. With memories of their disagreements over the FY 1949 sup.
plemental still fresh, Truman cautioned Forrestal against making "heavy forward
commitments ... wh:ch cannot be supported on a sound basis in subsequent
years" and reiterated his belief that the nation's defense posture should rest on a
"balanced program." 'I feel," the President added, "that it is-necessary to accel.
erate our national defense program at a steady rate rather than to attempt an
immediate very large increase." As a first step,-he imposed the following-military
personnel ceilings, effective through September: Air Force, 400,000; Navy and
Marine Corps, 519,000; and Army, 620,000 if Congress enacted selective service
legislation and 575,000 if it did not. The President also placed limits -on the
number of active aircraft in the Air Force and-the Navy. He made clear that he
expected Forrestal "to-provide the necessary direction" to the-seivice-secretaries
and the JCS in accordance with the objectives and limitations stated in his letter.,
Forrestal and the-service secretaries discussed the President's guidelines on
4-June 1948. Responding to a question from Symington, Forrestal stated that if
the Joint Chiefs failed to agree on a strategic plan that could be supported within
budgetary limitations, -he himself would make -the decisions upon which further
planning might be based. However, he admitted that such decisions would be
difficult and would require a great deal of information not yet available, particularly on the Middle East. His more immediate worry was the condition of the
economy. Expressing "serious concern" about-the possibility of "run.away inflation," he speculated on the need to reimpose limited economic controls on critical
industrial itn.s such as steel, copper, and lead. Any further worsening of the
economy, he warned, "would render the ERP and-other defense programs entirely_4
meaningless." a
Despite his concern over the state of the economy, Forrestal -took the posi-tion that unstable world conditions dictatedthat military needs should receive
the fullest consideration in determining the budget. Meeting with the Joint Chiefs
on I I June, he appeared confident that the military buildup would be allowed
could
to continue into-fiscaLvear 19O-ani-prob Ely heYnd, but
not guarantee that the buildup would be all that the JCS might desire. The
central question, he said, was "whether it's a program for a moderate stiffening

72
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of our preparation or whether it's to some extent, not an all.out, but a partial
all.our." The day before, he told them, the President- la stated "very explicitly
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that he was preparing, not for war, but for peace. lie was basing his military
policy on the assumption that there would not be war." Forrestal was skeptical
P' the President's premise. "I think," he continued, "it would be of service to
[President Truman] not to try to put-him in any corner, and I also want the
-,ry of State to reflect on that a-little bit, to see whether that is the polky
,ish us to hold because upon that decision rests very largely what our financ- olicy will be." Turning to the procedure for preparing -estimates, Forrestal
rt iphasized the Joint Chiefs' collective responsibility to produce an integrated
military plan with -force requirements- and proposed annual operating levels
geared to a prescribed level of annual expenditures. He urged them to make a
concerted and sincere effort to differentiate between "what ...you want in being
as against what you-would want to do in-the event of war." His own view, he
added, was that "you cannot escape a greater and possibly more substantive examination of your mutual programs. Somcone'sgoing to have to do it." Although
the Joint Chiefs acknowledged their responsibility here, they urged Forrestal to
bear in mind the unresolved controversies over assignment of collateral roles and
missions* and noted that any refinement of HALFA4OON would require a clarification of basic national security policy. Stressing the latter point, Admiral Leahy
expressed the opinion that the JCS had been "working in the dark" because they
did not have an authoritative statement of U.S. national security policy and
objectives. The Joint Chick, Leahy insisted, "should have information which is a
statement of policy, and there is an organization in the Government known as
the National Security Council whkh is supposed to produce that and get it
approved by the President. I think that should be done, Mr. Secretary, no mar-r
who tackles it." Forrestal concurred!
No one was
more aware
of inquired
the issue -repeatedly
Leahy had about
raised than
Forrestal.
previous
six months
he had
the status
of a During
project
fo the development of a comprehensive statement of basic national security
policy that had been initiated by the NSC staff in December 1947.10 But his
efforts to spur action had produced nothing more than a general-report (NSC 7),
circulated in March 1943 at the time of-the war scare, recomnmcnding a general
U.S. force buildup of unspecified size and a "world.wide counter.oTensive" aimed
at checking the momentum of Soviet expansion." Some members of the State
Department Policy Planning Staff felt- that the piper's recommendations were
not sufficiently clear andspecific, and Kennan thought that he should discuss it
Marshall before the-NSCtok it-up.The JCS concurred-with some of the
paper's proposals on how to deal with r'Soviet.Dirccted-Worldiuiurism.-" br
questioned or 'recommended qualification-of others. As a result, the NSC returned
the paper to its staff for revision."
See Chapter XIV.
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With NSC 7 temporarily shelved, Forrestal hoped that Kcnnan would now
prepare a policy statemntn of the kind they had discussed earlier. On 23 June,
Kennan submitted a study (PPS 33) that closely approximated what Forrestal
had in mind. Taking into consideration the massive destruction thle Soviet Union
had suffcred in the last war, thle slow pace of its recovery, and the rcstraints these
conditions imposed on Sovict actions, Kennan doublcd that the Soviet Union was
actively planning a war of aggression. Hec felt thc more immediate threat was an
accidental conflict resulting from the escalation of some minor incident or Soviet
miscalculation, "War must therefore be regarded," Kennan-argued, "if not as a
probability, at least as a possibility, and one serious enough to be taken account
of fully in our military and political planning:' Given the choice in these circumstances between a rapid U.S. military buildup in anticipation of, and phased to
peak during, some estimated future period of maximum danger, or the maintenance of a steady level of -preparedness over an indefinite period, Kennsn felt
that the latter course would be more effective, both for purposes of deterrence and
as a means of demonstrating stability and-long-term consistency in U.S. policy.
Kennan also felt that while a defense effort that called for the permanent maintenance of a relatively steady level of military strength would-lack the advantages
of a buildup that fortuitously did peak as planned at the time when the danger
was greatest, thle steady level would have distinct advantages if the perfiod-of
greatest- danger should occur at some other time than anticipated."
Even though he now had Ken nan's- views, Forrestal continued to seek specific guidance on the role that military preparedness should play in support of
basic national security -policy. By this time- the crisis over-access to Berlin had
come to a-head, and the Western Powers had initiated an airlift to the beleaguered
city. On 10 July Forrestal asked the NSC to undertake, as-a matter of highest
priority, a-study to appraise the degree and character of military preparedness
required by the world situation, with reference to the threats- posed by tile Soviet
Union,the relative importance of military and nonmilitary countermeasures, thle
kinds of armament that should be developed, and all existing and probable inter-
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national commitments under which the usc-of force might be contemplated. The

proposed study, Forrestal told Truman, %w "indispensable to the National Mili-

tary Establishment in determining the level and character-of forces which it
should maintain," "Similarly,' Forrestal added, "I believe that the preparation of
realistic budget estimates and final decisions concerning the size of the national
budg.ur, and its relative-emphasis on different projects, should '-e founded on such
an evaluation."
Truman's reaction was sharp and quick. Although he agreed that tht; study
should be done, he rejected rorrcstal's contention that it should serve in some
way as-guidance for the budget's development. "it seems to me," said the Presi-
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dent, "that the proper thing for you to do is to get the Army, Navy and Air
people together and establish a program within the budget limits which have
been allowed. It seems to me that is your responsibility." IS
On 15 July the Presidcnt's policy became even clearer when he notified
Forrestal that "for immediate planning purposes" the PY 1950 military budget
should not exceed $15 billion. The next day Webb indicated that $525 million
of this amount was to be earmarked for the stockpiling of critical and strategic
materials, leaving $14,475 billion to be allocated among the services and civilian
components. This decision seemed to indicate that the White House considered
the military buildup close to completion. But as Webb noted, these figures were
still tentative. "If necessary," lie assured Forrestal, "consideration will be given to

an adjustment in this base at a later date if changes in the international situation
appear to warrant such action."3 0

Preparation of Initial Estimater
On 17 July 1948 Forrestal directed the Joint Chiefs to submit before the

end of the month specific recommendations on the size, composition, and degree
of readiness of forces for fiscal year 1950. These estimates, Forrestal wrote, should
be "based on military considerations alone" and should conform to the National
Security Act requirement of a coordinated- budget. Moreover, if these original

estimates exceeded the administration's ceiling on obligations, the JCS should
then be prepared to submit additional proposals for forces of lesser strength and
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state what effect the lower estimates might have on U.S. security. Forrestal's
objectives were obvious: to establish an efficient procedure for calculating mili.
requirements and to force the Joint Chiefs to define their priorities in a way
that would facilitate the later revision of the initial estimates."
*
Attainment of these goals did not come easily. A week after receiving their
instructions, the Joint Chiefs 'expressed regret that lack of time and the absence
of consensus on planning factors had prevented agrement on service require.
ments. Despite the Key West understanding, they remained deadlocked over the
assignment of collateral roles and missions, lyrticularly with rpect to air-atomic
operations and the role of aircraft carriers in strategic bombing. The Army and
the Air Force insisted that the Navy's stated ship and aircraft requirements vastly
exceeded peacetime needs. In view of this and other disagreements, the Joint
1Chiefs found it impractical to attempt any correlation of military requirements
and simply endorsed FY 1950 force levels recommended by the individual
services.
on these unilateral estimates, the JCS submitted personnel require'
meits onBased
24 July-for more than 2,000,000

to nun a regular Army of 12 divi-,
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sions, a Navy of 434 major combatant vessels, and a 70-group Air Force. No
cost figures accompanied these estimates, but when the services submitted
itemized computations on 16 August, the total came to almost $29 billion."
Since this amount was twice the size of the President's ceiling, large cuts
would be necessary. But Forrcstal-saw as the more immediate issue the continuing dispute over roles and missions and the obstacles this posed to the correlation
of estimates. Dtermined to tesolvc it, he met-with the Joint Chiefs at the Naval
War College in Newport, RI. Therc from 20 to 22 August, the conferees reached
more detailed agreement on the functions of the several services and added a
supplement to the Key West accord that would allow the Navy to develop atomic
capabilities and to play a role in strategic bombing. At the same time, they
approved as-an "interim measure" the assignment to the Air Force of primary
responsibility for the control-and direction ofairatomic operations, but not to the
exclusion of any other service.*
After Newport, Forrestal was cautiously optimistic that the Joint Chiefs
could now effectively correlate-the estimates of the services. -Earlier, to assist in
doing so, he had asked that each service appoint a full-time deputy to review
requirements and propose reductions. The services namd- General McNarney,
USAF, Vice Adm. Robert B. Carney, USN, and Maj. Gen. George J. Richards,
USA, to serve on this Budget Advisory Committee gBAC). Assisted by approximately 20 senior officers from each service,-thc BAC commenced "hearings" on
12 August and met regularly for the next-seven weeks. The hearings included
oral and written presentations. cross-examinations, and rebuttals."°
This-elaborate and detailed process did not succeed in reducing the initial
$29 billion estimate to the $14.4 billion ceiling. On 1 October, when the committee submitted its report, the estimates still far exceeded the BoB ceiling. Based
on the requirements outlined in the HALFMOON/FLEETWOOD war plan, the
BAC recommended a level of military strength only slightly less than that proposed in the July estimates. The largest cuts were in the Army, reduced from 12
to 10 divisions, and the Navy, trimmed from 434 to 382 combatant ships, with
only 12 instead of 16 heavy attack carriers. With procurement, maintenance, and
other similar items added to manpower expenses, the BAC estimated costs at
$23.6 billion, not including money for stockpiling critical materials 2'
Although the budget deputies had fallen far short-of their goal, they had
at least accomplished one important part of the assigned task-the development
for ,r f .. ,,,:-- -n
gre ptmt-.......of force reouirements and related
materiel requirements that was based on military considerations. In defense of its
recommendations, the committee pointed-our that maintenance of the armed
The Newport conference is disucwsd in further derail in Chapser XIV.
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forces at their current size atnd

level of rcadiness-would

1,41i';

require $3.6 billion more

in fiscal year 1950 than in fiszal year 1949- $2.1 billion for aircraft procure.
menit and S$1.5 billion for rising operational and support costs due to inflation.
Thus, just to stay even would require a FY 1950 appropriation of $18.6 billion.
Since even this surn would not buy "minimtum-ncessary readiness," the committee reconmended an additional $5 billion. bringing its total estimate to $23.6
billion."
Vihe Paringof Estimatesb
The paring of FY 1950 budget estimnates, beginning in the fall of 1948, was,
influenced by two commanding circumstances: the intense presidential election
campaign and the deteriorating relations between the United States and the Soviet
Union. Knowing that opinion polls-showed him lagging behind his Republican
opponent, Gov. Thomas-E Dewey of New York, Truman campaigned vigorously
through September and October. He stressed his-forceful leadership, the alleged
"do,nothing" attitude of the Rtepublicao-controlled 80th Congress, and his commitMent 10 2 sound economy, the end of inflation, and limitations on federal
spending. In foreign affairs, Truman downplayed disputes with the Soviet Union
and adopted the position that "the door is always open for honest negotiations
looking toward genuine settlements,"'
Despite the President's campaign claims, U.S.-Soviet relations remained
seriously strained, and for a while in early September, after the coil"s of negoto end (he Bein blockade, it appeared-that the crisis might enter a new,
more serious -phase. When intelligence estimates -warned that Moscow might be
planning new "diplomatic ventures" that could touch off a fresh round of crises,
Truman authorized contingency preparations, all done in strictest secrecy in in
~ ~apparent effort-not to alarm the public. He confined his own activities, for the
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sure-that retaliatory forces would be ready if needed and that mobilization plans,
currently under review by the BoB, could be quickly implemented should matters
take a turn for the worse." In concert with thesemoves, Forrestal told Rep. John
Taber that he would like-to submit a proposal for supplemnental appropriations
the
~~when
rww Congress met after the election, mainly to remedy certain deficien-..
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in Afy equipm nt.= The whole
~avoid
giving rise impression of a crisis.
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exercise was kept low-key and discreet to

TheVi
mounting tensions of September had lI~le if any immediate-impacr on
the-budget process itself. Despite talk of preparedness and a possible supple.
mental, there was no solid evidence that the President was reconsidering his
decision to hoj'd-the military budget to $14.4 billion. Obliged to acknowledge
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this fact, thc joint Chiefs met with the Budget Advisory Committee over tileI

Ir

weekend of 2-3 Octobcr-to see what-they could do to reduce the $23.6 billion
that the BAC had reconmended. General McNarney suggested looking first for
reductions in "unescapable overhead" items such as research and development,
intelligence, industrial mobilization, and stockpiling. But the ensuing discussion
produced savings of only a few hundred million dollars, hardly a dent in the
BAC total.
The group then turned to a detailed examination of force requirements
under the strategic concept of the current emergency war plan. In a foretaste of
more bitter quarrels yet to come, the Army and the Air Force jointly challenged
the Navy's requirements for heavy aircraft carriers. To-achieve substantial reductions, General Bradley, in accordance with a concept advanced by General
McNarney, proposed the deletion of all air, sea, and ground operations in the
-iastern Mediterranean. The resultant savings, Bradley calculated, would be about
$6.5 billion. General Vandenberg seconded Bradley's suggestion, but Denfeld
and other admirals objected strenuously and insisted on the need for substantial
carrier task forces. -"
Attempts at further reductions provoked still more-divisiveness, Tlie best the
JCS could do was to submit a "split" recommendation -in the form of -two tentative budgets: one for $15.8 billion proposed by the Army and the Air Force;
the other for $16.5 billion proposed by the Navy. The Joint Chiefs agreed on$5.1 billion-for the Army and $5.5 billion for the Air Force, but while Bradley
and Vandenberg proposed- $5.2 billion for the Navy, Denfeld insisted on $5.9
billion."
The next day, joined-by Admiral Leahy and the service secretaries, Forrestal
met with the Joint Chiefs. Denfeld spoke first from a prepared statement. He
defended the strategic plans for operations in the Mediterranean and broadly
criticized Army and Air Force proposals for die Navy. Then lie launched a broadside assault-against the competence of the Air Force. The "unpleasant fact remains," lie declared, "that-the Navy has honest and sincere misgivings as to the
ability of the Air Force successfully to deliver the [atomic] weapon by means of
unaccrate
misinfown-by
y flown-byFurher
dsuso
ofredeep into
iede
unescorted
missions
present-day
bombers,
enemyp~~~rte
territory in

-.

the face of-strong Soviet air defenses, and to drop it on targets whose locations

are not accurately kniown." Further discussion confirmed the dleep splic over thec

allocation of funds. Forrestal reminded -the Joint Chiefs that their preliminar.
task was to provide a statement of forces that could- be supported within the
$14.4 billion ceiling. lie also asked them to estimate the size and cost of forces
they considered necessary for national security. And finally, he added, if he should
dccilc d.lu~ibudbut u"?11.4
i
was- insuiikient, he wouid-Adiise the Presi.
dent of how much he needed."'
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On 5 October, Forrestal gave President Truman an oral report on the status
of the budget and the possible strategic consequences of limiting new FY 1950
obligations to $14.4 billion. If war occurred, Forrestal warned, the United States
would have no forces available for operations in the Mediterranean and would be
restricted to launching reprisal air strikes against the Soviet Union from bases in
England. Implying that such a strategy might not assure success, he asked per.
mission to prepare another budget, somewhere on the order of $18.5 billion,
which would include provision for operations in the Mediterranean. Truman consented, but said that the second budget should be held in reserve, possibly for
use as a supplemental to-the regular budget should the international situation
worsen. The President said lie did not want it to appear that the United States
was arming for war. He indicated that he planned to "explore the international
situction" very soon with Secretary Marshall. Despite recent events abroad, Truman obviously did not believe that-he faced a situation similar to the previous
spring when increased military preparedness had appeared mandatory.'
In compliance with the President's orders, Forrestal on 6 October once again
instructed the Joint Chiefs to agree on a distribution of the $14.4 billion, while
holding out the possibility of a later supplemental. "I want to have it clearly established in your-minds," he said, "that-Ilam expecting a definitive recommendation
from you, as an entity, as to the division of funds in the 1949-50 budgetspecifically as to the allocations to-the respective services." The JCS could not
agree on a tentative allocation of thez$14.4 billion. They submitted to Forrestal
a proposal providing $4.9-billion for-the Army, $4.4 billion for the Navy, and
$5.1 billion for the Air-Force, but Admiral Denfeld reserved final approval of
this division, "pending examination of the details of the effect of the-proposed
allocation on the Navy." The JCS did-agree that the proposed budget was "insuflicient to implement national policy in any probable war situation" and that a
supplemental for fiscal year 1950 would be required. "It would-appear,' Forrestal
wrote to the Joint Chiefs in obvious frustration, "that our-efforts have degen-

j
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crated into a competition for dollars."

increasingly skeptical that the budget could be held to the President's limit of

,

t

$14.4 billion. On 8 October he temporarily abandoned efforts to obtain a budget
under the ceiling and asked the Joint Chiefs to supply force recommendations for
a-budget "in the gcnena area" of $14.4 billion,. t Meanwhile, with the approval
of-the BoB, he suspended the normal timetable for the submission of finished
estimates-until after the-election and-directed the service secretaries to begin pre.
paring "projecr-estimatecs" on the basis of alternate force strengths, so that when
the Joint Chiefs completed their assignment final budget figures could be assem.
bled quickly."
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In line with these actions, the joint Chiefs on 13 October reassembled the
Budget Advisory Committee and directed it and the joint Strategic Plans Committee to prepare an analysis of the forces supportable under a projeted budget
of $17.5 billion (or $16.9 billion plus the cost of stockpiling). How they picked
this figure is not clear, but it may have been an approximation of the BAC's
earlier calculations of the cost of maintaining the same level of forces and readiness in fiscal year 1950 as in fiscal year 1949. For guidance, the JCS approved
11two-part strategic concept that restated the basic tasks of HALFMOON/FLEsTWOOD, but on- it reduced scale. Part "'A" of the concept called for the protection
of the Western Hemisphere, the maintenance of overseas lines of communication, a strategic-air offensive conducted from bases in the United Kingdom and/or
Iceland andl Okinawa, and air and-sea operations in-the Mediterranean as-far east
as Tunisia-and elsewhere to the-extent permitted by budgetary limitations. Part
"B"stated general requirements for the fulfillment of-political commitments, the
maintenance of bases in Okinawa-and Alaska, mobilization planning, and the
provision of administrative and support elements for strategic operations."
Meeting with Bradley, Denfeid, and their budget advisers on 15- October,
Forrestal declared his willingness to show the President an intermediate budget
between the-ceiling figure of $14.4 billion and the-BAC's original recommenda.
.
tion of $23. -billion. However, be-refused to excuse the joint Chiefs from- their
responsibility to submit a proposed distribution of the $14.4 billion, "My-job,"
Forrestal remarked, "is going to have to be to convince the President. ..that we
have taken every drop of water out of this thing-that we could find-we can't
catch it all-but I have got to be able to say that we -have gone into this thing
from the ground up." s
Elaborating on what his next step would be, Forrestal on 29 October
directed the JCS to submit by 8 November an agreed statement of force -requirebased on a budget of V14.4 billion. By 14 November he wanted-it state.
ment of additional requirements which could be maintained on a budget of
billion. He indicated that after receipt of these statements, he would resolve
any diuagrect.ents within a day or so."
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Faced with-this promise of immediate ac:tion, the joint Chiefs quickly com.-:
i
i
i
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,int.

~~~posed
most of their outstanding differences. On 8 November-they submitted firm
~~recommendations
on the allocation of the $14.4 billion and the forces to be...
~ ~~~maintained.
They split on one item-the number of heavy carriers the Navy
~ ~~~~~~~should
operate in fiscal year 1950. Forrestal resolvedthe issue the next day, decid,.
on-ittotalof-metht-heavy carrier%in -two ca rer r ~k-gtos." Thiref-

,-

sented a substantia cut in the Navy's existing carrier strength of 1 I.A week
later the Joint-Chiefs recommended funds and forces -under a budget of4 16.9,

+

billion. The-Secretary of-Defense approved these estimates an 17 November on
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the understanding that they were possible of attainment within the agreed divi.
sion of funds.31

4

Forrestal'sRecommendations

%

After considerable effort over an extended period of time, Forrestal had at
last achieved definitive budget estimatLs and o measure of consensus among his
military advisers. To reach this stage, however, he had -had to concede, both to
himself and-to the Joint Chiefs, that the budget of $14.4 billion would be insuffi.
cient and that it should be raised in the interests of national security, even-at the
isk of some damage to the economy. On this key issue he found himself increasingly at odds with the President, who had evinced little enthusiasm for increased
military spending. It must-not have been lost on Forrestal that if Truman refused
to lift the ceiling, it could be an indication that he lacked confidence in Forrestal's
judgment. A choice, perhaps disastrous to Forrestal's prestige and credibility,
would soon have to be made. Having in hand two budgets, one Iorl 14.4 billion
and another for $16.9 billion, he now had to decide which to recommend to
the President.
Even before he received the budget figures Forrestal began preparing for a
possible confrontation with the President. Knowing that-his own efforts might not
be enough if he decided to contest the President's ceiling, he launched a search
for allies and support outside the military establishment, turning first to Truman's
........ .. 3..:... €..
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Accoa-. -by Generals Gruenther

and -McNarney and the Joint Chiefs, he met with Marshall on 10 October to
brief him on U.S. war plans and the potential cons.quences of holding FY 1950
military obligations to $14.4 billion. But Marshall, who had just returned'from
Paris, appeared less concerned about U.S. capabilities than about European prob-f
lems and defenses. The Europeans, Marshall reported, were "completely out of
their skin, and sitting on their nerves." Yet despite the tense situation, Marshall doubted that there was cause for undue alarm. le thought that as soon as the
United States implemented a program of foreign military assistance, conditions
would improve. "It is my distinct impression," recalled Gruenther after the meeting, "that General Marshall, although sympathetic with the Chiefs because of
the budget ceilings which have been imposed, was not particularly disturbed over
the implications in the field of international relations." s
On 31 October Forrestal tried again to ubd n Mahl!'--cking, asking
him point-blank whether the international situation currently warranted either a
reduction or increase in U.S. capabilities. "1 think it is important to note," Forrestal commented, "that the ceiling of $14.4 billion will not be adequate to
maintain the level of forces which we are scheduled to attain at the end of the
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current fiscal year." For this reason Forrestal said ie needed guidance from
Marshall:
In addition to submitting a budgc within the President's tentative

ceiling of IiA billion. I fecl an obligation to inform him of the weakening
of our strength which this budget entails, in the opinion of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff--and I am liso considering sending the President, as my

own recommendation, a prox)sal that ie lift the ceiling to approximately
171-'z billion-which, in any opinion, while involving some risks, would
provide us with forces capable of taking effective action it the event of
9
trouble3
Once more, Marshall evaded Forrestal's request, refusing to offer a definite
opinion. Back in Paris for a meeting of the United Nations, Marshall cabled
l.ovett in Washington on8 November stating that he was "not disposed to make
a particular point with Forrestal as to existence of an objective world situation
independent of our own policies, or as-to my responsibihicies for analyzing tie
world situation for military budget purposes," He felt, as he had the previous
spring during lie debate on the supplemental, that the United States should
develop military capabilities "within a-balanced national economy, and that the
country could not, and would not, support a budget based on preparation for
war." "This view," he said, "still holds." Hence, in a message-to Forrestal the same
day, he stated-that the United States wotfld continue to have undiminished world
responsibilities until Europe-rcgained strength and stability, that the United States
must remain a deterrent to Soviet aggression, that fiscal year 1949 offered no
prospect of being any-better or worse than 1948 in terms of international te-,
slions, and finally, that U.S. policy should. be to build tip Western European
strength by providing munitions rather than building tsp U.S. ground forces for
deployment in Europe.' 0
If Marshall was dubious of the need for a larger military budget, President
Truman was even more so. Buoyed by his cone.from.behlind election victory' on
2 November, Truman exhibited a fresh sense of confidence in the public's support
of his policies. The day after the election he wrote-Forresal,-reminding him that
he had advised him in June to avoid "heavy forward commitments" and not to
plan for a military establifhment that the nation's economy cou!d not afford.
Once again, pending submigsion of the new budget, Truman imposed ceilings
on military manpower and the numberof aircraft in the-active inyentrory. "
IDespite these initial-rebuffs, Forrestal persisted in his efforts to line up sup.
port Since Mafjrshall had emphasized-the European situation as his first concern,
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on 9 November flew to Paris, Franktort, Berlin, and London for four
4ays of talks with U.S. and European officials. Facing budget difficulties of their
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own. British and French authorities appeared interested in discussing increased
U.S. defense spending only to the extent tharit might offer direct and immediate
benefits to Europe. When i'orrestal met in Berlin on 13 November with General
Clay, the U.S. Military Governor of Germany, and Walter Bkedell Smith, U.S.
Ambassador to the Soviet- Union, the latter indicated that the maintenance of an
effective U.S. deterrent capability and Eluropean rearmament should be given top
priority, even if attainment of these objectives required deficit spending for the
next several years. But Clay disagreed and warned that budget deficits in the
United Stats "would be taken in hurope as a-signal that we were on our way to
the same inflationary processes which the European nations had found so disas.
trous."' In sum. Forrestal's trip proved inconclusive.
Still, Forrestal did nor abandon his effort. After returning to the United
States, he submitted to the NSC (some time around 17 November) a detailed
.atalog-of U.S. defense commitments prepared by the JCS. Contemplating the
long list of requirements, including support of the United Nations, the occupation
of Germany and Japan, foreign military aid, and other commitments that would
arise after the approval of the North Atlantic defense treaty, the Joint Chiefs
were drawn irresistibly to the conclusion that U.S. capabilities were woefully
insufficient. "It is essential to our national security," they advised, "to bring our
military strength to a level commensurate with -the distinct Possibility of global

-

warfare." Otherwise, the United States could -find itself in a serious and steadily
deteriorating position. They !:oncludd:
From the military viewpoint and as evidenced by the consistent trend of
the Soviet attitude, our poiential-miitary power and our determination to
resist further Soviet- encroachment have not caused the Soviets to cease
their aggressions. On the other hand, lack of readiness constitutes, apparently, actual encouragement to aggression while also jeopardizing our
natioIal security in the event of war.a'
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This unambiguous statement left-no doubt about the military's position; it
did not, however, link forces to national objectives, place a price tag on requirements, or provide any step-by-step analysis of what might-happen- if -the President
declined to lift his ceiling-on tile military budget. Nor did it contain any new
evidence to support a conclusion that a budget of $14.4 billion would be any
a budget twice or even three times
less capable of inainrtoining U.S. security titan
larger. Whatever impact the statement might have had was greatly diminished
when a-few days later, on-23 November, the National Security Council adopted
NSC 20A4. tilelong -awaited -statement ofbasic national- Doicv-thar-Fnrreutal had
requested nearly five months earlier.
Based on a draft written by the State Department's Policy Planning Staff,
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NSC 20/4 presented both in tone P.d substance a restrained and cautious assess-Lt'
merit. While readily acknowledging that the Soviet Union posed a grave potential
threat to U.S. security, NSC 20/4 made no mention of any ncexl for increased
militry preparedness and, in fact, warned against "excessive" armaments as a
menace in themselves to the country's economic stability. Militarily, the Soviet
Union currently possessed the capability-to overrun Western Europe, the Middle
East, and parts of Asia, and no later than 1955 it would be able to mount "serious
air attacks" against the United States with atomic and other weapons. For the
immediate future, the United States could aff'ord to accept some degree of risk,
while endeavoring to isoiate and contain Soviet influence through a variety of
political, economic, and military tactics, A policy developed and applied on theseI
prenmises, the report said, would require "a level of military readiness which can
be maintained as long as necessary as~a deternrnt to Soviet aggression"; it would
also provide a -foundation for rapid mobilization in the event of unavoidable
war." Although somewhat ambiguous as &statement of ,policy, NSC 20/4's
message was clear: A military budget limited to $14.4billion would not necessarily endanger national security.
Despite the apparent lack of support for his position, Forrestal knew he
had come too far-with too-many promises to the joint Chiefs-to retreat. On
I December 1948 lie sent the BoB his formal proposals for a -$14.4 billion
budge't for fiscal-year 1950."' In A letter the same day, to the President, lie actually
outlined three budgets: one which met the President's ceiling of $14.4 billion,
another for $23-bilhion,
and a third for $16.9 billion. Forrestal explained that the
I,
joint Chiefs could not in good conscience guarantee that U.S. security would-be
"adequately safeguarded" under a-military.'budget of S$14,A billion; they felt they
needed an additional $8 billion to do tbe job. Forrestal stated that he personally
deemed the JQ.. estimate too high, but tic felt compelled because of the JCS
to recommend against adoption of-the $14.4:billion budget. To obtaina maximum bLnefit from funds provided for military activities;' he-advised the
~ ~President to accept the intermediate figure of $16.9 billion.
For purposes of-rcady comparison Forrestal ourlined what could be secured
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"~Army: 677,000 men; 10 divisions
~ ~~~Navy
(including Marines) - 527,000 men; 287 combatant ships
~~Air
Force: 412,000 men; 48 groups"
Nominal reserve forces
Restrictive maintenance
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$23 billion
Army: 800,000 men; 12 divisions
Navy i including Marines) : 662,000 men; 382 combatant ships
Air
Force: 489,000
men; for
70 reserve
groups forces
Substantial
procurement
Strong reserve forces
Normal maintenance
$16.9 billion
Army: 800,000 men; 12 divisions
Navy (including Marines): 580,000 men; 319 combatant ships
Air Force: 46,000 men; 59 groups
Reasonable procurement
Reasonably adequate reserve forces
Near normal maintenance

.

"

Each budget, Forrestal added, had its special strategic ramifications that he, the
seNvice secretaries, and the joint Chiefs would be willing to explain at a special
briefing. Further, with the last-minute approval of Acting Secretary of State
Lovett, Forrestal included a final paragraph stating that Secretary Marshall also
favored the $16.9 billion fipure as "better calculated ... to instill the necessary
confidence in democrtic nations everywhere thn would the reduced forces in a
more limited budget."4
Truman was not persuaded. The next day he sent the following instruction
to Webb: "Attached is a memorandum from the Secretary of Defense in regard

*
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to the Budget. I don't know why he sent two (sic]. The $14.4 billion budget is
the one we will adopt" 7 A week later, on 9 December, Forrestal, the service
secretaries, and the Joint Chiefs met with the President to explain their recomiacndations. The session, complete with charts and oral presentations, lasted less
than an hour. But neither at this, nor at a meeting of Forrestal and the President
on 20 December, did Truman change his mind in the slightest.4 The decision was
and it left Forrestal somewhat despondent and shaken, but also a bit in
awe of Truman's self-confidence and assertiveness. "I can assure you," Forrestal
hltver remarked sorewhat hyperbolically in a speech at the National Press Club,
"that in Harry Truman I have seen the most rocklike example of civilian control
4
tbs# !he Wn ldh_ eye..
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Congref-ioxal Action on the 1950 Bmdget
On 10 January 1949 President Truman presented to Congress his FY 1950
budget recommendations. Predicting that federal revenues would hold steady at
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around $41 billion, Truman asked for new obligational authority totaling $41.9
billion, resulting in an estimated deficit of $873 million. To overcome this deficit
and create a surplus that could be used to reduce the public debt, the President
requested new tax legislation that would yield $4 billion in additional revenues
in subsequent years and a lesser amount in fiscal year 1950 because of the time
lag in collecting taxes. During a period of high prosperity, he said, "it is not
sound public policy for the Government to operate at a deficit." He emphasized
the importanc of a surplus that would make possible reduction both of the public
debt and inflationary pressures.
Once again, military costs ranked as the largest single item in the President's
budget, accounting for roughly one-third of the requested olligational authority.
Force level recommendations remained unchanged from those submitted under
the proposed $14.4 billion budget by Forrestal in December. However, after a
detailed review of the military budget, the BoB in late December ordered
scattered reductions totaling $175 million. At the same time, it had set aside an
undistributed sum of $625 million for contineencies, including a military pay
raise, an air engineering center, a long-range missile proving ground, and new
housing for military personel-funding for which required prior specific enabling legislation.' The BoB also tentatively added $800 million for the first year
of universal military training, also contingent on separate legislation and not
included in the regular military budget. New obligational authority for the NME,
exclusive of contingent items,t totaled $13.420 billion, divided as follows: Army,
$4.505 billion; Navy and Marine Corps, $4.350 billion; Air Force, $4.554 billion; and Office of the Secretary of Defense, $11 million.5 ' (Table 5)
As an expression of administration policy, the proposed military budget
offered clear and convincing evidence that the military buildup initiated in the
spring of 1948 had run its course and that arms expenditures would now level
off. Overall, the budget projected the level of obligations and strength of forces
to be approximately the same in fiscal year 1950 as in the preceding year. However, because of inflation, the process of leveling-off necessarily entailed some cutbacks and reductions. Aircraft procurement, for example, estimated at $2.714
billion under the FY 1949 budget. would drop to $2.167 billion in fiscal year
1950-$687 million for the Navy and $1.480 billion for the Air Force. Also,
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activitics which by law were not put of the ongoing authority of the military departments and
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carriers; the Army would
the Navy would have to deactivate three older heavy
lose one of its organized divisions; and the Air Force would remain at 48 groups.
To make up for any apparent loss of strength, the President pointed out in his
message that the FY 1950 budget gave priority to the modernization of air
power, the expansion of civilian reserve components, and the improvement of
mobilization capabilices.82
Enactment of the FY 1950 military budget took the better part of 1949.
Because of numerous delays Congress in June passed a continuing resolution
(P.L 154) temporarily authorizing the armed services to spend money during
fiscal year 1950 at the previous year's rate. For the first time since the early days
of the Republic, Congress, to further the unification process, lumped all military
requests into a single bill, H.R. 4146. Hearings on the bill commenced on 31
January 1949, at which time Forrestal appeared before Rep. George H. Mahon's
House Subcommittee on Armed Services Appropriations to offer lukewarm sup.
port of the President's proposed budget. Said Forrestal in his prepared statement:
"The budget before you contemplates the maintenance of the military posture
whkh would give some manifesta,',- 'Fcontinuing interest in world affairs. It
is a budget designed to maintain a
",s-ture for the preservation of p-ace.
It is not a war budget." "3
Testimony by the Joint Chiefs t..
view. They voiced obvious skepticism that the President's proposed but,
.'
*atre sufficient readiness in
a general emergency, but at the same tit.. t.,
luing disagreements
effectively precluded the suggestion of an alternativt.
sman's rejection of
Forrestal's compromise "intermediate" budget of $16.9 billion inevitably led to
a renewal of quarreling and competition among the services. Additional funds,
they hinted in their testimony, would be welcome. But which service, the cornmittee wondered, should get them? That was still another question, and on this
crucial issue the Joint Chiefs differed sharply. As Admiral Denfeld put it, the
budget submitted by the President had one inherently important virtue-it "was
the best division of funds that we could agree on at that time."' 4
The most controversial issue during the House hearings was whether the
Air Force could support an effective strategic deterrent force with the funds being
made available. At the committee's request in March, the Air Force developed
several alternative budget programs that included up to an additional $1 billion.
Under questioning, Air Force spokesmen stated that the Air Force would use this
mbdtnaie
pancy to cxpan to 59 groe"I 2f" to buy ighter 1irCmrfr, liuht

in addition to medium and heavy bombers."M Earlier.
the committee was apparently unaware, had projected
In December 1948, with Forrestal's knowledge, the Air
of senior officers who in February 1949 recommended a
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restructuring of the 48,group force to begin immediately and culminate toward
the end of fiscal year 1950. Although no additional money would be involved,
the board recommended accelerating production of the intercontinental 03-36,
together with cancellation of the B--54, a medium btmber similar in design to
the B--29 and B-50. As the B-36s became available, they would replace aircraft
in two medium-bomber groups. The 48-group structure would thus be preserved,
but with enhanced capabilities for long-distance bombing."
On 9 April 1949, with administration approval of this plan still pending,*
the House Appropriations Committee published its report on the FY 1950 military budget. Once again, as they had the year before, air power advocates on the
committee pushed for increased military preparedness through expansion of the
Air Force. The committee felt that reductions could be made throughout the
National Military Establishment in such areas as civilian personnel, civilian and
military travel, subsistence, clothing, and equipage. It indicated that the Air Force
should not be exempted from cutbacks in these areas, but at the same time it
wanted to accelerate Air Force expansion. Voicing dissatisfaction with a 48.group
program, the committee recommended an increase to 58 groups in fiscal year
1950 and eventually to 70 groups. As a final compromise, the committee increaed the Air Force program above the President's budget by approximately
$800 million, making reductions elsewhere so that funds for the accelerated program would be close to $851 million. The committee also relieved the services
of handling retired pay and transferred $180 million for this purpose from their
accounts to OSD. In the bill it presented to the House, the committee recoimmended an appropriation of $14.020 billion in new obligational authority not
including the President's contingent request of $830 million, for which Congress
had yet to pass enabling legislation. On 13 April, after turning down an amendment to add extra funds for naval aviation, the House voted 271 to I to accept
the committee's recommended budget.'
By the time the House completed action on the military budget, Louis
Johnson had replaced Forrestal as Secretary of Defense and had launched his cele.
brated "economy drive." In swift order he cut back the Navy's shipbuilding program, hired a team of management specialists to conduct an eflciency study of
the services, and ordered the elimination of numerous joint boards and committees
he deemed superfluous, Appearing before the Senate Appropriations Committee
on 16 Jun, Johnson offered assurances that if Congress pased the proposed
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cutting out wastage, duplication, and by cutting down unnecessary civilian

employment."
Larger reductions than these were just around the corner. On 1 July 1949,
acting on a BoB recommendation, Truman set a ceiling of $13 billion on new
obligational authority for the military for fiscal year 1951.1 Although the proposed cutback would not go into effect for a year, early decisions would be
required to help ease the transition into the next fiscal year and to avoid sharp
disruptions as a result of elimination or reduction of programs. The immediate
result was a full reappraisal of projected FY 1950 obligations to bring them as
closely as possible into line with FY 1951 estimates. In preparation for future
belt.tightening, Johnson on 19 July asked the service secretaries and the JCS to
identify ways of reducing expenditures. The following month he placed a ceiling
of $13 billion on FY 1950 obligations and directed General McNarney, chairman of the newly formed Defense Management Committee, to find additional
savings. Johnson directed the committee to reprogram FY 1950 military obligations within the $13 billion ceiling. Working quickly, McNarney's committee
completed the assignment by the enl of August. Through cuts in planned levels
of military and civilian personnel, introduction of improved management tech.
niques, deferral of certain new programs, and other measures, McNarney estimated that obligations could he reduced by $1.1 billion. This revised budget
compared with the President's request of January 1949 as follows:
President's Request
of Jan 49
(In billions)
$ 4.505
4.350
4.554
.011

Army
Navy
Air Force
OSD
Retired Pay
Contingent Items
Reserve Fund

.830

Total

W4.250

Revised Budget
of 30 Aug 49
(In billions)
$ 4.050
3.850
4.400
.011
.251
.375
.063
$13.000

When the Senate took up consideration of the House-passed FY 1950

appropriations bill in July, it joined the administration's economy drive. Histruaally, it was the House that usually mae budget cuts and the Senate that
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This decision and its tamifications are dicussed more fully in the following chalper on the
military budget for fiscal year 1951.
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proposed restoration and increases, but this time the roles were reversed. The
Senate Appropriations Committee climinated the funds added by the House to
support M increase of the Air Force from 48 to 58 groups and partially restored
the funds cut by the House from the Army and Navy budget requests. The bill
that went to the Senate door in August was close to the amount of the President's
January request, but it directed the Secretary of Defense to achieve savings of
$434 million in "ar-as not inimical to the national security" by taking advantage
of declining fue' prices and by making other economics. To effect this rescission,
the committee listed for possible reduction or elimination the following: a new
antiaircraft gun, one-year enlistments, "gadgets" for jeps and trucks, flying hours,
the Air Reserve and Air National Guard programs, a new Air Force radio system,
and retail sales at military commissaries. EB, voice vote on 29 August the Senate
adopted the committee's recommended changes and passed an appropriation
allowing $12.901 billion for new obligational authority."
On 18 October 1949, after numerous sessions of the House-Senate Conference Committee, Congress approved a compromise version of H.R. 4146 that
provided $13.696 billion in new obligatiortal authority for the armed forces and
OSD. Although the Senate backed down on the rescission it had passed, House
.onferees held firm on the need for $851 million to fund a 58-group Air Forcethe increase partially offset byadditional cuts in Army and Navy appropriations.
Under separate legislation passed earlier, Congress approved a military pay raise
and a military housing bill that together added $650 million, bringing the full
amount of new obligational authority to $14.346 billion." (Table 5) Although
the total approximated what the administration had requested in January, the
President's decision of 1 July to place a ceiling of $13 billion on FY 1950 military obligations, coupled with Louis Johnson's efforts to hold obligations under a
ceiling of $13 billion and cut expenditures, effectively settled the ceiling issue
well before Congress took final action. Moreover, on 29 October, as he signed the
appropriation bill. Truman served notice that he would impound the extra
funds, an action sharply criticized by the Howe advocates of the additional funds
but recognized by congressional leaders to be the President's prerogative." The
result was a further push toward abandonment of the buildup and even a substantial cutback. Personnel strength dropped from its post-demobilization peak
of 1,668,000 on 31 January 1949 to 1,460,000 at the outbreak of the Korean
War in June 1950."
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By the time the FY 1950 military budget became law, fiscal retrenchment
rather than military buildup had become the watchword both in the White House
and on Capitol Hill. The international crises of 1948 that had caused Congress
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and President Trunan to accept increases in the FY 1949 defense budget had
abated, and the outlook by 1949 was one of relative stability abroad amid continuing teir~iotis. At the same time, difficultics at home, centering on the condition
of the economy, reemerged as the first order of business.
The chief question pertaining to the FY 1950 military budget was never
one of all.out rearmament for war but whether to maintain the level of strength
anti readiness projected in the 1F'1949 expansion. During preparation of estimates in 1948, Forrestal tried initially to steer a middle course between his (and
Truman's) concern for the economy and security needs as the services saw them.
But as the paring of estimates progressed, doubts about the country's security
preyed on Forrestams mind, and he sided more anti more with the services. On
occasion, as during the Berlin crisis in the fall of 1948, Truman's thinking
appeared to incline in Forrestal's direction, giving the latter reason to believe that
the $15 billion ceiling might be raised and causing him to make promises to
the Joint Chiefs that in tbe end he could not f$l1fill. Johnson, having taken no
part in these discussions with the Joint Chiefs, was free of Forrestal's self-imposed
constraints and thus could operate more effectively in achieving Truman's fiscal
aims.
Forrestal's experience demonstrated the limits of trying
to mold a budget
through persuasion. Even such a highly skilled persuader as Forrestal could not
overcome the powetful institutional and political forces arrayed against him. He
urged increased expenditures for defense, even at the cost of higher taxes or
budget deficits or both, during an election year when such measures would be
political anathema. And he expected the Joint Chiefs to provide unbiased advice
at a time when low budget ceilings exacerbated their normal differences over the
allocation of funds. War plans helped little in resolving these disputes because
they established a need for forces that only a larger budget could adequately
satisfy. The more the JCS pondered the budget problem the more acute it became.
Instead of fostering closer cooperaion and integration of effort among the services, unification seemed to have intensified some of their differences and disagreements.

The debate over the FY 1949 supplemental and the FY 1950 military budget
failed to produce a consensus on such fundamental questions as the size and
composition of the armed forces, the degree of danger facing the country, and
the allocation of resources for national defense. The only clear trend in the
budget process was growing congressional support for greater reliance on air
po-w.cr, %,licuy
uxpltt. ii the earii-.r a&tions of Congress. Soon, with the development of the FY 1951 budget, air power would become the keystone of adminis.

ttion policy as wll.
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CHATER XIII

The Military Budget for Fiscal Year 1951:
Rearmament Aborted

By the time Congress finished work in October 1949 on the FY 1950 mili.

tary budget, the task of developing estimates for liscal year 1951 was nearing
completion in the Department of Defense. Although less turbulent than the

preparation of estimates for the year before, formulation of the 1951 budget had
its full share of difficulties. Once again the central question was the level of
military preparedness, around which revolved the continuing controversy among
the services over the optimum composition of U.S. military forces at various
alternative budget levels. It seemed clear, in view of Preside, Truman's refusal
to lift the FY 1950 budget ceiling, that the United States did not plan a military
buildup. The President's policy would change, to be sure, with the onset and
intensification of the Korean War in the summer and fall of 1950. But prior to
then, his commitment to fiscal restraint remained strong and unyielding.
Changes in she Bmdget Process
In terms of long.range impact, the most important changes associated with
the FY 1951 military budget cycle derived from the 1949 amendments to the
National Security Act. These amendments, in addition to strengthening the general powers of the Secretary of Defense, added a new title-Title IV-to the
1947 law that greatly increased his budgetary and other financial management
powers and required the services to adopt uniform budgetary and financial procedures.' The mot far-reaching changes wrought by the Title IV amendments
derived from recommendations sponsored by Ferdinand Eberstadt and Wilfred J.
361
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McNeil to give the Secrcary of Defense greater leverage over budget managemont. For McNeil, who took the lead in proposing these reforms, the ssence

of the secretary's administrative authority lay in his power under Section 404 to
approve scheduls of obligations and rates of expenditures, a power much resntd
by the services because it effctively concentrated financial dcisionmaking in the
hands of the Secret-ary of Defense and tihus clearly diminished their own ability
to control the use of their appropriated funds.2 McNeil believed that the secre.
tary, could anti should use this power to force the services to conform to a uniform DoD)-wide policy. As a 1976 study of the OSD budget process concluded:
"All subsequent improvements in the department's fiscal operations, which
extende-d the Secretary's control, were derived from this legislation,"'
Title IV also mandated that, insofar as practicable, budget estimates be sent
to Congress in the form of a "performance budget" that would show tile amount'.
of such estimates planned for use in identifiable functional categories of programs
and activities.* It required that accounting for and reporting on the use of appropriated funds be handled in the same manner. In addition, operating and capital
programs were to be segregated and, insofar as possible, all three services were to
use uniforn functional categories and procedures. This performance budgeting
requirement would ermit comparisons of the cost efficiency of each of the services in carrying out comparable programs and activities and ready analysis of
what a budget would buy. While mandated by the 1949 law, performance
budgeting had actually been in the ptocess of introduction by the services for
some time. The Air Force had used it on a trial basis since 1947, the Navy
adopted it late in 1949, and the Army put it into effect in 1950.1

/d

Because the IT 195 ! cycle was more than half over when Title IV became
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i.e., a budget keyed to the force levels of an overall strategic concept, Forrestals
approach had yet to product the kind of unified budget with ac.ceptable funding
that he, the President, and the BoB all desired.

~~levels

I

effective in August, its provisions had little impact on the preparation of FY 1951
estimates, which had begun in January 1949. As in the preceding year, Forrest'al
followed the procedure of placing initial responsibility on the ICS for rcommending force requirements and allocation of ,funds. But he also wanted :'I
improve the process in a way that would diminish competition for funds among
services. Although the JCS had come-close to providing what he envicioned,
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What worried Forrestal most was the absence of a chairman in the Joint
Chiefs, a deficiency that he planned to urge Congress to remedy by authorizing
the appointment of a "responsible head" for the JCS.* As an interim measure in
Novemb:'r 1948, he asked Generl Eisenhower to serve temporarily as unofficial
chairman and assist the Joint Chiefs in the more orderly discharge of their corporate responsibilities. Eisenhower agreed to undertake the task for a "brief" period
or until Congress enacted legislation providing for a permanent, full-time chairman. Titled "principal military adviser and consultant" to the President and
Secretary of Defense, he began to work with the Joint Chiefs on a part-time basis
in January 19.49. Meanwhile, Admiral Leahy, who had ceased attending JCS
meetings for reasons of health, had decided to revert to the retired status from
which President Roosevelt had summoned him in 1942.'
The reasons for selecting Eisenhc'ver were obvious. After serving as Army
Chief of Staff and hence as a member of the JCS from 1945 to early 1948,
Eisenhower had left military life (technically, five-star officers never retire) to
become the president of Columbia University. Ile remained active in public affairs
and continued to enjoy the celebrity status he had achieved in World War II as
commander of the invasion of France and the liberator of Western Europe. Moreover, Eisenhower remained one of the strongest advocates of service unification.
Given "Ike's" experience, views, and prestige, Forrestal regarded him as the
logical choice to help in "the identification of problems and the accommodation
of differing viewi."
Because of his continuing duties at Columbia and the temporary and limited
nature of his assignment, Eisenhower rarely spent more than a few days at a
time in Washington. Commuting between New York and Washington end the
burdens of two jobs perhaps explain his determination to limit his JCS responsibilities. In the job d scription he wrote for himself, he listed his chief duties as
to "help resolve differences of conviction" among the services; sdvise the Secretary of Defense on organizational matters; provide both the secretary and the
President with advice "on questions that do not receive unanimous decisions" in
the JCS; monitor, press, and expedite "all work that properly pertains to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff"; and help "in the preparation of basic Defense plans.budget based on plan." He felt no obligation to become involved in legislative
matters connected with the North Atlantic alliance, reorganization of the military
structure, or the appropriation process
To assist Eiscnhower on budgetary matters, Forrestal asked the Joint Chiefs
to reactivate the Budget Advisory Committee which had helped auacuibie ti
FY 1950 estimates. This time, however, Forrestal wanted the BAC to report col-
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lecively to the Joint Chiefs as a body and not individually and separately as
before to their own service chiefs. The JCS grumbled that this would erode their
individual authority, but they finally accepted Forrestal's request on condition
that any recommendation made by the budget deputies should in no way prejudice final JCS action. On 3 March 1949 they appointed Vice Adm. Robert B.
Carney, USN, Lt. Gen. Edwin W. Rawlings, USAF, and Maj. Gen. William A.
Arnold, USA, as their budget deputies for the preparation of the 1951
estinmatcs,

*006

The Eisenhower "Special" Budget
During the first six months of 1949, budget preparations for fiscal year
1951 involved two largely independent but parallel processes. One process
entailed the development within the Pentagon of preliminary estimates--an effort

spearheaded by Eisenhower, who endeavored to obtain JCS agreement on strategy
and force levels supportable within a likely budget ceiling. The other process,
involving chiefly the White House and the Bureau of the Budget, but with some
interaction with the top Defense officials, particularly Johnson and McNeil, was
concerned with economic and fiscal rather than military considerations in determining the overall size of-the budget and allocations among components. Not

+

until July 1949, when one process had produced a budget policy and the other a
preliminary military program, did the two processes converge.
Tie initial operating assumption in the Pentagon was that the size of the
FY 1951 budget would approximate that of the previous year. This assumption
derived from President Truman's remark, in submitting his FY 1950 budget to
Congress on 10 January 1949, that.
we should plan our military structure at
this time so as to insure a balanced military program in the foreseeable future
at approximately the level recommended in this Budget."" At a meeting with
the Joint Chiefs on 24 January, Eisenhower stated that while the current ceiling
was $15 billion, he had the impression from recent talks with the President that
Truran might approve a request for as much as $15.5 billion for fiscal year 1951
and increase this to $16 billion in fiscal year 1952. There was also some discussion at this mleeting of asking the President to set a definite ceiling figure, but the
JCS took no action.*'
Eisenhower personally did not consider the President's budget ceiling remonable or realistic. "Now inflation," he wrote in his diary, "has raised everything so
much that even the $15 billion begins to look inadequate." But he recognized the
strong prmures on Truman from Congrcss and the BoB to 'cut and cut'" Earlier,

just after being asked to serve as JCS presiding officer, Eisenhower had indicated
to Forrestal the kinds of forces that seemed to merit priority consideration: stra-
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tegic air power, an effective antisubmarine Navy, at least one naval carrier task
force, and an Army capable of rapid mnobilization for the defense of Alaska, the
Suez region, and possibly limited operations i., Western Europe."
In an action near the cnd of Jantury 1949 that would affect budget planning, the joint Chiefs approved a new joint emergency war plan known as
TROJAN, with planning factors and basic tasks essentially the same as those
under the HALIMOON/'U!Irwool) concept developed in 1948, except that
TROJAN incorporated an annex that listed and assigned atomic targets for an air-

atomic offensive against the Soviet Union. Eisenhower, after examining TROJAN,
concluded that it was incomplete. In February. as work commenced on -a followon plan known as Opr ACKU., he directed the inclusion of provision for defensive operations in Western Europe, a U.S. reentry into the Western M'direrranean, and the holding of a position in the Middle East In other words, while
personally convinced that strategic air should have first priority, Eisenhower also
saw strong requirements for conventional land and sea forces; this obviously
could have significant budget implications. Although TROJAN remained the
operative war plan for FY 1951 budgetary purposes, Eisenhower had in mind a
somewhat different concept of military strategy that he may have felt would help
compose differences among the services by reassuring them that each had an
important role to play.
By mid-February Eisenhower's ideas had matured to the point where he

could put before the joint Chiefs his so-called "Red Brick" plan for determining
his
involved essenthe allocation of funds on the basis of strategic priorities.
tially the submission by each service chief of force estimates for all three of the
services. Meeting with the chiefs on 14 February, he outlined what he had in
mind, called ifor development of a joint strategic concept to guide the develop.
ment of estimates, and reaffirmed that $15 billion should still be considered the
ceiling. On 28 February Eisenhower asked the chiefs to submit separately their
own "rough approximation" of force requirements."
T
nn
From this time until the end of June, except for a period of several weeks of
iliness, Eisenhower devoted his time in Washington primarily to resolving intersmice friction over the allocation of funds. Ile trouble started on 2 March when
rough approximations. The Army and the Air Force
c2 chiefs submitte theirErthe
had a high incidence of agreement in general, but the Navy was in substantial
giroement with the others only on the Army force levels. The Navy wanted to
hold the Air Force to its then authorized 48 groups while adding two new heavy

4

4 Jheavy

;
cmairn to-hle e In conrra.t, the A- Forcc prop-c , 'ofci
carriers along with all Marine air squadrons, and suggested an active fleet
much smaller than that sought by the Navy. Further, the Air Force asked for a
60.percent increase in the number of medium (D-29 and B-50) bomber groups
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and proposed that its overall size be expanded to 71 groups. The Army recommended a less severe cut in naval forces than did the Air Force, retaining four
heavy carriers but deleting Marine Corps aviation; it recommended 67 groups
for the Air Force. Summarized below are the forc levels proposed by each
service:

Army
Proposal

11

Air Force
Proposal
11
12

56

52

56

4

10

Army Divisions
Independent Regiments

It

Antiaircraft Battalions
Heavy Carriers

Light and Fscorr Carriers
Other Major Combatant Ships
Marin- Air Squadrons
Marine Battalions
Heavy Bomber Groups
Medium Bomber Groups
Fighter and Fighter Bomber
Groups
Other Groups
Total Groups

Navy
Proposal

12

12
269
0
6

10%

12
333
7%
11

0

12
254
0
6

4
12

4
9

4
16

30
21
67

22
13
48

30
21
71

Over the next three weeks Eisenhower met frequently with the chiefs, seeiiing agreement on force levels. As the days went by, however, he became increasingly pessimistic that they could adjust their differences on their own. Privately,
he disagreedI with the Air Force that heavy carriers were unnectmary. "I feel." he
wrote in his diary, "that in (thel first months of war a few big carriers might be
our greatest asset. I want to keep ten in active flee--about six to eight of which
should be ai'vays in operation." '1 But as debate progressed, h,- concluded that
the Navy was taking a rigid position. "The situation grows intolerable," he
observed on 19 March:

1

.

.

Denfed apparently wants to do right, but he practically retires from

every discussion in favor of [Vice Adm. Arthur D.] Struble [Deputy Chief
NAy,,! Oe: iv1,
whu iniuriAts everyone with his high, strident
voice and apparent inability to see any viewpoint except his nwn. More.
over, he has that trick in argument of questioning or seeming to question,

of
'
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the motives of his opponent.
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On 2! March Eisenhower went to the hospital for a week with a severe
digeotie adment, after which he spent almost six weeks recuperating in Augusta,
Ga., and Key West. During this period, on 28 March, Louis Johnson succeeded Forrestah on 10 April he flew down to Key West with the Joint Chiefs
to confer with Eisenhower on his Red Brick concept. Johnson emphasized that
he intended to exercise close conttol over the budget and economize wherever
possible. On returning to Washington lie lAunched a systematic search for ways
to reduce expenditures through more eficient management techniques and
through "ossible changes in major procurement procedures. Then, in a letter to
Eisenhower he asked for JCS views on the military necessity of completing the
"supercarrier ' that the Navy hoped would become t.e prototype of a new generation of carriers with a variety of capabilities including delivery of atomic weapons.
The chiefs split along predictable lines-the Navy wanted to build the carrier,
but the Army. the Air Force, and Eisenhower opposed its construction. Siding
with the majority. Johnson on 23 April announced that construction of the supercarrier would cease immediately.*
The budget-ary implications of Johnson's cancellation became immediately
apparent in the Navy's resistance to further cuts in the-fleet. At a JCS meeting
on 5 Mpy Admiral Denfeld served notice that he was prepared to fight long and
hard for the preservation of the heavy carriers, the Fleet Marine Force, and
Marine aviation. Any budget that eliminated these elements, he argued, would
"create an unbalanced force" that could not carry out its prescribed functions. The
choice as he saw it was simple: Either the Joint Chiefs should make up their
minds promptly on the number of carriers and Marine Corps battalions and air
;quadrons, or they should refer these questions to the Secretary of Defense."
On resuming his duties on I I May, Eisenhower asked the Budget Advisory
Committee to price the Red Brick estimates using the lowest force recoemendatons of any of the three chiefs for each category of forces. For heavy carriers
and Marine air squadrons, which the Army and Air Force chiefs had either
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eliminated or severely reduced, he stipulated force assumptions of 4 and 7%
*;

respectively. The "lash" cost figures submitted the following day totaled $15."
billion without provision for stockpiling, mired pay, or OSD requirements.
(Table 6) With a minimum allowance for these items, the total military budget
would approximate $16 billion. Eisenhower stated that a budget of that amunt
was not affordblc and that it would have to be cut."'
After another month without progress Eisenhower tried a different approach.
the BAC to prepare a set of cost estimates based on the following:
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(1I) the maintenance of strengths in each major force category that he specified
in his instructions. which included a 10%-division Army, a 57-group Air
Force, and a Navy with 263 major combatant vessels, including 6 heavy carriers;
and (2) a ceiling of $ 14.050 billion in new obligational authority, a figure that
he had derived by deducting $950 million for stockpiling, new construction,
retiremenit pay, and OSD ac~tivities from * p~resumed $15 billion presidential ceiling for all nmilitary purposes. However, he did not specify how the $14.050 billion should be allocated among the services nor did te indicate what procedure
should be employed by the BAC in reducing service estimates if their sum should
exceed this figure; he sought only to determine the extent to which a budget of
$ 14.050 billion would support forces with the composition that he had
2
stipulated. '
At a JCS meeting on 20 June the BAC presented its estimates, which thereafter came to be designated as the "IKE I" budget. The individual service estinates added up to nearly $15.4 billion, more than a billion in excess of the ceiling Eisenhower had specified. (Table 6) Johnson, who joined the meeting later
in the day at Eisenhower's invitation, reacted vigorously and nade it clear that
he wanted the estimates reduced. Eisenhower thereupon told the chiefs that further force cuts would be required and later notified Johnson that he would try
still another approsch"
The next day Eisenhower asked the budget committee to prepare a new set
of estimates based on the following: (1) lower force goals than wefe assumed
in preparing IKE 1; (2) reduced aircraft procurement, a lower allowance for
flying hours, and decreased provision for pilot training and support services; and
(3) a new obligational authority ceiling of between $ 13.450 and $13.750 billion.*
ThM new ceiling was derived by deducting from an assumed $1, billion presidential ceiling the following: $950 million for conistruction, stockpiling, retirementI.
pay, and OSD activities, and $300 million to $600 million for an unearinarked
"kitty" to be available to the Secretary of Defense in meeting unforeseeable
developiments and possible reclarnas. The BAC's,"flash" estimates, which became
known as the "IKE If" estimates, totaled $ 14.353 billion,' -on amount which,
when dhe previously deducted items were added, would produce an overall railiwary budget of between $15.6 and $15.9 billion.'
On 28 June Eisenhower briefed the joint Chiefs on IKE 11 and then, after
speculating that the assumed $15 billion ceiling might be substantially reduced,
mired 1; rmuuggcsfioo u how the butiget :ould be cut still further. After a
lengthy discussior, Eisenhower announced that he would prepare a "new and
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final paper" 0 that would provide $13.1 billion for the services, $0.9 billion for
stockpiling, retirement pay, construction, and OSD activities, and $1 billion for
retention by the Secretary of Defense for later allocation and other expenses.'*

Trtom4 n's Decision to Lower the Ceiling
As he neared the end of almost six months of work on the budget, Eisenhower was reasonably confident that he would soon be able to submit budget
estimates that approximated the- $15 billion level recommended by Truman in
his FY 1950 budget message in January. However, for some months Eisenhower
had been aware that Truman and his BoB advisers had .... contemplating
across.the.board reductions in federal appropriations because of a threatened
recession which, by the spring of 1949, had replaced inflation as the President's
primary eonomic worry?' He therefore had strong doubts that his estimates
would finally be accepted.
The President's concern stemmed directiv from BoB economic projections in
April and May that forecast a slowdown in the economy with a consequent
gradual increase in unemployment, a decline in prices, and a reduction in federal
receipts. If these economic trends continued, the BoB maintained, spending at
the levels contemplated in current and projected appropriations would produce
federal deficits of $4 billion to $8 billion in each of the next four years. The
bureau also concluded that, without a tax increase, such deficits could only be
avoided or limited by reducing expenditures through a curtailment of programs.
On 5 April BoB Director Pace advised the President that his hope of attaining
a balanced budget even in fiscal year 1953 was largely dependent on pursuing
such a course. Since the military budget comprised the largest area of controllable
expenditures, it was logical for the BoB to make defense programs a major target

I
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for curtailment."

At this rime Pentagon officials still assumed a $15 billion ceiling for FY
1951 military appropriations. But even though-Secretary Johnson may nor have
been officially apprised of White Houe-BoB thinking, he must have had an
inkling of a major change in the making. On 25 April, for instance, Pace wrote
Johnson about the use of joint intelligence estimates in evaluating proposed
requirements, cautioning him to look critically at the bask assumptions under.
lying the military estimates and to take into account the effects "of fiscal limita.
-:.-."e6
4 4 951. I re ..,." He rged JohnU-,-ro make .nivp
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use of both CIA and NSC viewpoints.'
* Aoediu. to Grwndwet
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A week later Pace requested a meeting, arranged for 12 May, to discuss the
budget situation in person with Johnson. As background for the meeting, John.
son received from McNeil a memorandum pointing out the imminent possibility
of a federal budget deficit and warning that "there is every likelihood that the
allocation to the United States Military Forces will be in the neighborhood of
$13 billion for 1951--one of the reasons being that we have the only large
non.fixed item in the budget." And, McNeil added, "being practical about it,
probably the only way the President could justify (a higher military budget! ...
would be for deterioration of the international siuation."
Johnson came away from the meeting apparently convinced that mandated
cuts were unavoidable. The next day McNeil advised Eisenhower and the Joint
Chiefs that the budget estimates would probably have to be trimmed to fit within
a $13 billion ceiling and reported that Pace wanted a statement from the JCS of
required force levels for fiscal year 195 L" Eisenhower was understandably perturbed. He confided to his diary:

,

One of our greatest troubles is inability to plan for a given amount
of money. Some new authority always intervenes to cut it down in spite
of prior commitment by the president himsel ... Right now it comes
through secretary of defense. We work like the devil on an agreement on
a certain sized budget, and then are told to reduce it. We "absorb" every.
thing-rising costs (in the past four years they are bad), increased pay,
stockpiling, etc., etc.
Of course t&4 results will not show up until we get into serious
trouble. We are repeating our own history of decades, we just don't believe
we ever will get into areal jam?$

4

On 18 May the Joint Chiefs submitted their views to Johnson; not surpris.
ingly, they urged against cutting the budget. "In spite of any apparent casing of
international tensions," they stated, "the Joint Chiefs of Staff are unanimously of
the opinion that the basic objectives and military capabilities of the Soviets have
not changed." For this re,%son, they argued, "the same degree of security must be
*2:

4

-

maintained and approximately the same budgetary level of expendture for mili-

-'

tanpurposes
ry
must be maintained for Fiscal Year 1951.
The following day,
in a memorandum drafted by McNeil, Johnson advised Pace of the Joint Chiefs'
strong opposition to any reduction in funds and predicted that the NME would

IS ,

1

require $16.5 billion for fiscal year 1951 and $17 billion for fiscal year 1952.
projections; Johnson added, "make no provision for universal military

traiing
no dotheyincudetherequirements for stockpiling of strategican
critical material which . . . havej been estimated at $525 million, 01 for
Foreign Military Assistance."
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In suggesting estimates on the high side, Johnson and McNeil were no
doubt playing an old bureaucratic game. Knowing that the ceiling was about to
come down, they wanted to improve their bargaining position. But as far as Pace
was concerned, the issue was pretty much decided By 24 May BoB analysts had
completed a preliminary and "indicative" survey of where cuts might be made to
hold military obligations andtcxpenditures at or near an annual figure of $13
billion. Recommendations included reductions for fiscal years 1950 and 1951 in
military personnel, shipbuilding, flying hours, research and developmemt, and
capital investment. As for the national security implications of these reductions,
the BoB found that these could "be determined only after an analysis of the
strategic considerations that will be involved in a reduction of this magnitude." It
Johnson did not respond to the warning signals from BoB immediately. On
25 May, for enaampie, he advised the-service secretaries to proceed with budget
preparations. But within a few weeks the facade began ,to crumble. At a mecting with the Joint Chiefs on 20 June, according to General Gruenther, he stated,
without citing a source or giving a basis for his remarks, that he expected Congress to cut military appropriations for 1951 to around $10 billion and would
even predict a drastic reduction to around $7.5 billion for 1952. Johnson added
that "through the elimination of unnecessary duplications he was certain that we
would be saving at the rate of I billion dollars a year after six months, and at
the rate of 2 billion dollars annually within a year."
On 30 June 1949 Pace submitted his final budget recommendations to
Truman. Seeing no new evidence to contradict his earlier analysis, Pace said he
was convinced -that the threat of a budget deficit was real and that it should be
met by immediate cutbacks, chiefly in milimry spending. "It is believed,' he
assured the President, "that sizeable reductions are possible . . . in military
expenditures, without improperly reducing the Nation's relative readiness for an
emergency." Assuning that the President would agree, Pace attached proposed
letters for transmittal by the President to the Council of Economic Adv:4ers
(CEA), the National Security Resources Board, and the National Security Coun.
cil directing those agencies to study the possible economic and national -security
consequences of adopting the budget ceiling and revisions that he-ecomnnmended.
The next step, Pace advised the President, was to meet with his senior advisers to
explain the situation and enlist their cooperation and support."
The meeting took place on the following afternoon. Attendevs included the
thc Chiefs,
TtcisuryyJohn
JohnR. Stelma, Acting_
ndlPresiden,theAcheson,
Johnson,
Secrcary
deputy,
three service
secretaries,
theofjoint
Chairman of the NSRB, William C Foster, Deputy Director of the Econamin
Cooperation Administration, Edwin G. Noune, Chairman of-the Council of Economic Advisers, Admiral SouemsPace and hi assistant, Frederick J. laton, and
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McNeil of OSD. The most conspicuous absentee was Eisenhower, who had gone

'-' h

'

to New York on personal business the ciy before
As the meeting began, Truman handed Souers and Nourse the letters that
the BoB had prepared requesting consideration of what national security and
international programs the United States should undertake in fiscal year 195 1.
Then, reading from a prepared text, Truman indicated the nature of the economic
problems facing the-country and stated that "if we are to make any significant
reduction in the total Federal Budget for 195 1, adjustments downward must be
made in the allowance for the national security programs." 34
After reading his statement, the President emphasized that he had been
seeking a balanced defense program for the longer term and that he had never
intended to embark on a continuailly rising program for foreign aid and national
defense. The President stated that he would establish ceilings for all major gov.
erment agencies with the aim of achieving the best balance between security
abroad and a sound domestic economy. Recognizing that an economy drive could
backfire and do much harm, he wanted to maintain a strong economy and necessary security even at the cost of deficits in fiscal year 1951i and 1952, but he *ISO
wanted to achieve a balanced budget in 1952 or 1953."s
At this point Johnson inquired about the ceiling the President intended to
set for the military. When told that it was to be $13 billion, Johnson declared
that the tentative figure being used in the Pentagon was actually a bit lower.
'
The only complaint came from McNeil, who took issue with the inclusion of
afpfuard, ruaenndrce tutureofdtheieconomic
Thn
prepadingwfsrouio
~$500
million for stockpiling in the $13 billion. "After quite a little argument,"
[
~~McNeil recalled, "Truman said, 'Well, you work it out with Frank Pace.' I did,
'
~that
afternoon, at least taking the stockpiling out, which still left the budget
,
about $13 billion." Except for this one issue, there appear to have been no further
~complaints
or objections."t
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telephoned Eenhower in New York to relay the results of the President's meeins ,o metJohn ', runfor his further hep.Nuseher etereutha
IKE I1 except for the deletion of two Air Forcefighter groups (Table 6), and
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, sm as the President announced his decision on I July, Johnson droiped
any ttons he nay have had of opposing a reduced budget ceiling and moed
Once again
he turned
o Eiseihower
for advice.
On the
evening
quickly
to get
the services
to bring their
programs
within
the of
$13I July,
billionMcNeil
limit.

refenTherid that the $13 billion be allocated as follows:
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Army
Navy
A: &'--ce
Miscellaneous
Total
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(In millions)
$ 4,100
3,800
W1,500
600
$13,000

On 5 July Gruenther presented Eisenhowers latest recommendations to
Johnson, who approved the general force structure and the funds for the Army
and Navy, but reduced the Air Force to $4.3 billion and increased the miscellaneous items to $800 million. (Table 6) Later that day, after he had learned of
the changes, Eisenhower told Gruenther he was disappointed that the Air Force
had been cut beneath his proposed figure and thought that the $200 million cut
should be restored.5 Then on 14 July, as a final gesture before relinquishing his
JCS duties, Eisenhower wrote Johnson urging him to allocate additional funds
for strategic air power. He argued that the proposed aggregate FY 1951 funding
had been so reduced that increased reliance on strategic air power had become
unavoidable. "Since we have always stressed the value of military preparation as
a deterrent to war," Eisenhower wrote, "it seems to me obvious.., that we cannot and must not fail to provide a respectable long range strategic bombing
force." "Irealize," he added,

-<
I

j

that many factors tend to modify decisions bawd purely upon logic and
reso However, I am quite certain that if we are erring in any direction
it is in failure to allocate a sufficiently high percentage of our reduced

'X

appropriations to the certainty that we can launch and sustain a vigorous
bombing offensive on a moment's notice. Consequently I believe that all

-

and any changes that you may make in your tentative allocations should

t

'_

aim at preserving and enhancing this capabiliryWhatever the effect of Eisenhower's comments on Johnson, they had little

immediate imac on the budget. Rather than pesfor moegopthe Air

7_

Force requested $505 million to improve the operational readiness of its audhorued 48 groups. Among the services, the Navy reacted moat vigorously, insisting
that the proposed reduction in its force structure would make offensive operations
at sea almost impossible. Denfeld asked for another $110 million to use, along
with saving the Navy would make in other areas, to add 4 heavy carriers, 15
destymes, 1 Marine battalion, and 2 Marine air squadrons to the forces approved
by Johnson. The Army, although convinced that its forces would be insufficient
to carry out its mission in the event of a general emergency, limited its requests
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to onc additional division to be organized without an increase in its overall personnel strength and $33 million to remedy reserve forces equipment dcliCicnciCs

and for research and development."0

II

9.

Johnson continued to push hard for completion of estimates that would go
to the BoB for review an markup.* In this task he had help from General
Bradley, who became the first official Chairman of the JCS on 10 August, and
from General McNarney, named Chairman of the Defense Management Committee on the same date. Five days later, on 15 August, Johnson sent President
Truman it preview of the proposed FY 1951 military budget that varied slightly
in forces and funds from the 5 July figures. Johnson said he was confident that
a reduction of 100,000 from existing personnel strength would be offset by
better training, modernization of equipment, and the more efficient operation of
the military establishment as a result of unification. He assured the President that
"the Department of Defense recognizes the overriding necessity of keeping military costs within limits which will not
I endanger the fundamental soundness of
our economy-one of our primary military assets." "1Detailed estimates, totaling
$13.04 billion, went to the BoB on 15 September. (Table 6) As worked out
largely under the joint direction of Bradley and McNarney, the military forces
to be supported would be the same as those approved by Johnson on 5 July
except for the addition of several independent regiments and antiaircraft bettalions and two heavy carriers. Aircraft procurement for the Air Force came to
$1.2 billion, and for the Navy, $600 million."2
The important function of assessing the impact of reduced military expendi-!A
turm on national security fell to a special high-level NSC committee appointed in
July and composed of the Under Secretaries of State, Treasury, and Defense, the
Deputy Administrator of the ECA, and a presidential assistant representing the
NSRB. The committee appointed a working group that was to function under
the direction of the E~xecutive Secretary of the NSC At the conclusion of the
project the NSC special committee was to report its findings to the full council
which, in turn, was to make recommendations to the President. Within the military establishment. coordination and direction of NME participation was vested
in a group known as the NSC Svaff Group on NSC 52, whose regular members
were RDB Chaitman Karl Compton, Gcnicral-Gruanther, Assistant Secretary of
the Army Tracy Voorhees, General L.utes, McNeil, and John Obly, who served
as the secretary of the NME group."
The committee presented its draft report (NSC 52/2) to the National
Se
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the SovietditConl
Union hadonsuccessfully
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an atomic device.
Written
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Soviet test became generally known, the report did not address the possible
implications of the Soviet test for U.S. security. The committee concluded, among
other things, that Soviet policy aimed at extension of Soviet power using "armed
force if necessary or desirable to gain its ends." The United States had no choice
but to maintain credible defenses, but at the same time care had to be taken "to
avoid permanently impairing our economy and the fundamental values and institutions in our way of life." In attempting to strike a balance the committee
adopted the following position on DoD requirements:
With tlie economies which can be effected by 30 June 1950 and during
the ensuing year, the Department of -Defense can, under the $13 billion
ceiling allocated to it in NSC 52/1, maintain substantially the same degree
of military strength, readiness and posture during FY 1951 which it will
maintain in IY 1950. However, any further reductions below this ceiling
would probably require reductions in forces, combat capabilities und minimum mobilization base, which ffom a military standpoint, would entail|
4
grave risks.
The Joint Chiefs, asked to provide a statement of their views on the findings
of the NSC special committee before the council acted, reaffirmed the need for
adequate preparedness and warned that reduced expenditures would Jead to "less
effective implementation of existing policies involving military commitments."
They did not recommend an immediate reassessment or revision of basic national
policies, but they urged senior officials to recogniv, that "the ability of the armed
forces to take emergency action in the implementation of such policies will of
necessity be curtailed."
The NSC, during its discussion of the committee's findings, agreed that
while cuts in defense and foreign aid were obviously necessary for domestic economic reasons, they should not be such as to impair key military and international
programs and thereby adversely affect national security. Looking ahead to the
next several years, Acting Secretary of State Webb indicated that the State
Department anticipated a gradual phaseou of the European Recovery Program
and aid programs to such countries as Greece and Korea. Johson stated that he
understood the $13 billion ceiling for military expenditures to be a fixed sum,
set by the President, and that even if the Bureau of the Budget eliminated certain
items in the proposed FY 1951 estimates the ceiling would remain unchanged.
The council
adopted a slightly amended version of the report (NSC 52/3) and
forwarded i.
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problem Johnson had envisioned, namely that the BoB would seek
additional reductions, failed to materialie. Once the Secretary of Defense had
it plain that he could work within the $13 billion limit, the BoB proposed
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no further cuts. During the bureau's autumn markup of DoD estimates, Pace
stressed the economic aspects of the budget decisions and indicated his awareness
of the military's increased understanding of the close connection between defense
and the state of the economy, praising in particular the rrtraint following dis.
closure of the Soviet atomic test. The Joint Chiefs did in fact take close note of
the Soviet test, but initially they confined themselves to recommending only a
careful review of the nation's civil defense program.'"
Although better relations with the BoB did not bring any increase in Defense
funds, they did facilitate OSD's job of processing the finished estimates. In early
December McNeil instituted formal reclama hearings at which the services could
petition for increases or adjustments in their budgets. Well aware of Army and
Navy complaints that they were being shortchanged, McNeil recommended, and
Johnson approved, a tenth division and two additional atiaircraft battalions-for
the Army and an additional attack carrier for the Navy. Instead of only four
attack carriers, as Johnson had initially approved, the Navy eventually emerged at
the end of the budget process with seven. There s i ,, direct evidence, but it
would have been in character for McNeil to have engaged in a behind.the.scenes
effort to protect the Navy and undo some of the damage done by Johnson's cancellation of the supercarrier. To help support the requested augmentations, OSD
asked the BoB to approve an additional $353 million for fiscal year 1951. On
16 December the BoB notified OSD of the budget requests to be made to Con.
gress; it allowed Defense only $78 million above the $13 billion ceiling.";
(Table 6)
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The Bdget in Congress
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After nearly a year of preparation, the President sent his FY 1951 budget
to Congress on 9 January 1950. Truman reviewed both the domestic and foreign
scenes, pointing out how commitments at home and abroad had affected budgetary
decisions. Forecasting that federal revenues would drop to around $37.3 billion,
the President proposed total expenditures of $42.4 billion and requested new
obligational authority of $40.5 billion. The projected deficit, Truman said, would
have been larger had he not imposed strict economy measures to trim anticipated
FY 1951 expenses by almost a billion dollars below the level estimated for fiscal
year 1950."
For the Department of Defense, the President's budget indicated the onset
of a new era of austerity. Although ibe,eient de,'clopmcna-particuriy
the outbreak of the Korean War-would radically alter Truman's plans, in
January 1950 it seemed clear that his efforts to clamp a lid on military spending
would be successful. A notable omission from the budget was funding of uni.
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versal military training-n idea that had never really caught on in Congress and
that the administration had now apparently decided to shelve as an economy
measure. Total obligational authority for military requirements came to $13.078
billion, $12.205 billion in new cash and contract authorization plus $873 million
in unused obligational authority carried over from fiscal year 1950."
In terms of force levels, the President's FY 1951 budget showed a military
manpower decrease of approximately 110,000 from his recommendations of a
year earlier, with the Army and Navy absorbing the losses. The Army would consist of 10 divisions, 48 antiaircraft battalions, and 12 independent regiments, plus
a National Guard of 350,000 men and an Organized Reserve of 255,000. The
Navy would have 652 ships in its active fleet, including 238 combatant vessels,
but only 7 instead of 8 heavy carriers. The Navy and Marine Corps would have
5,900 aircraft in their active forces and 2,500 in the reserve forces. Navy and
Marine reservists would total more than 250,000. Nfo furds appeared in the
budget for starting new ship construction.
The most notable feature of the proposed 1951 budget was its emphasis on
air power, with the Air Force faring much better than the Army and the Navy.
The budget contemplated an active Air Force of 48 groups and 13 separate
squadrons with 8,800 aircraft and approximately the same authorized personnel
strength as the previous year. The Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve

would have 3,400 aircraft.&'
In considering the President's proposed budget, Congress grouped all mili-

tary requests into an omnibus appropriation bill, H.R. 7786. Hearings before
Representative Mahon's House Appropriations subcommittee began in midJanuary and continued until 10 March. The leadoff witness, Secretary Johnson,
admitted that the Joint Chiefs would have preferred more money, but he saured
the committee that the President's budget contained ample funding for legitimate
needs. Substantial savings, he insisted, would not derive from weakened cap&-

'N15

ibilities

A

-

but from increased efficiency, careful management, and cutbacks on
unnecesry overhead."'
Although several committee members, including Mahon, questioned the secretary's aswertion about "sufficiency," it was the sense of the committee that the

administration's decision to curtail military spending constituted a timely and
appropriate response to the needs of the economy and that Johnson was doing a
commendable job of holding down cos and promoting efficiency. After careful

review, the Appropriations Committee sent to the House a bill recommending
j.

appropriations of $12.825 billion. The committee made a number of cuts. including nonequipment contract authorizations and administrative servkes and retired
pay, but increases aimed at strengthening reserve capabilities and naval aviation
partially offset the reductiorms
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On 13 March the c&atc Appropriations Committee opened its hearings
before receiving a House-approved bill, a rare d.,parturc from custom. Hearings
were rather routine until 29 March, when Eisenhower testified. A few days earlier
Eisenhower, in his private capacity, had given a speech in which he Wtsaid that
the United States has "gone as far in favor of economy as it was wise to go."
Now, for the committees Lcrimfit, he repeated his views and indicated the
deficiencies hie saw in the administration's proposed budget. He recommended
increased funds for aircraft procurement, antisubmarine warfare equipment, Alas.
kan defenses, and certain items of Army equipment. Pressed to say hon, much he
thought should be added, Eisenhower ventured a

of $500 million."

Eisenhower was not alone in advocating larger appropriations. By the endi
of March 1950 attacks on the administratico's budget, bith in the press and
from concerned mcmbers oi Congress, occorred with incrcasing frequency. In
their nationally syndicated column, Joseph and Stewart Alsop in February had
launched a barrage of criticism at what they termed "Louis A. Johnson's concce disarmament program." Act-using Johnson of numerous "untruths," they
wee reethe
rotetioy
He savings
belev h,
henabu
r
Eisenhowerteifd.Afwda's
eanie
challenged
his
contention that
were being
made
without a loss of military
effectiveness." Air power advocates, led by Carl Vinson, Chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee, raised similar questions in Congress and indicated
that they would press for an increase of $647 million in the budget for the Air
Force and the air arns of the Navy and Marine Corps.'e Meanwhile, a special
State-Defense study team under Prul H. Nitze was putting the final touches on a
report (NSC 68) that would recommend in broad language lreincuding an
national security prograrms to counteract growing Soviet power, icuiga
increase in production of atomic weapons. In sum, the pressure to lift the ceiling
was mounting, causing problems that neither Johnson nor the White Houie had
yet decided how to face.
At first Johnson ignored the criticism, but he became concerned as it steadily
intensified. At an Armed Forces Policy Council meeting on I April he discussedx
beat
length a possible course of action to carl-with the problem raised bytisen-

/guess"

I

Vinson's proposed budgetaiugmentations would come up at a press conference
scheduled for later iathe day. He speculated that enihower was misinformed z-y;-'
in his alegations of defciencies-bccausehe had not be n involved-in the budgtprocess :,ince the previous-sumnmer and because of johnson's-own failure to keep
the genetsl up to date since then. In fact, Johnson contended, the force levels
popoed in the Prithem;i budget equaled or exceededboe thAt Eisceniidur
himselfhad recommended ior fiscal -year 1951. However, he did not want any of
this leaked - the-press for fear it would embarrade
Eisenhower."
With .aren-reluctance,Johnson drew the conclusion-that the only way
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to counteract the growing criticism would be for the administration itself to take
the lead in proposing a budget supplement. In response to Johnson's request for
their views on whether the money in the House appropriations bill was adequate
to maintain the "effectiveness of a 48-group Air Force, and Naval and Marine
aviation," the Joint Chiefs asked for more money for aircraft procurement and
Navy ships."' Some time in mid- or late April Johnson uught and obtained the
President's approval for a $350 million increa in the original budget. "When
he came out." according to one account, "he stated privately that his economy
program was dead, and that he had shaken hands with the President on it."a
On 26 April, Johnson appeared before the Houseand Senate Appropriations
Committes in support of the $350million increase---200 million for Air Force
procurement, $100 million for additional aircraft for the Navy, and $50 million
to bolster the Navy's antisubmarine capabilitiet. 0 Eisenhower, informed in
advance of what Johnson intended to propose, reacted warmly. "So far as I can
determine," le said in a short note to Johnson, "your recommendations accord
exactly with what I personally believe should now be done."
Besides allaying Eisenhower's concerns, the request for the additionai $350
million also quieted the critics in Congress. Mahon reopened hearings and, after
scrutinizing the revised request, the Appropriations Committee sent an amended
bill to the floor recommending increases totaling $385 million over the amount
originally recommended by the committee. Out of the give and take of the
parliamentaty process, the house on 10 May approved new military obligational authority of $12.870 billion, a sum well within the administration's selfimposed limit and only slightly larger than that recommended in the Mahon
subcommittee's original report..
Senate action on the FY 1951 military budget did not take place until after
the Korean War began; by that time President Trum had sent combat troops
to Korea and the Pentagon was preparing a $10 bilion defense and foreign mill ,
tary aid supplemental budget request, the first of several that woold be submitted .
to Congress. With the nation at war, a peacetime defense budget based on peaceime assunmpions would no longer suffice. Hence, on 28 August, when Congress
finally completed action on the regular military appropriation bill of appro)Um-ately $1.3 billion (Table 7), members of the House and Senate already knew
that they would soon he voting on large supplemental appropriations.
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A glance backward at the budgt process between September i94a7 and
the North Korean invasion of june 1950 offers some revealing insights into the
difficulties of trying to answer the classic question- How much is enough? First,
it was never clear, either from available intelligence estimates or NSC assess-
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ments, whether national security was serinmsly in jeopardy during this period.
The threat to free nations from the Soviet Union and other communist forces,
as evidenced by the crises in Berlin, Greece, Italy, China, and elsewhere, was
obviously of great concern. But except for the March war scare and the most
critical moments (luring the Berlin blockade, tensions did not rise to an alarming
level, thus tending to support arguments such as Kennan's that a steady level of
preparedness was preferable to a military buildup aimed to peak at a particular
time when a feared danger of a confrontation might or might not materialize.
The question then became one of how best to meet the Soviet threet and the
extent of the role that military forces should play in conjunction with political
and economic measures.
Until the outbreak of the Korean War compelled Truman to reassess the
situation, his position on military expenditures followed a recognizable, if nor
always consistent, pattern. He wanted both a strong defense and a deficit-free
budget to promote a sound, healthy economy and reduce the public debt. Yet
when faced with what some of his critics considered a choice between national
security and the domestic economy, he generally favored the latter, no doubt
because he had confidence in the capacity of the United States to deal effectively
with the Soviet Union without recourse to military action. His view of the ele--

ments needed for sound national security included the Marshall Plan, foreign
military assistance programs, and a strong domestic economy, in addition to adequate U.S. military strength. It was a view that derived from his perception of the
President as Chief Executive as well as Commander in Chief, and it necessarily
subordinated purely military considerations to the broader requirements of the

national interest.
In differing degrees, Forrestal and Johnson followed the President's lead.

.1

But unlike Forrestal, Johnson rarely, if ever, probed the possible consequences
for U.S. military preparedness of the President's policy, challenged the assump-

V
A

/

tions on which that policy rested, or offered unsolicited advice on the budget that

'

did not accord with the President's position. Johnson's vigorous pursuit of economy was clearly in line with what the White House wanted, but it was also in
Johnson's own interest, for it gave him more oppotunity to exert pressure on the

-

military services and establish his authority. One scholar no doubt exaggerated
when he said "Johnson's actions put the fear of God into the Joint Chiefs and
made them real team players," but there was some substance to the statement."

S-deed

All this is not to say that military and strategic considerations were dis.
regarded in making budget decisions during the pre.Korean War years-as eviespecially in the role accorded strategic air power, which seemed destined
to emerge as the nation's paramount military force. After the Finletter and
Brewster reports of 1948, air power advocates in Congress launched a vigorous--
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AMin some ways succeuful--camlaign on behalf of the Air Force. ,Still, the
imPetus for giving priority to land-basd air probably owed more to other ftaors
dm to AoConsensus on strategic policy. Given the imposition of rigid money
ceilings, stregic air power had more appeal for most congresmen and most
administrtion leadlers than did the perceived alternative of maintaining large
naval and ground forces that would require much more manpower and money.
Forre I!at first resisted.I -pointing to the need for a balance of forces best suited
to meeing military needs within t6e total rMources nude available for the pur.
post. But by the time he left office the pressures of trying to reconcile divergent
service viewpoints, coupled with close constraints on new expenditures, had led
him to revise his thinking. Strategic air power attracted support because it prom.
ie efectve security at a lower cost, an argument that steadily gained adherents
from one year to the next, despite the Navy's strong arguments to the contrary.
By Johnson's time, withlitte flexibility left in the.budget, it seemed ordained to
play the dominant role in the notion's defense plans.
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Even if they had not had to compete with one another for srce funds, the
scvices would have come into serious conflict during these years over certain
fundamental questions of roles and missions that had long been a source of contention and that became extremely controversial in the, aftermath of World War
11. To be sure, the annual debates between the services over the allocation of
increasingly scarce funds brought theme questions to a head, forced their continual
consideration at the hge levels, and furthe seriously asgravated existing
interservicc tensions; budget restraints made it imperative to eliminate any unnecessary duplications of effort, to find the most economical methods of achieving
military objectives, and, sometimes, to make difficult choices among competing
wrnpon systems. But there were other important factors that helped fuel the
bitter, full.blown controversies that developed, and complicated and often frustrated effors to icsolve or even control these controversies.
Among the moat important of these ctrs was the urgent need to develop
militariy forcm that in size, composition, and capabilities would reiect and adequately respond to the radial changes that had occurred in the world since 1939.
These changes fiad,-in turn, completely atered the nature and magnitude of the
thwan to U.S. security that a peacetime American military establishment would
continuously have to be prepared to meet Foemost among these changes were
those tending to polarize g$1iAwl power in and around the Soviet Union and the
United States and that had led the United States to assume worldwide leadersip
e whose exercise was heavily'dependent, among other this on a
resn
capcity to project effective milirwAy power in a variety of krs and under many
different circumstances; to most parts of the world. Of almost equal importance
were the dramatic changes in the weapons and the techniques of warfare that had
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taken place during World War If or were on the horizon isit result of weent
or impending revolutions inmilitary technology-particularly inatomic energy,
aeronautics, and electronics--and that now would obviously have to be taken
into account through revisions in traditional assignments of functions that had
been made long before these new developments were ever dreamed of.
All of these new postwar conditions required major adjustments by military
organizations that had been accustomed to thinking about their respective roles
and missions in traditional terms that no longer reflected existing realities.
Unfortunately the services could not agree among themselves on a new delineation and an appropriate allocation of certain critical functions-partly because
the issues involved were very difficult ones and partly because the long.term
stake of each service in the manner of their resolution was very large. The resulting interservice quarrels contributed significantly to the budget impasses of these
years and proved to be one of the most intractable and disruptive problems that
Forrestal and Johnson encountered. Both tried earnestly to settle the differences,
the former managing some clarification but the latter only intensifying the
friction. In the end, they achieved limited success, and that perhaps largely the
result of changes in circumstances that temporarily defused rather than solved
the outstanding problems. Regrettably but perhaps unavoidably, disputes over
service roles and missions would outlast their administrations and prove almost"
as intractable for their successors.
I

Roots of Conlrovesy
Disputes and disagreements over the respective functions of the Army and
Navy did not pose a significant problem until the 20th century. "During the
19th century ...
" historian Rudolph A. Winnacker has noted, "Army and Navy
minions seldom overlapped, and, in the absence of instant communications, such"
problems as arose in the field had to be resolved in the field anyway." I Decisions
about misions invariably adhered to the accepted formula. By custom and tradition, the Army's mission was to wage war on land, while the Navy's was to patrol
and protect the sea lanes, using the Marine Corps to conduct limited operations
ashore in support of the attainment of naval objectives.
During the interwar years of the 1920s and 1930s, great advances in miliray aviation complicated the traditional division of functions between the services. In an attempt to solve the problem before it became unmanageable, the
War and Navy Departments agreed in 1919-20 to share the development of sit
power and to integrate aeronautics into their existing establishments.2 Critics of
this arrangement, led by the outspoken General Billy Mitchell, felt that air power
deserved and required the status of a separate service. Despite Mitchell's court.
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martial in 1925" for conduct prejudicial to military discipline, air power advocares continued to press their cause. generating fears in the Navy that a separate
air force would usurp control of naval aviation. To protect itself against encroach.

,

ment and possibly also to curb the development of Army land.based air power,
the Navy throughout the 1920s and on into the 1930s sought to impose limits
on the range that Army aircraft could patrol off the coast.'
In 1935, in an effort to promote harmony and cooperation, the War and
Navy Departments adopted an agreement, known as Joini Action of the Army
and the Ntty (JAAN), that defined in broad terms the respective functions of
the two services. Adhering closely to the traditional definition of service respon;
sibilities, the AAN confirmed the functions of the Army on land and those of
the Navy at sea and designated the Marine Corps "an integral part of the sea
forces." With respect to air power, the JAAN stated:
a. The functions assigned to the Army air component require the Army
to provide and maintain all types of aircraft primarily designed for use
in support of military operations, or in the direct defense of the land
and coastal frontiers of continental United States and its overseas poses.
sions, or in repelling air raids directed at shore objectives or at shipping
within our harbors, or in supporting naval forces to assure freedom of
action of the fleet.
b. The functions assigned to the Navy air component require the Navy to
provide and maintain all types of aircraft primarily designed and ordinarily
used in operations from aircraft carriers or other vessels, or based on aircraft tenders, or for operations from shore bases for observation, scouting
and patrolling over the sea, and for the protection of shipping in the
coastal zones. Theie aircraft may he required to operate effectively over the
sea to the maximum distance within the capacity of aircraft development.'
Altough frequently amended, the JAAN survived essentially intact through

World War 11, but by 1945 many of its provisions were no longer pertinent.
For one thing, the creation in 1935 of the General Headquarters Air Force
(GHQAF) and the establishment in 1942 of the Army Air Forces (AAF)t

gave renewed impetus to the drive by air power advocates for a separate air
.

_
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Conntrry to Army regulations, Mitchell had repeatedly spoken out publicly in strong criticism
of the Army awl Navy on air maters. The widpread publicity attending Us trial made both the
man and the current ait power .aue a cam ciilt. misch,:1 resini from t6e Assay durr t
trial.
" Although the term fist came into ollcial ue in June 1941, the Army Air Forcm in in wartime
and posrwar forma
wu esmbulm. by the War Depanwis t nmopoiidon of Matc 1942.
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force. Recognizing that total independence would be difficult to achieve in wartime, AAF leaders were content to bide their time. Accordingly, they went along
willingly with the March 1942 War l)epartment reorganization which gave the
air arm a degree of autonomy it had never before enjoyed. During the war the
AAF was officially coequal with thc Army Ground Forces and thc Army Service
Forces, but unofficially it acquired the status of a third service, almost on a par
with the Army and the Navy.'
Rapid wartime advances in military technology also contributed greatly to
ma~king the JAAN obsolete. Never before had the scientific community mobilized
its talents so fully for military purposes, producing a wave of innovations and
discoveries that thrust modern warfare into the age of high technology. The
effect, both on the way the war was fought and on the thinking of the military,
was revolutionary. Because new weapons, such as long-range aircraft and guided
rockets, had a wide range of applications, it was seldom clear whether one service
should or could clm a monopoly on their use. In many instances it proved
virtually impossible to avoid overlapping or duplicative eI~ort in the employment
of these weapons. By the end of the war, as President Eisenhower later observed,
science and technology had so "scrambled' traditional service functions that the
notion of separate ground, sea, and air warfare was "gone forever." 6
During postwar discussions of unification it became clear that conflict over
roles and missions wa~s much more than an organizational problem, that it
involved basic disagreement over strategy and weapons to be used in fighting
future wars. in the wake of rapidly deteriorating U.S.-ovier relations from 1945on, the services essentially agreed that for planning purposes the Soviet Union
should be considered the potential aggressor, but they differed over the character
threat
military
of the Sovietrockets,
hth.er one. service
ierneofapiaini
ha and how to meet it. waseldo clas t.
In addressing this question, each of the services harkened to its experience
in World War II. From the Navy's standpoint, World War !Ihad demonstrated...
conclusively that large aircraft carriers with their complement of combat aircraft
awere the key to control of the seas. As it moved into the postwar era, the Navy
considered its future combat effectiveness dependent upon the expansion of carriernoino eaaegondconstruction
gn carriers
oee. to handle increasbased air power and the eadarwraejaof new and larger
ingly larger aircraft. To-perform its other functions, the Navy felt it needed to
ad upgrade other types of fores as well-a versatile and fairly large
Rmaintain
kMarine
Corps, including Marine air arm, surfhce fighting ships, a powerful
warfare
for
antisubmarine
hand.ased aircraft
ard long.range
force,
isubmarine Duin
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icsin fuiiaini
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Navy undertook
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--longer term, the
onmissions.
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devoted more funds than the Army or Air Force to missile development
programs. Noing the potential of atomic weapons, many naval plannersorgued
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further that the Navy should give high priority to acquiring and developing an

L

air-atomic capability.7
The other services viewed preparedness for a possible war with the Soviets
somewhat differently, causing them to question the Navy's assessment of its
requirements. The Army, mindful of its unreadincss for World War 1I, saw a
dcfinite need in the postwar era for a sizable ground force in being, ideally about
25 divisions. With funds again meager after 1945, it doubted that the nation could
afford both a large Army and a large Marine Corps. "Once Marine units attain
such a size as to require the combining of arms to accomplish their missions," the
Arny argued, "they are assuming and duplicating the functions of the Army and
we have in effect two land armies." To solve this problem, the Army advocated
that the Marine Corps be reorganized into "a force within the fleet to provide
small readily available and lightly-armcd units to protect United States interests
ashore in foreign countries."
Advocates of a separate air force took an equally dim view of the Navy's
aviation and ship program. Under the dominant influence of officers from bomber
aviation, the AAF emerged from World War 1Iconvinced that the air campaigns
against Germany and Japan had proved beyond any doubt the role of the landbased strategic bomber as an effective and decisive weapon of modern warfare.
Although other weapon systems, such as guided missiles, seemed to hold a similar
potential, it was generally agreed that they were a decade or more away! As a
practical matter, therefore, nothing in the near future seemed likely to take the
place of the manned bomber. With the development of nuclear weapons and the
promise of improved longer distance aircraft like the B-36 for intercontinental
missions, Air Force leaders expected land-based strategic planes to play the major
role in future wars. In short, they argued, land-based air power had replaced sea
power as the nation's first line of defense . °
Having established a clear claim to the strategic bombing mission during
the war, Air Force leaders had no intention of giving it up, or, if they could help
it, of sharing it with any other service. As they took a close look at postwar naval
planning for sophisticated land-based aircraft and larger carriers, many concluded
that the Navy intended to create a rival strategic air force. Although top Navy
officials consistently disavowed any such intention, their postwar shipbuilding
plans appeared to the Air Force to argue otherwise. During World War II Navy
commanders in the Pacific had strongly urged the construction of carriers larger
than any then in commission to accommodate bigger aircraft for long-range reconattacks on enemy shipping, support for amphibious operations, and
!naissance,
antisubmarine warfare. Alter the war the Navy followed up with plans to turn
these recommendations into reality. After the CaossoADS tests of 1946, at which
two atomic bombs were exploded near Bikini Atoll in the Pacific, Navy designers
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concluded that to minimize damage from the high winds of an atomic blast new
large carriers should be built without the traditional superstructure on the flight
deck. Soon to emerge as the product of an exercise headed by Vice Adm. Marc A.
Mitscher were plans for a prototype "flush deck" carrier. No ordinary vessel, the
flush deck, tentatively named the United Stlaes with the designation CVA-58,
was to be in a class by itself-- 65,000.ton "supertarrier," larger than any naval
ship afloat, with the capability of launching aircraft weighing up to 100,000
pounds."
While design of the supercarrier United States progressed in 1946-47, a
quiet but intense debate took place within the Navy over the ship's main mission.
Most Navy officers believed that their service should have a role in conducting
air-atomic operations. But a small, highly articulate minority felt that the super.
carrier should play a major part. Their most vigorous spokesman, Rear Adm.
Daniel V. Gallery, Assistant Chief of Naval Operations (Guided Missiles), advocated "an aggressive campaign aimed at proving that the Navy can deliver the
atom bomb more effectively than the Air Force can." "If we develop the proper
planes and tactics," Gallery maintained, "the Navy can become the principal
ofensive branch of the national defense system, the one that will actually deliver
the knock-out blows." I
Although the celebrated "Gallery memorandum" (leaked to and published
by columnist Drew Pearson in April 1948) never represented official Navy
policy,'$ proponents of land.based air power saw naval aviation headed directly
toward establishment of a competing strategic air force. If nor, they wondered,
what was the purpose of supercarriers? All intelligence estimates in this period
agreed that the Soviet Union's surface navy was limited to small vessels for coastal
defense and riverine warfare and a handful of destroyen and light cruisers. Of the
world's 7 million tons of combat vessels in 1947, 4 million belonged to the
United States and less than I million to the Soviet Union." With only 11 percent
of the U.S.S.R. defense budget at its disposal in the immediate postwar years, the
Soviet Navy perforce had to husband its resources and concentrate on relatively
inexpensive vessels of simple design-chiefly submarines copied from captured
German U-boats and motor torpedo boats. Although the Soviet submarine force
did indeed appear formidable on paper, only a small fraction of the force (less
10 percent) wa sationed within reach of the Atlantic sea lanes." Against
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such an enemy, critics argued, the U.S. Navy's plans for a new fleet of big carreis seemed misdirected and militarily imprudent. "To maintain a five-ocean
navy to fight a no-ocean opponent," as one Air Force general remarked,"... is a
fux'n~ih -wste of tnc, men and rcources."
The nature of a future war was a central isumin all aspects of strategic
thinking and planning by the services. Disagreement over this issue fueled the
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roles and missions controversy to the boiling point and threatened to turn tradi.
tional service rivalries into one of the most bitter feuds that the military had ever
experienced. Recognizing the importance of the question, the Joint Chiefs as early
as August 945 had initiated a study (JCS 1478 series) that they hoped would
assist in restoring some semblance of order to the assignment of service functions.
The Army and the AAF wanted missions defined in terms of weapons and the
medium in which each service operated, i.e., land, sea, and air. Under this
formula, virtually a!laircraft would be under the command and control of the
Air Force, all seagoing forces under the Navy, and all ground forces under the
Army. The Navy, realizing that it could lose its air component to the Air Force
ard the Marine Corps to the Army, mounted resolute and persistent resistance. It
argued-that military functions and objectives rather than weapons or the medium
of operation should be the determining factor in assignment of missions. As the
debate progressed, it became enmeshed with congressional and administration
efforts to resolve the unification question, adding further to the confusion and
controversy."1
The more the Joint Chiefs discussed the matter, the more entrenched became
their differences. The immediate issues on which they found themselves deadlocked were the size of the Marine Corps and whether the Navy should continue
to maintain and operate land.based aircraft. Debate over the-role of carrier aviation, although looming ever larger as the most controversial issue of all, would
come later. Feeling that further discussion was pointless, the Joint Chiefs in June
1946 suspended deliberation of roles and missions until such time as "Presidential
or legislative action requires th'at consideration be revived." "
In an attempt to break the stalemate, Secretary of the Navy Forrestal, with
Army concurrence, in November 1946 asked General Norstad and Admiral
Sherman, the latter a personal friend, to prepare a joint statement on service
functions
for possibleAfter
use bymany
Congress
and the administration
in developing
unifi-a
cation
legislation."'
conferences,
Norstad and Sherman
tendered
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paper in the form of a draft executive order, which Forrestal and Secretary of
War Patterson forwarded to President Truman in January 1947, together with
their final r commendations on a unification bill.*
In general, the delineation of functions in this paper adhered clely to the
traditional assignment of roles and missions based on the physical environment
which
normally
operated. The Army
primary
t
S ,received
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and the proposed separate Air Force, for combat in the air, including strategic
bombardment, airlift, and tactical support of ground and naval forces. To encour-
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age unified effort, the order directed that "the armed forces shall formulate integrated plans and make coordinated preparations" and that each service "shall
make use of the personnel, equipment and facilities of the other services in all
cases where economy and effectiveness will thereby be increased." But how to
achieve such coordination and avoid duplication the paper did not specify, leaving the accomplishment of these imposing tasks dependent on voluntary cooperation."0
Perhaps mo;t-curious was the draft order's assignment of the Marine Corps
"for service with the fleer in the seizure or defense of advanced naval bases, and
for the conduct of such land operations as may be essential to the prosecution of
a naval campaign." Considering the Corps' experience in the last war, this task
did not encompass the full range of its activities. In fact, in their bloodiest and
most heroic engagement of World War 11-the battle of Iwo Jima-the Marines
fought not to secure an "advanced naval base" but to gain control of an airfield
for strategic air operations against Japan. The order did state that the Marines
were "to assist the Army and the Air Force in the accomplishment of their
missions, including the provision of common services and supplies as determined
by proper authority," but such ambiguity caused critics later to dismiss the document as little more than "a semantic evasion," whose main purpose was to satisfy
"the requirement of peacetime military politics, not those of wartime strategy." 2,
Such criticism appears to have some validity but is not totally deserved. In fairness to Sherman and Norstad, they faced an almost insoluble issue that no one
else at the time-not even the Joint Chiefs--was willing or able to tackle.
On 26 July 1947, after approving the National Security Act, President Truman issued the Sherman-Norstad statement as Executive Order 9877, which then
became, for budgetary and administrative purposes, the official assignment of
service roles and missions.' This action almost immediately caused trouble, for
between the drafting of the order in January and its issuance in July, the Navy's
supporters in Congress had worked provisions into the National Security Act
guaranteeing the continued independence of naval aviation and a permanent role
for the Marine Corps in land warfare.* Thus, the wording of the two documents
differed, the executive order including language that the Navy and Marines considered les favorable than the language of the act. Adding to the friction brought
on by these discrepancies, the Bureau of the Budget in its review of FY 1949
service estimates slashed Air Force appropriations requests by $1.5 billion." Citing the high cost of ship construction and a backlog of unfinished vessels from
World War 11,the BoB also wanted to trim $9 million requested by the- N - y
for beginning construction of the first supercarrier. While the Air Force did not
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succeed in obtaining restoration of any funds, the Navy saved its supercarrier by

',

agreeing to cancel construction of several other ships so that sufficient money
would be available in future y'ears without need for substantial additional
appropriations."
In January 1948, as the FY 1949 military budget request was about to go
to Congress, yet another event widened the growing Air Force-Navy rift. In
announcing the retirement of Admiral Nimhz as Chief of Naval Operations, the
Navy on 6 January released a statement by Nimitz stressing the importance of
maintaining strong sea capabilities as the nation's principal force in being. "For
the przsent," Nimitz said, "until long.range bombers are developed capable of
spanning our bordering oceans and returning to our North American bases,
naval air power launched from carriers may be the only practicable means of
bombing vital enemy centers in the early stages of a war." Believing its suspicions
confirmed, the Air Force saw the supercarrier not merely as another budget item
but as a direct infringement on its legitimate responsibilities-the first step by
the Navy toward the creation of a competing air force in violation of the presidentially approved assignment of service functions.2' On both-sides, the battle
lines had formed.
The Key West Agreement
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During his first few months as Secretary of Defense, Forrestal refrained
from involvement in the roles and missions controversy, taking the position that
the services, in collaboration with the Joint Chiefs, should resolve their differences
on their own. However, the services, on their own, succeeded in settling only one
issue, and that a virtually uncontested issue-that the Air Force, not the Army,
should have responsibility for tactical air support of ground forces." On more
difficult questions-the mission and future size and composition of the Marine
Corps and the respective functions of the Air Force and naval aviation-disagreement persisted and flared more and more openly.
In an effort to reconcile the inconsistent treatment of roles and missions in
Order 9877 and the National Security Act and thus eliminate a source
of both confusion and contention, Forrestal on 20 January 1948-asked the joint
Chiefs and the service secretaries to review a revised executive order prepared in
his office that would more closely conform with the National Security Act.
Although the Navy favored changing the executive order to bring it into line
w;th the h
nge the ,ier. whb it preferr .ri.Serrett ry nf the Navy Sullivan
did not find the revision to his liking any more than did the other service
secretaries. Recognizing that the draft order did not achieve the objective of
providing "clear-cut guidance by removing all misunderstandings as to the tasks
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of each Service," Forrestal withdrew it before the Joint Chiefs could submit
comments?: Obviously irritated by the lack of progress toward a solution, he
told the service secretaries on 3 February "that until the Joint Chiefs have complctd their joint strategic plans, there is no solid foundation on which to base
a meaningful assignment of roles and missions." "My present inclination," he
added,
isto do nothing about the Executive Order at the present moment, but to
work towards a situation under which I will issue a directive simultaneously with a rescission of the Executive Order by the President. This can
only come about when the Joint Chiefs have completed what 1 regard as
their A-I priority project, and is an additional reason-if any such reason
is needed-for2 stepping up the tempo of the work in the strategic
planning field.
Presumably, Forrestal's insistence on completion of joint strategic plans as a
prerequisite for assignment of roles and missions grew out of doubts about the
identity of the missions that would be assigned under these war plans-doubts
of sufficient 'magnitude to make it impossible to resolve the roles and missions
problems.
Before receiving Forrestal's notification of withdrawal the Joint Chiefs on
22 January referred the paper for study to an ad hoc committee composed of
General Wcdemeyer, Rear Adm. Charles W, Styer, USN, and General Norstad.
Citing "limitations in money, manpower and industrial capacity," the committee
stated that service functions urgently needed clarification and proposed preparation of a new executive order that more clearly delineated service responsibilities."' Preferring a guidance statement by the Secretary of Defense to a new
executive orde,+, the Joint Chiefs on 4 February instructed the committee to begin
work on a statement of service functions that would be promulgated by the
Secretary of Defcn.ie to replace the President's order. As Forresal now had in
mind precisely such a directive, he readily approved this new course of action."t
Throughout February and into early March the ad hoc committee labored
over the new statement. Early in the deliberations Wedemeyer reported to the
new Army Chief of Staff, General Bradley, that the committee agreed in principle
on all but two problems-whether carrier-based aviation should have a role in
strategic air operations, augmenting Air Force bombers, and whether the Army
vi,_dI%
ai
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u.uuld assumc primary responsibiiity for air defense fron land

areas, But on those two fundamental issues the committee appeared hopelessly
deadlocked. A frustrated Forrestal reported to Truman the lack of progress and
his intention to continue to press for a resolution of the roles and missions question. With the transmission of the final report on 8 March, it became clear
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how little progress had been made; Lsevidenced by split views throughout the
paper. differences of opinion had actually widened. Thc Army sided with the
Air Force in urging limitations on naval aviation and the Marine Corps that the
Navy deemed unwarranted and intolerable?' "In summation," complained the
new Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Denfeld, "the Army-and the Air Force
seek to shackle, restrict, or otherwise prevent the Navy from exploiting its intrinsic (apabilities, by imposing artificial barriers which would serve to prevent
such utilization." Conceding "fundamental disagreements" that "can only be
resolved by higher authority," the chiefs declared their readiness to meet with
the Secretary of Defense "at his convenience." 31
On 11 March, at Forrestal's suggestion, he and the Joint Chiefs, minus
Admiral [.eahy, flew to Key West, Fla., where they secluded themselves until
14 March. At the conference's opening session Forresral outlined his views on
the assignment of service functions. Ws first concern was to lay to rest the
aviation controversy. The Air Force, he said, should have primary responsibility
for air warfare, including strategic bombing, but should not interpret its mandate
as excluding the Navy from acquiring and maintaining an air component consistent with its primary mission of controlling the seas. On the other hand, the
Navy should not attempt to create a competing strategic air force and should
recognize that budget limitations might compel it to "make-do with help, in
wartime, from other services." With respect to the Marine Corps, Forrestal called
for restrictions on its size and for cooperation between the Marines and the Army
in developing common techniques and tactics for amphibious operations."
Guided by Forrestal's opening remarks, the Joint Chiefs drafted a new
roles and missions statcment entitled "Functions of the Armed Forces and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff," Unable to resolve all details at Kci West, the conferees
met again in Washington on 20 March, made further refinements in the docu.
ment, and then submitted it to President Truman a week later. On Forrestal's
recommendation, the President on 21 April revoked EO.9877, clearing the way
for the Secretary of Defense to issue that same day the Functions paper as the
new directive on service roles and missions?"
In contrast to the broad delineation of roles and missions in the executive
order, the Functions paper endeavored to spell out both the primary and secondary
responsibilities of each service. Generally speaking, the basic assignments re-1
mained essentially unchanged. Thus, the Functions paper reaffirmed the Army's
primarv mission to organize, train, and equip forces for sustained combat on
land; the Navy's responsibility for combat operations at sea, including antisubmarine warfare, protection of ocean shipping, and mine laying; the Marine Corps'
responsibility for amphibious warfare, including the defense of advanced naval
bases and operations on land as necessary for the prosecution of a naval campaign;
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and the Air Force's responsibility for strategic air warfare, defense of the United
States against air attack, and air and logistic support of ground forces. The paper
called for the services, under the guidance of the Joint Chiefs, to coordinate their
efforts closely, avoid duplication, and work toward "maximum practicable"
integration of policies and procedures.
The most innovative and important feature of the Key West Functions
paper was its treatment of secondary or "collateral" roles and missions that each
service would perform in support of or in collaboration with another service in
the execution of a primary function. As a practical matter, Forrestal and the
chiefs found it impossible to-define the entire range of service responsibilities in
terms that completely eliminated overlapping activity. They resolved that the
only way to minimize duplication was by fostering joint efforts. Thus, two or
more of the services were to collaborate in functions related to amphibious warfare, air defense, and strategic air operations as directed by the Joint Chiefs. In
each instance the JCS member having primary responsibility for a particular task
was to act as JCS "agent" in the preparation of plans and establishment of
requirements for all forces to carry out the functionm
In addition to these formal assignments of responsibility, the Key West
conferees reached several oral understandings subsequently summarized in a
"memorandum for the record" as a means of clarifying and interpreting the
principles contained in the Functions paper. They agreed that while there should
be no attempt to abolish the Marine Corps or to restrict it unduly in the performance of its functions, the-Corps should not be permitted to grow into a
second land army; "for present planning purposes" the conferees limited its
maximum strength to four divisions. A similar approach sought to reconcile
Air Force-Navy differences over competing activities in aviation. The Navy,
after disavowing any desire to create its own strategic air force, received permission to develop capabilities for attacking any target, including inland ones, which
might pose a threat to the successful completion of its primary mission. The
Air Force denied any desire to "deprive the Navy of its-carriers." It was assumed
that a combination of the Navy's "purely naval function" and "the contribution
which it could make to strategk air warfare" might be justification for construction of a new "large carrier," presumably a reference to the Navy's flush.deck
Forrestal hoped that the Key West agreement had ended the roles and
be easy. Differences over the size of the Marine Corps and responsibility for air
defense had indeed been addressed and largely settled for the time being. But
there remained the questions of whether the Air Force and the Navy could in
fact coordinate their aviation activities and whether the Army and Marine Corps
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could tollaborate effectively on the ground. No sooner had Forrcstal returned

from-Florida than Secretary Symington callcd him to report that Generals Spitatz
and Norstad were unhappy over a statement in the presi release that there had
been agreement in all major areas at Key West." Until the actual cooperation
matched the resourcefulness of the semantic compromises, there could be no
genuine harmony or teamwork, and no true resolution of the more troublesome
roles and missions questions.

The Newport Conlerence
While the Key West agreement appeared to resolve many questions,
Forrestal soon recognized that it was not a total solution. Even with it fresh
delineation of service functions, the fact remained that the Air Force and the
Navy viewed one another with suspicion and found it practically impossible to
contain their rivalry. Within weeks of Key West they were again at loggerheads;
This time the quarrel centered on the control and direction of air.atomic
operations, an issue that had strained intersefvice relations since 'World War lI.
The Army and Navy recognized early after the war that atomic weapons would
play a central role in war planning, that atomic forces would recqive high
priority, and that the division of funds among the services would be greatly
affected by this priority. joining forces in the JCS, they denied the Air Force
exclusive control and use of- atomic weapons and-ensured themselves an equal
role in decisions on development and employment of such weapons. Thus,
through their membership on the JCS they shared responsibility foe esab.
lishing quantitative requirements for atomic bombs and for control of the
Strategic Air Command as a JCS specified command. By asserting JCS control
of stratrgic target selection, the Army and- Navy also assured themselves of
participation in determining how the bombs would be used. Although Air Force
intelligence prepared the target lists, it did so under JCS guidance and with the
help of Navy personnel who made up 30 percent of the target planning staff."
In spite of these successes in denying the Air Force overriding dominance
in atomic matters, the Navy remained unsure of its role in strategic air offensive
operations. In the spring of 1948 the Air Force had a monopoly on the means
for the delivery of nuclear weapons, and planned to expand its fleet of 30
atomic bombers to more than 200 by the end of the year.* The
atomic bomb delivery capabilities, on the other hand, were nonexistent,
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carrier and on the modification, begun in 1947, of three Mfidw'.class carriers
(45,000 tons) to strengthcin their flight decks sufficiently to handle larger aircraft
capable of carrying atomic bombs. In addition, the Navy %as pushing the development of two planes to carry such bombs-the AJ-l Savage, a new aircraft
designed exclusively for atomic warfare, and the P2V-3C Neptune, a World
War II plane being refitted for this purpose. If all went according to schedule,
both the AJ-l and the P2V-3C would be operational aboard carriers by the
beginning of 1950.11
On his return from Key West Forrestal reported to Truman that the Navy
"was not to he denied use of (thel A-bomb." However, while discussing imple.
mentation of the Key West agreement with the Joint Chiefs several days later,
he made a statement that cast doubt on whether the Navy would have sufficient
access to nuclear weapons. Meeting with the Joint Chiefs on 20 March, Forrestal
said that lie "attached great importance" to the JCS "agent" mechanism for
settling interservice disputes and that he hoped "the Joint Chiefs of Staff would
designate one of their members to be responsible for ...(insuring) that tatomic)
weapons are available in sufficient quantities and in proper condition." "It is
not for me," he declared, "to tell the Joint Chiefs of Staff which Service member
one member had taken
should be designated, but I would like to feel that.
this specific function under his wing." 40

At the time Forrestal made this comment he was contemplating the adop-

"t

a

tion of several measures to streamline the military structure for dealing with
atomic energy matters.* One recommendation, requiring approval of the President, was to transfer the custody of atomic weapons from the AEC to a military
agency, the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project (AFSWP), established in
January 1947 as an interservice (joint) training and support organization
with responsibility for the handling and assembly of nuclear weapons. AFSWP
was a separate organization from the Military Liaison Committee (MI.C), which
had been established by the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 to provide policy coordination between the National Military Fstnblishment and the AEC. Under
existing procedures, AFSWP reported to the individual service chiefs. However,
the Air Force, having long maintained that three lines of communication would
confuse matters in an emergency, wanted AFSWP reorganized to bring it directly

.
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under the command and control of the Air Force, acting as executive agent for
the JCS."
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of Defense had suggested, in Petitioning Forrestal to transfer to the Air rForce
his JCS colleagues on 23 March 1948 to join with him, as he felt the Secretary
control over all of AFSWPs operational functions, excluding training and tech" cc Chapete XV.
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niLal actn'tnies. Rcfcrring to the reccnt Kcy West agreement that had accorded

it only
the Air lorce primary responsibility for strategic bombing, Spaatz felt
logi~al that he be named JCS executive agent for AFSWP. Thc other chiefs,
while agreeing that the current organization of AFSWP was less than satisfactory,
doubted that its defe.ts posed an urgent problem. Admiral Ieahy, who responded
immediately with written comments, thought it presumptuous of the JCS to
designate an executive agent with operational control over nuclear weapons
when only the President could authorize their use. Agreeing with a suggestion
made by General Bradley, Lahy and Denfeld favored deferring action until the
MLC could stud)' the matter."In a further exchange of views in mid-July, the Joint Chiefs again proved
unable to resolve the question of command and control over AFSWP. With
some recervations, the Army supported the Air Force proposal, while the Navy
opposed it categorically. Unable to mend their differences, the Joint Chiefs
referred the matter to Forrestal, giv'ng him written comments from the Air
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Force and the Navy. Beyond the disposition of the dispute over AFSWP there
loomed the larger issue of whether the Key West agreement contained sufficient
provision for Navy participation in strategic air functions. Denying that current
lines of command were seriously defective, Admiral Dcnfeld expressed concern
that Air Force control of AFSWP would inhibit and possibly prevent the Navy
from acquiring weapons necessary to accomplish its assigned mission. Much of
the problem, he suggested, stemmed from the Air Force tendency to think of
atomic and strategic bombing as one and the same. "Inter-service cooperation
and sound joint planning will be impeded," Denfeld admonished, "unless the
principle is wholeheartedly accepted, at all levels, that neither the use of atomic
weapons nor the direction of all operations involving their use are to be exclusively controlled by any one Service.""
In an effort to break this latest impasse, Forrestal and the service secretaries
privately on the evening of 19 July to consider a possible compromise. As
the discussion progressed, it became clear to Forrestal, as he recorded afterward
in his diary, "that the area of disagreement between the Air Force and Navy Air
is not necessarily very wide hut it is quite deep." Amplifying on a suggy..tion
from Secretary of the Army Royall, Forrestal outlined a means of settling the
matter by according the Air Force "dominant interest" in the we of atomic
weapons and by limiting the Navy's use to purely naval targets and sorties in
strategic operations as directed by the Air Force." This formula Secretary of the
Air Force Symington found largely unacceptable." "There is no justification,"
Symington argued,
w ti,ti
Chaper III
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for development on the part of the Navy of special equipment, or organi.

zation, for the purpose of dropping atomic bombs:

(a) Unless there ore not only enough resources, including
money, available to provide fully for the normal missions of
all three Services, but also enough to permit consideration of
additional military tasks on the part of each Service.
(b) Unless it will result in equal or greater economy of critical fissionable material. (It is a fact that the larger the bomb
the more effective utilization of available fissionable materials;
and it would seem inevitable that consideration of the Navy
dropping the bomb could only result in emphasis on a smaller
bomb as against that desired for maximum effectiveness and
economy.)

4.

Unable to obtain -any appreciable support for his proposed compromise,
Forrestal turned for advice to the Chairman of the MLC, Donald F. Carpenter.
After reviewing the arguments for and against the reorganization of AFSWP,
Carpenter concluded that it would take more than an administrative decision to
end the quarrel. "The question of AFSWP organization:' he told Forrestal, "is
merely a symptom of the fundamental disputes [sic] of strategic bombing. This
question must be settled first before any organization can be satisfactorily accepted." Since President Truman had recently ruled against transferring custody
of nuclear weapons to the military, Carpenter doubted the urgency of changes
in AFSWP organization and advised Forrestal to take his time in making a
decision. But after a meeting of the MLC a few days later on 3 August, Carpenter,
perhaps influenced by the worsening Berlin crisis, wrote Forresral that the MLC
was prepared to recommend placing AFSWP under the Air Force temporarily
to deal with emergencies pending the outcome of a thorough organization study."
Before taking action-on Carpenter's proposal, Forrestal wanted to be certain
that he had not overlooked other possible solutions. Accordingly, on 9 August

he asked Spaatz, now retired, and Admiral John H. Towers, a veteran naval
aviator, also retired, for their views regarding strategic warfare requirements,
specifically the allocation of functions under the Key West agreement, the role
of aircraft carriers under the agreement, the operational control of nuclear
weapons. and the use. if any, that hnuld bt, m2de of nv'a aw'"iaon in air-arcomk
agreement "a satisfactory document" as long as the services recogiiied the prin-

ciple that even in an area where one had primary responsibility the others could
make supplementary contributions. Still, they conceded there could be varying
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interpreations, as Spaatz and Towers themselves demonstrated in their separate
views on tile management of nuclear weapons. Towers believed the Navy might
require atomic bombs to perform its primary mission and so should be accorded
some operational control over the weapons. Spaatz, while conceding that the
Navy might have a need for nuclear weapons, maintained that because of their
vital importance to strategic bombing, which was primarily an Air Force function,
the control of these weapons should be under the Air Force. Between these two
extremes, however. both men saw room for compromise, if only the Air Force
and the Navy would accept the-idea that "the exclusive responsibility and authority
in a given field do not imply preclusive participation." 1;
Hoping to translate this "live.and-let.live" philosophy into a working
doctrine, Forrestal invited the Joint Chiefs to the Naval War College in Newport,
R.I., where they could hold talks in relative seclusion as they had done at Key
West. The Newport conference, held 20-22 August, dealt with a wide range
of subjects, including two that directly concerned roles and missions. First on
the agenda came the strategic bombing question, which the conferees resolved
by adding a supplement to the Key West Functions paper, clarifying the term
"primary mission" so that the Air Force could not deny the Navy access to atomic
weapons or exclude it from planning for strategic air operations. In exchange,
the Navy dropped its opposition to placing AFSWP under Air Force control on
an "interim" basis, subject to reexamination after the MI.C completed its study
of the atomic energy organization."
The second decision at Newport bearing on roles and missions concerned
the establishment of the Weapons Systems Evaluation Group (WSEG) to provide the JCS with technical -advice and analysis on the capabilities and performance of new and existing weapons. The idea for such a group had originated
early in 1948 with the Chairman of the Research and Development Board,
Vannevar Bush, who felt that much of the confusion over roles and missions
could be eliminated in the future if the services and the Joint Chiefs had access
to sound and impartial technical evaluations of modern weapons by an agency
within the military establishment that was indepmendlent of the military departments. Forrestal in February 1948 had enthusiastically endorsed Bush's proposal
but had found the Joint Chiefs lukewarm to the idea and suspicious that it might
interfere with or diminish their authority to develop strategic plans. When the
subject came up at Newport, Forrestal succeeded in overcoming the joint Chiefs'
objections to the extent of obtaining their agreement in principle that creation
of a weapons evaluation group was "necessary and desirable." However, there
was no final decision on the precise form of the organization. According to the
official record of the meeting, "it appeared to be the consensus of opinion that
the group should be organized directly under the Joint Chiefs of Staff but that
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the Joint Chiefs of Staff should call upon Dr. Bush to organize the group and
get it operating." Working out of the details was left for later."
Taken together, the Key West and Newport conferences provided a much
needed clarification of service roles and missions. What these conferences pro.
duced was a modus vivendi which, while far from perfect, managed some
reconciliation of stubborn differences and provided a framework for further
discussion. In an age of rapidly expanding technological frontiers, with weapons
and strategy constantly being refined, any truly comprehensive or definitive
solution was probably impossible. The most meticulously negotiated compromise
or specifically detailed description of service responsibilities could not anticipate
new developments that were likely to blur roles and missions. Even without the
imponderable of technological change there persisted continuing interservice
jealousy and mistrust, underlying obstacles to compromise that had been surmounted but not eliminated at Key West and Newport. In his first annual report,
published toward the end of 1948, Forrestal readily admitted that while "great
progress" had been made, "I would be less than candid ... if I did not underline
the fact that there are still great areas in which the viewpoints of the services
have not come together." He stated the most divisive issue simply: "What is to
be the use, and who is to be the user of air power?"
Escalation of the Strategic Bombing Controversy
The surface harmony achieved at Newport did not last much longer than
the brief interlude following Key West. Even as the debate over roles and missions
per se receded temporarily into the background, deliberations over budget priorities and relative force structures produced new strains. If anything, service relations, particutrly between the Air Force and the Navy, worsened after Newport. Despite agreement that no one service would be allowed to dominate
aviation, the Air Force and the Navy continued to bicker, the competition and
friction between the two intensifying through 1q48 and into 1949 as Forrestal
and the Joint Chiefs went about the difficult task of preparing FY 1950 budget
estimates. With less money to go around than the services thought they needed,
tough decisions had to be made on who would get what. The resulting division
of funds satisfied no one in the military, least of all the Navy, which saw major
elements of the fleet being denied support that it deemed essential and increasing
.. p".--.........
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,.curity passing into the hands of the Air Force,

with the likely consequence that land-based strategic bombers would become the
nation's principal force in being."
On the pm arir on of the tY 1950 militima budre, we Chepwr X11,
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Although no other decision may have been possible, given the limited funds
available and the strategic assumptions on which the budget was based, Forrestal
viewed growing reliance of strategic bombing with strong misgiving. Judging
from what he had seen of the Air Force---a dedicated, highly motivated, but in
many ways young and inexperienced organization-he took no comfort in investing billions of dollars and the nation's security in air power without a full evaluation of its strengths and weaknesses. While preparing the FY 1950 budget, he
discussed this problem repeated ' with members of his immediate staff and, on
one occasion, sought Symington's views. Symington categorically affirmed that
the Air Force, if called upon, could deliver the atomic bomb or any other weapon
"where, how and when it was wanted." " Yet despite the Air Force's confidence
in its abilities, Forrestal remained skeptical. "The unresolved question," he noted
in his diary, "is whether unescorted big bombers can penetrate to targets that
have a vigorous fighter defense." He added:
I do not believe that air power alone can win a war any more than an
Army or naval power can win a war, and I do not believe in the theory
that an atomic offensive will extinguish in a week the will t fight. I
believe air power will have to- be applied massively in order to really
destroy the industrial complex of any nation and, in terms of present
capabilities, that means air power within fifteen hundred miles of the
targets-that means an Army has to be transported to the areas where

the airfields exist.-that means, in turn, there has to be seority of the sea
lanes provided by the naval forces to get the Army there. Then, and only
then, can the tremendous striking power of air be applied in a decisiveand I repeat decisive-manner."
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Forrestal's immediate staff shared his concerns. They concurred in the need
for a careful review of the role and effectiveness of air power." Ohly recoinmended a broad study, similar to that undertaken by the Finletter commission,
of current and foreseeable trends in strategic air warfare, suggesting it examine
such questions as the types of planes required for strategic bombing, Soviet air
defense capabilities, expected attrition rates of penetrating U.S. aircraft, and the
likely impact of new offensive and defensive weapons, especially guided missiles"
In late October Forrestal put the problem before the Joint Chiefs, asking
them to address two closely related questions: First, what were the chances that
U.S. strategic aircraft, operating in accordance with current war plans, could
successfully deliver atomic bombs on their targets in the face of Soviet air de.
fenses; and second, what military and psychological effects would successful
delivery have on the Soviet war effort? Initially, Forrestal posed only the first
question and asked for a reply before the end of the year, apparently hoping to
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use the information in his presentation of the 1"Y 1950 military budget. When
two days later he raised the second question, he realized that such an evaluation
would take time and therefore set no deadline for completion of the project."'
The Joint Chiefs decided to treat Forrestal's questions separately. They
rcfcrred the 1rst to the Air Force and the second to a six-member ad ho JC
committee, established in January 1949 under the chairmanship of Lt. Gen.
Hubert R. Harmon, USAF."' In a preliminary report on the first cubject-strategic capabilities-portions of which Forrestal used at a White House budget
briefing on 20 December 1948, the Air Force offered assurances that a strategic
offensive could be executed with reasonable certainty of success, causing massive
damage to Soviet industry and transportation. The Air Force planned an attack
in two stages, relying in the first instance on strikes with atomic weapons,
followed by a period of conventional bombing to "police" previously bombed
areas. When completed, the Air Force insisted, "the destruction-and shock caused
by this offensive, concentrated into a period of not more than 45 days would, at
the minimum, avert defeat for the U.S., buy the time needed to prepare for a
conventional war, and shorten the conventional war." s
During the next few weeks Air Force claims became the subject of a sharp
internal dispute among the Joint Chiefs, revealing that the strategic bombing
controvers, of the previous summer was still far from resolved. Denfeld pointed
to what he considered a serious deficiency in Air Force plat,3 and a potentially
critical problem-a dearth of reliable intelligence on Soviet air defenses. Provoked that the Navy should challenge Air Force competence to evaluate strategic
bombing, General Vandenberg strongly denied that his plans were deficient and
stated that the Air Force analysis was based on estimates by the Joint Intelligence
Committee. 5' When the Joint Chiefs delivered their feasibility report to Forrestal
on 17 February 1949 (the companion Harmon Committee report on the effects
of bombing would not be ready for several months), they were still split in their
assessment. Vandenberg and Bradley reaffirmed the feasibility of a successful air
offensive, provided there were no competing claims on airlift resources other
than the current demands of the Berlin airlift. Denfeld dissented, maintaining
that joint intelligence and operational evaluations were required before accurote
estimates of feasibility could be made. A report by the Joint-Intelligence Com.
mittee on 3 March appeared to confirm most of Denfeld's misgivings."
The split assessment and varying intelligence estimates were hardly the firm
answers that Fotrestal had been seeking to resolve doubts about the Air Force's
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Chiefs had handled his request. According to a later account by Ohly, the secreconsidered their report of 17 February "to be such a poorly prepared docu.
ment" that shortly-before leaving office he discussed it with Eisenhower, after
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which the "whole study" was "put on a more orderly basis." * In April the Joint
Chiefs directed the Joint Intelligence Committee to prepare a fresh intelligence
estimate of Soviet air defenses and, at the same time, arranged with the newly

established Weapons Systems Evaluation Group to conduct a technical analysis
of the feasibility of strategic bombing."' An anxious Ohly wrote on 19 April,
commenting on the status of the strategic bombing study: "JCS seems finally to
be on the beam on this" and "things arc on the right track procedurally." "My
sole worry," Ohly continued, "is the fact that so many issues are either directly
or indirectly affected by the character of th. .nswer to this fundamental problem
(the flush deck carrier, the wisdom of putting so much money into B-36 and
B-50 planes, etc.) and that our strategic planning rests so heavily on a particular
answer to this problem which JCS now admits it will take a year to answer." 62

The Harmon Report and WSEG R-1
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When Louis Johnson became Secretary of Defense in the spring of 1949,
resolution-of the strategic bombing dispute, as Ohly's April memorandum indicated, was still nowhere in sight, although with Johnson now at the helm it
appeared increasingly likely that the Air Force position would ultimately prevail.
Whatever his service prejudices or preferences may have been, Johnson put
saving money above all else, which readily translated into stepped-up reliance on
atomic air power and cutbacks in conventional forces, largely at the expense of
the Navy.t While his sympathies for the Air Force were never really as strong
as the Navy and its partisans imagined, Johnson appeared to have few doubts
about the potency of land.based strategic air power or reservations about making
it the predominant element in U.S. defense policy.
Had Forrestal remained in office, however, the results might not have been
significantly oLerenr. By the time he stepped down, Forrestal was apparently
convinced, despite his earlier doubts about reliance on strategic bombing and his
dissatisfaction with the JCS's February report, that the U.S. atomic bomb threat
provided the strongest possible deterrent to Soviet aggression. Forresal's thinkhor
ing appears to have been influenced by his trip to Europe in November 1948
and conversations there with European leaders and U.S. authorities. On his return
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he prepared a memorandum for briefing the President in which he noted; "The
atomic bomb-its potency as a weapon should not be deprecated. Both Clay and
[l.t.
Gen. Clarence] 1Huebner believe the Russians do not want their people to
know what it can do. Churchill has the same feeling. Clay says the Russians are
constantly putting fear into Western Europe by talking about the tremendous
power of the Red Army, and we have a weapon far more terrifying which we are
apt to underestimate." 0
Acting on its own initiative, but with Forrestal's knowledge, the Air Force
in late December 1948 had convened a board of senior officers to consider revising its I"Y 1949 procurement program. Inits report to Secretary Symington in
February 1949, the board recommended canceling scheduled production of 51
B-45 light bombers and several other aircraft types and using the released funds
to procure additional B-36 intercontinental bombers. Forrestal, after consulting
with Eisenhower, accepted the board's proposal and just before leaving office submitted it to the BoB for what he apparently considered routine review and referral
to the-President for approval."
On 28 March 1949-the same day Johnson was sworn in-BoB Director
Pace urged Truman to postpone approval of the revised procurement program and
return the entire matter to the Joint Chiefs for further study. Although more concerned about fiscal than strategic implications, Pace.shared the Navy's worry about
overreliance on nuclear weapons. "If the revised program increases the strategic
emphasis on the use of atomic weapons," he argued, "it may create a situation
which would not permit the President any alternative as to their use in time of
emergency." A few days later, at a White House staff meeting, Truman mani.
fested his personal interest in the question and voiced concern that pursuing the
course proposed by the Air Force, making a heavy investment in long.range
bombers that could some day be as outmoded as battleships, might be "putting
all of our eggs into one basket.""u In an effort to allay the President's qualms
the Air Force arranged a special briefing for him on 20 April. Worried that the
Air Force might monopolize Truman's attention, the President's naval aide, Rear
Adm, Robert L. Dennison, urged him to look closely at alternative strategies
before making up his mind." The next day, at Dennison's suggestion, Truman
sent a note to Secretary Johnson -asking for additional informati.strategic
bombing plats. "Yesterest ternoon," the President wrote,asfrtaeg

,

-

bombing operations, in the event of war, against a potential enemy.
S"
*

Subsequently, with oppro 'al
of the JCS and the Secretary of Defense, the Air Force canceled
the B-54 (a furihetf modificatio, of the B-29) in order to expand 1-34 procuremcnt. Lit
Johnson go I'ae, 2 Apr 49..RG 330, CD 19-1-34.
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Roles and Missions of the Armed Forces
I should like to examine an evaluation by the joint Chiefs of Staff of the
chances of successful delivery of bombs as contemplated by this plan
together with a joint evaluation of the result to be expected by such

bombing."'
Although Johnson promised to make the evaluations available as soon is
possible, he advised the President that ongoing and planned studies-the Harmon
report on bombing effects and the WSEG feasibility study, the latter not yet
formally begun*might take up to a year to complete." Meanwhile, the Air
Force renewed its request for more B-16 s.and eventually the BOB-yielded, paving the way on 4 May 1949 for Truman to release the money to the Air Force."
As the commitment to a strategic bombing policy appeared to be growing,
new evidence suggesting weaknesses in the Air Force position began turning up.
On 12 May the Harmon Committee, which had been assessing the potential
effects of strategic bombing on the Soviet Union since January, submitted its
report to the Joint Chiefs. Treating only the atomic aspects of air offensive plans
and assurning a 100 percent successful delivery rate, the committee estimated that
strategic bombing would result in a temporary loss of 30 to 40 percent of the
Soviet industrial capacity and cause personnel casualties up to 6,700,000. These
attacks, the committee found, would effectively disable the Soviet petroleum
industry and extensively damage homes and public utilities, making life for survivors in the target areas exceedingly difficult. On the other hand, the committee
doubted whether strategic 1 rbing by itself would cause a Soviet surrender,
weaken or topple the Soviet government, or prevent Soviet forces from invading
selected countries in Western Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. For a majority
of the Soviet people, the committee believed, atomk bombing would "validate
Soviet propaganda against foreign powers," fuel resentment against the United
States, and unify resistance. The committee's report speculated further that the
use of atomic weapons by the United States would provide the Soviet Union with
justification for retaliating with its own weapons of mass destruction. On the
whole, despite a 'less than ringing endorsement, the committee concluded that
strategic bombing was "the only means of rapidly inflicting shock and serious
damage to vital elements of the Soviet war-making capacity," that it would
"facilitate greatly the application of other Allied military power with prospect of

I
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greatly low:ered casualties," and that "every reasonable effort should be devoted
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Although the Harmon report thus took a gencrally favorablc view of stra-

~L

tegic bombing, its qualifications were so numerous that General Bradley found
it "maddeningly ambiguous." Clearly though, the report posed a serious challenge
to the Air Force's claims for an atomic offensive. Consequently, the Air Force
immediately contested the findings, arguing that the committee failed to take into
account the collateral damage that would likely result from fires, and that in any
case the "30 to 40 percent" damage estimate was misleading because it ignored
the selective nature of the offensive-those industries specifically targeted would
h.ave received appreciably greater damage. The Air Force's Assistant for Atomic
Energy found the report flawed, "biased." and unduly essimistic!' Vandenberg
proposed that it be revised, but Denfeld objected; he wanted the report submitted
to the Secretary of Defense as written and agreed only to the addition of a JCS
covering memorandum expressing certain reservations. These included the Harmon Committee's failure to analyze the full effect of the Air Force's selective
targeting system, its tendency to overemphasize psychological consequences that
could not be verified, the probability that the Soviets would use weapons of mass
destructio-i whether or not the United States used atomic bombs, the inherent
destructiveness of warfare regardless of type, and finally, the tentative nature of
the report's conclusions because it had been prepared without benefit of the
72
WSEG study on the feasibility of successful delivery.
After the Joint Chiefs forwarded the Harmon report with reservations to
Secretary Johnson on 28 July, Ohly prepared a dcailed critique of the lengthy
document. Whether Johnson read the report at the time he received it is not
known, although Ohly's comments in a memorandum of 12 October suggest that
Johnson had not yet examined it. Ohly believed that the Harmon report, "while
extremely important, does not in itself have significance until, first, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff submit their views covering the chances of successful delivery of
the bombs to the aiming points assumed in this report and, second, this report
has been re-evaluated in the light of JCS determinations with respect to the
probable success in delivery." For these reasons, Ohly advised against immediate
transmittal of the report to the President; he felt that, because of Truman's professed interest in the subject, the Secretary of Defense should alert him about the
report's existence but withhold it pending completion of the WSEG study.
Johnson
Ohly's
advice,
iWlte
-,pting
to date." a letter to the
theOctober
progresshand-carried
know onof 18
Truman
to let
House
A month later, on 17 November, Truman responded by asking to see a cop

1

,

-

of the Harmon report as well-as any comments-that- Johnson or-the Joint-Chiefs
might care to make on it. After talking about the progress of the WSEG report
with the WSEG Drector, l.r. Gen. John E. Hull, Generl Bradley rmmcnvndd
postponing-any official presentation. Like Ohly, Bradley believed that no firm
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conclusions could be reached until the WSEG feasibility study was finished. Since
Hull estimated that the evaluation would not be completed until the middle of
January, Bradley thought a report to the President before then "might be a waste
of his time." " Johnson informed Truman of Bradley's views, and the President
agreed to hold off on a presentation until after 15 January.78
The Joint Chiefs officially received WSEG Report No. 1 on 8 February
1950. Earlier, on 23 January, General Hull presented a special briefing on the
report at the White House. Besides Truman and members of the WSEG staff,
others present included Johnson, Acheson, several other Cabinet officers, Symington, and the Joint Chiefs. In a short introductory statement, General Bradley
informed the President that the Joint Chiefs "had not specifically endorsed the
conclusions" of WSEG R-1, but that they "considered the study useful for plan.
ning guidance." He also expressed the hope that the WSEG findings would not
be made public. When Johnson asked what to say to the press about the meeting,
Truman suggested that it be characterized as nothing more than a routine briefing
on weapon effectiveness.76
With these preliminaries out of the way, Hull began the briefing. The major
finding of the study, he said, was that a strategic air offensive, conforming to the
current emergency war plan, could be carried out presently only in theory. Existing capabilities appeared insufficient to obtain the desired level of success owing
to "logistical deficiencies and expected bomber attrition" that would "preclude
an offensive on the scale currently contemplated." Logistical deficiencies included
insufficient secure overseas bomber bases, competing demands for airlift -facilities,
weaknesses in aerial refueling capabilities, and insufficient overseas stockpiles of
aviation gas. As for bomber losses, WSEG calculated a bomber attrition rate of
30 to 50 percent. The reasons for estimating such high losses, Hull pointed out,
were a continuing lack of reliable intelligence on Soviet air defenses and the
undemonstrated ability of U.S. aircraft to take appropriate evasive action over
defended targets, Assuming the attrition rate to be accurate, the report advised
against any bombing with conventional weapons and urged that available resources be devoted entirely to bombing with atomic weapons.
Turning to the performance capabilities of various weapon delivery systems,
Hull paid-special attention to the B-36, the intercontinental bomber which had
top Air Force priority and had recently undergone the scrutiny of a congressional
investigation. Attrition rates for the B-36 were comparable, under similar con.
ditions, to those for the B-29 and B-50 medium bombers which made up the
bulk of the strategic air fleet. However, because of the limited number-of B-36s
and the wide dispersion of their assigned targets, WSEG noted, "massed raids"
were "precluded for these aircraft." Under the current war plan, B-36 aircraft
would operate in small groups from North American bases against targets (14
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percent of the total) that could not be reached by medium bombers operating
from the United Kingdom. Given its long-distance capabilities, the B-36 had
definite advantages, although its ability to penetrate Soviet defenses and drop

bombs accurately appeared to be neither more nor less than other available aircraft." According to one eyewitness, as the briefing ended Johnson exclaimed,
"There, I told you they'd say the B-36 is a good plane," but Truman "looked dis.
gusted and snapped, 'No dammit, they said just the opposite.'" 1
With the completion of the WSEG study, the debate over strategic bombing
moved into a new phase, away from conjecture and toward an ever-increasing
search for hard, factual data. Yet the report itself had little direct impact, possibly because its findings added nothing that had not already been guessed or suspected. Strategic bombing could be successful only if the United States invested
the determination and resources to make it work. Neither the WSEG nor Harmon
reports had settled the question about the military or political prudence of developing forces based primarily on strategic bombing. To this extent, while it weak.
ened many of the claims made by the Air Force, the WSEG study failed to confirm the Navy's basic contention that strategic bombing was highly overrated and
unreliable.
After delivering its study, WSEG suspended its investigation of strategic
bombing while the Joint Chiefs considered the possibility of a follow-on study
focusing on bombing effects. In April 1950 the JCS formally asked WSEG to
undertake such an analysis, taking into account the applicable conclusions of the
WSEG and Harmon reports. Accorded low priority, this supplementary study was
never completed.?
The Supercairier-B-36 Controversy
The debate over roles and missions, the competition for shrinking funds, the
argument over the Air Force's strategic bombing capability-all of these battles
came to a climax in 1949 in a clash between the Navy and the Air Force over
the relative merits of the supercarrier and the B-36. At issue was the still
unresolved matter of what role the Navy should have in strategic air warfare.
Having bubbled and simmered during the Forrestal period, the-controversy finally
boiled over during Johnson's early months in office-into a fierce, no-holds-barred

"
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contest between the two services. Eventually, as news of the dispute ieaked to the
nrems, the Hntie Armed Services-Committee launched a full-ale inve.tiiation
The result was a widely publicized and highly emotional display of interservice

feuding that, coinciding with the Harmon and WSEG inquiries, revealed the
depth of the division within the Department of Defense over weapons and
strategy.
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Thic supercarricr-B-36 fight began with Johnson's decision, shortly after
succeeding Forrestal, to review the major procurement programs of each service,
starting with the Navy's supercarricr, for which Congress had made money
available in the FY 1949 appropriations and on which construction was scheduled
to begin during April 1949. Still pending in Congress was a Navy request in its
FY 1950 budget for an additional $43 million for construction. The Navy Ctimated the cost of the supercarrier, including construction and armament but not
aircraft, at about $190 million. This figure, however, was only the tip of the
iceberg, for in addition to the supercarrier, 39 other ships would be required to
complete the supercarrier task force, resulting in total construction costs of
$1.265 billion at 1949 prices. No doubt bothered by this high cost but disclaiming
any "preconceived notion." Johnson on 15 April asked Eisenhower and the Joint
Chiefs for their views on the military advisability of completing the carrier."
The responses from the Joint Chiefs followed predictable lines. Admiral
Denfeld strongly endorsed the supercarrier and urged that it be allowed to
proceed without interruption. After reviewing its history and the reasons for its
unconventional design, he praised the versatility that would enable it, with its
complement of high.performance aircraft, to accomplish a wide range of tasks:
assure control of the seas; protect against enemy submarine attack; mine coastal
waters and harbors; direct air attacks against enemy air, ground, and naval forces
and enemy lines of communication; support U.S. and allied forces in amphibious
and airborne operations; and finally, carry out "other operations including the
usc of the heaviest atomic bomb." "I am convinced," Denfeld argued in closing,
that our present strategic position is such as to make it mandatory, in the
interest of national security, constantly to improve the capabilities of our
naval- forces. I do not agree that forces and weapons otherwise available
in the foreseeable future would permit us properly to meet war conditions
without effective, modern naval forces. It is axiomatic that failure to pro.
gress is to accept unwarranted deterioration of our strength. I consider that
the construction of the UNITED STATES is necessary for the progressive
improvement of naval capabilities and is fully warranted as-insurance to
cover the unpredictable exigencies of the futurePaI

4

j

The other service heads raised strong objections, questioning in particular
Denfeld's asseition that construction of the supercarrier was vital to permit the
Navy to discharge its primary functions. Commenting on the absence of a Soviet
naval threat "of conscqucnce," Gcneral Bradley wondered why the Navy needed
more carriers." General Vandenberg stated flatly that the supercarrier was "designed for bombardment purposes" and would, if completed, merely duplicate
the functions of land-based aircraft. Moreover, he noted, it would be far more
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vulnerable than the land-based bomber since it would be liable to attack from
surface ships and submarines as well as aircraft. Vandenberg insisted that the

*

reqative military value of the large carrier, when compared to other
weapons systems proc.urable with the same resources, is of a low order...
If for reasons beyond the control of the Military Establishment, it were
found impossible to shift the application of the resources contemplated for
construction of the CVA-58 to more necessary developments, I would still
recommend, in the interests of the national economy, that these funds not

be expended for this project."
Eisenhower, too, recommended canceling the project."
Faced with a JCS split, Johnson went along with the majority. After clearing
his decision with Truman, he directed peremptorily on Saturday, 23 April, that
construction of the supercarrier cease immediately.1' Johnson's decision to cancel
the carrier derived, no doubt, from a mixture of motivations--to save money, to
present the image of a forceful leader, a belief that the carrier deserved a low
priority and ought to be eliminated. His manner of reaching the decision-without

"

awaiting a detailed anzlysis, without giving the Navy a chance to present its
case

directly to hirh, without consulting Secrttary of the Navy Sullivan or Denfeld
or notifying them of his proposed action, and without consulting interested
congressional committees--enraged Navy leaders and evoked strong reactions
in Congress. Sullivan learned of Johnson's decision while on a trip to Texas; he
immediately voked bitter resentment that he had been neither consulted nor
notified beforehand. He submitted his resignation in protest on 26 April, warning in his letter to Johnson that the loss of the supercarrier and Johnson's hanidling of the matter could have "far-reaching and . .. tragic" consequences."
In the days and weeks following the cancellation of the supercarrier, allegations spread like wildfire through the top ranks of the Navy that Johnson was
anti-Navy and that he planned further reductions that would eventually turn
the Navy into a second-class fighting force. In an effort to stem these rumors
Johnson assured a graduation audience at the National War College on 21 June
that it was not his intention to "persecute" either the Navy or the Marine Corps.
To underscore his point he said he was asking for $80 million to modernize two
Essex-class carriers to give them the capability of launching heavier, more powerful planes. 7 "I feel," wrote Under Secretary of the Navy Dan A.Kimbell, "that
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Although it served as an act of protest. Sullivan's rmignation had in fact been pending since
24 Mitch 1949, when, without explaining his reasons, he asked President Trunan sobe relieved
of his oflicial duties "at the earliest date coavnient to you." SeeHASC, H emialt UniAfatioal
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our fight-is pretty well handled, at least for the time being, and I hope permancncly. Louis Johnson's address at the War College, I believe, has done a great
deal to dispel a lot of questions in everybody's mind on what his future attitude
isgoing to be on Naval Aviation and the Marine Corps." s
Many ranking naval officers refused to accept Johnson's cancellation order
as final and began talking of a publicity campaign to educate the public, members
of the armed forces, and Congress on the need for going ahead with the supercarrier." Op-23, an organization research and policy unit under the Deputy
Chief of Naval Operations (Administration), undertook to compile background
material for this effort. Because of the sensitivity of much of its work, involving
mainly studies on Navy organization relating to unification, Op- 2 3 operated
under tight security that at-times seemed excessive, causing members of the press
to suspect that it was engaged also in "dirty business." The head of Op- 23, Capt,
Arleigh A. Burke, a highly decorated destroyer commander in World War II,
came "on board" shortly after its creation in December 1948."
In addition to seeking ways of promoting the merits of the supercarrier,
Op- 23 spent considerable time collecting information about the B-36s reported
technical difficulties. Although the B-36 had been designed for use in World
War II to bomb targets in German) from U.S. bases, technical difficulties had
delayed its first test flight until August 1946. The most troublesome problem in
the early models was inadequate propulsion power, which prevented the plane
from attaining high-altitude cruising speeds and eluding interceptors. The advent
in 1947 of the variable discharge turbine (VDT) engine appeared to offer a
solution. However, attempts to mate the VDT engine with the B-36 turned out

-A

to be a "complete failure," resulting in yet another costly setback. Despite Air
Force denials that its difficulties with the 1-36 were any more serious than those
connected with development of the B-29, Navy aviation experts were dubious
and saw the B-36 as a vulnerable target of criticism."
Adding to the troubles of the B-36 were rumors of contract fraud and
conflicts of interest, stemming in part from the fact that Secretary Johnson had
once sat on the board of directors of Consolidated Vultee, the plane's manufacturer. In April and May 1949 an "anonymous document" mysteriously circulated
alleging a pattern of corruption in the renegotiation of B-36 contracts even as
Air force studies recommended abandoning the project because of the plane's
technical shortcomings. The author of this document proved to be Cedric R.
Worth, a civilian assistant to Under Secretary of the Navy Kimball, who subsequently testified under oath that he was unaware of Worth's involvement at-the
court of inquiry found that Worth had had the active coopertime. Later, N
ation of Cmdr.Thomas D. Davies, the assistant head of Op- 23. Much of Worth's
infocrmation came from Glenn L Martin, a disgruntled airplane manufacturer
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who had recently lost a lucrative contract with the Air Force when funds intended
for lighter aircraft haI been transferred to the B-36."
Worth's allegations attracted national attention when Rep. James ILVan
Zandt, a Republican on the House Armed Services Committee, introduced a
resolution on 25 May 1949 calling for the creation of a special congressional
panel to investigate "ugly, disturbing reports" of wrongdoing in the B-36 program. Some of the rumors, VEn Zandt said, implicated Johnson, who was accused
of enlisting Consolidated Vultee to help raise Democratic campaign funds, presumably in return for influencing B-36 contracts. Another-alleged culprit was
Secretary Symington, who was said to be planning to resign following approval
of the FY 1950 budget (with more money for B-36s) to head a new aircraft
conglomerate that included executives of Consolidated Vultee. In early June,
after rejecting Van Zandt's resolution for the establishment of a special panel,
the Hoose of Representatives approved a resolution authorizing its Armed
Services Committee to conduct a full investigation not only of allegations con-

t.

cerning the B-36 but also the decision to cancel the Navy's supercarrier, the
soundness of the Air Force's strategic bombing plan, and the larger roles and
missions question."
While the committee prepared for its investigation, Johnson designated
Marx Leva, his special assistant for legal and legislative matters, assisted by Felix
Larkin, to assemble the necessary background material and directed Under Secretary of Defense Early to handle the overall coordination. During a meeting of
the War Council on 22 June the Joint Chiefs sought to narrow the scope of the
investigation by making ", sufficiently strong representation of their belief in the
soundness of the strategic bombing concept to convince the committee that
disclosure of the top secret information to substantiate this position is unnecessary." Bradley and Denfeld agreed with Vandenberg on this, and Johnson asked
Gruenther to draft a statement to this effect. The secretary declared that he would
not allow congressional investigators access to JCS files. As for his own role in
the B-36 matter, Johnson said that he wanted it clearly on the record that he
had not discussed the B-36 with anyone in government until Forrestal and
Symington had "presented the subject to him," and that-he had supported the
B-36 program only on the recommendation of the Joint-Chiefs." Johnson fully
expected to be vindicated. But given the adverse publicity already generated--and
the probability of more to come-there seemed little chance that his reputation
wouldTheemerge
unscathed.
hearines
before the House Armed Services Committee were conducted
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in two stages. During the first stage, from 9 to 25 August 1949, the committee
addressed mainly the rumors and insinuations of irregularities and possible impropriety in the procurement of the B-36. Finding no evidence to substantiate
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the allegations, the committee, in its report on this phase of the investigation,
cleared all senior officials, both military and civilian, of any wrongdoing. Thc
only disciplinary action the committee recommended was that Cedric Worth, the
source of the scurrilous "anonymous document," be F'red by the Navy. Committee
Chairman Carl Vinson was satisfied that there was not "one iota, not one scintilla
of evidence... that would support charges that collusion, fraud, corruption, influcnce. or favoritism played any part whatsoever in the procurement of the B-36
bomber." "
Immediately following the first round of hearings, the Navy convened a
court of inquiry to investigate the circumstances of the writing and release of the
anonymous document." Members of the Op-23 unit, including Commander
Davies, admitted that they had helped Worth prepare the paper, but the court,
accepting their contention that they did not realize Worth intended to circulate
the paper externally, found no cause for disciplinary action beyond Worth's
dismissal. When the court recessed in September, Capt. John G. Crommelin, a
distinguished naval aviator and a long.time critic of unification, called reporters
to his home and issued a statement alleging that members of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and Secretary Johnson were intent on eliminating the Navy as a separate
service. Amplifying on this statement in rather colorful language, Crommelin
insisted that the Navy was being "nibbled to death" by its opponents and that it
was his intention to "blow the whole thing open." H
Crommelin's outburst and the publicity it received set the stage for reopening the House investigation. On 6 October, the Armed Services Committee
resumed hearings to examine the relative military capabilities of the B-36 and
the canceled supercarrier. The lc:tdoff witness, Francis P. Matthews, Sullivan's
successor as Secretary of the Nay, endeavored to minimize the controversy,
ascribing it to the disgruntled attitude of "several naval aviators," like Crommelin,
who had never fully accepted unification and who were now making an-issue of
the B-36 to vent their frustrations over necessary reductions in the size of the
postwar Navy. "No matter how sincere they may claim to be," Matthews stated,
nor how zealously they may crusade for their-objectives, it cannot be conceded
that they monopolize the lotalry, the honor, or the patriotic devotion of Navy
men, even among naval aviators. In my opinion,-they do not reflect the views of
anything approaching a majority of naval officers." *
If Matthews truly believed his own words, what followed must have shocked
-him. Over the next few days, amid a vast outpouring of opinions, statistics, and
grievances, witness after witness for the Navy sought -to Lutvilcc th-comm:.-re
concept of strategic
that the B-36 was an inferior and obsolete airplane; that the
bombing, which had given rise to the B-36, was itself militarily unsound and
perhaps morally wrong; and that the decision to stop construction of the super-
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carrier posed a grave threat to national security by weakening the Navy's future
posture. As the first spokesman for the Navy, Vice Adm. Arthur W. Radford
roundly criticized what he termed the "atomic blitz' approach to modern
war-the theory that land.based bombers armed with nuclear weapons could
determine by themselves the outcome of a future conflict. "Ido not believe,"
Radford insisted,
that the threat of atomic blitz will be an effective deterrent to a war, or
that it will win a war. I do not believe that the atomic blitz theory is generally accepted by military men. However, if, after creful study of ali sides
of the question, the retaliatory atomic blitz were to become the determind
and studied policy of the United States, then, we must have a much more
efficient weapon than the B-36 to deliver the blitz. We are today capable
of procuring more effective and more efficient planes for the task than
the B-36.06
Following Radford came a succession of Navy "technical" witnesses who
testified to the vulnerabilities of the B-36, including its susceptibility to fighter
interception, even at altitudes of 40,000 feet, and the consequent need for long.
range fighter escort, which current Air Force fighters could not provide. The
Navy witnesses contended that the B-36's shortcomings made necessary a reliable
backup system and that the flush-deck supercarrier would have served this function
perfectly. Captain Burke, the head of Op-23, testified that carrier-based aviation
was not only more versatile than land-based aviation but in certain instances was
also more effective in neutralizing enemy capabilities. Burke contended that the
supercarrier, by combining all the latest advances in naval ,viation, would have
given the United States a striking power it never before possessed. '"The Navy
believes," he argued,
that both the Army and Air Forces would Lve found the prime striking
power and the close support ability of the powerful naval aircraft flown
from this carrier a great asset in their own operations. These carrier planes
could support our sister services under some circumstances in which they
could obtain the help from no other sources, as is now the case in the

10

Mediterrsnean. Such a valuable carrier won't be available for war unless
itis buiIn peaces"

ini *'I

The Navy's final witness, Admiral Denfeld, avoided any direct attack on
the 13-35 but piaceu hiinmxi squarely in the miudde ot the quarrel 6y tating
that he fully supported the "brod conclusions" presented by the naval officers
who haa preceded him. Denfeld assured the committee that he was a strong
advocate of air power and- of strategic bombing, but he could not- accept the
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notion that "the initial air offensive is ...solely a function of the United States
Air Force." Furthermore, he disputed Secrctary Matthews's claim that the current
controversy was the result of a handful of disaffected Navy fliers.
"Tbe coire
Navy," Denfcld averred,
is gravely ncerned whether it will have modern weapons, in quality
nd quantay, to do the job expected of the Navy at the outbreak of a
futute war We have real misgivings over the reductions that are taking
plkt in the Navy today. We are not worried, I assure you, simply because
our personal fortunes are tied to the future of the Navy. Rather, it is
because we know that the protection of our homeland depends in a large
measure upon the Navy's ability to keep any war on the far side of the
ocean.

It is n.t so much the reduction in congressional appropriations that
worries us. We realize the necessity for true economy. The national security

.

is only as strong as our domestic economy. Our concern is with arbitrary
reductions that impair, or even eliminate, essential naval functions, It is
not so much a question of too little aprrriated itioney, but how we are
allowed to invest that money. 10
After the Navy, the Mari". Corps, represented by its Commandant, General
Clifton B. Cates, aired its grievances. Cates insisted that despite-the guarantees of
the National Security Act and the Key West p- mrient of 1948 the Marine Corps
was on the verge of being eliminated through .xrimposition of arbitrary restrictions on its size and through budget cuts that-threatened to lower its "effectiveness
and striking power out of all proportion to any compensating economy of money
or manpower." Moreover, Cates asserted, "there is widespread app.hension that
the functio ,s assigned our corps by law are being usurped by others," namely the
Army, which he accused of coveting full control of amphibious warfare. Voicing
similar concerns to those expressed by Denfeld about unwarranted "inrood.- ind
incursions," Cares expressed belief that Marine Corps morale was being eroded
by a "continuous feeling of apprclemicon and annoyance sometimes bordering
on outright indignation." To remedy these difficulties, Cat-- proposed that the

$,

Marine Corps be protected by Congress against any reduction in the size of its

.the
.
A

combat forces beyond th;- "intended when the unification law was passed" and
that it be accorded its own representative on the joint Chiefs of Staff.1'
The Navy and MArine Corps testimony offered overwhelming evidence of
the deep.seated rivalry and serious differences of opinion over strategy and roles
dr iirpeKstitcu dsig
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allegations. Perhaps the most conciliatory, Army Chief of Staff General Collins
assured the committee that the Army was "pro-Air Force and pro.N'!avy, because
the Army is dependent to a large degree on both of these great services in playing
its own role in defense of our Nation." As for Cates's specific charges, Collins
vehemently drnied that the Army wanted to restrict either the size or legitimate
functions of the Marine Corps. He conceded that the Army had proposed changes
in the Key West Functions paper but these were to facilitate the creation of joint
training centers where Army and Marine Corps units would train together. "I
regret," Collins said, "that some of our Marine friends have misinterpreted this
proposal as an attempt on the part of the Army to deprive the Marine Corps of
its responsibilities in the amphibious field. That was not, and is not, our
intention." :
Secretary Symington and General Vandenberg presented the Air Force
response. Taking a full day, Symington refuted item by item-the Navy's charges
against the B-36, beginning with a detailed narrative of procurement procedures
role assigned to-the Air Force. In addition, Symington denounced turning the
13-36 issue into a public debate. "It was bad enough," he said, "to have-given a
possible aggressor technical and operating details of our newest and latest equip.
ment. In my opinion it is far worse to have opened up to him in such detail the
military doctrines of how this country would be defended." ' 3 Vandenberg
offered only a slight variation on Symington's testimony. He stressed the deterrent
value of long.range land.based bombers armed with nuclear weapons, praised
the military effectiveness of strategic bombing as demonstrated in World War 11,
expressed confidence in the ability of the B-36 to perform its mission. As
for the supercarrier, Vandenberg had this to say:

-and

I do not believe that it is ound to construct a ship of which the hull
was. . (designated CVA-58], which was given the name U.S.S. United
St er and is-popularly known vis the supercarrier. I accept the statements
of the Navy people that so many aircraft can operate from this ship, that
the ship will have a -given speed, and that its aircraft-when they are
dtiigned, constructed, and manned-will be able to operate from that
carrier at the stated range. In other words, I accept the military capability
of this ship as stated by the Chief of NavalOperations. My opposition to
building it comes from the fact that]I can see no necessity for a ship-with
those capabilities in any strategic plan -against-the one possible enetny.1w
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By far the strongest-case oi all against the Navy was made by Cienciral
Bradley, who had become Chairman of the Joint Chiefs in August. -Presenung
what lie termed his own "personal views," Bradley pointed to the chain of events
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that had led to the current controvcrsy over the B-36-the postwar emergcence
of the Soviet threat, the adoption by the United States of extraordinary political
and economic measures to stem the spread of communism, and ultimately the
preparation of strategic war plans, a task shared by every member of the Joint
Chiefs. Thesc plans, he said, gave first priority to the strategic air offensive
because of the unacceptably high cost to the United States of trying to main
ground forces comparable in size to those of the Soviet Union. "Lacking
forces in being" Bradley emphasized, "our greatest strength lies in the thre.
quick retaliation in the event we are attacked."
Turning to the Navy's charges that the-B-36 was an inferior aircraft, Brae',
agreed that the plane had imperfections but insisted that "no member of the
Military Establishment has said that better types won't be used when they are
available." Later in his statement he added that he found "some comfort in the
fact that we have a long-range bomber that can fly from any base-in the world
and attack targets in the range of 4,000 miles, anti return home:' With capabili.
ties such as these, Bradley argued, the B-36 could not possibly be the real issue.
Rather, it had to be the Navy's irritation over the loss of the supercarrier and
other measures taken to reduce military appropriations. Bradley admitted that
these reductions had affected the Navy's capabilities, but he questioned whether
the situation in the Navy was unique. "The Air Force and-the Army,' he insisted,
can make the same complaint with equal or greater validity:' When the
authority of the President and the Secretary of Defense over the armed forces
was challenged, Bradley added, this amounted to "open rebellion against the
civilian control." He spoke of "'fancy dans' who won't hit the line with all they
have on every play, unless the' can call the signals." 105
By the time Bradley finished his testimony, the Navy's case against the
B-36 had been severely battered. As Bradley had presented it, the real issue was
not the B-36 or the merits of- strategic bombing but rather a refusal by the
Navy "in spirit as well as deed" to accept unification,' .' With the "revolt of the
admirals" all but quashed and himself having been cleared of any personal
wrongdoing by the committee's earlier investigation, Johnson took the stand on
21 October in a conciliatory -mood. "Successful unification," he said, "assuredly
means that no service can control another, but, just as assuredly, successful
unification means that no service can be wholly independent of its sister services."
Regrettably, Johnson added, "the strains and stresses upon the national economy
...make it impossible . . for any service to get all that it wants, whether in
dollars, in manpower strength, or in materiel." For this reason Johnson felt fully
justified in imposing ,= tfrt-lt nor on!y on !he Navy but on the other services
as well. With surprisingly little interrogation, no doubt satisfies by the prcvious
testimony and ready to recess Aer two weeks of intensive hear.. gs, the committee
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thanked Johnson for his "fine statement," Chairman Vinson saying, "You did
the right thing in canceling the cuirriet and if I had occupied that position, I
would have done the same thing." 10?
Following the close of the B-36 hearings on 21 October 1949, Johnson
instructed the services not to take "'reprisals" against any officer who had testiflied. However, this injunction did not protect Admiral D].ifeld, whose outspoken
views in direct opoosition to the testimony of Secretary Matthews had cast doubt
on his loyalty to and respect for civilian authority. Drew Pearson wrote in his
"diary" that Johnson had decided to fire Denfeld even before the House- committee completed its inquiry. The task of removing- Denfeld fell to Matthews.
Citing the admiral's "inability to conform" to Defense Department policies,
Matthews
on 27 October asked for and obtained Truman's permission to replace
him . Within days it was announced tha-t he would be succeeded as Chief of
Naval Operations by Admiral Forrest P. Sherman,-an experienced naval aviator
and highly respected officer* who had had no involvement in the B-36 affair.
As one of his first acts, after the office had continued to engage in questionable
activities, Sherman abolished Op-23. For his efforts to "blow the whole thing
open," Captain Crommelin received a reprimand. When he continued to criticize
Defense officials publicly, Sherman had him placed on indefinite: furlough, soon
after which he took early retirement. Meanwhile, Matthews ordered Captain
Burke's name removed from the promotion h~st. This action, coming hard on the
heels of Denfeld's firing, drew protests from members of Congress, and after
some shuffling Burke's name appeared on a revised list approved by Truman in
late December 1949.to"
The controversy was officially laid to rest on 1 March 1950, when the House
Armed Servkes Committee issued its final report on-the B-36 inquiry. Looking
first at the question of military strategy, the committee suggested that too much
emphasis was being placed on joint military planning and that not enough atten.
tion was being paid to individual service needs. With the National Security Act
less than three years old and having recently been substantially amended, the
committee considered unification to be still in a formative stage. The committee
saw the possibility of serious damage to the nation's defenses if "too much joint
planning is concentrated on individual service questions of a highly technical

- -

Gruenther, an asrute and critical
observer, wrote to Eiscnhower on 12 November: "I am
extremely %ell plcaid with the way Adm Sherman-has taken hold. He is probably the smartest
US planner living today, and of course he has a beautiful background in JCS matters. Certainly
the JCS problems are the ttol
oners
today and are ibhereatest obstacle to trtue.reunification..1e-m
just fo! enough to |elkve that Sherman is going to do much to turn the trkk," Lir Gruenter
r Eisenhower, 12 Nov 49, DDE 16-52, Gnienthr file, DDEL.
f The episode did not harm Bsurke' career. He later served as Chief of Naval Operations,
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nature. It dcu1;ted, for example, the comptence of Air Force and Army officers
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to decide w:hat weapons the Navy might need to carry out-its mission, as in the
case of the supercarrier, and it applicd the same principle to the Navy's criticisms
of the B-36. The committee disqualified itself and Congress generally from
determining the answers to professional military problems, but it faulted the
administration for not consulting more closely with the legislative branch on
matters affecting the use of military appropriations and the maintenance of
forces. To eliminate wasteful interservice rivalry and competition, it urged the
expansion of joint maneuvers, war games, and training, and recommended increased reliance on the findings of technical agencies like the Weapons- Systems
Evaluation Group before committing large sums to any particular weapon. And
it felt strongly that strategic plans should be based on closer-assimilation of the
views of all three services. But it did not recommend revival of the supercarrier
project, although it did deplore "the manner of cancellation." 110
The only-point on which the committee divided was Denfeld's- dismissal.
Twenty-three members felt that he had been fired in reprisal- for his testimony and
condemncd dte action for discouraging frank and uninhibited discussion-and impairing the ability of Congress to perform its constitutional function. Eight members dissented, arguing there was insufficient- evidence to indicate a direct-connection between the dismissal and- thc testimony. In their minority report they cited
Matthews's mention in his 27 October letter to Truman of a meeting with the
President on 5 October--one week before Denfeld's testimony-where tie Navy
Secretary expressed problems with Denfeld and the possibility of replacing him.
Some of the majority were angry enough to request a Justice Department inquiry
but settled for inclusion in the record of a supplementary statement challenging
the legality of the diLsmisal."'
Were the B-36 hearings productive? "The tangible results of this investigation in the-form of legislation or otherwise were small indeed," wrote an OSD
taff! hitoian, Henry M. Dater, some time later, "perhaps limited to influence
upon the legislation of 1952 which permitted the Commandant of the Marine
Corps to sitwith (thel Joint Chiefs of Sraff wher matters of concern to his
organization were being discussed." "' There were, however, important intangible
benefits. The investigation itself, with its airing of longstanding and festering
differences, represented a
stcp forward by the services, however painful and bruising, in coming to termv with unification. Although Symington maintained that the
open hearings damaged national security, the opportunity for the Navy to ventilate its case-in-a public forum no doubt had somc cathartic-benefit both for the
iNavy and for the ,:f
.
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accusatins of corruption in B-36 procurement, the most valuable contribution
of the hearings may well have been in providing an outlet for pent-up frustra.
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tions which, without sonc means of release, mighr-have led to even mor serious
problems.
These positive results notwithstanding, the B-36 hearings accomplished very
little toward resolving the outstanding issues, Competing strategic concepts that
had been debated at length since World War 11were indeed examined, often
in considerable derail, but in the final-analysis there emerged no authoritative or
definitive answer to the question of what kinds of military forces the United
States should have. Between the relative merits of-the B-36 and the supercarrier,
no decision was ever reached on which was superior; nor were the potential
capabilities of new advanced technologies, such as guided missiles, considered. As
for the question at the-botton of the B-36 controversy and much of the postwar
dissension-roles and missions-the committee largely ignored the subject.
As relieved as he must have been by the favorable outcome of the investi.
gation, Johnson recognized the unfinished work that lay ahead. Three days after
the conclusion of the hearings he wrote the service secretaries that the investigation "can be one of the most constructive developments in the unification process
that has yet occurred-provided that we utilize what we have learned from these
hearings in order to go-forward promptly and speedily with the strengthening of
our unified military team." Johnson preferred not to think of the-task as one of
"picking-up the pieces," but he called for a careful review of all matters discussed
during the course of the hearings, noting in particular that "each of us should
personally review. . . roles and missions, in order that we may assure ourselves
that they are being adhered to, both in letter and-in spirit." A- week later, his
politico-military adviser, General Burns, urged him to recommend to the President the appointment of a civilian board "to review the country's overall strategic
concept . .. (and] the missions assigned to the Army, the Navy, and the Air

4

Force." its

The outbreak of the-Korean War in June 1950, followed shortly by partial
mobilization and a general buildup of th airmed forces, diverted these initiatives,
and roles and misons issues gave way to more -urgent and practical concerns.
Above all, the war gave the Navy more funds and new opportunities to prove its
worth, as it did the Army-and the Air Force, thus alleviating the pressures on the
services to compete with-each other. These developments encouraged closer interservice cooperation, creoing the imlpres.ion that the-scr:ices had-put their differ.
ences behind them--at least for the time being, When the war would end, how.
ever, and there would follow a period of retrenchment in which the services again
i
-6

4
4
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had to compete for limited funds, the old quarrels-and strains would resurface.
indeed, tinc-Ucbatc among the services over roles and missions, and-related mar-

tes of weapons and strategy, would- recur regularly in the decades- to come, if
never again as dramatically as in these seminal years.
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CHAPTER XVf

The Atomic Arsenal

A central issue in the postwar debate over service roles and missions was the
-question of how future wars would be fought and, in particular, the role of
atomic weapons in military strategy. "lepublic's perception of nuclear weapons,
based on accounts and pictures of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the- writings of
such early nuclear war theorists as Bernard Brodic, was that the atomic bomb
indeed represented the "absolute weapon.": In an age becoming accustomed to
rapid advances in military technology, nuclear weapons loomed far larger and
more ominous than all other instruments of warfare.
As awesome as the atomic bomb may have appeared to-the public, its ulti.
mate role and use by the military were still unclear when Forrestal became Secretary of Defense in 1947. The Navy, as the Key West and Newport deliberations
the
underlined,
disputeand
supercarrier-B-36
and
de facto role
Air inForce
resented thewanted-a
strongly desperately
futuretheuse
of nuclear weapons
lot

monopoly of-the means of-delivering such weapons after Hiroshima and Nagasaki. But in analyzing the full implications of the atomic bomb, both the Navy
and the Air Force approached the subject cautiously, unsure that th-e bomb really

mandated a change in basic strategic concepts and in-any case reluctant to place
too much reliance on a weapon whose availability was-still uncertain. Throughout the immediate postwar period the supply of fissionable material remained
small, imposing critical restraints on the size and growth of the weapon stockpile.
And with international control of atomic energy through the United Nations a
much discussed possibility by 1946, ic-seemed conceivable that nuclear weapons
pass from the scene entirely. Th1t international control-seemed less and
~~might
*leslikely as time passed did not alter-greatly the military's conservative outlook.
For the majority of military planners, nuclear weapons represented chi.y a
423
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dramatic enlargement of existing2 military capabilities that might or might not
eventually revolutionize warfare.
Despite a point of view that was more conservative than that of the general
public, the military never doubted that splitting the atom was a breakthrough of
major significance. Indeed, after the CROSSROADS tests of July 1946 reconfirmed
the extraordinary explosive power of the bomb, the military intensified cfforts to
explore the possible uses of atomic energy, including its application for power
generation and ship propulsion as well as weapons.' Faced with shrunken budgets
that-produced chronic deficiencies in conventional forces, the military saw atomic
weapons as the most potent counter to Soviet power. Combined with other factors,
exclusive possession of the atomic bomb kept the scales tilted in favor of the
United States. "As long as we-can outproduce the world, can control the sea and
strike inland with the atomic bomb," Forrestal observed in December 1947, "we
can assume certain risks otherwise unacceptable in an effort to restore world trade,
to restore the balance of power-military power-and to eliminate some of the
conditions that breed war." '
Ironically, just as the military began to take a greater interest in atomic
energy, it lost control of it. The Manhattan Engineer District, an agency of the
War Department, had overseen the development of the atomic bomb during
World War I. After the war, in response to popular sentiment, President Truman asked Congress to enact legislation placing control oi atomic energy in
civilian hands. As Secretary of the Navy at the time, Forrestal advised against
exclusive civilian control, viewing military participation, especially at the policy
level, as essential to national security. Congress did not accept his proposal of a
high.level military.civilian commission to oversee the program, but it did agree
that atomic energy had important military value and should be accessible to the

-

armed forces.!
The Atomic Energy Act of 1946 endeavored to accommodate military needs
within a framework of civilian authority. The act created a five.member Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC), with a General Advisory Committee (GAC) to
provide scientific advice and a Division of Military Application headed by a military officer; a Military- Liaison Committee (MLC), composed of representatives
of the War and Navy Departments, to coordinate AEC activities with the armed
services; and the Joint Committet. on Atomic Energy (JCAE)--a congressional

watchdog body. Although the AEC acquired authority over all phases of research,
-

-

."research,

development, and production, the law obliged it to consult with the MLC on
Inattcts relating to "Inilitary applications, including the development, manufacture, use and storage of bombs, the allocation of fissionable materials for military
and the control of information relating to the manufacture or-utilization
of atomic weapons." * Yet despite these guarantees of consultation, there was to

'
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assurance that the military would have access to weapons, share fully in decision.
making, or be able to influence the content and direction of AEC programs vital
to its-interests. Such were the uncertainties the services faced as Congress placed
the atom umder civilian control.
After the National Security Act beccmc effective, responsibility for the military-side of atomic energy came increasingly under the Secretary of Defense. Early
in 1948 Forrestal, with Army, Navy, and Air Force concurrence, reconstituted the
MLC as an OSD staff agency and designated its chainman as his deputy for-atomic

energy matters.* These changes simplified lines of authority, but they also involved the secretary in a host of new problems that often caused friction between
the AEC and NME. During Forrestal's tenure, the most important problems
in%-,_ ae question of which agency should have custody of atomic weapons
and the development cf a national policy covering the circumstances under which
such weapons might be employed; during Johnson's they were whether to accelerate production of fissionable materialand whether to proceed with development
of the H.bomb. In the search for the answers to these critical questions, these
years would prove a.formative, and sometimes as stormy, a period for the atomic
energy program as for service unification.

Thi Civoody Diipwav
By the time Forrestal became Secretary of Defense, debate over custody of
atomic weapons was already sharp and seemed likely to intensify even further.
When the AEC took charge officially of the nation's atomic energy progrm on
1 January 1947, President Truman, through Executive Order 9816, transferred
all Manhattan Engineer District properties and facilities, including fissionable
materials and atomic weapons, to AEC ownership. Custody of weapons thus
became a legal function of the AEC which, as part of the transfer, also-acquired
most of the personnel previously employed and trained by the military in the
handling of fissionable materials. Under-Section- 6(a) (2) of the Atomic Energy
Act only the President could authorize the transfer of weapons or atomic materials.
From this point on, the question of whether, and if so, to what extent and
under what conditions, the military %hould regain custody of atomic weapons
bt-came a matter of serious dispute between the AEC and the armed services.
The new commission recognized the need of the military for access to
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be properly organized. In pIare,thc (;.inO=s delay resulted from the controversy over the President's appointment of David E.Lilienthal as AEC chairman.
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.k iawyer and executive with an intellectual bent, Lilienthal had formerly
headed the Tennessee Valcey Authority, where he had shown considerable administrative skill. An outspoken Ncw Dealer and ardent advocate of civilian control
of atomic energy, hc came under frequent attack from conservatives. Recording
in his diary a summary of a conversation with Sen. Bourke B. Hickenlooper,
Chairman, of thc JCAE, Forrestal wrote that "the general tenor of Senator
Hickcnloopeea remarks would lead to the conclusion that he and his Senate
associates arc very much concerned about a-pacifistic and unrealistic trend in the
Atomic Energy Comig~on." Sen. Kenneth-D. McKellar publicly declared that
Lilienthal might be a commu~nist. McKellar -never proved his accusation, but he
did help stall Senate-approval or Li lienthalIs-appointment until-April 1947.,~
Soon after the-Senate acted, the commission inaugurated -regular meetings
with the MLC to exchange ideas and to-discuss problems of mutual interest.
Custody quickly emerged as one of the top -items-on the agenda. At a joint meeting on 13 August 1947 the MI.C chairman, Lt. Gen. Lewis H. Brereton, com-mented that he seemed to remember Lilienthal having earlier implied his willingness to transfer custody eventually to the-armed forces. But-since Lilienthal was
nor present at the meeting, the commissioners declined to discuss the matter
further. After the meeting Acting AEC Chairman Sumner Pike stated that the
commission unanimously opposed transferr ing custody on the -grounds that the
Armed Forces Special-Weapons Project (AFSWP) lacked technical competence
for the handling and-mainteniance: of atomic we~apons.*
The military's-dilemmat was by now -fully apparent. As -long as the AEC
aone exercised custody, the military was effectively excluded fromn acquiring the
technical expertise Pike said it lacked to perform handling- and maintenance
functions. Even the AFSWP teams being trained to assemble -weapons operated
under close AEC supervision and at the end of each training exercise had to return
all bombs to AEC custody. The existence-of emergency transfer plans notwithstanding, the MLC became convinced-that the commission's refusal to share cus-

~
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Also confirmed atscommission members at this rime were Lewis L Strauss, an investmentj
banker; W.W. Waymack.,a newspaper editor from Des Moines, low&; Robert P. Richer, a Los
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Alum physicist; anid-Sumner T, rie. forere member of the Securities-and -Exchoae Commiit%ion, Initially, thirs terms- of oflic ran only through I August 1948. when President Truman
submitted their names- for reappointment to stagatred terms of one to five years. Decause of
controversy over reappointnent, Congress amended the Atomic Energy Act of -1946 to end the[
initial terms of all commissioners on 30 June 1950, after which terms would expire on a
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tody jeopardized military preparedness. On,4 September 1947 Brereton asked
the service secretaries for support-on- this matter. All agreed that the MLC should
persist in its custody efforts. Satisfied that he could count on this high-level support, Brereton on 12 November wrote-to Lilicnthl recommending that AFSWP
assume custody of atomic weapons and responsibility- for their storage and surveillance and requesting the AEC's "formal views" on the matter. Although Brereton
was eager for early action, the AEC insisted that the MLC clarify its position in
writing.10
Responding-on 16 December, the MLC argued-that custody should be- transferred to the armed forces for reasons-of national security and the need to have a
single agency responsible for the -nation's atomic arsenal. he MLC contended
that it was a "t ,uisite to national security that allpossiblt,means ofdefense:
be available to tht trmed Forces for instant use," and-that-to "launch an attack
with atomic bombs-unider existing= conditions, would requirc a complicated-procedure involving-the dual responsibility of the Atomic-Energy Commission-and
the Armed Forces." Ihe committee also stated that to- "ftlfill their responsibility
for the defense-of the United States, the Armed Forces-must have the authority
to place the -forces and weapons at their disposal in strategically sound locations ... readily available for instant-use." The MLC conceded, however, that the
services were "not-staffed and trained-at the present time' to maintain the atomic
stockpile in the necessary state of readiness and proposed a gradual- transition
period'
Instead of -responding immediately, the AEC prepared, and issued on I
March 1948, a report-that supported its earlier contention that the military did
not have the technical knowledge-or-training to cope with the problems of-cus.
tody but proposed-a joint AEC-military training program to prepare the armed
forces for surveillance and inspection- duties. Lilienthal viewed these findings as
conclusive," burhe did not state whether or not he favored their adoption-and
implementation. Meeting with the M[.C on 3 March, he expressed the opinion
that only the President could decide whether the military should have custody.
Because it involved other departments and the President's constitutional prerogaLilienthal said the commission wanted to avoid making unsolicited-recom.
mendations on the custody question either alone or jointly with the military
establishment. He-suggested that he -might consult the Presient to determine
what recommendations Tnman would -accept from the AEC and the NME. He
ernhasized-thar- the -onmmtssinn did ne view-thrr-a-mpiy a "juIsdk.
tional issue," and-that the purpose of- consulting the President was to seek his
guidance.'
After Lilienthal proposed conferring with the -President, Brereton immedi.
ately notified Forrestal, sending him r copy of the AEC report and requesting-that
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he -intercede "without delay." 11After receiving -a joint memorandum from the
service secretaries endorsing Brereton's recommendations, Forrestal -had his staff

-

draft a letter to Truman setting forth die military's views. I I However, before sign.
ing off on his letter to the President, Forrestal sought technical advice from Gen-

eral Spaatz, Air Force Chief of Staff, on the feasibility of an immediate transfer.

Even though Spaaz strongly supported the idea of military custody, he conceded
that he lacked sufficient i.formation to have full-confidence in the ability of the
armed forces to assume immediate- custody of atomic weapons. Moreover, Spaatz
had-recently proposed in the JCS that the Air Force be designated executive agent
of AFSWP. With-this proposal still pending, he may have felt-that pressing the
custody issue might complicate Air Force efforts to gain control of AFSWP. On
30 March Forrestal told John Ohly to take no-further action -until Donald F.
Carpenter, designated-to replace Brereton as MLC chairman, had had a chance
to acquaint himself with the subject.2'
Carpenter's arrival at the MLC in early April 1948 had a calming effect;
Almost overnight,-as Carpenter began to deal with the weapons custody question,
relations between the AEC and the Pentagon took-a promising turn for the better.
After lengthy talks with AEC and Pentagon officials in Washington, Carpenter
invited the commissioners to join him in an inspection of the Sandia (N. Mex.)
weapons storagefacility to consider firsthand how the issue might be resolved.
Arriving at Sandia-on 24 May, Carpenter and the commissioners-spent three dayslistening to AFSWP and AEC senior staffers explain their differences. By the
time-Carpenter left the base he was convinced-that a transfer of authority was
necessary and feasible within certain limitations-and that the AEC could be per.
suaded to cooperate if adequate safeguards existed and AEC technicians couldinspect and service bomb components on a regular-basis. On 2 June he directed
MajGcn. Kennth-D. Nichols, chief of AFSWP,-to prepare, for discussions withthe AEC and ultimately for submission to the President, "definite recommenda.
tions" giving the military authority to withdraw weapons from storage either for
training purposes or for possible use in time of national emergency." "1arrivcd
at the conclusion,"-Carpenter recalled some years later,

j

that the wepons should be held in custody by the mUitary but-that-a dual

chain of command should be-established. The Secretary of Defense could

give the order-for withdrawal from storage but-the order would-have to go
down through two separate chains of command to prevent any single
officer short of the Secretary o Defense from issuing the order on-his own.'?

.

Itr_.'xins cles. that- Carpenter' ha,- ,,ossly-m;t;jdm.d th .e,coniain'wil.
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ingns to compromise. On 18 June, after examining the "definite recommenda.
tions" prepared by Nichols, the AEC commissioners met with the-MLC. Lilienthal
stated at the outsew that the commission had given "long and careful study and-
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consideration" to the custody question and had now concluded that the proposed
transfer "required a higher cost than its advantages justified," Laying his cards on
the table, Litenthal insisted that the problem went beyond technical and man.
agerial difficulties and involved considerations of basic policy, presumably whether
civilian or military control should prevail. These questions, he said, were paramount and were wholly for the President to weigh and decide. Consequently,
Lilienthal explained, thc AEC could not endorse the recommended transfer but
would-be glad to cooperate it' presenting the custody question to the President for
decision. "'

4

Although officially the AEC was unanimous in its-positiov, Commissioner
Strauss- felt a compromise might- still -be arranged. After the meeting with the
MLC he telephoned Marx lcva,- through him urging Forrestal to sit down -and
talk-with the commission before going to the President. Forrestal agreed, and on
23 June Lilienthal joined him for lunch-at the Pentagon. Just in-case the meeting proved successful, the OSD-public relations office stood ready with adraft
press release announcing plans for the transfer. The press release was never-issued.
Although Forrestal and- Lilienthal understood each other's point- of view, they
could agree only on meeting with the entire commission- in a week."
Joined by-Carpenter, Nichols, Vannevar Bush, and Secretary Royall, Forrestal met with the full-commission in his office-on 30 June. As the discussion
progressed it became apparent that both sides were as far apart as ever. Not even
the emergenci -of the Berlin blockade, already six days old, could bring -them
together. In general, the commissioners- -favored deferring immediate action,
whereas the military representatives wanted the issue decided without further
delay. If technical difficulties stood in the way of transferring custody, -Bush
argued, they should be-identified and eliminated by training -the required military
-personnel, Lilienthal did-not agree with this course and observed that matters-of
public policy should be debated- publicly. Forrestal responded that his military
advisers viewed "military custody of weapons of great importance to our national
security." The meeting resulted in -an agreement that the President-should decide
the issue and that the AEC andl-the military would prepare separate position
papers for his consideration. "
Shortly afterward Lilienthal called Clark Clifford, the President's legal-and
political adviser. According to Lilienthal, Clifford told him that Truman- was
fully aware of the custody-dispute-and had-expressed strong-opposition to "taking
atomic-weaponsaway from the hands they are now-in." Lilienthal wrote Forrestal
about his talk with Clifford and indicated that he had told Clifford-that the AEC
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and the-NME would have-their views on-the custody issue ready to submit to-the

PresMent at an "early date." Attached to-Lilienthal's letter was a draft memorandumruddressed-to the President, restating in general terms the AEC's opposi.
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tion-to change in custody procedures. The next move was up to Forrestal,-and
he-duly obliged-by -,kingTruman on 15 July for an appointment the following
veek 2.2
The confrontation over custody took place on 21 July at a White House
meeting attended by Forrestal, the five commissioners, and their advisers. In
support of the-miltaty's request for the trarsfcr of custody, Forrestal offered four
arguments: ( I ) =that a surprise attack could cxposc-the United-Statcs to "unrca.
sonable risL of mistake, confusion and failure to act with the necessary speedand
precision"; (2) that the -military needed- to learn in peacetime -how to maintain
and operate atomic weapons; (t) that giving custody to the NMIE "will facilitate
the storing of the .. . components in the-most favorable strategic locations"; and
(4) -that delivery of the -weapons to the NME "should further-the research- and
development activities in weapon design."' The AEC did not challenge these
arguments directly. Instead, it defended- the existing arrangement on technical
grounds And urged-the President to bearin mind that-atomic bombs were different
from-other weapons, requiring- special handling which- tb, military mightnot-be
able=to provide. In the final-analysis, however, the AEC felt that "all technical
questions are-subsidiary" and that the-key issue was--whether civilian control of
atomic-energy could be preserved by transferring custodial functions to the-militar)', a -problem- that the President would have to rcolve to his-own satisfaction.
Truman indicated-he needed time to think about the matter.s
Truman hadearlier requested the views of the Bureau of the Budget,-anti
the- next day Budget Director James ELWebb -presented written comments recommending thatcustodial- functions remain in the hands of the AEC "at least for
the present." As-Webb saw it, there were four principal reasons for turning-down
the military's request. First,-broad "public-policy considerations" and public opinion argued strongly in favor=of preserving the current- arrangement. Second, the
AEC appeared to-be doing an "exccellnt job" of developing weapons and of
devising plans for emergency-transfer. Third, Webb-felt that the AEC was better
equippe'd than the military to-do the job, especially -in view of- continuing interservicebickering over roles and missions in air-atomic-operations. -l'ie Navy and
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the Air-Forc ."' Webb reminderu Truman, "are disputing the issue of jurisdiction
over -the atomic attack. The Secretary -of Defense -has not, as -yet, satisfactorily
settled this issue. Until the Military Establishment is prepared- to assume the
responsibility, ir would be a serious matter to transfer the stockpiles." And-finally,
Webb-pointed t tho e "symbolic value" of the atomic-bomb, its importance as an
"instrument of international influence," the "provocative utterances of certain
l. ...
a th pos.ib,c Ud. z, .iulv Us,;u;,,if the military
gained custody. "The delicate=international situation"he warned. "could be madc
worse-if-a transfer of stockpile custody-were made at- this particular time. Such
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an attion could he construed as secret preparations for a war which this Government regarded as inevitable - 2'
After reviewing the arguments. Truman ruled in favor of the AUC. On
23 July he told Forrestal that an immediate transfer of custody was out of the
question because of "political consmderations," but added that he r 'it "take
another look at the picture" aftcr the November election. When ) officially
informed Forrestal of his deision on 6 August, he noted existing arrangements
between the services and the AEC relating to training, joint inspection, and
emergency weapons delivery procedures, and encouraged continued collaboration
on and refinement of these arrangements. Lilienthal must have felt that he had
won a great personal victory, observing in his diary that the President's public
announcement of his custody decision was "a very important event indeed." "5
According to Carpenter, Forrestal likewise took the decision (luite personally and
for a while talked of resigning. Carpenter urged him not to do so and then
drafted directives, issued by Forrestal or. 28 July, setting in motion a review
within the military of emergency transfer plans. Even without custody, Carpenter
considered the military's position much improved. "Although the A.B.C. won the
decision," he later noted. "the whole affair had centered so much attention on
their (the AEC's] shortcomings of custody and transfer that the) took effective
steps to obtain maximum efficiency. The outcome was a vastly improved procedure even though the A.E.C. retained custody"

.*

"-

During the remainder of 1948 the AEC and the NME devoted much atte.tion to the testing and improvement of emergency transfer procedures. In Novem.
ber, on the initiative of the AEC, Forrestal and Lilienthal approved a formal
statement of principles to govern emergency trinsfers.2 The following month
the AEC and AFSWP held a joint exercisc (Operation UNLIMrrTD) at Sandia to
determine the effectiveness of current arrangements. The exercise began with the
simultaneous transmission of special code words from the Washington headquarters of the two organizations. Dummies rather than actual weapons were
transferred. The operation proved satisfactory in a!l respects. On the basis of the
exercise experience, its directors recommended that such drill be held every six
months on initiation from Washington and that the weapon capsules be exchanged in secluded areas
Meanwhile, at JCS direction, AFSWP accelerated the training of personnel
so that it would be able to assume "full custody and surveillance as soon as po-,
-i'ble, if and when the President authorizes the transfer of such responsibilities'to
the NME." In an obvious effort to reopen the question of custody, General
Nkhols in March 1949 endeavored to enlist the support of the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy. However, Truman and Lilienthal resisted both military and
congreso
nal pressures for reexamination. Nevertheles, in May 1949 the com-
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mission took the important step

of

authorizing joint AFC-AFSWP operation and

maintenance of storage sites, with the AIiC responsible for all stockpile items in

*

'

storage or undergo'ag inspection and AFSWP in Lustody of AEC weapons
released for training and maneuver purposes."
By early 1950 there was no longer any doubt that the minitary had trained
personnel an sufficient numbers to perform the necessary custodial functions of
surveillance and inspection; in fact, at several storage sites military authorities
were already exercising custody on an unofficial basis under AEC supervision.
In view of these realitics, an AEC study in March 1950 recommended that the
commission obtain the President's approval of the "transfer of custody of stock.
pile of non.nuclear components of atomic bombs to the Department of )efense"
and "delegation of responsibilities for routine maintenance of nuclear components
of stockpile weapons to the Department of Defense." " The MLC and the Joint
Chiefs strongly endorsed these proposals, still pending when the Korean War
broke out in late June. Then, on II July, Secretary Johnson, supported by the
Joint Chiefs and the service secretaries, appealed to the President to turn over
nonnuclear components to the military as a piecaution against a wider emergency
than Korea. Concurring, the President in the same month began directing the
AEC on a case by case basis to transfer the custody of bomb capsules (minus their
nuclear explosives) to the Air Force and the Navy for deployment to selected
overseas locations."
Though events undoubtedly accelerated the timetable, it seems clear that the
AECs monopoly on custody would have ended at the size of the stockpile
increased and as weapons were deployed overseas. Under such circumstances, as
Forrestal had argued in 1948, the AEC's limited resources and facilities would
make it impractical, ifnot impossible, for the commission to exercise direct custody. Forrestal's predktion may have been premature, but by 1950 there was no
longer any doubt as to its accuracy. Even as ardent an advocate of civilian control
as Truman recognized that should a major emergency erupt, the military would be
able to respond more quickly if the weapons were readily available. And since
the transfer orders he issued in 1950 applied only to nonnuclear components, the
principle of civilian control remained basically intAct. Later would come the
question of transferring nuclar components as well. But on the basis of the decisions taken in 1950, the outcome apFcated virtually certain to favor the Defense
Department.
Policy

U

of Aomic Weapom

Almost simultaneously with the custody dispute arose the need for a
polky clarifying when and in what crcumstances the United States would use
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nuclear weapons Although regarded by the military as another instrument of
war, atomic bombs so awed the publnd hat the issue quickly became infused with
enormous political as well as military significance. Clearly, strategic consaeerations
alone were no
enough
to determine the use of such destructive weapons, and an
1948
a high.level debate began within the administration over what policy should
be
adopted.
Prior to to thme American policy governing the development and use of
atomic weapons rested on understandings and agreements reached with Britain
and Canada during World War 11, particularly the Quebec agreement of 1943.
Because of the close secrecy surrounding the atomic energy program, hardly any.
one knew of the existence of the Quebec agreement and the prohibitions it
imposed. One part of the agreement specified that the United States and Great
Britain would not use atomic weapons "against third parties without each other's

i
+;

known as the Combined Policy Committee (CPC)!'
in effect, the Quebec agreement confirmed that for the duration of the war
the development of atomic energy would be a U.S. monopoly. After the war, as
Britain md Canada embarked on their own atomic energy programs, disputes
arose between Washington and I.ormon over the procurement and allocation of
raw materials and the exchange of technical data. All parties agreed that the
Quebec agreement was no longer a workable arrangement, but despite letiihny
negotiations, the CPC seemed unuble to find a satisfactory substitute. Although
Forrestal as Secretary of the Navy had participated off and on, in these talks, it
ws not until he became Secretary of Defense that he took a leading role, pos.
sibly because only then did he become acquainted with the full contents of the
Quebec agreement. Upon learning that it prohibited US. use of the bomb without
British consent, he termed the agreemcnt unacceptable and felt that "it shld be
immediately denounced."" Secretary Marshall and Ulienthal, who with Forrestal

- -

formed the American side of the CPC, shared his view that the Quebec agree.
ment was in impediment to US. freedom of sation!a< One member of the JCAE,

I- "<
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Senator Vandenberg, voiced the same concerns.m In late 1947 negotiations with
the British and Canadians resumed, culminating on 7 January 1948 in a modus
vivendi that nullified the Quebec agreement and substituted other procedures for

..
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cooperation and exchange of information. As part of the new arrangements the
ir
-g-1! 1910 ;nd A191: urai-um c"cc s ,rarlii fiuns
the Belgian Cooo (now 7aire), then tie principal source of supplyM
Nullification of the Q-ebec agreement removed all external constraints on
US. use of atomic weapons, but no new statement of policy followed, The only

+-

applicable statute, the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, definitely envisioned the
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possible use of nuclear weapons by stressing in its introductory declaration of
policy the "paramount objctive of assuring the common defense and security." 11
Since the law also veted power in the President to set production rates and transfer custody of bombs, it followed that as Commander in Chief he could order their
use in a declared emergency just as he could order the use of tanks or ,irplancs
or any other weapon. In short, the decision to employ rested with the President.
Thus the issue that surfaced was not whether atomic weapons comU be
used but whether they uoadj be used. What precipitated the debate aFt-ars to
have been a JCS briefing for the President on 5 May 1948 on emergen, war
plans. The next day, noting that the plans called for an air-atomic counter Tensive, Truman asked the JCS to develop an alternative plan relying soleiy on
conventional, nonnuclear weapons. Even though the United Nations had been
at an impasse on regulation of atomic armaments since 1946, Truman explained
that atomic bombs might be outlawed by international convention and thus not
available, and that the American people might not permit the government to
use atomic weapons for "aggressive purposes."
To some members of the military establishment, the President's request
seemed ill-advised and not to be seriously pursued. First to take issue was Secretary Royall, who earlier had expressed concern over reports that Marshall and
Admiral Leahy had made statements implying repudiation of the use of nuclear
weapons. Forrestal had done his best to allay Royall's worries, but After Truman's
request for a nonnuclear war plan, Royall feared that the United States stood on
the threshold of abandoning nuclear weapons as an instrument of national
defense. Intent upon a full airing of the matter, he asked the National Security
Council on 19 May 1948 for a full.scale review of atomic warfare policy.
CIoosing his words with obvious care, he mentioned having heard that "in some
quarters the desirability of the United States initiating atomic warfare has been
qt.estioned particularly on the grounds of morality." Since the Army had previously regarded atomic weapons as integral to military planning, he said, it now
felt the need for clarification. Royall proposed that the NSC examine specifically

when atomic weapons would be used, the choice of targets, and "an organization
4t

capable of immediate engagement in atomic warfare."i"

Exactly why the weapons-use! question so-interes~ed Roysll that he proposed
placing itbefore the NSC is far from clear, though it may Jwve been related to
the Army's budget problems and iegisltion-pending-in Congres to increase the
size of the Army through reetactment nf "ecive ar'kfr C'-mrlF. in view 4 r
prerailing -strstgic assumptions, a defense poky that repudiated or minimized
the use of atomik weapons would requite vastly strengthened conventional force,
itnd any-decision in this regard could have a profound bearing on-b'.h the size
of the Army and iet share of the military budget. Royal does not--appear to bavc
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bccn eager to sec the use of nuclear weapons abandoned, but his interest in the
po-sibility suggest., an awareness of the impact it could have on the Army's future
and its role in military planning in rclation to the other services.
The next day the NSC discussed how to deal with the study. Royal[ immediately brought up the Prsidcnt's recent request for a nonnuclear war plan,
saying tat the council should determine "if there are any qualifications on our
use of atomic weapons:' Secretary Symington thought that such a study was A
-good idea." for "it would show how much we must rely on the bomb." He stated
that "the Air Force felt that if we gave up the use of the bomb we might as well
give up our Air Force." Forrestal did not appear eager to continue the discussion
and thought the council should consult the President before doing anything more.
*lovett
suggested bringing in the AEC, but Secretary Sullivan thought that involving the AEC might confuse the isue and complicate settlement of the custody
dispute. Obviously, although it recognized that Royall had raised a pertinent
matter, the council had yet to devise an acceptable procedure for dealing with it."
After the meeting senior members of the Air Force expressed regret that
Royall had raised the issue, fearing that study and discussion in the NSC might
lead to the adoption of policies that could effectively hamstring Air Force planning for the use of atomic weapons. They therefore urged Symington to do what
lie could to curtail the inquiry and prevent it from becoming a full-scale investigatijn. Acting on recommendations from Maj. Gen. Samuel E.Anderson, Air
Staff Director of Plans and Operations, the Air Force on 3 June secured adoption
in the NSC of a procedure that divided Royalls request into two parts. First, the
NSC staff would prepare a report on how, where, and when atomic weapons
might be used; and second, the NME War Council would study the orginizational arrangements "to insure optimum exploitation by the United States of its
capabilities of waging atomic warfare." However, Forrestal did not take up the
matter at the next War Council meeting, preferring first to solicit views infor.
mally from MI.C Chairman Carpenter and General Gruenther.
Inclined to proceed slowly in the matteir, Forrestal held a meeting on 30

A

,

June with Royall, the JCS, Souers, and others. Royall suggested the need for a
decision on the custody issue. Forrestal urged those present nor to forget that
there were important political aspects to the use and targeting of atomic weapons.
'The politial thing comes in," he said, "whether or not you gamble that a reduction of Moscow vd Leningrad would be a powerful enough impact to stop a
war." Royal] agreed on the significance of political considerations in providing
guidance on the use and targeting of nuclear weapons. The meeting ended with-out recommendations. When the NSC considered the question the next d'v,
.
Forrestal asked for a postponement pending a discussion with the President.
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"some dashing lieutenant colonel." Forrestal apparetly concluded that the Presi-
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national security and must therefore plan accordingly.
13. The decision as to the employment of aomi weapons in the
event of war is to be made by the Chief Executive when he considers such
decision to be required."
Although Truman never offiially approved this policy statement, there was
no doubt that it reflected his thinking. When he met with Forrestal and others on

13 September, Truman had appeared willing to consider the possible use of

atomic weapons and, in response to the worsening Berlin crisis, to initiate discusions with the British on the construction of bomb storage sites in England.,
According to ForrestaI's notes on the meeting, "the President said that he prayed
w eonsdneuerthate
f imbeae necsay deino one. eedhse
ogivinu
thaonhewoud neehave
ito akecsuchy,decison nied
theuo
atomiingbu
what he would do s0.11 4
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Meanwhile, in August and September, the Military -Liaison Committee initiated a study on military organization for atomic warfare to help advise the War
Council. Despite weeks of effort, the committee could nor reach axreemcnt on
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what should be done to improve the existing organization, and recommended
only that Congress amncrd the Atomic Energy Act to allow the military to excrc=sc a more direct role in the affairs of the AEC The most divisive issues the
committee faced concerned the control of air-atomic operations and continuation

,,L,

of the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project as a joint agency. At the Newport
conference in late August, Forrestal and the Joint Chiefs had agreed that, as a

temporary measure, the Air Force should serve as AFSWP executive agent in all
matters pertaining to the air-atomic aspects of the HALPMOON, Ft.ir v'WOO

plan. The Air Force now wanted this arrangement generalized and made permanent, but the Army and the Navy objected that Air Force absorption of AFSWP
would curtail their future access to atomic weapons. On 10 September 1948 the
MI.C voted four to two to maintain AFSWP as a tripartite agency answerable

to the three service chiefs individually."
A month later, after Carpenter had become head of the Munitions Board,
he sent Forrestal a separate report on defense organization for atomic energy
matters. Carpenter maintained that the existing organization suffered from two

serious defects: an overconcentration of responsibilities in the MI.C and AFSWP
and a general absence of channels through which the military services could
explore alternative applications of atomic energy. The result, Carpenter said, was
a highly centralized system that did little to encourage interservice cooperation
and collaboration or advance the state of the art. To remedy this. Carpenter
proposed a variety of reforms: decentraliration of authority by assigning primary
responsibility for atomk energy matters to the three service chiefs, including
authority to initiate new projects; expansion of training for military personnel in
the handling and surveillance of atomic materials; and development of more
joint programs to encourage common use of facilities and the exchange of
personnel between services."

" ,
.. ,)
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Although Carpenter may have sized up the problem correctly, some mem
bers of the MLC declined to endorse his recommendations, nor necessarily because
they disagred, but because they felt the time for such reforms had not yet come.
As a practical matter they saw numerous obstacles-AECs virtual monopoly of
skilled personnel, the slow progress of military unification, a crisis.prone interna.
tional situation, uneasy AEC.miliary. relations, and congressional resistance to
legislation permitting a freer exchange of highly classified information. Further.
more, some comm.:tte members fully expected the 1948 election to result in a
change of administrations, leading to major policy revisions. Ali in all, Carpenter's
suggestions, while worthy, were considered premature. They were not rcvsiv d
1950s." of new military applications of atomic energy and the
the early
until The
development

4
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technology to support them did not, of course, await organizational changes
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within the military, though progress might have been more rapid had the rcforms
Carpenter proposed been adoptcd at the time. Nonetheless, during 1949-50 a
steady distribution of information and an expansion of training among the
services stimulated research and development. Military leaders vigorously sought
to diversify the types of weapons, including the design of a whole family of new
devices, from artillery shells to warheads for guided missilcs. In addition, they
initiated separate projects in coojunction with the AEC to develop nuclear pro.
pulsion systems for submarines and aircraft, to explore the potential of radioactive
warfare, and to study the feasibility of "breeder" reactors capable of furnishing
a continuous supply of fissionable material."
Prior to the outbreak of the Korean War there was apparently little thought
given to the possibility that the expanding military application of atomic energy
and the weapons.use policy in NSC 30 might some day be in conflict. However.
the signs pointed clearly to such a probability. When on 6 April 1949 President
Truman publicly reaffirmed that, as in the cases of Hiroshima and Naga aki, he
would not hesitate to order the use of atomic weapons if necessary, he implied
that such weapons would be used only under the most dire conditions. But within
the military, as knowledge of atomic energy increased and as the applications
became more numerous, nuclear weapons seemed less unique and restrictionsion
their use seemed less likely. By the time of the North Korean uttack, military
planners saw themselves in what some termed "phase two" of the atomic age--*
period, following initial research and development, in which technical progress
would remove all practical barriers to the military uses of atomic energy and
nuclear weapons.5 Writing in March 1950, Deputy Secretary of Defense Early
expressed his view of the changing situation:
The whole concept of atomic energy as something special is disappearing

and the concept of the atomic warhead as a conventional weapon is arising.
This is as it should be. All aspects of military thinking mus be steeped
with such concept-a condition which will be accelerated by placing full
responsibility upon each of the services for its appropriate share of atomic

£

operational and servke functions. Unless we are prepared to accept the

i _knowledge

possibility of facing a future emergency in which the know.how of atomic
operational and service functions is restricted to an insufficient number of

ithmM edfuncions far & wide withinth ita.

personne to meet needs, we should tae steps now to spread atomic

Although such a broad aZpCt
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did not take hold until the Eisenhower administration, it was readily apparent
by 1950 that for military planning purposm the line between nuclear and non.
nuclear weapons was becoming less distinct. Yet for political purposes, as Truman
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anti his military advisers recognized, the use of nuclear weapons remained a highly
sensitive issue that in -he years to follow would become only more complicated
and diff,(ult
to resolve.
Pismson-Bomb Production

Reaching policy decisions on custody and weapons use rated high priority.
But the military saw them as essentially secondary to developing, producing, and
maintaining a stockpile of atomic bombs on which the security of the country
might ultimately depend. In the years immediately after World War 1ithe AEC
stockpilcd components for two types of weapons--an implosion-type bomb similar
to the "rat Man" used against Nagasaki and a gun.type bomb similar to the
"Little Boy" dropped on Hiroshima.-Both types were basically handmade labora.
.ory devices, consisting of nuclear capsules and nonnuclear components, which
required assembly before use. These exceedingly bulky and heavy weapons
required specially modified aircraft to deliver them against a target. Almost all
of the bombs stockpiled immediately after the war were "Fat Man" implosion
weapons, weighing-approximately 10,000 pounds and having an explosive power
equivalent to that of 22,000 tons of TNT (22 KT). Gun-type bombs, although
lighter at 8,900 pounds, were less efficient in their use of fissionable material and
produced a smaller burst of approximately 12.5 KT."
TABLa 8

US Nuclear Weapon Stockpile, 1945-948
Cornet

_................Nuclear

_Nonuksr_"Ewrit

30 June 1945* ...........
10 June 1946 ............
30 June 1947 ............

0
0
0

2
9
13

0
0
0

2
9
29

30 June 1948 ............

0

30

2

53

'

F~um am lota itr dae, preunably 31 Deemba 1945.
SoAwre, Lit
Tisvis Hulsey, Ili"y Div. Dept o( Fneray, io autdoe, 30 Jun 82.

*

Among the maiy difficult problems the AEC initially faced, none was more
r...vcrnng the di...
ilk production of fimionable materials. During
the period between war's end and creation of the AEC. many of the scientisa
and technicians who had made the Manhattan Project a success left to resume
their civilian work. Without sufficient staf, production facilities at Oak Ridge,
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Tenn.. and Hanford, Wash., had gradually deteriorated. Of the three pies capable
of producing plutonium at Hanford, only one was in full operation when the
AEC took over on 1 January 19.17. Physically, conditions were significantly better
at Oak Ridge, where the trouble.free gaseous diffusion process promised a steady
supply of uraniur.235. But labor unrest and the decision of the Monsanto
Corporation in 1947 to pull out of the adjacent Clinton Laboratories created
problems that left Oak Ridge operating below peak performance. limited
uranium ore supplies were another inhibiting factor, though less so after the
accord signed with Britain and Canada in January 1948. AU in all, despite a
yigorus rebuilding effort, it took the AEC more than a year to restore its facili5
tics to thidr wartime level of efficiency and productivity. '

& I-. iattained

lilienthal later recalled that to his horror and amazement the AEC inherited
a stockpile consisting of only one "probably operable" atomic bomb. Figures
compiled many years later-show an arsenal of nine weapons as of 30 June 1946,
but because no official tabulations were kept at the time, the number is approxi.
mate, developed from sketchy records." (Table 8) The AEC submitted. its first
official inventory count in the spring of 1947, by which time the stockpile had
grown to roughly a dozen nuclear cores, but apparently not all were fully operable. When he reported the-number during a White House briefing on 3 April,
ljlienthal observed that it came to Truman as "quite a shock" Truman subsequently reaffirmed an earlier order continuing bomb production at the current
rate.'OProduction thus became the accepted basis for setting military requirements.
Using this procedure, the Joint Chiefs in December 1947 established requiremients for a stockpile of 400 Nagasaki.type implosion bombs by IJanuary 1953
based on expected ore receipts and existing and planned production schedules for
the next five years."7
Although production troubles accounted for most of the bottlenecks, wrangling among the services over weapon designs also impeded progress. The Air
Force preferred a large stockpile of the Mark Ill "Fat Man" bomb, but the Navy,
having no planes that could carry it and still operate effectively from existing
carriers, sought a diversified inventory with a larger number of the lighter weight
"little Boy" gun-typ bombs. Although the Air Force objected strenuously, the
Navy prepared in March 1948 to proceed with development of a water-penetrating weapon based on the "little Boy" configuration and a similar but lighter
weapon of more "novel design.""
Then, in April-May 1948, the United States conducted its second postwar
serics of nuclear tests, esgnatcd SANDSTONE, at E1iwctuk i: P~itdfic. inril,
three shots were fired, the first of which, utilizing Mark IV design characteristics,
the equivalent yield of 37,000 tons of TNT. The second shot surpaed
the first with a burst of 49 KT; and the third, demonstrating the feasibility of
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powerful lightweight weapons, yielded 18 KTI. If the preliminary reports proved
correct (as later they did), the United States had scored a "stunning success" that
would lead to a whlel new gencratico of weapons. making the existing stockpile
of bombs obsolete. 1lTc day of tailor-made wrapons was fading fast; with thc
Mark IV would come mass produc.,un of components, asscimbly-linec techniqucv,
and a production capacity exceeding the current requirements set by the joint
Chiefs.5"

L"

.
"
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After studying the SANrPSTON1, results, the MLC urged the JCS to reexamine
their requirements for atomic weapons, Acting on this advice, the joint Chiefs
on 9 December 19.18 notified Forrestal of their desire to reopen the question of
mdlicafy needs, including the possibility of stepping up ore procurement in order
to amure "the continued production of fissionable material on a long-term basis."
On 28 January 1949 ML.C Chairman Webster advised the AEC to expect a
revised statement of military requirements. "it is-now evident," Webster wrote.
..'that th'e currently-estabhished military requirements for scheduled bomb produc.
tion should be substantially increased and extended. Detailed studies arc still in
progress and you will be advised at a later date of the number of bombs by
category or type which will be required by the National Military Establish.

.

ment." 60

Webster's memorandum reached the AEC more than two weeks after it
hid requested funds for an accelerated expansion program. In his FY 1950
budget message to Congress on 10 January, Trumtan had recommended an
increase to $725 million in tie AEC budget from an estimated $632 million in
fiscal year 1949. Much of the increase was for the construction of a new gaseous
diffusion plant at Oak Ridge, Testifying in secret session before the joint Committee on Atomic Energy, AEC officials calculated that the Oak Ridge expansion,
to be completed in 1951, would increws production capabilities for U-235 by
30 to 32 percent while doubling the output of fissionable material?
The military considered enlargement of facilities at Oak Ridge merely a
first step. On 26 May 1949 Webster informed the commission that the MLC
had recommended, and the joint Chiefs had approved, military requirements
calling for an additional 15-percent increase by I January 1956! in the production
of fissionable materialls above that expected from plants already operating cc
authorized. Abandoning the practice of computing military requirements in terms

"-'
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Y

production
~of capabilities, Webster requested that the A EC plan for additional

i
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construction at Hanford and Oak Ridge to increase production of both U-235
and plutonium in order to accommodate the higher requirements. "inour opinion, Webster wrote, "it is highly urgent that sufficient funds be obtained in the
pr .cnt sesson of Congress inorder to %void unnecessary delay.""
Shortly Amr on 14 June, the joint Chiefs approved new military require-
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ments for U-235 and plutonium and the number of bombs-by the beginning of
1956. This production schedule, in terms of fissionable materials, apparently was
identical to that in Webster's letter of 26 May and thus greatly exceeded the
AECs estimate of available U.235 and plutonium by the target datc. The Joint
Chiefs added that they could not establish definite production objectives beyond
January 1956 but suggested that they would probably continue to increase."
Normally the MLC would have conveyed the JCS rccomnndations directly
to the AEC, but the committee found that the number of bombs requested by
the Joint Chiefs was far too low, considering anticipated progress in weapon
design, to utilize the specified quantities of U-235 and plutonium. Ultimately
the MLC decided not to report this important discrepancy to the JCS. The MLC,
composed mainly of officers junior to the Joint Chiefs, may have hesitated to
point out errors made by their superiors, also, some of its members worried that
referral back to the Joint Chiefs would result in JCS selection of "the radically
smaller June 14 requirement" an] a cutting back of the plant expansion necessi.
rated by the larger requirement. Consequently, the MLC never sent the AEC the
%pxificweapons requirements in the JCS memorandum of 14 June; the Joint
Chiefs never became aware of the discrepancy; and the fissionable materials
requirements submitted on 26 May prevailed.1"
With a new statement of military requirements now before the AEC, a
coalition of Pentagon officials and ranking members of Congress began to put
pressure on the commission to acquiesce in the proposed expansion. Sen. Brien
McMahon, Chairman of the JC
on 14 July, urging Secretary John1T.E, acted first
son to rake a forceful stand. "As matters stand today," McMahon argued, "with
the Kremlin rejecting international control, our overriding aim must be the
production of fissionable materials and the fabrication of more and better
weapons. Whe McMahon conceded that lie
and his committee were not privy
to stockpile data, he felt sufficiently informed, based on "the facts now known to
me," to "hazard the guess that we need' additional plant capacity as a safety
margin." Johnson's reply was crisp and to the point. "I believe you realize," he
said, "that we are very much of a single mind on this subject."
Thinking at the AEC, however, differed, and the commission once again4
steeled itself for a confrontation with the military. Lilienthal was not convinced
that the expansion proposed by the MLC was-either necessary or desirable, nor
because he opposed higher requirements per se. but because he feared the military
was making arbitrary demands in a form that would inevitably undermine civilian
control of atomic energy. He felt, as in the custody quarrel the year before, that
the NME was chailenging th AL(ks authority. If they wonted more weapons,

15j

lie
thought, the military should explain to the commission how these weapons
were vital to national security. With lilienthal again sounding the alarm against
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military dominatioti, other commissioners questioned the practicality of trying to

4.

-

expand production of fissionable materials, citing continuing technical obstacles.
They sought to convey the message that Webster and the Joint Chiefs had misread
tle SANDSKNE results and expected more than was technically possible."
As a means of resolving the issue, Truman on 26 July 1949 directed the
National Security Council to create a special committee on atomic energy, composed of the Secretaries of State and Defense and the Chairman of the AEC. As
much as anything else, Truman probably was bothered by the cost of the proposed
pexlttisi ..i. timatd at $100 million spread over a six-year period, with threetifths nf that amount to be expended in the first three years. In his instructions
to the committee the President indicated his interest in four general problems;
(I ) the adequacy, from the standpoint of national security, of the current plans
for producton of fissionable material; (2) the relative gain in terms of national
security to be derived from accelerating the output of fissionable material; (3)
the soundness of the timing of the proposed acceleration as it might affect the
military budget, research and development programs, and the international
picture; and t0) the effect of making offsett;ng ret-actions in other areas of
nstional defense to accelerate atomic weapon ,:oduction withnut increasing the
budg t. T
At the President's suggestion, the NSC special committee appointed a working group to examine the subject in detail and develop preliminary recommendations. The working group met on ; August, at which time military representatives
proposed both immediate adoption of the NME proposal to expand weapons
production and submission of a supplemental budget request to Congress the
following week, presumably to rake advantage of McMahon's recent show of
enthusiasm for the proposed expansion. George Kennan, the State Department
representative, objected that such a move would be totally contrary to the Presidentes intentions in creating the special committee. The issue was left dangling,
and before the working group could nicet again Secretary Johnson suggested to
the President that it would be impractical for the AEC to propose a supplemental
budget request until the next session of Congress."
Although willing to bide his time, Johnson was determined that neither the
State Department nor the AEC should block efforts to enlarge production. Early
in September the working group sent to the special committee a draft report
arguing that the proposed expansion was both necessary for national security And
feasible. The report did not specify how to achieve the objective-whether by
additional AEC appropriations or by taking the necessary funds from other
After reviewing the findings with Webster, Johnson stated that it was the spon
sibility of the commission, a producer of the product, to request additional facili-
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ties and increased appopriations to meet Defense requirements, and not the
respons'bility of the Department of Defense, which he viewed as the consumer.
At the suggestion of John Ohly, Johnson agreed to endorse the report if it were
separated into three parts, with each agency treating only that part of the subject
falling within its sphere of responsibility. Thus, the Defense Department would
present its increased military requirements; the AEC would deal with additional
facilities and costs needed to meet those requirements; and the Department of
State would examine the probable international implications."
The special committee's final report, amended according to Johnson's speci.
fications, went to the President on 10 October, about a month after he had
learned that the Soviet Union had detonated a nuclear device in late August. The
first part of the report, based on findings provided by the JCS, looked at the
"developments, events, and considerations" that had caused them to recommend
an accelerated program-the success of the SANDSTONE tests in 1948, the anticipation of breakthroughs in the use and recovery of raw materials, the failure to
achieve international control of atomic energy, and the steady growth of U.S.
defense commitments in Europe and elsewhere. The report also pointed to the
Soviet Union's recent acquisition of a nuclear capability and commented that even
though the proposed expansion of U.S. facilities had been under study before this
event was known, it now seemed more important than ever for the United States
to accelerate the production and stockpiling of nuclear weapons to meet military
requirements before the Soviet Union acquired a "significant" atomic arsenal of
its own. In the opinion of the Joint Chiefs, this potential threat made it all the
more vital, militarily, psychologically, and politically, for the United States to
maintain an overwhelming superiority in atomic weapons and to press ahead with

Ii

I

the accelerated program.
In its part of the report, as to cost and feasibility, the AEC foresaw no insiutmountable difficulties, Increased production would mean lower unit com. Instead
of $500 million, as originally estimated, the AEC now believed that expansion

A

-

costs could be held to $319 million, spread over a three-year period, with annual
operating expenditures thereafter of $54 million. Moreover, with improved tech.
nology the current shortage of uranium ore would not remain a significant
obstacle. Indeed, the State repartment felt that if the United States made known

its intention to accelerate production, Britain and Canada might be persuaded to
liberalize their policies for sharing raw materials. Other likely international bene-

4

4;

fits included an improved deterrent posture, the reaffirmation of American leadership in atomic energy, and the strengthening of resolve on the part of-U.S. friends
and allies to resist Soviet pressure. 10
The President approved on 19 October and authorized the AEC to conduct
preliminary feasibility studies using $30 million of current funds for this purpose.
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However, he disregarded a suggestion made by some in Congress to submit an
immediate request for a supplemental appropration as a demonstration of U.S.
resolve to maintain its atomic energy lead over the Soviet Union. Instead, a(ting
apparently on advice from the Bureau of the Budget. he decided to delay asking
for additional funds until January when he promised to include "emergency estimates" for the AEC and the TVA, which would supply electric power to one of
the new AEC production plants. !
To clarify the goals of the program, the President asked Johnson for detailed
information about adjustments in "current strategic planning and requirements...
resulting from the expanded atomic energy program" and "the operational
assumptions which underlie the need for the expanded program and the means
by which the utilization of the increased quantities of atomic weapons will be
integrated with our total strategic plan." Johnson adopted Truman's suggestion to
brief him orally on these matters.12
Scattered evidence suggests that the briefing took place on 10 January 1950
and that it followed generally th. information the JCS had put together the previous month."S The Joint Chiefs reoffirmed their strong support for increased
atomic production, but cautioned that the benefits to be derived would not
diminish the need for other forces or place the United States in a permanently
secure position. The employment of atomic energy for military purposes was still
"in its infancy," they explained, and until higher production levels were reached,
it did not appear probable that operational assumptions or strategic plans would
change to any significant degree. The Joint Chiefs made it clear that they
would have welcomed an accelerated program in any case; they felt it now
more necessary than ever, in order to offset Soviet progress in atomic energy, to
preserve the "marked superiority" of the United States in atomic warfare and to
"bridge the wade gap now existing between our international military commitments and our military capabilities." Looking ahead, they expected the increased
availability of fissionable materials to expedite research and development and to
yield a vark-ty of new weapons, including warheads for guided missiles, penetration weapons, and possibly even "super bombs." The result, they belkved, would
be an atomic arsenal of increased flexibility that would constitute a more effective
derttent'
The debae over whether to step up production was in many respects a technical one, resting on different assessments of the SANOMTONK tests. But like the
custody debate, it showed clearly that a wide ideological gulf separated the mill.
tary and AEC, with the latter increasingly fearful of losing control nf P!roic
energy. T1e actions taken augured that the days of scarcity were about to end.
News that the Soviets had tested an atomic device came after the reconmendations to the NSC had already been prepared, too late in the debate to play
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a significant role in the final decision. Johnson was in any evcnt committed to
stepped.up weapons production, for it rcprcsented the logical corollary to his
policy of relying increasingly on strategic air power. And since the AIC would
bear all direct development anu production costs, the Defense Department would
reap the bonus of additional capabilities at no further expense to itself. Truman,
while he may have had doubts about Johnson's policy, as demonstrated by his
repeated requests for more information on strategic bombing,* still evidently
supported it, as yet with no apparent second thoughts on the intcrnational impli.
cations or concern over the emerging pattern of US.-Sovict competition in the
realm of strategic nuclear weapons. As long as accelerated production was tech.
nically feasible, militarily iustifiable, and relatively inexpensive compared with
the overall level of military and defense cxpcnditures, Truman saw nothing
objectionable. His reaction to the Soviet test would follow a somewhat different
course, focusing on other issues as well. In the end this course would lead both
to an even larger program and to breakthroughs in nuclear -technology that would
result in the development of weapons whose destructive capabilities would be of
an entire!f different order of magnitude from those previously in the stockpile.

I

The li-Bomb Decision
The debate over accelerating the production of fission bombs was eventually
overshadowed by the question of whether to develop and produce a far more
powerful weapon-the H.bomb. Scientists estimated that a thermonuclear weapon
could have 100 or more times the explosive power of a fission bomb, a prospect
that caused many of them to shudder a( the thought of building and
isting
such
a device. However, Johnson and the, Joint Chiefs sa. definite military needs and
uses for such weapons and felt that if the United States did not act quickly to
exploit them, the nuclear advantage would evenuau~ly pass to the Soviet Union."'
Although the actual debate over whether to proceed with the H-bomb lasted
only a few brief months--from late 1949 to early 1950--the issues it involved
dated from World War 11As early as 1942 a team of nuclear physicists headed
by J. Robert Opptenheime:r had discoverccl the theoretical possibility of creating a
nuclear reaction through the fusion of two hydrogen isotops-deuterium and
tritium. But because of the need for as yet unattainable high temperatures to

bring about a reaction. Manhattan roiect officials in.
L943 decided to fonmo con.
S 4

struction of a hydrogen or "super" bomb in favor of a fMion bomb. A conference
of atomk scientists at Los Alamos in June 1946 examined a proposed H-bomb
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design and judged it "o the whole workcable." but the AFC later decided'rliat the
cmt and diversion of resources were unjustified. For the next several years scien-

,

tiss at L. Alamos and at the Berkeley Radiation Laboratory of the University
of California continuet, to study the l-bomb, with the understanding that their
aefors should remain a matter of secondary priorityY'

On 9 September 1949 the CIA notilied the White House that samples of
air mass collected over the North Pacific showed abnormal radioactive contmination." After verification of the report. President Truman on 23 September
announced that the Soviet Union had recently detonated an atomic device.T
Although the American people did not appear unduly alarmed, Washington
officials from the President on down were genuinely disturbed. They knew from
reports dating back to 1945 that the Soviet Union had launched a vigorous atomic
energy research effort, and they had fully expected that sonic day the Soviets
would succeed in developing nuclear weapons. What took them by surprise was
that the explosion cam, nearly a year earlier than any U.S. intelligence estimate
had forecast' The Untited States had been caught off guard and its leaders now
fiaced the difficult ,'uestion of how to respond to this thallenge.
In Los Alamos and Berkeley news of the Soviet achievement immediately
rekindled scientili interest in the superbomb project as a way of achieving a
"quantum lump" to preserve the U.S. lead in nuclear weapons. The two most
ardent proponents of an accelerated program, Drnest 0. Lawrence and Luis
Alvarcz of the Berkeley Radiation Laboratory, flew to Los Alamos early in October to discuss the idea with Edward Teller, who was then conducting experiments
in thermonuclear physicz. Indeed, Teller and some of his colleagues at Los
Alamos had been working for some time on the theoretal and experimental
projects tht would have to precede any efforts to produce a thermonuclear
reamton. Teller assured Lwrence and Alvarez that. with proper funding and sup.
port, it would probably be possible to achieve a thermonuclear reaction and construct a weapon""
fortified with this information, -Lawrence and Alvarez flew on to Washington. Here they talked with Senator McMahon and Robert j.eBaron, who had
recently succeeded William Webster as MLC chairman. Both thought the superbomb idea merited further investitation. McMahon, who believed the Truman
administration was moving too J:ly,took the initiative. Writing to Ulienthal
on 17 October, McMahon urged that work on a superbomb be expedited in a
fashion "as bold and urgent as our original atomic enterprise." And, he added,
facilidecision
to eapand
referring
to"the
the recent
ties
it was
se se of
the joint
Com mother
tt e~enuclear
hat theweapon
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unusuial and even exttrAordinary stepsA to push ahead thes projecrs.'
McMithon's letter reinforced what the AEC already assupied-that the
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tes woui require some form of U.S. response and pose troubling issues for
the commissio. Previously, during the debates over custody and expanding pro.
J,uction of fiss ionable material, the AE had always mnagedi somehow to mainm aunitt frm under 11iienthi's laesi.But nounder the prsueof

eve tacn,
a faction openly sympatheic to the increased military applicatioi of

I:

,the

atomi etr.try emered. On 5 October, even before Law;cnee and Alvarez visited
Washin~ton, AEC Commisioner Lewis Strauss sent his colligucs a mernorandurn argumg that the time had come for the AEC to accelerate its thermonuclear
work. Strauss saw th mtter as it choice between two counts of action--¢xpansion of production of ission binbs r "an intensive effort to Set ahead- (of the
Soviett] with the super." Pronouncing the firsp actin "pot enough," he favored
latter and propose an immediate meeting of the AEC General Advisory
Committs "to ascertain their views as to how we can proceed with expdition."
Te GAC c po d of leadin nucler experts, met in Washnton on
28-30 Octoer to consider Sraus's sugestion. Not one member of the cor .
mirts was willing to endom it. The leading opponent, J. Robert Oppenheit r,
perhaps the country's most celebrated physicit *ad generally regarded as the
atther of gthe aromic bomb, querioned Tefe facts and figunt and cautioned
that a thermonuclear reactith might not
oeebe feaaboe.
only way to find out War
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numificatons of building and testing an H-bomb. Although the report did not
mention moral qualms, it was clear that a majority of the commLssoners harbored
-~

~A. :~appended

misgivings similar to those recently expressed by members of the GAC. In an
statement of personal views, Lilienthal told the President.
I have beep disturbed by the fact that there exists a widely hld
notion that an atomic weapon stockpile affords this country a relatively
cheap and easy solution of out problems of military security, of the prob.
lems of maintairing peace by deterrent and of preventing the spread of
Communism. I associate myself with those who believe we have suffered,
in many ways, from this over.valuation and wish to add this point: to
launch upon a program of Superbomba would set us upon still another
costly cycle of misconception and illusion about the value to us of weapons
of mas destruction as the chief means of protecting ourselves and of furthering out national policy "

.

Aftr reading the report, LeBaron concluded that Lilienthi and oher

*,in

opponents of the H-bomb were making a grave mistake. Rejecting the ontention
"that there is no peace time future for thermonuclear reactions," Le aron thought
that the development of such reactions was "the logical and ultimate goal in
nucleonics." He doubted that it would prove the catastrophe the GAC feared and
foresaw no real difficulty with the technical aspects if the United States made a
firm cotnmitmcnr to "a high priority" program. Moreover, since principles of
thermonuclear physics were known throughout the scientific community, he
speculated that the Soviet Union might already be hard at work on a superbomb.
"The crux of our military concept of peace through power," LeBaron added, "lies
the belief that the atomicw eapon gives us the neceswry force in a tight package with simple logistic support. If Russia (or Britain) can make a super and we

forego the task what happens to our military thesis?"
Like LeBaron, the Joint Chiefs favored development of the H-bomb and

backed it enthusiastically. On 21 November they advised Johnson that consu-

,

4

immediately. Among the arguments
tion of such a waport should go forwar
they advanced, however, only ono-he possibility that a single H-bomb might
subsitute for a greater number of fission bombs--boe directly on its military

usefulrss. Otherwise, it was the bomb's political and psychological values that
the Joint Chiefs emphasized. They saw it as an improved form of deterrence and as
,, -y of
;
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r
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wory about what the Soviets might be doing. "Powesion of a thermonuclear
by the USSR without such possession by the United Sates," the JCS

argued, "would be intolerable."
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Meanwhile, after reviiewing the AEC report, President Truman on 19
November reactivated the NSC special committee on atomic energy to study all
aspects of the H.bomb question. As he told Acheson several days later, he wanted
the entire matter "laid out" in an orderly and organized manner. The special committee--Aceson, Johnson, and Lilienthal-delcgated the preliminary phase of
the investigation to a working group whose principal members were LeBa:on,
Paul Nitze, Deputy Director of the State Depa:-tment Policy Planning Staff, and
AEC Commissioners Henry D. Smyth and Gordon Dean. Initially, LeBaron hoped
to follow the approach that Webster had used with the fission bomb production
problem a few months earlier-that is,he hoped to separate the study into three
parts so that the AEC would treat only technical matters, State would report on
the H-bombs possible impact on international kffairs, and Defenie would comment on the weapon's rnditz"y implications. BW as the working group got down
to business, LeBaron's strategy collapsed under pressure from the other members,
who wanted to probe more deeply before making any recommendations. As
Acheson told Lilienthal, State wanted detailed information on and analysis of
l-very capabilities, the proposed use of the H.bomb in war plans, and the possible effects of enemy retaliation with similar weapons. Last, but tAot least, State
felt that in developing conclusions the working group should look at the "moral
questions" involved in building the H-bomb."
While the working group labored over a growing list of questions, the
opposing sides in the debate reaffirmed tieir positions. On 21 November
McMahon sent Truman a long letter reiterating his support of the H-bomb. Four
days later Strauss followed with detailed advice of his own, assuring Truman of
the bomb's probable feasibility and stressing the need to keep the United States
"as completely armed as any possible enemy." Opponents of the H-bomb remained equally steadfast. Meeting on 2-3 December 1949, the GAC reexamined
its decision on the superbomb and reaffirmed withxut change its report of 30
October."
Amid the continuing swirl of conflicting recommendations, the NSC special
committee met on 22 December to survey the progress of its working group.
Earlier, Nitze and Lilienthal had discussed a possible compromise. According to
Nitze's retrospective account, Lilienthal wanted an overall appraisal of the politi.
cat ard military consequences before making any decision on the H-bomb. Nitze
agred that such a study would be beneficial but, drawing on scientific evidence
presented by Teller, Lawrence, Oppenheimer, and others, he told Lilienthal it was
tlwt the J^uvk~i:0nau zai~git ziat:iaay Im ijutiaa un
uwas iuPct~ibz
further delay of the U.S. program would only give the Soviets more of an
advantage," Nitze outlined a four-part course of action to Acheson on 19
December:
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1, That the President authorize the AJIC to proceed with an accl.

crated program to test the possibility of a thermonuclear reaction;
2. That no decision be made at this time as to whether weapons
employing such reaction will actually be built beyond the number required

for atest offessbility;
3 That the N.S.C. reexamine our aims and objectives in the light of
the USSR's probable fission bomb capability and its possible thermonuclear

capebit-v;
4. &hst, pending such Areview, no pubhic duicussion of these issues
on the parts t of those having access to classified materials in this field
be
authorized,

The 22 Decmber meeting produced, as Acheson described it,
a "head-on

S.wThe

-"
4

i-M

1

confrnntation" betwein Johnson and Lilienthal and proved totally abortive. John.
son wanted the matter decided on the narrow technical grounds of whether build.
ing the 1f.bomb was feasibic; if so, he would agree with his military advisers that
tie wok should go forward immediately. l.ilienthal objected and sought to shift
discussion to what he termed "the purpose and course of ,nankind," an issue that
Johnson dismissed as irrelcvant to the committee's deliberations, Acheson, realizing lht his was the swing vote, declined to take sides pending further study.
Blaming "the acerbity of Louis Johnson's nature" for blocking progress, he
resolved to find a solution through oneon-one talks with Johnson and Lilienthal.
The meeting thus ended in a deadlock, a welcome result as far as Lilienthal was
cmcerned. "We reached no conclusion, which is good," he wrote in hisjournal."
By the end of Dectember Acheson had made up his mind that the United
States should develop and test a superbomb, but he failed to persuade Lilienthal,
despite several lengthy conversations. As the days wore on, Johnson grew impatient. Finally, inmid-January he bypassed the special committee and sent Truman a copy of a recent study prepared by the Joint Chiefs analyzing the findings
of the AECs General Advisory Committee. Taking Aposition similar to Nitre's,
the Joint Chiefs doubted the need for a "crash" program and urged instead a
determination of the bomb's technical feasibility "as a matter of top priority."
question of production numbers could be decided later. The Joint Chiefs
argued that the H-bomb "would improve our defense in its broadest sense, as a
potential offensive weapon, a possible deterrent to war, a potent . retaliatory
weapon, as well as a defensive weapon against enemy forces." They iepeated their
previous warning that a decision to forgo development of the H-bomb would risk
placing the United States "in an intolerable position if a possible enemy possessed
the bomb and the United States did not." Lastly. they could se no ".to.-!
-bjcc.
t 0 'athat outweighed national security, observing that "it is difficul to escape
the conviction that in war it is folly to argue whether one weapon is more

"
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immo.al than another. For, in the larger sense, it is war itself which is immoral,

and the stigm of such immorality must rest upon the nation which initiates
Truman concluded that the ICS study "made a lot of sense" and directed
that copies be sent to Acheson and Lilienthal. Acheson readily perceived the substance of the President's thinking and asked his deputy for atomic energy matters,
R. Gordon Arneson, to prepare a paper which Acheson could propose to the
special committee as the text of its report to the President."
Thus, by the time the committee reassembled on 31 January 1950, resolution of the H.bomb question was clearly in sight. Prior to the meeting, the State
Department circulated two documents-a draft press release announcing the
decision to develop and test a hydrogen w.apon; and Arneson's paper containing
a list of four specific recommendations, similar in substance to Nitze's earlier
proposals:
(a) That the President direct the Atomic Energy Commission to
proceed to determine the technical feasibility of a thermonuclear weapon,
the scale and rate of effort to be determined jointly by the Atomic Energy
Commission and the Department of Defense; and that the necessary
ordnance developments ad carrier program oe undertaken concurrently;
(b) That the President defer decision pending the reexamination
referred to in (c) as to whether thermonuclear weapons should be pro.
duced Leyond the number required for a test of feasibility;
(c) That the President direct the Secretary of State and the Secretary
of Defense to undertake a reexamination of our objectives in peace and
war a&d of the effect of these objectives on our strategic plans, in the light
of the probable fusion bomb capability and possible thermonuclear bomb
capability of the Soviet Union;
(d) That the President indicate publicly the intention of this Gov.
eminent to continue work to-determine the feasibility of a thermonucles
weapon,~wihout
andapproval
that noof further
oficial information on it be made public
the
the Prsident.ag

,

A

p
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I

Although the meeting on 31 January lasted nearly two hours, it produced
no surprises and only a few alterations in the State Department's recommendatues. Tic imom aigni'Munt angc resulted troin Johnson's objection to te inclu.
sion of paragraph (b) in the recommendations, Johnson did not state clearly why
he wanted this deleted, but it may have been because he considered the question
of production extraneous to the matter sat hand and that the military application
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of the H-bomb might be handicapped if contingent on the outcome of a reexrami-
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nation of U.S, security policy as proposed in paragraph (c. After further dis.
cussion the committee aigreed to delete paragraph (b). According to Acheson,
"Lilenthal then stated eloquently and forcefully his objectioni to authorizing
investigation and research while a review of t ,.policie was going on, since
this.., would extinguish whatevcr faint hope there might be of finding a way
to prevent development of the weapon." In spite of Lilientha's plea, Acheson and
Johnson supported the revised report. Reluctantly, Lilienthal also signed it.
Shortly after noon the special committee moved to the White House to
present its conclusions orally.* At Acheson's suggestion, Lilienthal briefly reca.
pitulated some of his arguments against the H-bomb. Truman listened politely
for a while but then interrupted before Lilienthal could finish. "Can the Russians
do it?" he asked. Everyone agreed that,they could. "In that case," Truman said,
"we have no choice. We'll go ahead." Without further deliberation he approved
the committee's recommetdations and immediate release of the press statement.
The decision had been made, and by evening it was headline news."

..

AcelerAion of the H-Bomb Progrm

*;2

Although it ranks in retrospect " one of the most momentous decisions of
his administration, Truman did not intend his sanction of the H-bomb to stimulate any frantic burst of activity. Rather, he wanted to accelerate development at
a rate that would require neither enormous new expenditures not any untoward
diversion of personnel and other resources from established lines of work. The
AEC worried that all-out eflort leading to an early feasibility test and-quantity
superbomb production could seriously impair the output of fission bombs, But
after the Joint Chiefs made it plain that they saw no reason for putting the
thermonuclear work on a crash bash, the AEC made a preliminary estimate
that a minimum of three years would be needed to determine the technical feasibility of the superbomb,"
Events shortly intervened to compel-a reexamination of the timetable. On
Februaty 1950 British police arrested Klaus Fuchs, a German-born nuclear
physicist who had worked on the Manhattan Project in World War II and who
had also participated in the L.os Alamos H-bomb conference in 1946. A few days
,Th special commitee's wtintes report. "el-Itom
Arnrion's summary paper. was dased
1 Jausy 1950 but wa not actually ttanim~sny
tthe Pmldent until I Match. Thee
for the delay wasthat thespecial commnate peftrted m Siw anoral picoteaation lirtaM then
deftlop iwta tewmmnaiow
wa
ould accord with the Preld es decision. Poriom o(
thecommittees finolreport are print .d in PRUS 1950, J:)l3-23-
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earlier Fuchs hA4 confessed M being a Soviet agent,* but beausc of British legal
whch p.-vented further questioning until has trial, U.S. counterintelligpme had no wy of determining how much or what kind of data he had
transmitted to the Sviets. Even so, U.S. intelligence sources speculated that he
had passed alcng orner data which might have given the Soviets "great assistance"
in development etan l.bomb, Two members of die MLC General Loper and
General Nichoih, believed that the Soviets might already have an H.bomb in
production."
During ihe H.bomb debate, the Joint Chiefs had played down the need for
a Ltrash thcnmonuclear program And had sided with the State Department in
urging that the work be confined to experimental models. Now, with the Fuchs
revelaairfi,
they backed Johnson inseeking a stepped.up effort with the goal of
producing and stockpiling H-bombs.
On 28 February Truman and Johnson met to discuss the matter. "Since
your recent decision with respect to work by the Atomic Energy Commission on
the hydrogen bomb," Johnson wrote prior to the meeting, "certain developments,
which you and I have disrussel, make i: apparent that the Soviets may already
have made important progress in this field of atomic weapons." Warning that
precautions should be rAken immediately, Johnson urged "all-out development of
hydrogen bombs and means for their production and delivery." Truman was
nearly persuaded, but 'before authorizing any action he again activated the NSC
special committee, asking it to submit specific recommendations. | °'
By the time the President issued his directive, Sumner T. Pike had become
Acting Chairman of the AEC, replacing Lilienthal, whose resignation, for personal reasons unrelated to the H-bomb debate and pending since the previous
November. took effect on 14 February 1950. Like Lilienthal; Pike had originally
opposed the superbomb, but along with the other commission nembers he now
joined in full support of the President's January decision. On I March a working
group composed of LeBaron, Smyth, and Arneton began consideration of the
matter, completing their assignment eight days later with the submission of a

report to the Ireident.'0t
On 10 March Truman approved and ordered implementation of the special
findings. The report recommended that the President "note that the
thermonuclear weapon program is regarded as a matter, of the highest urgency'

Acommittee's

"Ahihouh news r,f Fuchs sconfes;ion reached W.hinigno on 27 )a-uty 1910. it sipperentiy
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"note with approval the program. for tlit est of the feasibility of a thermoweapon and the necessary ordnance and aecir developments." lie wa

-=

alo asked to instruct the AEC to continue preparations fo, quantity production
of materials for thermonuclear weapons and to instruct the AE(,and Defense to
make recommnendations on the scale of preparation for production of such mate-

rials. The report rejected the possibility of accelerating the test program but
stressed that a prompt decision on thermonuclear weapons materials production
would save two years between testing of the weapon and establishment of weapons production capability. The committee anticipared a test of the thermonuclear
process by 1952 and ,ompletion of a prototype weapon in three years. Cost of
the program through the projected 1952 test would be about $95 million, with
additional money needed later for building the prototype.'
Unlike the earlier debate over whether to build the superbomb, the decision
to begin production when and if testing proved successful came about in rather
routine fashion. If the President had any doubts or-second thoughts they were not
apparent. One of his concerns was whether work on the H-bomb would-unduly
divert resources from fission weapons. With this in mind, he ordered a followup
study on the adequacy of production facilities. The resulting AEC-DoD-report,
completed in May 1950, concluded that production capabilities were generally
adequate for the time being, but expanded facilities would be required to avoid
future bottlenecks in production of fissionable materials. With the President's
approval, the AEC began to formulate plans for expansion of its facilities, leading
eventually to the construction of the huge Savannah River complex in South
Carolina."'
sion to proceed with the H-bomb came -at a time when U.S. atomic superiority
ilk,.

.

seemed to face a serious challenge. Truman has often been criticized for his
decision, but the question persists: Did he have a viable alternative? Looking
back, in 1982, McGeorge Bundy suggested that Truman could have called for a
U.S.-U.S.S.R. thermonuclear test ban without precluding the pursuit of theoretical
work on a thermonuclear device. But the only real choice appears to have been
all or nothing. Even the GAC, which unanimously opposed the H-bomb, agreed
that the only way to determine its feasibility was to carry the experiment to its
logical conclusion. Although they suffered several setbacks along the way, including the discovery that their original design was unworkable, the thermonuclear
scientists still made remarkable progress, producing in November 1952 (Operation IVY) the world's first thermonuclear explosion, with a yieid of iOA :zeAt many suspected, the Soviets were not far behind, having apparently
launched their own thermonuclear project on or about I November 1949-some
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months before Trunan gave the green light to the U.S. program. The firm
test of a device with "super" bomb characteristics occurred in August

1953, but its yield in the 200-300.kiloo

range suggess it different kind of

design from that developed by the United States. After the U.S. H.bomb test, the
Soviets intensified the tempo of their work and succeeded in producing in Novem.
bet 1955 on explosion estimated at 1.6 megatons.'"
Start of development of- the H.bomb capped the formative period in the
U.S. nuclear weapons program. Henceforth, with the promise of a much larger
arsenal, including bombs and warheads of diversified design and firepower, the
emphasis within DoD would shift to improvement of tactics, strategy, and
delivery systems. By mid-1950 the United States also had lost its nuclear monopoly and faced the prospect of an ominous arms competition with the Soviet Union.
In these circumstances, civil-military wrangling over custody and similar issues
would steadily recede in importan"e, giving way to organizational arrangements
that vested increased responsibility for atomik weapons in the Defense Depart.
ment. Truman's statement of willingness to use thew weapons "if necessary," itis
decision to proceed with dtermonucler development, and the dispatch of bomb
components overseas all signaled a growing reliance on atomic weapons and
set a course that would piofoundly affect the attitudes and actions of future
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had come to depend on the-preservation of the security of Western Europe-.a
Western Europe which was divided, still debilitated, and threatened-by growing
Soviet military power. The pursuit of such an alliance constituted a radical depar.
ture from past American international security policy and meant the final abandonment of-* 1SO-year tradition of hemispheric isolationism in times of peace.
Since the days of Washington -and Jefferson American foreign policy had
followed the principle that "entangling alliances" and political involvcrntnt
abroad were inimical to basic U.S. interests. For genetations of Americans itL
became aariloffaith thtteUnited Stae should remnain detached from the
quarrels and conflicts of Europe. Reinforced by a disllusioning U.S. involvement
in World War 1, this conviction still-persisted in the 1930s, when isolationists
strongly influenced the country's foreign policy. World War 11, however, brought
home to Amreri~ans how untenable isolationism had become as technology drasd%-*H t;dcCXcrpcd v =~ and dist-e.
United Srxtes first participated in a formal collective ;kcuity treaty in
SepMber 1947. when it signed the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assis.
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tamce at Rio de Janeiro. The Rio Pact, initially adhered to by most independent
Latin American countries, provided thar an attack by any country against any
American state would be considered an attack against all, requiring each of the
signatories to assist in meeting the attack. But establishment of a permanent
military organization in support of the alliance was never seriously contemplated,
perhaps because no outside threats to Latin America existed.'
In Europe the situation was different. There, the outside threat was manifest
in the form of a Soviet military machine that seemed capable of overrunning the
entire continent in a matter of weeks. Notwithstanding the exaggerated claims
that Western intelligence sometimes made for Soviet capabilities, there was no
doubt that the war.crippld countries of Western Europe remained extremely
vulnerable; even with the encouraging beginnings of the economic recovery that
the Marshall Plan As making possible, there was still a pervasive fear, on both
sides of the Atlantic, that Western Europe might be absorbed into the Soviet
orbit. Whether a Soviet attack was imminent was not really the issue. What
mattered was that Western Europe was dangerously exposed and that without
any plan to preserve its security all the economic help provided by the United
States might not ensure its continued freedom and independence.

T"

Movemnent Toward an Allianc
Winston Churchill, in his celebrated "Iron Curtain" speech at Fulton, Mo.,
in March 1946, was among the first to propose publicly a military alliance
between the United States and Western Europe. Although some considered the
idea premature at the time, it steadily gained support on both sides of the Atlantic
and by late 1947 had become the subject of serious discussion. When the Council
of Foreign Ministers, meeting in London between 25 November and 15 December
194t7, failed to make any progress toward resolving the continuing impasse over
German reunification," British and French officials came away pesimistic about
Soviet intentions and ready to consider an anti.Soviet defensave alliance.,
The British acted first. On 13 January 1948 Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin
informed Secretary of State Marshall that the British Government intended to
approach France &n4; the Benelux countries (Belgium, the Netherlands, and
Luxembourg) with a proposal for a collective security treaty that would pool
military and political resources. Stating that he regarded Bevin's proposal
of "fundamental importance to the future of western civilization," 1 lt1~iil l
replied that he welcomed the European initiative and that the United States would
do all that it could to bring the proposal to fruition. With this encouragement,
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The North Atlantic Alliance

Bevin went before the House of Commons on 22 January to call for the forma.
tion of a Western European alliance. Paris and the Benelux capitals responded
favorably to the proposal, and a meeting held in Brussels resulted in the signing
on 17 March of a treaty, which came to be known as the Brussels Pact, e.tablishmg the Western Union (WU).'
The total military fores at the disposal of the new defense organization
were exceedingly weak. All WU countries had suffered extensive damage during
World War II to their cities, towns, and factories. Except for Britain, these countries had been knocked out of the war early, and these defeats, followed by years
of Nazi occupation, had led to the near.total disintegration of their armed forcts.
Moreover, what forces had survived or been reconstituted after the war were
mostly scattered abroad in colonial areas or engaged in occupation duties in
Germany and Austria, These burdens imposed a heavy strain on thefr war.
wrecked economis. To be effective, the new alliance would require substantial
outside help, for which Bevin and others looked to the United States.'
In early February 1948 the British Foreign Office considered sending a
senior official to Washington to sound out the State Department on possible
US- support for a,Western European defense pact, but it decided to wait "since
the moment was deemed unpropitious." The communist coup in Czechoslovakia,
the mysterious death of Jan Masaryk, reports of Soviet political pressure on the
governments of Norway and Finland, and signs of a Soviet troop buildup in East
Germany* suddenly lent urgency to taking the initiative. On II March Bevin
proposed immediate staff level talks with the United States and Canada to explore
ways of improving political and military collaboration, Both governments quickly
accepted, with Marshall suggesting that the talks focus "on the establishment of
an Atlantic security system."
[.rshall's response seemed to suggest that the United States was fully pre.
pared to discuss entering into a formal alliance, but such was not the case. Within
the administration itself there had not yet been anything more than preliminary
discusion on the matter, and, of course, Congress had still to be consulted. Senior
State Department officials concludcd that the time was not yet ripe for the United
States to enter into formal commitments, but that it should utilize the opportunity
provided by the talks to encourage strengthening of the Western Union and
prepare the way for posible US. association.' Forrestal had also become concerned over the lack of a definite policy toward the Western Union, particularly
as it aff' ctcd U.S. national security, and he asked the NSC to address the matter.
'11) talks, begun on 22 March and lasting more than 10 days, were held at the
Pentagon to -assure utmost privacy and prevent press leaks. Lord Inverchapel,
Ambassador to the United States, and Gladwyn Jebb, Superintendent of the U.N.
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Political Department of the Foreign Office, headed the British delegation. The
i ",

;senior
.Iof

, ':
' -

U.S. participan included John D. Hickenon and Theodore C Achilles
the Stat l:)wmn~t's Office of European Affairs; Lewis Douglas, Ambassador
to Great Britain; and General Gruenther, Directe, cf the joint Staff, who served
as representative o( both the Scretary of Defense and the joint Chiefs and also
as unoifficial secretry of the convenmrins. The senior Canadian representative
was Lester B. Pearson, Under Secretry of State for External Affairs.

t

The British sought first to clarify the U.S. position vis-i,.vis the Western
Union. They wanted a firm pledge of military help, but this the American Jclesation declined to give on the grounds that congressional approval hd yet to be
obtained, Douglas said only that "US full support should'he asumd." The British
accepted this position reluctantly, whereupon the talks moved into a discussion
of the desrable nature of a defense pwct As the United States saw it, Hicketsont
explained during the second day's ineting, the Western Union was a Europen
undertaking and should remain so as a means of encouraging European unirl.
With this point firmly understood, it became clear that the U.S. delegation wanted
a n arrangement that went beyond the current West'er Union-& Atlantic or
Western mutual defense pact. The British and Canadians concurred in this idea,
and it becam the frame of reference for the remainder of the negoiations.'
Tlhe size and organization of the propod security system received much
attention. During the course of the meetings differences ame the scale and sc,)_p
of
the alliance
and overthGnroluher
regional groupings
and associated
alliances
armeervd
and
Sta, who
plot chnfls
the Joite
atioa
Britaion
were resolved. Them emerged a compromise on a North Atlimtc-only alliance
but with provision for the eventual inclusion of virtually every noncommunist
country in Europe,'
~As
for military collaboration, Gruenther stated that the joint Chiefs had
nor yet considered the military implications of an alliance, He wanted it clearly"
understood that- it might not be feasible for the United States to deliver aid,-:
"locall)y" to vicims of Soviet aggression and that the United Stars wold have
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to remin freedom to carry out military actions in accordance with its strategic
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At the final conference meeting on I April, the American- delegation out.--lined in a document later known as the "Pentagon Paper" what-further steps the"

~United States was-pa-prred to takte, It envisioned the eventual concluson of "a
defense agreement for th~e North Atlantic Area" in-accordance with
~~~collective
~~Article
51 of the U.N. Charter. Borrowing from the teqrm of-the Rio Treaty, the
~~~~United States suggesed that an attack against one allianct: member 1hould be
{

-

considered an attack against all, requiring prompt and. effective c~ollective re"itm. The exact composition of the alliance was -left undetermine, but after
dho
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call a confetrnce that would involve the Westcrn Union countries, Norway,

Denmark, Iceland, Canada, Eire. Italy, aiml Portugal, When ,irtum
stances permitted, West Germansv, Austria. And Spain should also be included in

SSweden,

the alliance. Meanwhile, pending establishnient of a Middle rAst security systern,
the United States and Great Britain %ould issue a Ivnnt declaration pledging to
uphold the indepesn nce and territorial integrity of Greece., Tutkcy, and Iran.
In funtheraze of these objectives, the State Ikepaitment pointedly stated that it

would be necessiry to obtain the concurrence of mnior officials, including the
Presient and "a few Congressional leadrs," partkuladly Senator Vandenberg.
Chlairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee."

Develofwet of U.S. Poll€7
The Pentagon talks of March-April 1948 anticipated the creation of a
North Atlantic alliance. What was not certain, however, was how soon and to
what extent the United States would pursue the Pentagon Paper'i recommendations. That there should be vome sort of collective security arrangement was generally accepted. However,-the nature and extent of U.S. involvement in such an
alliance had yet to be determined and became the subject of considefable debate.
Along with ci:.is in the State Department, Secretary Forretts saw the
netd for a careful assessment of U.S. interests and capabilities to avoid haphazard,
commitments. Alarmed by the communist coup in Caehoslorvaki aid growing
Soviet pressure on, Norway, Fotre"sal became increasingly worried about Europea security. Even before the Pentagon talks le had asked the NSC to conduct
&full review of the military implications for the United States of the European
situation, pointing to the need for a "clear cut" policy to meet the growing Soviet
vfttat to Scandinavia and Wetsern Europe. "There have been increasing indicadtom," he wro e,
that these nations must kno" about, *Wbe tied in with, our own plans.
and we must owselves have a very clear picture of the position which they
play In ou scheme of security. This has been extensively consirred in
connection with the European eRcovy Program, but I think the time
.maycome when it must be studied on a brooder'basis, such basis to in.
Secretary Marshall *Seed to a prompt review, On 24 March. only two days
the Pentagon Wal6s began, he sent the NSC a position piper (PPS 27),

I"-after

djafttd by his Policy Planning Staff, on U.S& policy toward the Western Uktwio.

.

__-__________
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(NSC 91, incorporating major points of the recent Pentagon

NSC 9 recommended that the United States support, but no join, the five.
power Brunceh Pact and thut it explore the possibility of a larger mutual defense
igmernent involving the United States, the members of the Western Union, and
other North AthAntic countries. It also recommended that the United States iniiare military asssan.e to prospective alliance members and participate in Western
Union rndiq ri planning. Assuming the adoption of these measures, President
Truman would thm call for a conference to draft a collective security agreement
modekd or,eth Rio Treaty. Simultaneously, the United States and Great Britain
would issue o sug.stcd declaration on Greece, Turkey, and Iran, Pending agreemcnt on ways of providing mutual aid and assistance, each member of the proposed alliance should determine for itself how best to fulfill its obligations. The
pto iyd t;'.3ty should contain a statement of policy that an attack against one
membcr was -inatta(." against all; a delineation of the geographic area protected
urnd.r the agrtancrit; and a provision for the creation of agencies for regular
pl'i"l and military consultation and collaboration."
At the time NSC 9 was circulated in mid.April, Forrestal found himself
cLvolvd in the preparation of the FY 1949 supplemental budget requests for
furHid-armaay in the military hoped would be the first installment of a rearmament program. Since NSC 9 said little about specific military commitments, Forrestal was naturally curious to learn what the State Department envisioned, particularly how much military assistance it felt the United States might supply
under the proposed aid program, He received an answer on 23 April during a
brief conversation with Under Secretary Robert Lovett, who said that State did
nor intend writing a blank check but, instead, planned to follow the precedent of
the Europtwj Recovery Program. Beore the Europeans received any military
help, Lovett said, they would have to show that they were making maximum use
of their own resources. But no matter how much the Europeans provided, it
would stil be necessry for the United States to make a contribution. When Forrestal asked the amount, Lovett replied: "Not less than three billion -dollars"precisely what Truman had said be would allow for the supplemental military
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The imminent possibility that a European alliance might compete for
late
Chiefs inunder
the Jointobjectives
prompted
US,. aarmed
earmarked
resources
of military
Forrestalforto seek
furtherforces
clarification
April to ask
NSC 9. "While the desirability of the proposed assistance is recognized," the
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joint Chiefs wrote,
it is also clear that its extent must be limited by the necessity for avoid.
Ing either undue reduction of remurcs essential to our national security
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or undue interference with our own military requirements. We must also
avoid the harmful influence on our global strategy that might result from
decision [sic] regarding assistance of this sort dictated by foreign demand
rather than apprupia;i-ncss to strategic plans. Finally, consideration must
be given to the possibility that the Soviets might esily capture armament
plants in certain (European] locationsY'

Before the NSC could address these points, the State Department on II May
submitted a revised version of NSC 9 that differed from the earlier draft by
omitting specifiL terms of reference for a treaty, by dropping any mention of

i

support for Greece, Turkey, and Iran, and by emphasizing the need for congressional consultation before taking any action on a treaty. An annex contained a
resolution drafted for introduction in the Senate sanctioning negotiations looking
to the "progressive development of regional and other collective arrangements
for individual and collective self.defense in atcordancc with the purposes, prin.
ciples and provisions of the [United Nations] Charer." Except for advocating
that the administration should seek Senate adoption of the resolution, NSC 9/2
recommended against any executive initiatives requiring further congressional
action beforc January 1949. Instead, the next six months should be devoted to
exploratory talks between the United States and other North Atlantic countries
interested in joining an alliance and staff level conferences on U.S.-Wesern
Union military planning. NSC 9/2 spelled out clearly the obligation of the
Europeans to demonstrate a willingness for self-help prior to the commitment
of U.S. military assistance."
The joint Chiefs informed Forrestal that NSC 9/2 appeared to assume that
the United States would give ample support to a North Atlantic alliance and that
congressional
was a
procedural
one concerning
thenegotiatons
only remaining
of
and issue
a treaty.
This,
they insised,
was simply
not to; theapproval
United

H

States had to struggle to meet its own military needs and it had little knowledge
of specific European military requirements, They argued the need for thorough
exploration of requirements to avoid "any agreement that might unduly influnce
or jeopardize our optimum over-all global strategy in favor of id..r direct mili.

1

tary assistance or distribution of equipment."
The Natktal Security Council took up NSC 9/2 on 20 May 1948, Forrestal
-- '-"t.ci.. tha- JoaufaChicf( nad aI"LArcpcatcdiy for strengthening the US.
military posture and that they were worried about the impoct that military anustance to Europe might have on it. He noted, for example, that the French wanted
help for arming 25 divisions and implied that this could impose unreasonable
demands on U.S. stockpiles. Lovert, however, considered the Joint Chiefs' fears
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groundless since ongres wa in no mood to give the President open-ended
authority to make substantial arms shipments except perhaps in an emergency.
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He added that the immediate gowl-a buildup of U.S. military forces-could be
if Congress somehow got the idea that the administration contemlarge-scale foreign military Asistalnce.
Turning to the question of a treaty, Lovett reported that he and other State
officials had recently crompleted exploratoryi meetings with members
of the Senate Foreign Relations Cornnittec and. as a result, the committee would
sonrelease a statemenit favoring negoiation of an alliance. The feeling in Congress, Lovett added, was that the United States should not associate itself on a
formal basis with the Western Union. For this reason anu' because of the J("
objections, Lovett suggested, and the council agreed, to defer aciion on NSC 9,/2
until the Senate! committee took formal action onlthe resolution."l
;During the next few weeks two developments served to expedite approval
of A final statement of U.S. po~licy. On I11June the Senate overwhelmingly
endorsed Resolution 23t9, popularly known as the "Vandenerg Resolution."
Designed to test Senate sentiment, the Vandenbe'rg Resolution eventually became
the cornerstone of U.S, participation in the North Atlantic allince. In broad
language, it informed the President that within the provisions of the UN.
Charter, the Senate favored effrts by the United States for the "progressive devel.
opment of regional and other collective arrangements for individual and coliective seff-dMense" and U.S. "association" with such of these "atracgr~ints as air
based on continuous arid effective self-help AM mutual aid, and as Affect in
securty ." Its adocption indicated that the Senate would be likely to approve a
treaty consistent with the resolution.'
Three days later the NSC staff circulated A report (NSC: 14) on-military
Ass
ine
to noncomuis countries, This reor, in preparation since March,
effectively resolved the isu bolthering the joint Chiefs. While recommending
~tatlthde United States adopt a "comprehensive" military aid policy with the
promise of "extensive" assistance, NSC 14 -specifically prohibited any such asga-I"
tame (other than in "exceptional case") if it would "jeopardize the fulfillment
of the minimum nmtericl requirements of the United Scames armed forces, is
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determined by the joint Chiefs of Stiff,"
Moreover, NSC 14 stipulated that for.
cign military Asistance "should not be inconsistent with strategic concepts approved by the joint Chifs of Scaff."
~ ~In
view of these new provisions, the joint Chiefs dropped all objections

......
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to NSC 9/2, whereupon the NSC( on I July adopted an updated version of the
iv-"1
!lSam

~paper (NSC

9/3) which took not of the recent Vandenberg Resolution. At the
time the council adopted NSC 14/1, a slightly amnded report on-military
asisane, Truman promptly approved the two polpetl,.I
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f~EIwdig Military Collaboration
With the approval of NSC 9/3, U.S. involvement in the creation of a
Western alliance entered a new phase that saw diplomatic and military talks conducted in tandem. On 6 July 1948, with the international scene now dominated
by the Bertlin blockade, diplomatic representatives of the United States, the West.
ern Union, and Canada met in Washington for the first in a series of exploratory
meetings to discuss, as Lovett put it, "thoughts of closer military, political, economic and spiritual union between the countries of Western Europe," backed by
the United States. These negotiations continued through the summer and into the
autumn and eventually resulted in general agreement on the need for a formal
conference to daft a treaty."
Meanwhile, the parties moved steadily toward military collaboration. Initially
this took the form of two separate efforts that in time became one. The first of
these involved certain arrangements pertaining to HALFMOON. the U.S. emergency war plan whkh the American. British, and Canadian planers had accepted
during meetings between 12 and 21 April 1948 as a "unilateral but accordant"
plan for worldwide defense against Soviet military aggression during fiscal year
1949. Yet to be solved was the question of command responsibility for U.S. and
British occupation forces (and inevitably for those of France as well) in the
evnt of war.2
On 16 June, when the Joint Chiefs and representatives of the British Chiefs
of Staff met in Washington, they considered the feasibility of setting up a line of
defense at the Rhine, the place and role of the French in the command arrange.
ments, and the establishment and selection of an overall commander. After both
staffs had studied the matter, the JCS on 23 July submitted a formal proposal
that there be an allied commander-in-chief responsible to the long-tanding but
informally constituted Combined Chiefs of Stiaf, to be augmented by a French
member. And if the British and, French Governments so desired, this supreme
commander would be the U.S. military governor in Germany, General Clay. He
would have a British deputy and a French commander for land forces and an
American commander for sr forces."
At a meeting in Washington on 13 Augtt the British took the position,

i

and the JCS agreed, that neither Clay nor any of the other military governors
"

Sattack,

should be considered for the paition of supreme commander because their occu.
potion duties required far too much of their time to permit proper discharge of
additional duties. However, the British still insisted on the need fcr imiuc-dlice

designation of a supge e commander with broad responsibilities. Noting that
Western Union treaty provisions would come into play in theevent of a Soviet
hey suggested that the suprem commnder rprt to the VU Chiefs of
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Staff, who would be augmented by an American "liaison" officer. The joint
Chiefk agreed in principle, provided the WU~~ Chiefs of Staff, in turn, were insde
responsible to the Combined Chiefs of Staff, who would have overall strategic
authority. Although admitting that the French deserved a voice, even on a temporazy basis, the British opposed adding a French member to the Combined Chiefs
of Staff.
Since the conferees agreed that current political considerations precluded
designation of an Amrirican as the supreme commander, thcy proposed selection
of a French officer as an interim allied commander in Western Europe and the
appointment of a standby supreme commander and his deputy (an American
and a Briton) who would take over at the outbreak of hostilities. At such time,
the French officer would assume command of the land forces. The JCS also
agreed to the B~ritish suggestion that the air commander be a Briton rather than
an American, as the JCS had earlier proposed 2
A week later at Newpot,* Forrestal and the joint Chiefs discussed the
alliance and military assistance. Command and control arrangements recently
discussed with the British received endorsement, but General Vandenberg brought
up the nord for a permanent allied rear headquarters west of the Rhine. Accord.
ing to Vandenberg. who had just returned from Europe, the fear that Clay might
~wake up some morning with his throat cut" and that American field commanders
in Germany would nave no iilternative command post to go to was causing much
concern. The conferees; agreed to establishment of such a headquarters and suggested that, for the time being, a European officer with broad authority to coordi.
nate the movement of U.S. and Western Union forces head the new command.
The names of three, candidates emerged from the discussion: Field Marshal
Viscount Alexander. field Marshal Viscount Montgomery, and Marshal Alphonse
Juini'
Ai for U.S. participation in the allied command, the Newport confereest
decided to skcthe Western Union to reserve a space for an American officer,
either Clay or General J. Lawton Collins, io serve as deputy allied commanderin-chief. There was concern ihat. if the United States agreed to an American
supreme commander, particularly Eisenhower, his immense prestige would nist.
urAlly focus attention on Western Europe, thereby upsetting the more broadly
o~riented U1.S. war plans which regarded operations on the European continent
AS
only one element of U.S. strategy.r
Back in Washington on 21 August, Forrestal secured Marshall's support of
For the Newport cnfervce. seeCha% XtV.
f Alexander sod Muontgomery were oumtanJing British Army commsndeta of Worldi War
Juin was h Chief of Sraff teMinustry ofDtfinse in Fiarie a, the end of the war.
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the proposal. That sme day, exercising utmost secrecy, Marshall wrote President
Truman seeking approval of the appointment of a supreme command-cr and
explaining why selection of an American general was inadvisable. Truman immediately approved the command arrangement, adding. "It is my opinion how.
ever that we must be very careful not to allow a foreign commander to use up
our men before he goes into action in toto." The next (lay the United States
notified both the British and the WU Chiefs of Staff, then meeting in London,
of its decision.Earlier, in mid-April 194., just as the U.S.-U.K bilateral discussions on
command arrangements had gotten under way, the newly formed Western Union
sought to initiate talks on military collaboration with the United States. Reluctant
to become involved without some sort of formal congressional support, the admin.
istration waited for passaL > the Vandenberg Resolution, which came on II
June. Less than two weeks later. Marshall notified the Western Union nations
and Canada that the United States was "... ready to begin top secret exploratory
talks pursuant to Vandenberg Resfolution) ... on 29 June." On the same day,
Lovett asked Forrestal how soon he could send representatives to London to participate in talks.' Both OSD and JCS balked at the short deadline, pointing out!
that the WU military committee would raise major strategic questions for which
American representatives would have no answers. Even official administration
policy on military support to the WU nations remained uncertain, and on this
basis Forrestal sought and obtained a delay in dispatching representatives to
l.oon.
On 3 July, the day following Truman's approval of NSC 9/3, Forrestal
informed Marshall that he had endorsed a JCS recommendation to send to
London a joint group of not more than seven officers, headed by an Army general
officer." Subsequently, the JCS selected Maj, Gen. Lyman 1.. Lemnitzer as the
group leader and directed him to join the WU Permanent Military Committee
meetings. "on a non.membership basis." Moreover, the Joint Chiefs provided
1,emnitzer and his group with detailed instructions (NSC 9,4) on what they.
could and could not do; particularly, they were to "confine their comments to
matters." The JCS added:
Military negotiations in London should, however, be so conducted as to
advance the possibility of eventual close ties, under a United Nations

regional security arrangement, between the United States, Canada, and

ixztium uuuidc the "iron curtain" in Europe and its contiguous Atlantic

~
'

j~jwaters,
US, participation in the London military talks of the Western Union
nations is undertaken "with a view to participating in conversations on
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mlitary plam" and with a view to "drawing up a coordinated military
supply plan' on the basis of tEuropean Recovery Program precedent ....
11

The JCS also informed Lemnitzer of the ongoing discussions with the British
and French over conmand arrangements for emergency military operations in
Europe and suggested meshing this into the London military planning. They also
warned that for this planning the Western Union could initially expect the &ssistance of only those American troops already in Europe to support the current
WU strategic concept of fighting "as far east in Germany as possible." Finally,
the JCS cautioned Lemnitzer against agreeing to military plans or command
arrangements that might "unduly influence" U.S. global strategy.'
Wearing civilian clothes to conceal their identity from the press, Lemnirzer
and his group arrived in London on 21 July, assuming their mission to be top
secret. But within a day, London newspapers announced the group's arrival and
the presumed purpos of the visit. Although this took Lemnitzer by surprise,
neither For al nor Marshall had expected that the group's presence would go
unnoticed; in fact, Marshall earlier had instructed the American Ernlbmy not to
announce in advance but to confirm the group's presence once it became known."4
The JCS had suggested that initially U.S. participation in the London talks
be kept to "a period of weeks rather than months." Once it became apparent that
the disc ions would be long-term in nature, Lemnitzer was recalled to Washingon in mid-August to concentrate on the newly authorized military assistance
program; Maj. Gen. Franklin A. Kibler, USA, replaced him in London."
With Truman's approval on 23 August of a French or British commander
in Western Europe, efforts to find an acceptable choice and to establish a com.
bined rear headquarters west of the Rhine intensified. Although these actions met
with general agreem,.nt, the French submitted ccditions for their cooperation: a
firm commitment of direct U.. assistance in case of attack, membership on the
Combined Chiefs of Staff, increased shipments of military equipment, and a promise that in any emergency the first American reinforcements sent to Europe would
go to France Secretary Marshall tried to be reasuring but could make no
definite promises. He did point out that there were no plans to reactivate the
Combined Chiefs of Staff on a formal basis. Moreover, to meet the French
request for equipment, at least in part, President Truman approved in September
the transfer of sufficient equipment and spares to bring three French occupation
divisios up to combat st .Thereafter, progress tthe London meetings accel.

tj

Results of the London negoiations became public on 5 October 19,8, with
announcement that the Western Union Permanent Military Committee had de-
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cided to create foe purposes of military planning a full-time WU defense organization. Field Marshal Montgomcry became Chairman of the four-member Corn.
matn in Chief Committee, with headquarters at Fontainebleau, Frarme. The
odtr three commanders were General Jean de Lattre de Tassigny, head of allied
land forces; Air Chief Marshal Sir James Robb, in charge of air operations; and
Vice Admiral Robert Jaujard, lag officer for naval matters.*
Shortly thereafter, the Western Union invited the United States to designate military representatives to its Commanders in Chief Committee and its Military Committee on Equipment and Armsmcnt. The Joint Chiefs agreed on the
desirability of having a U.S. representative meet regularly with the Commanders
in Chief Committee and on 13 December nominated L. Gen. Clarence R. Huebner, an experienced World War 11combat commander who was Clay's deputy.
Huebner's participation, the JCS stated, should be "on a non-membets.hip basis
generally in consonance with the terms of reference established for the preirnt
United States representative with the Permanent Military Committee of Western
Union." Forrestal informed the Secretary of State of the nomination on 18
December."
The Joint Chiefs, as well as the Munitions Board, agreed with Marshall's
and Forrestal's suggestion to name a civilian as the epresentativc to WUIs Military Committee on Equipment and Armament on a nonmembership basis. Pending Forrestal's selection of a permanent representative, the State Department
appointed Ambassador Lewis Douglas in London on an interim basis. In April
1949 Secretary Johnson designated Joseph H. Taggart of the Munitions Board as
the permanent representative. lie would report to Johnson through the Chairman
of the Munitions Board,4'
By the end of 1948, despite the Joint Chiefs' cautions on certain issues, the
United States had moved extremely close to a de facto alliance with the members
of the Western Union. The diplomatic and military talks in Washington and
London pointed to a degree of military collaboration far beyond anything the
United States had ever before entertained under peacetime conditions. Technically.
the United States was still some distance from involvement in an "entangE U
alliance." Much remained to be done to clarify U.S. responsibilities and to sort out
the terms of participation. But from a practical standpoint, the events and decisions that had led the United States to associate itself on the military planning
level with the Western Union left little doubt about the eventual course this
country would take.
"~
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The North Atl4ntic Treaty
Arrangements between the Brussels Pact nations and the United States for
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closer military collaboration marked a major step towarl strengthening their
capacity to meet the Soviet threat. By 1948 it semed unthinkable that the United

__

N1.

States would stand idly by if the Soviet Union made an aggressive move against
any country in Western Europe. But in translating its growing resolve into the
specifics of a treaty, the United States continued to move slowly and with extreme
caution. Despite the encouragement of the Vandenberg Resolution, the adminis.
tration, from the President on down, doubted the wisdom of presenting a major
treaty to the Senate in a presidential election year. Truman and the Republican
majority in the 80th Congress had become bitter political -enemies, and while
some Republicans, like Vandenberg, might have been inclined on this particular
issue to overlook their political differences with the White House, the attitude of
others was more difficult to assess. The prudent thing to do, it seemed, was to
wait until after the election. 01
Meanwhile, the State Department went ahead quietly laying the ground.
work for the~eventual negotiation of a treaty. On 6 July 1948 exploratory talks
began in Washington between State Department officials and ambassadorial rep.
resenratives from Canada and the five Brussels Treaty powers. Aimed at fostering
a sense of unity and common purpose, these talks resulted in preliminary agreement on three key points: ( I) that any North Atlantic security system should be
guaranteed by a formal treaty; (2) that it should broadly follow the terms and
pattern of the Rio Pact; and (3) that it should enhance the security not only of
the countries represented at these talks but also of other strategically important
locations in the same general area, namely, Norway, Denmark, Iceland, Portugal,
and possibly Eire, Greenland, and the Azores. Sweden, Italy, Spain, am West
Germany were also likely candidates for membership, although it was felt that
the las two should itm be allowed to enter the proposed arrangement any time
soon. The faist Franco regime in Spain had once collaborated with the Nazis;
including West Germany would raise the controversial subject of possible Geriman rearmament. The conference recessed in September, and the European ambasmdors repted the results to their governments, which agreed the following
month, at a meeting in Paris, to join with the United States and Canada in draft.
ing a North A'dantic pact. 4'
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Toward the end of October, with both the mitary .and diplomatic talks
--- "
['
i-

having accomplished their iritial goals. F~orrestal called on the NSC for a progress
and the
"identify
State
9,A. progress
lie suggested
NS:
1), 1 andtheir
to Alate that
vrt on developments
summarize
Chiefs
and the jointunder
Department
and attempt to resolve major problems with respect to Western Union that must
be facen over the course of the next few months." The NSC agreed and on 29
October ordered the recommended studies. 5
In replies that reflected their different perspectives, the State Department
addressed primarily the problems of negotiating an alliance while the Joint Chiefs
focused on the difficulties of transforming U.S. commiurnears into concrete programs. Summarizing recent liplomatic activities, State expressed confidence that
everything was moving on schedul,!. The Washington talks with the Brussels
Pact governments -had proved singularly successful-a strong beginning toward
achievement-of a close and continuing system of collective security. Moreover, it
seemed clear that the Western Europeans fully understood the political and constitutional constraints that prevented the United States from rushing into a formal
alliance. Assuming continued cooperation, State saw no major obstacles to the
creation of an alliance that would satisfy the needs of all concerned."

4

f

The Joint Chiefs, looking farther down the road, were more guarded.
Although they deemed the military talks in l.ondon "encouraging;' they pointed
out that "much remains to be done, and considerable time must elapse before the
minimum requirements for the defense of Western Europe could be met, even
with a substantial and long.range U.S. military aid program." While reaching

decisions on organization and strategy, the London military conversations had left
unanswered some crucial questions. To make the Western Union a true counterweight to Soviet power, the JCS continued, would necessitate an investment of
resources "comparable to the requirements of the European Recovery Plan." And
a larger alliance, such as the one contemplated by the State Department, would
naturally
require strong
even more
aid. In
principle,
Joint Chiefs
had no
since a militarily
We -ern
Europe
wouldtheinherently
improve
U.S.objection,
security.

~~~~But they

believed that the United Strates must soon decide how far it was prepared
to go with its formal commitments and its miiitary aid
far i a US.euiy
rprdic
neety
deid holiiprveno
eenErp
as msolsoiolhn
Butoe
oth
belevedtat Unte
iiaiysrn
Although nor unmindful of these questions, State tended to regard the pro.

posed North Atlantic pact more as a political than a military instrument of US.
policy. At the NSC meeting of 2 December 1948, Lovett explained that the
,1,,uc
j..cf
woui b-emainly a consultative body: It could make recommenda.
rktns, but only Congress could declare war for the United Stats. Specific obliga-

tions and commitments could be undertaken only within the constitutional pro-

ecess of each member state. Cons:quently, the United States would remain free
as woqrd etch other member to take whatevei measures it deem.d fitting to stop
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Soviet agrtssion. Yet the alliance would still serve an important purpose by
building a bridge across th-Atlantic to create a community of common interests.
In other words, the military value of the alliance was secondary to its political
worth us a symbol of Western unity."6
Throghout the political negotiations, State briefed OSD and the joint
Chiefs&Consequently, in late DeXcember ,w+hen State finally submitted it draft
treaty for NME comment. it contained no surprises. Following essentially the
terms of reference !"-C before the NSC, the -Aft treaty called
erritoriai integrity,
Inv- thr-"
on all parties to consult witht
consider an attack
political inik-pendence, or security ot a,..)
.,.Aid to an)y such attack
against any one of them as an attack against ah,
by taking appropriate individual and collective action; and to establish a council
andl a defense committee to deal with matters concerning implementation of the
treaty. Two still outstanding isues concerned the geographic amea-to be covered
by the treaty (principally, whether French North Africa should be included, a
t
position the United States did not favor) and whether Italy should be included as
an original 4.ignatory (a step that France and the United States favored and the
othes eitdwr opposed or questioned). To resolve theft issues and clarify other
details, the working group proposed convening a conference that would include
the United Staes, Canada, the five Brussels Pact members, Iceland, Norway,
Denmark, Eire, and Portugal."T
In their comments on the proposed treaty, forwarded to State by OSD on
I.
.
.with . the draft,
. . .. . .
satisfaction
6 January
• 1949, the joint Chiefs-expressed
X+
$
+.. .+ . particu.
. ++ .
472
Tian
.FOS+-A.
larly the broad rather than specific terms of the obligation to come to the asuistance of alliance members. "Wording less general in nature," they said, "might
tend dangerously to affect our freedom of planning and action- with respect to
global strategy, it being manifest that direct assistance alone might well be neither
so practicable nor so effective as steps taken in consonance with over-all strategic
concepts." The joint Chiefs urged the State Department to bear in mind that U.S.
result in any "undue disparity" between commitments
participation should -w+o
and present or prospective military strength. They also expressed uneasiness over
the possibility that under the precise language of the draft, alliance members
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central function
might ask for assisance to defend their colonial holdings. Th1C
o the-alliance, as the joint Cloiefs saw it, was to protect the North Atlantic and
Western Europe; they hoped the final treaty would make this clear. Likewise,
they noted that the treaty mistht be construed to cover defenw- avaing i _ernt,--

and suggested that it might not be "good businto" lov the alliance to
become the guarantor of each member's internal security. H~owtver+ they realized
at the same time that "political and diplonatic considerations mi,y be <tweriding."
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As for tie organization of the alliance, the Joint Chiefs showed skepticism
about giving tnx)
many spculied powers to either the council or the defense
committee. They wanted assurante that detailed military planning would be dealt
with by professional soldiers and not by foreign or defense ministers. For this
reason, they also advised against writing into the treaty the details of alliance
organization Additionally, they rciomnmended that the disagreement over tertitoral limits be resolved by excluding French North Africa from tile
alliance
and including Italy. Italy's strategic position on the southern flank of Europe madc
it essential that it partkipate in the system. The Joint Chiefs saw North Afrita.
on the other hand. as a French colonial region and opposed use of tile
treaty to
protect colonies.0 To round out the alliance, the Joint Chiefs concurred in the
proposal to invite Sweden to particpate.5
With the military thus generally in ac.ord, the State Department proceeded
toward a final treat)'. This required two delicate negotiating steps: first, conven.
ing a conference in Washington of the foreign ministers of the Brussels Pact
nations, Canada, the United States, Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, arid
Italy to draft the treaty text for approval by their respective governments; t anti
second, keeping Congress fully informed about tlie treaty, chiefly through meetings between State Department officals-and Senators Vandenberg, Tom Connally,
and other members of the Foreign Relations Committee to assure tile
treaty's
eventual approval in the Senate."
The central figure in both phases of tile
negotiations, Secretary of State Dean
Acheson, later recalled that the most challenging part of his task was to line up
Senate support. Although the 1948 elections had returned Democratic control to
both houses of Congress, the majority in the Senate fell short of the two.thirds
needed to ratify a treaty. This left its fame in the hands of tile
Republican minority.
In discus;nns with members of the Foreign Relations Committee Acheson cn.
countere opposition from diehard isolationists and from some senators who had
previousiy voted for the Vandenberg Resolution. The most frequent criticism was
that the proposed provision for collective security might cause "automatic involvement" of U.S. armed forces and could therefore infringe on the constitutional
power of Congress to declare war. Acheson doubted that this would ever happen
but agreed to seek a change of wording. On 18 March, after much debate in the
international and senatorial groups, the State IDepartment released to the public
a treaty text that Acheson felt would satisfy the Senate.".
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On 4 April 1949, 12 nations signed tile North Atlantic Treaty in Washington. Articles 5 and 6 constituted the heart of the treaty, a short document of 14
articles. Article 5 stated-.
The Patties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them
in Europe or North America shall be considered afnattack against them all,
and consequently they agree that, if such an armed attack occurs, each of

them, in exercise of the right of individual or collective self.defense recog.
nitcd by Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the
Party or Parties so attacked by taking forthwith, individually and in con.
tert with cite other Parties, such action as it deems necessary, including the
ase of armed force, to restore and maintain tie security of tile North
Atlantit. area. Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result
thereof shall immediately be reported to the (United Nations) Security
Council Such measures shall be terminated when the Security Council has
taken the measures necessary to restore and maintain internatienal pMace

and security.
Article 6 added:
For the purpose of Article 5 atnarmed attack on one or more of the
Partics is deemed to include an armed attack on the territory of uny of
the Parties in Europe or North America, on the Algerian departments of
France, on the occupation forces of any Party in Europe, on the islands
under the jurisdiction of any Party in tile North Atlantic area north of the
Tropic of C..ancer or on) the vessels or airciaft in this area of any of the
Parties
Article 12 provided for revision of the treaty any time after 10 years, Article 13
entitled any party to denounce the treaty after 20 years by gicing one year's notice
of its ittention. Article 9 provided for establishment of a council, composed of
reprusentatives of all member governments. The wouncil was to consider matters
relating to the trcaty's implementation and to treate any needed subsidiary xxies,
including a defense committee which was to recommend tne'asures for tmplc.
mienting the military articles of the treaty."'
Except for inclusion of Fretnch Algeria within its coverage, the North
Atlantc Treaty c-.taid no provision unaccptr.ble to the U.S. military. I low.
ever, during hearings in late April before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the new Secretary of Defense, Louis Johnson, found himself having to explain
-n :n'arcn:
,:,
in hin own pnitonn on -the tieaty. In a spetech to the
lDAughtrs of tile American Revolution in 19,18 Johnson had stated that 'cili.
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(DARI speech . . .do not apply" Johnson also thought that the terms of thc
treaty as written did '*not give to any foreign nation or group of nations thc power
to say when tilc United States should go to W31"." 11he ommnitee accepted John.
son's explanation and reorcoededI thle treaty for approval. Onl 21 July 1949 the
Senate voted S2 to 13 in favor of rmt~liation, and onl 24 August the treaty
officially came into force."

A lliance organizioPJ
The first cask that confronted the new alliance was to creatc an effective
organtizational frmecwork. This wa.s a difficult task not only because it involved
securing the approval of 12 independent nations on answers to difficult and sensitive issues but also becuse there had not yet been any agreement on the precise
functions 2nd activities to be performed by the alliance or on the allocation of
responsibilIfties among is members. To be effective, the structure had to be such
that :alliance members. allowing for their individual differences, could plan together for common defense, takc decisions in an orderly and cooperative mnanner,
andi exercise effective operational control over thle forces and resources at their
disposal. Recognizing thle difficulties in arriving at a quick consensus on) organization, thle architects of the alliance had purposely skirted the issue in the treaty
text. In fact, the only reference to organization appeared in Article 9, which
called for the establishment of a "Council," a "defense tommittee" and suchj
other "subsidiary bodies" As necessary.
On 2 April 1949, two days before the treaty was signed, the North Atlantic
foreign ministers briefly discussed organization and then appointed an inter.
national working group to make recom mendat ions on implementing Article 9.
While the working group did not meet until 21 August, a State-Defense team
began earlier to develop a U.S. ptnition. George W. Perkins, Assistant Secretary
of State for European Affairs, headed the team, which included 10 other State
Department officials, 3 officers representing thle JCS, and Najeeb ffalaby, Direcfon.ofte
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tvmd strong icriticism from General Mc.Narnicy and the State Lkeparunent. Such
an organization in our own Military Establishmecnt," 'NftNamncy observed, ..would
te time consuming and unwiely, in ain international body it would be hopeless.Aclieso likewise questioned thc advasabihity of a large~ complitated strudture.
atatang "it seemns preferable to start with the simrplest possible organization and
expand at anIAan~dte with demonstrated need rather than establish any agenLies Which u~'- not In- entirely nottcssary- In response it) At limit s tcomments, the
Joi11t Chiefs simpliffied their plant by eliminating some of the agwnt ics originally
propomed.'
Before the international working group on orgaiiuttron assembled in Wash.
ington, U.S. negotiators rceived detailed instruttions thait rellcted most of thle
mnAjor recommendations developed by the State4)c-fensc team over the course o
the summecr. Drafted by Pecrkins and lialaby, these instructions envisioned a
treaty organization in two p-r
6-oecvilian, the other military. niectivilian side
%ould consist of the 'North Atlantic Council and a.special hinanc~e anti cconomics
committee, composed of top-level civil servants, that would advise the council on
the conomic and financial impact of recomntded defense programs, evaluate
the etonomic capacity oif memnber countries to support such programns, and (onsider how to distribute the economnic burden of supporting the military requirements of the alliance. Thec military sidle of the organization woultd include a
defense commiice with two subordinate elements. a military council and a1mili.
tary production and supply board. Thet iitiary council would have a threemember steering and executive group, assisted by a "small staff" to prepare
rekoinmemidativrns to the defense committee and to issue directives to the five
regional planning groups, Theseu regional groups would be organized along
geographist lines recommecnded by the joint Chiefs, with allowance for U.S.
1.participation as appropriate" in the groups for Wester Europe, Northern
Hurope. and the Western Mediterranean, Thei United States would have perina.
nent membership in the groups for North America (Canada-United States)
and the North Atlantic Ocean arm".
As a broad outline of how the alliance should be organiLed, the U.S. proposAls encountered no serious objections from thc international working group,
Minr dffeencs
cntredon he recseterms of reference for several of tepo
Mio oifeire headres n theeir ae
hste
go lorin
pril
posed agencies, the timing of their establishment, their exact membership, the
recognizing the potential n4=d for a body to provide advice on finance and economnits, opposed cmri of thc spda irvir'n- and economics c~ommittee, partly
because of disagreement on what its functions should be and partly because its
establishment seemed premature; until the military organs of the alliance had
dev'eloped military requirements and proposed supply anti production programs,
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there seemed no real need for suchI a body. Similarly, the conferees agreed on the
need for a supply board, but the Europeans wanted the supply board to ineet in
Washington, whereas the Americans pressd for its location in Europe, arguing
that the board's Primary purpose should be to incrc se and coordinate production
in Europe and not to serve as a vehicle for Elurope. lobbying in the United
States for military assitance,
A difference also arose over membership on the steering group and on the
regional planning group for Western Europe. Italy requested seats on both, insisting that planning for land uarfare in Europe had to be based on coordinated
defense of a line running from Trneste in northern Italy all tie way up the Rhine
to the-Nofh Sea. None ol tile Western Union countries would agree to have Italy

.

I

join their group, and the United States refused to chamngc its position on the merebershi) of the steering group. 'lleitalians then pressed for a single European
planning commritee but dropped the idea after assurances from Acheson that
arrangements %%ould-bemade for the three European regional planning groups to
meet frequently in combined session.P
At its first meeting on 17 September 1949, the North Atlantic Council
approved the organizational report of tile international working group, adopted
rules of procedure for its own meetings. antd authorized the following bodies- a
Defense Committee (D(.) of the alliance defense ministers; a Military Committee (MC) of I I chiefs of staff and a civilian from Iceland, which had no military
establishment; a Standing Group (SG) composed of one representative each
from the United States, Britain, and France, functioning as it subcommittee of
the Military Committee; and live regional planning groups to develop and recommend plans for the defense of the respective geographic regions. Washington
was designated as headquarters for both the Military Committee and the Standing
Group. To handle the still unresolved organizational questions, the council appointed working groups to study machinery for coordinating military production
and supply and for dealing with financial and economic affairs."'

,

The Defense Committee met for the first trime on 5 October 1949 at the
Pentagon. In accordance with arrangements for an annually rotating chairmanship, startitng with the United States. Secretary Johnson served as presiding officer.
As its first autions, the comnmitee tircttd the Military Committee to begin work
on a strategic concept, established the five regional planning groups and directed

them to hold meetings by tlie first of November, and adopted termis of reference
for the Military Production and Supply Board (MPSB). In a Lompromise, the
Defense Committee also agreed that the MPSB should have offices in both Washingion and London, with its permanent staff located in London," The North
Atl,)!; r -. i!, -.ccrjfg agaiii on 1.1 November, approved this arrangement
without objection and also approved the recommenmdations of another working
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group covering the functions. teninposition, anti] permnanent loxatioi: of thle
Dekntse Finantial and Etonomit Coimmittee DPFC) The tuno. ii athorized
permanent staff facilities for tile ~FE( tin London andi diargcd it with develo~ping.
lin oopcration with tihe Military Conmtitt and tile MIPSB, overall financial 'Ind
econoiIc guidance for executing military defense plans. National representatin
toll thc DPEC would be it the ministerial or equivalent level of responsibility
rather titan the senior civil servant lev'el. as thle Unitcd States had originally prto.
posed 1te first Ly S membelir tos, W Averell Hlarriman. the Spe, 1.11
Representa.
tivc

-

.-
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for the
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(
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tkIperation Administration."

The necessity for koordinating the administration of the Mutual Decfense
Avsistance Pingramn I MIMIJ With) thelt utVltlC% of NATO .sdded some further
extremelyv diff'icult organizational problems to those that were involved in estab.
lishing the new orgatimition itself-problems within the LUS. Government in
Washington and ovcrsas as well as in NATO and the individuatl member coun.
tries In Washingtoni the chief difficuilty w.-as to sort out the miaz'e of functions anti
responsibilities of Defense. State, and the Ftonoii Cooperation Administration.
]lne-, of (communication (both (command andi informational) had to be clarified
among the respo~nsible agencis lin Washington. their representative). overs.
andi the several NATO bodies lIt generail, Atcheson tonsidered policies oil NATO
karefully thought out," but ao,for implenlting them, hie conceded later that
we were in no jIoturc to tarry out NATO when we entered into NATO." '
Within thle Department of D~efense Johnson moved quickly to assrt his
direct control over NATo and MI)AP matters andi over de-alings on such matters
%%it other agencies. Narly in November hie appointed General Burns, who had
served since the summer as a special consultant for politico-military affairs, to thle
new post of Assistant to the( Secretary of Deenise ( Foreign Military Affairs and
Military Assistance), As johmnwon's principal deputy for lpolitito-mihitary matters.
Burns covrdinated activities of thle Offic of Foreign Military Affairs (OFMA).
which handled thie Defense ,ide of NATO.relatttd polit-y matters. and thle Office
of Military Assistance (OMA ), which provided liaison between NATO and Dol)
agent ies involved in thle military assistance program 4In addition. Johnson
appointed General Bradley, tile Chairman of thle JCS. as U.S representative to thie
NATO Standing Group and the NATO Military Committee andi directed
and his JCS colleagues to provide advice and guidanic on NATrO miolitary feinttions. Johnson also directed tile Munitions Boamrd ito provide US5. representation
on the Military production and Supply Bloard and to coordinate U.S. participation in NATO programs for production. supply, and standardization of military
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The Beginnings of a Straegic Concept
Despite the far-reaching implications of the new relationship, U.S. defense
officials remained skeptical that the alliance would substantially affect the miii.
taty balance in the near future. In Louis Johnson's view, the most immediate gain

the United States tould expect was an improved sense of security and stability
abroad." The European military establishments on the Continent and their
infrastructures, largely destroycd or dismantled during the Nazi occupation, suffered from a dearth of trained officers and enlisted personnel, a lack of organized
military units, an absence of support facilities, and a lesser familiarity with the

U

changes in warfare that had taken place during and since World War I.NATO
lacked, in short, forces traincd and equipped to withstand a Soviet attack. The
deliciencies affected planning on both sides of the Atlantic and effectively reinforced the acknowledged need for cooperation and collective action, 2
Certainly Europe's need for assistance did not go unnoticed in Washington.
On 25 July 1949, four days after the Senate approved the North Atlantic Treaty,
Presidenr Truman asked Congress for $1.45 billion in appropriations for the first
year of a comprehensive foreign military aid program, more than two-thirds of
the money to go to NATO countries. Opponents criticized the administration's
bill as the final abandonment of the United Nations and as the prelude to massive overseas deployment of U.S. combat forces-objections that delayed final
legislative action two months, Opponents in the House proved especially obdu.
rate; they did not acccpt a Senate version of the legislation until late September.
On 6 October 1949 Truman signed into law the Mutual Defense Assistance
Act of 1949.*
Once NATO's organizational machinery had been set in motion and U.S.
military assistance had been assured, attention shifted to matters of substance,
starting with the formulation of plans for "an integrated defense of the North
Atlanttr area." lhs task was particularly urgent because the Mutual Defense
Assistwrnic Act conditioned the use of 90 percent of the funds for NATO countries on the formulation of such plans by the NAC and the Defense Committee
and their subsequent personal approval by the President."
To satisfy this statutory condition and also to provide a basis for calculating
military assistance requirements, the Defense Committee on 5 October 1949 instructed the Military Committee to start work on a strategic concept and on a
medium trim defense plan for a period of three to five years. Shortly thereafter,
at a meeting of the Standing Group, General Bradley submitted a preliminary
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version of the concept prcpared by thc JCS. This papcr idlentied maijor military
functions 'lbasic undertakings") within NATO asid designated the alhanLC
members best suited to carry them out. 'Thus. for planning purpos s, in the event
of war the United States would have primary responsibility for strategic bombing
and, in counjnction with the United Kingdom, would conduct naval operations
on the high seas. Instead of trying to duphcate the.e missions, the other European
allies would strive to develo, complementary capabilities-taktal air support,
air defense, coastal defense, and "hard tore ground forces,"
The Standing Group incorporated tile
form and substance of the JCS work.
ing paper in a report which the Military Committee examined at a meeting in
Paris on 29-Novcmber. Discussion (entered on tile
section that explicitly specified
that strategic bombing should include "the prompt delivery of the atomic bomb"
against S viet targets in case of war. The Danish Chief of Staff strongly opposed
this reference to atomic weapons and wanted it removed from the text. He argued
that if the paper should be leaked, the Soviet Union might, at the onset of hostili.
tics.
find it a suitable pretext for dropping an atomic bomb on Copenhagen. Gcncral Bradley, sitting as chairman of the Military Committee, "overcame" Decimark's objection, and the paper went to the Defense Committee without change."
When Secretary Johnson arrived in Paris for the Defense Committee's second meeting, scheduled for I December, the Norwegian Mimster of Defense
advised him that the Danish cabinet had given the Danish minister strict instructions against endorsing the reference to atomic weapons. Johnson offered to
eliminate the offending phrase in exchange for Denmark's consent to include in
the official Defense Committee minutes a statement that strategic bombing included possible use of tile
atonic bomb. Over initial objections from tile
Italians
and Dutch, the Defense Committee accepted Johnson's formula. The amended
paper read that strategic bombing should include "all means possible with all
types of weapons, without exception," and the minutes indicated that this definitely meant the use of nuclear weapons should the need arise."
Johnson later learned from Acheson that some of his State Department colleagues feared that the word change had also changed the meaning and that tile
statement it the minutes carried with it a hirmn U.S, commitment to use nuclear
weapons-in Europe. Johmon assured them that lie had made no such commitment. Since tile
Europeans had no dir.t participation in strategic bombing, he
to
use
nuclear weapons or not remained a prerogative of the United
said, whether
States; the option had not been prejudiced one way or the other. Acheson said
he was satisfied anti would rectommend North Atlantic Council approval of the
Defense Committee report. When the council eict
on 6 january 1950 in WAdh
ington, it approved the strategic concept withuut change, as did President Truman

j

on 27 january.6 t
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The 3tedium Term Dcenje Plan

"

By' the time the strategk cont ept had been app~roved by the North Atlanti,.
(A1,n1m1ttCe, and tihe live regional planning groups had begun work onl a detailed plan to serve as it guide for the
buildup) by I July 195,4 of the required furt es. Thei Standing Group, had set tills
target date in at strategiL guidancee directuve issud to the live regional planning
groups on 4| January !()50 and asked the groups to tahulatc forte requirements
and submit rcxommendations by I March." When these arrived, the Standing,,
Group put together an overall plan. c-omputing the mlnlnlum desired NATO
strength region by' region.

Council, tihe Standing Group). the Military

*cn

omite

Thec most striking feature of cte Mdium Term Defense Plan ( MTDP ) was
tihe sie uf tihe estimated fort~e requireme~nts. It estimiated initial mobilization
requirements on tihe order of alhmost 100) ready' and reserve divisions, approximnately 8.000 planes, more tihan 2,800 ships of varying types and sizes, and
numerous coastal fortifications 0 ," E-Xtept for U.S. tontributions through MDAP,
the other allhance mnenmbers would have tihe responsibility of financing and equipfling these forces. While ilia plan contained no estimate of the probable cost, it
was obvious that the buildup would require enormous expenditures that would
interfere seriously with Western Europe'*s conomic recovery. Realizing that tile
plan was too expensive to be actceptable, the J(Sg urged the Stroding-Group to
seek more "realistic" requirements.'

-

A-.

IDespite this JCS warning. the Military Committee, under-General Bradlc'l,
and (fie Defeose Committee, under Secretary Johnson, approved the AMTDP on
28 March andi I April, respe'ctively, during meetings at Ilia H-ague. nI In approv-!
ing tile Plan, tile Defense Committee recognized that it was a "first approxi•
Z-

,
,

m~ilation" of force and equipment requirements, directed tihe Military Committee to
proceed urgently with the buildup of tile requisite forces, emphasized cte need for
tile planning groups to review requirements on a continuing basis, and called for
maximurn economy, inl utilization of manpower and material. Ilia Defense Committee also asked the DFEC to ascertain the finantia, and economic capacity of
tile individual NATO nations to raise and maintain military forces. This was tilei
opposite of the DFr.C proposal of 29 March chat the Defense-Committeec provide
it with a detailed cost estimate covering the planned forces together with an
indication of priorities among them. Both committees looked to the North
Atlantic Council for support of their position."L
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The May 1950 NAC Meeting

-

In the ensuing three months, U.S. efforts (onccntrated mainly on finding a
way of paying for (he proposed military forces without, at the same time, endangering European economic recovery. It was plain that, in the absence of massive
U.S. military aid, Western European members were economically incapable of
raising and maintaining the forces needed for Europe's defense; it was equally
plain that even if the United States stepped up its contribution, the European,
would still have to carry an exceptionally heavy burden. But unless the Europeans
could be persuaded to engage in more extensive self-help. there seemed little hope
of creating the necessary European defense forces.

",

Moreover, to make any real progress in dealing with these problems, it was
first necessary to deal with the procedural impasse created by the military planners
wanting to know the economic and financial resources available to them and the
financial planners wanting information from the military on equipment and
other military costs before making such determinations. This impasse thus became
a central -opic of discussion at the NAC meeting in London in mid-May.
In preparation for this meeting, the State Department considered several
approaches to break the procedural deadlock and prevent its future recurrence.
One of these was a general call for a review of progress in implementing the
treaty that included a formula for resolving the impasse and a proposal that the
NAC urge the member governments to increase defense forces, and, perhaps
most significantly, "create balanced collective NATO forces rather than balanced
national forces." "sAnother proposal called for the establishment of a permanent
commission, representing the 12 NATO governments, to coordinate the planning and execution of economic and political policies, serve as an information
clearinghouse, and foster unity and cooperation in atraining common objectives."
After receiving comments on these proposals from the Joint Chiefs, Johnso, stated his general agreement to the establishment of a permanent NATO
commission but reserved the option to comment on the details before any final
action by the North Atlantic Council. On the other proposals, he questioned the
practicality of asking the Defense Committee to provide the DFEC with a detailed
cost analysis of the medium term defense plan goals because "the required down.
ward revision of . . . force requirements
(would) render further work in
detailed costing of these first approximation requirements oi' 'ttle useful value."
He recommended, as a more realistic approach. that the NAC direct the Defense
Committee to start the study. raking ino ,
- inr :hc f.r,hcotiifig duwnward

4j"

..

revision of force requirements."'

.

to On the subject of forces, the Joint Chiefs believed that the ultimate answer
to NATO's force needs depended on West German rearmament. Support for a
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contribution hat] been building quietl? in Washington for some tiime.
almost since tile beginning of trfoty negotiations, bur until the spring of 1950
remained largely confined to a handful of Army plantlers." One of tile earliest
icitons that German reariname'at might reeive serious hlgh.level ccnsidecration appeared in NSC 68. the joint State-Decfense policy stud , At, U.S, security
requirements submitted to the NSC and(President Truman in early April 1t90,*
Although it avoided spe.xific mention of German rearmament, NSC 68 speculated
that "it may be desirable for the free nations, withlour the Soviet Union, to CollA,,
clude separate arrange~ments with Japan, Western-Germany, and Austria which
would enlist tile energies and resources of these Countres in support of zhe free
world.""
While NSC 68 saw no urgent need for a change of policy, the joint Chiefs,
finding NATO's requirements more than) alliance members could meet, wanted
German rearmament and membership in NATO brought up for early discussion,
preferably at the NAC meeting in May. They recommended, therefore, that
Acheson seek NAC approval of a resolution "revising present Western policy
towards Germany', and holding out to the West Germans real and substantial
hope
thatcubjntributionhaovers
they will be given anbialing
opportuniy
todinii
participate
politically.
economi.
ran
quocJi~
WasiGtomn
orsoeartimen.
tally,
and
militarily,
in
Western
European
and-North
Atlantic
regional
almositie tl) bheiningf ta".=ry
neiotiati,
ut uni t.,
e sriang" arrangewf sur9,50
ments no 2 basis of equality." Ile JCS also urged that controls on German indus.
try
be quickly lifted
MadeSth-efean
to convince U.S.doldc
allies,
France,
Onounere
eiand
n efforfts
o6te o intode
st spciaklly
noll S
o~n
secriy
of the need for "early rearming of Western Germany," In view of recent Soviet
moves
EastfcGerman
militarized ernmnNSC
the joint ChiefsapCculatcd
felt that
Alt' hugto establish
itnaodd anspeciu
mcro fGra police,
68
rearmament in the West should begin with approval of a proposal Currently
before the Allied High Commission for Grmany to create a 5.000-man West
German "Republicant Guard."".
111C State Department, however, felt that the political aspects of German
rearmament
were of such fundamental
importance
comprehetisiveocn
NSC
tht"t -a b,,irb~fo
h frentos
ihu thath a oitUin
study'should precede any discussion in an international setting. The joint Chiefs
persisted, and shortly before tile confererce begin they instructd Admiral
Richard L Conolly, the DoD representative with the US. delegation in London,,
to nptess on Sectary Acheson tile importance of securing a German contribu.-,
tion to NATO."
Acheson, while sympathetic to Conolly-'s pica, agreed with his own advisers"
thatNrthArlnci Alian7
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thrammet

t

that the joint Chriefs shudnot expctt
German reraetissue toappear
on the conifcrencc agenda."
During the two weeks Immediaitely be-fore the NAC mnecting, Secrcetary
Johnson received from the JCS aksteady flow of comments on the numerous Moi.
tion papers being readied by the State lXepartinenr., Because of thc tight deadlines.
many of these comments were quickly composed and( as quickly passed to thle
State Dcpaiment Johnson therefore thought it advisable to inform Acheson that
hie had 1xcn unable it, give cither thle papers or the views of tile joint Chiefs of
Staff thc close persnal attention which thcy deerve." 11
Johnson's comment, in no way indikated dissatisfaction with thle JCGS
or their
views In faict. lie had earlier- Informed General Biradley that hie realized thle difli
cult time constraints which they faced and that he would continue to welcomec
other suggestions they had on improving NATO's capabilities and perforr'niicc
In particular, lie encouraged them to give further thought to "tile relationship
between the North Atlatic Treaty Organization and Westera Germany, Sweden
and Spain "Beyond this lie hoped that -Balywuduehsproal infitience

-

*

with%his colleagues on thle Standing Group to expedite revision of thle mm'p.
sugsting that appointmnt of full-time deputies mnight speed up thle Standing
Group's work. ie also asked for JCS views on the creation of a-,perianent
NATO command organization and onl whether thle United States should seek full
membership in the live regional planning groups."
The fourth' NAC meeting in London on IS-]$ May 1950 concentrated
primarily on NATO organizational matters, particularly establishment of a permanent full-tie central organization, and- adoption of a French resolution which
called for general strengthening of NATO forces, exploitation of thle latest forms
of military technology. standardmatioii of military jquipnent, and Integration of
services and Licilities for logistit support of collective military fores. General
Bradley anticipated no military (blewtuns to these proposals and on this basis
OSD concurred in them, subject to later izomnt on the details of implementation."
To provide continuity through a pcrrermaet civilian body, thle council establIshed thle "Council1 Dputies to met In tontinuous session in London." T7he
NAG delined the deputies' organization as a full-time body of "highly qualified
persons" with wmdec-ranging responsibilities. nduding the coordination of cunomn( and military programs, thle exchange of views among NATO agencies, and
tie proinonon-of close WooperatOn and consultation. The council slated char "th
rmb~r.ii.n 'A ,,Luje
ittary fcor--and tile necmsarv finlancial casts rbiould be
examined aj ond, and.,not ar jear -problenm:" and chat cost estinmatco shouldi
not be considered final until thle reaisti-, revision of force requirtmenits whith is
expected from the current review of defense plans has been completed."

Thec North Atlantic Allianec

187

Perhaps the most controversial issue raised at dic mcctcng concerned the
Defense Conintce's tall for "balanced collccwcve forces rather than balanced

national forces." In principle. all agreed that this concept was desirable. but such
smaller countries as Norway and the Nctherlands worried chat they might have
to givc up the development of certain capabilities that could prove vital to their
security They therefore sought dehnitc assurances that suit balamed collectiv:
forces would (oinc to their assistan,.e in tase of an emergency. Other 'Countries,

like Frane. with heavy overseas colonial reslonsibiIities, pointed out that worldwide tommitments required the maintenantce of balaned national forces. Acheson, reassuring all parties that their interests uould not be jeopardized, ultimately
secured adoption of the resolution, But the baic issue renamd and would
reappear at future meetings as a sourc of dissension and disagreement among
the a] Ires.

7he NAC adopted a rcsolution to the effect hat any additional military
expecnditures should be judged not only in the light of (onomi( and linancial
conditions but chat 'adequate consideration" should be given to clia needs of
defense It also determined hat 'the combined resources oi the members of the
North Atlantic Treaty were sufficient, if properly Loordinated and applied, to
ensure the progressive and sx-edy development of adequate military defense without impairing the social and economic progress of these countries." 4'
Thie Department of Defense viewed the NAC meeting in London as a
mixed success for the United States. The (ounl had adopted most U.S. proposals
and had given the military planners a formula for going ahead with revision of
the MTDP in a cordancc with their best estimate of what NATO could and
should hope to accomplish It had not taken major detisions that would -mmediately ameliorate NATO's problems, iand it had not even considered the crucl
issue of German rearmament, but this was more than could reasonably be
expected. Acheson, for his part, termed the conferente "a useful one" that had
served an imx)rtant purpose by revealing "the gap beteen ideas and reality."
This in itself was a major acievnent. Acheson believed, for it brought the
alharce members closer together by insre-asing their sense of unity and mutual
respect.,,
By the end of its first )year NATO had turned the corner on a number of
important issues. It had established an organizational structure, formulated aid
approved a strategic concept, and planned a first approximation of forces required
to defend chic North Atlarnt area. 'lhesc achievements represented substantial
progress in a short period and seemed to indiate that an alliance of 12 ilde
pendent and sovereign nations tould indeed function surcessfully in the pursuit of
common goAs. On ie other hand, NA'TO remained not much more than a
"paper alliance" with no military command structure and no forces under its
S,
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direct control. The first year haid see (le laing o it irm foundahe
task
ahead was to build on thui promniiing beginning so tht in timc Western Europe
and its North Atlantic allies could mount a strong and credible defense against
attack.

'
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CHAPMR XVII

The Foreign Military Assistance Program

The same foreboding international conditions that fostered the creation ot
the North Atlantic alliance also caused the United States to reassess its policies
on military assistance to friendly foreign nations. For a year and a half after
World War 11the United States provided limited military assistance in special
situations to a number of countries, including China, the Philippines, France, and
several Latin -American nations. Some of this assistance was in the form of grant
aid under special legislation and some in the form of arms sales, and much of
it consisted of surplus World War II equipment. However, it was not until 1947,
when crises in Greece and Turkey led to the provision of military assistance on a
large scale to both countries' and pointed to the likelihood that other countries
threatened by communist aggression would also require military assistance, that
consideration was given to the development of a comprehcnsive military aid
program.

Clarifying US. Policy

,1'i

Concerned by the deteriorating situation in Greece and Turkey and the
lengthening list of countries that appeared vulnerable to communist aggression,
the State Department in March 1947 asked the State-War-Navy Coordinating
Committee for a detailed analysis of the mwiditions under which the inited
States might- inaugurate and coordinate programs of foreign financial, technical,
3
u.
and iilitary assistance" inc omrnittcc submitted idraft repo rt %'w-

See Chlpxtt V,
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in April and a rcvision thereof in O(tober which idcntilied various rontngcny
situations in whith aid might he required and tontludcd that the cnactment of
foreign aid legislation would be desirable These reports were referred to member
agencies for review and. in the meantime, ile administration tontinued to deal
with individual aid requests on a tase.b).tase basis as best it tould under tie
severely limited authority it possessed for the purpoSe At the time. this authority
was largely restricted to the following ( I I under the Surplus Property Act of
1914 to sell, donate, or otherwise disposc of many types of arms and equipment
which would have to be declared "surphs" by the armed forces; (2) under sevcral recently enacted las to provide limited assistance to spectifi nations-the
Philippines, China, Greece. Turkcy, and the Latin American Repubh(s; ( ) tinder
a 1920 law to sell arms to other countries, a measure of limited practical value
in view of the desperate postwar foreign exchainge shortage in most countries;
and (1) under powers of the Commander in Chief to provide military assistance
on a reimbursable basis to protect the scturity interests of American forces
abroad.'
The communist coup in Czehoslovakia in February 1948 and the wide.
spread fear and apprehension that gripped Europe in its aftermath triggered a
sharp upsurge in appeals for U.S. military assistance, lending new urgency to the
need to reassess US. military aid to foreign countries. Reacting to requests for
assistance from Frame, Norway, and other countries that felt threatened, State
and OSD officials met over the first weekend in March to draft legislation that
would give the President broad authority to furnish military assistance on an
interim basis until the next session of Congress. As a vehicle for the new legis.
lation, it was proposed to attach it as Title VI to a bill then under consideration
In (ongress--the Foreign Assistance Act, which provided among other things,
for conomic aid to Europe under the Marshall Plan and the continuation of
assistance to China, Greece, Turkey, and Trieste.'
The great defect in the administration's Title VI proposal vas that it did not

Include an estimate of costs, unintentionally giving Congress the impression chat

E

the interim program would be open.ended and have possible worldwide dimen.
sions. Shortly after Title VI came before the |-lous Foreign Affairs Committee
rumors began to circulate in Congress that the administration wanted to start a
mnultibillion dollar program of military assistance. mtodelecd on the lend-lease pro.
gram of World War If Tie actual figure being dsussed in the executive branch
for an inteunim prg
".t .!i un il! I May l949 was $750 million, a largely
guesswork amount that did not include allowance for long-term obligations resulting from the program. In fact, owing to lac.k of information, no one in either the
Pentagon or the State Iepartment could project an initial cost. Rather than
haggle and further delay action on the Marshall Plan, tie administration acepted
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in April and a revision thereof in October wlich identified various (ontngenty
situations in which aid might be required and contluded that the cnatunent of
foreign aid legislation %,ould be desirable These reports wvere relerrcd to tnembcr
agencies for review and. in the mncantinic the administration continued to deal
with individual aid r qtiest% on a tasc-b)tasu baiis as best it ,ould under the

severely lInited authority it possessed for the purpose A e time. this authorit)
was largely restricted to the following t I i under th Surplus property Act of
1944 to sell, donate, or othe.rwise dispose ol many types of arms and equipment
which would have to be declared "surplus" by the armed forces, ( 2) under several recently ecitted law,. to prosidt limttd asiitani(e to specific nalons-the
Philippines. China. (,rcC, "Turkey, and the Latin American Republit s, 3) under
a 1920 law to sell arms to other countries. a ineasuire of limited practical value
in view of the desperate lo)%,twar foreign exchange shortage in most countries;
and ( 1) under pss cr5 of th, (ommander in Chief to provide military assistane
on a reimbursable basis to protc t the wtv,rity interests of Aneritan forces
abroad."
The communist coup in Czetloslovaki.t in February 19,8 aind the wide.
spread fear and apprehension that griplped Europe in its aftermath tripgered a
sharp upsurge in appeals for US. military assistance, lending new urgency to the
need to reassess US military aid to foreign countries, Reicting to requests for
assistance from France, Norway. and other (ountries that felt threatened. State
and OSD ollicials met over the first weekend in March to draft legislation-that
would give the President broad authority to furnish military assistance on an
interim basis unnl the next session of Congress. As a velicle fur the new legislation, it ssas proposed to attash it as Title VI to a bill then under consideration
in Congress--the Foreign Assistance Act, which provided among other things,
for economic aid to Europe und,.r the Marshall Plan and the continuation of
assistan~c to China, Greece, Turkey. and Trieste.'
Thlie great defect in the administration's Title VI proposal ssas that it did not
include an estimate of costs, unintentionally giving Congress the impression that
the interim program would be open.ended anti have possible worldwide dinen.
sions. Shortly alter Title VI came before the IHouse Foreign Affairs Committee
rumors began to irkulate In (ongress that the admniistration wanted to start a
multibillion dollar programn of militari assistance, modeled on the lend-lease prograin of World War 11. Jtie actual figure being discusse! in the exetive branch
for an interim program to last- until I May 1949 was $7i0 million. t largely
guesswork amount that did not inclutde allowante for long.term obligations result-l fr', , ir-proipram In fact. i1wlIf to laLk of infornation. no one in either the
Pentagon or the State Department could project an initial cost. Rather tharhaggle and further delay at tion on the Marshall Plan, the dnministration accepted
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As a result of the advcrse congressional reaction to ')'ite VI, file War Counocl met on 4 May to discus svhotler (o recommend something similar uinder
separate legislation. Strongly in favor of shelving the matter, Secretary Symington
expressed toricrn (hit at debate in (onigress over military assistatic would
endanger the NIE's othcr legislative obje~ctivcs, especially universal military
training, selective servi~c, atid supplemiental ap~propritiiis, Forrestal rioted that
the day before lie had told thle Hlouse Armed Sevie (onintc thlat hie knew
of no p~lans for a global military -id( program. Ile suggested that othicr military
spokesnr mnake the same response if asked. Grulenthecr irmmcdiatcly poited out
that this tould be misleading, sinte the State Department planned to hold (oilferences onl military aid %%,ihSenator Vandenberg of the Senate F~oreign Relations
apparently inconiclusive. and by the end of
Committee. Fuirther discussion Wams
the meeting thie (onscnsus seemed ito be that the INM lF should do nothing mnore
until Congress had acted onl selective service and appropriations.'
Contrary to somec of the views expressed in the War Council, at least one
nmember (if Forrestal's imme~diate staff still favored something similar to Title VI.
iMarx LeVA cautioned that time was running out for Congress to at. Unlike
Symington, leva fclt that the '"psychological reaction" in Congress would turn fin
favor of military assiitance and even help in thle pasg of other legislation.
"'As a matter of fact," hie argued,
many of tile people in Congress expect a multibillion dollar military
assistance program If the Administration were now- to propose a military
assistanice program in thle vicinity of $750.0000. thle sighs of relief from
thle lill might Itelp-ratlicr thtan hindcr-the ultimate passage of th~e
"blentied! Scilite Bill on Selective Service and (Ulniv'ersal Military]
Traininig',

I~

*

This strategy was never tested, Tile day after thle War Council meeting, BOB
Director Webb told Leva and others from State and NM!! that the President
had definitely decided against a maisive aid program and wanted the matter
dropped for the time being. Ile addrf that Truman was dubious about fihe interim
assistance proposal and would be reluctant to back it.' On 7 May, apparently
hopeful thiat thle proposail would be reconsidered. OS!) and the State Departmnent
scnt Webb copies of revised draft legislation, but the response was as expected.
ftf Truman pub!-i-Cy rc-af s-irrnc his dkiji
At a press confenrt. chardy
not to seek admlitiomfl authority or funding for military assistance during thle
current session of Congress.'
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Tirnmporary Solutionj: June to December 1948
As a result of the administration's decision to postpone any further efforts

to sccurc additional military assistance authority, there was a welkome oppor.
tunity to give more careful consideration to objecties, policies, and priorities
that should apply in the offering of such assistance. In addition, the delay made

it possible to take into fuller account the new developments at home and abroad
that were rapidly changing the context in which any future military assistance
program would necessarily operate, and, in particular, the steadv movement of
the Truman administration towatd a collective .curity arrangement that would
mnevitably involve U.S. assistance in many forms, a fact that became increasingly
dear during the Pentagon talks with British and Canadian officials during March
and April. In July the National Security Council, in NSC 9/3, laid down
priniuples and procedures to govern the extension- of military aid to European
countries;

(I They must first plan their coordinated defense with the means pres.
ently available, (2) they must then determine how their collective military
potential can be increased by coordinated production and supply, including
standardization of equipment, (3) we would then be prepared to consider
and screen their estimates of what supplementary assistance from us was
necessary, (4) we would expect reciprocal assistance from them to the
greatest extent practicable, and (5) legislation would be necessary to pro.
vide significant amounts of military equipment but the President would
not be prepared to recommend it unless the foregoing conditions have
been met.' O
Meanwhile, as part of the effort to gain advance congressional Support for
a collective security treaty (overing the North Atlantic area, Marshall and Lovett
met at length with members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to
explain the purposes of US. involvement. During these meetings Lovett downplayed the importance of military assistance as part of the U.S. contribution. On
19 May the committee unanimously approved the so-called "Vandenberg Resolution," proposing the "association of the United States, by constitutional process.
with such regional and other collective arrangements as are based on continuous
and effective self-help and mutual aid, and as affect its national se.urity." On
I I June 1948 the Senate adopted this historic resolttion by an overwhelming
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United States with respect to providing military assistan(c in the form of supplies,
equipment and techniwal advice to nations of the non-Soviet world," The staff's
report (NSC 14) was distributed in mid-June. In July. after aincndment t,
accommodate one minor JCS suggestion-that aid recipicnts should be enouraged to standardize their weapons on L S. types to the niaximum extent praco.
cable--the council and Prc ,dent Truman approved the amended report (NSC
14/1).12
Although it applied widely to noncommunist countrics, NSC 14A'1 was
meant chiefly as a guide for implementing NSC 9, 3. NSC 14, I sought to allay
JCS fears that a U.S.-European alliance would divert equipment and funds from
the strengthening of U.S. armed fores by stipulating that highest (onsidcration
would be given to "the fulfillment of the minimum materiel requirements of the
United States armed forces, as determined by the Joint Chiefs of Staff." Only in
"exceptional cases" should the military needs of other countries take-precedence.
NSC 14/1 stated as the ultimate objective a comprehensive program uniting U.S.
and foreign interests to achieve overall reinforcement of anti-Soviet capabilities.
To this end, Western Europe should have first priority, and those countries receiving military assistance would be urged to integrate their armaments industries,

t

*

'

standardize weapons and materiel to U.S.-accepted types, provide strategic raw
materials as reciprocal assistance, and compensate the supplying nation as their
economics improved."
By the beginning of July the prospects-for adoption of a nilitary assistante
program for Western Europe had improved to the point that Forrestal, on the
recommendation of the Joint Chiefs, appointed-General Lemnitzer to represent
the United States in direct talks with the Western Union Permanent Military
Committee. 4 Two weeks later Lemnitzer went to London as head of a small
military delegation, with instructions to ascertain Western Union defense require.
mcnts and rake part in the development of a coordinated Western Union supply
plan to provide guidance for calculating deficiencies that could be filled only
through U.S. military assistance. Forrestal, in order to develop and process necessary budget estimates and legislative proposals for the next Congress, desired this
information as soon as possible, but not until late fall did the facts and figures
begin to trickle into Washington."'
Meanwhile, Forresral and his staff began a study of the kind of organization
and procedures required for the effective administration of a military assistance
program. With no overall mechanism yet established to coordi|nate policy, screen
aid requests, and determine priorities, the United States was obviously ill.prepared
to undertake a program on the scale contemplated. Under existing arrangements
for operations in Greece and Turkey, the State tDepartment set and directed
policy, while the military departments administered the programs. To implement
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ito limit once it has bccn begun and that token aid, by definition, bears to
the recipient the implication of more to come Furthert, aid spread too thin
may not be adequate anywhere, whereas concentrated aid wherec it will beor
serve the ultimate objective of our own security may be all or even more
than we can provideK
Along with prsswnt~ fears about overextended commitments cattle renewed
concern that major military assistance might weaken American tajpabilities. In
August 1948 the Boll proeosed that milita.y assistance requiremnents be met, insofar as possible, from surplus equipment-stofes of arms and military hardware
left over from World-War 11 and other items marked for sale or liquidation by
the armed forces On the surface this suggestion appeared to have much to retoin
mnrd it, but on closer examination OS!) legal experts found a rider to thie Sup-~
plemnral Independent Offices Appropriations Act for fiscal year 19419 thait
redefined 'surplus" in such flexible language that the term could be used to4

decrnibe almost all American property overseas. Loose construction of the law

could conceivably result in wholesale tranisfers from stockpiles in Europe and- thle
Pacilic. that were reatlly sneat ior () N. forces%. l-orrustai udvise di
ofic5D
that%lie
wsreferring the proposal to Secretary of the Army Royall for further study.t"
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Royall's response rioted both the practical and legal problems of providing
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military assistance. With referente to equipnent, lie pointed out, the huge Army
surpluses from World War II had been gre.,',: depleted Disposal of equipment
under earlier programs (e.g. Greec and Turkey). deterioration, and increased
requirements occasioned by die Army expansion under the FY 1949 budget had
taken their toll on tile surplus stckpilc For tile mot part, the surplus materials
that remained from the war wcre "utiopular" items in limited or unbalancd
for which no ammunmiton was available, for example The
quantities-rifll
Army also held in reserve for energeniy mobilization purpos enough newer
up.to.date equipment to outfit 20 divisions and supply anmunition for 90 tom.

bat days. Were all of this cquipment made available for military assistance, tile
Army would expect full reimbursement at current replacement value, a cost that
Rovall estimated at $2 billion. Beyond the expense involved, lie saw no way of
making any supplies available without more clearly defined ani cilargcd statu.
tory authority, even allowing for legal hxjpholes The solution, as Royall saw it,
was for Forrestal to take the initiative in "intiting the State lXepartmcnt to take
atMti in presenting, a it inatlcr o]f-ur)icn . general military assistance legislation
to the Congress."
At the War Council meeting oil 21 September. Forrestal made clear his

determination to keep NME requirements and foreign military assistance pro.
grams distinct; lie wantcd the military assistance budget kept completely separate
from the NME budget. I Its diief objectives in the months ahead, e added, were
passage of a military assistance bill, the determination of priorities (presumably
to decide the order in which countries would r(.ceive aid). and "centralization
within the National Military Establishment of responsibility for carrying out and
monitoring the foreign aid program." A few days later Forrestal told Royall that
enactment of a indlitari assistance law 2ought to have top priority in the NMF
legislative program in the new (3ongress.

JillEuropean

"

Forrestal recognized that the situation in Europe was growing more tensewith each passing day and that pressure was building for the United States to
take prompt and decisive action. As planning progressed, it became apparent that
one of the strongest advocates of aiding Europe militarily was tie Economic
Cooperation Administration (ECA), the agency charged with carrying out the

Recovery program. Averell Harriman, (the ECA's representative in

4Europe, argued that Western Eutope's mounting anxiety was a direct consequence

vaused
in part by defetse expenditures of more than,
of its floundering economy,
the'tiTeo
$5 billion- a year, and that tle oliy Cfft.iv6,% iinudy Would be
military
burden
through
defense
the
European
States to assume a portion of
assistance As a temporary measure the ECA strongly favored accelerated ship.
22
f•inents of token military aid to manifest U.S. concern for Europe's security.
Forrestal, on the other hand, was relnuoan except in very special situations,
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to provide military assistance on an ad hoc basis pending the enactment by Con.
grcss of broad military assistance legislation. Tios, in October 1948, after dis.
cussing the nattcr in tile War Council, he disapproved a recommendation by
William Foster, farriman's dcputy in Paris, to transfer fighter aircraft to Prance
And again. in December, after consulting the Munitions Board, he rejected a
French request for surplus machine tools. lowever, In emergcdes h, was prepared to respond favorably to foreign rcqusts for military aid, as he did at the
height of the Berlin blockade crisis in September 1948 to a French request for
spare parts and equipment required to improvc the combat readiness of France's
three divisions in West Germany. Then, otn the advice of tie Joint Chiefs and
with the concurrence of the NSC, he recommended that Truman, exercising his
plenary powers as Commander in Chief, approve the request, and tile President
did so on 16 September.'

Development of Program R

"vwmendations

By the beginning of 1949, even thou.
:d
- plans and programs were
still being developed, it seemed certain that- ,..e Truman administratien soon
would launch an all.out drive to secure congressional approval of a military
assistance bill. The President publicly endorsed such legislation shortly after the
opening of the 81st-Congress. In his inaugural address he listed the strengthening
of "freedom-loving nations against the dangers of aggression" among his four
central foreign policy objectives. Truman proposed not only tie conclusion of
new collective security agreements but also tie provision of "military advice and
equipment to free nations which will cooperate with us in the maintenance of
peace and security.'*
The most pressing concer.--establshrncnt of machinery to convert tie
President's general proposal into concrete legislative recommendations-had al.
ready been taken care of by the creation in December 1948 of the Foreign Assistance Steering Committee ( FASC}, composed of tile Secretaries of State and
Defense and the konomic Cooperation Administrator, Paul G. I loffman Under
the chairmanship of tile Secretary of State, the FASC promptly delegated tile task
of working out specific policy programs to a subsidiary group, the Foreign Assistance Correlation Committee ( FACC). On 6 January 19,19 Forrestal named General Lemnitzer as his representative to the FACC and made provision for necessary staff and technical assistance. General Counsel Alexander Henderson and
later F ward Dickinson -repr-tnmedx ECA, while Assistant :cretary of State

lE dA. Gross became
ietrnest
FACC Chairman, a post he held until the, end of March
1949 when Lloyd V. Berkner, also of the State Department, succeeded him.
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To provide the FACC with basic information that it would need, John Ohly
asked the CIA to asSess the effect such a military assistance program would have
on the ability of friendly governments to resist aggression and to appraise the
probable reaction of the Soviet Union The CIA (autiously predicted in a report
in February 1949 that the iuncdliate military benelits would likcly be negligible
but that the long-term consIeqcnces would undoubtedly enhance U.S. security
In Western Europe, the CIA asserted, "the will to resist is unlikely to outrun the
visible means of resistance." It followed that if the United States failed to provide
military assistance, the North Atlanti( alliane would neither serve as an effective
deterrent to Soviet aggression nor have the inc.ns to contain any Soviet aggres.
sion, The report predicted further that the Soviets would probably denounce U.S.
military assistance, intensifying their propaganda depicting the United States as
an "imperialistic warmonger," 2
The FACC set out to combine in a single comprehensive program all on.
going and newly proposed military assistance efforts. This pro cd complicated,
partly because several well-developed and successful programs, such as those in
Greece and Turkey, already existed, and partly because little had been done to
translate the general policies of NSC 14, I into specilic proposals for individual
countries. Moreover, some countries that desired assistance were slow to submit
formal requests, and the FACC. lacking detailed information on their equipment
deficiencies and without firsthand knowledge of their military production tapabilties, could do no more than make rough estimates of their aid requirements."
Particularly troublesome was the failure of the Western Union to provide
adequate information. Instead of providing the comprehensive statement that the
United States had requested, the Western Union Military Committee had submitted only a so-called "interim" supply plan, listing equipment and training
deficiencies only for selected categories of existing forces stationed in Western
Europe. The plan did not cover units deployed in colonial ares. These forces
clearly would not be adequate to achieve establhlied Western Union objectives
in the event of war with the Soviet Union: ( I ) hold Soviet forces as far cast

4I

in Germany al possible; (2) defend against air and airborne attacks; (3) preserve the Middle East as a base for offensive operations; (4) defend North Africa',

and (5) control the sea-lanes, Moreover, the plan did not include ready reserve
requirements, although it indicated that full.scale mobilization would necessitate
additional outside assistance. Nor did it compute deficiencies in the critical area of
tactical air support or estimate aviation training needs. In sum, the plan was
in.ompicti asid c.ttradictony in l!
vu-lo,
presented a somewhat confusing
picture of Western Union capabilities. Yet itconstituted the best statement of the
allief requirements that the FACC could obtain,"
Desp.te inadequate information, by the end of January the FACC had set
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six major tasks: II examination of existing U.S. foreign military policics,
(2) determination of the benefits the United States should seek through re"procal assistance, such as strategL. inacrials (or access to them), overseas base
rights, transit privileges, and other tomptrable concessions, ( i I formulation of
detailed illustrative country military as-istantc programs based on both the csin.
mated military needs of recipienes and availability of U.N. equipment to meet
those needs; (4) estimation of the economic impact that sudi assistance would
have on the United States and lie recipients. 1- ) tonstimtion of a., organization
to administer and implement thec programs, and (6) drafting of a comprchensive nihtary axsiotankc bill %orpresentation to the Congress. Although it was
still too early to make a(curate estimates, General Grucnther, the JCS adviser to
the FAC, tertatively predicted that the program would take six to eight years
and cost around $10 bihonf
The FACC held to a rigorous timetable and otn 7 F~cbrt,.ry submitted two
basic papers to the FASC-. The first of these, FACC D.3, reaffirmed that top
priority in the allotation of resources should go to the needs of U.S. armed forces
and tie U.S. economy, i Western Europe, the area of greatest concern, the
maintenante of sound economies shothl not be sacrificd to tie needs of rearmament. While (ie prinary return sought b tie United States should be the presel vation of its own and its allies' security, rc-iprocal assistance was expected to the
extent It %%as appropriate and pssible.'"
The second paper, FACe D-31l, provided a guide for the selection and
priorty rating of possible aid recipients and for fixim.g the anuunt and character
of the aid that each should rtcive. It established three groups and listed for e..ch
country the general amount of assistance required In hiscai year 1950. The priority
rating of each country derived from its political and strategic importance to the
United States. lhe FACC roeomnmenided substantial. + aid for tie Western Unin
countries, Canada, and Turkey, ' hlnited" aid for Denmark, Italy, Nor ay, Austria, and Greece; and -token" assistance for Portugal, lran, Saudi Arabia, Kofrea,
the Philippines, "lililand, ind the American Republics, mainly to assure their
polit.cal orientation row.ard the I 7nned States. it additiotn, the FACC also recommended a contingency fund to cover the possibility of aid ro India, Pakistan,
Ethiopia, and Afghanistan and to exploit any "opportumities in hiina. "L
rorrestal reti ested comnients on the FACe proposals from within the NIME
and then brought tip both papers for discussion before tie War Council oit 23
Feibruary. 1he council concluded that the FACt re.ommendations had three
major defects. First, the proposed poliy on reciprocal assistance. appeared unduly

.itself

K
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restrained and undemanding, Royall and Symington argued thail the United

-

i-cfur cx.ctuig .oncosions from oiier countries, and especially for secuiring base rights in plA.ces hikc
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Greenland. If the United States failed to bargain with aid reipicnts, it would miss
a golden opportunity and repeat the mistake it had made in not mnsisting on bases
as a quid pro quo for ec(onomik aid under the Europian Reovery Program.
Second, touncil members felt that Lcrnnitzer should press the FA(.( to include
Italy in the "substantial*' aid tategory so that it (ould athiev- the level of arma.
merit permitted by the Italian Peace Trcaty." And lastly, the War Council rekommended that the policy paper state that the United States would not bear the
burden of military a iistance indehnitely, that the self.help objectives were to
enable the luropeans to kreatc the industrnal capacity to pnxiucv their own arms
and munitions after termination of U.S. assistance, but that these should not
include weapons for long-range warfare or mass destruction?'
TIe FACC adopted the proposed rectassifitation of Italy and the clarijication of self-help poliy suggested in the War Counti. But on the issue of recprocal assistance, the State Department representative raised strong obietions to
the changes favored by the rilitary, arguing that foreigs governments would be
seriously offended if the United States demanded concessions as a quid pro quo
for assistance and that they would probably be-reluciant to grant long.term base
rights in exchange tor relatively short-term aid. State also felt that if the United
States tried to negotiate such terms, it might have to agree to provide assistance
indefinitely. A more effective approach. State believed, would be to seek U.S.
access to ovcrseas bases through cooperation and collaboration under the-munial
defense and assistance clause of the North Atlantic Treaty, After weeks of incon.
clusive debate on this issue in the FACC, iemnitrer on 12 April decided to pxstpone further discussion and to defer seeking a final decision pending tle completion of an ongoing JCS study of overseas base requirement.."

The JCS study, forwarded hy OSD to the State Department on 19 May,
recommended that as a general policy the United States should obtain military
rights overseas "by the most propitious means available," preferably through
bilateral negotiations, using as appropriate the principle of quid pro quo in all
countries receiving military or economic aid. Whenever possible, the provision

-j

and maintenance of facilities for U.S. forces should be spelled our in separate
agreements between the United States and the host country."
.

'

considering the Joint Chiefs' views, the IACC endorsed a compromise

'After

position. In general, the United States should try to obtain overseas base conces.
-ions through bilateral agreements "to the maximum practicable degree" before
extending military assistante. If, ho%%cVr, dm ;ccne'| im aer,:ial -O ntherwiseun-,iunqd, the United States should explore other aveiues Thus, in North Atlantit.
Treaty countries, it might be preferable to negotiate multilateral access agree-

_1i

.,,ra s ummts of the terms cf the Wtahin Peace Ticsty. wre
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ments under which a country would provide base rights as part of its
contribu.
tion to collective security. On the other land, under no tonditons should the
United States enter into agreements that might intrease the dependence of foreign
governmcens on American assistance, create the appearance that the United States
had "purchased or paid for" its privileges with arms aid, or providc any re, on.
able basis for the Soviets to portray the North Atlantic alliance and military
assistance as part of a plan of aggression against the Soviet Union3 "'

A

Program Funding. Farcal Year 1950

'-

*
'
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By the time policy details had crystallized, tl: administration hid also
reached agreement on the sie and general ,omposition of a request to Congress
for authorization and funding of the mditary assistance program for fiscal year
1950, its first year of operation. As early as 1II
January 1949, during a luncheon
meeting, Forrestal and Rep Carl Vinson had asked Lcinnitzer to speculate on the
cost for the upcoming fiscal year. He guessed somewhctc around $2billion. About
a month later, Lemnitzer informed the FASC that the FACC was considering
first-yeAr funding of $1.8 to $1.9 billion, including some portion of the $600
million in the President's original FY 1950 budget for military and economic
aid to Greece, Turkey, and Korea. He added that forecasts of the impact of aid
on the U.S. economy indicated no need for domestic controls."
In preparing itemized costs, the FACC relied initially on JCS estimates
developed from the Western Union interim supply plan. Although cautionins
that the available information was incomplete and that the Western Union would
probably submit additional requirements, the Joint Chiefs on 11 February ap.
proved and sent to Forrestal a report which calculated the cost of aid to Westerii
Union at $995,647,000. most of it to eliminate identifiable deficiencies in Western Union ground forces and support units and to provide equipment, training,
and spare parts for frontlne aviation and continental minesweeping forces. The
breakdown of costs by U.S. service ran as follows: Army, $730,652,000; Navy,
$113,028,000; and Air Force, $151.967,000.1'
The JCS also advised that they expected initially,
to tle extent feasible, to
fill all foreign aid requests out of the surplus and reserve stocks of the scvices
rather than through new procurement. However, whenever this procedure resulted
n "areduction of the reserve supplies of an item to the level which the JCS
determined constituted the minimum safe war reserve level for U.S. forces ("the

j

minimum retention level"), any further withdrawals from service stocks would

4,

require replacement through new procurement and would have to be paid-for out
of foreign aid appropriations at their replacement costs.""
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On 14 March 1949 thc Joint Chicfs informed l'orrestal that they estimated

M"

first.year worldwide costs at $1,786,197,400, based on projected requirements for
Western Union, previously rcconmcndcd military aid tinder the ongoing Greek.
Turkish program, sperilic requests from foreign govcrntflents, and obligations
contingent upon the signing and ratification of the North Atlantic Treaty. The JCS
also favored assistaricc to Saudi Arabia but omitted it from the list of recipients,
pending removal of the embargo on arms shipments to the Middle Last. They
also recommended aid to Canada, Thailand, and certain Latin American countries
on a reimbursable rather than grant basis. More than half of the total estimated
assistance, $995,647,000, would go to Western Union nations. Other large allo.
cations included $100 million for Turkey, $112 million for Austria. and $200
million for Greece.-"
On 17 March Forrestal advised the Joint Chiefs that he had transmitted their
budget recommendations to the FACC but indicated some dissatisfaction over
their preliminary estimate that only $325 million in end items would actually
be delivered to recipient countries by 30 June 1950. State and BoB representativcs, he said, had expressed "grave concern over the psychological and legislative
implications" of this low delivery total. In view of this criticism, Forrestal asked
the Jo nt Chiefs to reexamine their pricing methods and minimum retention
levels. He apparently hoped that lowering retention levels significantly would
make it possible to step up overseas deliveries by permitting heavier reliance on
existing service stocks than on new production."0
OSD transmitted to the members of the War Council on I April an FACCdeveloped proposal of $1.90 billion* which differed from the JCS proposal of

14 March chiefly in its addition of a $200 million self-help fund for recipient
countries. The FACC also endorsed a relaxation in reserve requirements that
would permit the services to furnish specific items from below the minimum
retention level when the replacement lead-time of such items was short enough

*

I

to justify the risk. Lennitzer estimated that under this procedure actual deliveries

up to July 1950 would have a value of about $700 million, including administra.
tive and logistical costs.'2

Continuing discussions among FACC members resulted in some changes in

'

the earlier proposal, principally a reduction of $165 million for Western Union
and elimination, at the request of the State Department representative, of all grant
aid~billion.
to latin
America,
changes that
the recommended
total to Truman
$1.766
(Ta2ble
9) In mid-April
the reduced
BoB recommended
to President

_--

further *nd much larger cuts, contending that: (I ) time lags in placing orders

would permit the obligation in fiscal year 1950 of only $400 million of the pro'The numbcr is given as $1.986 billion In the source document. the mul of an error in
_
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posed appropriation: (2) thl FAC(.rccomnended appropriation %ould plae
strain on the federal btdget and raise the question of a tax intrease,
(3) technical adjustments, such as elimination of reimbursemcent- for stcmks
declared excess to minimum 'U.S. requirements, would yield signilkant savings,
(4) proposed aid for Portugal, Austria, Iran, Korea, and the Philippines could
be eliminated or reduced without unduly jeopardizing U.S. Veurity, and ( 5 ) all
contingency reserve anti Europcan self-help funds could also be chrninated for
the same reason."
The FACC, hoping.to head off White I louse atccptance of the BloB rccom.
mendations, prepared a revised program that ame to $ 1.5 18 billion-a reduction
of $248 million from the most recent FACC proposal. With the process of paring cstunates now nearing omplctiot, Johnson gave Lemnitzer last.minute
instructions to "repeat anti emphasize Ito the BOB] ... that several years from
now the military assistance program should make possible a reduction in our
own military establishment, but that no such reduction can be expected prior to
1952," Johnson stressed that the State Department, as the agcncy most responsible, should have the "leading voice" in determining the size of tlie aid pro.
gram. And finally, lie indicated that while Leinnitzer should support fully whatever level of eflort State might deem reasonable and appropriate, lie should do
so subject to the "clear understanding" that expenditures for military assistance
would no[ be construed as "a justification for a reduction in our own military
budget." "
On 20 April 1949 President Truman approved a request of $1.450 billion.
Later that same day, Acheson and Johnson met with Director of the Budget
Frank 'ace to confer about several outstanding issues. They agreed that two of
the three countries that the BoB had sought to exclude as aid -recipients-Korea
and the Philippines-.should be included but that the third-Portugal--should
not be and that the Amount originally earmarked for Austria should be cut by
almost 90 percent. They also agreed that, contrary to the oB's recommendation,
therc should be both an emergency fund and a self-help fund, but at lower levels
than the FACC had rcc-m nended." (Table 9)
At the time the President apl)roved the budget figure there was no way of
knowing whether this amount would be sufficient to achieve the purposes of the
new program during its first year of operations. The individual country allocations
tolistituted only illustrative approximations of the sums that might bx effectively

V "undue

.total

approved there should be much leeway to make the substantial adjustments
in these iiiustratic'c country figures that would undoubtedly be rquired because
of 6,c many major uncertainties that surrounded this new and unprecedented

.i ,
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used to launch or to continue (as in Greece and Turkey) the program in cach of
countries .,zned on at least a minimal basis. It was intended that within the
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TABLU 9
Milit Assistancc rwiniato for P'Y 1950
I InNfillions of lDollats )
)(S
PAt(
Boll
Rcx,,rnmcrdv'
Itxommendel
Rcommcnded Approved
b
H Mahr90(is Alit,19CA 1 l'it4,9": OAit 49
Wes~tern I Ynlton

4..

.1t

.

.

..

99565)

830815

R17 61

8160ri

D1nnark
........
6,50
49 99
49 99
48,92
Italy , . . . . .............
13000
44.77
,4,L77
44A19
NOrMA)
..
....
,4880
81 65
81 65
719.72
7 98
Portugal ...............
9100
Tuikey .. .............
10000
102 1o
'75,00
102-30
Austtj2 ................
11100
102 55
12.00
11 A2
GtIeMC
..............
200.00
198,16
150.00
178.16
IrAn . . . . .........
12-10O
15,20
4.07
15.20
Knrc2
.....
........
2000
1765
1098
$6.06
-Wiun Amcrca ...... ........
Pilihppines .................
5.89
10,I145.74
Patking. llandhing, "Transpott" .,. (274.49}
(12.1
641"t
(79.27)t
NA
Administration ...........
t
25+00
!.00
11I+37
Emecrgency Fund
........
100.O0
100.00
50.00
&RIIlip Fund ..............
.
200,00
155.00
IUss P i pthn c Sup l cs :a
n t i N o n-90 S
618
tcimbutssblcs ......
.....
No Estimatc
- 19 96i
-9.
-618
ueswrk
Militad
esimatesc
EIoSA forg
rPuiemnt195t0
a
T(ITAi .......... .......
1 786.20
1.766.27
1.I155,15
1,450.00

II

Dl)stribuie.1 in country totals,

(In
~lilionsof Dllar
t Includes
Transportation only'.
I lndudJ in Paci.,, Hlandling. and Tianmportston,
Jt7S
I~olAC
C
C-orn
mcd fron an apparent error in thesource dlocument. which ,Xivc7 the figure as $19,96
million

+:':

.

'MON.cno
Dcnfcld $flor
ICS) f or Sc(Dcf, 14t
Mar 49. RG 330, CD 6-2-46.+
"lloll DitlReview Book. Militar Astance Progrtam, (a d), PSP. Truman Papers; similar but
not totally idential figures in memo Acheson forTruman. in d,ca 20 Apr 49), ibid
'1ll Dir's
Review' Book. Military Assistace Program. Ind, iPSP,
Truman Papers,
',%fm- Lranitzer [orGlucttct, 27 Apr 49, RG 330, OISA files, N1-I{I)-BI.

+*
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obvious need for flexibility to permit later adjustments. But in any case, (he size
of the program in its first year seemed less important than the idea and spirit
behind it. 1)espite disagreements over details and fears by the services that foreign
assistance might weaken them, the Truman administration felt that without a
genuine commitment to aiding the rearmament .of friendly governments cfforts
to promote foreign economic recovery and collective security would lack sub.
stance and credibility.
MDAP: The Legislative Bais
On 8 April J9,19 the State Department publicly announced lhat it had
received formal requests from the members of the Western Union, Denmark,
Norway, and Italy for military assistance and lhat a legislative propo.la wa!
being prepared in response to these requests. Coming only four clays after tile
signing of the North Atlantic Treaty. tis announcement implied a close linkage
between military assistance legislation and treaty raufication. Although the State
Department denied such a connection, the message was still clear. Without U.S.
military assistance, development of an effective European defense system seemed
hardly possible."
lie administration moved rapidly to lay die foundation for a successful
effort in Congress. On 21 April, the day after Truman approved the military aid
request for submission to Congress, Acheson and Johnson met in executive scssion with the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and described in detail the
proposed program and the reasons for its development, With Acheson's and
Johnson's concurrence, the committee immediately released a press statement
indicating that the initial request was for $1.450 billion, of which approximately
$1.130 billion* wctld go to members of the North Atlantic alliance. ' I le
timetable worked out by the administration with congressional leaders called for
hearings on the legislation by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to begin
on 16 May. But a few days before the scheduled date the Democratic and Republi.
con leaders advised postponement until completion of Senate action on die North
Atlantic Treaty, which did not appear likely for six weeks or more. In late June
Congress passed a continuing resolution, making it possible to maintain military
I

V
,

assistance to such countries as Greece and Turkey without disruption."t

Wasting no time after the Senate approved the North Atlantic Treaty, the
President on 25 July 1949 sent Congress his proposals for a comprehensive mil.
tary aid program. The President explained that ihe purpoes of die proposed legislation were to enable "free nations ... to protect themselves against tie threat
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of aggression and contribute more effectively to the collective defense of world
peace." Unfortunately, the obligation of members of the United Nations to settle
disputes peacefully ws "not suflicicnt at the present time to eliminate fear of
aggression and international violence. Because of "many unpredictable factors,"
the President declined to put a limit on the duration of the program. I le rcqcueted
an unrestricted authorization for a lump.sum appropriation for fiscal year 1950
of $1.4 billion that could be allocated at his discretion on the basis of bilateral
agreements between the United States anti recipient countries, plus $50 million
for continuing aid to Greece and Turkey."
In spite of the administration's hope for quick action, Congress took nearly
three months to pass an authorization bill and anotlicr three weeks to approve
FY 1950 appropriations. In general, Democrats supported the legislation while
Republicans, led by Senator Vandenberg, voiced sharp criticisms. Because of
partisan disagreemenrs and the unprecedented nature of the President's proposal,
Congress showed reluctance to rush to a decision and insisted on extensive committee hearings and lengthy floor4 debate in each house, especially dt'ring consideration of the authorization bill. '
During the congressional debate, Johnson testified on several oc'asions
before House and Senate committees in support of the administration's request.
His prepared remarks, largely perfunctory, reflected his view that the State
Department should assume principal responsibility for defending the size and
goals of the program. When asked technical or military questions, Johnson invari-

ably deferred to Lemnitzer or the Joint Chiefs, partly because he was unfamiliar
with the details and partly also, perhaps, because he wanted to avoid being-identi5
fied as an architect of the program3.
Lcmnitzer later speculated that Johnson
resented not having had a chance to participate in the original decision to undertake large-scale military aid."'
There isno evidence that the absence of-strong support from Johnson actu.
ally made any difference, It soon became apparent that Congress would not

approve the administration's authorization request in its original form, principally
because of the provision that gave the President virtually unlimited power to allocate funds as he saw fir, a power that Senator Vandenberg contended would make
the President "the number one war lord of the earth." The administration heeded
the message; on 5 August it presented a revised bill (H.R, 5895 ) which divided
the proposed lunp-su.n authorization into three separate authorizations under
separate titles and limited the eligible recipients of aid to those countries spCcifically listed under each title. Title I authorized $1,160,990,000 for aid to NATO
HnCtMz~xt, thalt{ lamidrtcqut'cd tt,. ._,_,..- .... if .........
0
... 7nM-o
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to Greece and Turkey; and Title Ill contained an authorization of $27,640,000
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for assistance to Iran, Korea, and the Philippines. Within each of the three titles
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the President would have discrcton to determine which nations should reccive
aid and how much. In addition, the President would have discretionary authority
to transfer up to fve percent of the funds between titles, although he would first
have to notify certain congressional committces."
Still far from satished. the House Foreign Affairs Committec recommended
on 15 August that the amount of each authorization be approved in full but that
more than 43 percent of the amount for North Atlantic Treaty countries be in
the form of contract authorizations. Three days later the bill went to the House
floor, where Rep. James P. Richards of South Carolna won approval of two
amendments that wholly ehminated the contract authority recommended-by the
committee and substantially reduced the aiount authorized for Title I countries.
As passed by the House, H.R. 5895 was a mere shadow of the administration's
b:ll. containing authorizations of only $819 million."3
The S:.nate. like the Ilouse . had reservations, but it was more generous, perhaps m :nced by a feeling of obligation to provile concrete support for the
treaty t t it had so recently approved. In mid-September, following lengthy
joint i trigs. the Senate Foreign Relations and Armed Services Committees
reporte a bill (S. 23881 containing total authorizations of $1.314 billion,
includi ; $1 billion under TI'tle I for the following: $100 million in cash appro.
priatit, i 'o become immediately available; an additional $400 million -in cash
to become available as soon as the North Atlantic Treaty members adopted a
strategic plan for the integrated defense of their territory; and $501 million in
contract authority, also contingent on approval of the strategic plan. The committees also approved the full authorizations requested for Titles II ($211 million for Greece and Turkey) and Ill ($28 million for 1ran, Korea, and the
Philippines), and included an unrequcsted authorization of $75 million in unvouchered funds to be used in the "general arca" of China.* 11 On 22 September,
after defeating several attempts-to reduce the total, the Senate approved d bill
by a vote of 55 to 24. Shortly thereafter a Senate-ilouse Conference Committee
accepted the Senate Iigure of $1,314 billion; both chambers in late September
quickly approved the conference report, and Truman signed the Mutual Defense
Assistance Act of 194 on 6 October."
The new law defined military assistance as the provision or procurement for
'eligible nations of equipment, materials, and services" that would strengthen
their capabilities for individual or collecttve self-defense. However, the law specifically prohibited the transfer of manufacturing equipment or other machinery
(except machine tools) and support for the construction or operation of any
factory or other manufucturinQ estPahnw'o,-rur,,d,-,h!
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Tite IV dealt with management and operation of the program. its prov.i*

sions followed closely the administrations recommendations, with some notable
exceptions. First; Congress reserved to itself the right by (oncurrent resolution to
terminate aid to any country, and second, it required that at least 50 percent of

all equipment, materials, and tomnoditics I- shipped in U S.-tlag commercial
vessels. Significantly, there was no "Buy Anierian" direttive that %ould ban offshore foreign procurcient of gods furnished as US. aid. The act vested in the
Presidcnrt virtually all the authority it grant.d, with the right to exercise it
through any agency or person liemight select. Before recteiving aid, recipient
nations had to sign a bilateral aid agreement spelling- out the terms under which
assistance would be supplied. Oier provisions in Title IV established as legal
requirements the pricing formulas and (ettain other standards and procedures and
limited to $450 million the value of equipment declared excess to mobilization
requiremnts that tould be provided as aid without charge to MDAP appropria.
tions, except for expenses incurred in readying such equipment for transfer. The
law retained authority to transfer live percent of the funds available under one
title for use under another title. Another provision authorized reimbursable aid
not only to countries listed in the act but also to other nations that "joined with
the United States in a collective defense and regional arrangement"--an extremely
important and subscquently widely used authority that, without cost to the United
States, greatly facilitated the furnishing of equipmen to many nations that could
not afford to pay for i."
The next step was to secure appropriations and, in the process, to adopt-the
original program proposals within the reduced authorization of $1.314 billion.
Anticipating passage of the act, OSD on 16 September asked the Joint Chiefs to
revise the previously proposed individual country program allocations, indicating
by service the general amount of equipment and funds. The JCS, replying on 23
September, endorsed recommendations prepared by the Joint Strategic Plans
Committee (JSPC), which proposed changes only in the scale and timetable ef
programs for Western Europe. The projected operating budget of $1,128.76
million was allocated among the three services as follows: Army, $864.72 mil.
lion; Navy, $128.10 million; and Air Force, $135.94 million, The JSPC tenta.
tively earmarked $891.50 million for 'itle I countries and made no changes in
Title II or Title IIl allocations 8 '

By the time President Truman signed the Mutual Defense Assistance Act,
it was clear that fears of congressional cuts had beecn exaggerated and that thle
neetucry
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in the original $1.A billion request would not be damaging and would not seri.
ously delay its miplemcntation. In October the President recommended and the
Congress, after brief study, approved appropriations in the full amount of the
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authorization. After months of delbcraton and debate military assistane finally
had a green light. "'

Adminitr
1 alie Proccdurcs

}
ft

Throughout the congressional dcbate, administrationi of military assistance
received little attention because the FACC had already constituted che nucleus
of a working interdepartmental organisation that onuld oversee executwn of the
program. lhe president in April 19,19 directed the Scrcetary of State to assume
"primary responsibility and autherity" for direction of the program bc .ause it "is
an integral part of our foreign policy." Presumably the same agencies that had
developed the assistance program-State, NME, and ECA-would carry it forward after the enactment of legislation.-s
In acknowledging the President's decision. Johnson emphasized the "crucial
importance" of the program to the NME and the extensive "operating responsibilities" the scrvice. would have as MDAP moved forward No doubt hoping to
establish an influential military role in directing the program, Johnson proposed
that the President appoint in the State Department a top-level admnistrator who
would communicate with the NME "to and through" the Secretary of Defense.
The President characterized Johnson's idea as having "real merit" and decided to
designate a director for foreign military assistance within the State Department
to administer the program."'
To clarify responsibilities and lines of authority, the FACC adopted a policy
paper to serve as guidance for itoplementing the Presidem's directive of 13 April.
The VACC recommended the distribution of military assistance duties among
three agencies. The Department of State should have "primary authority and
responsibility for direction of the program"; for "formulating, through interdepartmental coordination, the policies governing MAP"; for "coordinating interests and assigned responsibilities of agencies involved"; for negotiating international agreements; for directing the use and allocation of funds; and for reporting progress. The NMF. should proide advice on -military strategy and policy
and carry out the assigned functions of "detailed programming, procurement,
supply, delivery, training, ob,rvation of end.use, and other military aspects of
the program." The ECA should advise, at the policy level, "on the problems of
securing a proper balance between foreign economic recovery
and military
assistance plans and programs," and assist in certain areas where the use of its
L.s.
r n tn migh' ' gdspro-d n rh. nrnotn's pirpm-Ia in a ihori7in.
the procurement
of certain
common-use items.
The FACC also
proposed
retention of -the basic FASC-FACC structure And
uzged utilization of existing agencies to the maximum extent. It recommended
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changes only in titlcs-the FASC to Foreign Military Assistance Steering Coin-,.
nittce (FIMASC) and the FACC to Foreign Military Assistance Coordinating
Committee (IMACC). The Director for Foreign Military Assistance, serving as
a special assistant to the Secretary of State and as permanent Chairman of the
FMACC, would supcrvisc a small staff excrising responsibility for day-to.day
activities. To deal with regional and country nattrs. the (onimttce recom.
mcnded establishment abroad of coordinating bodies modeled aftcr the intcragency arrangement of the FMASC and FMACC in Washington.'"
Since Congress made no attempt in the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of
1949 to spell out how the assistance program should be organized and managed,
it left the President with virtually a free hand in these areas. Iie only provisions
that spcifically regulated the President's authority appeared in Section 406,
which empowered him to authorize involved agencies to lre addmonal civilian
personnel as necessary, utilize members of the armed forces in noncombat sup.
port roles, hire up to 15 technical experts and engineering consultants, and appoint subject to confirmation by the Senate 4 statutory officials.
On 17 October 1949 James Bruce, a Baltimore bank executive and U.S.
Ambassador to Argentina since mid.1947, took office as the first Director of
Mutual Defense Assistanc,. Shortly thereafter, John Ohly left OSD to become
Bruce's deputy. Hloused in ti:e State Department, the Office of tie Director of
Mutual Defense Assistance included a small progrm staff' made up of specialists
on substantive policy matters, a comptroller staff, a-public relations officer, and
an intelligence adviser. 2
In the Department of Defene the military assistance organization fell under
the immediate supervision of General Burns, Assistant 'o the Secretary of Defense
(Foreign Military Affairs and Military Assistancei, and General l.emnitzer,
Director of the Office of Military Assistance (OMA). Johnson on 25 November
1949 clarified Lcnnitzer's duties in a memorandum to Defense officials directing
that "all dealings with other Departments in this Program will be to and through
my office." The directive assigned as Lemnitzer's chief function the "unified
direction and authoritative coordination of the imiltary phase of planning, pro.
gramming, logistic and training activities in connection with military ssistance."
Johnson also assigned specific duties to otlier DoD agencies p~rticipating in-the
program. hlie JCS had the responsibility of directing all joint overseas militar
operations and of recommending to the Secretary of Defense broad criteria and
policies for military assistance. The Munitions Board was 'to develop and recommend policies pertaining to Department of Defense iterests in the economic
aspects of nihtary and reciprocal assistance" and to evaluate programs, including
foreign military production, for their effect on U.S. industrial mobilization plans.
T"he huge task of actual implementation-training-of personnel, supervision of
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procurcncnt, rehabilitation of used equipment, and transport of supplis-fcll on
the individual military departments.'
The intecrdpartmental European Coordinating Comimice ( ICC), cstablJishcd in London under the Amcrican Ambassador to the United Kingdom, Lewis
Douglas, berame the political, military, and economic toordinating agency for the
program in the Eurolan area. General Thomas T. Handy, Commander in Chief,
European Command, and Avcrell lHarriman, Spcuial Representative in Europe for
the ECA, served on tle ICC with Douglas. I landy also served as U.S. Military
Rcprtscnrative for Military Assistance in Europe, reporting to the Secretary of
Defense on the toordination of c,.norni and nlitaty aid programs and to the
Joint Chiefs-on the activites of the country-level Military Assistance Advisory
Groups (MAAGs)." 'Ilie MAAGs operated tnder the direction of the local chief
of diplomatic mission (usually the U.S. ambassador) as part of a country team
composed of political (embassy), economic (CCA), and military (MAAG) personnel from the United States posted to the host country. Aid actually reached the
recipients through the individual MAAGs.
The decision to establish regional coordinating machinery in Europe reflected
the prevailing assumption in Washington that the central purpose of MDAP
was to strengthen the North Atlantic alliance. Accordingly, the Joint Chiefs
created their own network of agencies and committees to monitor the program,
integrate its efforts with NATO planning, and assist the MAAGs in developing
country programs and recommendations that would further NATO objectives.'
Outside Western Europe there were no regional coordinating organizations.
In Title 11 (Greece and Turkey) and Title Ill (Iran, Kora, and the Philippines)
countries, American military advisory and'or training- missions. already in place
and functioning, made unnecessary any extensive changes. However, new bilat.
agreements had to be negotiated with these countries to satisfy the legaj
requirements of the Mutual Defense Assistance Act, and the U.S. mission chiefs
acquired additional reporting dutes as the local MDAP rcprisentamve."

* :eral
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By December 1949 the entire MDAP organization, with the exception of
military advisory groups in Title I countries, stood ready to implement the
be delivered to a country until a
program. However, no authorized aidd could
with the country and, in the case ot any
%.-.Ib, r, -.,,'
bi!-e-'re! a
NATO country, until the President had approved ANATO recommendations for
tle integrated defense of the North Atlantic area. The Army estimated that
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once these requirements were met, deliveries would begin to reach Westernz

,Eut-,p

in 80 d~ys.11
In Janui" 1950, the Nu~rth Atlantic Council and Prtesidenit Truman
appreved the strategic concept prepared by NATO planners for the defense of
the trer/area.

t

A

Bu the msk of ne~otiating the bilaterl agrecmetats4provd a

tempary stumbling block. The initial ditficuhty ccocncd disagreements
between the State Department and the British Foreign Offce over the facilites

Britain would provide as rm-iprocal assistiint.e und whethenr exports to Co~mmonwealth cetriories of Britsh manufactured items similar to those furnished as
U.S. military aid would violate U.S, legislation. France raised much the srme
queston rcgarding shipments to Indochina. l:ititer negotiations with [ th
countries producd compromises which in effect permitted the resolution of these

p.-

issues on a case-by-casc basis." Afttr quick rcsolution of several other technicalitis, the United States on 27 Janu-Ary signed bilateral agreements with the eight

European recipients. That samec day Pres-ident Truman signed Executive Order
1009 confirming --dininstrativ arrangements and directed the Secretary of
State, will, the collaboration of Defense, I'CA, and the DqoB, to begin implementation of the program!-'

Because Of tle late eaacCtmnt Of tle legis!9 ton, the programn administrators
had to ccralptess into less dian six months all the work of refining detailed plans
Euop
i 0 ay.
and oblipting
funds that normad!y would havre stretched across tle entire fiscal
year. Originally, in their presentation to Congress, admini.,tration spokesmen had
esumatd that the United States could deliver 56 percent of the proposed
materiel 2nd services by 30 June 1950. 11ch administtion had based this
estimate on die assumption that funds would be avalable for usc ;is of I July
1949 and that there would be a 12.month period in which to opoiate during
fiscal )'c-ar 1950. The estimate also reflected comiderabli: guesswork, since the
J(-S, while accepting rile Western Union interim supply plans as adequate for",
budgetary planning, did not regard jz as a rehable source for specific country
tequiremicrim or as a sAtifai.ory guide for actual programmmng and supply. Not
until Stov,-.Lfens survey teams visited Europ in the 12ate autumn of 1949 did
United Sttes begmn to ohe-ain die kind of detailed information on 11uroix-An

InJnay150 h ot Alni oncladPesicrTua
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MDAP orgamr~uon was inordinately complex and not "well -darited" to efficient
rless

,--

Pe,,,on."
Yet inthcearly suigs organia,,onal diffculties may have proved
of a luntrhnce than the understandable celu-nc of e t
o apportion....
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funds*- for obligation until all stmtutory preconditions had been satisfied and

*

until the LDefense Department had ounducted a thotough screening of foreign
requests and submitted lirmn programns for approval. Bly the cnd of January 1950,
the BoB had released only $12. million, of which less than $1.5 million had
been obligated, mainly for administrative sevices, Onl 6 Mardi 195'., Johnson
-hatted the services to expedite initial and sub)Seuctit shipmnts to Title I
;,tions, to step up equipment rehabilitation, and to intrease thle pace of procure.nent for military assistance. This led to a frantic cffort to obligate funds as
quickly as possiblc before legislative authority expired at the end of tile fiscal
year-. On the surface, this effort ap~peared successful. By ;0) June, of tilc $1.314
billion ap)propriakted by Cong~ress. Defe-Inse had-obligaitd $1,078 billion, though
only $493 milliont of that amount had beecn expendedt
In terms of actual equipment dchiv.ries. MIDAPI achieved fcw of the goals
originally envisioned for fiscal ycar 1950-leaiding to disappointment in Congress
and among recipient nations. T1he initiation of supply actions dependled on the
development of detailed country prograns based onl carefully screened item-byitem lists of requirements prepared in the field. Thien, after Lemnitzcr and thc
Director of Mutual lDcfense Assistance had reviewed and approved these
programs, came the slow and laborious process of selecting, repairing, rehabili.
tiating, sometimes modernizing, packing, andi shipping equipment from service
stocks, or in some instances, obtaining thle equipment through procurement. T7hus,
initial overseas shipments did not begin until 10 March 1950, when the U.S.
Navy turned over nearly 50 Ilelldiver and Hellcat aircraft to thle French navy
at Norfolk, Va Sulbsequeintly, as more and more items entered thle pipeline, the
size and rate of transfer.- steadily increased, reaching a total of 134,000 tons by
In addition to carrying out its own responsibilities for providing military

-?j.industrial

equipment and training, Defense cooperated with the ECA in initiating thle first
phase of an effort to increase indigenous Eurorpean capacity for thle production
of higii-prioricy military items. The) long-term objective of this additional military
production (AMIP) program was to restore and strengthen Europe's militarybase in order to sustain future rearmament. Obviously, an effort of
this sort could not be Iauiicd overnight In fisal, year 1950. AMP had a budget
of $85 million. the DoD had received 190 separate AMP projects by 30 June
1950!"
by ft

~r

-- apotomrti drumed t9 limit thesmnount of funds inlcitwd fot o6liption
ure)t namount d h gryrni
IaPto1A ~' CSA C

las dftoselY utilire Juring tiut PeriI(d. Tile BOBt etecsed the uVCt~hl apportioning function
1.,r ir* governflnin.
J N'.it and the CLA obligated an iiadiionl $2.9 million sod tploed $2 4 million,
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t/e aihah,- Fiscl Year 1951
'Renewing

For fiscal year 1951 the administration sct Congress a military assistance
program that was, with minor exccptons. a carbon copy of the I" 1950
program. Adhering to the objectives of the original program dcveloped in the
spring of 19,49. it rprescnt d the -cond stage of a long.term effort to build,
equip, and maintain viable foicc- among U.S. friends and allics--an annual
investment exlcctd to result in a steady improvement of dicir military capabili.

ties.
Planning for the k-cond year actually began in the summer of 1949, even
before Congress had taken up thc initial authorization bill, At the time, however,
the President and hits senior advisers were uncertami whether, and if so to what
exent, the United States could afford to continue military assistance beyond fiscal
year 1950. Faced wih evidence of a threat of economic -recession, Truman in
July 1949 asked the NSC to study ways of reducing military and international
expenditures.° lie also approved a BoB recommendation placing a tentative
oncrall FY 1951 ceiling of $W.770 billion on all national defense (including
AF-.Ci and international aid programs and within this total set planning limits
for specific programs, including a limit of $200 million for foreign military assistance and more than a half dozen other programs." Clearly, if the President's

tentative ceiling bmcame firm, military assistance would suffer drastically during
the second year.
At the request of Secretary Johnson. the JCS submitted to the NSC detailed
comments on the military implications of reduced military assisrance in fiscal
year 1951 In their analysis, the Joint Chiefs assumed that the extremely low
ceiling indicated the Presidents intent to reduce or possibly eliminate military
assistance as an element of US. foreign policy. They addressed themselves,
therefore. to the impact that large-bCale reductions might have on the current
and future course of U.S.-Soviet relations and on short- and long-range military
planning In terms of immediate fighng c-apabilities, the reduction would not
significantly affect cutrent aid recipients, but for the long term the consequences-

*l

Lit

could prove catastrophic. Recipients would probably lose confidence in US.
leadership as well as their will and ability to fight internal subversion and
external aggression. In these circumstances, the Soviet Union could reap many
cheap victories, while ite
United States would find itself increasingly isolated
and vulnerable. Such conditions, the JCS arguc. would inevitably compel a
thorough-rcasscssment of strategic assumptions and, in the event of

I

war, leave.LJ-

the United States standing virtuasly alone against Soviet and other communist
forces"
SeeChipter XlII.
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In its report (NSC 523) to the president on 29 Septcmbcr, the NSC
responded to his request in two ways, First, in strict compliance with the terms
of the request, it recommended general budget, for each national security
program within the $17.770 billion ceiling; an, assuming retention of the
ceiling, it recommended elimination of military assistance, saying that any
possible allocation within a proposed $200 million ceiling "would necessarily
be of insuflicicnt size to achieve the desired results and might have an adverse
psychological effeC" Second, having concluded that the amount allowed for
military assistance would be insufficicnt to do any good, the NSC stated that
between $1 billion and $1.5 billion for military assistance was "essential from
the standpoint of national-sccurity," the exact amount yet to be determined. The
Treasury Department concurred in this recommendation, but Truman, for the
time being, took no position on the matter."'
"17he debate over the FY 1951 military assistance program continued lor
several months after the completion of NSC 52/3. The BoB, which had not
part:cipatcd in the NSC study, raised vigorous objections to FY 1951 funding
for Title I MDAP nations. It argued that (I) since FY 1950 funds could not
be expended before the end of the fiscal year, the unexpended balance could be
reappropriated to provide funds for fiscal year 1951; (2) no decision on a
continuing program should be taken until State and Defense resolved a conceptual difference over the purpose and objectives of military assistance; and
(3) NATO planning was proceeding so slowly that no program could be ready
for submission to Congress. Under Secretary of State Webb strenuously rejected
the BoB's proposals, contending that a decision against further aid would "knock
the props from under" NATO. In the end, Truman turned down the BoB's
advice; in his annual budget message on 9 January 1950 lie recommended a
FY 1951 MDAP appropriation of approximately $1.1 billion, including $500
million incontracting authority."
At the time the President made his recommendation, little budget planning
for military assistance had occurred. To develop a detailed submission, the
FMACC established four-working groups, with John Ohly as overall coordinator.
In late January 1950 Johnson asked the JCS and the Munitions Board to lend
support and to pay special attention to the development of budgetary programs

~i

t

based on concepts for the integrated defense of the North Atlantic area. fie
indicated that a broad NATO plan for integrated defense and mutual assistance

should be available for presentation to Congress in April 1950.1,

During the course of the next several months, budget planning for MDAP
tonsideted the need for increased ,.xpcnditures on the assumption that growing
Soviet military capabilities, as indicated by the Soviet atomic test the prcvious
August, might necessitate a wholesale strengthening of U.S. and allied mili.
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lhe decided to expedite research on thermonuclear weapons. Completed around
thc end of March, NSC 68 recomnnended a "subttantial increase in mnilitary
assistancc programs" to upgrade the capabilities of U.S. allies ac a rat and to an

e"tent well beyond the current efforts. Although NSC 69 contained no estimate
of the cost, a rough approximation in May 1950 by the National Security
Resour'ts Board projectd the expense of a combined E*CA-NI)AP program at
$5.4 billiuo in fiscal year 1911, rising to $7. billion in Ifiscal year 195. and
tapering off to $4.7 billioa in fiscal year 1955, Rcspording to rumors that
European recovery and MI)AI might be merged at an approximate cost of $5
billion per year, Johnson stated that hie would oppose any such action unless it
had the Presidcets apprOVa l.'
Although it raised the prospect of a fundamental shift of policy, NSC 68
had no immediate impact on the initial M1)AP estimates for fixal year 1951.
At the outset of the budget process White House and OSD restraints on spending
still held, and military planners had to frame their recommendations accordingly.
In January 1950, for example, the JCS submitted to the SecretAry-of Defense a
stucement of relatively modest long-tcrm requiremenmts to serve as military
guidance for the preparation of estimates by the FMACC working groups. T1hey
determined that the "development of sufficient military power in Western Europe

to prevent loss or destruction of the industrial complexes in that region and to
control those areas from which future operations can best be projctd" remained
the first priority. They also urged, however, that as Western Europe became
stronger the United States should impose "definite limitations" and "progressive
reductions" on its aid to that part of the world. Although the joint Chiefs did
not forecast when reductions could be made, they suggested that an important
factor should be Western Euroxpes dmonstrated willingness to participate in
programs of self-help and mutual assistance."'
By April the FMACC working groups had finished their tasks and had in
hand a program estimated t $l.147
billion, But in May proposals transmitted
to the BoB added an authorization for the appropriation of $0 million for use
in the general are-a of-China. In the meantime the joint Chiefs forwarded to
Johnson their views Sae4hudips
on the distribution among
countries of the funds approved
stogrteUie
"eiielmtton"ad"rgesv
by the PMACC for fiscal year 1950. Tiey sugested that the President should
also request funds for grant assistance to Latin America. Except for the provision
of grant aid to Latin America, all of the joint Chiefs' recommendations had in
1
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dcirihbl at suchl a late date to incorporate sp'ecific provisions for lUtin America,
but that Defense would try to convince (Amngress to liberalize tihe terms under
which ihese countries could purchase military supplies."
On I June 1950 President Truman reqluested Congress to authorize appropriations in the following aniounts for the programn during fiscal year 1951.
$1 billion for tile North Atlantic area. $120 million for Greece and Turkey,
$27.5 millon for Iran. Korea, and the Phillippines, and $75 millhon for use il
tile general area of China. In additin, lie proposed several amendments in tile
bas ic authortitonI legislation -ar n creast: from I pec ent to 1ll percent in tihe
amount of aippropriated funds that lie might trann-fer for use from one title to
anoither and an expansion of this tranifer authority, to -provide aid to countries
not covered by Titlcs I, 11, wnilll;* removal of existing limitations onl the kinds
of machinery. tools, andu equipiucnt that (ould be provided for increasing military
productionii abroad, an increase in dhe number of countries eligible to purchase
arms from tile United States. and a liberalization of tile circumstances and terms
for such purchases."
Unlike the year before. tile debate in Congress did not significantly
challenge tihe administration's Proposals. Instead of submittng draft legislation.
lxtmntzcr and Ohly met informally with members of tile Hlouse tFoteig| Affairs
Committee to tell them what tile aldministration wanted, leaving it up to them
to decide tihe form of a bill. ht be.came apparent that the committe's leadership
was eager to cooperate in renewing tile legildation. In the Senate. where a
%tinlarinformal conference %vas held. members of the Foreign Relations and
Armed Serviuces Committees reflected the same attitude, although there were
some scattered complaints tlhat insufficient attention %vsbeing given to tile
Par Er01 "111e Senate committees ri:%(ilndfrcd full approval of tile President*s
proposals, including tile reauthorization of $214 mllhon in unobhgated FY 1950
funds. On 21 June, S. 3809 was introdured it) tile Senate. "lic outbreak of tile
Korean War a few days later accelerated tile bill's passage. It cleared tile Senate
66-0 on 30 June-, went to the floor of tile Howie on I I July, anti passed by a
vote of .462 to I on 19 July.. A week later tile President signed the bill into law.",!.
By, tile summer of 1950 tile MDAP was anl established fixture of O.S,
~foreign and defe.w pohey,. Although after a hlalf yecar of operation it had yet
to shco.w tangible t-suits cir attomplashments other than token shipments of
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it had dwmnrated its signifiiant Conceived mainly to energize tile
North Atlantc alhianicc it had already grown into a programf of worldwide
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abroad. IIn retrospect, it scmis clear that the NIDAP (onstitutcd a necessary and
logical adjunct (o the IEurolcar. Rccovcry Programn. Psychologically. it promised
to bolster \Vcstcrn Europes sense of security and commitment to refovery, while
redlucing the immntse disparity betwe.cn Soviet and Westerii military forme, III
Westcrn Europe and atlher areas whcrc the communist menacc tireatcncd
fricndly governments and U.S itereims IAP would p~rove a vitil contibution
toward rescoring aI balance of power. "aimcvstmntt in secrnty." as Presidecnt
Truman desribed it. 'that will bx- N~orth many Inln itsm
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CHAPTER XVIII

Renewed Pressure for Rearmament:
NSC 68

Put
1"the

F' 1

Thc creation of NATO and the institution of the Mutual Defense Assistance
Program climaxed the historic process after World War 11by which the United
States committed itself to-a role of international leadership. These momentous
undcrtakings placed further burdens on a military establishment already straining
to meet its expanded responsibilities under the handicaps of restricted force levels
and barebons budgets. Throughuut the late 1940s the President and Congress
held to the position that the government's first priority should be the restoration
of a strong domestic economy and that tight budget restraints represented an
essential tool for this purpose. As a consequence, and in spite of deieriorating
relations with the Soviet Union and looming future responsibilities under the
North Atlantic Treaty, they insisted that appropriations for national defense
Purposes should be kept to the minimum required to meet immediate security
needs rather than expanded in anticipation of possible future needs.
Advocates of increased military strength enjoyed only limited success in
obtaining additional funds. One exception of sorts was the allocation of more
funds for a buildup of air power, and particularly of strategic air power, but this
was done w;thin the previously determined budget ceiling by reducing funds
that had theretofore been programmed for the Army and the Navy. Another"exception was Forrestal's success, in the spring of 1948 following the communist
coup in Czechoslovakia, in persuading the President to request a supplemental
military Appropriation for fiscal year 19.19. However, by the end of 1948 Truman
had redoubled his efforts to balance the budget by holding military obligations
below $15 billion. The following year, amid evidence of a business recession,
Prestdent lowered the military budget ceiling to $13 billion, while Secretary
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Johnson inaugurated his celebrated economy drive to trin fat and eliminate waste
from military programs. Retrcncunct and bclh.tightcening became the order of
the day, in June 1950 the strcngth of the armed forces was at or nciar the low
levels reached in 19,17 at the end of the World War Ii demobihzation.
While the prevailing pattern was one of dose fiscal (ontrol and budgetary
restraint, events were taking place that would soon redirect the thrust of
American national security policy. By lace 1919 the cumulative cifect of a
sucCesion of alarming changes in the intcrnational scene had impressed on a

growing number of officials the need for a full.scale review of U.S. security
pohcy Ticr increased (onern w:Ls prompted mainly by two new dev-lop.
ments-the discovery in September 19,19. one to three yrars earlier than most
experts had predicted, that the Sovit Union had cxploded an atotnic device, and,
in the fall. the complete victory of the Ch.nese Communists over the Nationalists
and the establishmet of the People's Republic of China, The near simultaneity
of these events compounded their effect. Together they presented a startling
indication of the immense power aied enormous military capabilities already
possessed by the Soviet bloc and, coupled with increasing Soviet intransigence
on critical European issues and continuing evidence of communist expansionisr
intentions, strongly suggested that American mili:ary capabilities no longer were,
or at lc-Ast
soon might nut be, adequate to protect vital US. national security
interests. The capabiiit.- of the United States vis.k-vis those of the Soviet Union
appeared to be eroding, and a major strengthening of American and other
Western military forces was thought to be necessary to prevent Soviet attainment
and exploitation of a position of military dominance.s
Origins and Drafting

o NSC 68

Although fiscal constraints still constituted a major barrier to expansion of
U.S military strength and foreign military assistancre programs, the ominous
international scene at the end of 1949 prompted President Truman to request a
review and reasscssment of basic U.S. national security policy. The previous
assessment (NSC 20, 1). initiated by Forrestal and concluded in November 1948,
had concentrated on the dangers of Soviet and communist expansion and recom.
mended "timely and adequate* preparedness by the United States. Forrestal had
hoped that NSC 20 '4 would provide the basis for a judgment about the kind
of military establishment that was needed and thereby play an imporrant role
in the budget process. While the paper constituted more an assessment of the
p,,-,aml
rem;a% -ti4
threats to the nation than a auide for the glevelonm.n4
provide the Joint Chiefs with "political guidance" as they prepared emergency
plans
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State Department analysts. including George gennan and other mcmbers of

the Policy Planning Staff, were reluctant to supplemet NSC 20,1,! with detailed
programs, feeling that their preparatwon might
bead
to rigidity in tae nation's
foreign politc. Ternmilitar, on tile ohcr hand, not only wanted more detailed
guidance but also n ted the paper rceturrently updated for ue o their
continuing review and revisson of basiostrategic pls. State, partially to accommodate hese neds of the Miitaryp ofosred to prepare annual reprts or the
world outlo k

that might effetctiveily serve asuNSC 20/ 1 updates, and Johnson,

0on,dition that these annual reports woul not "be accepted as a substitute
for that integrmumn of dometsw, foreign, and military policy which it is tile
duty of the . . . INSC) to pmovidc," accpted State's offer.' At the end of 1949,
rctoginzing tile need for a reassessment of policy, Sidney W. Soucrs, Executive
Se-cretary of tile NSC, proposed a CotnprebensivC analysis and sutmmary report
to hclp clarify national objectives both in relation to present conditions and in
the event of war The NSC on 5 January directed its staff to prepare such a
report. "
These developmnts coincided roughly with the culmination of the exam.
nation by a special NSC committee, composed of Acheson, Johnson, and AC
Chairman David Lihenthal, of the question of whether or not to develop thermonuclear weapons. Johnson strongly favored building the H'bomb; Lilienthal
opposed it; and Acheson had mixed feelings, aware of its dramatic military
impliations and unwilling to endorse it without an overall "re-cxamination of
our objectives in peace and war." Although Johnson had previously urged the
NSC to make a broad review of policy to give guidance to the military in strategic
planning, he opposed such a study centered on tle H-.bomb, arguing that the
decision to proceed withd.evelopment of theritonuclear weapons should be made

r

on the basis of technical merit alone; however, he reluctantly agreed to the study

at thle insistence of Acheson and lilienthal.0 On 31 January 1950 Truman

9

accepted the committee's recommendations, ordered development of the H-bomb,
and asked for a study of its possible foreign policy and strategic implications.
The Proident's action effectively voided the NSC directive of 5 January
and transferred the task of preparing the report to a 10.member ad hoc State.
Defense Policy Review Group, in which Patil R Nitzc, who on 1 January 1950
had succeeded Kennan as Director of State's Policy Planning Staff, played the
leading role A former associate of Forrestal's at Dillon, Read and Co., Nitze had
previously served as Vice Chairman of tile U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey in
World Wnr 11and as an adviser to Secretaries of State Marshall and Acheson
on AUfm-.,
'onvi
rctovery. lhe clunt Doll representatives on the review
group were General Burns, Johnson's Assistant for Foreign Military Affairs anld
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Military Asistance; Maj. Gen. Truman H. landon, USAF, representing the JCS;
Najeeb E1Halaby, Director of the OSD Office of Foreign Military Affairs; and
Robert LeBaron, Chairman of -the Military liaison Committee.'
like most intcerdcprtmental committees, the review group had to reconcile
and assimilate a variety of viewpoints, but it completed this normally protracted
process in a remarkably short time. Between 8 February and 27 February it
prepared a preliminary report which it circulated to selected outside consultants
for comment. Although apparently all copies of this early version were destroyed,
an outline of its contents suggests that it closely resembled the final NSC 68
paper except for a section on atomic weapons and a set of conclusions. From the
working draft and the comments of the consultants, the review group prepared
two reports--a lengthy "State-Defense Staff Study" and a summary entitled
"Draft Report to the President." On 31 March the NSC sent the reports to the
White House and copies to State and Defense for coordination. After minor
mvision, the review group officially referred only the larger paper to the President
on 10 April and later to the NSC.
Throughout the drafting of what was to become NSC 68, Johnson con.
sistently took the position that the activities of the State-Defense group should
in no way interfere with or influence ongoing policies and programs. His later
objections to the report seem to have been based on two concerns-that the
original drafting process had circumvented the NSC, and second, that the review
group had gone beyond what he understood to be the limits of its charter by
addressing itself to more than the impact and implications of developing the
H.bomb. Shortly before the review group held its first meeting, Johnson asked
the Joint Chiefs for their advice, indicating that the contemplated study should
address itself to three general questions- ( 1 ) the effect of Soviet capabilities on
U.S. strategic objectives in peace; (2) the effect of Soviet capabilities on U.S.
strategic objectives in case of war; and (3) the effect of Soviet capabilities on
IJUS. emergency and long.range strategic plans.' Confined as these questions were
to the context of H.bomb development, Johnson had yet to be convinced that
*

a

the investigation would or should result in any major or far..eaching policy

changes.
Although the budgetary implications of the INSC study from the beginning
clearly pointed in the direction of greater outlays, both Defense and the BoB
proceeded on the assumption that maintenance of a strong economy had to be
the
primary consideration.95-uC
On 21 February,
Johnson.hU
informed
the Armed Forces
Iolicy Council that r"Y.....
P
p.I.ffifg
. --- 2. ,n 9on-ntew

-

appropriations of no more than $13 billion, the same amount included in the
Y 1951 budget that had just been sent to Congress. The next day, he told the
services that the need for a "sound, national economy" would be the overriding
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concern in developing the FY 1952 budget and force.level estimates. Although
every effort should be made, lie added, to increase combat readiness, "initial
planning will assume that these forces will be maintained throughout Fiscal
Year 1952 at approximately the panncd 30 June 1951 level:' But to the
President's chief budget adviser, even this appeared open to question. Writing
in lat March to Leon I. Keyserling, Acting Chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers, Budget Director Frank Pace reaffirmed the importance of
avoiding deficits and admitted that the only way of doing so might be "the
application of policies even more restrictive than those applied in the 1951
Budget." "Such a course," Pace said. "is the only apparent means, apart from
tax increms., by which the President's expressed desire to achieve a balanced
Budget can remain a Possibility within the foreseeable future,""'
Whcre', Johnson and the BoB stood committed to existing programs,
others became convinced of a need to reexamine them. The Defense mnembers of
the review group at first did not suggest any initiatives that might challenge
Johnson's concinuing insistence on military "economy." But the State representatives felt bound by no such constraints and pressed hard to convince the Defen.,.
delegation that it should take a more.open-minded attitude. Bothered by growing
U.S. reliance on nuclear v.eapons to offset deficiencies in conventional forces,
they saw the United States becoming irrevocably chained to a defense posture
that allowed for little, if any, flexibility in protecting its interests or in meeting
its commitments. "Acheson believed," Nitze recalled, "that American nuclear
weapons were unlikely to stop the Russians if they had on.c embarked upon
an invasion-of Western Europe; in his judgment, even attacks upon the Russian
homeland would not stop such an attack.""
Although Nitze doubted that a war with the Soviet Union was imminent or
inevitable, he was alarmed by the existence of soft spots that afforded the Soviezs
opportunity to seek gains in such areas as Indochina, Berlin, Austria, and Korea.
1he Soviets, he believed, having achieved a nuclear capability, would take an
increasingly hostile and aggressive line in their dealings with the West, bordering
on "recklessness," and thus "the chance of war through miscalculation" could
be increased.' 2
Intelligence estimates added to the anxiety. On I February Army Intelli'
gence briefed the NSC on Soviet progress in atomic weapons, suggesting that the
Soviets would r,ed to deliver only 18 atomic weapons on 9 specific targets' to
wipe out one-third of U.S. steel and iron production, cripple governmental
operations in Washington, arid hamper and delay mobilization and retaliatory
efforts." On 10 February the CIA released its latest report on Soviet atomic
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capabilities, forcasting a stockpilc of 100 Nagsaki-type bombs by 1953 and
200 by the end of 1955. In carefully guarded language that acknowledged the
absence of detailed infotmation on Soviet pcnctiatnon capabilities, the CIA speculated that a strike with 200 atomic bomb. on certain key targets "might prove
decisive in knocking the US out of a war." Purther. the CIA believed that the
Soviet Union "has or can easily produce enough "ru-4's (B-29's) and trained
crews willing and able to carry to all key US targets any number of atomic
bombs the USSR can produce." While noting that "tle kritical date for a
possible all-out Soviet atomic attack on the US would not be earlier than
1956-57," the CIA pointed- out that the Soviet Union "might engage in more
venturesome diplomacy as its atomic capabilities increase.""
As it sifted the available evidence, the review group, including the DoD)
representatives, becamc more concerned about the nucler aspects of the problem.
LeBaron felt that the CIA estimate of Soviet atomic weapons ought to be reexamined in the light of the recent arrest of Klaus Fuchs for atomic espionage.
"The Soviet atomic capabilities," he warned Johnson, "may be considerably
higher than the figur's given." " Burns told Johnson that there seemed to be no
firm information on Soviet atomic capabilities and that studies under way might
fill the gap. Intimately involved in NATO affairs, Burns cou!d see repercussions
across the Atlantic.
At the p!.esent time our war plans are based upon the assumption
that we have substantial superiority in the atomic energy field, not only
with reference to production and stockpiling, but also with refetcoce to
ability to hit targets. It seems to be assumed that this superiority i%a deterrent on Russian aggression and in turn one of the important reasovs why
Western Europe is willing to be on our team.
If it is concluded that this superiority is minor or does not even
exist, then it is obvious- that our own socurity is in jeopardy and that, in
i
Its own self-interest, Western Europe may seek the position of a nrra]
L,"

Unlike Acheson, who received almost daily progress reports fron Nitzc,
Johnson maintained only occasional contact with the review group's work, chiefly
through periodic memoranda from Burns. As the drafting process neared anl
end, the group prepared a two-page summary to acquaint Johnson with the

study and arranged for him to meet with Acheson on 22 March to discuss
approval of a final report. But when Johnson, accompanied by his advisers,
arrived for the meeting, lie accused the State Department of past discourtesies
and of trying in this instance to scmure his approval of policy rcommendations
that
not but
iadwere
a diante
to read.
Aticwn
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Johnson ordered his car and left with the group that had accompanied him.
Rejoining what remained of the meeting, Achrson reported his private conversation with Johnson to Admiral Souers and James F. Lay of the NSC, who in
turn passed this information to tihe President, Within the hour, Acheson recalled,
Truman telephoned him to express his "outrage*' over Johnson's behavior and
to assure Achson that he should carry on as though nothing had happened."

Reassured by the President's support, the review group pressed ahead with
its work, making slight refinements in both the longer study and the executive
summary. On 31 March, while Johnson Nws attending a meeting of the NATO
defense ministers at The Hiague, his office distributed copies of these papers to
the joint Chiefs and the service secretaries for study and comment. The responses
that greeted Johnson upon his return to Washington constituted a nearunanimous endorsement of the findings anti a JCS suggestion that the two papers
be combined into one report.' Further, the joint Chiefs recommended that1
implementation of the study's conclusions be coordinated through an agency
stablishrd under the NSC.1 TheNSC~
only significant criticism
A527wyo
~S
onet at the time
68:came from
Secretary of the Army' Gordon Gray, who found the conclusions "not sufficiently
definitive." Gray found objectionable the use of such terms as "rapid buildup"

,

and "sharp increa." "In other words," Gray said, "it seems to me that the paper

is incomplete without a suggestion in general terms either as to size Of forces

~~objections,

or number of dollars.""z
Much to Acheson's surprise, Johnson readily approved the report and so
notified Truman on I I April, drawing special attention to the recommendation
of the JCS. "in recommending your approval of the Conclusions and Recommendations," Johnson told the President, "I do so in the knowledge that the
National Security Council organization will be able to propose for your further
consideration more detailed programs. '"20 Ile State Deprtment offered no
and when the NSC met on 20 April it agreed that further action on
the report, now. designated NSC 68, should be coordinated by an ad hoc NSC
committee."sumr.,n3 Mrh wieJono wsatedn a metn of, th NATO*

In his memorandum of 31 January 1950 Truman had requested an evlueation of the strategic and foreign policy implications of his decision to develop
the hydrogen bomb, The StateiDefense review group, finding the action to
have vast ramifications, placed a loose construcr on on its serms
of reference and
submitted A report that was probably much broader than Truman had expected.6eOn
April 190, wth the oesience o Genr tandon, Nte
grommeed and Acheson
iagred thr h
a ecukiven
slight hould ibe scb pn dt See FRU 19,d 1t210, eci
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According to Nitze, this in itself was possibly the paper's most significant
contribution. "The papers up to that date," he later explained, "dealt largely with
the major components of policy rather than policy as a whole.... I think the
important thing about the paper was the comprehensiveness of the approach
rather than the particular recommendations contained thercin.""2
Equally distinctive was the report's strong---sometimes even shrill-rhctoric,
used in an apparently deliberate attempt to capture readers' attention. "The
purpose of NSC-68," Acheson conceded later, "was to so bludgeon the mass
mind of 'top government' that not only could the President make a decision but
that the c'zi-ion could be carried out." 2 Although parts o( it were rambling
and repetitious, the overall message was clear and unmistakable. Focusing on
what it regarded as the aggressive designs of international communism and the
Soviet Union's already formidable and growing military capabilities, it warned of
impending disaster for the West unless the United States reordered its priorities
and devoted significantly more resources to strengthening its military defenses.
The report began with a statement of the underlying conflict between the
fundamental goals of the United States and the Soviet Union. Those of the
United States, as enunciated in the preamble of the Constitution, the report said,
were "to assure the integrity and vitality of our free society, which is founded
upon the dignity and worth of the individual." Those of the Soviet leaders, in
contrast, were the establishment of "absolute power, first in the Soviet Union and
second in the areas now under their control." Characterizing the Soviet Union as
a "slave state" pursuing ruthless policies at home and abroad, NSC 68 saw the
world divided between two irreconcilable systems--one free, the other a totali.
tarian dictatorship bent on nothing less than world domination. "What is new,"
the report argued, "what makes the continuing crisis, is the polarization
of power
4
which now inescapably confronts the slave society with the free.""
terThe crucial difference between the free society and the slave state lay in
their respective attitudes toward the use of force. The free society regarded war
as a last resort and took up arms only if attacked, while the slave state used its
military power constantly to threaten or coerce others into submission. Against
such an enemy, NSC 68 concluded, the United States would have to resort to
new and different ways of meeting the threat:
Our free society, confronted by a threat to its basic values, naturally
will take such action, including the use of military force, as may be re .J
quircd. to p,roic$c tho.c aluci. "inc ii flt y of our sybt i will, iot be
jeopardized by any measures, covert or overt, violent or non-violent, which
the purposes of frustrating the Kremlin design, nor does the neces.
sity for conducting ourselves so as to aflrm our values in actions as well
as words forbid such measures, provided only they are appropriately cal-
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culated to that end and are not so excessive or misdirected a.to make us
enemies of the people instea d of the evil men who have enslaved them.2g

"

With the character of the enemy clearly identified, NSC 68 next explored
the Soviet Union's strengths and weaknesses, giving closest attention to its
enormous military capabilities. Citing JCS estimates of Soviet power, the report
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found that should a major war occur in 1950, Soviet forces could overrun most
of Western Europe, drive toward the oil.producing region of the Middle East,
and make gains in the Far East; launch air attacks against the British Isles; and
attack selected targets in North America with atomic weapons. Soviet air defenses
could oppose but not prevent air operations against the Soviet Union and its
satellites. With the loss of Western Europe, the United States would have
difficulty taking the offensive. After consolidating their control of Western
Europe, Soviet forces could then expand the conflict with heavily increased air
and sea assaults against Britain, invasions of the Scandinavian and Iberian
peninsulas, further operations against the Middle East, further sea and air
operations against lines of communication in the Atlantic and Pacific, and
continued air attacks against North America.
Nowhere did the report suggest that such a war was imminent or even
probable. It presented such a scenario only to demonstrate how easily and
quickly Soviet forces could destroy the hard-earned U.S. position abroad, espe.
cially in Europe. Since World War 11, the paper observed, the United States had
pursued two major goals--to promote a healthy international community and
to contain the spread of Soviet power and influence. At the same time, however,
U.S. military power had lost ground to the Soviet Union. Even with a less
developed economy, the Soviet Union in 1949 invested proportionately much
more in defense than did the United States-13.8 percent of its gross similable
resources against 6.5 percent for the United States. Moreover, much of the
Russian gross capital investment of 25.4 percent went for war-supporting industries while only a little of the U.S. gross capital investment of 13.6 percent went
for such industries0 Although the U.S. economy was far more productive, the
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In armaments, the United States currently held clear superiority only in
weaponry. But faced with an actual Soviet atomic capability and the
possibility of a Soviet thermonuclear breakthrough, the U.S. pmition would
gradually erode, resulting eventually in a standoff, with both sides possessing
sufficient nuclear weapons to cripple or destroy the other. While cutioning that
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hard evidence about Soviet production was unavailable, the report estimated that
by mid-1954 the Soviet Union would have a stockpile of about 200 atomic
bombs and delivery aircraft able to inflict serious damage on the United States.
In such circumstances, U.S. ability to deter Soviet aggression would be substan.
tially reduced, and the advantage in a war would rest increasingly with the side
the greatcr capability in surviving conventional forces. To retain a

.possessing

credible deterrent, the report urged that the United States step up production
of atomic weapons and that it also "increase as rapidly as possible our general
air, ground and sea strength and that of our allies to a point where we are
militarily not so heavily dependent on atomic weapons." 21
Although it urged heavy increases in conventional forces, NSC 68 still
regarded nuclear weapons as crucial to U.S. security and likely to become more
so as the Soviets expanded their atomic arsenal. Here the report awkwardly
straddled two stools, for while it endorsed a conventional buildup to lessen
dependence on nuclear weapons, it fully expected that in a U.S.-Soviet war atomic
weapons would be used, concluding that "only if we had overwhelming atomic
supe-ioriy and obtained command of the air might the U.S.S.R. be deterred from
employing its atomic weapons." While seeking a formula that would reduce
dependence on nuclear weapons, NSC 68 found them more necessary than ever.
Following this line of logic, it also concluded that it would be virtually suicidal
for the United States to issue a declaration renouncing the first use of atomic
weapons:

J

Unless we are prepared to abandon our objectives, we cannot make
such a declaration in good faith until we are confident that we will be in
a position to attain our objectives without war, or, in the event of war,
without recourse to th use of atomic weapons for strategic purposes -T

~"From

Against this background of warnings and projected trends, NSC 68 endeavoted to assess alternative courses of action, looking specifically at four. Two of
these--a return to isolationism and the initiation of a preventive war-were
deemed impractical and inadvisable. The role of the United States was to provide
world leadership and to forestall wars, not start them. A third option-to do
absolutely nothing but continue current policies--seemed no less ill.advred.
the military point of view," NSC 68 argued, "the actual and potential"
capabilities of the United States, given a continuation of current aM projected
programs, will become lcss and less efftxrive as a war deterrent." This left the
prikact- -"a-substantial
Pn
fourth option, the only one the report found reir.;^
and rapid bitilding up of strength in the free world ... to support a firm- policy
intended to chetk and ril back the Kremlin's drive for world domination:'
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Analyzing the requirements of such a policy, NSC 68 accorded first importance to building up U.S. and allied military forces. At a minimum, the United
States should have forces in being or readily available to defend the Western
Hemisphere, provide and protect a mobilization base-, conduct offensive operations
on a scale "sufficient to destroy vital elements of the Soviet war.making capacity,"
defend lines of communication, and provide aid to allies. Additionally and as part
of a "comprehensive and decisive program," the report endorsed the development
of "an adequate political and economic framework for the achievement of our
long.range objectives," a "substantial increase" in U.S. military expenditures,
substantially greater foreign military assistance, sone increases in economic aid,
intensification of intelligence activities and covert operations, and stepped.up
measures for internal security and civil defense.'
The conclusions of NSC 68 were not startlingly original. By and large the
report saw no change in the character of the Soviet threat as described in NSC
204 in late 1948. The Soviet Union remained an enemy whose goals and
ambitions posed a grave menace to U.S. security and world stability. The situation
had become different and, indeed, more dangerous because of the Soviet Union's
acquisition of a nuclear capability---a threat that was expected to increase steadily
over the next few years, reaching serious proportions by 1954. Yet despite its
many dire warnings, NSC 68 was, on the whole, cautiously optimistic that a way
to check Soviet power could be found without recourse to war. "In summary,"
the report said,
we must, by means of a rapid and sustained build.up of the political, eco.
nomic, and military strength of the free world, and by means of an affirmative program intended to wrest the initiative from the Soviet Union, confront it with convincing evidence of the determination and ability of the
free world to frustrate the Kremlin design of a world dominated by its
will.
Such evidence is the only means short of war which eventually may force
the Kremlin to abandon its present course of action and to negotiate Occeptable agreements on issues of major importance.s0
NSC 68 made no reference to costs, an omission that Acheson later
conceded "was not an oversight."
4
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The study group's preliminary calculations

suggested the need for annual appropriations of $35 to $40 billion.'2 But to have
included such figures might have jeopardized the study's acceptance, and the
development of detailed estimates would no doubt have delayed its completion.
.. .cm-ing camp!= :111ai
- 0 .......
0. d i . . .....
T , -i". . .- ...
or to include money figures that might spark interservice quarrels over the
division of funds. It decided, therefore, to avoid the issue with a statement that
itsrecommendations "will be costly (to implement] and will involve significant
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domestic financial and economic adjustments," including probable teductions in
domestic programs and a tax increase to avert budget deficits.3

.

Reactions to the Study

i
_[

'

Despite NSC 68's top secret classification, it gained wide circulation, evoking
abundant comment. The Joint Chiefs and the serviccs had earlier voiced their
strong support of the report, perhaps all the more because of the tight money
restrictions under which they had been laboring and the prospect of securing
additional funds,"1
Most of the negative criticism followed two lines of argument-that NSC 68
exaggerated the Soviet threat and that its proposals for strengthening U.S. and
allied forces were generally excessive. In the State Department, while Acheson
and Nitze were apparently in complete accord with the report, others disagreed,
though few challenged 'he study's basic premise of the need to bolster Western
defenses. Several, including George W. Perkins, Assistant Secretary for European
Affairs, and his deputy, Llewellyn E. Thompson, Jr., doubted that current programs were as inadequate as the report suggested, with Thompson advocating
the appointment of a senioe.level panel to study the subject further. "I suspect
it would be found," he said, "that no very great increase in our present rate of
expenditure would be called for, but rather a better allocation of resources and a
unified national policy." " Looking at the potential costs of the proposed buildup,
Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs Willard Thorp expressed concern that
the resulting "drain" on resources might jeopardize U.S. and European stability.
"On the economic side," Thorp warned, "I feel that we cannot emphasize enough
the disaster which an economic depression would be." *
Some of the strongest criticism came from State's two leading Soviet experts--Gorge Kennan, recently promoted to State Department Counselor, and
Charles E. Boh!en, assigned to the U.S. embassy in Paris. Even before the final
report was written, Kennan had vigorously objected to what he considered a
U.S. overreaction. Downplaying the significance of recent events, including the
Communist victory in China and the Russians' newly acquired atomic capability,
Kennan wrote Acheson: "There is little justification for the impression that the
'cold war' ...has suddenly taken some drastic turn to our disadvantage." Moreover, he added "in so far as we feel ourselves in any heightened trouble at the
preent inoment, that feeling is largely of our own making." Kennan criticized
growing U.S. dependence on nuclear weapons and "atendency to view the Russian
threat as just a military problem rather than as a part of a broad political
offensive." Fearing that a U.S. military buildup could lead to a nuclear arms race
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believed, atomic exchanges during hostilities could be avoided only if tile United
Stares undertook to refrain from use of atomic bombs "on a basis of mutuality." 3T
On several major points Bohlen concurred with Kennan but he differed on
one key issue--the need for a military buildup. Summoned back from Paris in late
March for temporary duty in Washington, Bohlen found the report's basic recommendation to be sound. "There can be no question," he told Nitze, "of the abso.
lute necessity in the present world situation of a strong and adequate U.S. defense
osition. Therefore, the purpose and the general conclusions reached by this
study are, in my opinion, unchallengeable." He found the report weakest in its
tendency to "over-simplify" Soviet ideolo.y and intentions and in its failure to
discriminate between a general buildup of U.S. forces and a selective, qualitative
rearmament program. 3ohlen urged concentration on research and development
programs for conventional weapons-antitank devices, guided missiles for air
defense, fighter'interceptors, and antisubmarine measures. With more R&D in
these areas, Bohlen believed a whole new defense posture structured around "a
much smaller semi.professional" force would follow, imposing a lesser burden on
Western economies and running less of a risk of provoking the Soviets."
An Army study that appeared almost simultaneously with NSC 68 had
noted many of Bohlen's concerns and-made recommendations for changes. Prepared by a special task force headed by Under Secretary Tracy S.Voorhees and
including Vannevar Bush, former Chairman of the Research and Development
Board, the report addressed the defense of Western Europe. Like NSC 68, it found
current capabilities decidedly inadequate. Yet its remedy did not involve any
expensive or heavy buildup of forces. like Bohlen, the Army task force recommended the accelerated development of new defensive weapons and tactical air.
craft, closer management of resources, and "greatly increased" arms production
in Western Europe--all of which it alleged-couldbe accomplished without undue
increases in U.S. military appropriations or foreign military assistance.,,,
President Truman's immediate response, conveyed to the NSC on 12 April,
was to defer final action on NSC 68 pending the receipt of "further information
on the implications of the Conclusions contained therein." Because of the
budgetary and economic implications of the report, the President wanted the
Economic Cooperation Administrator, the Director of the Bureau of the-Budget,ir
the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, and the Secretary of the
Treasury included in a further examination of NSC 68. "Pending the urgent com.
pletion of this study," Trunan added, "I am concerned that action on existing
programs should not be postponed or delayed." 4*
The President's call for a follow-on study led promptly to the activation of
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an NSC ad hoc committee to prepare a report on programs and costs with a
To represent the Department of Defense Johnson
target date of I August."
named Generals Burns and Bradley. On 25 May Johnson instructed the Joint
Chiefs and the service secretaries to list manpower and equipment deficiencies
in U.S. and allied forces and summarize U.S. requirements for a buildup to meet
the "general objectives" of NSC 68 by 30 June 195,1.' What Johnson hoped to
accomplish is not clear, for lie personally doubted that Truman would approve
NSC 68, and he certainly did not expect him to lift the prevailing military budget
ceiling. As Townsend Hoopes noted after a meeting of the Armed Forces Policy
Council on 7 June, Johnson "did not consider it sound to aim at achieving maximum military strength by 1954 and (believed] that planning should be based on
the assumption that the President will not approve future requests for appropria.
tions in excess of approximately 13 billion dollars." 's
In view of Johnson's attitude, the general feeling in the Defense Department before the outbreak of the Korean War seemed to be that NSC 68 would
in all probability lead to little, if any, change in administration policy. Consequently, in planning to meet NSC 68 objectives, the Joint Chiefs and the military
departments calculated much more modest force levels and costs than those sub.
sequently occasioned by the Korean War, Still, they requested a substantial
increase over existing levels-an increase of more than one-third in personnel
strength and a doubling of money. The initial force goals, developed prior to
the onset of the war but forwarded by the JCS to Johnson only on 17 July 1950,
looked toward a gradual buildup that would peak at the end of fiscal year 1954
and then level off, culminating in a permanent military establishment consisting
of the following: an Army of 770,000 organized into 12 divisions, 13 regiments
and regimental combat teams, and 95 antiaircraft battalions; a Navy and Marine
Corps wtlh 648,367 combined personnel strength, 9 heavy carriers, and 315
other major combatant vessels; and a regular Air Force of 69 wings (formerly
groups) and 22 separate squadrons, with a strength of 555,316t 1 OSD estimated in August that military obligations under these force goals would jump
immediately to $27 billion in fiscal year 195! and taper off to $25.8 billion in
fiscal year 1955. Related obligations for foreign military assistance, atomic energy,
and other items would add between $5.5 and $7.8 billion annually."5
Judging from these force and cost estimates, the Joint Chiefs, doubtless heeding Johnson's advice to exercise restraint, (lid not subscribe to the view that
NSC 68 mandated a huge expansion of the armed forces. Although theyv pro-
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were still well below the informal estimate.s discussed among members of the
policy review group when NSC 68 was written. Clearly, while tihe JCS proposals
short of projcting a massive buildup
did allow for significant expansion, they ellI
and may well have been merely an updated version of earlier estimates which
had been under periodic consideration sine World War If.
Infact, they were
closely akin to the force levels that the joint Chiefs had proposed to Forrestal
in 1948 when they had recomnmended a FY 1950 budget of $23 billion., In
other words, it Appears that the joint Chiefs were not tabling a totally new progrmin the summer of 1950 but rather reviving the basic elements of an old one.
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force programs and costs, Truman could support the general thrust of the study
without any immediate commitment to large.scale outlays. His delay until 30
September 1950 in approving the paper (as 68/ 1) was apparently a tactical
move intended to give the BoB time to examine estimates and cut them down to
what the President, still keeping the figure to himself, deemed acceptable. Some
limited increase in the military budget, if only to reassure Congress and the public,
would probably have occurred in any case. But without the Korean War, it seems
most unlikely that a dramatic military buildup requiring the;
far-reaching commitment of men and resources that NSC 68 implied would have been supported
by the President, Congress, or the American people.
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beginning of the Korean War marked the key juncture in the postwar
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of the U.S. armed forccs to the changed world created by World
As such, it offers a vantage point for looking back on and evaluating the
War !It.
formative years of the Department of Defense. In September 1947 Forrestal, who
had called the National Security Act "the most decisive and definitive step taken
by this country in the formation of a national military policy since the foundation
of the republic," Itook office as the first Secretary of Defense amid high expecttions. By June 1950 an exhausted Forrestal had died and a second Secretary of
Defense was struggling with a vexing arrmy of inherited and new problems.
Three years in the crucible of unification and Cold War had sorely tested the new
structure, confirming both the wisdom of its establishment and the need for still
further adjustments.
little had remained the same in world
In the five years since World War 1I,
affairs, least of all the role of the United States. No longer was there a balance
power in the traditional sense. International problems that had once been the"
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fought demanded new concepts of national security. Before World War Amerihcan
defense policy stressed mobilization potential, while relying on the Navy as
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the country's fiksc line of defense; after the war, and increasingly after 1947, it
stressed collective security and ready forces in being (including reserve forces),
with emphasis on air power-dciifly land.based bombrs armed with nuclear
weapons.
The disarray on the international scene and the uncertain direction of U.S.
foreign and domestic policy immensely complicated the task of establishing the
new national security machinery. Yet even under more settled conditions, a
smooth traisition would have been unlikely. Forrestal initially underestimated
the enormous complexity of the undcetaking. "Fie assumed," as his friend Ferdinand Eberstadt recalled, "that everybody else was as deeply interested in the
success of this enterprise as he was-and lie acted accordingly. Naturally, fitting
the old feet into the new shoes was not so easy and there were screeches of pain
from here, from there, and from everywhere." - In fact, the condition went far
beyond a few pinched toes, since it involved changes that would inevitably affect
the future of all the military services and the role of the Secretary of Defense.
Before World War 11the Army and Navy had been independent entities,
each with its own specific functions. The new organizational structure rested on
the concept of close interservice cooperation. unified effort, and some sharing of
functions. "'ie goal," as Walter Millis described it, "was to attain unity in
diversity, retaining the best features of ead." 3 But, as soon became evident, for
such a system to work required concessions that each service to one degree or
another felt compelled to resist. The compromise begged foi revision almost from
the very start.
Forrestal's major handkap, stemming from the legislative restrictions that
lie himself helped to formulate, was that while lie could make policy, he did not
have as much authority as lie found lie needed to implement it. When expericnce soon proved chat the secretary needed stronger and more clearly defined
powers and additional assistance, Forrestal had to nodify some of his notions,
especially the extent to which the secretary could operate as a paternalistic coordinator. OSD's growth, both in size and authority, mirrored this change in his
thinking. Contrary to his original intentions, OSD steadily inreased its managerial responsibility. In some areas, as in the prepartmon and management of
budgets, OSD assumed from the beginning a strong role that derived from the

-

secretary's statutory duties. But in other areas, such as publh relations, personnel
policy, medical matters, atomic energy, and the preparaion of legislative programs, the secretary's role evolved from pragmatic netessity, from Forrestal's

.36

growing conviction that Defense.wide issues requmred a mechanism fh~ir rould

effect Defense-wide solutions.
As he strove conscientiously to overcome-defidencices in the 19,17 legislation
and get a surer grip on the helm, Forrestal recognized the need for legislative
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changes. Having led the fight against the Army's unification plan, he was well
aware of the Navy's reservations and concerns and sought to be reassuring. He
opted for an evolutionary approach that stressed accommodation not merely
because he viewed it as more effective in the long run, but because he thought it
more likely to elicit cooperation of the Navy and the other services. Too rapid a
push for unification, Forrestal believed, might harm the morale of the services and
perhaps impair military readiness. The Key West and Newport agreements notwithstanding, Forrestal never obtained the degree of cooperation he needed from
the services. The continual interservice battling over roles and missions and a
range of other issues prompted criticism that he had lost control of the military
to power-hungry admirals and generals.
Johnson, although bedeviled by many of the same frustrations, fared better.
Until military reverses early in the Korean War fatally impaired his credibility,
he stood out as one of the most forceful administrators in Truman's Cabinet. His
slashing economy campaign, summary cancellation of the Navy's supercarrier,
and determined efforts to assert his authority and reduce the power and autonomy
of the services contrasted sharply with Forrestal's go-slow approach and, although
provoking sharp controversy, achieved some impressivc results. Johnson, of course,
had the benefit of the 1949 amendments to the National Security Act that formally strengthened the secretary's authority. Whether he would have persisted
as boldly or been as successful without that legislative mandate invites specula..on, although one is tempted to answer ipthe affirmative. Forrestal himself had
taken important steps to consolidate more responsibility in OSD, and the aggressive Johnson doubtless would have accelerated that process with or without new
legislation. The passage of the amendments strengthened his hand.
Interservice controversies over roles and missions, war plans, force requirements, and weapon development and employment derived chiefly from the
battle over the dollar-the effort by each service to secure what it regarded as its
proper share of the defense budget. A service's share of the money affected not
only its
size but also the development and deployment of its weapon systems,
which profoundly influenced the composition of forces and consequently capacity
to carry out missions. The imposition of tight budget ceilings by the administration at a time of increasing political and military commitments abroad exacerbated already intense interservice differences and severely handicapped Forrestal
and Johnson in their efforts to resolve them. Truman's conservative economic
philosophy, vigorously applied by the Bureau of the Budget, and Congress's own
determination to economize left Forrestal and johnson witi nu iaot to offer
the military at the same time that they were having to wield a stkk.
In Truman's mind fiscal responsibility meant controlling the public debt,
which in turn necessitated balanced budgets, or, preferably, budget surpluses.
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Administration budget ceilings actually became the maximum allowed, not
merely target projections. Although he permitted appeals at the end of the budget
pces, such " Forrestal's in December 1948, Truman almost always followed
the BoBs advice. What he wanted from his Secretary of Defense was efficient
management of the resources allowed.
Congress was no less committed to economy than the President. Even its air
power advocates, who campaigned annually for larger Air Force budgets, argued
that a defense posture built around strategic air power would in the long run
save money by reducing the need for ground and naval forces. Like Truman,
Congress gen"rially put domestic matters first on its agenda and looked on military
expenditures as the most flexible item in the budget, where it coul 4 nearly always
make reductions. Sen. Robert A. Taft once admonished Forrestal that "there was
a general impression in Congress of waste and extravagance in military spending
because of the lack of any criterion by which efficiency could be proved or disproved." 4 No matter how much "fat" Forrestal and Johnson trimmed from the
budget, Congress continued to harbor the suspicion that it could find more.
White House and congressional pressures to hold down military costs left
Forrestal and Johnson with little room to maneuver when considering competing
service budget requests. Where formerly only two major contestants--the Army
and the Navy-had vied for funds, there were now four. The newly independent
Air Force was obviously a powerful contender; the Marine Corps, while smallerl
than the others, had acquired increased stature and public recognition from its
impressive performance in World War 11. The coincidence of self-interest and
national interest lent a compelling weight and credibility to each of their claims.
None could be easily dismissed or ignored.
Rapid advances in military technology compounded the money difficulties.
It was clearly unrealistic and virtually impossible to fund each and every new
technology and weapon system to the degree the services believed essential. With
changes in the state of the art occurring at an ever faster pace, a weapon system
procured one year might be obsolete the next, or it might be the wrong choice
altogether. Since the nature of a future war was nearly impossible to predict, with
scenarios ranging from global conflicts like World War 11 to small-scale "containment wars," no budget could cover all contingencies. "There are many sciences with which war is concerned," Forrestal once observed, "but war isnot such
a science itself, and any forecast for the indenite fururc prciuppowcs a certtude
dua is not possible." I Funds tScrefore had to be allocated to meet what appeared
to be the most likely danger. Yet worst-case threat assessments focusing on the
Soviet Union-a*couy of immense size and capabilities--only complicated mat-
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In trying t
manage the Defense budget, Forrestal and Johnson differed

:-("significantly
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in their tactics. Initially, Forrestal relied on voluntary cooperation,
hoping that the Key West and Newport agreements and joint strategic plans
would provide sufficient basis for resolving interservice friction over roles and
missions so that an equitable and logical allocation of funds might follow. Im-

plicit inthis approach was the assumption that he would receive agreed advice
fron the joint Chiefs. When consensus failed to materialize in the JCS, however, Forrestal saw no choice but to ask the President for more money. On the
first
occasion, during the height of the war scare in the spring of 1948, Truman
yieldcd under the pressure of events. But when Forrestal returned later that same
year with a similar request, Truman rejected it and reimposed a rigid budget
ceiling. Johnson, who knew from the beginning that more money was out of the
question, readily understood the futility of attempting to negotiate for more funds.
As coercive and alarming to the services as Johnson's budget slashing may have
been, he was doing the job that Truman wanted him to do.

Whether Johnson's vigorous pursuit of economy weakened national security

is a matter of conjecture. Certainly the outbreak of the Korean War in June
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1950 revealed serious gaps and deficiencies in American defenses, not only in the
Far East but in Europe as well. But had it not been for the war, these gaps and
deficiencies in all probability would have persisted, NSC 68 notwithstanding. It
seems highly unlikely also that the allocation of additional funds to the armed
forces would have prevented the early reverses suffered by the United States in
Korea. Even if Truman had granted in late 1948 the largest JCS request of some
$23 billion for fiscal year 1950, the lead time for translating the proposed pro.
grams into operational strength would have been too long to have had any effect
in Korea during July-August 1950. And, in any case, with the strategic priority
assigned to Europe, any additional strength that might have become available
would have been directed there rather than to the Far East.
Probably the moat serious charge that can be directed against Johnson's
economy mesures--that they may have misled the Soviet bloc into thinking that
the United States lacked the will to resist communist aggression--cannot, of
course, be substantiated. Since no one in the West knows how North Korea
reached its decision to attack the South, little plausibility can be assigned to the
suggestion that lowering the U.S. defense budget invited the war. A more cogent
explanation is that the North Koreans viewed their chances for a successful attack
as likely to decremrw as additional military strength becan,e available to the South.
That the North Koreans launched their assault when they did suggests that they
sought to take advantage of the recent Communist victory in China and that they
decided to act before the balance of power could turn against them.
But if larger U.S. defense budgets may not have made any significant differ-
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ence in the course of events abroad in 1949-50, the same cannot be said for the
domestic military scene, especially in connection with trying to resolve the vexing
controversy over service roles and missions. As of June 1950, after almost three
year of intense effort by Forrestal and Johnson and despite the useful agreements reached at Key West and Newport, roles and missions questions still per.
sisted. Throughout the controversy intctservice competition centered chiefly on
weapon systems, particularly their research and development and the assignment
of operational responsibility for them. If a service could secure firm acceptance
of its responsibilities for a mission, it would gain authority to develop and use
weapons pertaining to that mission. And in collateral or peripheral mission areas,
if it could develop a successful weapon system, it would have a powerful entering
wedge to establish additional claims on resources.
Limited funds meant limited capabilities, though it did not follow that the
services would limit their aspirations. On the contrar, as long as money was in
short supply they had more reason than ever to press their claims. Thus, even
after Johnson canceled the super~arrier, the Navy persisted in efforts to secure
a role in the strategic air mimi on to reinforce its case for acquiring bigger car.
7
tiers, larger
aircraft, and nuclear weapons. Perhaps with an eye to dev/eloping
long-range missiles for strategic purposes. it invested more heavily than either the
Army or the Air Force in missile research and development in the 1945-50
period. The Army,, also anxious to insure its role in the nuclear age, sought the
development of atomic weapons that could be delivered by artillery or missiles.
For the Army and the Navy, the spur to diversify th~eir missions and to develop1'
new and imaginative weapons, including nuclear ones, was the prospect of
becoming tails to the high-flying Air Force kite if they did not do so. Their survival as peers of the Air Force required that they retain major responsibilities for
defense of the nation and that they have adequate resources to discharge theset
responsibilities.
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Inseparable from both the budget and roles and missions debates was the
Lii.of strategy
question
ud and
en theiie
temptation
aaiiis
to givehuhi
high priority
i oto olwta
a single major
h
weapon system--the strategic bomber armed with nuclear weapons. Forresta,

~~the
staunch advocate of "balanced forces," viewed the air-atomic strategy with
i
;.
.

skepticism but wound up embracing it all the same. Johnson readily endo,'sed
~~~~~the strategy, as it allowed him to hold down costs by cutting back on conventional
forces, For both, the irresistible attraction was the promise ofa relatively eco-t
;.
nomical and readily available system of deterrence based on tl--intimidating
During the late 1940s the debates over adoption of policies to guide the
D W".hcrvmilitary
in planning for national defense were especially contentious. Military
eplanners
agreed that atomic weapons were ind ed awesome and that the Ameri
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can monopoly on the atomic bomb gave the United States a definite advantage
iRany direct conflict with the Soviet Union. Strategic plans developed by the
JCS accordingly gave priority to air-atomic capabilities, though not to the extent
of excluding Army and Navy capabilities that would require roughly comparable
shares of the military budget. But as skillfully as these plans may have been
crafted in an effort to equalize service shares, they did not go unchallenged, either
by the Navy, which feared its role would eventually be diminished, or by the
Air Force, which maintained persistently that effective execution of its mission
required larger capabilities and principal control of atom-ic weapons.
Central to the ensuing struggle to resolve these questions was whether a
delivery system such as the proposed supercarrier Vuited Stas was needed to
augment the Air Force strategic bombing capability For Navy leaders, Johnson's
cancellation of the suprcarrier, which precipita.d the "revolt of the admirals,"
was the ultimate horror of unification: ;t seercd to confirm their worst fears that
an integrated military establishment, run by a Secretary of Defense on the basis
of unified budgets and unified planning, would shortchange the Navy and
gradually erode its coequal status.
Skeptics of the strategic bombing strategy were not confinedqto the Navy.
Indeed, the BoB at times expressed doubts as did many AEC officials, who felt
that the military--especially the Air Force-placed undue emphasis on nuclear
weapons. In addition, two independent studies-the Harmon report of July 1949
and WSEG R-1 of early 1950-raised important questions about the effectiveness and feasibility of strategic bombing. But if these studies supported some of
the Navy's doubts about strategic bombing, they also reinforced the Air Force's
contention that its capabilities needed strengthening. Moreover, despite the alleged
limitations and drawbacks of strategic bombing, its critics had nothing more,
icceptablr to offer as .asubstitute. Shortages of funds, combined with congtes.
sional preference for air power over other types of military power, continually
1crmained opposing arguments. The approaching end of atomic scarcity by
1949 and the decision to proceed with the H-bomb reinforced the trend, so that
by the eve of the Korean War the emerging force posture was keyed to air.
atomic retaliation against a possible Soviet attack on the West
Although budgetary and congressional pressures were uppermost in decid.
ing the strategic issues and priorities, events abroad also played a significant part.
In -he early stages of the Berlin blockade in 1948. the chief alternatives or proposed supplcments to the Aincd airisft
ietcuIsOr...
f
ccn"-. .
of all-out war; harassment of Soviet shipping, a retaliatory gesture dismissed by
the Navy as imprudent and improper; or a show of force by sending B-29
bombers to conspicuous bass in England and Germany. Truman, with the
unanimous support of the NSC, chose the last. Although the threat was some-
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what hollow, since thc planes carried no nuclear weapons, this experience reinforced strong sentiment in Washington that strategic air power could play a
major role in deterring the Soviets and lent support to placing greater reliance
on land-based bombers.
In contrast to the Berlin experience, diffetent ctnclusions might have been
drawn from other international events of the period about strategy and force
composition. At the same time the United States moved toward reliance on airatomic retaliation, it faced a growing demand for conventional forces, primarily
Army, to deal with crises in the Mediterranean and Middle East and to meet obligotions under the North Atlantic Treaty. What is surprising in retrospect is the
"otent to which the JCS generally subordinated these demands to other considerations.
The joint Chiefs resisted commitment of forces to such troubled areas as
Greece, Italy, and Palestine noronly because of limited resources but also because
they regarded Western Ettropc as the area of greatest importance and most vulnerable to Soviet atack. Their concentration on the Soviet Union and Europe meant
the relegation of other troubled are: to the status of side shrws, although the
Navy vigorously pressed for the maintenance of strong naval forces in the Mediterranean. With the exception of Berlin, they were the aEas that demanded the
most urgent responses, but the joint Chiefs regarded them as peripheral and were
reluctant to divert resources from the major arena in Europe and the strategic
reserve in the United Stateo.
Moreover, they considered their resources far too
limited to perform the tasks that might eventually be requted--asks that usually
had to assume worst-case situations. Still, by taking a orst-case view the JCS
could demonstrate the need for forces far beyond those available and dramatize
service shortages. TheiArmy saw itself as more ffected than the other services by
these demands for forces in troubled areas around the world-emands that could
dissipate its resources in small packets and leave it without adequate forces to fight
a major war in Europe and without an adtquate strategc reserve in the United
States. One effect of these interrelated and interacting considerations; was to
diminish the capacity of the JCS to offer positive military advice to the President
ad the NSC about U.S. commitments abroad.
In the main, support for military assistance, including deployment of more
troops abroad, derived from the growing U.S. perception of the Soviet Union as
a menace, either threctly or through surrogates, to the peace and stability of many
area of the world. At the highest political level, grave estimates of the Soviet
threat and proposals of countervailing policies appeared regularly, perhaps mot
notably in NSC 20/4 in 1948 and NSC 68 in 19h0. State Deportment leadersMarshall and Lovett, particularly-were lest alarmed by the Soviet military
7an
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threat than
by the prospective long-term cumulative effects of a 77n
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Europe wk] Soviet pressure on peripheral anas. Forestal took a grim view
of the Soviet threat possibly because he was predisposed to do so but also because
his position demanded high sensitivity to all signs of potential danger. Yet his
warnings were seldom as dire or as pessimistic as those of the military professionals,--the joint Chiefs.
Viewed retrospectively, the military services' estimates of the Soviet threat
and Soviet force strengths seem exaggerated. Each U.S. sern;ce emphasized the
size andl capabilities of the forces of its corresponding Soviet service, viewing
with alarm Soviet capacity for offensive warfare not only in Europe but elsewhere
in the world as well. In spite of the pessimistic military estimates, Truman nude
economic assistance and collective security the centerpieces of the administration's
foreign policy and kept under continuing review questions concerning the mix
of US. military assistance, troop strength, and nuclear capability that should
back up Amerio,., commitments abroad. Consequently, the role assigned to the
military in contaning Soviet expansion was from thm kx-ginning limited in scope.
Within the military establishment, policy differences over international
priorities and commitments persisted throughout the period. The emphasis placed
...
.
.. . on Western
. ..
. Europe
. ..
...President
'i
.......
.....
by. the
and....the State Department was generally
supported by the Army and the Air Force, both of which gave first priority in
their war and force pl-mning to a major conflict in Europe. The Nay, on the
other hand, had played a central role in the Pacific war, anid Navy and Marine
involvement, particularly at Tsingtao in China, continued for several years after
the war. Forrestal and Johnson, like the Navy, appeared to have a stronger con.
cemn about the Pacific area than did the Army and the Air Force. Forrestal feared
~~the
loss of American prestige in Asia if China came under Communist control.
•
~~Johnson urged in expanded US,role in Asia, including aid for Chiang Kai-shk."
~Secretary
of the Army Royall, on the other hand, repeatedly asked why the United
'I
State was in China in the first place and was reluctant to provide either economic
or mtilitary asistace.I
i
On the Middle East, OSD andl the military services usually saw eye to eye.
i "
~
No inue-of the time cut morm dee'ply and provoked more heated debote than the"
highly emotional &nd politically barged Palestine question. Although Defense
was generally at one with the State Department on Palestine matters, Truman
it , l
:,overrode
the whole national security establishment to recognize Israel in 1948
i ..lind lend continued. if erratic, support to the new state aganst the Arabs, From
'
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~European access to Middle East oil, and he joined Marshall in seeking conuin.-

]

~~appalled

and De-fense and State planners deeply worri-i about the effect of
Middle Fast kmbility on U.S. security intrests inlthe Persian Gulf and beyond.
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Johnson was no more sympathetic toward Israel than Forrestal. Both favored a
more balanced approach, which could have worktd to the Arabs' advantage and
against Israel.
The JCS, despite its concern about the Middle East, consistently recom.
mended against the commitment of any U.S. forces in Palestine, even as fev as a
handful of Marine guards for the U.S. consulate in Jerusalem. Moreover, while
admitting the strategic importance of the Middle East, particularl7 Egypt as a base
of operations, the Army and Air Force, under budget pressure, were willing to
forgo forces for use in the eastern Mediterranean in the event of a war with the
Soviet Union. On the other hand, since it would have been most affected bysuch
a proposal, the Navy stoutly defended the itrategic importane of the eastern
Mediterranean and the necessity to retain naval forces th.re.
On Korea there was jeneral accord, and once the administration took the
decision to withdraw AmerLu,', troops it was- never seriously challenged, though
occasionally the withdrawal date was postponed. Atno time during the budget
debates of 1948-19 did the Joint Chiefs link their requests for additional forces
to a reasiessment of policy toward Kort. By 1949 it was probably too late in
any event to effect any basic policy change that might have averted the June 1950
crisis. Had American military assistance been 5 or even 10 times as great, South
Korea would still have been in danger. As for a prolongation of the U.S. occupation, certainly the presence of American troops would have facilitated a stronger
reprisal to the North Korean attack when it finally came. Even so, the North
Koreans might still have judged the opportunities for conquest favorable enough
to make the attempt.
Any overall appraisal of what OSD accomplished during its first three years
must necessarily focus on the two men who were in charge-Forrestal and-John.
son. Both rank as strong secretaries, though differences in personality, style, and
methods clearly set them apart. If Johnson was boastful, more aggressive, and
less sensitive to the ramifications of his actions, he seemed no less dedicated, no
less committed te the job than Forrestal. Had Johnson instead of Forrestal been
the first Secretary of Defense and forced,t grapple with the frustrating issues of
the initial period, he might well have behaved more moderatly than he actually
did-in 1949-50. That Johnson was able to step in and take charge immediately
reflected not only the force of his personality but also the strong foundations that
Forretl had built.
Forresal and Johnson played very much different roles as secretaries. The
former, reserved and courteous by nature, approached his new responsibilities
cautiously. He did not make decisions hastily or lightly, frequently agonizing
over ther. Concerned about effective leadership, he conscientiously sought the
best-qualified pt"le for Deense positions. A consenus-builder and gradualist,
e
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he looked on the early years of die new defense establishment as a period of
transition and experimentation. Because of this tentative approach, he was open

,

to changing his outlook and his actions on ic basis of experience. Forrestal
sought to be a bridge between the President and the military services--a role
that sometimes proved thankless and caused him to seem less of a leader than he
was, particularly in the eyes of Truman and the White House staff.
On taking office, Johnson immediately manifested traits and behavior that
distinguished him from ForrestaL Self.assured and domineering, cultivating the
image of a dynamic leader, he gave commands instead of seeking consensus.
Much less given to deliberation than Forrestal, he could be precipitate in seeking
and making changes and decisions in an authoritative manner--decisons that
sometimes had to be modified or rescinded subsequently. By all accounts politically
ambitious, he regarded himself as the President's man and may have hoped that
the office wouJd prove to be a springboard to the presidency. Other than a few
that invited the charge of cronyism, Johnson does not appear to have made
appointments on a personal politicAl basis. He did not command from his staff
the high degree of loyalty and affection that Forrestal inspired, bur he earned
the respect of some key OSD holdovers.
In addition to sharply contrasting modes of behavior and action, Forrestal
and Johnson differed in their views of some of the important problems they faced.
Forrestal worked diligently to create an integrated politico-military structure for
making policy through the National Security Council. His close and friendly
relations with Lovett helped toward this end. Johnson's near-paranoid attitude
toward the State Department, especially his suspicious and hostile attitude toward
Acheson, could not help but detract from the effectiveness of the structure Forreseal had cherished. Moreover, Johnson lacked the experience in foreign affairs
and the global outlook that Forrestal had acquired during his Navy years. For
Forresral, more intensely than Johnson, the rise of the Soviet postwar threat
became a Passionate concern demanding vigilance and readiness of a high order.
An active proponent of collective security, Forrestal worked to bring about
NATO, whereas Johnson was lukewarm toward the alliance and suspicious of
the military assistance program developed to help sustain it and other countries.
regarded domestic political influence as an unwarranted intrusion on
national security, frequently deplored its effects, and was profoundly shaken by
.s dcmi..'
in the formulation of U.S. policy on Palestine. Johnson took
-domestic
politics for granted, recognizing its pottic.y aend een frequent primacy

3Forrestal

The experience of the first two Secretaries of Defense confirmed the impormnce, the high visibility, and the hazards of the office. They were active principals
at the highest levels in the making of budgets and national security polic
q.
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Because they were presiding over the formation and shaping of.the huge new
defense stucture, they were the object of close attention from Congress and the
public. Responsibility for errors and failures, large and small, throughout the
miltary establishment was visited on them. These are the penalties of holding
high public position, but the pressures to perform were especially intense during
this period of beginnings, and both experienced to the fullest the frustrations
and dilemmas that have continued to characteri7e the office. Neither Forrestal nor
Johnson left office of his own accord; they left at the behest of the President.'
For Johnson it meant the end of his public career; for Forrestal it meant the end
of his life.
On balance, it seems clear that the achievements of the period outweighed
the failures and setbacks. One way of evaluating the new defense establishment
is to speculate on how the government would have functioned without it. The

vastly increased size and cost of the military establishment over its prewar scale
made it the largest claimant on government resources. Between 1947 and 1950

military appropriations and expenditures were an order of magnitude ( 10 times)

4

.

greater than they had been in 1939, and national defense received two to three
times the share of the U.S. budget it had received in 1939. In military manpower,
the increase was five times, and in defense civilian employees more t%n four
times. The largest and most expensive function of the government, defense
demanded much more of the time and attention of the President and Congress
than it had before the war.
Had the postwar reorganization not occurred, the coordination of the War
and Navy Departments would have required more direct attention from the
President and his White House staff. This heavier burden would doubtless have
required a greatly increased staff in the White House and probably elsewhere,

assistance. The organization estblished by the National Security Act in 1947,
therefore, provided the President with the instrument to oversee and coordinate
the different elements of the complex defense structure. Some scr.!cture was
needed, whether this one or some other-with or without congressional sanction.

Accordingly, the new defense establishment served a useful, necessary, and even
indispensable purpose. It relieved the Office of the President of what would
certainly have been a progressively heavier policy and administrative burden. The
Secretary of Defense became, in effect, a deputy to the President for military
marters and. through OSD.eventually achieved a dear" of qi'per'yiaon and ccr.
*Truman &askd for Joh~nson's reignation on 12 September 19Sf0 and Johnson left office on
19 September, to be succeeded by Georme C Marsharll. 1t was octiraily believed that Johnson

had become a political liability to the administration becase the early Korean disasters revaled
the e
,aeation
of his claims of achieving greater military preparedness at lowe coo,.
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dination of the military that would have been much more difficult, if not
impossible, for the White House alone.
Slowest progress occurred in getting the services to pull together. The
serious differences still in evidence in June 1)50 directly reflected the uncertainty,
suspicion, distrust, and even fear that characterized relations between the services
themselves and with OSD. Even the knowledge that the Secretary of Defense
could or would impose decisions on them did not produce accord on some matters,
particularly those involving money, roles and missions, and weapon systems. The
divisiveness among the joint Chiefs diminished their stature and their influence
within the national security structure and caused greater power and influence to
flow to the Secretary of Defense and OSD. This is all the more ironic in view of
the resistance of all of the services to greater centralization of power in OSD.
That Forrestal and Johnson nonetheless achieved progress toward interservice cooperation and integration of some functions speaks well for their
devotion to the principles of unification and their persistence in the face of
opposition and distrust. This progress could not have been achieved without the
assistance of the OSD staff. From the standpoint of centralization of power and
hence acquisition of a capacity to make and enforce decisions, OSD provided an
indispensable instrument for the Secretary of Defense. Its establishment and
growth under Forrestal's and Johnson's leadership represented one of the most
important developments in the national security history of the period.
Probably the greatest success of OSD between 1947 and 1950 was the
establishment of control over the budget process. The unequivocal language of
the national security legislation, reinforced by the Title IV amendment of 1949,
gave Forrestal and Johnson the necessary legal sanction to institute a consolidated
budget system and impose uniform budgetary, accounting, and audit procedures
on the military services. The effect of these changes and of the inability of the
Joint Chiefs to agree on programs was to concentrate financial decisionmaking
in the hands of the Secretary of Defense and diminish the authority of the
services to control and use their appropriated funds.
Another notable achievement was OSD's contribution to closer interdepartmental coordination through the NSC. Much credit belongs to Forrestal, whose
persistence in the face of Truman's initial coolness toward the council gradually
helped produce a more orderly procedure for dealing with national security
es....
Johnson. despite his clashes with Acheson and the problems thus created

it
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for staff-level contacts between Defense and State, supported the NSC system.

Uke Forrestal, he found it useful for formulating policy and coordinating
decisions. By June 1950, the NSC had passed the test, winning even Truman's
approval, and *as becoming a central fixture of the policy process.
Ultimately, the value and importance of OSD became evident through its
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overall direction of the defense establishment, as demonstrated by its performince
During the Berlin blockade in 1948, OSD responded quickly,
in times of crisis.
despite the absence of advance planning, by coordinating mobilization of the
and by overseeing the development of contingency measures in case the
situation worsened. In Greece, it helped overcome delays in the shipment of

L .7

~airlift

assistance, delays that could have prolonged the communist insurgency or jeopardized the conflict's outcome. Although less successful in influencing the course
of events inPalestine, OSD nonetheless contributed to coutaining the spread of
Arab-Israeli ighting by assuring the prompt deployment of U.S. truce observers
and other supporting elements for Bernadotte's peacekeeping mission. OSD's key
role inbringing about NATO and in the development and execution of MDAP
was a clear manifestation of its rise to leadership. And finally, by the time the
Korean War began, Forrestal and Johnson had created a top-level staff that
could meet the supreme test of a military organization--overseeing the direction
of a war.

As incomplete as they may have seemed in some ways, the achievements of
the formative years 1947-50 should not be underestimated. A vast new organi.
zation with radically altered relationships and procedures was made to work.
By 1950, although unification was perhaps still as much promise as reality, there
was no retreating from its basic premises, no turning back from the course
Forrestal and Johnson had charted. Accepting the heavy burdens of an indispens.
able office newly created, with no precedent to guide them, they persevered
under conditions of enormous stress, amid circumstances that at times defied their
authority. In the end, neither was as successful as he H'id hoped. But having been
the first to serve, they laid the vital foundations on which others could build.
This, in itself, was a worthy legacy.
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List of Abbreviations

ACC

Allied Control Council

AEC
AFPB
AFPC
AFSWP
AMAGi
AMAT
AMIK
ANMB
BAC

Atomic Energy Commisson
Armed Forces Personnel Board
Armed Forces Policy Council
Armed Forces Special Weapons Project
American Mision for Aid to Greece
American Mission for Aid to Turkey
American Mission in Korea
Army and Navy Munitions Board
Budget Advisory Committee

BoB

Bureau of the Budget

CEA
CFM

Council of Economic Advisers
Council of Foreign Ministers
Central Intelligence Agency
A eFCIG
Central
Intelligence Group
Civlina
Yopenta
oirEastor
Commander
in Chief, Far
r

CCPB
CCS

!1}CIA

4

A W
CCP
CINCFE
CJCS
CPC

~ 4DMC

i

:

Civilian Components Policy Board
Combined Chiefs of Staffuci
•
.,
ject

Chairman, joint Chiefs of Staff
Combined Policy Committee

DC

DCfense Committee, North Atlantic Treaty Organization

DCI
DFEC
DDfene

Director of Central Intelligence
Defense Financial and Economic Committee, North Atlantic
t tl Treaty Organization

DJS

Dirernr, Joint Staff

i

f

Defense Management Committee
DoD
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Department of Defense
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ECA
ECC
ERP
FAC".
FASC
FIEC
EMACC
FY?
GAC

Economic Cooperation Administration
European Coordinating Committee
European Recovery Program
Foreign Assistance Correlation Committee
Foreign Assistance Steering Committee
Far Eastern Commission
Foreign Military Assistance Coordinating Committee
Fiscal Year
General Advisory Committee of the Atomic Einergy Commission

GNA
JAC

Greek National Army
Intelligence Advisory Committee

SNAC

t

onIntrnalSecrit
ICISIntrdeprtmntalComitte

Interdepartmental Intelligence Committee
joint Action of the Army and the Nary
MAAN
joint American Military Mission for Aid to Turkey
)AMMAT
joint Committee on Atomic Energy
JCAE
joint Chiefs of Staff
JCS
joint Research and Development Board
JRDB
Joint Strategic Plans Committee
)SPC
joint Strategic Survey Committee
Jssc
Joint United States Military Aid Group
JUSMAG
joint United States Military Advisory and Planning Group
JUSMAPG
United States Military Advisory Group to Korea
KMAG
Military Air Transport Service
MATS
Munitions Board
MB
Military Committee, North Atlantic Treaty Organization4
MC
Manhattan Engineer District
MED
Mutual Defense Assistance Program
Military Liason Committee to the Atomic Energy Commission
MLC
Military Production and Supply Board
MPS5B
Medium Term Defense Plan
MTDP
North Atlantic Council
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NATO
National Intelligence AuthorityJ
NIA
National Military Establishment
NME
National Security Council
NSC
N,4ational Security Resources Board
NSRB
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)
OASD(C)
OASD(ISA) Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (international
1IC

* 4MDAP

ist of Abbreviations

Seturity Affairs)
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-lsof Abbreviations
,OFMA

OCDP

Office of Civil Defense Planning
Office of Forign Military Affairs

OMA
OMS
OP
OSD
OSRD
OSS
PPB
PPS
R&D
ROK
RDB
SAC
SANACC
SCAP
SG
SWNCC
UCP
UMT
UNSCOP
USAFE
WC
WSEG
WU

Office of Military Assistance
Office of Medical Servkes
Orice of Public Information
Office of the Secretary of Defense
Office of Scientific Resetrch and Development
Office of Strategic Services
Personnel Policy Board
Policy Planning Staff
Research and Development
Republic of Korea
Research and Development Board
Strategic Air Command
State-Army-Navy-Air Forc Coordinating Committee
Supreme Commander Allied Powers
Standing Group, North Atlantic Treaty Organization
State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee
Unified Command Plan
Universal Military Training
United Nations Special Committee on Palestine
United Statts Air Forces in Europe
War Council
Weapons Systems Evaluation Group
Western Union
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Notes
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The citations that follow refer to a wide variety of published and unpub.
hshed materials. Detail has been kept to a minimum without sacrificing essential
information. Readers should consult the bibliography for complete information
on the location of archival collections and for the full references (publisher andc
date of publication) to printed works.
For the period from 19,17 through mid.1950, the immediate office of the
Secretary of Defense used a subject filing system identified in the notes by the
prefix CD," followed by a seqjuence of numbers to pinpoint the location of each
document. Files within each subject were arranged chronologically and when
retired to the National Archives became pert of Record Group (RG) 330. Also
part of this record group were the files of the various staff agencies and all
subordinate OSD offices, except for the joint Chiefs of Staff, who maintained
their own filing system. Standardized recordkeeping did not begin to appear until
approximately June 1950 when the secretary's immediate office adopted a modified version of the Dewey decimal system. All OSD files retired as part of RG
330 for the period prior to June 1950 are housed in the Modern Military Division, National Archives, Washington, D.C. Files identified as "OSD
Hist" conssi*
tte a separate collection in the custody of the OSD Historical Office in the
Pentagon. Documents from OSD collections which are also printed in the U.S.
Department of State Foreign Relationi of the United Stows series are so identified
with a dual source citation.
1. 17 SrtP11tMBU 1947
i! !w frew tm
hi. Inlowina: Mem Clark Clifford for Trumnan.
1~~5
Sep 47. Presidnt's Seretary's File (PSF), Truman Papers, Harry S. Truman Library
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Ose with Johnon et A,26 May 42 ibid, 660-62.
49. Cable Johnson to SecStue and President. 14 May 42, ibid, 654.
50. M Truman, Harry S.Tr,,saw, 20.
51. Coes Biorap y, 1949, 300.
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b by John Rkhadu, 6 Nov 72, Columbia Univ Oral History
Project (copy in Dwight D Eisenhower Libiray, Abilene. Kans), 19. (]isenhowet Library
hetedter cited -n DDEL)
53. See"List of Major Issues," 23 Mar 49, attach to me=o Ohly foe SecDef, 28 Mar 49, KG
330. CD 9-2-4 5.
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58, Robert J Doenovasn,
T esteoat Ydear: The Pr ie7y of Harry S. Trrmsan, 1949-!913,
61; inter, with Leve by jry N Wa, 9 Dec 69 and 12 Jun 70, Old Hktey Collection.
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Memo Johnson for SecArmy et al, 28 Mat 49. Johnson Collection, WNRC.
Sewila.awl Riot of SvtDe.. ]Iy Ito Decombi 31, 1949. 42-43.
SecDef pies. con(, 29 Mar 49. )obovosr Pailit Saiemitai, 1949,1:3-4.
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FAblurboea, 1949, 81 Cong. I seu (1949),. 2698 (hereafter cited as Saadrr-Leiihtrom.
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0,. Tramssaript, "News of the World," WRC-NIC radio, 21 Aug 49, Johnson Pspeze.
(6( Memo Johnson for War Council (WC) members, 22 Jul 49, Esscnhower Pre-Presidential
Papers.
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and passim Also see Alan L Gropman. The Air For* ititgrdles, 1945-1964, 89-90, 296
(.9. Memo Johnson for the President. 23 Apt 49. Johnson Papers.
70 Murray Green. "Stuart Symington end the R-36," 295-310; interv with Stuart Symington
1syAlfred Goldberg. Rogrr R Trask, mid Steven L Retrden, 20 and 28 May 81, OSD Hirt.
71 Memo on Louis Johnson by Ohly, (ca 1949). Ohly personal papers; Carpenter, "Confident
tisl Recollections," 72. Carpenter Papers; inrerv with Marx Leva by Alfred Goldberg. SA
Tucker. and Harry Yoshpe, 8 Mar 74, 34, OSD list; interv with Wilfred 3 McNeil by
Alfred Goldberg and Harry Yoshpe, 31 May 74, ibid.
'2 Forrestal rest, 24 Mar 49. Senate Cte on Armed Services. lIirisi.s Nmsiooia Ser y Act
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Cato test, 7 Apr 49. ibid. 121, 123,
"-I, Kimball test. 12 Apr ,19, ibid, 163.
75. Memo Denfeld (for JCS) for SecDef, 25 Mar 49, in ibid. 261-62.
'6 Denfeld rt, 7 Apt 49, ibid. 115-16.
1'7 Ltr Johnson to Tydings, 7 Apt 49, ibid. 262-63.
8 Test by Eberstadr, McNeil, and others on Title IV, ibid. 2010. For summary of Senate
action, seeCole. The Depa ltosm of Di enji, 82-84,
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82; Sauidy ILALLAtioss, 1949, 2645-56,
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7. insert' with Ieys. 9 Dee 69, 22 Jun 70, 1-9. Truman Oral History Collection; inter v with
Ohly, 19 Apr 77.6,. UWko'j Who m Apesri, 1956-1957.
& 050 PA, 23 Sep 47. OSD Hits. inter? with Ohly, 19 Apt 77, (-7; intern with Levs, 10
Jun77.7 .
9 Obly comments, ch 111.R-F-.lII-2, Dec 2, 050 Hiss; Narecb tI-laby, Cro,,u'is. An
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10. Oh!y comments on taseMS, Dec 82. OSD Hitt.
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6,&,ltesample, Ilr Arthur H Sulzberger eoVannevar bush, 12 Nov 47, 050 Hist; edi'
toriul. "Military Secrecy in a Free Society:' Wikhigios Ewssing Star, 5 Jan 48; Not Finney,
"A Voluntary Censor Plan by lFormetal," Doi Moas~r Rexhiav, 5Jan 48.
Memo Forrestal for service sec, and JCS, 4 Feb 48. 050 Hitt (emphasis in original); also.
OSO PR No 20-48, 13 Feb 48, and Long, "Public Relations- First Phase," 16-18.
Memo Capt 1W Berry 050 lor Mathews and Kluckhohn, 24 M~at 48, 050 Hitt; Long.
"Public Relatons. First Phase," 19-20,
Memo Mathews and Klucklsohns for Sec~ef, I Apt 48, 051) list. Copies of the MathewsKluckhohn report were sent to each of the service secretaries, but without the confidential
introduction. Long. "Public Relations, First Phase:* 27-28.
050 PR No 95-48, 2 Jul 48, 050 Mist. Hinton's appointmoent became effective on 19 July
1948,
See Gladwin Hill, "Symington Assails Defense Quarrels,' NY Tisui, 18 Jul 48.
Inter, with Symington, 27 May 81, 15-20. 050 Hitt. For discussion between Forrestal and
Trums-n on Symington's possible dismissal, seeMillia, Foerent4 Diori, 463. Por Hfinton's
report, seememo Hinton for Forrestal. 20 Jul 48,050 HMist,
During the above-mewstioned interview, Syminon stated his desire to "clear the
record' on the matter of the Loo Angeles speech and made available a collection of personal
papers, including copies of two speeches-one labeled "Not Given" and the other, datsed
16 July 1948, bearring handwritten revisions of the "Not Given" copy. In a letter dated
22 July 1948 soTurner Catledge, acting managing editor of the Now YoeA Timor, Syrning'
son insisted that he spoke entirely from the revised copy ansdthat he "went over it carefully
with one of Mr. Forrestal's chief asaistanus on the spot, this just prior to making ste addresa:"
Also among these papers was atcopy of a letter of 20 July 1948 from Capt. L.W. Berry,
UN, one of Forrestal's aides, soJohn CYDonnell, Washington correspondent foe the New
Yoek D,&Jy Nowl, absolving Symington of having made any remarks in Loa Angles critical
of the Notional Military Establishsment.
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directive wastiama on 14 April 1949, the last on 24 May 1949. Memo Fre for Ptkclar,
Ewets, Leo, and Seldler, 14 Apr 49, 060 Mist; memo Johnson for service sees,7 Jun 49.
060 Hitt.
67. Memo Frye for SeeDef, 31 May 49, 060 HWat;
tabl, Public Relations Organization, DoD.
Apr 50, "Public Info to 1953" notebtook, 050 Mist.
68. Lor Fryesto Long. 20 Dec 50, 050 I list,
69 Ltr ratty to law"c UtGsAW. Jr, 29 Sep 49, 050 HWss;
memo jtr Ale by ayne Asthas
OSD,l10Feb50, OSV Him; emo for SeDef, 17 Mae50, citd in Rudolph A Winncaer
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74,. Memo Ohir for SecArmy et al. 15 Nov 47, Catl Spears Papers, MSS Div, Library of
Conitress (LC); memo Forrestal for President, 27 Feb 48, PSF. Truman Papet;tl Winnacker,
75. Memo Forresl for SecArmy et ., 27 Mar 48, 050 Hist; Winnacirer, "Civil Defense," 19;
Yoshpe. Milions Shield. 77, 88; tr Herold B Hinton 050 to Charles G Ros, 14 Feb 49,
Confidential File (CF), Truman Papers-, Pant Rpt of Secoef, 48.
'6. Winnacker, "Civil Defense,' 20-23; notes, mtX War Council, 31 Aux 48, 1948 notebook

(Westein Hemisphere-Civil Defense), Ohly Collection. OSD Hist; Wjnnocker, "CivilI
77 Office of Civil Defense Planning, 050. Civil Defenme for &elkual Sicoisy, 16. 18, amd
paslim.
78 For a summary of agncy views, se "Comments from Interested Departments and Agencies,"
(n d). apper soWinnacker. "Civil Defense:'
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'9 Yoshpe. Miiiiwg 041J. 97-100. and Winnocker. "Civil Defenset." 27-30, survey reactions
80."Preliminary Draft of Civil Defense Legislation:' '7jlan 49, attach to Itt Forrestal to Steel.
man. 12 )an 49. 050 H-it. ltr Forrestal to Truman, 27 Jan 49, 050 Hiat.
RI, Ltr Truman to Forrestal. 3 Mar 49. sad mem Truman for ChmtNSILD, 3 Mor 49. both in
OSD Hiss; Winnacker, "Civil Defense." 34-35; Itt Johnson to Truman, 27 Apr 49. Itt
Johnson to Truman. 14 May 49, Itt Johnson to Steelmans. I Aug 49, all in 060 Himt;
Winnaclcer, "Civil Defense." 36-37.
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82 Winnacker, "Civil Defense," 39-53; Semiena Rj'I of See~el
1949, 32-33, On the creationi of the Feeral Civil Defense Administration. WeYoqhpe.
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81 Fifug RI" of SeeDfl, 45-47, 49-5 1.
84. For a partial listing: of 030 committees and their functions, se "List of Major Problem."
21 Mar 49. enc to memo Ohly for SecDef, 28 Met49. RG 330, CD 9-2-45.
5(5.Miles, "Office of the Secretary of Defense," 49-52.
86 Memo Ohly foe Nicholas Ludington. 29 Ape 48, 4-5. Ohly Collecton. 060 Hitt; mermo
Foeetal for Ralph StohI OSD, 30 Sep 48, cited in "List of Maior Problems," 23 Mar 49,
16, RG 330, CD 9-2-4 5; also seeSecond, Rpt of StcDef, 10 1
87 Memo Johnson foe service ses esa1,30 Mar 49, Doc No lI-11-I. 050 Directives Book.
Johsn Collection, WNRC; Second Rp4 of Secof, 102.
RIP'S
08 DoD PR No (s4-49A, 27 May 49, 050 Hist, Se~ond Rpi' of SeeDe), 121; Seuia
of So.Del ..,. fuly I to Deembetr ;1, 1949, 117-18,
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10 MB directive. 3 Nov .19. OSD Directive Book, Doc No l-A-19. Johnson Collection. WNAC;
memo Johnson for service sc cc al, 15 Mar 50, ISA notebook, 030 Hist,
I I Siaod r of SerDeh 326-27; esscto memo LIures for Johnson, 5 Oct 49, Tab A, item 13,
(OSD Hitt (emphasis in original).
11 Incer, with Carpenter, 12-13 Jun 8I, OSD His:; also weeCarpenter, "Confidential Aecollec'
tions,' 40-41, Carpenter Papers For an example of Foerestails problem in finding a successor to Hargrave, sec summary of his conversation with Henry Isham,. entry, 4 Sep 48,
Forrestal Diary, 24167, Forrestal Papers.
Forrestal for Ohly,
I4. Carpenter, "Confidential Recollections," 40-12, Carpenter Papers; memcro
15 Nov 48, Ohly personal papers: "MB Or# History," 26; OSD Fact Sheer, "The Progress
ofi Unification. A Review of Actions UndJer The National Security Act," 0S Dec 49, 1.
050 Hist.
14 lItiblie Affairs 0501, -The Unification Notebook, 1947-1949: A Compendium of Accom'
plishmrents in the Field of Atmed Forces Unification." 15, 050 His:; SireonJa
RjsI oi S~eD*j,
I-low 30,.1930, 46.
88-89. 5r,Dirf Staswsad Ors .Jaawy
15. Carpenter, "Confidential Recollections," 53-54. Carpesiter Papers.
16 SeeTab A. items 1, 2, 3,4. ene to memo Lutes for Johnson, 5 Oct 49. 050 His:: Carpenter.
"Confidenial Recollections," 51, Carpenter Papers,
17 Melvin Bell, 'The Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering: Its Org.
nirittion and Administration," 4, 16. On the wartime~ activities of the OSKO. seeIrvin
i'e,
Hiliory of AN. Office
$*ewait. Organiziax Scirwijct R0erean'h for W'.r! Tb.idm
of Scurnift Reseoarch ndp Detvlojaueng. Herbert F York and G Allen Grels. "Military
Research and Development: A Postwar History," 13-23, offers an overview of the postwar
R&D otgnization.
IS Lit Rush to Robset P Paterson, IS Jul 47, AG 330, CD 109-1-2; Vancievat Bush, Mfodem
Ariaro and Free Mew~ A D~riiiiion ol Ike Roli of Scieiart in Peeow.'sieg Domocracy, 3.
19 Millis. ForrjW Dieavi, 319-20,£
20. See "Proposed Direnctive," (ni J), memo Forresal for SecArmy ec aI, 11IDec 47, Ofsly
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66.
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5-1-50.
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1949-1930, 81 Cong. I and 2 iss (pub 1974), 125ff.
69 Acheson Seminars. 15-16 May 54. reel 5, track 1, 13-14, Acheson Papers, HSTL
70. Ltr Webb Acting SecState to Johnson. 6 Apr 49, PRUS 1949, VI:898-99.
71. Ltt Johnson to Acheson, 3 Jun 49, RG 330, CD 6-2-47, and PRUS 1949, VI:1087-89.
72. Dept of State, Wely Rttirw. I Feb 50, 10.
73. Memo Acheson for Trumar, I Sep 49, PRUS 1949, VI1341-42; NSC 47/2, 17 Oct 49
(approved 20 Oct 49), ibid, 1439.
74. Memo Webb USecState for Lay. 27 Feb 50, PSF, Truman Papers, and PROS 1930, V:76366. On the efforts of Jews in the United States to influence U.S. policy, see for example.
mencon Acheson with Henry Mortenthau, 9 Jan 50. ibid, 671-74,
75 For a summary of Israeli arms requests received by the United States between late 1949 and
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76 Lit Capt FP Mitchell, Jr, USN (for MB) to John C Elliott Munitions Div State, 8 Mar 50,
AG 330, CD 6-2-7.
77. NSC 65. [28 Mar 50), PSF, Truman Papers, and PRUS 1950, V-131-35.; (n a), briefing
memo, 6 Apr 50, RG 218, CCS 334 NSC (9-25-47) sec 2.
78. Memo for the President, 7 Ape 50, PSF/NSC., Truman Papers.
79. Memo Lay for NSC, 17 Apt 50, PSF, Truman Papers; memo Battle, 14 Apt 50, PROS
1950, V135, n6: memo Georar McGhee for Acting SecSixat, 17 May 50, ibid. 138,
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!bid. Foarthc report as Amended. meeNS(. 65/2, 10 May 50, PSF,

Trimaen PW
81. Dept of State, FM D D-2a, 20 Apt 50, AG 330, CD 337 (Four Powers), and PRUS 1950,
V:130-38; Bradley (for JCS) memo for SeeDef, 2 May 50, AG 330, CD 9-4-29 and CD
337 (Fost Powers)* Dept of State, FM D D-3a, 26 Ap 50, RG 330, CD 337 (Four
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84. Lit Johnson to Acheson. 6 May 50. RG 110, CD 9-4-29, NSC Action No 100. 17 May 50.
RG 330, OASD(ISA) Records,
8C NSC 65/4, 17 May 50, ISF, Truman Papers, and PRUS 1930, V 016-66. memo Lay for
the President, 18 May 50. with notation of Truman's approval, 19 May 50, PSP, Truman
Papers.
HI5 T"Tpartite Cclartion Reiciling Security in the Near Eas, 25 May 50, Dept of Staic.
8a11,mn,. 5 Jun 50, 886. Also see Acheson, Pfeterit at Ike Creation, 396.
86., Lit Wcbb to Johnson, 25 May 50, RG 330, CD 9-4-29. And FRUS 1930, V'913-15; ir

Johnson to Acheson, 28 Jun 50, FRUS 1930. V:942-43.

87. On the development of the PINJInt plans, see Shniahel, JCS liiory, 1145-60. Also
see
Rosenberg. "The U S Navy and the Problem of Oil."
-56.

88 1pr of Siate Paper,
to d), FRUS 1917, V'575-76, UK memo. In d), ibid. 581.
89 Rosenber& 'ilse US, Navy and the Problem of Oil," 57-59; memo Denfeld for SecDef.
19 Apr 48, RG 330, CD 7-1-19; Condir, JCS lIhiory, 11.286-93.
90 Memo for the President, 21 May 48, PSF/NSC, Truman Papers; memo Soucts for SecDcf.
21 May 418,RG 310, CD 11-1-13, memo Obly for JCS, 24 May ,18, ibid.
91 Memo Porcestal for Exec Sec NSC, 2 Avg 48, RO 330. CD 13-1-1, and PRUS 1948,
V 2-3
92 Memo for the President. 3 S.p ,18. PSF/NSC, Truman Papers; minI, 19th mtg NSC,
2 Sep 48. ibid,

i

'9% For a summary of the House Subice report, scememo Valentine B Deale OSD for
SeCDef,

8 Ma) 48. RG 150, CD 9-2-27.
'94 Memo Ohly Ior seivice sees, 14Sep 48, item 2, RG 330. CD 9-3-9. For earlier discussion
of petroleum desclopmeni in Latin America, see entry. 16 Jan 48, Forrestal Diary. 2026-27.
Forrestal Piapers.
'9$ Memo Ohly for Souics. 6 Jan 48, Ohly personal papers; memo Souces (or Forresral, 16 Jan
48, RG 330. CD 7-1-9
96 Memo Ohly for JCS, 26 Jan 18, RG 330, CD 7-1-9; memo Lishy (for JCS) for SecDer,
8 Apt 48, ibid, memo Ohly for Kenney, 9 Apr 48, ibid; mini, SANACC 67th mix, 20 May
48, RG 353, Box 71
'r. SANACC 398/41. 25 May 18, RG 353. Box 71.
98 NSC 26, 19 Aug 48, PSF, Truman Papers; NSC Action No 167, 6 Jan 49, NSC DoEs.
Modern Military Branch, NARS.
99) (cndit, ICS Ihirlory. 11.293-102. memo RAdm 18 Bigs Armed Services Petroleum Bd for
SccDefl ial, 2 May 49. RG 330, CD 7-1-9.
100 Stillis, PFdrriuj1 DiaViei, 551I.memo Robert J Wood for SeeDef, 16 Feb 49, Boxc2, Forrestal
Papers, WNRC. memo Bradley (for JCS) for S"Defd 4 May 50, RG 330, CD 7-1-9,
Rosenberg. "The US Navy and the Problem of Oil," 60.
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Note on Sources
and
Selected Bibliography

Most of the documents used in the preparation of this volume are in the
permanent custody of the Modern Military Division, National Archives, Washington, D.C. The bulk of the material came from Record Group (RG) 330,
which encompasses the Office of the Secretary of Defense and its component
offices and agencies, excluding the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The most useful part of
this immense collection was its subject correspondence file
of letters, memoranda,

,

reports, and other correspondence between the Secretary of Defense and his
senior aides and assistants, the service secretaries, other executive d.partments, the
White House and National Security Council, and members of Congress. RG 330
also includes separately organized collections for the Munitions Board, the Research and Development Board, the Office of Civil Defense, the Office of Public
Information, the Office of Military Assistance, the Military Liaison Committee,
and other OSD offices. References in the subject correspondence file indicate the
existence at one time of a collection for the Office of Foreign Military Affairs,
but efforts to locate it were unsuccessful.
The Modern Military Division also houses record collections for the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (RG 218), the Department of the Army, and the Department
of the Air Force, whkh the author consulted on a selective basis where gaps
appeared in the OSD files. Other useful collections at the National Archives
were RG 59 (Department of State), RG 51 (Bureau of the Budget), RG 353
(State-Army-Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee), and RG 273 (National
Security Council). Records of the Department of the Navy, which were especially
enlightening on the roles and missions controversy, are located- in the Naval
h}istorical Center at the Washington Navy Yard, Washington, D.C. At the
library of Congress the papers of General Carl Spaatz and the diary of Fleet
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Admiral William D. Leahy provided helpful information on the early postwar
of military, programs.
in dealing with organizational, administrative, and fiscal
matters were materials held by the OSD Historical Office in the Pentagon,
Established in 19,19, the OSD Historical Office has maintained an invaluable
collection of internal OSD memoranda, press releases, newspaper clippings, and
organizational materials dating to the beginnings of the lD:partmcnt of Defense.
Two especially useful collections in the custody of the OSD Historical Office
are the DoD Comptroller files, covering the tenure of Wilfred J. McNeil ( 194759). and tihe John H. Ohly collection of notebooks containing summaries ofmeetings of the War Council, tthe Armed Forces Policy Council, and the Committee of Four Secretaries for the period 1947-50 and documents relating to
preparatio|n of the FY 1950 budget. The author also obtained limited access to
Mr. Ohlys personal papers, which remain in his custody.
Forrestal and Johnson both collected personal papers, though only the
Forrestal collection was sufficiently intact to be of assistance. Forrestal's diary,
housed with his personal papers at the Princeton University Library in Princeton,
N.J., is a running commentary on people and events during his years as Secretary
.
and Secretary of Defense; Walter Millis (cd.), Th'e
of the Navy (1944-47)
Forretmd Diorries (New York: Viking Press, 1951), offers a condensation. No
comparable work exists for Louis Johnson, and his personal papers, located 2c
,he University of Virginia in Charlottesville, did not contribute significantly to
the record. Johnson's papers arc virtually devoid of matters bearing on his
official duties as ,SCCretary of Defense. Cross-references in the collection indicate
the existence at one time of a file of correspondence with President Truman, but
it was apparently removed or destroyed prior to receipt of the papers by the.
of Virginia.,
~In
addition to the material at Princetor, and Charlottesville, the author
located two smaller collections of Forrestal and Johnson papers at the Washington National Records Center in Suhtlanid, Md. The Forrestal collection, consisting
of two boxes, containd notebooks on World War 11 air and naval operations,
postw-ar air procurement, and 3efense organization; scattered memoranda on the
flush-dck ca-rrir, the Berlin crisis, 2nd other national socurity matters; and early"
drafts by Millis of Forrestal's published diary. One box of Johnson papers i|-
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dlurlded lPprtions or.fhis 1949 appointmem calendar and copies of directives issued
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papers of President Truman at the Truman library in lnttpendence,

~~Mo.,
also contain important documnt~ation that is not available elsewhere. The
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Confidential File (CF), containing the Presidcnt's more private correspondence;
and the President's Secrctar 's File (PSF), divided into subsections on the
National Security Council (with paraphrased minutes-of meetings), intelligence
matters, and U.S. Government agencies. Other personal papers consulted at the
Truman Library included those of George M. Elsey, Clark M. Clifford, Eben A.
Ayers, Dean G. Acheson, Frederick'3. Lawton, Dan A. Kimball, and Donald F.
Carpenter.
At the Eisenhower l.ibrary in Abilene, Kans., are the pre-presidential papers
and diary of Dwight D. Eisenhower, both particularly useful in piecing together
the story behind formulation of the FY 1951 budget. Published extracts from

*
•

L

this collection appear in Robert If. Ferrell (ed.). The Eisenhower Diaries (New
York: W.W. Norton. 1981), and Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., and Louis Galambos
(eds.), The Papers of Dwiht D. Ejsenhou'er (9 volumes to date; Baltimore:
rhe Johns Hopkins University Press, i970-78), which currently extend to early
1948, when Eisenhower retired as Army Chief of Staff.
Among other published primary sour'es, several deserve special mernion.
The U.S. Xpartment of State, Foreign Relations ol the United States, is an
ongoing seric that details the development of national security policy and contains a wealth of documentary materials on regienal and country problems and
atomc energy matters. The State Department biweeklyt tmletin provides contemporary documents and information. The Annual and Semiannad Reports of
the Secretary of Defense provide an overview of Defense policy and programs.
Alice C. Cole ce al., The Department of Defense: Docmmenti on Establishment
and Organizaton, 1944-1978 (Washington, D.C.: Historical Office, Office of the
Secretary of Defense, 197$? , documents and comments on the evolution of DoD
,organization. An extarmely valuable internal -ompilation prepared by the OSD
Historical Office is the Pxbhlic Satenents series, a complete collection of public
remarks, press conferenc-s, and congressional testimony by eachi Secretary of
Defense beginning with Forrestal. The Pmdlic Papers of the Presidents, available

1

4<
.

through the Government Printing Office, provides ready reference-to presidential
public comments; there are annual volumes for the Truman administration.

Congressional publications proved to be one of the rich-st sou.-ces cf.all. The
Congresiond Record is tbe standard source for floor debates. As a routine ma ter.

.

each House and Sernate committee publishes its open se-wion hearings. Recently,

the Senate Foreign Rclatisns C0imittec and rth House Foreign Affairs Cor......
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Interviews helped fill out the documentary record. Since thc mid.1970s the
OSD Historical Office hits maintained a growing oral history collection consisting
of interviews with former officials who served in or were connected with the
Department of Defense. Among the interviews consulted from this collection
were those with John H. Ohly, Marx Leval Wilfred J. McNeil, Robert A. Lovett,
General Lymani L 1.emnitzcr, Robert LeBaron, George M. Elsey, Donald F
Carpenter, and Stuart Symington. Transcripts of additional interviews with other
public figures active in the late 1940s were obtained from the oral history collections of the Truman Library, Columbia University, the U.S. Naval Institute, and
the U.S. Air Force.
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